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Foreword

The previous AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel Symposium to deal specifically with very high-speed flows (AGiAkI Conference
Proceedings 428) took- place in Bristol. UK in April 1987 when the subject addressed was the aerodynamics of h~pvrsonic
lifting vehicles. Since that time. considerable effort has been and is continuing to be devoted within many of the NATO Countrics
to a range of hy.personic ir-risport vehicles and their associated rese~'rch and enabling technology programmes. It was therefore
considercd appropriate for the l-TP ito bold another meeting on h ' petsonics in order to (i) report and asisess the adl ances heine
madc by the AGARD community fin the developmeaxand application of theoretical methods and experimental techniques for
simulating hypersonic flows over aerospace vehicles. (ii) highlight outstanding problem areas ar~d (iii) establish pointers ito aid in
the planning and implementation of future research programmes.

Major topics covered by the Symposium -were testing techniques and instrumentation. computational method% and physical
modelline. and %alidation and accurac% assessment. Forty-two papers were presented in eight separate sessions. .- n additional
paper. which the author was unable to present. is now inciuded in the proceedings. The session,% Vsere:

- Design oif Hypersonic Vehicles I 7 papers)
- Facilitics (4 papers)
- Instrumentation (5 papers)
- (TI) Validation and Data Accuracy (7 papers j
- Rarefied Gas; Real Gas: Chemistry (4 papers)
- Boundary Layer Transition (5 papers)
- IHigh Enthalpy Nozzle Computation 14 papers)
- tDeselopment and Application of Codes (6 papers + I additional).

The session on Instrumentation consisted (if five review papers which summarise the outcome of an Advanced Research
Workshop on New Trends in Instrumentation for Hypersonic Research. organised by ONERA. DL.R. NASA and \'KI and held
at ONFRA. Lec Fauga-Mauzac. France from 27th April to 1st May 1992.

The Symposium was concluded with a worthwhile discussitia period which began with a preliminary assessment given by the
Technical Evaluator. Professor E. Reshotko. The discussion helped to give additional prospective ito the technical co ntent of the
meeting. These proceedings include a record of the discussion and also the Technical Evaluation Report.

PRR. Bignell and C. Dujarric
Programme Committee Co-Chairmen



Avant-Propos

Le dernier symposium organist! par le Panel AGARI) de la dynamique dies fluides sur le rh~me des &oulcments, i s 116 rande
% itcs,,c (compic rendu dc confe~rence AGARD 4281)a cu lieu ii Bristol au Royaume-Uni en avril 1987. Le symposium asait pouir
wire -Lcs vqehicules hypcrsustentateurs-. Depuis cette epoque. des efforts considerables ont etc consacreS. et le sont Toujours,

-- in certain nomhre de pays del'OTAN. ý Fetude de l'airodynamique des %,hicules hvpersustentateurs ciaux proýgrammes de
recherche ct dceloppemnent des technoiogics y azsociees.

Le Panel .1 done juge opportun de tcnir une autre reunion sur le theme de Ifhypersonique afin de (i) rendrc compte et d\c% aduer
Ics prisgres qui ont etc reahiss par la communaute de IAGARD dans le dkveioppcmcnt et Ics applications des mehoies
thcoriques ct des techniques experimentales pour hi simulation des ecoulement% hypersoniques sur lesv'ihiculcs a&ospatiaux

( )nettrv en lumiere le' prohkmc% ct (iiiietablir des indications pour la plan~ification cc la misc en oeuvre de futurs programmes
de recherche.

Le,, principules questions couvertes par le symposium ont ti les techniques d'essai ct rinstrumentation. le" mnt.thodcs dc caleul.
1.a modelisation physique, la validation .:t I': aluation de la prticision. En tout. 42 communications on( atc lots des huit session%.
Ine communication suppkmientaire qui ria pas pu ýtre pr~sent&e est incluse au compte rendu de conference. Le programme
sic" differentes sessions s~aablit comme suit:

- La conception des vt~hicules hypersoniqucs (7 communications)
-Les installations (4 communications)

- L'instrunientation (5 communications)
- La validation de I'a~rodynamnique num~rique et la precision des donnces (7 communications)
- Lecgaz rar~fitý: la gaZ 1`66.: la chimie (4 communication%)
- La transition de [a couche limite (5 communications)
- Le calcul, des iuvires i haute enthalpie (5 communications)
- l.&laho ration ct ]a. misc en application des codes (6 communications + I supplkmentaircy.

(inq cLommunications on! tittý pr~wentties lors de la session sur l'instrumentation. Ell,-- ri~sumaicnt les resultats d'un atelier de
recherche. avanc&e organisc par l'ONERA. la NASA et le VKI ý l'ONERA. Le Fauga-Mauzac. France. du 2 7 avril au I er mat
191')2. ýur les nouvelles tendances en instrumentation pour la recherche hypersonique.

I c symposium a coflclu par on dehat tres fructueux qoi a commence par une appreciation preliminaire donnee par Vevaluatcur
technique. Ic Profcsseur E. Rcshotkto. Le dtebat a donne~ one perspective supplementaire au c'sntenu technique de Ia re~union. Cc
compte rendu c, mprend le textc des discussions ainsi que le rapport d'tlvaluation techniqu..

P.R. Iiignell et C. Dujarric
Co-Presidents du Comite de Programme
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Technical Evaluation Report

by

Eli Reshotko
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio 44106-7222, United States

ABSTRACT The Symposium was organized into the following eight ses-
The subject Symposium, "Tbeoretical and Experimental sions:
Methods in Hypersonic Flows," sponsored by the Fluid
Dynamics Panel of AGARD took place in Torino, Italy dur- (1) Design of Hypersonic Vehicles

ing the period 4-8 May, 1992. The objectives of the (II) Facilities

Symposium were to report and assess advances within the (I11) Instrumentation

AGARD community in the development and application of (IV) CFD Validation and Data Accuracy

theoretical and experimental approaches for addressing (V) Rarefied Gas; Real Gas; Chemistry

hypersonic flows related to aerospace vehicles, to highlight (VI) Boundary Layer Transition

particular problem areas, and to provide guidance for the (VII) High Enthalpy Nozzle Computation

planning and implementation of future research programs. (VIII) Development and Application of Codes

The meeting consisted of eight sessions, including a special Each session is reviewed separately. The conclusions andThemeeingconistd o eiht essons inludng s1 .ecal recommendations made reflect the comments and discussion
session of review papers covering the various areas of modern etamtendahof the perawea the co ncudin

instrumentation. This particular session was an outgrowth of that attended each of the papers as well as the concluding

theGeneral Discussion. The papers cited in this review will be
ResearchandT ec hnology.Eachsessioupnisyseparstely identified by their paper number as they appear in thisResearch and Technology. Each session is separately volume.

reviewed in this report. The comments on the sessions are

drawn from those of all the Symposium participants as wenl asmy own.SESSION 1:
my own. DESIGN OF HYPERSONIC VEHICLES

INTRODUCTION Of the seven papers in this session, one dealt with design

This Symposium followed by five years an earlier FDP sym- methodology n2t , two with computational technique s o 1[4e ,

posium on the "Aerodynamics of Hypersonic Lifting two with controls and control effectiveness 13115), one with the

Vehicles" that took place in Bristol, UK in April 1987. At that Pegasus vehicle 161, and one with vehicle design for planetary

time there was considerable excitement in the hypersonic entry 171.

community because of the vehicle development programs - Perrier's paper (21 notes that when considering a vehicle
NASP, HERMES, HOTOL and SANGER. After about a whose feasibility is not assured, the first phase of the design
twenty year moratorium, hypersonics was being actively must be devoted to a determination of feasibility. Only when
reconstructed using the modern developments in CFD and feasibility is demonstrated can one proceed with the more
experimental techniques. The atmosphere at Bristol was one usual ("linear") design methodology. His paper emphasizes
of great optimism. searching for "critical points", and resolving the critical issues

that will determine the viability of a design. He proposes a
In the five years since Bristol, the vehicle programs have been "development triad" of CFD, ground-based experiment and
severely cut back if not suspended. The ambitions of those flight experiment that is strongly based on CFD. This is a very
programs turned out to be beyond our technology base. It has thought-provoking paper. The Pegasus vehicle which is the
become apparent that improvement in our technology base subject of paper 161 was designed entirely by analytic tech-
would be neither simple nor quick. The mood in Torino was niques and CFD, and it has been successfully flown. The flight
more subdued and more sober. Concentration was more on performance was within the tolerances of the design
methodology than on vehicles, on generating the technology methodology. It would seem therefore that the Pegasus vehi-
base that would be needed for future vehicle development. cle would be a very good test bed for the flight evaluation of

This report follows the format introduced by Dr Wolfgang critical design issues.

Schmidt in his review of the immediately preceding AGARD- Papers I1 and 141 both profess to deal with real gas computa-
FDP Symposium (AGARD-CP-498). His was one of the first tions including finite rate chemistry. rkeither is fully
Technical Evaluators' Reports to be incorporated into the satisfactory. The first contains some ideal gas assumptions
symposium proceedings volumes. He has set an excellent within a Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes formulation.
example and I am most appreciative. Paper 14] purports to calculate the flow throutgh a scramjet

eanine - an internal flow - using Euler equations. However
Swisvcls good the chemistry, an Euler method cannot correctly model
42 papers were presented. The presenting authors were from the mixing processes and the boundary layer effects that are
Belgium (2), Canada (1), France (), Germany (7), Italy (3), especially critical for internal flows. A rather complete
the Netherlands (1), Sweden (1), Turkey (1), the United dewcription of real gas issues is given in the paperbyDeiwert
Kingdom (6) and the United States (12). 1241.
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The experiments on controls and control effectiveness pre- onto stainless steel via an intermediate MCrAIY bond coat
sented in papers P31 and 151 could be interpreted only for temperatures in the 1000-1300 C range. The author cau-
qualitatively since the results were obtained at Reynolds num- tions that different surface coatings may have different
bers that were rather low compared to rrmnpetive flight catalytic properties and that the issue of -catalytic similarity"
Reynolds numbers. They did emphasize the sensitivity of will have to be addressed.
control effectiveness to transition location, pointing out the Paper 111] describes a proposed upgrading of the LBK low
need perhaps for a simulation methodology for hypersonic pressure arc tupnel at DLR-Koln that is used for high
flow akin to that developed for transonic flow by FDP Work- enthalpy tests of thermal protection systems for spacecraft.
ing Group 09. For the operating stagnation pressures, the flow is expected to

Paper 171 b- Smith describes the design of a class of related be frozen downstream of the nozzle throat.
ballistic entry probes for planned ESA/NASA missions to Most hypersonic tunnels except perhaps for the piston driven
Mars, Titan (a moon of Saturn), and Earth-return after comet shock tunnels have non-equilibrium flow in the test section. I
sampling. The study notes that some needed aerothermal data here reiterate my comment made at the Symposium that this
are non-existent while others require extension of existing might not be a problem for blunt configurations since their
data to higher temperatures. Such data are needed in order to flowfields tend to be equilibrated behind the bow shock
come up with credible designs. Facilities for generating the waves. For slender configurations, there may well be a simula-
additional data do not now exist. tion problem in testing in a non-equilibrium flow.

SESSION II: SESSION III
FACILITIES INSTRUMENTATION
Of the four papers in this session, three describe new high This session consisted of five summary papers delivered by
performance wind tunnels 181191111], while the fourth 1101 dis- mcrabers of the Instrumentation Subgroup of the AGARD/
cusses the problem of finding suitable model surface FDP Ad Hoc Study Group on Hypersonic Research and
materials so that the models will not burn up. Technology. Since these summary presentations were based

Paper 181 describes two ONERA hypersonic tunnels, the R5 on the deliberations of the subgroup at a meeting that took
at Meudon, which became operational in 1989, and the arc- place at Le Fauga (Toulouse) the week before the Symposium,
driven high-enthalpy F4 at Fauga-Mauzac which has been run there were no written versions of the remarks available at the
but is still in the process of its qualification tests. Tunnel R5 is Symposium. The speakers deserve our thanks for very

a Mach 10, To - 1100 K, low Reynolds number facility that competently putting together their summaries in a very short
operates entirely in laminar flow, simulating Earth entry at time.

altitudes of -bout 60 km. Real gas effects are minimal and so The papers covered principally many of the new instrumenta-
the tunnel may also be useful for appropriate types of CFD tion technologies, for example: measurements of temperature
validation experiments. Tunnel F4 is designed as a real gas and concentration using EBF, LIF, and CARS, pressure
facility with reduced stagnation enthalpies, Ho/RTa, up to measurements using piezoelectric and piezoresistive transdu-
200. The static conditions in the test section are non-equilib- cer technology and pressure sensitive paints, force
rium, with running times of about 80 msec. At the higher measurements using six component balances that are not yet
enthalpy levels, the tunnel is troubled by erosion from the commercially available, velocity measurements by a number
electrodes and the tunnel walls resulting in contamination of of non-instrusive techniques, holographic flow visualization,
the flow. While solutions to these contamination problems are and liquid crystal and infra-red mapping of temperature and
studied, the tunnel can be run with reasonably clean flow at heat transfer rates.
reduced stagnation enthalpies up to 100. A good number of these technologies were labeled as

Paper (91 describes two high enthalpy shock tunnels, the "mature" even though they are not commercially available.
heated driver shock tunnel (TH2) in Aachen and the free-pis- Perhaps the word mature has a different meaning to the
ton driven shock tunnel (HEG) in Gottingen. The TH2 which instrument developer than to the user. It is my view that an
has been in operation for some years has a number of conical instrumentation technology is mature when it can be pur-
nozzles for the Mach number range from 6-15 as well as a chased by the user together with a procedure manual so that
Mach 7 contoured nozzle. Test section stagnation conditions the user is independent of the developer. Many of the new
are deduced from pitot probe and stagnation point heat trans- techniques are not yet at this stage.
fer probe measurements taken in the test section. However Many of the non-intrusive optical techniques are developed
the test section flow is not in equilibrium. The HEG tunnel has and tested using free jet and mixing layer flows - flows with-
a contoured nozzle for Mach 7-9, depending on stagnation out boundaries. Can they be used with wall bounded flows? If
enthalpy, and is one of a number of Stalker inspired facilities they cannot, then they are much less useful. Many existing
now being built. It is expected to get to higher densities than wind tunnels do not have the optical accesses necessary for
the T5 at Caltech. At the time of the Symposium, the HEG these technologies. Attention must therefore be given to ways
facility was undergoing calibration runs. of retrofitting existing tunnels to accommodate optical instru-

For the high performance tunnels just described, models must mentation or else to the design of new test sections and model
be able to rapidly reach desired surface temperature levels supports expressly for optical instrumentation.
without eroding, and tunnel component surface materials
must be able to diffuse heat rapidly in order that they do not SESSION IV
erode or melt. Paper 1101 describes a study to develop model CFD VAULDATION AND DATA ACCURACY
surface materials having a specified thermal product, 4p . The five-step validation roadmap stated by Marvin 1171 is
TWo materials have been developed and will be tested in the worth repeating here so that it can help sort the remaining six
ONERA F4 tunnel at Le Fauga: a polymer material for papers of the session: "(I) Define what critical performance
medium temperatures (400 C) and zirconia plasma sprayed information is needed and establish the corresponding code
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requirements; (2) Establish the appropriate governing equa- SESSION V
tions and the corresponding physical and/or chemistry RAREFIED GAS; REAL GAS; CHEMISTRY
modeling requirements; (3) Identify or develop the appropri- A principal contribution of the lead paper by Deiwert 124) is I
ate validation data (building block data to guide and validate its complete description of real gas issues - namely the ther-
modeling and benchmark data to validate complex flow com- mal non-equilibrium, the non-equilibrium species

putations); (4) Perform computations for exact experimental composition and the need to continually compute the ther-
conditions and test their sensitivity to the numerical and modynamic and transport properties for the local mixture. He
modeling assumptions; and (5) Document the code including makes the further point that the ballistic range is the only
its validation to the extent necessary to provide users with experimental facility that can correctly mimic the non-equi-
knowledge of the code's sensitivity to internal numerical para- librium hypersonic viscous interaction effects especially on
meters, grid refinement effects, the code's accuracy and range slender shapes. While that may be absolutely correct, it does

of capabilities." The building block experiments involve not make the ballistic range an attractive validation facility
simple shapes that are used to test a code's ability to model the unless ways can be found to obtain at least surface pressure
physics. The benchmark experiments are done on representa- and heat transfer measurements. In any case, real gas CFD
tive component configurations to test the numerical should be used in conjunction with work done in shock tun-

performance of a code. Marvin identifies building block and nels and other high temperature facilities.
benchmark configurations for various vehicle components
(forebodies, inlets, nozzles, etc.), and also provides some vali- The next two papers deal ith issues of chemistry. Paper i 251dation examples. by Shahpar et al., with the aid of shock-tube experiments on M

- 7 flow past a circular cylinder, looks at effects of different
assumptions in the non-equilibrium chemistry of air in the

Paper 181 by Abgrall et al. is a summary report of the first two CFD modeling of such a flow. Although different sources give
INRIA/GAMNI Workshops that took place in Antibes, different rate coefficients for the reactions, the computed
France in January 1990 and April 1991. In the workshops, a results do not show great sensitivity to be choice. So the
number of computational groups, principally European, authors opt for the set that is easiest to use. Some residual dis-
addressed a selection of hypersonic building block and crepancies in the agreement between computation and
benchmark experiments that had been commissioned for the experiment may be due to the assumption of equilibrium flow
workshops. The first experimental results were not available in the shock tube ahead of the cylinder bow shock wave. Paper
until they were presented at the first workshop. The results at 1261 by Giordano and Marraffa presents a thermodynamic
the first workshop were somewhat variable. However they model for air in chemical equilibrium involving 13 species

highlighted some of the experimental inadequacies and ident- components and 47 chemical reactions, only nine of which
ifled any gross errors that emerged in the computations. Some are independent. A FORTRAN program has been written to

of these inadequacies were addressed between workshops so effect the calculations and the results from the presented for-
that at the second workshop, there could be a good focus on mulation agree with most data in the literature. The authors
how features of the numerical techniques affected the corn- note significant discrepancies in the literature for the specific
puted results. The work is not yet completed as attested to by heats above 6000 K of 02 and other molecules and molecular
the scheduling of a third workshop based on the same experi- ions. These discrepancies have little effect on the results since
mental set and scheduled for January 1993. those species have small to negligible concentrations at those

temperatures in equilibrium air.

In paper 119), Dolling makes the argument, based on his The last paper of the session 1271 by (elenligil and Moss looks
experimental studies of turbulent shock-wave/boundary- at rarefied gas simulations of aerodynamic flows relevant to
layer interactions, that presenting experimental results in the early stages of planetary entry (transitional flow between
terms of mean flow measurements alone masks inherent free-molecule and continuum) using the authors' recently
unsteadinesses in the flow. Furthermore, "steady" (Reynolds developed three-dimensional Direct Simulation Monte Carlo
averaged) turbulent flow computations cannot distinguish (DSMC) method. This method has a five-species non-equilib-
between turbulence and the flow unsteadiness. Hence it is rium reacting gas model and accounts for rotational and
important that both experiment and computation represent vibrational internal energies. It uses a variable hard sphere

the correct physics if there is to be any hope of developing a collision model with full thermal accommodation and diffuse
validated code for this problem. reflection at the solid boundaries. There is good agreement of

aerodynamic and heat-transfer coefficients with experiment

Paper 1201 is not particularly interesting either as a building for a delta wing experiment conducted at DLR-Gittingen. In

block experiment or as a benchmark experiment. The experi- subsequent discussion, the authors noted also the application

ment needs considerable improvement if it is to be the of DSMC to geometric features of a vehicle (cowl lips with

paradigm of a hypersonic internal flow, say for example that in very small radius for example) where the geometric size may

a scramjet combustor. Paper 1211 presents measurements of be comparable to the local mean-free-path.

skin friction and heat transfer on three building block shapes
at M - 6. The quoted uncertainties and data scatter in Cf and SESSION VI
Stanton number are too large for the experiments to be useful BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION

in validation. A similar comment applies to paper 1221 except This seion had four theoretical-computational papers and
that the presented data are much less scattered. one experimental paper addressing critical issues for hyper-

sonic flow such as effects of bluntness, chemistry and

In paper (231, Oberkampf et al. give a very nice example of a cross-flow on stability.

well-designed well-executed CFD validation exercise, one in In paper (281, Herbert et al. emphasize the need for a correct

which proper attention is given to the correct modeling of the calculation of the basic laminar flow over a blunted cone as

lphysics. 
prerequisite for the subsequent stability calculations. Since
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PNS methods are not reliable in the nose region, they use a present fully non-equilibrium Navier-Stokes calculations.
Navier-Stokes method out to s/R - 5, and a PNS method Furthermore, they have one example in common so that com-
downstream of that location. Care is given also to the accu- parison between the two is facilitated. They both consider a
racy of the derivatives of the flow profiles since stability five species model of air with 17 chemical reactions (but not
calculations are sensitive to these derivatives. The stability the same set of reaction rates) and allow for vibrational non-
calculations were still in process at the time of the Sympo- equilibrium as well. The case that they treat in common is the
sium. Early results for one case showed good agreement with Marseille wind tunnel conical nozzle which is also an Antibes
a recent calculation of Malik but were only qualitatively rem- Workshop test case. Zeitoun et al. find little difference in exit
iniscent of the Stetson data. Not addressed is the relationship Mach number and translational temperature between their
of the stability characteristics to features of the swallowing Navier-Stokes calculation and an Euler calculation for the
phenomenon. same conditions. However, their exit Mach number of 11.1 to
Paper 1291 by Reed et al. is one of the first to consider effects 11.3 is below the value of about 12.5 found by Marmignon et
of non-equilibrium chemistry on boundary layer stability. The al. There are some differences in translational temperature
reported shift of the second mode to lower frequencies pres- and in the "frozen" vibrational temperature of nitrogen
ent for both equilibrium and non-equilibrium chemistry between the two groups. Both groups state that the boundary
makes this mode even more dangerous than for ideal gases. layer effects are slight. The differences in the computed
The paper looks also at effects of three-dimensionality on sta- results are due likely to the differences in the chemical models
bility using a rotating cone flow to simulate swept-wing used. Marmignon et al. 1331 complete their paper by a presen-
boundary layers. The suggested crossflow transition correla- tation of results for the ONERA F4 tunnel nozzle. While the
tion is suspect since the crossflow velocity appears in such a exit velocity profile is quite uniform, the static temperature
way that it cancels out of the correlation. This requires reex- and therefore the Mach number are not. The Mach number
amination. varies from about 22.5 on the axis to about 16 at the edge of

In paper 130J, Poll develops expressions for equilibrium real- the wall boundary layer. It is assumed in both papers that theIn ape [31,Pol deelps xprssinsforequliriu rel- nozzle boundary layers are laminar. The validity of this

gas attachment-line heat transfer for swept leading edges in n o n b o wn. earla m in T he se this

both laminar and turbulent flow, including effects of surface assumption is not known. Early experiments in these tunnels

transpiration. These expressions contain a mixture of perfect may provide the answer. Neither group has addressed the

gas factors (evaluated for y - 1.4) and real gas factors. Some

of the expressions do not seem to be dimensionally consistent. Paper 1351 presents the results of what is principally a one-
Transition is handled simply through an attachment line Rey- dimensional non-equilibrium study of the Adrospatiale
nolds number criterion taken from low speed flow. SIMOUN plasma wind tunnel nozzle in which several chemi-
Calculations based on the presented expressions show that cal models are tested. Boundary layer effects are mostly
real gas heat transfer exceeds that for perfect gases and that ignored. While the different non-equilibrium models give fair
this difference is much more pronounced for turbulent flow agreement for the exit pressure, the experimental results are
than for laminar. higher and closer to the equilibrium values. Introducing a sim-

Paper 1311 by Simen and Dallman addresses past discrepan- ple boundary layer correction into the calculation has the
cies between theory and Stetson's stability results for a effect of restricting the expansion slightly and yielding non-
pointed cone. They show that with careful attention to coor- equilibrium results that are close to experiment. In this case,
dinate system and metric for both the basic flow profiles and even small boundary layer effects are significant.
the stability of those profiles, they can attain agreement with Paper 136] presents a parabolized Navier-Stokes method cou-
Stetson's growth rates for both first and second modes. This pled with a least-squares optimization procedure for
paper should help in clarifying some of the disputes in the hypersonic wind tunnel design. The technique is motivated by
literature regarding the correct inclusion of curvature effects difficulties with method-of-characteristics coupled with
for this particular flow. boundary layer procedures at Mach numbers greater than 10.
Paper 1321 by Hillier et al. describes experiments principally The new technique is applied to the design of helium tunnels
on blunted cones conducted in the M - 9 gun tunnel at Impe- and so does not test any non-equilibrium issues. The author
rial College. The results show that the tunnel has full laminar does however demonstrate that the optimization technique
to full turbulent capability and can produce reliable laminar helps in meeting flow uniformity objectives.
and turbulent heat transfer data. The effect of nose bluntness One may conclude from this session that viscous effects
on transition and the relation to entropy layer swallowing is should be included in any hypersonic nozzle calculation, and
nicely demonstrated. It is important however that the tunnel that an optimization technique may be helpful in achieving
disturbances be measured and their spectra ascertained so greater flow uniformity. The various methods for handling
that one can decide whether the tunnel is quiet enough for the non-equilibrium chemistry need further comparative study,
presented transition data to be meaningful for flight in the and not least of all, the possibility of turbulent flow on the
atmosphere. nozzle walls has to be considered.
A disappointment in this session and in the Symposium in
general is that the issue of transition estimation was almost SESSION VYI
totally ignored. The computational community should DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF CODES
become more familiar with the present state of transition esti- There were six papers in this session (paper 1401 was with-
mation toward inclusion of "transition modules" in CFD drawn)eachofthemgivingnemphasistosomedifferentaspect
flowfield codes. of code development.

SESSION VII Paper (371 by Wanie et al. tells of a set of codes in use at MBB
HIGH ENTHALPY NOZZLE COMPUTATION going from geometry definition through grid generation to
Of the four papers in this session, those of Marmignon et al. inviscid and viscous codes and finally a code for the postpro-
1331 and Zeitoun et al. 1341 are distinguished in that they cessing of results. Different levels of computation are used in
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the different stages of vehicle development. The paper con- dimensional flows, the flow past a wedge and the flow over a
centrated on a Navier-Stokes code, NSFLEX, and a second cylinder whose axis is normal to the flow direction. It would
order boundary layer code, SOBOL, used most often with an be interesting to see how their technique applied to the Mar-
Euler code, These codes have non-equilibrium chemistry seille and F4 nozzles would compare with the results of
modules available. Transport coefficients seem to be simply Marmignon et al. 1331 and Zeitoun et al. 1341.
determined without the use of mixture rules. Turbulent flows All of the efforts reported in this session were undertaken
are handled using a Baldwin-Lomax model. There is no provi- with the conviction that a proper computation of flowfields is
sion for estimating transition location. It was noted in n t Pnecessary to obtain correct aerodynamic information. It is
response to a question that the SOBOL code gives better known that non-equilibrium effects can influence moment
definition of boundary layer details than NSFLEX. Accord- coefficients of entry vehicles. Not unexpectedly, however, all
ingly it was suggested that an NSFLEX solution could be of the presented codes are in some sense incomplete. The
followed by one postprocessing SOBOL run to obtain the Euler codes omit viscous effects and aerodynamic heating
boundary layer detail, considerations entirely. The viscous codes are predominantly

Paper 1381 by Vos et al. emphasizes multi-block techniques for laminar flow. The few that include a turbulence model do
that can be efficiently used by parallel computers. The codes so only in a very crude way. All the viscous codes share the
to which the technique is applied are somewhat incomplete, deficiency of ignoring transition estimation. The next phase in
The presented Euler code can handle non-equilibrium chem- code development requires increased attention to transition
istry but of course ignores viscous effects. The presented and to turbulent flow in order to have proper assessment of
Navier-Stokes code is for perfect gases and the transport thermal protection needs.
coefficients are assumed constant, which is of course a gross
oversimplification. Nevertheless, the efficiency of the pre- CONCLUDING REMARKS
sented multi-block solver for parallel computation was Many of my basic conclusions were given in my remarks that
demonstrated. opened the General Discussion at the end of the Symposium

and they can be found at the end of this document. Neverthe-The paper by Peraire et al. 139) deals with the Euler flow of a less a few more remarks are in order.
perfect gas. The paper extends an algorithm, originally deve-
loped for transonic flow, to the calculation of hypersonic flow The objectives of the Symposium as listed in the Call for
on unstructured tetrahedral grids. The extension to Papers are for the most part realized. Computational and
hypersonic flow introduces some instabilities which are coun- experimental tools are noticably improved over where they
tered by increased numerical dissipation. A multigrid were five years ago. But the improvements are not as much as
capability has also been developed, we would have liked. Hypersonic internal flows and engine/

airframe issues were not discussed. Radiative gasdynamics,
Paper 1411 is a direct comparison of independently developed turbulence and transition estimation were for the most part
high-resolution, three-dimensional upwind TVD Euler sol- ignored. Flight testing was mentioned, but the problems of
vers. The paper is in a sense a progress report in that it developing meaningful flight tests were not really addressed.
expresses the belief that such schemes are the most reliable We see much imagination in the development of improved
for handling the strong discontinuities experienced in high CFD tools but the validated set of "production" codes has yet
speed flows, however, the authors were not able to realize to appear.grid-converged solutions for their test cases. The absence of a viable vehicle development program has
Paper 1421 describes a procedure wherein an overall compu- clearly slowed the pace of technology development. In order
tation of a configuration is done using an Euler plus boundary to be ready for a resumption in vehicle development, it is
layer technique, then followed by local application of a important that facility and instrumentation programs under-
Navier-Stokes solver in difficult regions such as those involv- way be completed, and that the promising CFD codes
ing separation and recirculation. The primary example continue in their development. As is evident from this report,
presented is that of the owl-like canopy of the HERMES vehi- I am a strong proponent of viscous codes for hypersonic
cle. The scheme thus approaches the results of a full flows, in order that viscous interactions and aerodynamic
Navier-Stokes solver for complex configurations that could heating be properly treated.
not be handled by a Navier-Stokes solver over the complete While hypersonic vehicle development is again in a lull
flowfleld using present computers. period, let us not despair. The interest of the world in activities

In paper 1431, Grasso and Belluci present a finite-volume in space is permanent, and therefore there will doubtless be
Navier-Stokes procedure based on a second order TVD for- continuing interest in the vehicle technology that will enable
mulation that encompasses thermal and chemical us to exploit the opportunities of space. Let us continue in a
non-equilibrium and proper computation of transport coeffi- rational, continuous and sustained effort to provide the
cients. They apply the technique to two simple two- necessary technology base for this important activity.
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CFD ANALYSIS OF HYPERSONIC, CHEMICALLY REACTING FLOW FIELDS

T. A. Edwards
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1. SUMMARY Subscrints
c chemical species variables

Design studies are underway for a variety of hypersonic flight f fluid dynamic variables
vehicles. The National Aero-Space Plane will provide a i chemical species counter, grid index counter
reusable, single-stage-to-orbit capability for routine access v thin-layer viscous component
to low earth orbit. Flight-capable satellites will dip into the
atmosphere to maneuver to new orbits, while planetary
probes will decelerate at their destination by atmospheric
aerobraking. To supplement limited experimental 3. INTRODUCTION
capabilities in the hypersonic regime, computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) is being used to analyze the flow about these The difference between supersonic and hypersonic fiow is a
configurations. The governing equations include fluid rapid increase in the total energy of the flow as the freestream
dynamic as well as chemical species equations, which are Mach number increases beyond about three. Kinetic energy is
being solved with new, robust numerical algorithms. transformed to thermal energy when air passes through shockExamples of CFD applications to hypersonic vehicles tanordtotemlnrgwhnirpsstrohsok
sEsxamples ortantpoleathios technol rogynwic playe thie waves and is slowed near the body surface by viscous stresses.
suggest an important role this technology will play in the At moderate temperatures, air exhibits properties that are well
development of future aerospace systems. The computational predicted by kinetic theory for a diatomic gas. However, atresources needed to obtain solutions are large, but solution- sufficiently high temperatures, the molecules that comprise

adaptive grids, convergence acceleration, and parallel air (primarily diatomic molecules of oxygen and nitrogen)
processing may make run times manageable. undergo chemical reactions that alter its thermodynamic

properties. The high-temperature air transfers great amounts
of heat to the vehicle. This thermal load must be predicted
and managed to protect the structure of the vehicle. Chemical

2. LIST OF SYMBOLS reactions also affect the aerodynamics of hypersonic
vehicles, which in turn can impact propulsion system

c species mass fraction performance, vehicle forces and moments, and mission
e specific total energy capabilities.
p pressure
uvw Cartesian velocity components in xy,z directions Proposed vehicles for the hypersonic regime have brought
iv species production rate forth a need for more accurate modeling of the aerothermal
A,B,C flux vector Jacobians environment. The National Aero-Space Plane (NASP), under
D muflicompnent diffusion coefficient development for the past several years, is a single-stage-to-
E,F,G dependent variable flux vectors in x,ytz directions orbit, conventional takeoff and landing vehicle for rapid.
M molecular weight routine access to space. Flight-capable satellites of the future
PM Prandtl number will dip into the atmosphere at hypersonic speeds to perform

Q dependent variable vector orbit-change maneuvers. Probes such as Galileo will

Re Reynolds number dissipate kinetic energy by aerobraking in planetary
T temperature atmospheres. For all of these vehicles, sustained flight at

hypersonic speeds is a critical capability. Requirements go7 specific heat ratio beyond merely surviving the passage through high Mach

? effective sp'cific heat ratio number conditions, but now demand efficient, routine

E specific internal energy operations at Mach 15 to 25.

Sthermal conductivity The traditional process of analysis and experimentation to

A molecular viscosity develop vehicle concepts is hampered by the limitations of

p density ground-based facilities in reproducing hypersonic flight

-t shear stress tensor conditions. Continuous-flow tunnels require too much power
to operate at high Mach numbers, while shock tunnels and

9t universal gas constant ballistic ranges have short test duration. Thus, hypersonic

flow research is relying heavily on computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) to guide experimental activity and provide
performance estimates of vehicle concepts.
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Until recently, CFD had not been applied to hypervelocity confined to a boundary layer near the surface. This
flow problems. Extending CI D technology to the approximation neglects viscous derivatives in the directions
hypersonic regime required two major efforts: developing tangent to the body surface, simplifying the equations
robust numerical algorithms, and modeling air chemistry somewhat and alleviating grid resolution requirements
effects. Conventional algorithms based on central substantially. The resulting equation set is the thin-layer
differences can generate spurious pre- and post-shock Navier-Stokes equations, which in Cartesian coordinates is
oscillations that degrade the accuracy of solutions near flow written
discontinuities. For the strong shocks present in hypersonic
flows, these oscillations can be destabilizing and cause
solutions to diverge. Upwind algorithms have now OQ aE fF •G aGv(
demonstrated superior perfornance in solving hypersonic at +x - az
flows. Real gas models are available to model several

approximations to the thermculhemical state of air. These
include the widely used perfect gas model, along with the
more general equilibrium, nonequilibrium, and frozen
chemistry assumptions. where

This paper outlines the theory, implementation and
application of hypersonic CFD. First, the governing p Pu
equations for fluid motion and chemical species are described. F 1
Next, solution algoritthms used for high-speed flows are Q pu 2 +p
presented. The problem of coupling the fluid and chemistry Q/Pv E = uv I

.ations is addrcssed. and then some typical applications are Pw [Puw
presented. In light of the large computer resources needed for e iu(e+p)J
these solutions, some approaches to improving code
efficiency are discussed. (2)

4. GOVERNING EQUATIONS [pv1 [ pw 10
Puv Puw Txz

Hypersonic flow predictions need to provide estimates of not F = pv2 + pvw Gv= Re-1 'tyz
only global vehicle performance parameters, such as forces | |1
and moments, but also parameters specific to particular L pvw / |pw2+p|
systems or components, such as heat transfer rates, inlet v(e+p). w(e+p)J t~z
mass capture, and kinetic energy efficiency. Accurately
predicting these quantities requires a mathematical model with
few simplifying assumptions. This section describes the
partial differential equations that govern the motion of a fluid The viscous flux terms are given by
and the concentration of chemical species in a reacting gas.
Coupling these two equation sets provides the capability to
model the flow of a reacting gas. txz Ii(uz + wx)

tyz = A(vz + Wy)
4 2

4.1 Fluid Dynamic Equations tzz = l3-Wz_ -3-1(ux + Vy) (3)

1Pz = YKpr-I a€ + trxz + Vtyz + WTzz

Navier and Stokes in the 1800's independently derived the
general s,:t of equations for the flow of a Newtonian fluid.
Two important subsets of the Navier-Stokes equations are
widely used for hypersonic flow computations: the thin-layer and the internal energy E can be found from
Reynolds- averaged Navier-Stokes equations, and the
parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) equations. Within the
limitations of their approximations, each of these equation
sets yields a substantial reduction in the computational cost ' e--( + 2 2 2)
with little loss of accuracy. p (4

These equations are written in nondimensional form by
4.1.1 1hin-Layer, Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes normalizing flow quantities by their freestream values. The

Equations Reynolds number and Prandtl number appear in the equations
as a result. The viscosity, conductivity and specific heat ratio

For flight vehicle applications, the thin-layer approximation are material properties given by constitutive relations
is usually invoked, because viscous effects are generally
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specific to the composition and thermodynamic state of the 4.1.2 Parabolized Navier-Stokes Equations
fluid.

If it is further assumed that the flow is steady, that it is
Pressure is related to the conserved flow variables by the ideal supersonic outside the boundary layer, and that there is no
gas equation of state streamwise separation, the Navier-Stokes equations become

parabolic (except in the boundary layer). The PNS equations
can be solved with a very efficient space-marching procedure

1 2 2 2 that yields flow solutions one to two orders of magnitude
p = (Y - O)e -2-p(u + v + w2A (5) faster than time-dependent formulations. Although the

assumptions for the PNS equations are very restrictive, there
is still a wide class of problems that can be addressed. For
example, most hypersonic forebody and afterbody flows can
be analyzed with this approach. PNS solutions for inlet and

or in chemically-reacting flows by Dalton's law of partial combustor flows may not be accurate, but nonetheless they
pressures could be useful for conceptual design studies. Lawrence et al.

(Ref. 4) give a complete description of the theory,
implementation and application of this approach.

n

p = n-Pi =L__ M (6)
1=1 4.2 Air Chemistry Equationsi=1

The chemical behavior of air depends on the flight
conditions. Below about 2000 K, deviations from perfect gas
behavior are small. In flight, this temperature is first reached

Usually, a coordinate transformation is applied to these behind normal shocks at a Mach number of about six.
equations so as to map an arbitrarily shaped body surface to a However, most ground test facilities have very low freestream
constant coordinate surface. This makes the thin-layer temperatures and so real gas effects are difficult to obtain,
approximation possible for curved surfaces, at the expense of even at very high Mach numbers. The perfect gas equation of
generating smooth grids about complex shapes. state is thus sufficient for many hypersonic flows when the

peak temperature is below this limit.
The grid density and computer resources required to resolve a
turbulent flow using the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations When the temperature in the flow is high enough to cause air
would be prohibitive. Therefore, a final constitutive relation to react, the density then comes into play in determining the
is needed for the turbulent scales of motion smaller than the character of the fluid/chemistry interaction. At relatively low
grid. First, the equations are Reynolds-averaged, wherein altitudes, the density and intermolecular collision rate are
turbulent fluctuations in the dependent variables are very high, so reactions proceed to equilibrium very rapidly.
statistically averaged. As a result, the effect of turbulence In the hypothetical limit of infinite reaction rates, a universal
appears in the Navier-Stokes equations in the same form as state of chemical equilibrium exists. At higher altitudes, the
the stress tensor and the additional terms are referred to as chemical relaxation time increases and eventually becomes
Reynolds stresses. A model then defines the Reynolds significant compared to the flow convection time. This
stresses in terms of the dependent variables. The most creates a flow that is in a state of chemical nonequilibrium as
straightforward of these is the algebraic turbulent eddy it traverses the body. Opposite the equilibrium flow
viscosity formulation (cf. Ref. 1), which augments the approximation is frozen flow, where reaction rates are set to
molecular viscosity p. More sophisticated models have also zero. Invoking these approximations simplifies the solution
been implemented that solve partial differential equations for procedure and reduces the computer time. The models and
the production and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy their implementations are described below.

(Ref. 2).

The phenomenon of boundary layer transition is even more
difficult to model. Hy:3ersonic flight conditions often occur 4.2.1 Equilibrium Air
at relatively low Reynolds numbers, so a large portion of the
flow can be transitional. Accurately predicting the onset and The equilibrium composition of air is a unique function of its
development of turbulence is important to calculating thermodynamic state. Implementing the equilibrium model in
aerodynamic and propulsion system performance parameters. a computer program can be accomplished by the table look-up
A simple transition model that has shown promise in approach or the curve-fit approach. In the table look-up
validation studies makes use of empirical correlations for the approach, the equilibrium data are stored as a database in
location of transition onset and the length of transitional matrix form while the flow solution is advanced. When
flow, then modulates the eddy viscosity through the thermodynamic data are needed in the flow solver, the
transition region (Ref. 3). information is retrieved from the database. The efficiency of

this approach suffers from high input/output overhead, In the
curve-fit approach, the equilibrium data are approximated by
splines (Ref. 5). The spline coefficients store the data much
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more compactly, and the splines are evaluated as needed while where M represents a catalytic third body. Rate constants
the flow solution advances. A recent enhancement of the have been determined for each of these reactions (Ref. 7), so
curve-fit method involves generating spline coefficients the local thermodynamic state and gas composition detemine
using only a subset of the database that is applicable to the the rate of production of each species. Thus, the
conditions for the current problem (Ref. 6). nonequilibrium gas model requires solving an additional set

of partial differential equations, the number of equations

The assumption of chemical equilibrium imposes only a small being dependent on the number of species in the model. In
computational penalty, about 15%, over the perfect gas this instance, four species continuity equations are solved

model. The penalty is small because no additional partial (the concentration of the fifth species is determined by

differential equations are solved. The perfect gas equation of requiring the concentrations to sum to unity) in conjunction

state is modified by an "effective" specific heat ratio, 7, that with the five equations for the fluid dynamics. If the density
is evaluated by the table look-up or curve fit method: is low enough, thermal nonequilibrium can become an

important effect, requiring a multiple-temperature model.

p=(y- 1)[e -P(u2 +v2 + w 2 ), (7)
2 4423 Frozen Flow

If the temperature of a reacting flow drops below the
activation temperature for reactions to continue, such as in a

4.2.2 None quilibriim Air Chemistry sudden expansion, the mixture will be "frozen" in a

nonequilibrium state. It is often useful to assume that frozen
Simulating the properties of chemically reacting air requires flow is a limiting case to assess the sensitivity of the flow
knowing the concentration of all the species at all points in field to the reaction rates. This, along with the equilibrium
the flow field. This calls for solving transport equations for flow approximation, bound the chemical kinetics and hence
each of the species present in the flow. These equations are their effect on the overall flow field.
written as

In the frozen flow approximation, reaction rates are set to
zero. This model still allows for nonuniform mixtures and

aPi aOiu iapv ý-piw 1  GCi variable thermodynamic properties, though, so the species-- _ý + 5 Re- p l- z'+ W*i (8)
ct dx +y +z continuity equations are still needed. However, a

computational saving arises by no longer needing to evaluate
the reaction and species production rates. This reduces the
computational effort in two ways: each time step requires
fewer mathematical operations, and the equations are not as

The left hand side of the equation represents the convective stiff as in reacting flows, so larger time steps are possible,
terms. The first term on the right hand side accounts for the yielding faster convergence.
diffusion of species due to a concentration gradient. The

second term, ivi. accounts for the net production of species
arising from chemical reactions. This term is dependent on
the forward and backward rates of the reactions being 4.3 Solution Algorithms
modeled, which will differ with the gas species and reaction
set of the gas model. The most straightforward approach to discretizing the

governing equations is to approximate derivatives by central
A five-species model is sufficient to model chemically differences, for example
reacting air over a wide range of conditions. These species
are: atomic and molecular nitrogen (N2 and N), atomic and
molecular oxygen (02 and 0) and nitric oxide (NO). The 3F Fx+Ax - Fx-x
following six reactions govern the production and destruction ax- 2Ax (10)
of species:

At flow discontinuities such as shock waves, central
differencing schemes generate spurious oscillations, which

(i) 02 +. M 4 20 + M must be suppressed with artificial dissipation. For the strong
(2) N2 + iM 2 2N + M shocks present in hypersonic flows, the artificial dissipation

required to stabilize the numerical solution algorithm can be
(3) N2 + N 4 2N + N (9) large enough to degrade the accuracy of the solution. New

upwind algorithms are more robust and are tailored to the
(4) NO+M 4 N +0+M equations of gas dynamics, enabling accurate solutions of
(5) NO+O +-2 O2+N strong shocks. Two classes of schemes widely used for

solving hypersonic flows are flux-split schemes and Riemann
(6) N2 +O 4 NO+N solvers.
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43.1 Flux-Split Schemes where A is the flux Jacobian matrix. Then, the value of F at
an interface between two nodes i and i+l, denoted by Fi+1/2,

In the flux-splitting approach, the flux vector F in Eq. 1 is can be found from Roe's scheme (Ref. 9), for example, which
separated into the sum of two vectors, one associated with the gives
positive eigenvalues of the flux Jacobian matrix aF/,dQ, and
the other with the negative values. Then appropriate one-
sided differences are used on the split terms. Many splitting 1 i (
schemes are possible as long as the eigenvalues of the split Fi+i/2={Fi + Fi+ll -ilAi+lI "(Qi - Qi+i) (15)
flux Jacobians are positive or negative definite. For
example, applying the Steger-Warming scheme (Ref. 8) to
the flux vector F in Eq. (1) gives

HereI AI denotes the matrix with the same eigenvectors as A,
1_ whose eigenvalues are the absolute values of the eigenvalues2=j1 +sgnA)F (11) of A. The flux at the interface between nodes can then be used

P in forming the necessary differences.F- = I-sgn A)F

where A is the flux Jacobian associated with the flux vector F,
and 4.4 Fluid/Chemistry Coupling

As noted above, the energy equation contains terms relating
sgn A = R(sgn A)R- 1  (12) to the fluid dynamics and the chemical kinetics, and thus

couples the Navier-Stokes equations to the species continuity
equations. A fully implicit solution procedure therefore

where R"I is the matrix whose rows are the left eigenvectors requires the simultaneous solution of all the equations. This
of A. and (sgn A) is the diagonal matrix having either I or -1 increases the matrix bandwidth considerably. For example,
at the ith position according to the sign of the ith eigenvalue the Navier-Stokes equations alone produce 5x5 block
of A. Derivatives of the split fluxes are then discretized with tridiagonal matrices. With the four species equations needed
a one-sided difference scheme. This is analogous to adding in the present air chemistry model, the coupled system
dissipation to a central difference scheme such that the produces 9x9 blocks. The form of the flux Jacobian in the
dissipation automatically increases near flow discontinuities strongly-coupled system can be written
such as shock waves, yielding improved stability without an
overall loss of accuracy.

[Aff Afc 5Q ~ci5
43.2 Riemann Solvers Acf Ac aF, (Fc

Riemann solvers are a class of schemes that solve local
Riemann problems at each point in the computational grid.
These schemes have the attributes of monotonicity, enabling
sharp resolution of discontinuities, and robustness for
capturing strong shocks. The Riemann problem for one- where Qf signifies fluid dynamic variables and Qc signifies
dimensional inviscid flow is written chemical species, and similarly for the flux vector F (Ref.

10). The number of mathematical operations needed to solve
block tridiagonal systems is proportional to the cube of the

-0 (3F block dimension, so the additional cost is considerable even_Q + x=O0 (13) for this relatively simple model. Therefore, alternative
means of coupling the fluids and chemistry are also under
investigation.

Equation (13) can be solved exactly, but this requires an Certain hypersonic flow problems suggest a loosely coupled
expensive iterative approach. Most schemes linearize the approach. This is most effective when the energy associated
equation and solve an approximate Riemann problem to with chemical reactions is small compared to the total
obtain a value for F: energy. To take advantage of -this, the two equation sets are

solved in a loosely coupled procedure (Ref. 11). In this
approach, the Navier-Stokes equations are solved separately
from the species continuity equations, which presupposes a

+ A( - 0 14) flux Jacobian of the form shown below:at ax -(4
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Aff [aFf 1Codes must be capable of solving the external flow of air on

-f 0 the forebody, then the internal combusting hydrogen-air flow
inside the scramjet, and finally the mixture of reacting flow

A= = (17) leaving the nozzle and merging with the external flow along

0. A L 0 the afterbody. To meet this challenge, PNS and Navier-
aQc Stokes codes have been developed with air and hydrogen-air

chemistry models to solve the nose-to-tail flow field. Figure

Invoking this assumption allows the implicit operator to be 3 shows how these codes are applied to the nose-to-tail

solved as separate 5x5 and 4x4 block tridiagonal systems, problem.

which is much more efficient than solving the 9x9 system.
The coupling is achieved through an adjunct equation of state The Navier-Stokes codes use a zonal approach, where the
that provides thermodynamic variables needed in the Navier- solution domain is subdivided into several subdomains. This
Stokes equations, while the species continuity equations are technique has several advantages. Small subdomains reduce
solved assuming that the velocity and flow energy are the computer memory requirement and simplify grid
temporarily fixed, as shown in Fig. 1. Additional source generation for complex shapes. Also, the governing
terms appear in the energy and momentum equations as a equations may vary from one zone to the next. For example,
result of the chemical reactions. By alternating iterative on the forebody, the PNS equations with an air chemistry
updates between the two equation sets, the coupling model are sufficient. The scramjet module requires an internal
mechanism is able to transfer information between the fluid flow capability with a hydrogen-air combustion model and an
dynamics and chemistry, retaining the physical interaction of advanced turbulence model for mixing streams. Hence, for a
the two phenomena. given problem, these codes may be arranged and applied so as

to give an accurate answer at the lowest cost of computer time

The advantage to this approach is a large reduction in and manpower. At NASA Ames Research Center, CFD code

computational effort needed to perform an iteration of the development in support of hypersonics has produced a set of

solution algorithm. Weakening the coupling between the Navier-Stokes and PNS codes using the strongly coupled

equation sets may reduce the convergence rate and stability approach (named TUFF and STUFF, respectively), and a set

bound, so the costs and benefits must be weighed to determine using the loosely coupled approach (named CNS and UPS,
the superior approach in a particular application. The respectively).
fol!owing examples demonstrate the viability of both
approaches. To demonstrate fluid/chemistry modeling in these CFD codes,

two applications are considered. The first, a generic
hypersonic configuration, shows the importance of modeling
nonequilibrium air chemistry effects in hypersonic

S. HYPERSONIC VEHICLE APPLICATIONS propulsion systems. The second case simulates a ballistic
range test to validate the accuracy of real-gas CFD

NASA's hypersonic research program has tailored the predictions.

development of CFD codes for promising hypersonic vehicle
concepts. For example, a horizontal take-off and landing,
single-stage-to-orbit vehicle derives its efficiency from an
airbreathing hypersonic propulsion system called a scramjet 5.1 Hypersonic Body

(,upersonic rombustion ramjet,. This propulsion system
uses hydrogen fuel, which burns in a supersonic stream of The McDonnell-Douglas Generic Option Blended Wing-Body
high-pressure, high-temperature air flowing into the engine, has been used extensively for code validation. This model
Using atmospheric oxygen eliminates the need to carry an incorporates many of the features of proposed hypersonic
oxidizer and thus benefits the payload capacity and gross configurations: small nose radius, compression ramps on the
weight substantially. However, scramijet propulsion has yet forebody, and an afterbody expansion surface. Tests on the
to be demonstrated in flight and is difficult to test in ground- Generic Option have been conducted in shock tunnels at Mach
based facilities. Therefore, CFD is playing a major role in the numbers up to 19. However, because of the low total
analysis of scramjet propulsion. temperature of the flow, real gas effects were not present in

the experiments. A numerical experiment was performed by

Scramjet propulsion systems are highly integrated with the solving the flow about the Generic Option forebody at

airframe. Figure 2 shows how the forebody serves the freestream conditions expected to generate nonequilibrium

function of a compressor for air approaching the inlet. The effects (Ref. 12). The investigation centered on the impact

internal portion of the flow consists of a combustor, where real gas modeling has on the flow into the inlet.

the fuel mixes and ignition occurs. Because of the short
engine length, the fuel is still burning as it leaves the nozzle. Figure 4 shows the predicted concentration of atomic oxygen
The reacting mixture flows along the afterbody, where a at several stations along the Generic Option forebody.
significant amount of thrust results from high pressure on the Oxygen has a much lower dissociation energy than nitrogen,
backward-facing surface. Thus, scramjet propulsion systems so it is the first atomic species present in reacting air flows.
begin at the nose of the vehicle and continue to the tail. Outside the bow shock, the concentration is zero because the

flow is unaffected by the presence of the body. The highest

As a result of the highly integrated airframe/propulsion concentration of atomic oxygen is on the windward

system, CFD analysis of this system must also be integrated, centerline. Here, the flow has traversed the bow shock and
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two additional shocks arising from the compression ramps, surface definition and grid generation, solution-adaptive
so it has undergone the most heating in the flow field. Figure grids, convergence acceleration, and parallel processing. The
5 compares the thermal boundary layers predicted at the inlet following section highlights two of these efforts.
centerline using perfect gas, nonequilibrium and equilibrium
air models. Through most of the shock layer, the
nonequilibrium model produces the lowest temperature.
Whereas the equilibrium model causes rapid recombination of 6.1 Solution-Adaptive Grids
atomic species upstream of this body station, the
nonequilibrium result indicates that energy absorption
through recombination is still occurring at this station near Solution-adaptive grids use a numerical algorithm to move
the inlet. Near the wall, the temperature profiles for the grid points automatically toward regions of high flow
equilibrium and nonequilibrium models cross, gradients, such as shock waves and slip surfaces. Solution-

adaptive grids enhance the efficiency and accuracy of
numerical solutions in several ways. First, the grid adjusts as

The nonuniform gas composition entering the inlet reduces the solution progresses, reducing the initial effort of
propulsion system efficiency. Furthermore, the results in generating a suitable grid. This reduces the overall number of
Fig. 5 indicate that the perfect gas and equilibrium chemistry grid points as well, because fine grid resolution results only
models are not necessarily limiting cases that bound the where it is needed, rather than throughout the domain.
nonequilibrium flow characteristics. Hence, systems Because truncation error is proportional to grid spacing,
designed using simpler gas models need to verify performance solution-adaptive grids improve the accuracy of solutions by
estimates under nonequilibrium chemistry conditions, reducing numerical errors. Finally, the stability and

convergence rate of the algorithm can benefit by improving
grid resolution in high gradient regions, which are often a
source of difficulty. These benefits result from a relatively

5.2 Shock Generator low-overhead procedure to move grid points toward flow
gradients.

A shock generator shape tested in the NASA Ames Ballistic
Range further exemplifies real-gas effects on hypersonic A grid-adaption approach devised by Nakahashi and Deiwert
aerodynamics. The body is a five-degree sphere-cone with (Ref. 13) conceptualizes flow gradients as tension springs
annular bumps whose purpose was to generate shock waves located between the grid points. The value of the spring
embedded in the bow shock layer. The fluid in the shock layer constant is proportional to the local flow gradient, causing .
partially dissociates because of its passage through the natural tendency for grid points to cluster near the high-
strong bow shock. Therefore, predicting the location of gradient regions. The spring forces fcrtm a set of elliptic
embedded shocks requires modeling the nonequilibrium air equations that determine the new equilibrium grid point
chemistry. Figure 6 is a shadowgraph of the shock generator locations. Adding torsion springs at crossing grid lines
at a flight Mach number of 14.4 and an angle of attack of 0 throughout the system helps minimize the skewness of the
deg. The computationally predicted shock pattern is adapted grid. The flow solution is interpolated onto the new
superimposed on the photograph. The computation grid and the flow solution is advanced. While this procedure
accurately predicts the bow shock and embedded shocks. This could be applied at every iteration of a flow solution, most
flow exhibited significant dissociation of oxygen and thus often it is necessary to re-adapt the grid only occasionally.
helps validate the accuracy of reacting flow computations.

This technique is demonstrated for the case of a two-
Figure 7 shows the same body at 6 deg. incidence. The atomic dimensional hypersonic inlet problem (Ref. 14). The initial
oxygen concentration contours indicate significant grid for this case was generated by algebraic interpolation
dissociation. Atoms on the windward side convect around the between the upper and lower boundaries. Figure 8(a) shows
body to the leeside, creating a thick layer of dissociated the final adapted grid for this solution. The adaptation
oxygen. Predicted values of the forces and moments on this procedure has clustered grid points toward multiple shock
projectile compared well with values deduced from the waves. Figures 8(b) and 8(c) compare the pressure contours
experiment. A perfect gas solution underpredicted the for solutions on the original and adapted grid, respectively.
pitching moment by more than 25%. The original grid produced the correct compression ratio and

located the primary shock waves accurately. However, the
shock waves are spread over several grid points. The adapted
grid clearly indicates the presence of two incident shock

6. COMPUTATIONAL ISSUES waves entering the inlet. The shock-shock and shock-
boundary layer interactions are also more clearly defined. In
this instance, grid adaptation yields a much better resolution

The computational requirements of hypersonic calculations of the flow structures, some of which were not evident usingreach beyond the capabilities of current supercomputers. For the original grid.
example, to solve the reacting flow about a hypersonic
vehicle in powered flight requires hundreds of hours of
computing time on a Cray Y-MP. Timely analysis and
design optimization require that this be reduced by at least
two orders of magnitude. Advances are being sought in both
CFD methods and computer technology to meet this
challenging goal. Areas of research include interactive
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6.2 Parallel Processing 6. Vinokur, M. and Liu, Y., "Equilibrium Gas Flow
Computations I1. An Analysis of Numerical

Mass:iely parallel computer architectures offer another Formulations of Conservation Laws," AIAA paper
ave- ,e for improvements in computing time. By dividing tho 88-0127, January 1988.
wo M: required to obtain a flow solution among hundreds or 7. Blottner, F.G., Johnson, M., and Ellis, M.,
even thousands of processors, the time to complete a flow "Chemically Reacting Viscous Flow Program for
solution reduces dramatically. However, this is only possible Multi-Component Gas Mixtures," Report No. SC-
if the work is balanced across all the processors and RR-70-754. Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque NM,
communication between them is kept to a minimum. A NASA December 1971.
research program is being undertaken to investigate the 8. Steger, J.L.. and Warming, R.F., "Flux Vector
performance of CFD codes on massively parallel machines. Spiitting of the Inviscid Gasdynamic Equations with
This effort includes hardware development, systems software Application to Finite Difference Methods," NASA
development, and mapping CFD applications codes onto TM 78605. 1979.
massively parallel machines. CFD codes have been 9. Roe, P.L., "Approximate Riemann Solvers,
successfully mapped onto these machines, altiough realizing Parameter Vectors, and Difference Schemes,"
theoretical processing rates h., yet to be demonstrated. Journal of Computational Physics, 43 (1983),

pp. 3 5 7 -372.
10. Molvik, G.A., and Merkle, C.A., "A Set of Strongly

Coupled. Upwind Algorithms for Computing Flows
in Chemical Nonequilibrum," AIAA paper 89-0199.

7. CONCLUSION January 1989.
11. Edwards, T.A., and Flores, J., "Computational Fluid

Simulating flows at hypersonic speeds requires the addition of Dynamics Nose-to-Tail Capability: Hypersonic
real gas models to CFD codes. Robust algorithms must also Unsteady Navier-Stokes Code Validation," Journal
be implemented to capture strong shocks accurately. Several of Spacecraft and Rockets, Vol. 27, No. 2, March-
levels of approximation for the fluid physics are available, April 1990, pp. 123-130.
each with a region of applicability and a simplification to the 12. Lawrence, S.L., "Numerical Performance Estimates
solution procedure made possible by its assumptions. The for a Generic Hypersonic Forebody," AIAA paper
effects of real gas modeling on hypersonic fluid dynamics 91-1695, June 1991.
have been demonstrated through two examplrs. These 13. Nakahashi, K., and Deiwert, 6.S., "A Practical
examples showed real gas effects on boundary layer Adaptive-Grid Method for Complex Fluid-Flow
thickness, heat transfer and shock location. Hypersonic Problems," NASA TM 85989, June 1984.
calculations about complex geometries require layge amounts 14. Harvey, A., Acharya, S., and Lawrence, S.L.. "A
of computer resources. To make hypersonic CFD practical for Solution Adaptive Grid Procedure for the Three-
design applications, several approaches to code efficiency are Dimensional Parabolized Navier-Stokes Equations,"
being explored. The most ambitious and potentially fruitful AIAA paper 91-0104, January 1991.
of these is massively parallel processing, which may
someday reduce turnaround time from hundreds of hours to a
few minutes.
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Figure 4. Forebody flow field of hypersonic body at
Mach 19 showing atomic oxygen
concentration.
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Figure 5. Thermal boundary layer at inlet centerline
using perfect gas, equilibrium and
nonequilibrium air chemistry models.



Figure 6. Shadowgraph of shock generator at Mach 14
and zero ificidence with computationally
predicted shock shape superimposed.

Figure 7. Flow field about shock generator at Mach 14
and 6.35 dog. incidence showing bow shod(,
atomic oxygen concentration, and simulated
oil flow pattern.
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(a) Adapted grid

M_=6.5
Re i = 200,000

(b) Pressure contours on original grid

M_= 6.5

Rei =200,000O

(c) Pressure contours on adapted grid

Figure 8. Solution of two-dimensional hypersonic inlet
problom using solution-adaptiv, grid.
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I- ABSTRACT

technologies permits the desired achievements in
The Hermes spaceplane will represent a performances and cost. Linear methodology consists

major step in the European space activities. It will be of a selection of a first design followed by successive
placed into orbit by the heavy-lift iauncher Ariane 5. improvements of it without major technological
After completion of the mission, it will glide back changes ; in addition some initial loops may consist
from low earth orbit to its landing site. in the selection of different concepts and their

evaluation using the knowledge of advantages and
in order to take the different problems linked disadvantages for each of them ; for example civil

to the ascent and the reentry phases, an aerodynamic aircraft like Airbus or Falcons need limited effort in
strategy has been set up. A global review of this the selection of general architecture like position of
strategy will be made. It will contain elements on the engines related to wing and fuselage, double slotted
available and necessary tools (experimental and flaps versus simple slotted flaps... and major effort is
theoretical) for the Hermes definition and required in better adjustment of parameters and
qualification phases. Some aspects such as the design improvement robustness of the shapes for variations
of the Hermes spaceplane will also be highlighted. It of requirements or parameters.
will review the different constraints that will he faced
during the ascent and reentry phases. When it is evident that feasibility is the main

problem for a new aerospace design, the
Constraints may come from rmssion methodology has to rely on a two phase approach ;requirements such as crossrange capability or from the first phase is oriented towards a demonstration of

technology limits such as thermal limits on the feasibility, the second one towards a refinement and
thermal protection system or from guidance and is close to the above linear methodology but with a
control requirements. A new methodology has been specific qualification process. For example as long as
selected in order to take constraints and uncertainties the specific thrust of jet engines does not guarantied a
into account in the design orierw.iu towards large number of feasible designs of Vertical-Take-Off
qualification of the Hermes spaceplane. The main And Landing aircraft, the first phase of V.T.O.L.
line of this methodology is the projection on a typical feasibility demonstration is a long loop of
reentry trajectory of the uncertainties in the convergence and requires adequate funding and
aerodynamic characteristics checked on control careful methodology; the objective of the first phase
points, is to demonstrate the existence of, at least, one viable

concept of the future aircraft with adequate margins ;
such adequacy asks for a sufficient knowledge of the

2 - METHODOLOGY OF DESIGN OF technological constraints and of the physical

HERMES SPACEPLANE background behind global performance evaluations.

In order to select the viable concepts, an
unambiguous set of criteria is needed. Such set comes2.1- Two methodologies from a limited number of critical points/; they
characterize the required performances in the flight

Systematically, a choice between two envelope and they can be estimated with sufficient
methodologies appears when feasibility of a project is accuracy. As long as one viable concept does not
either probable or unsecured. exist (where the complete set of criteria is fulfilled,

with positive margins), no confidence can be given to
Simple linear methodology is sufficient derivatives of the main parameters, because the

when it is probable that feasibility is not too derivative has to be expressed with regard to
difficult ; then the freezing of the design has to lead constrained variations but not to free variations. Fig.
to better or lesser quality (in performances, cost...). I gives for example the variation of mass of Hermes
The best selection of the major parameters, or of the versus wing area parameter.
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Fiswre5 2.3 - Critical points

a Baic unconstrained We have had to identify the main critical
"" ci'to points of design of Hermes knowing that such points

Constraint on i a nchLng are linked along trajectories to various problems,
weight of Ariane some technological, some physical. So the best way

• to classify the critical points is to identify areas or

Constraint on gust derived control phase domains where some phenomena are occurring.
requirements for Ariane engines.

tri.a,•od de=.cp W!gq area

Fieure 6
Trajectories

Obviously the basic unconstrained variation 4
is interesting only if probable design parameters is 41,-rfh/...Sc2
not constrained (i.e. the lower one on the figure 1),
otherwise such derivative is useless. However one
may rely on an algebralc parameter for variation
analysis, so dropping one constraint too difficult to
be fulfilled ; the existence of a design is obtained at - I,
the end of the interaction process. For example
negative payloads may help to find a family of design
concepts otherwise too sensitive to balance problems
of the payload. Such an algebraic process avoids to
design aircraft (such a design cannot be done From the maximum altitude, at the
otherwise than in an explicit way) only if they are beginning of reentry we can discriminate 8 domains:
viable, that is to be demonstrated at the end.

I - One orbital flight domain where major problems
2.2 - Methodology for Hermes come from hazards of meteorites or space debris.

Major problems of Hermes came from 2 - One domain where major phenomena are in
technological constraints related to thermal properties rarefied flow gas dynamics, continuous flow being a
of materials. The request was to iimit the poor approximation of the modeling of phenomena
refurbishing activity when the thermal constraints occurred. This domain is reduced in importance in
were 200* higher than Orbiter due to scaling effect Hermes design outside the overall efficiency of jet
(ref. 1). Use of advanced materials has been retained control system.
for the major part of the skin ; but the hotter parts
have to be constrained by carbon-carbon extreme 3 - One domain where the flow is continuous but the
properties so the nose cape and the wing leading low pressure involved does not allow thin layers of
edges are first to be concept-drivers in the general viscous flows and so no transition can occur.
layout. It gives the characteristic shape of Hermes However this part of the trajectory gives a concern to
with a nose of large radius and the shielding of the efficiency of controls : in such low Reynolds number
wing in the bow-shock. The nose is a three- flow maximum of complexity of the chemistry and
dimensional product of optimisation for shear-stress physics come from high enthalpy of incoming flow
reduction constrained by visibility requirement near orbital velocities.
giving the characteristic oblate shape of nose cape.
The shielding of the wing avoids shear-layer to come 4 - One domain where the flow is continuous, where
on double sweep design by double shock surface the non-equilibrium properties come also from high
intersection and its impingement on the leading edge. enthalpy of incoming flow but the rear of the vehicle
However the tip of the wing with a small chord needs is at sufficient Reynolds number so that heating on
an additive effort ; too high heat fluxes are reduced the flaps can occur with turbulent reattaching flows.
by an additive effect of upwards canting plus increase
in sweep angle. High angle of attack of the reentry 5 - One domain where the flow is low hypersonic
(larger than 30*) helps to minimize such needed flows with almost no chemical effects nor
sweep effect in combination with large canted angle, thermodynamically non-equilibrium behaviour.
and gives the characteristic winglet shape of Hermes.
So the main features of the Hermes concept are 6 - One supersonic domain where the flowfield does
mandatory issues coming from aerothermal not include hypersonic phenomena like entropy
constraints. The existence of one feasible design swallowing, very high ratio of skin temperature to
remains to be proven because many other problems stagnation temperature, complex shock-waves-wake-
remain after a survey of other critical points along boundary-layer interactions...
the trajectory, and adjustment of all parameters.

'p
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7 - One transonic domain where the flowfields can be knowledge of flowfield on control is also m?,ndatory
unstable due to the necessary oblate shape of Hermes. when the experimental rebuilding is clearly poor and

far from real flight conditions.
8 - One subsonic domain where the round shapes of
Hermes give large uncertainties in flow
characteristics. When a feasible concept was retained, after

the loop of feasibility studies corresponding to the
first phase of methodology (as explained in 2.1

For each of these 8 domains some specific before), the following list of critical points continues
problems occur but at the end critical ones were to be essential to the design constraints:
limited to the following after a first loop of
convergence. I - Lateral control in low speed (domain 8)

Domain 8 : Low-speed lateral control at low angle of 2 - Transonic instability with 'airbrakes (domain 7) in
attack induced by the non conventional shape of the forward position of the COG
vehicle. Addition of a vertical fin would solve the
problem but should increase the weight and moreover 3 - Transonic buffet induced fluctuation of pressure
introduce a difficult transition for the flying control on front fuselage (domain 7).
system when such vertical fin become operant in
domain 6. 4 - Supersonic lateral characteristics at low angle of

attack (domain 6).
Domain 7 is the more critical issue for the unstable
control of Hermes induced by forward shift of centre 5 - Supersonic longitudinal balance in forward
of pressures ; high lift in compressible low transonic position of COG (domain 6).
flow and use of airbrakes on the rear of upper
fuselage are the main sources of deterioration of 6 - Hypersonic longitudinal balance in rearward
stability: airbrakes on the fuselage need careful position of COG with poorer correlation between
analysis of the interaction of the wake of airbrakes overheating and efficiency (domains 3 - 4 - 5).
with the elevons. Intensity of pressure fluctuations is
also a major concern. 7 - Hypersonic windshield overheating in ascent

trajectory at low angle of attack and in reentry at
Domain 6 with maximum rearward shift of centre of high angle of attack (domains 3 - 4 - 5).
pressure is critical for efficiency of controls in up
position ; main concern is balance of forward 8 - Hypersonic 1st tile junction overheating due to
position of centre of gravity. Keeping lateral control forced transition (domains 4 - 5).
effective in low angle of attack, for conteracting
unstable forces in front fuselage, is also a critical 9 - Hypersonic tip of wing overheating at the leading
issue. edge and on the flap deflected (domains 4 - 5).

Domain 5 is a classical low hypersonic domain. 10 - Hypersonic local overheating in gaps, holes and
There lies the perfect gas reference for more complex file junctions (domains 4 - 5).
phenomena influence. It is essential for evaluation of
uncertainties and real gases and aerothermochemistry II - Hypersonic low Reynolds number efficiency
problems. Furthermore in that domain the with reduced dynamic pressure on all axis
phenomena of transition to turbulence on roughness (domain 6).
is also to be evaluated ; some in flight and wind
tunnel correlations (theoretical versus empirical These critical points defined each a
predictions) can help. constraint in design that is to be fulfilled by final

careful adjustment of parameters.
Domain 4 introduces a large complexity in the
phenomena, with coupling between chemistry at the It appeared that a design able to fulfil the
wall or in the flowfield, real gases effects in flight, critical points t - 2 - 4 - 5 - 8 - 9 needed a minimum
and transition phenomena. This domain is the most size of wing and of controls and also needed careful
important for aerothermal design but unfortunately it design of front fuselage for avoiding excess of
adds all the difficulties in physical and chemical variation of centre of pressure with Mach number
rebuilding. The shape of Hermes was selected in and angle of attack. So there exists anyway an
order to be robust to uncertainties on such Hermes design that will fulfil such requirements
phenomena by selection of a delta wing where the coming from these six critical points, at the expanse
centre of pressure remains not far from the centroid of a larger wing with larger controls.
of the platform. However the peak transitional
reattachment heating on flaps is unavoidable critical However a critical point comes from the
point : balance between efficiency and thermal Ariane V launcher and was related to balance of
overheating is the main concern. maximum gust induced loads during ascent : it is

clearly proportional to the gradient of lift with
Domain 3 with low Reynolds number is also not so incidence qACLx of the aircraft on the tip of its
critical by using such delta-wing. However the launcher, and to the maximum arm lever of this
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destabilizing effect ; the control effectiveness comes that cover with margins the reduction of
on Ariane from the thrust deflection. For a given transparencies overheating to a acceptable figure;
fuselage, increase of wing put more backward the similarly on the other critical points, the shape that
C.G position and increase requirements from control includes that set of modifications has been called
and reduce the instability. So the following figure is "Shape A" and will furnish a basis with shape 1.0 to
kernel of wing size determination: an interpolation procedure. Final shape will be shape

2.0 and such a methodology guarantees, with
reasonable uncertainties, that this shape will also

Fi.ure 7 : exist.

To summarize : from the first to the second
phasis of work, the methodology moves from an

w-.qur ' a e C.G/C. open research of concepts or of basic shapes to the
- selection of related geometrical parameters (wing"con span, sweep angle, wing tip canted angle, ... ). This

\ ;first phasis leads to the shape 1.0 considered as
Ar-, . / feasible at the state of the knowledge of all critical

t /....mmed constra•nt problems, whereas the second phasis is an
..... 'aft / interpolation procedure. However, it is to be said

that qualification of the final 2.0 shape needs much

more efforts due to the long time for final design of
all internal and external parts and checking of its
adequation to local thermal and mechanical
requirements and global function relevancy. The
process of qualification will involve more detailed

A feasible concept is possible only by analysis and will only be able to begin when the
reducing the size of the fuselage (and consequently of interpolated 2.0 will be selected.
the wing), moving forward the Centre of gravity
position (and consequently reducing the size of the
control and of the wing). Such converged design was
obtained in 1991 and so put an end to the first phase 3 - TOOLS FOR DESIGN
of the methodology demonstrating the existence of a
viable design. However some refinements were
needed to be done, particularly with account of the 3.1 - Complementary use of the
five remaining critical points plus some others different tools
coming from detailed design as the proof of flutter
free design of the structure of winglets, or the It is unrealistic to minimize the difficulty of
robustness of design to holes coming from space the design of a spaceplane like Hermes. Aerodynamic
hazards and losses of one element of the thermal and aerothermal validation of the design are
protection system. The geometric definition of this tremendous challenges. The present status of the
design was named 1.0. cross validation of the triad CFD - ground based

testing - flight testing is poor. That triad is in fact the
present regular extension of an early approach
relying only on prediction plus validation. Real flight

2.4 - Methodology for convergence is the unique complete validation of the design for
near nominal trajectory. Comparisons of prediction

The methodology, now, when a solution and flight data are the main ingredients of the
exists (i.e, is feasible), is to rely upon an required confidence in the design. It is clear that such
interpolation procedure rather than upor an a validation not having the support of a large set of
extrapolation one. Due to the difficulty to express the experience in hypersonic for various shapes and
multiple constrained fields of optimisation of concepts is poor. Careful analysis of the quality of
Hermes, it appears that an interpolation process the prediction is the only way for improving
guarantees better final product than more open loop confidence in any design. First unmanned flight
of optimisation. To have such an interpolation oriented towards cost reduction by reduced
procedure need to design a shape that includes equipment and flight envelope is the best graduated
solutions to al! critical points one by one. strategy.

For example, it appears that critical point However, the CFD progresses give new
n' 7 needed a careful study of the direct connexion opportunities for a revised approach using all the
between the length and the centre of gravity of tools available in a mix of theoretical and
fuselage and the detailed layout of toe canopy with experimental approaches for a most important pre-
ejection-seat geometrical constraints. So any flight qualification.
overheating on windshield that lead to major changes
in the design may have catastrophic consequences on We can define two worlds : the real world
the existence of a converged geometry. It was that can only be tested in flight and the simulated
proposed to the design office a set of modifications world that has to be validated as a simulation tool of
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the real world. The simulated world has two levels : - Ground test cannot cover the high enthalpy
one is the flight simulator where the pilot can conditions in pressure temperatures and Mach
experiment, on a sensory approach, the rebuilding of number and Damkoeler number. In fact the real gas
external world and the behaviour of the final vehicle, effect appears first in the expansion in the nozzle of
The second level is the fine simulation experimental the facility so thermodynamic equilibrium is regained
and/or numerical. from the bowshock on wind tunnel when it has to be

recovered later in flight. Ground tests can, on the
In fact small domains in the flight envelope contrary, be the more correct and validated approach

can be simulated in experimental ground simulation ; with low enthalpy wind tunnel in the more
so the impact of fine computer simulation is large on conventional test range of subsonic to low hypersonic
design, particularly when ground experimentation is ; so it is a source of reference data for any
limited, as for hypersonic aircraft. For Hermes the prediction, if calibration of facility is accurately
strategy of design was adjusted from the beginning to done.
all the capabilities of CFD, in order to gain
progressive confidence on the CFD approar- as a - Computational aerodynamic- aerothermodynamic
tool for analysis of the problems (directly "rom cannot cover too fine description of phenomena if
partial experimental data) and as a tool for dt. a by modeling does not allow it (e.g. in transitional and
progressive improvement of basic shapes. CFD will turbulent flow) and need careful checking of the
be also a major tool for qualification and analysis of mesh size effect as of the numerical viscosity added
data extracted from first unmanned scale one flight for stability of the solution. No large limitation
(Hermes X 2000). exists presently on the rebuilding of Hermes in high

enthalpy flow if validation can be done. So
The methodology is given by the following computational work is necessary for checking in-

development of the Triad. flight versus ground tests and for uncertainties
analysis.

FFirre 8 :

Flight test Fi~ure 10

CFD -- Groung test

Simplified triad

Fi2ure 9:
Nu-e •ca L!'p. F.ýqnt test
Exper-ets for

Cr: in flivrt¶ ccnd~t.ors Grund testsI
'. Cdnd f ,r t Ions t- :

CF in qrcund tess Grouid tests in
it ions I equivalent"

"'In .... 3.2 - Experimental tools
ct~eckinq of modeltng

It is of major importance to add sufficient
experimental data in all 9 phases of the trajectory.

E-tr 71If the 7 - 8 - 9 are classical aerodynamics,

The complement in the triad comes from the requiring classical wind tunnel, it is however to be
incompleteness of each of the tools: emphasized that the Reynolds number effect is

critical on the round shapes of HERMES, as Orbiter
- Flight test cannot be done before the vehicle or Burma, Experimental data coming from flight
itself is identified so at a cost equivalent to the remains useful or mandatory according to the critical
operational vehicle assembly and testing (prototype points and the corresponding phases of the flight
approach, or automatic first flight as on X 2000). (mainly for stability or flying qualities).
However a reduced-sized vehicle could be the answer
to the more critical problems at a reasonable cost. It In cold hypersonic regime, with low
was the target of, "Maia" vehicles (scale > 1/4) on enthalpy and perfect gas modeling the need for a high
the first strategy for Hermes development, and the quality experimental tool is mandatory because it will
"Bor's" in the Russian approach to Buran ; however be the pivotal point for all adjustment of CFD
reduced size means no qualification of the complex extrapolation to flight. Selection of different wind
unscalable devices like sealing or junctions. tunnel is very useful and help to master the most

#.
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probable aerodynamic aerothermic data. We selected as of ground facilities. European cooperation was
German and French W.T. plus reference wind tunnel necessary for the support of Dassault and INRIA in
proven in USA (AEDC for Orbiter) and in Russia organizing the first international workshops in
(T 117 of TSAGI for Bouran). hypersonic where uncertainties on both experimental

and numerical were evaluated.
High enthalpy and low Reynolds number

wind tunnels exist, but such a range of low pressure The alternate approach in CFD revealed
is not critical for an aerospace vehicle, itself as very efficient because differences in mesh,

algorithm and physical modeling resulted in lower
For high enthalpy Germany and French discrepancies than anticipated and allowed a rapid

proposed new facilities of different technology and detection of major clues. Alternates algorithms,
performances : the high enthalpy facility in G6ttingen meshes, modelings in Hermes program are therefore
(HEG) gives adequate dissociation but with very playing an essential role in the European strategy,
short duration, whereas arcjet facility in Toulouse contributing to the reduction of uncertainties of
(F4) gives longer duration (adequate for balance Hermes.
measurements). Both facilities are able to cover the
highest pressures near the flight Reynolds number
but on w,.at level of flow field and data measurement 3.4 - Cross validation
quality ? Both facilities rebuild flow from frozen
non-equilibrium expansion in a nozzle. It is clear that pure adjustment to a family of

reference experimental test cases is not a replacement
In fact such facilities (conventional, or low to validation procedure. In fact it is on basic

enthalpy or higher enthalpy) have two major phenomena, and not on complex ones, that
characteristics : the first one is to be far from elementary errors can be identified.
duplicating the flight conditions, more and more
when the enthalpy increases ; the second one is to be Figure I :
far from supporting careful analysis of fundamental
problems. Such analysis requires specific facilities
and more specific instrumentations and equipments.
So that, parallel to industrial testing (as defined in
the above facilities), is needed research testing to
produce reference data for workshops or for direct
local analysis validated by high level of /
instrumentation (e.g. validation of chemical species "....... .
by spectrometric measurements).

So we can classify the needed experimental . , :
tools in three groups : .....

- flight experiments on model of large size f I
-industrial experiments on model of small size /
- research experiments on reference models.

on,-rert'r4t '.P'P•e• al -•-.a

For validation of the CFD (now P /
continuously present in the design) specific tests have .
to be so instrumented that only research organisation
would be able to support such a validation process.
The same can be said for large material testing,
where arc-jet facilities are to be duplicated by
research facilities.

Multiplication of experimental and
3.3 - CFD tools numerical workshops gives increased confidence in

true phenomena rebuilding. Unique requirement is
The use of different wind tunnels relying on the variety of approaches retained in order that the

different physical strategy for heating or expanding agreement between CFD and experimental data don't
flows are the necessary ingredient for complementary come from hazardous coherence but from a better
consolidation of data (what-so-ever the lack of true selection of the more probable but independent
rebuilding of flight conditions). In the same way the rebuilding of basic phenomena.
use of different codes, with different mathematics
and physics modeling, is the necessary ingredient for International cooperation is clearly of
going from the validation of one method, to the common interest due to the cost of alternate approach
evaluation of the global uncertainties of one code in experimental testing as in CFD rebuilding of
compared to another. So the European founding of experiments. Moreover independent results means
Hermes program have helped to build the same independent teams
variety of codes in the so-called "alternate approach"
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fluctuation of one useful parameter on Hermes

4 - THE CHALLENGE OF model.

UNCERTAINTIES EVALUATION With CFD rebuilding of the distance
between different wind tunnels has to be proven as

4.1 - General methodology repeatedly rebuild. Then the most probable data can
be derived after elimination of the probable errors (as

Conventional aircraft margins come from substantiated by large variation of the parameters). In
experimental tests and from past experiences of flight fact, such strategy needs coverage of extreme
wind-tunnel correlation. Extrapolation in hypersonic variations of all available parameters plus the
not relies on same confidence in estimated data selection of the point where derivative is to be
obtained by test data + CFD computations of the assessed. If large discrepancies in derivatives versus
test ; it assumes that CFD code is validated by a set prediction without support of a rational explanation
of experimental tests checking the sensitivities of are obtained in a facility, such facility cannot be
computer code to: retained.

I - geometry changes, Taking into account a statistic of same data,
2 - physical - chemical modeling probable mean values and experimental uncertainties
3 - discrete computation parameters, current number, can be assessed. It is an experiment - experiment
size of mesh...). assessment.

Validation of this approach is not giving In the same way CFD codes can be assessed
confidence because such a procedure does not in a groups of codes with rational explanation for the
guarantee that the sottces of the errors are in one or discrepancies between codes and between numerical
another of the three terms. The only way for data for different parameters. It is a code - code
decreasing the uncertainties is to eliminate the basic assessment.
errors by large variations of the parameters and of the
tools. Now the problem is to follow the Hermes

trajectory and to build the total uncertainties by
Two approaches can be followed mutual assessment of the coherence of errors in each

phases of flight. Total sum-up of incertainties will be
* the first one is the "building block" approach, built using mathematical theory of control.
that tries to cover the basic phenomena by rational
surveyS; that leads to validation by CFD + Assuming that the physical rebuilding of
experimental tests of the rebuilding of each true physic of the hypersonic flight can be done with
phenomena or of interacting phenomena ; the number the convenient modeling, then we can associate to the
of blocks is quite large (see 1. Marvin for such an flight trajectory n functions of time t ; the n functions
approach) and question is open of completeness of are all the discrete local parameters (e.g. the
the blocks. variables at all control points of a computation)

they are associated to integral values as total forces,
- the second one is the "analysis approach", that moments or to local values as heat fluxes,
tries to cover just the phenomena involved in a temperature, species concentration... The functional
specific design. It assumes that the reduced building- dependency of a time t is valid, as all modelisation, if
block approach is well documented and validated (see convenient scale of t is chosen in modelirg approach
the International Workshop in Antibes). (e.g. mean value for turbulent flows or collision

integral on rarefied flow) as related to physical
Whatever the approach retained (and the associated quantities (e.g. different temperatures...).
funding), the major problem is the data fusion :
mixing errors in CFD rebuilding and experimental Applying the same modeling to the flight
data acquisition is to be done in a proper way. The and ground testing, phase by phase, the rebuilding is
method that is described below seems the best one for to be done on same geometry (reduced scale of
reducing the uncertainties using a reduced number of models or scale I vehicle). Between points of
dedicated experiments. Its assumes clear domains of reference we can build a tree of connexion. Along the
physical modeling (or physical phases) selected as we main trunk of the tree, the true flieht traiectory is
have done for Hermes. described as a function of true time of a normal tree

t; on the branches some parameters are supposed
Assuming that we wish to rebuild probable varying in the same physical phase and in the same

value and uncertainties around probable value in one way as true trajectories.
of th, physical domain I to 9, we will identify all the
phenomena involved and check that the uncertainty So we can associate a in family of
of the rebuilding of each is sufficiently low ; then the trajectories as in a fire work with multiple fuses. We
contribution of each phenomena is added and can then apply the same optimal prediction of the n
probable uncertainty of experimental data can be functions knowing that the physics don't let them to
evaluated. For example the divergence of the be random, but that they are correlated at least by
flowfield in the nozzle of wind-tunnel due to physical laws. We can then apply to PDE, or to
variation in stagnation pressure induces such or such linear part of PDE the same mathematical techniques
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as are used for LDE when a Kalman filtering help to r-building of physics and chemistry and of the flow
minimize the predicted parameters of a trajectory. field ; a parallel effort for validation of building
Such approach gives more probable mean value and blocks involves the same alternate computation and
variance of main parameters. testing philosophy.

4.2 - Teference points for Hermes
uncertainties evaluation 5 - FINAL REMARKS

We take as a reference an hypersonic point Challenges for aerothermal and aerodynamic
of flight with cold flow (with perfect gas condition). design of Hermes are very large ; but the diversity
We aj ply the procedure for assessment of each wind and the richness of the experimental and numerical
tunnel leading us to a mean value plus a law of data coming from the variety of tht contributors in
probability of each experimental point for a set of Europe will finally reduce the critical discrepanzies at
parameters. With a set of numerical codes, for which an acceptable level, taking advantage of all the
a procedure has led us to the most probable value knowledge included in the simulation process in each
(with infinite discretisation convergence...) thei s m d e o t h r e e r e n e s i f t c o u n t ry . C o o pe r a t io n in H e r m e s i s an ad d it iv e

projection is nude to the reference point : shift contribution to methodology; that will increase the
estimated goes from true testing conditions to confidence in cooperative CFD-experiment approach
reference conditions (e.g in flight conditions). We and will reduce the uncertainties. From then the
can use all the experimental points for contributing to spaceplane is starting to be improved at a new
the building of the reference point with a law of standard of quality.
probability relative to all experimental points

translated to reference conditions ; it is the projection So Heimes will be designed in a very
process, controlled as we have described in 4.1. advanced way at the benefit of ESA European Man in

From this reference point we can check if Space Program.

the existing flight data can be rebuild in the same
way for the Orbiter and AEDC facility, for the Buran
and Tsagi TI 17 etc... with other smaller test articles. Figure 12

From this reference point we can now follow
the trajectories. Each of the codes can :

- estimate the values of aerod. namic-
aerothermic data along the trajectory in nominal or
extreme conditions.

- estimate in each physical phase the value to be EMO-N Yf_ OK FS.O0g

obtained in other facilities like F4 or HEG Q.CLTURT•, T ,% .,N At

As large will be the variations of the
parameters we will cover by experimental testing, as Normal reentry
better will be the substantiation of the uncertainties Trajectory
by comparison to computational simulation. On the Re, D,
point on the trajectory will be done a *projection" of
the errors coming from uncertainties on experimental
as on theoretical data. Building a law of probability 

Re

of typical data (in experimental as on theoretical side)
it is then possible to balance the results and the Point of 7projection 

M

uncertainties proportionally to the variance of the
laws of these probabilities of experimental and ,/--- areters
theoretical data. If the numerical or experimental data varying
are outside of the estimated range of validity, it is to Same ph"sica1 doai n
be dropped in the ponderation as inconsistent. S

Otherwise each projected point contributes and
reduces the uncertainties to the mean root square of
the elementary addition and not to the pure addition
as the initial formula implies.

It is an extension of the Kalman filter
approach to the control of basic data along the
trajectory. Such approach guarantees the optimal
minimisation of uncertainties along the trajectory. It
assumes a good modeling (random errors and no
jump in bias on the projection paths), so a good
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ABSTRACT

A Winged Launcher Configuration (WLC) in a Two NOMENCLATURE
Stage To Orbit (TSTO) version has to fly through a
wide range of Angles-of-Attack and Mach numbers a Angle-of-Attack
(roughly -3" & a & 20" and 0.2 :1 Ma & 7.0). This and E Angle of incidence between upper and
the requirements for horizontal takce-off and landing in lower stage
Central Europe, and the special separation manoeuvre at 13 Sideslip angle
a hypersonic Mach number, causes a wide range of new 11 Trailing-edge flap deflection angle
aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic problems. Especi- q Rudder deflection angle
ally the problem of stability and control is increased by • Aileron deflection angle
the wide a-Mach range and possibly strong engine az Vertical distance between upper and
effects. The main tasks of the experimental inves- lower stage during separation
tigations of a TSTO configuration are to establish a L•, Total length of the lower stage
data base to support the whole design process of C, Lift coefficient
Winged Launcher Configurations, to provide a C. Pitching-moment coefficient
validation base for CFD codes and to understand the C,, Deriative of yawing moment due to
very complicated problems which dominate stability, sideslip angle 13
control, and stage separation aerodynamics. A generic C0  Rolling moment derivative due to
baseline configuration of a TSTO has been developed at sideslip angle 13
MBB (lower and upper stage), which satisfies all CL,4 Flap efficiency due to lift
requirements so far. To be able to test this configuration Cn Flap efficiency due to pitching-moment
in all occuring speed regimes, a titanium model (size C, Efficiency of rudders, yawing moment
1:160) was manufactured with an acceptable size to fit C1" -.- rolling moment
into most windtunnels for sub-, super-, and hypersonic Ca Efficiency of ailerons, yawing moment
Mach numbers, especially at DLR in Germany and FFA C14 -.- rolling moment
in Sweden. 8 B, Boundary-layer thickness
The main part of the presentation deals with trends of CP Pressure coefficient (p-p_,)/q.
the TSTO configuration in aerodynamic stability a&•!
control over the entire Mach regime. showing that some Abbreviations:
aerodynamic characteristics change significantly with
increasing Mach numoer. Because all aerodynamic ac. Aerodynamic center
forces and moments must be balanced by the engine or A.o.A. Angle-of-Attack
aerodynamic controls to obtain reasonable flight Re Reynolds number
conditions, statements regarding absolute stability and L.S. Lower stage
control features cannot be set up within this investi- U.S. Upper stage
gation, but tendencies can be given.
Major emphasis is placed on the flap efficiency at high
Mach numbers which exhibits a strongly nonlinear I INTRODUCTION
behaviour. The separation of the upper stage was
investigated in a special test phase, which shows the A spacecraft system has to be cost effective as well as
enormeous changes in longitudinal characteristics caused environmentally acceptable already in the near future, in
by interference effects in close proximities between addition to the classical requiremenu of maximum
upper and lower stage. payload fractions and safety. ThereforethlL transportation

system must be fully re-usable. One solution to these

4. .. . . .. . . . . .. '
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main requirements could be a Wing Launched Carrier The lower stage of the present generic TSTO covers the
(WLC). likely in a Two Stage To Orbit (TSTO) version. wide range of Mach numbers from 0.2 to 7.0 and
The WLC TSTO takes advantage of the staging altitudes up to 40 km. Herewith four characteristic flow
principle and gains payload fraction by using the regimes are involved, i.e.: subsonic, transsonic
atmosphere twice: first as a lifting medium, and supersonic and hypersonic. These different types of flow
secondly by airbreathing propulsion. Especially a cause large changes in aerodynamics and in engine
European Space Program has to look for geographical effects.
independent solutions, which means take-off and landing Within that Mach number range an aircraft typically has
in Europe. Such a spacecraft program induces a number two extremes of static stability in longitudinals and in
of new technical requirements (Fig.1): laterals: in transsonic flow it has maximum stability

whereas at hypersonic speed stability decreases. But the
o Range flight towards the equator (or latitude 28") center of gravity cannot be shifted in an arbitrary range,

and different inclinations, (Range > 2,3000km) to overcome the FCS problems. The highest Mach
o High number of cycles number defines the limit of instability (i.e. the aft c.g.
o Acceleration and climb to max. possible speed and location). Thus the stability margin at supersonic speed

altitude is increased (which means trim losses). Also control
(high energy level) with airbreathing propulsion: surface effectiveness shows a dramatic change from
(KLch = 5...7, at Alt = 30...40 km, ramjet engine, supersonic to hypersonic speed: in low speed it is
Mach = 8... 12. at Alt = 40...50 km, scramjet engine) usually reducing at high deflection angles, but rises at

o A safe orbiter launch procedure at maximum Mach hypersonic Mach numbers, caused by the nonlinear
number growth of precompression with increasing o, 71 and

o Horizontal take-off and landing from existing Mach.
conventional runways These are important trends within the envisaged flight

o H, fuel handling envelope, globally sketched. But in detail stability and
o Minimum ground support, short turnaround times control surface effectiveness in hypersonics are most

critical to predict exactly, with windtunnel tests as well
These general requirements themselves cause a wide as with CFD codes, as the first shuttle re-entry
range of new aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic demonstrated (the flap efficiency had been
problems. Especially the problems of stability and overestimated).
control, which are not completely understood yet, still This is due to the environment of a hypersonic aircraft,
need some effort to establish 'know how' and a good given by the altitude in terms of temperature and
data base for design work. In order to identify the density, which cause a great number of
inherent problems of a WLC system and the tools aerothermodynamic problems in high speed, such as
required for the design process, a technology concept temperature rise, real-gas effects, heat transfer effects,
has been worked out, including a windtunnel model of shock-boundary layer interactions etc.. which have an
a generic hypersonic TSTO. The present test campaign influence on stability and control. The reason is the very
is primarily needed for validation of design methods, low density at maximum altitude of only 0.3%.
CFD codes, to establish error bounds, and to establish a compared to 100% at sea level. The Reynolds number
database. This 'predesign TSTO' has run only through within the flight envelope therefore varies over almost a
one design loop to assure that weight, propulsion and number of magnitude, from subsonic to the achieved
size are not diverging, so it is a non optimized con- hypersonic maximum speed.
figuration, designed to represent only the most important In general, the design of a TSTO is affected by the
functional items. propulsion integration (i.e. forebody and base shape). by
The test campaign was planned and conducted by MBB the Mach cone. and by the integration of the upper
and performed by DLR Germany. with facilities at G&A- stage. Figure 2 I1/ sketches the growing importance of
tingen, Cologne and Braunschweig. Additional the power plant with increasing Mach number. The
measurements were started at FFA in Sweden, but are propulsion package (4 to 6 turbo-/ramjet combinations)
not finished yet, so that control effectiveness in the is mounted on the lower side of the fuselage in order to
Mach number range from 0.5 to 2.0 is not available at take advantage of the precompressed flow of the
the moment. wing/fuselage lower side and to use the rear part of the

fuselage as a half nozzle contour. As a consequence. the
forces and moments of the power plant in certain

2. PROBLEM DESCRI PTION regimes are of the same order as the global aerodynamic
forces and moments. Because it is not possible to

On the one hand there are some predominant problems represent a functional intake of a turbo-/ramjet
and special effects of the operational configuration combination (with a variable geometry) on a small
regarding stability and control which should be windtunnel model, the power plant area is totally
mentioned first, and on the other hand. there are omitted in the present windtunnel test campaign. The
problems of the windtunnel test campaign itself, which forces and moments resulting from intake and nozzle
are described thereafter, flow had been subject of a different working group at
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MBB by CFD calculations. To obtain a realistic dataset 3. DESCRIPTION OF THE WINDTUNNEL TEST 3

for the flight configuration, the power plant and CAMPAIGN
aerodynamic datasets have to be combined by an exact
bookkeeping method. The consequences should be kept Facilities and Measurement Phases
in mind watching Fig.3 /2/, where the importance of (s. Fig. 4)
the lower side of specific lifting surfaces vs Mach
number is shown. The present results of the rtes campaign are based on
Longitudinal control is provided by trailing-edge flaps the windtunnel test runs in the following DLR facilities:
which, in differential mode, operate as ailerons for the
roll control. Double fins with integrated rudders provide WTI: Niedergeschwindigkeits Kanal MUB,
directional stability within the entire a-Mach regime. Braunschweig
The fins of the upper stage are located directly upstream WT2: Transsonischer Windkanal TWG, Gottingen
of the fins of the lower stage to minimize drag. Due to WT3: Trisonikkanal TMK, Koln
this location of the wing tip mounted fins, a vortex WT4: Hyperschallkanal H2K, KOln
interaction with the strong vortices of the lower stage
wing was expected and had been one of the subjects of Type:
testing. The centres of gravity of both stages coincide in
longitudinal direction, to minimize changes in pitching WTI: closed, continuous
moment after upper stage launch. WT2: closed, slotted, continuous
Now some of the main problems of the present wind- WT3: closed, (perforated), smooth blow-down
tunnel test are described. WT4: open, blow-down, suc-down
Short measurement times of the windtunnels cause
dynamic difficulties and also heat transfer simulation is Some of the tests were realized by a contribution of the
not possible. The blow-down type windtunnel induces DLR budget, which is greatfully acknowledged.
an excessive amount of noise to the flow (which might
cause boundary-layer transition). Tripping is uneffective Facilities Main Data:
at hypersonic Mach numbers so that the boundary-layer
transition area could not be fixed. As already mentioned, Mach A.o.A. Reynolds
the small model size causes problems not only with the range [] number
power plant, but also does not allow pressure (*106)
measurements on wings and fins. only on the center line
of the lower side of the fuselage and at the base. WTI 0.1 to 0.4 -5. to 20. 1.2 to 4.2
Additionally, due to the size the Reynolds numbers in
the used windtunnels were low. The windtunnel tests WT2 0.5 to 2.0 -2. to 12. 3.2 to 5.8
had been laid out to represent roughly the total Mach
number range (up to Mach 6) of the typical mission, WT3 0A to 0.5 -2. to 12. 6.5 to 15.
employing four types of windtunnels. 0.5 to 1.15 -2. to 12. 15. to 20.
The Reynolds numbers (based on body length) along the 1.6 to 4.0 -2. to 12. 15. to 40.
trajectory are presented in FigA, together with those of
each windtunnel test run. This figure shows differences WT4 6.0 -5. to 10. 0.5 to 3.4
between one and two numbers of magnitude in
Reynolds number. Herewith the problems in
understanding the aerotheimodynamic phenomena Balance: 0.75" Task Able Strain gauge ('extended
dominated by viscous effects are aggravated, range')
The main problem areas (in particular respect to vortex
interaction and upper stage influence) to be clarified are: Windtunnel Model

"o longitudinal stability Size: 1:160
"o lateral stability Material: Titanium
"o control surface effectiveness Controls: Flaps and rudders with fixed deflection angles
"o stage separation (Mach > 6)

Model/flight configuration differences:
The presented results of the tested characteristics have
the following structure: o the base contour is filled in the nozzle area to allow

conventional sting mounting
o stability of the baseline configuration

(longitudinal/lateral) o the power plant package (turbo-/amjet combination)
o control surface effectiveness (longitudina!/lateral) is completely omitted, except the engine side walls to

provide an appropriate representation of the power
o stage separation (longitudinal interference effects) plant in sideslip
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A sketch of the model is given in Fig.5. including the with the upper stage is neutrally stable at Mach 3.2 at
separation measurement principle, zero A.o.A., but stability increases above Mach 4 with

increasing A.o.A..

Tripping:

Measurement phases 1: generally none - Laterals
el. ,,

Additional phases: Directional stability decreases with increasing Mach
WT2 KI Ballotini number, as expected, very similar due to the behaviour

0.3 mmi ) (upper side) of C,. and C. related to Mach number, the fins acting
WT3 K2 Karborund 120 as wings in terms of P. Therefore the maximum Mach

K3 Karborund 60 number of the flight envelope determins the size of the
(K2/K3: upper- & vertical fins (Fig.9). This figure also shows a well
lower side & nose) known behaviour of Cp vs A.o.A.: In subsonic speed,

the flow on the upper side of the wing is accelerated
with increasing A.o.A. so that the efficiency of the fins
is augmented. In the supersonic speed regime the shock
shaded parts of the fins naturally grow with A.oA and

4. RESULTS efficiency is linearily reduced. It is supposed that the
divergence tendency in hypersonic Mach regime above

4.1 MAJOR TRENDS AND EFFECTS ON Mach 5 is somewhat recovered by the side walls of the
STABILITY AND CONTROL: engine package, which have about 30% of the area of

the fins in lateral projection and, therefore, have the
Clean Configuration effect of dorsal fins. Together with the lower side of the

wing they produce a comer flow in sideslip, which may
- Longitudinals either reduce its stability by flow separation or amplify

it by a small precompression effect at high Mach
A very prominent influence of the upper stage on the numbers at a combination of A.o.A. and sideslip angle
pitching moment behaviour was identified in windtunnel (both in the order of 5").
testing as well as in CFD-calculation. This influence There is a surprising influence of the upper stage on
depends strongly on the A.o.A. (Fig. 6): Comparing the directional stability: Within the whole tested speed range
pitching moment characteristics in the supersonic Mach the upper stage reduces stability. This means that the
regime for the configuration with and without the upper amount of stability produced by the fins of the lower
stage. one can observe a significant amount of pitch up, stage alone is greater than that of the fins of both
induced mostly by the compression in the rear part of stages. (The influence of the upper stage obviously
the open bay. This area is located rearward of the diminishes at maximum Mach number near 6 or
moment reference point and therefore the pressure slightly above (and or>S'), where the configuration
distribution yields a pitch-up. Additionally, a suction becomes unstable.) This result was quite opposite from
peak occurs forward of the a.c. due to the changed what was predicted, though interference effects were
contour without upper stage. This influence of the open taken into account for a first estimate. The upper stage
bay is clearly reduced with increasing A.o.A. and it as well as the lower stage on their own were designed
nearly vanishes for hypersonic Mach numbers greater to be stable. So globaly only interference effects might
than 6 and x > 5, where separation of the upper stage cause the reduction. Two reasons are considered so far:.
will take place (compare subsketch in Fig.6). For con- Probably the upper stage forebody (incl. the coverage)
firmation an additional figure is shown with the pressure produces more destabilizing effects by interfering with
coefficient on the center line on the upper and lower the forebody of the lower stage than expected. A second
side of the configuration (Fig.7)., at c > 5 and Mach 2, assumption is a strong flow straightening effect by the
/3/. The pressure distributions only show a small upper stage fins on the lower stage fins located in the
difference on the lower side at the rear part of the same plane. All these effects act together. Despite these
fuselage, whereas the upper side Cp-distribution considerations, natural directional stability is attainable
demonstrates the reason for the positive pitching by a configuration of the investigated TSTO type with
moment increment for the configuration without upper a back mounted second stage.
stage: A relatively broad suction peak in front of the a.c. In general. CV is mostly dependent on the wing
and a positive Cp behind, acting both as pitch-up planform and therefore coupled with the lift slope of the
increment, wing (Fig.10). The measurements confinmed the
The difference in stability margin is not that expected linear behaviour of Cp vs m so this coefficient
dramatically influenced by the upper stage (Fig.8): at can be separated into a Mach dependent and an cc-Mach
subsonic speed the configuration without upper stage is dependent contribution. i.e.: C, + C•,c The
only 0.3% less stable and in supersonic regime above characteristics of the frst term (vs Mach) was estimated
Ma 1.5 it is about 0.7% more stable. The configuration very well by handbook methods, but the measurements
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did not meet the predicted values. The above separation region. But the separation phenomena are
mentioned additional stabilizing effect of the power very difficult to predict and also to find experimentally.
plant sidewalls on directional stability would have the Future measurements should focus on this problem and
opposite effect on C,. Unfortunately the configuration infrared measurement techniques could probably give
was not measured without the engine side walls to state answers to details.
this. Again the configuration with the upper stape The sketch in Fig.l 1. taken from DATCOM /4/, gives a
demonstrates less stability in comparison to the lower two-dimensional scheme of the mechanism of separation
stage solo. The reasons are assumed to be mostly the and the correlated global pressure rises in laminar and
same as for C.. On the other hand, the A.o.A. turbulent flow. Laminar flow separates earlier, caused
dependent part, i.e. C(, gains more with increasing by adverse pressure gradient along the surface, than the
A.o.A. than predicted. In the supersonic region above turbulent one. The laminar separation zone may extend
Mach 2 (with the upper stage) at zero angle, the 10 times further than the turbulent one. This is due to
behaviour is indifferent, which means, that the surfaces the higher compatability of adverse pressure gradients of
above and below the a.c. point are facing the side flow the turbulent boundary. The turbulent pressure rise is
in equivalent portions and/or compensation of all able to reach twice the value of the laminar one. The
stabilizing and destabilizing effects takes place (compare long separated region of the laminar flow reduces con-
for example the small anhedral of the wing and the fins trol power of the deflected flap.
working against each other). A note should be given at
that point: The measurements with sideslip angle P were
carried out without any tripping, so that transition was Flaps & Rudders
not fixed and Reynolds number effects are possible.
Compare the presented curves of Cq (Ma) (Fig.10) and - Longitudinals
the Reynolds number curves vs Mach number (Fig.4). A
Reynolds number difference by factor 3 from WT2 to Figure 12 illustrates the typical change in the behaviour
WT3 results in an A.o.A. dependent gap in the CJIP- of trailing-edge flap efficiency in the transition region
curve. CL. shows the same (but rather weak) tendancy, between super- and hypersonic Mach numbers:
so mostly this effect is attributed to the wing lift. The Increasing the Mach number in the supersonic regime
difference of ARe - I10 occurs in a critical transitional up to Mach 2+, efficiency decreases with increasing flap
range, concerning boundary-layer flow and therefore deflection angle in a well known manner. Further in-
may have an influence on separation. Additionally, in crease in Mach number causes a characteristical change
the low supersonic speed range the wing produces a in the following way: with positive A.o.A. and positive
very well established system of vortices along the lead- deflection angle efficiency is increased nonlinearly by
ing edge (a>4"). The higher Reynolds number of the precompression of the lower side of the wing. It is a
WT3 allows the vortex generation only at higher A.o.A., function of A.oA., flap deflection angle il and Mach
but then it is located further outboard of the wing and number, and was detected to start above Mach 2 in the
produces more rolling morient power than the low measurements.
Reynolds number vortex. T".is might be an additional In the case of the measurements in WT4 it is assumed
a-Re dependent effect. that most parts of the model boundary-layer were

laminar. The selected combinations of A.o.A. and flap
General Remarks on Flap Efficiency at Hypersonic deflection angle, presented in Fig.12 vs Mach number,
Speed therefore probably exhibit an exaggerated reduction in

efficiency at Mach 6. The reasons are assumed to be
The efficiency of any kind of controls at hypersonic either the described separation influence or
speed is influenced by viscous effects. In general the boundary-layer thickness: between Mach 4 in WT3 and
Reynolds number of the involved boundary-layer of a Mach 6 in WT4 there is a Reynolds number reduction
TSTO, as already mentioned, is by about a number of by a factor of 10. Even if at both Mach numbers the
magnitude lower at high speed compared to low speed. boundary-layer in the flap area was turbulent, the
Additionally, very strong shock waves exist on and near boundary layer at Mach 6 is thicker (8,, - (Re)"a),
deflected flaps. In those regions also strong shock which reduces the efficiency as well The dependance of
boundary-layer interactions occur and the induced flow the flap efficiency C., vs Mach and A.o.A is sketched
separation (in this case i.e. mostly boundary-layer se- in Fig. 13. A transitional line with the described change
paration) may increase, reduce or completely delete the in the behaviour of the efficiency is presented,
control surface effectiveness. The pressure distribution, dependent on A.o.A. and Mach number. This result is
for example, along a deflected flap can have remarkable preliminary, because especially on the flight
jumps at separation lines and also in the reattachment configuration some more reducing and also amplifying
areas. effects must be taken into account. Also investigations
Generally the separated flow is affected by the state of concerning the state of the boundary-layer in the flap
the boundary-layer, i.e. laminar, transitional or turbulent. area should be carried out next.
Separation characteristics of main interest are flap Fig. 14 offers an example of the measured values of C,,
effectiveness, pressure rise and the extension of the and C. at Mach 2. which demonstrates a strong inter-
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ference effect at -10" flap deflection angle. This inter- the holder mechanism might be necessary.

ference effect is attributed to a flap-vortex interaction as When Az is increased and the upper stage is still

the vortex core is located directly above the flap. This connected by the holder, lift and drag components of the

tendency was also seen at lower or higher Mach upper stage (and pitching moment) cause an additional

numbers in the supersonic speed regime. pitching moment contribution on the lower stage (s. Fig.
19). The maximum possible ,z and c values therefore
are limited by the lower stage flap efficiency of the

- Laterals positively deflected flaps and its heat load resistance.
The gap between lower and upper stage during separati-

Rudders: C,, Ck on produces a lot of interference effects by shock
boundary-layer interactions, similar to a nozzle flow,

The rudder effectiveness was determined at a deflection which only can be investigated in detail by high

angle of ;=I0" (Fig. 15). At zero A.o.A. the prediction sophisticated CFD calculations. No more interaction is

for C., (configuration with upper stage) in supersonic possible above a distance of ,&z/l,,--0.2 and E 1 8',
speed coincides with measurement. Usually the inter- due to the narrow Mach cones at Mach 6. The DLR is

ference between upper and lower stage is more difficult preparing further measurements for WT4 with the
to predict. especially at higher A.o.A., because of flow possibility of continuously variing cm, e and &z. and ad-

separation and wake impingement on the rudders. Both. ditionally with a second hypersonic windtunnel nozzle at

the direct and the coupled derivatives are reduced by the Mach 7. Fig.20 offers a Schlieren picture series at o,--0,
presence of the upper stage, very similar for example to e = 2" and different &z, from which interference areas
the directional stability behaviour. The part of the of both stages are easy to identify.
balance, which is responsible for the coupled derivative
C,, (rolling moment coefficient) was at its lowest
sensitivity limit, the absolute values in hypersonics for - Comparison to Approximative Methods
example only reach 10'. At an A.o.A. of 10' and q=10'
the upper stage interference may cause a change in sign Most of the longitudinal and lateral characteristics have
in q,; at Mach numbers above 2.5 (Fig.15). This case been determined by handbook methods (total Mach
should be carefully investigated, range) and by the HYP3 code (Mach > 2)15/ during the

very first design phase. Fig.21 shows the panel model of
the TSTO that was used in the calculation with HYP3.
The code was developped at MBB and is based on dif-

4.2 OTHER EFFECTS ferent impact methods. Fig.21 also includes the plotted
values of pitching moment, as calculated by HYP3 and,

- Separation of Upper Stage for comparison, as measured in WT3 at Mach numbers
2. 3, and 4.5. Tendencies are predicted well, but

The nominal separation procedure (s. Fig. 16) is absolute values in some cases are not reliable. This is
supposed to take place at a Mach number between 6 and due to the simplified methods which calculate pressure
7 and an altitude between 35 and 40 km in a pull-up and coefficients of the entire configuration well and
zero-g procedure. For a safe stage separation it might be only locations with strong interactions are not
necessary to support the procedure by a lifting holder represented correctly.
mechanism, to avoid an uncontrolable pitching moment
behaviour of the upper stage by interference effects. The
windtunnel test was performed in WT4 at Mach 6.0 5. CONCLUSIONS
with two different balances for the upper and the lower
stage (s. Fig. 5). The actual Reynolds numbers were A windtunnel investigation has been performed at DLR
1.8* 106 and 3,4* 106 in two test campaigns. At this fixed facilities with a generic WLC-TSTO wind tunnel model,
Mach number the longitudinal behaviour of both stages designed at MBB, within a Mach number range from
was investigated by variing three parameters: A.o.A., 0.2 to 6.0 and an A.o.A. range from -2" to 12". Major
incidence angle e = at between both stages and the emphasis was placed on stability and control in the su-
vertical distance, related to the body length (Mz/l•). per- and hypersonic Mach range up to Mach 6.
The kinematics of the upper stage during separation are Additionally, the separation procedure was investigated
described by rotation and translation (E+Az). In Fig. 17 in a first step. Due to the differences between the wind
and 18 the most outstanding interference effects are tunnel model and the flight configuration. above all in
summarized. The lift increments of the upper stage Reynolds number, and also some substantial
resulted in always positive, upward directed values. The shortcomings of the model and the involved facilities,
lift of the lower stage is affected only marginally. The only tendencies could be given.
pitching moments of both stages demonstrate a strong Based on the results of this investigation the following
dependance on all parameters, i.e. versus A.o.A.. e, ,z. conclusions were made:
At E z: 4" a nose down tendency in C,, occured at a
small value of az (i.e. very close proximity). Therefore
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1. The wide Mach number range (0.2 to 7.0) and the REFERENCES
requirement for horizontal takeoff and landing causes
a substantial shift of the aerodynamic center with /1/ C.L.W. Edwards,WJ. Small, J.P.Weidner
maximum stability at Mach 1.2 and minimum stability Studies of Scramjet/Airframe Integration Techniques
at Mach number 7. The total difference between these for Hypersonic Aircraft
extremes is about 10%. based on body length. A AIAA-Paper 75-58, 1975
retractable canard might therefore be necessary to
compensate in low speed and in the transsonic Mach /2/ R. Ceresuela
range. Stability and Control Problems of Hypersonic

Aircraft

2. The upper stage in most cases reduces stability in ICAS-Paper 70-17, 1970
longitudinals and in laterals. This is due to the
interference effects between upper and lower stage, /3/ Eberle A.
caused by flow separation and vortex interactions on Enhanced Numerical Inviscid and Viscous Fluxes
the upper side of the configuration with increasing for Cell Centered Finite Volume Schemes, paper
A.o.A. In total, natural stability is achieved within the selected for publication in 'Computers and Fluids',
concerned at-Mach range (longitudinal/lateral), except Editor Stanley Rubin, 1992
some extreme combinations of a. il, ; and Mach,
which should be subject of further investigations. /4/ USAF Stability and Control DATCOM

MCDonnel Douglas Corporation

3. The flap/aileron efficiency turned out to be a Douglas Aircraft Division
complicated function of m -q, and Mach: From low
speed to supersonic speed, flap efficiency generally /5/ Cucinelli, G.; KaxmpfP.
decreases with a or Ti. but in hypersonic Mach regime Hyperschall-Aerothermodynamik:
it increases with positive oa, TI-values and with Mach Eine approximative Beiwertmethode
number. Additionally, the Reynolds number affects the far den Vorentwurf
flap efficiency in a noticeable manner by separation MBB-FE21 I-AERO-MT-825
effects at hypersonic Mach numbers, which are Dezember 1988
different between laminar and turbulent flow.
Additional measurements should focus on this
problem involving infrared measurement techniques.

4. The separation procedure at Mach number 6
demonstrated a strong influence on the upper stage,
resulting in lift increments always directed away from
the lower stage, but in a nose down pitching moment,
dependent on vertical distance to the lower stage and
on the incidence of the upper stage with respect to the
lower stage. The lower stage receives an additional
increment of positive pitching moment by induction of
the upper stage lift, drag and moment when both
stages are connected by a holder within the first
separation phase. Flap efficiency of the lower stage
and heat load to the holder play the limiting role to
the maximum allowable vertical distance in connected
mode.

5. Handbook methods and the involved predesign code

HYP3 were considered adequate for preliminary esti-
mation of longitudinal and lateral coefficients and

derivatives, as far as the characteristics stay within the
linear range and no extreme combinations of A.o.A.
and positive flap deflection angles at high Mach
numbers are concerned. Interference effects generally
are very difficult to predict and in some cases the
measurement resulted in just the opposite behaviour to
the prediction.

,A.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE FLOW THROUGH A SCRAMJET
ENGINE

V. Selmin
Alenia Aeronautica D.V.D.

TEVT-Metodi Fluidodinamici
C.so Marche 41, 10146 Torino, Italy

ABSTRACT pressed by the usual relations taking into account ýhe
In this paper, an inviscid numerical method has been Mach number and the specific heats ratio. But, the
developed to simulate the flow through each compo- design of an inlet for hypersonic application will re-
nent of a scramjet engine. We will emphasize the ef- quire the consideration of deceleration and compres-
fects due to non ideal gas assumption and to H 2/air sion induced temperature effects that are beyund the
chemistry on the performance of air intakes and noz- rtnge of validity of the ideal gas model. A sound the-
zles. oretical assessment of inlet performance must ther -

fore take into account for caloric imperfections, such
1. INTRODUCTION as the vibrationa! molecular motion. In particular,
Tile exponential growth of computer speed and stor- we show that the complexity of the calorically im-
age capacity as well as algorithm sophistication has perfect gas model does not lend itself to the same
allowed tile application of advanced numerical meth- explicit equations as the ideal gas model.
ods to practical design problems in -nany engineering At last, a sensitivity analysis on parameters which in-
disciplines such as fluid dynamics. More and more fluence the combustion of H2+air is performed. This
use is being made of numerical methods in analysing analysis examines the effects ),i combustion efficien-
complex flow fields than has been possible in the cies by varying various flow parameters in order to
past. The recent resurgence of interest in (level- help identify conditions for maximum chemical yield
oping hypersonic airbreathing aircraft and missiles and thrust.
has resulted in a significantly increased effort focused
on the development of supersonic combustion ram- 2 F' O MODELIZATION
jet(scramjet) eigines. A scramjet engine consists of
an air inlet, a combustion chamber and an exhaust 2. ler equations
nozzle. Of vital importance to engine propulsive ef- ca le tw piensionairvis i aw d onm as

iency, and hence vehicle payload capacity, is the
precise optimization of the aerodynamic design of the dW -

scramjet engine and its components. Modern com- &t + V • F(W)= 0 (1)
putational methods allow the direct simulation of the
flow field in a reawonably efficient way. Intelligent use where the unknownV W and the flux vector 7
of such capability can be very helpful in eliminating (F, G) are given by
the poorer designs and allow;ng promising configura-
tions to be developed with less relk.,.ce on extensive (_(I
wind tunnel testing. W = (U F = P + Putp ip put' p +- p
In this paper, we will deal particularly with a dis- pet ,Puh ) pvh )
cussion of the effect due to non ideal gas assump-
tion and to H2/air cheiristry on the performance resspectively. Here p, oity (u,v)ve, ep and h denote
of air intakes and nozzles. Our purpose is to un- the mass density, the velocity vector, the total energy
derstand qualitatively the role that chemistry plays per unit mass, the pressure and the total enthalpy
in a hypersonic engine rather that to obtain quan-
titative predictions of actual scrainjet performance. ht p (2)
Consequently, we have decided in favour of an invis- p
cid numerical method to simulate the flow through
each components of a scramjet engine and evaluate The pressure is in general related to the flow variables
its performance, by an equation of state of the type.

For an ideal gas (calorically perfect gas), the effi- p = f(p,e) (3)
ciency parameters of the air intake (total pressure
recovery, kinetic energy efficiency, etc.) can be ex- where e _ e, - 11- 112 is the internal energy per unit

2
Ina.ss.
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2.2 State equationi 4. • =' Yid, lT
2.2Stae euaton ;~1Ydd4d. which represent-i the ra-

We can describe the modelization of a real gas as a YI j Y'(dej/dT)
mixture of perfect gases which are subject to chemi- tio of specific heats of the frozen flow.
cal reactions. The state law must take into account,
on one hand, the species composition and, on the For an ideal gas (calorically perfect gas), all these
olher hand, the excitation of internal degrees of free- definitions leads t,, the same value for ti, specific
dora of atoms and molecules (translation, rotation, heats ratio. In pa, icular, for air,
viihration).

'Fih, internal energy takes then the form 7 = 7 = = = 1.4
iBut, in the case of a general reactive mixture, these

C E Z' Vi = C *,C~T+YZ Yih•- y.Z eib (4) values can be ier. different from each other.

= it i=1 i=i 2.3 Finite rate chemical model

The chemical model adopted considers nine species,In this formula, h?, Y•-, and G, represent the energy namely 0, N, NO, 02, N2 , 11, 01f H20 and H2
of formation, the mass fraction and the specific heat (which will be characterised by the subscripts 1 to
at constant volume of species i, respectively. Note, 9), and 33 chemical reactis s: :

that
N21/02 Mechanism

(3/2)Ri for atoms
C",i (5/2)Ii for diatomic molecules 02 + Al 0 + +O M

(7/2)Ri for triatomic molecules N 2 + MA N + N + M

where R' = 7"•/ni is the gas constant for species i; NO + M - N + 0 + M (8)

1? is the universal gas constant and 7ni is the molar N2 + 0 NO + N
mass of the species i. Moreover, eViib represents the NO+ 0 N + 02
vibrational energy for molectiles which, if we assume
a gas in vibrational equilibrium takes, the form where M = 0, N, N( ,02, N 2.

,ti O - ( 112/02 Mechanism
(T E( 011 + (.5)

( == exp(0, IT)-0t -O+0
1f +O .? ;H +O

whre 0f is the characteristic vihrational tempera- 0+ 112 11 + H
Iu re- of tI lie jth viibrational degree of freedom of the

niol,cýilar spveis i and nli ri-presents the number of 01!+011 0+1120 (9)

tlihsc dlegrets of freedom. Using Dalton's law, the It + 11 + A' 11H2 + M
pressure is given by If + 0 + A, O0f A- M

l1 + C11+A +i 1120 + M
1=pT>Y 1, (6) whiele M = 112, 02, N2 , 1 10.

The composition of the mnixture is defined by the val-
Eqs. (4) and (6) lead to the following expression for ties of the mmass fractions Y.. Because of the asump-

Specifi c enithal py tion of a imixture in thermodynamic neo-equilibriurn,

the mass fractioms are inforred from the conservation
h-i ;h, = I ,T+ 1 h,; .+ (7) of mass for each species i which is expressed by

where (J,'i = C,,j + RI. -(') + V .(pyi-7" =; Q (10)

We cam finally int~roduce the following alternatives where fli is the mass production rate of species i
for the (1efinition of the r-ttio of specific heats: (production term). We note that if the lengthocale

C. = ,, characteristic of chemical relaxation phenomena is

1. 7 - (- l = which is the true ratio of smaller than the geometrical lenghtscale, or eqviv-
W(ie/DT)") alently, if the characteristic -imescale f chemistry

specific heats (definition), is much smaller than the chia acteristic imescale of
.1 + --- which is an "eqivalent-y" relating fluid motion, Eq. (10) reducet !o the algebraic sys-

pe tern

pressure to internal energy and density. ni = 0

pc32  which define the equilibrium state. The inverse situ-
relating ation corresponds to the limit, for which the effect of

401111(f vwlocitfy to prvs:ire and deusity. the production rate Qj i.s negligible ii 'he flow field,
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so that the species are simply convected. This evi- ones". From Eq. (4), we have
dentiates the different behaviours that may assume .... ..
a flow in chemical nonequilibrium. YC.,T + E Y, h + rY,e, = - JII-1I2 (13)

For each of the 33 reactions listed in (8) and (9), the ,=
forward sense is indicated by the left-to-right arrow,
and the net rate is the difference, Rnet = (Rf - Rr), 3. DISCRETIZATION i'ROCEDURE
between individual forward and reverse rates, R1 and The numerical scheme is based on a node-centered fi-

Rr, respectively. The coefficients that multiply the nite volume formulation and operates on completely

corresponding concentrations in these terms are k! unstructured grids. The main motivation for using

and k, which are represented by highly nonlinear unstructured triangular grids is the relative ease with

functions of the temperature. These coefficients have which complex geometries can be treated. Further-

been taken from [(] for the N2/0 2 mechanism and more, unstructured grids provide a natural frame-

from [2] for the H2/02 mechanism. work for the use of adaptive mesh refinement, which
may allow to place points exactly where needed, thus

For ingscdA flow. species diffusion is normally ne- resulting in a better control on the global number of
glected. As a conse'quence, we may write the equa- mesh points and, consequently, computational costs.
tions of conlsr,\ation obr oxygen, nitrogen and hydro-

gen nuclei as The spatial discretization of the Euler equations is
obtained from the integral equation for conservation

2Y4 + + -1 Y7 + - 2Y4" of mass, momentum and energy in a polygonal con-
"-14 1`1 113 017 m8 014 trol volume which is constructed surrounding each

2 Y5 Y2 1-3  2Y,' vertex of the grid. A flux vector splitting decompo-
+ -- + -- (11) sition, which makes use of Hl.nel flux vector splittingni]5  I n 2 l7 3  7ni

2 + , Y7 + 2Yý 2Y9' [3], has been chosen for the evaluation of the inviscid
-- + - + - L-, fluxes between adjacent cells. This decomposition is
m9  rn n m s W5expressed only in function of density, components of

where Y;, Y•, Y9" represent the value of Y4, Y5 and Y9  the velocity vector, pressure, sound speed and total

when no dissociation occurs. Instead of the nine par- enthalpy, and it is not restricted to any particular for-

tial differential equations (10), the finite rate chem- mulation for the equation of state. The basic scheme

istry can then be described by six partial differential is first-order accurate and satisfies at steady state the

equations and three algebraic ones. condition of constant total enthalpy for isoenergetic
flows. Second-order accuracy in space is obtained by

A useful parameter in characterizing the combustion the introduction of a linear distribution of variables
of 1f2 +air is the equivalence ratio 0: in each control volume, such as in the MUSCL ap-

lto Air Ratio proach [4]. The use of limiters on these distributions
S Fuel(12) is necessary for stability reasons and to limit spu-

Stoichiometric Fuel to Air Ratio rious oscillations near discontinuities. The spatial

which characterize the amount of fuel we add to air approximation of the finite rate chemistry equations

to perform combustion. For = 1, we have a sto- is carried out in a way similar to the continuity equa-

ichiometric mixture of hydrogen and air, while for tion.

0 = 0, the chemistry of hydrogen does not occur The time discretization is performed using a mul-
anymore. Moreover, if the mass fractions of the air tistage algorithm, where the flow variables and the
components are freezed to their undisturbed values, chemical ones are advanced together at each stage.
the non ideal gas behaviour reduces to the effect due In particular, the source term present in the finite
to vibrational molecules motion. Thus acting on few rate equations is treated implicitly to avoid the use
parameters, we can take into account only frozen air of prohibitively reduced timesteps. The process is
with vibrational molecules motion, or air in chemical continued until steady state is achieved.
nonequilibriun, or the complete 112 +air chemistry. We refer to [51 and [6] for a more detailed description

2.4 Link between fluid motion and chemistry of the numerical procedure here adopted, which can
In brief, we have two kinds of set of equations for the be easily extended to 3-D flows.
computation of an inviscid flow in thermodynamic
non-equilibrium. On one hand, the Euler equations 4. AIR INLET
which provide the so-called "fluid motion quantities" In aircraft propulsion systems, the inlet provides the

(p, -1', e,) and, on the other hand, the finite rate
equations which give the chemical composition of the means of channeling freestream air into the engine
mixture (Y,). In addition, we need a closure relation for the use of its oxygen content for combustion
for the. determination of the state equation which with injected fuel. In so doing, it also reduces the
is performed through the computation of the tern- Mach number thus allowing a more efficient heat ad-
perature. This equation is obtained by expressing dition in the combustion chamber. This deceleration
flip id,,ntity of the internal specific energy written generates inviscid and viscous losses through bound-
iterms of "Hluid int otilln inantities" and "chemical ary layer anti shock waves formation. Several differ-
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ent measures of efficiency have been applied to the stagnation temperature is a constant which can be
scramijet inlet; all of which in some way give a mea- determincd solving the nonlinear equation
sure of the entropy production.

4.1 Inlet performance
The inlet performance is often characterized by air For a frozen flow, the specific entropy takes the
capture ratio (ACR), total pressure recovery (?pt), form[7]:
kinetic energy efficiency (r7k,) and exergy efficiency
(r/j. For a quasi-one-dimensional inlet delimited by n3 n 3 ns

stations I (inflow) and 2 (outflow), the performance s = E-YiCpilnT-EYilIlnP+EYisi +so (21)

can be defined as follows: i=1 i=1 i=1

0112 where so is a constant and sir represents the specific
ACR = (14) vibrational entropy of the species i which is given by

= Pt--Z• (15) n• (i Oj IT
Pti t, ib =

V)k.s(1 6 ) = \e x p ( O ) / T ) - 1

V? ( s(1 ln(1 - exp(-9j/T))) (22)
h92 -IS2 S (17)
ht, ht, Eq. (21) can be rewritten in the following way:

where ti is the mass flow rate, V the velocity, p, As = s - so = s0 (T) - sb(p) (23)
the total pressure and s the specific entropy. The
subscripts denote the station. The velocity V2. is the which shows that the entropy is essentially formed
velocity that the flow at the station 2 would obtain by two terms, s. and Sb, which are only a function
if it is isentropically expanded to the inflow pressure of the tenmerature and of the pressure, respectively.
(station I). Note that, if the vibration of the molecules is not

For an ideal gas (calorically perfect gas), the effi- excited, we obtain the classical formula for entropy:

ciency parameters can be expressed by the usual re- P
lations taking into account the Mach number and the s = CQln- + so (24)

specific heats ratio. However, the design of an inlet

for hypersonic application requires to consider a tern- h isC a
perature range well beyond that corresponding to the where C. = - -- YC, I i and so is a
validity of the ideal gas model. Higher temperature constant.
causes vibrational molecular motion that will change Total pressure recovery
the value of C,, C, and their ratio -l. The complexity The total pressure recovery is expressed as the ra-
of the calorically imperfect gas model (toes not allow tio of total pressures at stations 2 and 1, respec-
a straightforward explicit treatment as in the ideal tively. The discretization procedure described in sec-
gas model, tion 3 is a so-called shock-capturing method and do
We describe here a way to evaluate the inlet per- not need any special treatment across shocks. As

formance using the calorically imperfect gas model, a consequence, the numerical solution satisfies the
We assume that the flow is frozen, so that the com- Rankine-Ifugoniot relations for discontinuities and
position of the mixture remains constant. This as- predicts the entropy jump across them.
sunmption is valid for inlets for which the temperature The total pressure can then be computed from the
remains below 3000 K. Beyond this temperature, knowledge of the numerical solution using the follow-
thermal imperfections and molecular dissociation ef- ing identity
fects take place, and the following formulas are no
more valid. sa(Tt) - sb(pt) =sa(T) - sb(p) (25)

Total pressure recovery, kinetic efficiency and exergyefficiency are determined from the expression of the~ which is derived from two different ways to write the
total enthalpy ht and the entropy s. Total enthalpy entropy: the first uses total quantities and the secondtoanl exthalpred ad tstatic ones. As temperature and pressure are evalu-ran be expressed as ated from the numerics and stagnation temperature

h , ,i is determinated solving Eq. (20), the total pressureht h Ii(7') + ~i2  (18) is obtained at stations I and 2 by the solution of the

= h(Tt) (19) following equations

where specific enthalpy h is given by Eq. (7) and T, Sb(Pti) = Sa(T,)- Sa(Ti) + sb(pI) (26)
represent the stagnation temperature. For isoener- .b(Pt2) = s.(Tt) - sa(72) + sb(p2) (27)

gtic flo,ws (a.s in our case), ht = fit = /112 and the
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Kinetic energy efficiency
The kinetic energy efficiency is defined by Eq. (16). M. Mi I pl,KPa T1,K 7I
We recall that, in that formula, the velocity V.. is 4.6 4.0 7.5 327
the velocity that the flow at station 2 would obtain 5.8 5.0 4.5 327
if it is isentropically expanded to the inflow pressure
(station 1). The quantity V2. is evaluated using the 7.0 6.0 3.55 335

following procedure. 8.2 7.0 2.7 345

In first place, the entropy at station 2 is computed: Table 1: Flow conditions for the air inlet.

As 2 = sa(Tt) - sb(pt2) = s0 (T 2 ) - sb(p2) (28) conditions are interpolated(extrapolated) from val-

ues tabulated in [8] and are summarized in Tab. 1.

Secondly, the static temperature T2., which the flow In this table, MA corresponds to flight Mach number

at station 2 would reach if it were iseiitropically ex- and the subscript 1 characterizes quantities obtained

panded to the pressure pi, is evaluted by solving the after the forebody compression. We recall that, in

nonlinear equation: this section, we assume frozen conditions, so that
the non ideal gas effect is only due to molecules vi-

sa(T2.) = AS2 + sb(pl) (29) brational mode.

At last, V22 is determined using the conservation of The computation has been performed at the different

total enthalpy: flight conditions using both the ideal and non ideal
gas assumptions. The corresponding iso- temperature

V,2. = 2 (ht, - h(T 2.)) (30) contours are illustrated in Fig. 2 which evidenti-
ate shock reflexions, and complex shock/shock and

For an ideal gas, kinetic energy efficiency can be shock/expansion interactions. Local values of the ef-
shown to be a function of total pressure ratio through

-A M, 1  4 1 5 1'6 17.01

Tl = I + (1-(/77p,) (31)ACR 10.89 0.99 1 1.0 1.i0l
T /ke I + 1 - i/? ~f (31) Table 2: Air capture ratio.

2 ficiency parameters at the outflow station are pre-

This equation demonstrates a disadvantages of the sented in Fig. 3. In this figure, we have also repro-

kinetic energy efficiency term. Values approaching duced the case when the efficiency parameters are

unity are incurred not only as 77p, approaches one but calculated from the knowledge of the imperfect gas

also as the Mach number increases. Thus it gives mis- model solution, but using the formulas correspond-

leadingly high values at high hypersonic conditions. ing to the ideal gas (-y = 1.4). The values obtained
are much higher. Thus, we must avoid to use in-

Exergy efficiency correct formulations or approximate formulas when
The exergy efficiency is defined by Eq. (17) in t.he evaluating the efficiency parameters. We note that

general case. We note that since it deals with total even for the lowest Mach number the temperature

enthalpies then it must be sensitive to heat addition reached at outflow station is high due to the mul-

or removal between the state I and 2 as, well as to rahda ufo tto shg u oteml
losses measured by the entropy change 2 s- sw . For tiple shock reflexions. The difference between ideal

and non ideal gas assumptions is small as long as the
adiabatic flow (it is our case), the exergy efficiency temperature is not too high (T < 900K). Beyond this
becomes TI (82 - $0 temperature, the effects due to the vibrational mode

I= 1 ht( (32) are no more negligible and influence both the char-
acteristics of the flow (the locations of the shocks are

For an ideal gas, exergy efficiency can be shown to different) than the values of temperature, pressure
be a function of total pressure ratio through and parameters efficiency.

Y - 1 The efficiency parameters are summarized in Tabs.
r7. = I + 7 inrlpt (33) (3) to (6) using two kinds of averaging procedure.

1+ 7- 1 M( The first procedure leads to area-averaged quanti-
1 + 2 ties which are computed from the local knowledge

of the parameters. The second one uses quasi 1-D

Like the kinetic energy efficiency, it gives mislead- quantities evaluated as follows. First the density is
ingly high values at high hypersonic conditions. averaged using the area-averaging technique. The 1-

4.2 Numerical test D velocity is then computed assuming mass flow rate
The air inlet we have considered for our computa- conservation. At last, the I-D temperature is calcu-
tions is illustrated in Fig. 1'. This very simple geom- lated from the conservation of total enthalpy. With
etry, used only for tests, is composed by two corn- these three quantities, it is easy to compute the ef-
pressiori surface, one on the wall which simulate the ficiency parameter using the equations described in
aircraft fuselage atil one on the cowl. The starting
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II M I I 1rp, I lke 1l ix 1 . ] [ I 1 [ Ilk - ____

4.0 .7730 .9761 .9825 4.0 .7175 .9689 .9774
5.0 .6918 .9777 .9824 5.0 .6104 .9697 .9765
6.0 .6625 .9822 .9854 6.0 .5235 .9718 .9774
7.0 .6300 .9843 .9868 7.0 .5172 .9776 .9816

Table 3: Area-averaged efficiency parameters for Table 6: Quasi 1-D efficiency parameters for gas
ideal gas model. model with vibration.

stream flow pattern. Our purpose is to understand
qualitatively the role chemistry plays in a supersonic
engine, rather than to obtain quantitative predic-

MI M 1 I 7,1 I 7ke 
t.h tions of actual scramjet performance. Our calcula-

1 4.0 .7746 .9763 .9826 tions in the combustor represent only a limiting case
5.0 .6933 .9778 .9825 of a realistic engine because turbulent mixing and
6.0 .6653 .9824 .9855 other factors may strongly influence the chemistry
7.0 .6283 1 .9841 .9867 in this region. However, these calculations should

Table 4: Area-ave e e c p s f gs be adequatly representative of actual nozzle perfor-
Table 4: Area-averaged efficiency parameters for gas mance. To model a realistic engine at particular
model with vibration. Mach numbers, we consider approximate starting

the previous paragraphs. We note that these two conditions from the case tabulated by Billig [9]. The
effects on combustion efficiency by changing pressure

IAd rli[ 1 [ ]l. and temperature in the combustion region (imple-4 __._7118_ .9681 .9769 mented through changes in contraction ratio). by dif-
5 4.0 .7181 .9781 .9779 ferent area expansions in the nozzle (which allow to

control temperature). and by various equivalence ra-
6.0 .5243 .9719 .9775 tios, are examined in order to help identifying the
7.0 .5085 .9769 .9811 conditions for maximum chemical yield and thrust.

Table 5: Quasi I-D efficiency parameters for ideal The thrust is evaluated as the integral of the also-
gas model. lute pressure forces on the surfaces washed by the

capture flow of the engine projected along the flight
procedures of averaging leads to values of the etfi- direction. A more complete study, which includes
ciencv parameters which are a littie different. This a sensitivity analysis on tile individual rates of the
is due to the high variation of flow quantities on the lf..,/air combustion niechanism and the chemistry in-
out flow section. rvolving 1102 and 11,0., can be found in [10] for a

quasi-one-di iiensional simulat ion.
5. COMBUSTOR AND NOZZLE Equilibrium vs finitv-rate chemistry
A ke'y factor for the interpretation of l.,/air chen- T'Fie first calculations performed consider the differ-
istry is the energy yield, or conmpleteness of coinbus- ences between conmbustors constrained to maintain
tion at an interniediate or exit station of the conmbus- equilihriinl and combustors with the full finite-rate
tor and/or nozzle. This is defined as the fraction Qh chemistry included. The equilibrium calculation is
of the ideal enthalpy of reaction. The initial gas nlix- obtained by increasing the individual rates of a sub-
ture consists of only t12, 02 and N2, whose enthalpy set of the whole mechanism to a point at. which the
of formation are all zero. Thus, only final-state terms kinetics are no longer the limiting factor. Both cal-
appear in the energy yield expression culations are for stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen

Q4 = I .i and air. The combustor is straight-walled to 100 cm
Qh - Z• (,(34) and has an height A:- of 10 cm. The lower wall ofI t°the nozzle is an e'xtension of the combustor wall and

'Th, index i in the numerator includes all the product its upper wall is described by the following equation
species produced with a mass fraction I, and with aspecific enthalpy of formation ,,' The final product x -100

in an ideal reaction is just water and, for nonsto- A : = + 10
ichiometric mixtures, residual reactants. The only
nonzero term in the denominator is for 1120. Its which is valid only for x > 100. The unstructured
ideal yield is denoted YH,2 . grid used to perform calculations is represented in

At. the fuel inlet of the combustor, the assumptions of Fig. 4.

instantaneous mixing and noninteracting streamlines The initial combustor inlet conditions are
(no diffusion, convection or conduction) are made,
and the chemistry is not allowed to alter the up- T= 1463 K, p 60 KPa . I = 5
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which corresponds to a flight Mach number of about A lower temperature is accompanied by a higher
15 [9]. Plots of energy yield, temperature and pres- value of density, both of which favor recombination.
sure along the walls are presented in Fig. 5. It is The effects of changing temperature cannot be corn-
evident that the non equilibrium flow do not reach pletely decoupled from pressure or density changes,
equilibrium at the end of the combustor. From the but it is apparent that an inlet designed to produce
inlet to the end of the combustor, the temperature higher densities with lower temperatures will give a
has risen from the initial 1463K to approximatively more efficient engine. The percent change from the
2850K. This high temperature linmits the maximum base case is +16% for energy yield at nozzle end and
possible energy yield attainable to 51% at the end of +25% for thrust.
the combustor. In the nozzle region, the difference
of heat releases between the equilibrium constrained T - 1463K T = 1174K T= 1757K
case and the kinetics limited case is very high, in Thrust 1.08 1.35 0.87
particular on the lower part of the nozzle. The ef-
fect of finite rate dissociation-recombination chem- Table 9: Thrust(x 10-') for different starting condi-
istry is to lower the energy yield below that expected tions (p = 60KPa).
for equilibrium chemistry and the available thrust
as indicated in Tab. 7. It is clear that nonequilib- Effect of changing the equivalence ratio

Tab. 10 indicates that the maximum thrust is ob-
Non equilibrium Equilibrium tained by a value of the equivalence ratio slighly

Thrust 1.08 1.20 higher than unity.

Table 7: Thrust(X10- 4 ) for non equilibrium and
equilibrium assumptions. 11 1 = 0.5 -2 1 =1.5

IThrust 0.°85 1.10° 1.11 I1.08 I
rium chemistry plays a significant role in high-Mach-

number scramijets compared to a more conventional Table 10: Thrust(x10- 4 ) for different values of the
engine where the chemistry is fast enough to main- equivalence ratio.
tain equilibrium.
Effects of changing comnpression ratios Changes in nozzle contours
EffeChangtsf ai ng compression ratio s ofteAs a final point of analysis, the effects of different
b chaging ect the ompression raioo the angir e to the a- nozzle contours on heat release and thrust are com-buistor can affect the chemfistry in the engine by al- pared. Fig. 8 depicts thle different profiles used for

tering temperature, density and velocity of the gas this comparison. Case I is the base case to all previ-

flow. To obtain an intuitive feel for what happens to tus comparison. Case I starte to a revi-
the hemstryand conequntl, totil enegy ut- ous calculations shown. Case 11 started with a rapidthe chemistry and, consequently. to the energy out- flare-out at the beginning of the nozzle and is then

put, the initial temperature and pressure have been straight-walled to the end of the nozzle. In case Ill,
systematically varied at tile conmustor Inlet. These the nozzle starts with a slight expansion and flared
results are presented in Fig. 6, where the initial start- quickly to the end. Finally, case IV essentially ex-
ing pressure is varied : 20% from the basic value tends the combustor until it again flares out. at theby changing the initial starting species densities (a"chnigteiiiisatig tu. este a same rate as in the case II. All shapes cames t~o the
unity equivalence ratio is maintained) and keeping same end nozz e set 1, so lthat th e to the

the starting temperature constant. The energy yield saeednozzle sectioii, so that the only effect onthe taringtempratre onstnt.Theenery yeld chemistry is one of changing paths, not overall area

is highest at higher temperature because of increased epision e

recombination rates. The percent. change from the expansion.

base case at the nozzle end is +5% and -10%. The The best heat release is provided by case III, but
influence on the thrust, is +23%v and -24%, respec- it does not correspond to the maximum thrust, as
tively, as shown in Tab. 8. indicated in Tab. 11.

p = 60KPa p = 48KPa p = 72KPa Case I Case II Case III Case IV
Thrust 1.08 0.82. 1.33 1 Thrust 1.08 0.51 0.77 0.54

"Fable 11: Thrust(×lO- 4 ) for different nozzle con-
Table 8: Thrust( x 10-4) for different starting condi- tours.

tions (T = 1463K). tours.

In Fig. 7, the effect of changing the initial temper- If we compare it with case I, which gives the maxi-
mum thrust, the favourable level of pressure reachedature by +20% is examined. The initial pressure during the slight expansion is followed by a dra-

is kept constant by allowing the species density to matic decrease of pressure in the region which should
change in accordance with the temperature change, greatly contribute to thrust because of the larger pro-
Tile most obvious effect of changing temperature is jected area. At last, we note that, in case 11, the
to alter dramatically the relative ignition times. The shock reduce greatly tle energy yield and the as-
lowest,-temiperatuire case produces the highest yiehd.
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sociated increase in pressure does not contribute to [5] Sehmin,V., and Formaggia,L., "Simulation of
thrust because of the straight wall. Hypersonic Flows on Unstructured Grids", Int.

Care in nozzle contouring can play an important role J. Numer. Methods Engng., 34, pp. 569-606

in attaining the maximum possible thrust. Some (1992).

works have been performed in this direction by using [61 Desideri,J.-A., Glinsky N., and Hettena,E.,
optimum design tecliniques[llj. "Hypersonic Reactive Flow Computations",

Comp. Fluids, 18, 151-182 (1990).

CONCLUSIONS [7] VincentiW C., and Kruger.C.H., "Introduction
In this paper, an inviscid method has been developed to Physical Gas Dynamics", R.E. Krieger Pub-
to evaluate the performance of a scramjet engine. lishing Co., Malabar Florida, 1982.
From the results of the study, several conclusions can
he drawn on the effect non ideal gas assumption and [81 Kumar,A.,"Numerical Analysis of Flow through
112/air chemistry have on the performance of air in- Scramjet Engine Inlets", AGARD CP 428,
takes and nozzles. November 1987, Paper 15.

For the air intake, the effect of non ideal gas assump- [9] Billig,F.S., "Combustion Process in Supersonic
tion is to reduce both temperature and pressure at Flow", Journal of Propulsion and Power, 4, pp.
the inlet of the combustor and to modify the char- 209-216 (1988).
acteristics of the flow (the position of the shocks is
different from the prediction obtained using an ideal [101 flarradine,D.M., Lyman,J.L., Oldenborg,R.C.,
gas model). The inlet efficiency parameters are not Schott,G.L., and Watanabe,H.l.. "lHydro-
altered by the molecules vibration as far as the tem- gen/Air Combustion Calculations: The Chem-
perature is not too high (7' < 900K). Beyond this ical Basis of Efficiency in Hlypersonic Flows",
limit, we note a reduction of the value of the effi- AIAA Journal, 28, pp. 17,10-1744 (1989).
ciency parameters. [11] Van Wie,D.M., WhiteM.E. and Waltrup,P.J.,

For combustor and nozzle, we have shown that a re- "Application of Computational Design Tech-
alistic code must incorporate finite-rate chemistry ill niques to the Development of Scramjet En-
order to account properly for chemical energy yield at gines", AIAA Paper 87-1,120 (1987).
the termination of the hypersonic engine, i.e., equi-
librium cannot be assunmed. Changes in inlet design
that increase density and decrease temperature en-
biane, scrainjet energy yield and thrust. Finally. the,
dIesign of the nozz le contour plays an iunport ant role
in t t hruist production.
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Fig. 1: Air intake geometry.

M =4 M=4

LM=5 M =57

M=7 M=7

Fig. 2: Iso-temperature contours of the flow through an air intake assuming calorically perfect(left) and
calorically imperfect(right) gas models.
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Fig. 4: Grid for the computation of the flow through combustor +nozzle configuration.
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Fig. 5: Equilibrium vs finitf -rate kinetics. Left: bottom wall. Right: upper wall.
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Fig. 8: Iso-pressure contouirs for different nozzle profiles.
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Fig. 9: Variations on energy release for different nozzle contours. Left: bottom wall. Right: upper wall.
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CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS AT HYPERSONIC SPEEDS
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SUMMARY

Two models equipped with trailing edge flaps have been tested at a Mach number of 8.2.
A sinr- ,, flat plate model has been used to understand how control effectiveness is
influenced bv transition, bluntness and incidence, whilst a cropped-delta- wing spaceplanc
configuration has emphasised the important three-dimer, s",o',al effects arising from the
geometry chosen. Schlieren photographs were used to visualise the flow, and pressure
measurements on the windward surface of the spaceplane model showed any - gions of
separation. Encapsulated liquid crystals were used to obtain an overall picture of the beat
transfer distribution and to highlight the three-dimensional structure of the flow.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

C Chapman-Rtubesin constant

d Diameter of the leading edge

L Distance from leading edge to hinge fit-2

M Mach number

P Pressure

Re Reynolds number

Flat plate thickness

T Temperature

a Angle of incidence

9• Flap deflection angle

X Viscous interaction parameter M3/(C/Re)I/ 2

Subscripts

4 Driver conditions

I Initial barrel conditions

o Stagnation conditions

00 Freestream conditions

e Local inviscid flow conditions
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1. INTRODUCTION

Hypersonic vehicles operate over a considerable altitude and Mach number range. As a
consequence, the boundary layer flow may be laminar, transitional or turbulent. Since
laminar flows are far more sensitive to separation than turbulent ones, it is important to be
able to predict the onset and extent of transition. However, boundary layer transition is
affected by geometric shape, roughness, noise and vibration as well as the usual
aerodynamic parameters such as Mach number, Reynolds number and wall temperature
,-atio.

7he Cranfield hypersonic gun tunnel generates conditions in which transition occurs
natUrally and studies are being conducted on a number of different models in order to
investigate the effects of transition on separation using surface pressure distributions and
local heat transfer rate measurements.

One recent programme studied plume effects at the base of a spherically blunted cone.
Heat transfer measurements indicated that in the absence of a base plume, the boundary
layer was laminar and attached along the length of the body. A small plume induced
separation over the rear of the cone, but the separated shear lay,-r remained laminar with a
consequent reduction in the local heat transfer rate. A larger plume caused separation over
most of the length of the cone and transition to turbulent flow occurred in the sh.-ar layer.
The result was an increase in the heat transfer rate over the rear part of the cone to valuer
above those for fully attached laminar flow. This work is reported in ref. 1.

The present investigation is to explore whether similar eifects occur over trailing edge flaps
fitted to a simple, low-aspect-ratio flat plate and to a more representative spaceplane
configuration with a cropped delta wing.

2. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

2.1 Facility

All the experiments were carried out in the Cranfield hypersonic gun tunnel. This is an
intermittent, free-piston, blow-down tunnel with a typical running time of 25 ms. A
contoured nozzle with an e:' it diameter of 20 cm provides uniform flow at M. = 8.2 in
the open jet test section. The freestream Reynolds number was varied by changing the
driver pressure, and the various test conditions are given in table I.

2.2 Models

The two types of models used are shown in figure 1. Type A is a family of flat plates of
aspect ratio 0.5 with various degrees of hemi-cylindrical leading edge bluntness, as shown
by figure 1(a). The effective hinge line was at 78% chord with flaps simulated by fixed
wedges.

The type B model is a wing-body configuration with a sharp leading edge, cropped delta
wing swept at 54" and equipped with a constant-chord traiing edge flap. Pressures on the
lowL, surface of the model were measured using Kulite LQ-057 and LQ-080 transducers
mounted either on the sting or inside the body. The model and the position of the pressure
ports are illustrated in figure 1(b).

In order to gain more information about the structure of the lower surface boundary layer,
both models were painted black and covered with a thin layer, estimated to be
approximately 10 jtm thick, of TCF 552 liquid crystals"'. By recording their colour
respoi,,e during the run with a high speed video camera, qualitative information regarding

[II Manufactured by the British Drug House Company
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the surtface temperature history was obtained. Further details of this technique are given in
rets. 2"-;

Recently, Babinsky has used a sharp leading edge flat plate model machined from black
plastic, thus eliminating the potentially uneven surface structure due to the black paint and
allowing for a more accurate estimation of the substrate properties. Automatic scanning
and digiti'ing of the resulting colour-temperature history has resulted in quantitative
estimates ( the surface heat transfer rates. Preliminary results are reported in ref. 5.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

3.1 Sharp Flat Plate with Trailing Edge Flap

3. 1.1 Tests at zero incidence

With a flap angle of 50, schlieren photographs, shown in figure 2(a), indicate an attached
laminar boundary layer over the whole model with a single shockwave located near the
hinge line. However, with a flap ai-gle of 10", the boundary -layr, although still laminar,
has separated ahead of the hinge line, resulting in the formation of separation and
reattachment shockwaves.

A correlation' based on simple dimensional arguments (ref. 6) suggests that for laminar
boundary layers, the incipient separation flap angle Bi is given by

M . . B~i = 80( i -0I'2(1

where II) is in degrees. For our test conditions, this correlation predicts a value for Bi of
6.6', which agrees with the above results. As the flap angle is further increased, the length
of the separated shear layer increases. With a flap angle of 200, there are indications of
transition in the separated layer, and with 30' of flap, transition occurs soon after
separation.

3.1.2 Tests at 50 incidence

With the plate at an incidence of 50, the local inviscid flow Mach number, Me, is reduced
to 7.0 and the corresponding value of ReeL is increased to 2.1 x 106. For these hinge line
conditions, the laminar correlation predicts an incipient separation flap angle of 5.5°. With
a fla" angle of 5', the flow is laminar and attached, but at B = 100, the characteristic
indications of separation are present. At larger flap angles, the separated region appears to
be considerably smaller than the corresponding test at zero incidence.

3.1.3 Tests at 100 incidence

At 100 incidence, the local conditions are Me = 5.8 and ReeL = 2.4 x 106. The schlieren
pictures (figure 2(c)) show no conclusive signs of transition and the laminar incipient
separation angle calculated from

Me. Bi = 8 0(L0L)12 (2)

is 4.9'. The photograph of the flow with the 50 flap is consistent with incipient conditions,
and there are clear signs of a separated region ahead of the hinge line at B = 10°. What is
interesting is the behaviour with 15° of flap: here the length of the separated region has
decreased rather than expanding further as expected (and as was seen at zero and 5*
incidence). There are no obvious signs of transition, so the cause of this unexpected
behaviour may be the three-dimensional nature of the flow. It must be remembered that
this is a low-aspect-ratio flat p!ate and, at 100 of incidence with a trailing edge flap
deflected 150, the spanwise flow at the edges of the model mu-ff'W5-considerable.
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The liquid crystal tests, though only qualitative so far, were useful in indicating the
planform curvature of any separation and reattachment lines.

3.2 Effects of Leading Edge Bluntness

The effects of bluntness on the incipient separation angle and the length of the separated
region can be dramatic. In those of our tests where we believe the flow to be entirely
laminar (e.g., a = 0', 8 = 100), the separation length is significantly reduced as
bluntness is increased. Holden (ref. 7) found the same tendency, but he also found that
bluntness decreased 8i, though the trend was weak. By contrast, in our tests B1 seems to
increase with bluntness. Admittedly it is sometimes hard to detect incipient separation
when the leading edge is very blunt since bluntness creates an entropy layer under which
the boundary layer grows. Both layers have temperature and density gradients which
interact, so that it is often difficult to detect signs of separation and/or transition in
schlieren pictures. Figure 3 shows the dramatic reduction of separated length with
bluntness for plates at zero incidence with a flap angle of 30'.

The sharp leading edge model in figure 3 has a separated shear layer which is transitional.
In our tests it is not clear whether bluntness promotes or delays transition. Stetson (ref. 8)
has studied transition on blunted cones, and found that a small amount of bluntness delayed
transition but an optimum was reached and further increases in nose diameter moved
transition forward again.

Future quantitative heat transfer and pressure measurements on type A models will detect
whether bluntness inhibits separation by promoting transition to turbulent flow ahead of the
hinge line, or just changes the local values of Mach number and Reynolds number so that,
although the boundary layer remains laminar, the incipient separation angle is increased.

3.3 Delta Winged Vehicle (Model B) with Trailing Edge Flap

Following earlier work reported in reference 9, tests have been made with a single flap
angle of 200 at four incidences (0, 5, 10 and 15'). Schlieren photographs indicate a
separated region around the flap hinge line. In addition, the shock from the sharp conical
nose strikes the wing lea.ding edge at about mid semi-span, as shown by figure 4.

Pressure measurements on the lower surface enable chordwise distributions to be plotted at
various spanwise stations, (e.g., figure 5) and isobar maps (e.g., figure 6) to be drawn.
These figures show that the separated region has a complex three-dimensional shape. Along
the centreline, where the distance to the hinge line is greatest, we believe that the boundary
layer undergoes transition, and consequently the length of the separated region is small. On
the wing, the distance to the hinge line is less, the boundary layer remains laminar with
early separation, and the separated region is considerably longer.

A further complication is indicated by the liquid crystal pictures, which suggest that the
nose shock impinging on the wing leading edge promotes a highly localised thin wedge of
transitional or turbulent flow. With a turbulent wedge, the local extent of the separated
region would be reduced. The pattern of heating recorded, shown by figure 7, is consistent
with this view. Comparison of isobar maps produced at different incidences indicates that
the effects of the nose shock impingement decreases with increasing angle of attack.

From the pressure and liquid crystal tests, a possible shape for the separated region may be
drawn, as shown in figure 8. Confirmation must await quantitative heat transfer
measurements using thin-film gauges and further development of the liquid crystal
technique.



4. CONCLUSIONS

The gun tunnel facility operating at a freestream Mach number of 8.2 is iLapable of
generating transitional flow conditions. It is particularly useful for emphasising the
importance of transition and for demonstrating the complex nature of the pressure and heat
transfer distributions which can result.

Increasing the flap angle on a flat plate model can either increase or decrease the length of
the separated region, depending upon the incidence. It is not yet clear whether decreasing
separated length results from transitional or spanwise spillage effects.

Leading edge bluntness leads to a significant reduction in the extent of the separated flow
region ahead of the trailing edge flap on the flat plate model.

The effects of transition on a hypersonic vehicle can produce separated flow regions of
complex shape.
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Driver Driven Stagnation Reservoir Reo,/cm
Pressure Pressure Pressure Temperature
P4 (bar) PI (bar) P 0(bar) T. (K) 10w

34.5 1.0 28.0 820 4.56
69.0 1.0 55.2 1030 6.39

103.5 1.0 78.9 1160 8.00
138.0 1.0 109.6 1290 9.05

Table I Freestrearn Conditions for a given driver pressure
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fignre I(a): FLAT PLATE MODEL GEOMETRY figure I (bi: OELTA-WINGED MODEL GEOMETRY AND PRESSURIE 'TAPPING POSITIONS
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a 10'

R 20*

30'

Figure 2(a): TESTS AT ZERO INCIDENCE
Mo= 8.2, Rejocm =9.05 x10

Figure 2(b): TESTS AT 50 INCIDENCE
Mo= 8.2, Re 0,Icm =9.05 x 104



Figure 2(c): TESTS AT 100 INCIDENCE
Moo =8.2, Reo,/cm = 9.05 x 104

d/t 0.004

dlt 0.33

d/t = 0.66

d/t 1

Figure 3: EFFECTS OF LEADING-EDGE BLUNYTNESS ON SEPARATION
M,. = 8.2, Reoo/cm = 9.05 x 10
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P. 0.95 kPa
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Figure 5: CH-OROWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS ALONG MODEL LOWER SURFACE
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Figure 7: QUALITATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF AERODYNAMIC HEATING
FROM LIQUID CRYSTAL PICTURES
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SUMMARY Cm pitching moment coefficient
Several analytical aerodynamic design tools that were
applied to the Pegasus® air-launched space booster CFD computational fluid dynamics
were evaluated using flight measurements. The study c.g. center of gravity
was limited to existing codes and was conducted with FS fuselage station, measured in forward
limited computational resources. The flight instrumen- direction, in.
tation was constrained to have minimal impact on the
primary Pegasus missions, p pressure aititude. ft (i)

HRSI high-temperature reusable surface insulation
Where appropriate, the flight measurements were com-
pared with computational data. Aerodynamic perfor-
mance and trim data from the first two flights were local pressure divided by pressure measured
correlated with predictions. Local measurements in at reference location (FS = 288.4 in.,

the wing and wing-body interference region were cor- Z = 17 in.)
related with analytical data. This complex flow region • dynamic pressure, lb/ft2 (k.Pa)
includes the effect of aerothermal heating magnifica- A_ local convective heating rate divided by
tion caused by the presence of a corner vortex and in- qR

teraction of the wing leading edge shock and fuselage (FS = 288.4 in., z = 17 in.)boundary layer. (S=284i. 7i.
Re unit Reynolds number, ft- 1 (m i-

The operation of the first two missions indicates that T temperature, 'F ('C)
the aerodynamic design approach for Pegasus was ad-
equate, and data show that acceptable margins were TPS thermal protection system
available. Additionally, the correlations provide in- y lateral coordinate measured from vehicle
sight into the capabilities of these analytical tools for centerline, in,
more complex vehicles in which design margins may z vertical coordinate measured from vehicle
be more stringent, centerline, in.

NOMENCLATURE a angle of attack, deg
CD drag coefficient 0 angle of sideslip, deg
CL lift coefficient A incremental change

6R rudder deflection, deg

® Pegasus is a registered trademark of Orbital Sciences Corp.,
Fairfax. VA.
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INTRODUCTION development and not with the intent to develop codes
In recent years, computational aerodynamic methods or theory.
have played a more significant role in developing hy-
personic flight vehicles. Two reasons are the potential addition to the design effort, some poslflight cof-
cost savings from reduced ground test requirements and putations were conducted to enhance the value of the
the need for design data at conditions which cannot be flight data. All analytical results discussed in this re-
fully simulated in wind-tunnel facilities. The useful- port, however, represent a level of sophistication and

ness of such methods depends on two issues: their application effort typical of the privately funded Pega-

ability to represent important physical phenomena and sus design effort.
their practicality (i.e., application effort and resource The objective of this study was to evaluate certain as-
requirements) in the design process. To assess the first pects of code performance with measurements from
issue, the code validation process, requires a series of the first two flights. Specifically, this includes correla-
highly controlled experiments with extensive measure- tions of first-stage vehicle aerodynamics (performance
ment surveys as discussed in Ref. 1. The issue of the and trim) at high speeds and local aerodynamics on
practical nature of such methods, however, must be the wing and in the wing root interference region. The
assessed with respect to the design of actual flight ve- evaluation includes analytical data from both the pre-
hicles. Few opportunities have arisen for this type of flight and follow-on computational efforts. Many as-
evaluation. pects of the extensive analytical design process (such

The Pegasus® air-launched space booster system of- as launch dynamics, exhaust-plume-induced separation

fered an opportunity to conduct such an evaluation, studies, fin actuator heating, etc) could not be assessed
T-his vehicle was developed as a commercial joint yen- with the available flight data and, therefore, will not

ture by Orbital Sciences Corp., Fairfax, VA, and Her- be addressed in this paper.
cules Aerospace Corp., Magna, UT, to deliver small This paper will describe the various flight and analyti-
payloads into orbit. In addition to the primary payload, cal data sources and their limitations. The correlations
some limited additional instrumentation was installed will be considered with respect to the relatively con-
on the first two flights for research. This instrumenta- servative Pegasus requirements and also with respect
tion had minimal impact on the orbital delivery mission more vehicles which have lessto moecomplex veilswihmay helssdesign
and, therefore, was accommodated at low cost. margin.

Several features of the Pegasus vehicle made it attrac- A series of more sophisticated hypersonic flight ex-
live for this research approach. Pegasus uses wing and periments to be conducted using the Pegasus is un-
tail surfaces for lift, stability, and control at speeds up der development. The series will use a stand-alone
to Mach 8. These surfaces generate interesting hyper- data acquisition system and an aerodynamically smooth
sonic Rlow fieleis for awlý,,is and pio~vide convenient wing test panel. These experiments will build on the
locations for instrumentation. Because of the multi- minimal-impact, add-on, flight-research approach de-
stage design, the weight of additional research hard- veloped in the current research.
ware on the first stage had small impact on the payload
performance of the overall system (the ratio of addi- BASELINE VEHICLE DESCRIPTION
tional first-stage weight to reduced payload capability AND OPERATION
was about 18:1). The Pegasus is a three-stage, solid-rocket space launch

In addition to these benefits, a significant analytical vehicle designed to insert small payloads. 6W0 to
database existed for the Pegasus. The original aerody- IWO lb (270 to 450 kg), into orbit, (Ref. 3). Fig-

namic design was developed exclusively through com- ure I shows the configuration. The configuration has a

putational design tools by Nielsen Engineering & Re- cylindrical fuselage and high wing with clipped-delta
search, Inc., Mountain View, CA. This approach and planform. A large fairing, referred to as the fillet, ex-

the resulting data are described in detail in Ref. 2. The tends along the wing-body intersection. The wing and
resulting database was obtained from existing codes tail surfaces are part of the first stage. The aerodynamic
and methods which could he applied within the cost surfaces are fabricated primarily from graphite-epoxy
and manpower constraints of the project. The de- structures and covered with thermal protection mate-
sign effort concentrated on the requirements for vehicle rials. The thermal protection system (TPS) includes

layers of insulating material and ablatives, The vehicle
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has an autonomous onboard guidance and control sys- Instrumentation
tern. The flight 1 and 2 vehicles had virtually identical Flight data were derived from the baseline Pegasus
external configurations. Key physical characteristics of flight instrumentation as well as from additional re-
Pegasus follow: search instrumentation. The baseline flight instrumen-

tation included onboard control surface position and in-
Wing reference area 145.4 ft2 (13.51 m2) ertial navigation system data, ground-based radar data,
Span 22 ft (6.7 m) and weather observations.
Mean aerodynamic chord 8.14 ft (2.48 m) Additional research instrumentation on flight I in-
Root chord 12.11 ft (3.69 m) cluded conventional thermocouples which were in-
Tip chord 1.11 ft (0.338 m) stalled on nonablating plugs and thin-foil thermo-
Aspect ratio 3.33 couples. The 1-in. diameter nonablating plugs were
Wing leading edge sweep 450 fabricated from high-temperature reusable surface
Wing leading edge radius I in. (0.0254 m) insulation (HRSI) material with a high-emissivity coat-
Fuselage length overall 49.34 ft (15.0 m) ing. The HRSI plug surface temperatures were signifi-
Fuselage nominal diameter 4.17 ft (1.27 m) cantly different from the surrounding structure but were

highly responsive to changes in the local flow charac-
The Pegasus vehicle is carried aloft under the wing of a teristics. Ten HRSI plugs were installed on the right
B-52 aircraft, and is air-launched at an altitude of about fillet sidewall. Seventy-six foil gauges were distributed
42,000 ft (12.8 kin) and Mach 0.8. Approximately in two rows on the right wing lower surface and leading
5 sec after release, the first-stage motor is ignited and edge, and at various locations on the right fillet side-
the vehicle accelerates to a Mach number of about 8 wall. These foils were approximately 0.006-in. thick
and an altitude of about 210,000 ft (64 km). During and were inserted between layers of the TPS during
this first-stage operation, which lasts about 80 sec, the fabrication. Certain locations had more than one gauge
vehicle is aerodynamically controlled by all-moving inserted at different depths of the TPS. The TPS con-
tail surfaces. A 2.5-9 pull-up is initiated early in the sisted of layers of insulative material and a spray-on
flight to achieve the desired tlightpath angle. The g- ablative and in these regions had a nominal thickness
level is gradually reduced so that the vehicle is noni- of about 0.06 in. (1.5 mm). The foil-gauge installation
natly at 0' angle of attack at Mach numbers of 5 and resulted in only minor distortion of the thermal prop-
above. During the final seconds of the first-stage flight, erties of the surrounding structure. On the other hand,
small solid-rocket motors in the movable tail surfaces these gauges were covered by a low-temperature abla-
are ignited to augment control at low-dynamic pressure tive and not directly exposed to the flow. As a result.
conditions. After burnout, the vehicle coasts for sev- they were of limited value in studying local flow phe-
eral seconds before stage separation. After separation, nomena. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show a layout of the
the stages are not recovered. tlight-1 instrumentation.

FLIGHT TEST DATA The flight-2 vehicle accommodated 8 IRSI plugs,
Data from the first two flights of the Pegasus were 8 surface pressures, 7 commercially available calorime-
used in this study. The intent to have minimal im- ters, and 14 foil thermocouples. The flush pressure
pact on the primary satellite deployment missions was measurement ports were installed on selected HRSI
a significant challenge to the research effort. The sen- plugs. All flight-2 instrumentation was located on the
sors were constrained to have little structural design right fillet sidewall, as shown in Fig. 2(c).
impact, data were acquired through the baseline Pega- All onboard measurements were obtained through the
sus systems which had additional limitations, and the baseline Pegasus data processing system. In addition
trajectories were fixed by the requirements of the pri- to data acquisition, this 8-bit system provided all flight-
mary mission payloads. More information about the control, guidance, and vehicle-management functions.
flight test procedures and data can be obtained from For both flights, the research instrumentation band-
Refs. 4 through 6 and a later publication.* width portion of this system was limited to approxi-

mately 3000 bit/sec. The system had fixed frame rates
with a maximum of 25 samples/sec. All onboard dataPaering, and Kolodziej. were telemetered to ground stations as a pulse-code-
modulated signal.
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Data Reduction control-system-induced oscillation occurred on flight I
Flight conditions along the trajectory were estimated which contaminated the linear acceleration measure-
from a combination of radar tracking from up to eight ments. This limited the usable range of lift and drag
sites and the onboard inertial measurements using a data to Mach numbers less than 4.5. This problem was
weighted least-squares method and an atmospheric eliminated on flight 2.
model. The atmospheric model was determined from
a combination of weather observations including bal- Convective heat-flux estimates were derived postflight

loon data, launch aircraft measurements, stratospheric from the various thermocouple installations. The foil

charts, and climatological databases. This model was thermocouples located in the leading edge TPS were

also used to correct for radar refraction. The trajectory analyzed using an inverse analysis method, Ref. 7. In

analysis was adversely affected by the low radar track- this study, the results are only considered as an indica-

ing angles (which resulted in high sensitivity to atmo- ton of relative heating rate distribution. This approach
spheric refraction modeling) and the large geographic is only valid prior to the onset of ablation. Convective

range covered during the first-stage flight, heat flux was derived from the HRSI plug temperatures
using a one-dimensional model and finite element ther-

The vehicle aerodynamic forces and moments were mal resistance analogy method. These computations
derived by balancing the measured body axis accel- are sensitive to the modeling of material properties,
erations with vehicle properties. The mass and iner- sensor installation, and emissivity. No attempt was
tias were estimated from preflight measurements and made to account for the local surface temperature per-
the expected propellant loss during rocket motor burn. turbations caused by the plugs or for ablation products
Thrust was modeled as a function of time using data in the boundary layer. As a result, the absolute value of
from ground tests corrected for ambient pressure at heating rate from this derivation is not considered rep-
altitude. Fin rocket thrust was also modeled as a fune- resentative of Pegasus surface heating; however, the
tion of time. Total rocket thrust was assumed to be data are indicative of relative heating characteristics.
longitudinally aligned and subtracted from the net ax- Relative heating rates in the fillet region are defined
ial force to determine the aerodynamic component of as the local value divided by the value obtained on
axial force. Lift and drag were determined from the the lower, forward region of the fillet, as shown on
normal and axial force components and the derived Fig. 2. As noted in Ref. 4, this location is expected
angle of attack. The lift, drag, and pitching moments to be forward of the intersecting wing shock location
were converted to coefficient form using wing refer- and is, therefore, felt to represent a suitable reference
ence dimensions and dynamic pressure. The pitching condition.
moment was referenced to the modeled flight center-of-
gravity (c.g.) location. The accuracy of these terms is Trajectories
largely dependent on the accuracy of the estimated tra- Figure 4 shows flight-trajectory parameters for the two
jectory and meteorological reconstruction which may flights. Differences in the trajectories were primarily
vary from flight to flight. The repeatability of results caused by requirements of the satellite payloads. Both
over a series of future flight dates should identify any flights achieved a maximum angle of attack of about
significant errors if they exist. 200; flight I then stabilized briefly at about 7.50, and

flight 2 stabilized at about 2.5'. The angle of attack for
At high altitudes, as dynamic pressure diminishes, both vehicles was about 0 0 for Mach numbers of 5 and
small misalignment errors in the thrust axis result in higher. Flight 2 experienced higher dynamic pressures,
large surface trim requirements. Since these trim re- but both were generally in the ideal gas flight regime.
quircments are primarily thrust related and not aerody-
namic, moment data at these times cannot be expected ANALYTIC DATA
to correlate well with aerodynamic predictions. This
effect can be identified by elevator and rudder deftlec- Force and Moment Aero Models
tions (rudder data are shown in Fig. 3) which vary pro- A six-degree-of-freedom model of the vehicle forces
portionately to the reduction in free-stream dynamic and moments was developed for conditions throughout
pressure and end with motor burn-out. The orienta- the flight envelope. The coefficient data include the
tion and magnitude of the thrust misalignment vary effects of Mach, angles of attack and sideslip, control
between vehicles. As a result, moment measurements surface deflection, and angular rates. Development of
were limited to Mach numbers of about 5 or below. A this aero model was a major accomplishment of the
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Pegasus development effort and is described in detail tailored again to emphasizt. dhe fillet region. Solutions
in Ref. 2. It relied primarily on a variety of semi- required approximately 50 nr of computer time per case
empirical database and panel methods; however, ad- on an IBM-9000TM (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY) com-
vanced computational methods (for example, Euler and pater. Details of this effort can be found in Ref. 11.
Navier-Stokes) were used for selected studies through-
out the design and analysis. The computational re-
sources for this effort were not severe by moder stan- cations in the flow field, and the PLOT3D interactive

dards, but the overall size of the data sets (504 longi- graphics program, Ref. 12, was .sed to interpret the

tudinal and 918 lateral flow conditions) indicates the results. Convective surface heating rates were deter-

level of analysis effort required. Approximately four mined from the CFD solutions using the temperature
times this numbe" of flow conditions were studied be- gradient betweet. the surface and the first grid point

cause of design iterations and configuration changes- away from the surface. The wing leading edge relative

This ,.ata set was used to support preliminary design, heating rates shown in this report are the temperature
performance studies, structural loading predictions, and gradient multiplied by a constant. The relative heating
guidance and control law simulation and developmec.t. rates on the fillet sidewall were divided by the value

obtainc, at a location on the lower, forward corner of
The aero model data shown in this report were ob- the fillet. This allows direct correlation of the data with
tained by applying the flight-estimated altitude, angle the fiight-measuc'cd relative heating rates.
of attack, dynamic pressure, and control surface time
histories to the database and correcting for modeled RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
c.g. position. The resulting lift. drag, and pitching mo-
ment coefficients, therefore, can be directly correlated Vehicle Forces and Moments
with flight values. The measured lift, drag, and pitching moin.ent coeffi-

cients are shown in Fig. 6 along with the correspoading
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) values derived from the preflight database. The overall
Flow-field solutions for the Pegasus configuration were agreement between flight and prediction is good. The
obtained at a selected set of flight conditions as shown incremental differences hor both flights are shown to
in Fig. 5. be consistent in Fig. 7.

The F3D code was utilized by Nielsen Engineering & At the lower Mach numbers, lift is lower than predicted
Research, Inc., during the design effort prior to flight and drag is higher than predicted. The largest discrcp-
I to assess flow qualit; in the vicinity of the fillet and ancies occur at the higher angles of attack at transonic
to corroborate aero load predictions. Additional F317 speeds, where the error in lift is about 10 percent of the
solutions were obtained after flight I at specific free- total. The corresponding error in drag is about 20 per-
stream conditions encountered on the flight. The code cent of the total. These conditions are only encountered
solves the compressible three-dimensional, thin-layer for a few seconds and, therefore, nave minimal impact
Navier-Stokes equations as described in Ref. 8; details on the paylor-d performance of the Pegasus system as
of the current application are provided in Ref. 9. The a whole. At higher speeds, the lift biases (flight minus
initial grid was developed during the Pegasus design predicted) are slightly positive on flight 2 and iionex-
effort. Solutions of this grid required approximately 40 istent on flight 1. The drag biases are slightly positive
hr of computer time per case on a Cray-2 (Cray Re- at all speeds.
search, Inc., Minneapolis, MN) computer. The grid for The pitching moment flight data indicate more nose-
the postflight analysis was modified to concentrate on
data in the fillet region. During the postflight analysis down moment than the prediction. The errors vary
the surface temperatures were set to values estimated during the most dynamic portions of the flight (Mathfromthefoilthemocoplesensrsless than 2.5). which may indicate the limits of thifs
from the foil thermocouple sensors. quasi-steady analysis. At higher speeds the error is a

In a similar CFD effort, Ref. 10, the PARC code was constant level of about 0.035 which cor,,sponds to a
applied to the Pegasus configuration by researchers at center of pressure bias )f about 0.4 tikiies the fuselage
the University of California at Los Angeles. This code diameter. In turn, this corresponds to an elevator trim
was applied at selected conditions from flights I and error of about 30, which is within acceptable margins.
2. A different grid system was used, although it was

0!



Local Aerodynamics other hand, the CFD data were only available at dis-
An example of two temperature measurements at vary- crete times in the trajectory, whereas the flight testing
ing depths in the wing leading edge is shown in Fig. 8. provided a continuous time inslory of data. The corn-
The lag between the two curves indicates the effect of bination of the two sets of data was very useful in
the TPS in delaying the transfer of heat to the pri- interpreting the actual characteristics of the flow.
mary structure. The TPS on the wing leading edge,
wing surfaces, and fillet was designed through coupled Figurc 10 shows the relative heating rate distributions
boundary layer and thermostructural analysis methods. at several fuselage stations for selected flight and CFt)
Although the flight data indicate that the layer of abla- analysis conditions. All local heating rate data have
tive material was completely removed by acrothermal been divided by the L, fresponding values at the ref-
heating in some regions of the wing, the temperature of erence location shown. Typical computational distri-
tile primary structure was kept within its design limit butions, such as those in Fig. 10(a), consist of two
of 170 'F (77 'C) until the final seconds of flight (at vertically separated heating ra:e maximums (spikes) at
which poin" aerodynamic loads were mininmal). the forward fuselage stations (FS = 288.4 and 280.6).

These appear to blend together by the most aft lot:ation
The relVive heating rates on khe leading edge at Mach shown (FS = 253.1). Computed pressure coefficients
4 derived from such data are shown in Fig. 9, alono in the flow field (Fig. 11) indicate that this upper heat-
with results from the F3D analysis. Ref. 9. The fligit flux spike is associated with the wing compression re-
,ata analysis indicaes that signiticant ablation has not gion and leadiný edge shock. It is felt tha' the lower
begun at this flight condition. The scatter in the mena- spike is associated with the turning of ýhe flow from
,ured data is expected to be the result of the sensor the cylindrical fuselage to the fhat sidewall.
installation. As previously discussed, the sensors were
;-;crted di -ing the application of thin layers of spray- The 11eliht data filr the flight I conditions generally
on ablative, and precise control of sensor depth was contirm the location ard approxiiate iagnitude of the
not possible. The overall trend of the data indicates upper heat-flux spike at the forward fuselage stations.
higher heating rates near the wing tin which would Agreement between the flight and computational data
be expected because of the nature of the curved bow at tite tft-rno(st station is not consistent.
shock. The Fr ) computational solution indicates the Comparison of F-igs. 1I(a) and 10(h). at similar Macth
saoe relative variation in beating rates, even though the numbers, shows that more pronounced spikes occur in
mdeling of the leading edge itself was very sparse. tile PARC solution. Tills difference could be related
In comparison with thr win,) and leading edge regins, th (ie differences in fligh, Londition, the codes, :- the

the Vlret flow field uoder .he wing is very complex. analy'sis grids. At Mach 5 (Figs. 10(c) and 10(d)), the
The flow along the flat sidewall of the fillet is inter- two computa'ional solutions differ more signilicantly.
sccted by a shock wave generated by the wing leading The only difference in free-stream conditions for these
edge. In addition, the flow is conditioned by the three- cases is the Reynolds number. The available flight data
dimensi rial geometry of the circular cylinder and the are not adequate to assess the relative cflcctivcness of
transition into the flat sidewall of the fillet. The rela- tile two codes.
tive significance (f these effec:s varies with the angle The pressure data also indicate that a suction region ex-
of attack, Mach number, and Reynolds number range ists af of the wing shock, that is. in the corner of the
encountered througnout the Pegaus flight trajectories, fillet sidewall and win g lower surface i Fig. ti ). This

During the preflight design effea. CFD methods were suction in the computational data is associated with a
used to check for potential !hJov separation problems corner vortex and becomes stronger at lower angles
in this region and to provide pressure distributions of attack. Figure 12 shows tile limited flight-pressure
for follow-on boundary-layer and TPS design moth- measurements, also referenced to the forward location
o•ts. Flight data were used to assess other details kf on the fillet, along with computational rc jlts. Both
the CFD analysis in this region which will be discussed data sets sh, w lower pressures near the wing lower sur-
next. face (z = 28), which tends to support the existi.. , of

a corner vortex. 'The flitrhi measurements show greater
Although the computational solutions provided data at levels of suction that the computations at Mach 5.
all points. on the surface and in the flow field, tire fight
data are available at only discrete locations. On the
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SUNBIARY coetflicienit large angle sphere cones. (Figure I ýhow~s the
three vehicle flrw'ard acroshell conrfiguLrations

Dcsiin , ballistic planetary cutnr probes f or planned
FSANASA Titan, Mars and Eartli-Retlrn mnissions is Rb 1 .5m Huy'gens
discussed with emphasis on (fie commtion designl1.m ase
constraints. The choice of aeroshiell configuration and 0.81 5m Rosetta
some of the simple design rule,, are Outlined which are
used initially at pre-feasibilitv stages. These include the Ric 0.05m Huygens
influence of body dylnamics,' conv.entional aerodynlamlics 0.05m Marsnet

and aerotherninody'namieis. Prediction of' tile 0. 16 to 0.08m Rosetta
acrothenntodN anmic euvironment and influence of 60 deg
uncertainties in thle basic physics and chicinistr,' are -seen
to dominate. Analysis miethodologx, and som noI tithe ESA
sponsored experimental programme which has been
utiticted to tackle the lack oif basic cheitmist ry datta is
disctnsscd

I INTODUC~ON Fn 1 .25m Huygens
1. .25m Marsnet

Tile European Space Agency in partnership with NASA is ! 0.5 to 1 mn Rosetta
engaged oin an exciting and demanding exploration of thle
solar s~stein. which includes missions to Saturn's moon
Titan tWassini-liuvgens), Mars (Mars Network) and Fgr owr eohl ofgrto
Comets tCNSR-Rosettah. These- missions have as Fiue1iradAroht ofgrto
common requirement to enter (or re-enter) a planetary 1.1.1 Cassini-Ituygens
atminsphere wsithI se eitli tie inst ruiiientIS or material and
acrobrake toi the siirfiice. Alter approximiately a 6 year initerplanetar% cruise the

Hunygens Titan probe will be separated fromn the Mariner
FGE has been closely insoled in the prcliininary Studies NMk2 kMM2( several days prior to a direct entryl into
of thtese plaiietary entries and hats produced initial entry Titans atmosphere. The hypersonie entry at ahout 6 km's
.ehicle configurations with the coinnon thtemtes of high and with a steep entry angle of between W6s and -90
reliability', low cost and wsell characterised aeriidytiaiic degrees will be completed in about three minutes allowing
performance to enlable more detailed mission and sYstem a descent under parachute to the sutrfaee in at further three
Studies to begin, hours during which time the atmosphere experiments will

be performed. Finally the module will touch down or
This paper out lines tile emit ry ensinintment s and schiclec splash-down onto thle Titan surface.
design. together with the design methodology ind draws
common conclusions among the utnresolved problemns Titans atmosphere is composed mainly of N, with up to
which itainly relate to non equilibrium thermno chemnistry about 20%~ Cl- 4  and small quantities of other
effects for shock layer and thermal protectiomn system hydrocarbons, argon may also be present. The
(TPSt surface. The strategies for resolution of the convective and radiative fluxes which peak at about
problems involving combined computatt iona fltuid 50W'emn2 lead to the adopt ion of a radiat ive~ or low
dynamics (cfd) and testing are also outlined, density ablative heat-shield. The dissociation Of CH44 and

1.1 Mlission Overviews formnation of CN leads to potentfially high radiative heat
flux even at the low cnrt' velocnity, planned.

All three missions require at direct aerobraking entry into The radiative flux Iis highly sensitive ito the non-
differing atmospheres, hut the mission objectives and equilirnium chemistry and thermodynamics in the shock
constraints lead to very sinilar entry vehicle concepts. lae
These: result in ballistic entries using low tballistic
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snurI'tacc by d issoc iat ion products whI ichI later dU ring tlteriiocliteniieal inI tick, radial in transport inodels.
dclcscni mia ciinamnatc instruiientation. Carbon has and to iuvc~tigatc 'IPS materials rcpncand surlice

been siowit to he deposited on the iPS during the catalyNtic activity.-

hs. pcrli ")en"try

1 .1I.2 Mars Netsorlk 0 Vit'idation and apnlicatimn- f[ cii iii. ,ds I',n, 'i-I~r
hle aceroshcl I opt n isatn and TPS dcsi en

Thc~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ %Dc'. ior scnroiocssvrlltdr n eýlpincut of' supporting conil atational I 'ols to
peciitrators, dispersed to pros ide at ground network tIrprmtrchds
,hservationio ifith Martian .surhmee. siibsurtacec and tiitretdis

:itinospliere A direct ballistic entry probably at less than Q Availabiityx of . faceilities tI'r the, construction i

I, kin to I )r thie a uders'penct rat rs will prov'e mnore mnasstiardvaicaabsii idgd¼anecrii

efl'icieni than braking thle %Ohoje spacecra ft and its dh inrovesiuiinin o dtahe, diiaininc beha\:- 1ri

attcndiiit landcrs penctrators into orbit first -The thinan msato ,[teJ\.ll:'Ichý

Martian atmnosphere- requiiires shalliov entry- angles to 2V1:1CEDSC 111O011
zic:liievc acceptatie dheceleration prior to tinai descenti. 2V- 11FDSG 11 S II

s~i, ne ci nt - eb t of 5.8 knin; results tin shit h es no tec' ' eiicInes. i i

einr ange ofabou -15degres.deiiiinding: reqiuireiments o f thme nisio. Time miisim ii

tueoniti cos5i usah lfic11,,g phases
CUC usetiefue re slightly loss r but similar ,o (lieiieten~ssuull fte ilo

Ti au cntr r bi hit tilie low, N, contc it and large aniutoiit of' * Assemrbly and Test
CO, '1diSsciat ion lowýering thle shoek layer temiperalture

cad tonegigile heral aditio. Te mgniudeot a Transport and Integ-ration
Ica~ I, ridigbicthemalraditio Th ingni~dcof Launch

tlie fluxes ana in lead to the cone I ision that a

radiative heats;ink or low denisity ablative heatslicied is * Inter plaiietai-x Cruise
Thethemocemial ataasedats lrgey Hypersonic Entry

appropriate. Th *hrlch a Supersonie Subsoni Descent
iromn 'vikuin with a 1*1'ss reeent studie1s, and now require's * Lupcsndin" usn ecn

e~xtending-, part icularly as tilie entri- is largely in t hermo- 0 Inini -4inpatI
chei iii no eqiiii iriu41 Oil surface perjomriicine

1. 1.3 Rowtsea The environment effeetis els irnp ss n',irn

constraints on the overall design, and possibi_- If e-reatest
A t~er sample acquisition trom thle Surface of' thle selected interest is the lut personie entry Ashich lat -~

co'met the Spaceeraft with attached erntr capsule wvill minutes but ean dictate inost of thle aeroslie coit-,nlmratiiim

re:inni towards Earth. The entry capsule will be separated and a large proportion of Mc inass budget.
tromi the Spacecralt which nay then tIhvy Earth while the

emipsoicl withI saiiples in board perlorins tilie atmtospheric As well as the ensi-oi rmciii itie reiia in ing einginceering

ent rv . pa raeh ute descent, and sphlash1-dIown. Retuiirn fromii constraints ave pros- dcd by t iineseales. bothI 'auminb
tile cLrren:t ran-ce ol possilIle cornets results iii iii eitr\ i and - in ssioj an niis!t importam v\ .:

,c.'is It about 16 kin/s atnd due to limitit ng ent1171 these timecs. emists
dIccc .eration of I Q0g fo r sample nteg rmtv aid loiss

disper-sion requirement, leavcs at narrow entry corridor f'or The cost driver has become prediimiiant for ',hesc tightlh
ballist ie eiitry around -13 degrees. budgeted missions amid hias had, a great )itunc on th

designs.

This is thle hiighest entry s-lchcity for Earthi anid beCvOtid thle

range of' current thermlo chemical databases. Significant Thlits influence hits been suibteetis e at early stages of thle
thenina radiat ion has it large impact on tilie entri- project s and has resulted in thle Adopt ioni oI tile f ilossm-it

ge itc ryipti i iat n -N i -euilbrtimeffctson he philosophy which shouok' allow the maximumi eonft'dencc

radiative flux are seen ats critical at present.- in performance ait the earliest possiblel time This i,
pitrt icti a ly imnportint at pre-fleasibilits stage

The low entry angle results tin a long heat pulse, and lieat

fliuxes are also vecry high at several kW/cin2 requiring it a Adoption of balistie entry \& here possible wo

new\ lueatshmield concept to give acceptable mass. A limt guidance)
substructure with titer high denisity charrinig ablator is

oreseen. Simple generie -hape to ttike rntximutn adv.antage of'

1.2 C;ommon P~roblems. existing ac-J, I namin i data, and to sltnpli hý anail\-sis

Someot he ommn poblms i th deignof ptium* Interpolation within the existi;u! data where possible
Serormeaonte lown co robalmsti intr tehedesignohuotemu rattler than extrapolation. This may lead to sub

penhmninneclow ostballsti enty vhicls ielud: optitmal design, but higher confidencee

0 Coinst ruct io n of t berm 'eicinical andl radliatio mim todels 0 Max imtumo commonailty It)in geomtet ry between
for the shock aiver anrd hiermn. cleietcal mod'iels fo r-
sturface ltetivitV m tissions, sutch that thle contidenee in perfommn.nce is
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built up and common problems are more likely to be 0 The vehicle aerodynamics are not well chartcterised
discovered. above 30 degrees incidence.

a Allowance has been included for exoatmospheric
3 ENTRY DYNAMICS coning motion.

0 Large lateral forces are not desirable,

Before considering the acrothermodynamic problems, it is * Cyclic heat flux variations are not desir.ible.
instructive to look at the simple rules which contribute to 0 Large pitch angles are not desirable for atmosphere
the commonalty in entry design. analysis from trajectory data. 4

Consider the ballistic entry vehicles so far defined for the 3.1 Effect Of Asymmetries On Vehicle Motion

three missions. All are separated on direct approach to 3.1.1 Centre Of Gravity Lateral Offset
the planet, and to preserve their attitude for entry are spun
slowly at separation. A centre of gravity (cg) lateral offset from the geometric

central (spin) axis is normally due to the accuracy of the
Since the separation can occur several days prior to entry, static balance and leads to both the offset of the principle
nutation of the motion is to be avoided, and as such the rotation axis from the geometric centreline and to the
principal inertial axis should be arranged to be the spin generation of a trim angle of attack during atmospheric
axis. entry. With the very statically stable entry vehicles

considered, (the static margin is about 50-60% of the base
The vehicle enters the atmosphere at an angle of attack diameter) the consequences of cg offiet on the trajectory
which is a combination of exoatmospherie coning motion are small and any initial angle of attack is quickly damped
and the inclination of the coning axis to the trajectory to the trim angle of attack. The main consequence of cg
velocity vector. The coning motion is caused by the offset alone is lateral accelerations which have been
separation tip-off errors from the spacecraft at spin eject shown to be very small, and as a small roll damping effect
time, combined with the mass characteristics of the body, which always acts to reduce the spin rate. The resultant
principally the dynamic imbalance. During entry as the static trim angle of attack for the Huygens Probe for
body experiences atmospheric forces, an aerodynamic example is under four degrees for every centimetre lateral
moment is generated which acts to decrease the angle of eg offset, such that a very small trim should be achievable
attack. The motion becomes gradually more dominated with a balance within 5mm.
by the aerodynamic forces and less by gyroscopic effects.
The entry vehicle begins to respond in a pitching motion. A much larger maximum cg offset was used in Monte-
As the aerodynamic stiffness increases, the angle of attack Carlo six degree-of-freedom trajectory stability studies of
envelope is reduced. This motion is damped by the this vehicle, such that the probe is shown to be statically
dynamically induced aerodynamic force generated called and dynamically stable during entry.
the pitch damping force. After peak dynamic pressure the
angle of attack envelope would again increase, however For Rosetta, sample density and load asymmetry where
due to the damping of the pitching motion, the angle of shown to have a small overall effect on trim.
attack continues to reduce and becomes asymptotic to the 3.1.2 Aerosbell Asymmetry
static trim angle of attack.

During manufacture, assembly and flight the aeroshell or
Blunt cones exhibit a pitching reintorcing (positive) delraowilgnsmeereofitrti.
damping tfrce in the transonic to low supersonic regime decelerator will gain some degree ofbtistortionh

and while this does not effect the hypersonic entry phase, T hoop and axial modes.
it is important to note that the destabilising coefficients are Axial symmetric distortions and even harmonic hoop
maximum for the blunter configurations, and the effect distortions of even large magnitude will have very little
must be considered for the sulpersonic-transonic motion effect on the trajectory or entry vehicle (apart from roll
which may include parachute deployment or moments) and will be well within the predicted accuracy
aeroshell/deelerator jettison "ucnces. Also of note is ~ofthe ballistic coefficient. However odd harmonic hoop
that the destabilising coefficients reduce with increasing distortions and axial body bending modes could produce
angle of attack, such that by 20 degrees incidence thedamping coefficients again act to reduce the pitching significant trim moments. These again in isolation
motion, produce a trim angle of attack which will act the same asa centre of gravity offset discussed above.

Structural modes should he well clear of the pitch or spin
frequency to prevent any aeroclastic coupling. For the The first harlnie hoop mode on the aeroshell ordecelerator (equivalent in effe'ct to first body bending
high atmosphere deceleration, low spin rate entries, the deceleror (eq inuef to larst bodymbending

freqences re o orer fewH,.andmajo stuctralshuttlecock' mode) produces the largest trim moment forfrequencies are of order a few H z, and m ajor structural a g v n d v ai n f o h o i a h p s m y bmodes arc well shove these, for the enrrent designs. a given deviation from the nominal shsape as may be
expected since the higher harmonics are closer to the

On entering the atmosphere, it can be arranged that the limiting symmetry. Figure 2 shows the static trim angle
of attack resultant from first harmonic radial distortion ofspin axis is aligned with the velocity vector, however a

small angle of attack is allowable, 15 degrees maximum the decelerator on the Huygens Probe. The distortion is
has been used for all three missions. This is chosen for assumed to be zero at the decelerator/probe joint station
several reads or and linearly increasing to the maximum a% the decftlrator
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rear. Also shown in Figure 2 are the eg offset ceffccts on
trim. The figures for Rosetta are shown for comparison. Figure 3 Change in Huygens Probe

Spin to Mach 1
Figure 2 Static Trim from

Asymmetries 30.

-5 25
cg offset 0 90 degls
Huygens • _20

Cg offset 60 deg/s

Rosetta

10 30 deg/s
,_ 2ODistortion

Rosetta 5 10 deg/s

Distortion

1 Huygens 0 i 1 ;
0 2 4 6 8 10

c.g. Offset mm
0' I

0 5 10 15 3.1.4 Moments Of Inertia

mm To avoid nutation and consequent tumble during coast,

In addition where there is a large amount of surt'aee pitching/spin resonance problems during entry, and toren addtio wher ther irro roato large budgett thc spinace
recession due to ablation, similar asymmetries may occur. relax the tip off error rotation rates budget, the spin or

For the Rosetta entry vehicle the effct was estimated by polar moment of inertia lxx should be larger than the

allowing the carbon phenolic char layer to 'strip' ,',-m lateral moments of inertia lyy and lIzz. This should also

one side of the vehicle only, although in practice this is be observed for the Huygens Probe without decelerator as

unlikcly with the shear forces predicted. The resultant the Probe pitching frequency is quite low after

trim was very small (less than one degree). decelerator jettison and should the probe spin rate have
increased during entry then a resonance could occur.

3.1.3 Combined Asymmetries- Spin Rate Limitation.
The possibility of a resonance is removed (and the need

Mass and geometric asymmetries in combination and for analysis) if lxx remains greater than Iyy & Iz. The
depending on their angular relationship can produce Huygens Probe for example has accaepatble inertia ratios
significant roll torque's which may either spin the entry of about 1.4: I.
vehicle up or down (and through zero roll rate). The
angular relationship is critical but for low spin rates an out Asymmetry of lyy and izz is of little consequence during
of plane (90 degree) relationship is close to the worst enlr),. resulting only in sine squared variation in the spin
casM,. Six degree-of freedom entry simulations with rate during 'coning' motion. For the missions considered
varying asymmetries are used to produce spin rate it is desirable to measure roll acceleration to examine the
histories. Figure 3 shows contours of spin rate excursions aerodynamic performance and therefore lyy and Izz
from the spin rate at the start of the entry phase to Mach I should be close.
t1r a typical Huygens entry. While these will vary with
trajectory, this type of figure serves as a design guide-line Non zero products of inertia lxz and Ixy cause the
for geometric and mass tolerancmg. The heatshield roll principal polar axis to be at an inclination to the geocmetric
damping due to skin friction has not been included. The axis. During exoatmospheric flight this leads to a coning
effect is likely to be small for these classes of entry but motion even in the absence of pitch and yaw impulses
always acts to reduce the spin rate. during spin up and -separation from the spacecralt

During the entry phase so long as the entry vehicle spins
The choice of an adequately low initial spin rate (initially then an additional 'trim' angle of attack is induced which
60 deg/s) ensures that the spin rate at the start of the is dependent both on the spin rate and the aerodynamic
descent phase is in the desired range for Huygens (i.e. the pitching frequency. This effect together with c.g offset
limiting spin up case), and may be a consideration for and trim asymmetries may increase or reduce the roll rate
Rosetta and Mars entry for parachute deployment, depending again on the phasing, however the effect is

small as when the entry vehicle is close to peak dynamic
Only suffiient spin to ensure low exoatmospheric pressure the aerodynamic pitching frequency is highest
'wobble' is necessary. The entry vehicles do not require and the roll rate low even for large asymmetries.
spin for entry stability, and even spin excursions through Therefore products of inertia arc only limited by the initial
zero roll rate do not contribute significantly to 'ground' angle of attack generated by the exoatmospheric coning
disperions when compared with initial tijectory alignment motion. The coning motion angle must be added to the
errors and atmopshere density variations, inclination of the coning axis to the trajectory to form the

total angle of attack. The practical limit of products of

inertia are recommended to be less than 2% of the
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difference between the polar and later-al moments of meridian is rotating in body co-ordinates. This is
inertia. This may be relaxed considerably once the avoided by ensuring a low initial angle of attack and
mission trajectories become more firmly established in low coning motion for Rosetta.
post feasibility stages of the project.

3.2 Dynamic Instability 0 Acroelastic effects. Although not strictly dynamic
instabilities, a structure - flowfield coupling can
occur, for example panel flutter. No acroclastic

There are several possible causes of dynamic instability: analysis has been carried out in the early stages, but
"natural structural modes have been checked against

0 Roll Resonance's. If the spin frequency becomesaeoynmcfqucis

equal to the aerodynamic pitch frequency then a

resonant lock in can occur. This may case large For example the decelerator natural frequencies are
pitch angle increases and large lateral loads and well above the Probe pitch and spin frequencies, base
perhaps failure. Lock in can occur twice, initially as flow pressure oscillations have been assessed as very
the pitching frequency increases prior to peak low, and forebody acoustic excitation is avoided with
dynamic pressure, and then as the pitching frequency
decreases after peak dynamic pressure. Usually first a laminar boundary layer, step size minima and
resonance occurs at high altitude where aerodynamic
forces are low, and usually no problem occurs, 3.3 Conclusions From Entry Dynamics Discussion.
however at low altitude ezipecially if the vehicle has
an increasing roll rate due to asymmetry, a problem The entry vehicle should ideally have the followihg
can occur. The resonant phenomena is entirely features
avoided if the vehicle spin axis is the major inertial
axis. This has been the design goal for all three a Geometric axi-symmetry.
vehicles.

0 Inertial axi-symmetry about the geometric symmetry'
" Pitch Damping. Instability can occur if there is axis (statically and dynamically balanced).

positive pitch damping. This commonly occurs with
bluff vehicles at low supersoni: and transonic speeds. 0 Spin axis as the major inertial axis.
Axi-symmetric vehicles have this characteristic at
zero or small angle of attack and the bluffer the • Arrange major structural modes away from
vehicle the worse the probkin. It is therefore Aerodynamic modes.
avoided by one of 3 methods:

* Small initial angle of attack.
1. Avoid flying through this flight domain.
Supersonic parachute deployment is a possibility 4 ENTRY AERODYNAMICS
but can impose additional problems for the
parachute design. 4.1 Aerodynamic Configuration

2. Adapt the geometry to a less bluff shape. The primary mission requirement which drives the

This is the common route and is a performance aeroshell geometry is for deceleration at the highest
trade-off altitude. For Huygens this is so that atmosphere

experiments can begin at the highest possible altitude,
3. Fly at angle of attack where the effect is 170 km is the target, whilst for Mars the atmosphere

minimised. A lifting entry requires a guidance density is so low that maximum deceleration is required to
system and can increase complexity and costs provide sufficient altitude for parachute deployment at

significantly. This is therefore to be rejected if some of the chosen higher altitude sites. For Rosetta the

adequate performance in terms of requirement is to provide minimum mass. at a sufficiently
deceleration/altitude can be achieved with an steep entry angle to provide acceptable downrange
aerobraking ballistic entry. dispersion for recovery, thus the trade-off is between heat

flux and TPS thickness and area.
'Unsteady' Aerodynamic Effects. For example
unsteady flows in separated regions can lock in with The acrobraking scenario uses a low ballistic coefficint
the vehicle motion. Similarly re-attachment points vehicle for a 'direct' entry and aims to lose sufficient
can move with the vehicle motion, again resonance energy in the upper atmosphere to achieve the desired
can occur. Base flows for the vehicles presented velocity and altitude conditions for the later mission
here are of concern, and re-attachment is avoided by phases. For a non lifting ballistic entry no guidance or
ensuring that the base aeroshell is within the shear control is necessary provided that dispersions are
layer up to maximum expected angle of attack. acceptable. The aerobraking concept is therefore less

Blowing from ablation is an example where forebody costly than its acrocapture equivalent but places emphasis
aerodynamics can be effected adversely. The lag in on the design of an acceptably low ballistic coefficient

ablation product formation is caused by the heat soak stable acroshell.
tune constant of the material to react and produce
pyrolysis gases. This can occur if them is a To achieve a low ballistic coefficient, a large area, high
significant coning motion where the windward drag coefficient, low mass vehicle is requimtd. For all of
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the missions considered, the mass is critical and the scope initial studies on grounds of complexity. The base
for mass reductions below the provisional budget diameter is the single largest contributor to a low ballistic
allowable was small. Therefore the design drivers are for coefficient for these missions. The lowest ballistic
a large area and high drag coefficient entry vehicles, coefficient also provides the lowest heat flux.

Large drag coefficients are achieved usually at the For Rosetta the choice was complicated by the high heat
expense of stability, and since the mass and cost budgets fluxes which required a dense charring ablator. With a
can not provide an onboard stability and control system, heavy heatshield which is the most massive part of the
the geometric configuration must be sufficiently stable in vehicle, increasing the area increases the mass
free flight, proportionally since the ablator thickness is only

marginally reduced, and thus the performance driver is
The philosophy of the studies undertaken was to provide a minimising the mass. A changeover point in TPS material
minimum cost solution and the adoption of a simple to a lower density may alleviate the situation as the fluxes
sphere cone with large half cone angle and sufficient reduce with decreasing ballistic coefficient. However
stability can make use of a large amount of existing even increasing the base diameter to the maximum
aerodynamic data and is therefore the natural choice, allowable (3m) in the space envelope did not produce a
4.1.1 Coe Alower mass even with a 'FPS material change. Therefore

Angle given the high drag shape to give lowest fluxes, the total
mass may be minimised by reducing the volume to the

Prc,'ious st',des have covered the range of half 'on,, minimum required tor the payload by reducing the
angles, 30 degrees 45 degrees and between 56 and diameter, this of course increases the ballistic coefficient.
75 degrees. A cone angle of 70 degrees as used on Further optimisation involving the rear TPS is yet to be
Viking produced a near maximum drag coefficient, carried out.
further increasing the cone angle has little effect on drag
coefficient. Stability of the large angle cones however is 4.1.3 Nose Radius
lower and therefore to achieve a nominal zero angle of
attack through peak heat flux and peak dynamic pressure The nose radius has been chosen as a near optimum for
during entry, 60 degrees was chosen for Huygens. minimum heatshield mass, ease of fitment in the
This configuration has an acceptably large drag spacecraft and launch envelope, and for maximum drag
coefficient (only 4% less than the 70 degree cone) but a coefficient.
higher static stability. Low supersonic/transonic dynamic
stability is also greatly improved. Although the effect of nose radius on drag coefficient is

small a large radius gives a slightly larger drag coefficient
Figure 4 Typical Drag and Moment and less mass per unit base area.

Coefficients Varying Cone Angle
(Experimental Results at Mach 9.5 Huygens. For Huygens phase A with a Carbon TPS, the

decelerator and forward heatshield have adequate thermal

CD Cm alpha margins, and thus the mass is governed by the structural
loading and by the thermal insulation requirement,

1.65 0.0036 therefore the smallest area will give the lowest mass, as
the insulation mass is secondary. An instrument cover

1.6 nose cap had a mass fixed by the ballistic separation
requirement, and was independent of the nose radius to a

1.55 0.0032 first order.

15 1" Therefore the largest nose radius consistent with
1.0.0028 aerodynamic stability and existing data availability (i,e.

certainty in aerodynamic coefficients) should provide
1.45 minimum insulation thickness for a radiative heatshield

concept (given the low radiative heating content). The
1.4 0.0024 maximum geometric value was 1.5m allowing the

56 60 65 70 90 decelerator to be conical.

Cone angle degrees A Beryllium forward TPS was rejected for lack of thermal

Figure 4 shows pitching moment coefficient about the margin, while a low density ablative design was also

stagnation point and the drag coefficient for a range of rejected due to excess mass.

cone angles taken from Walker and Weaver (i) together
with the flat disk limit. Boundary layer heat transfer analysis shows that the total

convective heat load to the Probe forebody (i.e. less
4.1.2 Ba.e Diameter decelerator) reduces with increasing nose radius, this is a

combination of reducing stagnation heat transfer and
The maximum base diameter vehicle is utilised with Mars reducing total area. This is achieved despite the fact that
entry for three landers and the single Huygens probe, the conical section has lower heat transfer rates than the
consistent with the space envelope available on the spherical section.
Spacecraft. Deployable decelerators were rejected in
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The 1.25m radius chosen consistent with the limit of 5 em comer radius has been selected representing a
bluntness ratio where transonic aerodynamic data is comer to base radius ratio of 0.03 for Huygens.
readily available for the Probe less decelerator. Analysis shows that even at large angle of attack (20') the
This ensures maximum confidence in the design by using heat flux should be limited to less than twice the zero
computational methods to interpolate between angle of attack stagnation value. This increase in heat
experimental data rather than relying on extrapolation flux only increases the surface equilibrium temperature by
beyond the available range of data, about 20% and therefore is easily within the TPS

capability.
Marsnet. No optimisation was carried out in the early
studies, the initial geometry was chosen as identical to 6dof trajectory studies show that angle of attack
Huygens in order to utilise the same aerodynamics excursions near peak heating are small, consequently the
(factored as necessary for atmosphere differences). design assumptions are adequate. A secondary effect of a
Reductions in base diameter have been made for comer radius is a contribution to hoop stiffness where it is
Spacecraft envelope fitment purposes with three landers most required, and therefore mass penalties should not
each with reduced mass. However the maximum nose accrue from this feature.
radius produces the lowest convective coefficient and
highest drag and the nose radius remains large at 1.25m. Introducin, a comer radius reduces the drag coefficient
Radiative fluxes were found to be negligible with the low while the (intre of pressure is moved forward, static
entry velocity and relatively low shock layer stability is increased by the compensating increase in
temperatures. The current ratio of nose radius to base normal force producing an increase in the moment
radius is still within the existing aerodynamic databases coefficient. The 5 cm comer radius selection reduces the
for bluntness ratio, and therefore there is room for drag coefficient by about 2.5% over a sharp comer, again
optimisation in later studies, the wind tunnel data is scaled by Newtonian

aerodynamics. The comer radius should be reduced to

Rosetta. For Rosetta since the radiative fluxes ai. the minimum in later project phases to allow the
significant, the nose radius was optimised for minimum maximum drag coefficient. The adoption of an elliptic
total radiative plus convective heat load. Two distinct comer profile is expected to prove more efficient but is
designs evolved, 'Iteration V is a steep entry providing outside existing databases. The same corner radius is
close to the maximum deceleratien load allowable for the provisionalty selected for Marsnct.
payload of I00g. 'Iteration 2' is a shallower entry
designed to give the payload an easier ride at 45-55g and For Rosetta the situation is similar even with a different
is the shallowest entry with acceptable downrange TPS, here the TPS is ablating and whilst the reduction in
dispersion. The steep entry has a shorter duration heat drag coefficient is important with increasing comer
pulse and even though the heat fluxes are higher this leads radius, it was judged more important to preserve a nearly
to a thinner heatshicld and is the FGE preferred solution. constant thickness of forward TPS in order to lessen
The nose radius is 0.5m for this case, although the manufacturing complexity. A smaller radius thicker TPS
uncertainty about the magnitude of the radiative fluxes may be lower in mass however, but shape change and
may lead to a reduction. The shallower entry is preferred consequent aerodynamic effects would be larger.
by the project team since all structural and payload The corner radius is thus sized to give a total heat flux
loadings are the smallest practicable. The nose radius for equal to the stagnation value at zero angle of attack.
this case is increased to I.Om but again there is Radiative flux uncertainties are also taken into account for
uncertainty over the radiative fluxes and a reduction may this computation. The resulting comer radii are much
be made. larger than for the radiative TPS of Huygens and Marsnet

at 8 cm for the Iteration 2 geometry and 16 cm for the
4.1.4 AerosheUl or Decelerator Corner Radius Iteration I geometry.

The final geometric feature is a radius to limit heating in 4.2 Conclusions from the Aeroshell Geometry
the expansion comer region of the decelerator due to flow Discussion
acceleration. For Huygens, and Marsnet, the provisional
Carbon-Carbon (C-C) and Ceramic (C-SiC) decelerators The entry vehicle geometric features are determined by:
of the entry vehicles had a large thermal margin, however
the comer heating, similar to the nose convective heating, 0 Minimum ballistic coefficient
increases as the comer radius decreases.

* Availability of existing aerodynamic databases
For a sharp comer the calculated heat transfer at the
comer is very large value. At angle of attack, test data * High drag shapes consistent with stability constraints
show that the comer heating is further increased, and and existing databases. This leads to the choice of
even the high temperature ability of the Carbon and SiC large angle sphere cones.
may be exceeded locally.

* Nose radii based on minimum mass, maximum drag.

Introducing a progressively larger comer radius to the This leads to maximum radius for large margin C-C
rear of the decelerator produces a lowering heat flux at and C-SiC TPS limited only by Bluntness ratios in
the comer which at zero angle of attack becomes les than Aerodynamic databases. The minimum heat load is
the stagnation heating. This is the criteria used and a the criteria for ablators, with equal radiative and

convective components.
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"* Corner radii minimum for maximum drag based on To carry out this investigation a chemically reacting shock
thermo-structural limit for C-C and C-SiC radiator layer simulation is most useful, and sinee the whole entry
and constait thickness for an ablator. parameter space needs to be investigated the method

should he fast.
" Base diameter maximum for minimum ballistic

coefficient for maximum altitude missions, limited by In this respect FGE use a loosely coupled suite consisting
minimum mass constraints for Rosetta. of an inverse Euler code for the shock layer, followed by
Non-deployable decelerators chosen for low cost and streamtube tracing and chemistry computation along the
complexity. streamtubc. Chemical source terms are then fed back to

the Euler energy equation. The Euler iterations take a
5 ENTRY AEROTHERMODYNAMICS few seconds and the chemistry a few minutes for each

trajectory point. Shock stand-off is used as the
5.1 'Computational Tool Set' Requirements convergence criteria. This code is designated PMSSR.

So far the shape of the entry vehicles has generally been Boundary layer edge conditions are taken as a post
defined by simple laws and can be accomplished with process of the PMSSR solutions for convective heat flux
relatively simple tool set which is adequate in the very analysis using usually an integral code with frozen or
early project stages. This may be designated the 'level equilibrium chemistry assumptions. Radiation calculations
one' analysis, using are also performed from the shock layer results as a post

process. Both the boundary layer and radiation codes
"• 3dof and 6dof trajectory codes with planetary takes a few minutes to compute the solutions for the whole

atmosphere models trajectory.

"* Newtonian aerodynamic code to interpolate existing The radiation source terms can also be fed back to the
aerodynamic databases Euler solution, as can boundary layer thickness.

However for regime scoping studies an uncoupled"* Free-molecule aerodynamic code and suitable procedure is usually used.
empirical drag and flux bridging functions

Wall conditions can be accommodated in the boundary
"* Heat flux correlation's for convective ind radiative layer solution in a simple manner blowing is

fluxes, accommodated with a correlation within the integral

boundary layer code, whilst fcr the frozen boundary layer"* Heatshield sizing algorithms. solution, a 'catalytic' wall can be introduced by
substituting the wall enthalpy for equilibrium wall

However in all but the trajectory codes, detailed enthalpy at the same temperature.
knowledge is required to develop or confirm the basis of
the engineering solutions. Parametric investigations using these methods have been

carried out to varying degrees in the early stages of all
The determination of accurate aerodynamic coefficients is three missions discussed. In general the results are
very important since the atmosphere composition can be acceptably accurate excepting radiation in highly non-
determined from the vehicle performance for Mars and equilibrium flow at present.
Titan, while stability is always a consideration whateser
the mission. Stich a suite also allows rapid comparison of the

sensitivity of differing thermochemical mechanisms, and
The heat flux distribution and history determine the choice allows rapid construction of a viable set prior to more
ot TPS and geometric ratios. complex computations. These 'level two' results can be

used to calibrate the engineering correlations in the level
The first essential analysis is to determine the one analysis. The level two codes are therefore
aerodynamic and aerothermal flight regimes through
which the vehicle will pass. This will give the engineer a 0 Fast inviscid shock layer solution.
clear perception of where in the entry particular analysis 0 Loosely coupled chemistry solution
methods should be used. In the preliminary stages the * Boundary layer codes.
classical regimes will have become evident from the 0 Uncoupled or loosely coupled slab radiative solution.
trajectory analysis which should use both free molecule * Charring material ablation code
and continuum drag coefficients with a suitable bridging
function. A simple Knudsen based bridge is most Once the thermochemical data has been assembled and
common for drag coefficient. tested with the level two codes, and the results validated

as far as practicable a more sophisticated analysis again
The formal analysis should consolidate the classical must be carried out to verify the simpler results in areas
regimes and should investigate the thermal and chemical beyond the validation. (hem verification is defined as
regimes. Most commonly the latter are expressed in being correct numerical implementation of the physics and
terms of the Dahmkohlcr number. chemistry, while validation is the comparison of the

models with the real world). For continuum reginme this
verification is by a full or thin layer thermo-chemical non-
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equilibrium Navier Stokes solution. Due to the lack of Huygens. The level three codes are used sparingly in the
other suitable methodologies the Navier Stokes codes are early stages due to the costs involved, but must be used in
used well into the transitional regime, and account can be development phases to confirm design viability, whilst
taken of slip effects. Direct Simulation Monte-Carlo experiments provide validation data for these codes.
should be used to confirm bridging functions between These codes are often the only way to investigate the
continuum and free-molecular but this has not yet been entry phenomena where no flight data is available, and
carried out for this class of vehicle, ground tests are impractical.

5.1.1 Conclusions From The Methods Discussion.
Figure 5 shows the comparison between the fast solution
from PMSSR and the full Navier Stokes solution using 0 A three level set of codes is time and cost efficient
FGE's TINA code for a Marsnet vehicle at peak heat for vehicle design studies.
flux. PMSSR uses a 6 by 5 Euler grid with 50 points on
each streamline for the thermo-ehemical solution, while

TINAuse a 0 b 50 ridforthewhol foehoy. Level one codes are readily available but reqluireTINA uses a 60 by 50 grid for the whole forebody, careful calibration.
Reducing the chemistry to the stagnation streamline only,
the PMSSR solution is produced in 3 minutes on a 386 * Level two codes have been widely developed in the
PC, whereas the point-implicit TINA requires an
overnight run on an IBM RS/6000. past, and are shown still to be very useful.

• Level three codes can simulate many situations, but

the required level of expertise and time required for

Figure 5 Navier Sokes code TINA use can be underestimated by customers.

Comparison with Inverse Euler code
PMSSR

5.2 Boundary Layer Transition.

16000 - T TINA
Boundary layer transition for all the bluff vehicles is based

14000 - Tv on the Viking assessments of a boundary layer momentum
"TINA thickness Reynolds number of 140 as being pessimistic.

12000 - .. . r Using this value, Huygens and Marsnet maintain a

10000 . laminar boundary uayer throughout the eniry, whilst on
Tv Rosetta the boundary layer becomes turbulent after peak

K 8000 PMSSR convective flux, such that the total heat load is not greatly
affected. This is fortunate for all vehicles since transition

6000 - uncertainty prior or close to peak heat flux significantly

4000 -'- • effects the TPS sizing.

2000 No attempt was made to utilise a more sophisticated
transition 'law' developed for other vehicles or flow types

0 -.. . . .... . ....... ... since extrapolation to this type of vehicle would be
0 2 4 6 8 dubious considering the small database available.

Distance along stagnation streamline Conclusions from the Transition discussion
cm

a Lack of suitable transition data specific to this class
of vehicle leads to pessimistic assumptions.

The agreement is very good considering the simplicity of 5.2 Base Flow
the PMSSR scheme, and shows that regime determination
and initial sensitivity studies can be quite accurate with the Base flow effects on these class of vehicle need analysis
level two codes. The Navier Stokes solutions also require for two main areas
more operator expertise in obtaining a reliable solution,
(Note the high initial Translational temperature from theshock fitting PMSSRj. * Shear layer impingement on the rear cover can cause

local heat flux increases, plus re-attached flow can

The level three codes are cause stability problems if the attachment point 'locks
in' with the dynamic motion.

* ['hermo-chemical non-equilibrium Navier Stokes." Dire-cteSimulanon ntequilibrium Carlo with esu e The base convective heat fluxes determine the rear"• Direct Simulation Monte Carlo with suitable T Sd sg n as
chemistry and radiation models. TPS design and mass.

" Full 21) radiation code. For Huygens the rear cover is well clear of any

Full thermo-chemical non-equilibrium Navier Stokes code impingement and therefore only recirculation region

solutions for Rosetta and Marsnet have been computed by heating is of interest. Using a thin C-C decelerator TPS

FGE, and other workers have produced solutions for also produces a radiant heat flux to the rear.
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For Rosetta the rear conical heatshicld was designed to be * Catalytic wall boundary condition has been
inside the shear layer based on flat base computations and incorporated into the Navier Stokes code TINA.
a k-r turbulent model with perfect gas (frozen) flow. The 5.4 A Effects
forebody boundary layer input to the shear layer was
included, but the large base radius to boundary layer Ablation is significant for the Rosetta entry where heat
thickness means that the boundary layer state has little fluxes are high and dictate the use of a high density

charring ablator such as carbon phenolic. The relatively

For Marsnet the rear cover is also expected to be within shallow entry to protect the sample payload leads to a

'he shear layer, and Navier Stokes computations are long heat pulse and therefore a thick single layer
underway at present to confirm this and while the base heatshield to keep the sub-structure cool. A new
heating is particularly difficult to accurately predict, an technology hot structure / hot bond concept is being
estimate will also be made. developed by SEP (2) for this TPS to reduce the

heatshield mass.

The base convective fluxes are generally estimated from Since the shock layer is close to thermochemical
flight correlations. Those from Viking being used for Since the ser iclse toithermochemical
Marsnet giving about 4% of stagnation. For Rosetta with equilibrium during the heat pulse, existing chemical
its conical rear TPS, Apollo correlations for the separated equilibrium ablation codes such as CMA are used to
regions were used at about I% of stagnation, and for predict the in-depth response. The ablation code alsoe
Huygens 2% of stagnation was used as an estimate from provides the blowing boundary condition for the Navier
other ,bluff body correlations. Stokes and boundary layer codes. This is important sincethe blowing reduces the wall gradients and therefore

Conclusioivi from the discussion of base flow reduces the convective flux. The cool carbon laden
blowing gases can also absorb some of the radiative flux
to the wall, the resulting heated boundary laver ga.•s

"* Differing base flow heat flux correlations seem
appropriate in differing regions and a!:-iosphcres for increasing the convective flux again. Convective
very bluff vehicles. Further analysis is still requiredi blockage of about 20% for Rosetta is estimated from the

boundary layer and ablatOn codes, and this is currently

"* Base impingement and reattachment needs to be being assessed using a full Navier Stokes code. Radiative

assessed with Navier Stokes codes, blockage has not yet been assessed, but is part of current
studies.

* Accurate predictions of the base convective fluxes"Arcelusive. pd Ablator response is fully coupled to the flowfield and
are elusive. thus TPS sizing.

5.3 Catalytic Wall Effects & Ablation and thermal characteristics of candidate
carbon phenolic is to be investigated in the current

Catalytic wall effects are expected for both Huygens and phase of the ESA sponsored 'Aerochemistry effects
Marsnet where non-equilibrium flows are encountered. Hypersonic Flows' contract. This will provide
Fully catalytic walls were assVmed in the early analysis, validation data for prediction codes to be used for
but boundary layer solutions for Huygens and Navier Rosetta.
Stokes Solutions for Marsnet show that significant 0 Ablative boundary conditions have been incorporated
reductions in convective fluxes can occur for non-catalytic into the Navier Stokes code TINA.
TPS surfaces. However before advantage can be taken of 5 Containaton
this, the catalytic behaviour of the atmosphere gases on
the TPS wall must be known with some certainty, TPS contamination can occur when atmospheric gases
especially if the TPS has been exposed to space dissociate to form potential condensates or absorbants.
environments for example radiation, debris impact, pothruterplue imingmen andthemalcyclng.The Such is the case for Huygens where carbon is formed
thruster plume impingement and thermal cycling. The from the cracking of CH 4 . Analysis and experiment have
reactions for 02 and N2 recombination have been studied shown that the carbon is driven towards the cool wall by
for some Earth entry TPS, but the data still exhibit large diffusion, and condenses on the wall. Since the wall
scatter. For Mars the CO2 recombination is very temperature is low compared to the carbon sublimation
important to assess. Similarly for Huygens N 2 and CHX temperature, it is supposed that the carbon is supercooled
reoombination appear very important. and gives up its latent heat on touching the surface. A

Conclusions from the discussion of catalytic effects significant build up of carbon deposits is expected from
analysis and experiment for Huygens amounting to 0.3

"* Catalytic wall reactions are important for Marsnet mg/cm2 . Other hydrocarbons may be absorbed or

and Huygens formed in the deposit or TPS surface.

"* TPS lifetime needs certain assessment before Absorbents may outgas during descent, and particulates

advantage can be taken. may shear off if the TPS is present. To date it has not
been possible to distinguish between particulate and

"* Catalytic reaction experiments for the Mars entry are gaseous material removed, but it has been shown that
planned in current ESA sponsored research, as part circumstances could exist where the contaminant removedfrom the heatshield could enter the instruments if the TPS
of the 'Aerochemistry in Hypersonic Flows' contract.
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is present. While this is a worst-on-worst analysis, total * An initial validation of the air thermochemical model
TPS removal was selected for the Phase B baseline, for Rosetta is also planned at the same facility under

theý same contract..
* Contamination remains an open issue for Huygens
0 TPS contaminant absorption models no not exist. Development of a non-equilibrium radiation code is
* Outgassing models need specific experimental underway at University of Stuttgart (IRS) with

investigation. Professor Messerschmid under the same contract
activity.

6 AEROTHERMAL DATABASE
7 FACILITY REQUIREMENTS

From the level 2 parametric studies, the extent of the
required aerothermal database is determined. All three The development of high enthalpy facilities is essential ftr
entries require some extension of existing data to higher the understanding of, and database generation for
temperatures, and in some cases the data are sparse or aerothermodynamic problems for planetary entry.
non-existent. The trend towards increasing cfd analysis to support

design is only sustainable if the databases are made
Sensitivity studies of the Titan atmosphere chemical available, which means development of the necessary
mechanism indicated that a reduction in the set could be facilities. It appears that project funding is too late for
made but that this differed throughout the entry regime, this effort since both facility development and
thus while a reduction for the time consuming Navier experimental programmes are time consuming.
Stokes computations could be made, the full set is retained
for parametric studies. Generally extension and validation Facilities need to be upgraded to enable investigation of
of the thermodynamic properties to 15000K is necessary the highly ionised flows applicable to Rosetta. Marsnct
for the Huygens entry. Although the dissociation of CH 4  and Huygens are not so much of a problem with the
occurs very rapidly. initial studies at FGE have only used modem free piston facilities being developed, but the
diatomic vibrational relaxation equations, and there is a higher temperature ranges may not be reached even tor
lack of high temperature polyatomic relaxation data. these class of entries in an undisturbed flow.

For Mars, initial studies show very low ionisation levels. Catalytic wall studies are most important, but clean
However there is a variation in the chemical kinetics data experiments to produce consistent results seem elusive.
and high temperature data for CO2 is lacking. The iw Further effort is needed here.
level of N2 in the atmosphere can lead to a small
proportion of CN and this may make the radiative heating Ablation studies are being carried out for Rosetta, but the
significant should entry velocities increase. At present the pressure and heat flux conditions are difficult to match
radiative fluxes are negligibly small, with existing European plasma arc or solar furnace

facilities. A significant upgrade in are jet facilities and
The Rosetta entry gives equilibrium shock layer further effort on plasma characterisation is required.
temperatures of about 14000K, with substantially higher
temperatures just inside the shock. A large amount of 8 CONCLUSIONS
ioni,;aion ;Q also predicted at these temperatures. At
present the database takes advantage of the large amouit .. , ; cr'.'iew of %sore -spects of the prelmulmar%) design of
of recent activity in Earth entry for AFE and Mars return ballistic entry vehicles for planned and potential
up to about 12 km/s. The Rosetta entry at 16 km/s ESA/NASA missions to Titan. Mars and Earth return has
presents a significant increase over current Earth entry been presented. The historical development of the
knowledge. designs from the early studies has been shown, where

mostly low level design tools were used.
Radiative fluxes for the Rosetta entry are large and have The designs tend to change little in later phases where the
influenced the geometty of the entry capsule significantly. most sophisticated W icsh,,L• ý,. 1. ,g*', toi bear for fine
Prior to these missions radiative flux predictions in tuning and confirmation.
Europe were not required, and now development of these
techniques is necessary. Apart from the need for continued development of

computational tools at all levels, the greatest need is seen
" The Huygens thermochemical database responsibility to be for thermochemical and radiation data without which

has passed to the project prime contractor, but it the tools are useless, and therefore the facilities to gather
.seems likely that the chemical mechanism and such data arc equally important to support the long term
radiation databases will need validation, design requirements. The timeseales for code

development, fundamental experimental programmes and
" The establishment of a high temperature facilities development are comparable to project

thermochemical dalabase for Mars entry is planned at development times. The tools and data need to be
Universite de Provence (SETT) free piston tunnel available very early in the project, and early planning is
with Professor Brun under the present essential.
'Aerochemistry Effects in Hypersonic Flows'
contract.
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La decision do construire la souffirie A haute enthalpie F4
RESUME au centre d'essai ONERA dui Fauga-Mauzac, pr~s de

Toulouse, a EtE prise en 1988 dans Ic cadre du programmne
Les soufileries R.5 et F4 constituent deux moyens Herm~s.
compldmentaires pour l'Etude des phinomdnes de rentrde La d~finition de l'installation a fait appel & reiq6ience
atm osphdrique de vdhicules spatiauu. acquise pruI'ONERA avec: les soufileries ARC de. Fontenay
La soufflerie R5 a 6t6 conque pour simuler des Ecoulements aux Roses, qui ont fonctionad jurqu'en 1975.
hypersoniques A faile nombre de Reynolds en regimne Ce type de soufflerie se caractenise par une duree de rafale
continu. Depuis sa misc en service en 1989, sa mission a do plusicurs dizaine de mifisecondes appr~ciable,
d'abord consistE en la qualiication de m~thodes de mesures notamment pour lea mesures d'efforts. F4 complete donc
en basso densitE desfinhcs A Is soufflerie A haute enthalpie d'autres moyens d'essais utifista pour Etudier les cifets de
F4 Son actrvitd s'est orientte ensuite vers 1'6tude des guz reel pour le programme Hermes. Elke permet
phdnom~nes d'interaction visqueuse dama tine optique do d'atteindne des enthalpies rdduites et des pressions
validation de codes de calcul rdsolvant Iea Equations de gdntratricea significativea :'Cs composantes sont
Navier-Stokes. dimensionndes pour atteindre H./RT, - 200) et p. - 2O
La soufflerie A arc bref F4 eat en cours de misc en serviice. &1) Pa h l'air. La misc en service, commencde au deuziame
Constnuite dans It cadre dui programme d'avion spatial trimestre 1991 jusqu'k Ht./RT, - 100, necessite des mises au
Hermfs, eilest destin~e A 'Etude des effets de gazreel et point visant Aam~liorer Istenue delaschambre iarc et I
notainment des effets lids & Ia cindtique chimique au cours rdduire Ia pollution lide aii chauffage dui gz d'easai.
de Is rentrte dana l'atrnosphlre. La misc au point des moyens de mesure (sonde d~enthalpie
Les performances, le principe et I& description de et de flux masaique pV, balano a A compensation d'inertie)
l'installation sont rappelds sinai quo le ddroulement des cat dgalement effectufe avant Its premiers easais induatriels.
premiers casais de misc en service.

L. LA SOUFFLERIIE R5
1. DiTRODUC7IWN L.1 Preuentation de I& souMezie

2L1.1 Domalne de simulation et Inidrft de ce moyem d'essal
Avec lea soufflencas hypersoniques R5 et F4, I'ONERA s'eat
dote de moyens dressais d'Importance capitalo pour retudi Dana lea conditions de vol hypersonique A haute altitude, lea
des phd-nom~ne sdrothermodynazniques Hids I Is rentr~c effets visqlucux tendent i prendre mne imtportance
atmosph#Aique d'engins spatiaux. primordiale en raison de l'Epaississement rapide des couches
Destindc i Pretd des ph6nomtnes adroymique domind himites cd de I& grande senIb~it delIs prsion & regad de
par lea effets simultands des grands nombres de Mach et des la variation locale de direction induite par Is couche limite
faibles nombres do Reynolds (qui conduisent an el~e-mime. Cc phdnomA-ne eat cownn sons le nom
ddveloppentent de couches limites; tr&s tpaisse), Ia soufflerie Vdinteraction viaqucuac' [3] et sea repercussions sur le
byporsonique & basse donaitd R5 eat particuli~rement bien champ adrodynamique soot quaififies. pour lea coefficients
adaptdc & retude des interactions visqueuses fortes. Elk a giobaus. par le parattitre drinteraction visqwuen 'i -
Wi conue at en grande partic rtaliade en 1%96/1969 sur It M/,rRcL, o06 M et ReL soot rspec&=em entI nambre de
cente ONERA do Chalais-Meudon, maii en raison do la Mach et le nombre de Reynolds. Au cours de [a rentrft
baisse dractivt6 dama It domaine hyporsonique dana lIN atmosphiriquc d'un engin dCunte longueur de 10 M, Cc
mannes 1970, sa misc en service a Wt diffdre. param~trc j vanie de 0,11A0,01 lorsque raltitude passe de
A Ia suite dui regain tPintdr~t powr lea Etudes hypersoniqucs 75 1 50 kin, comme le macire is figure L. La souffleric R5
suscitd par le programme Hermbs, il fut decide, en 1989, de simule cc domnaine de valour de j. Elle repoad & un besoin
rendre Is soufflerie R5 optrationnelle (1), d'unc part pour y majeuu reocootr6 en hypersomique, lea soufflexics en service

m ene n programme de recherches foodamentales sur les jusqu'alors A I'ONERA ne permettant pas de simuler des
interactions onde de choc-couche limite (dama Ie but, valcurs de j supericures A 0,00&
notamment, de valider des codes de calcul), d'autrc part De plus, du fait des fialblcs nombres de Reynolds, il eat
pour y d~velopper des indthodes di mesure destindcs A I& possible de rdaliser des 6coulements entibrement taminaires
soufferie A haute enthalpie F4 [21. sun des maquettes de dimension importante, cc qui pr~sento



un grand interEt pour valider Iea codes Navier..Stokes, en On trouvera rappel~ea en Annexe Its conditions nomninales
s'affranchissant des probilines lids A la modtlisation de la de fonctionnement de l'installation et Ies caract~ristiques qui
turbulence. Par ailleurs, la faible masse sp~cifique (Po = 3,9 en resultent pour Yewculemncit
10r' kg/rn 3) de l'6coulement dans cette soufflerie en fait u
moyen d'essai privilegi6 pour Ia misc au point des mtthodes 2.1.3 Qualiflcation de In veine d'cssal
de mesures optiqucs en basse densite.

L'&oulement produit par Ia twytre a ftd qualifid de maniere
2.1- Description et fouctionnement expitrimentale et theorique.

Ua figure 2 repr~sente 1'ensemble dut circuit adrodynamiquc Le sondage de l'Ccoulement a Wt effectut au mayen d'un
de la souffleric. En amont l'air cat chauffiS jusqu'A ane tube de Pitot Wix A l'extirtmitd du sabre d'un explorateur.
temperature g~ndratrice T1 voisine de 1100 K par passage i Lecs explorations ont et ex~cuttes en adoptant le repbre
travers un richauffeur 6lectrique A effet Joule d'une defini sur Ia figure 3, qui montre fgalement [a position des
puissance de 100 kW. II s'agit donc d'une souffleric profils pr~sent~s sur Ia figure 4.
hypersonique *froide", It niveau de temperature g~neratrice DI s'agit des distributions radiales du nombre de Mach dans
dtant juste suffisant pour 6viter [a liquefaction de l'air en les sections X - 0,005 mn (ties proche du plan de sortie
cours de detente clans la tuytre. A la sortie diu rechauffeur iizytre), X -0,1 in et X -0,2 in. Pour la region
est disposde tine vanne A trois voies A action rapide qwi isentropique (Ccoulement sain) ces valeurs sont calcultes
permnet de rdaliser ian amorcage de l'coulement en tin directement A partir du rapport entire la pression d'arrEt
temips de ['ordhe d'un centiline de seconde. isentropique p'i donn~e par It tube de Pitot et Ia pression

gendratrice: pi. Au scmn de la zone dissipative (couche limite
La tuyare rdalisde en acier a tine longucur totale de 1,7 in. ct zone de melange), It nombre de Mach cat calcult en
C'est tine tuyA-re de rdvolution profilde 'tronqudec dant It supposant la pression statique p transversalement constante
contour a WEt calcuI6 [41 pour donner clans It plan de sortie et dgale A Ia valeur d~duite dui nonibre de Mach donne stir
ian 6coulemeu~t uniformec de nombre de Mach tgal A 10 pour la frontiere de cette region. On distingue tr~s nettement la
Its conditions nomninaics suivantes :pression gendratrice partic d'Eco1Aement sain et la couche de melange entourant
pi = 2,5 0O Pacet temperature g~nitratrice T- - 1100 K~ Le It noyau fluide parfait. La couche irin~tc en sortie de tUy6Cr

col de la tuy~re a tin rayon r,, _ 5,279 10,3 'in. LU rapport a tine Epai-6seur 8 pratiquement Egale 1 0,08 mn, cc qvi
Ot/rc dua rayon dc courbure de la mdridienne au col (0t) au rtduit lc noy'rtu de l'Ecoulemcnt utile A tin cerdle de
rayon dui col (rc) vaut 80, cc qui assure tine gmande diamiatre 0,195 mi. D3 cat A noter que cc diain~tre est presqiae
progre ;ivit6 de Ia detente clans la premitre partie de Ia constant star l'ttenduc axiale explorte, la zone de melange
niy~re. Le diam~tre en sortie de tuy~re est 0,355 in. La sc: ddveloppant depuis la sc.-tic de Ia tuyare en continuation
tuyirc dtbouche clans tin caisson d'cssai de vastes de la couche [mtite ayant ian taux d'tpanouisscment faible en
dimenasions identique A ccliii adopte pour toutes lea autres raison de son caracttre laininaire.
souffleries A rafales de I'ttabiissement de Chalais-Meudon. Si l'on considare la totalitE des lignes explortes (8 lignes, de

X -0,05 A X - 0.3 in), It nombre de Mach moycn de
La veine d'essai eat dui type AL jet libre, Ia distance entre Ie I'Ccoulcinent isentropique a la valeur M- 9,918 t 0,07. Ces
plan de sortie mtiyre et l'entrde de Ia reprise dui diffuscur explorations ont permis de qualifier exptrimentalement
6tant de 0,47 in (voir figure 3). ['Ecoulement en dA-montrant ['absence, d'tine part de

pertubations notables du type onde de choc, d'autre part de
L'ensemble diffuseur est constitut d'une reprise tronconiquc gradient axial appreciable.
convergente suivic d'un mntlatigeur cylindrique prolongE par
tine partic diffusante divergente venant se raccorder A tine Par ailleurs, l'Ecoulezncnt a 1tC calcull par resoltution
canalisation qui aboutit A la sphare A vide. La misc au point numeriqtie des tcquations de Navier-Stokes [6] grice au code
de l'enseinble diffuseur a Out rdalis~e en bentficiant des HOMARD2 mis au point A 1'ONERA par Hollanders et
installations du Laboratoire d'Arotherinique du CNRS de Marmignon [7,81. Cc code repose sur tine mdtbode de type
Meudon. Une etude fine d'une famifle de diffuseurs. pour volumes finis implicite et suppose quc l'air se comporte
sotiffleries hypersoniques A faible nornbre de Reynolds a comme tin gaz parfait pour lequel y - 1,4 et Pr -0,72.
ainsi OtW effectude (5]. Cette etude mettait I'accent sur Ies La figure 5 presente une comparaison entre la ripartition de
avantages qiac l'on petit tirer d'une recompression naturelle nombre de Mach stir l'axe de la tuybre issue du calcul et
de I'dcoulement clans It diffusetir. En effet, plus Iongtemps celle qtii a WI imposte lors de la conception de la
l'ecoulcmcnt clans Ie diffuseur conserve tine pression tuy~re (11. Cette comparaison condu.f A d'cxcdllents rtSUltats
supirieure A la presssion dana le reservoir aval - laquelle compte tenia du faible raffibement du nzia L"4 titilis (7300
auginente au fur et A mesure que cehui-ci se reinplit - plus nocuds) pour r~aliser Ie calcuL.
It deaamoriaag esct retardE, cc qtii prolonge bien La figure 6 compare It profil de vitesse r~dtaite u/tie issti du
6videminent Ia dur~c utile de la rafale. Le rapport de calcul en sortie de tuytre A ceui dUduit des inesures
compression de 1'ensemble reprise plus milangeur est ici de effectudes dlans I& section X - 0,005 in. Uts dciii
l'ordrc de 68, cc qui eat trits satisfaisant et autorise des distributions coincident bien, sauf clans, la region oib se situe
durtes de rafalca; comprises entire 60 et 90 secondes sclon la Ia frontitre entre la couheli limitue et It noyati d'tcoulement
inaquette placde dans la veine d'essai. isentropique ob le calcul surcatime la, vitesat , reflA-tant ainsi

Ie fait que H'paisseur de Ia couche limite se d~veloppant It
ie diffuseur, dans Icquel s'effectue Is recompresson, est long de la paroi de la tuytrc cat l~g~reinent sous-eatimne,- cc
raccordt A tine sphlre Ai vide d'unc capacitE de 500 m3 et qwi eat peutietre dfi ati nanque de finesse du mailage.
dont la pression cat de I'ordre de quclques Pascal en d~but
de rafaic.



2.2 Domalne d'activlth f 161. LUnttraction engendrde par le di~dre d'angle 25* (Fig.
2.2.1 Qualification de withodes optiques pour des 9b) entraine I& formation d'un d~coflement 6tendu.
icoulennonts de basse denslti

Rampe W'angle =IS*

Le niveau do mnasse voltumique dana la soufflerie A haute
enthalpie F4 est, pour certains regimes de fonctionnement, Sur la figure 10 le champ de masse volumique calculE est
le mime que celui de Ia soufflerie R5 (p = 3,9 104 kg/rn 3). Oonfrontd A une Visualisation obtenuie aU Maon de la FIFE,
Aussi, en raison, tie sa souplesse d'utz-',oi (une rafale d'au cette technique Etant sensible aux variations de densite do
moins 60 secondes par heure) et de son faible cofit do l'coulcment [171. Cette comparaison met en evidence un
fonctionneinent, La soufflerie R5 eat utilisee pour la excellent accord calcul-exp6rience. Lea positions do l'ondo
qualification do m~thodes do visualisation :strioscopie de choc do tete et cello due au di~dre sont correctement
classique et A contraste de phase 191, interferom~trie d~termindes par le calcul.
holographiquc [101, fluorescence induite par faisceau Dana le cas do cette rampe, des pressions paridtales ont Wt
d'Electrons [1111. La figure 7 illustre cos techniques. 11 s'agit mosur~es 118J A ]'aide do capteurs diffdrentiels A self. Lors
de visualisations r~alis~es autour d'un barreau cylindrique do ces essais, lea capteurs Etaient situ~s dana le caisson
dispose transversalement & l'coulement, do diamittre 15 10 d'ossai et relies aux orifices do pression par l';-torm~diaire
mn et de longueur 150 10*3 m. La figure 7a eat relative A une do conduits en caoutchouc. Les mesures dEalis~es sont
vue strioscopique Eclair do M'coulement. LA figue 7b pr~sentfes sur [a figure 11 sous la forme du coefficient do
presente un interf~rogra-me holographique avoc franges do pression Cp (p - po) / 0,5 Po U0

2 , oti p eat la pression A
fond horizontalea. HI est obtenu par inn montage dit *A Ia paroi et po. p0. UO sont lea grandeurs do M'coulement
multiple travers~es', ici 2 aller-retours, soient 4 travers~es, libre pr~cisdes en Annexe. Ces mesures sont compardes A
ce qui permet d'augmenter d'autant la sensibilitt par rapport l'4&olution longitudinale calculde par le code HOMARD2.
A un montage A simple traversde. LA deformation do l'image L'accord eat satisfaisant. L'impossibilitd d'implanter des
du cylindre cat probablement due A une mauvaise orientation prises do pression dana le bisoau do la maquotto no permet
du cylindre visa Avia du champ lumineux d'L.udo. pas d'obtenir des valeurs expdrimeatales dana le domaine
La figure 7c pr~sente une visualisation du memo Ecoulonient procho du bord d'attaque. Ndamoins A partir do X/L -

au mayen do la Fluorescence par Faisceau, d'Electrons 0,363, l'expdrience rend compte do la d~croissance do C.~ Sur
(IFFE). La photo r~alis&e a Wt prise avec inn temps do, pose la plaque plane suivant to m~canisme do l'interaction
do 30 secondes pendant lequel le faisceau d'Electrons balaie visquouse forte [31. Le coefficient do preasson C., crowt
angulairement le domaine, do manitre A crter un plan do ensuite do manitre quasi-lintaire lo long do La rampe
visualisation. Cette visualisation mattrialiso nettement I'ondo rcfldtant ainsi la compression do l'Ecoulement provoqude par
do choc d~tach~e qui so produit en amont du cylindre. Cc La rampe. Cette courbe eat typique d'une interaction sans
procddE ne permet pas settlement do realiser des images, d~colcment [191.
mais donne aussi des renseignements quantitatifs sur
1'Ecouieient traverse : vitesse, masse sp~cifique, Rampe W'angle P 25*
temperatures de vibration et do rotation. Cette technique eat
du plus haut intdret pour l'analyse des Ecoulements on gaz Afin do s'affranchir d'effets do bord mis en evidence sur
rardflE. cetle configuration [20], lea experiences avec un angle do

ditdre do 25* ont Mt excutw&Asaur une maquetto minnie do
La distance do d~tachement du choc (A) mesurte sur lea barritres latErales on "fences".
vines strioscopiques ot par fluorescence par faisceau La figure 12 compare une visualisation obtnnue par FIFE
d'electrons vaut A/R - 0,36. Cc r~sultat eat on bon accord avec les lign.s d'Ealea valours do La mass volumique
avec les formules empiriques [11) comme avec lea r~sultats calculde. Eile fait reasortir inn excellent accord anasi bien an
do calcul [121 qui donnent 0,4. niveau do Ia position des ondes do choc quo do Iii frontitre

do Is couche limite. Lea choca dna au d~collement et an
2.2.2 Validation de code do calcul recollement do la conche limito soat particulilrement bion

mins en evidence par I& visualisation et recoupent
La code do calcini HOMARDZ, employE pour calculer parfaitement lo calcul. La ligue oblique qui apparaiut suir
l'Ecouiement dana Is tinytre a, par ailleura, EW utilisd pour It cello vue eat Is trace do Ia barrntre Latdrale on verre
calcul de configurations do type rampe bidimensionnelle disposde pour Eviter lea effets tridimensionnels.
dana lea conditions do I& soufferie R5 on vine do comparer La figure 13 pr~sente use comparaison entmre rvolution
lea rdsultats obtenus a=m mesures effectindes par lea longitudinale du coefficient do frottement panidtal C, et une
difftrentes techniques experimentales muses en oeuvre sur visualisation par enduin visqueux. L~a ligne do d~colleinenx
des configurations seinblables [14,151. eat clairement matdrialis~e sur Is plaque to ainoot do
La figure 8 pr~sente lea maqinettes Etudi~Ec. Il s'agit d'une rdlevou A labscisse XIL - 0,75 , ce qui coincide
plaque a bord d'attaque aigin, suivie d'une rampe remarquablement sync l'abscisae oe le coefficient do
bidimonsionnelle d'angle 0 - 15* on 25*. La nombre do frottement s'anninle en changeant do signe. La position do I&
Reynolds bash ant La loagnour do reference L - 0,179 mn ligne do recoliement suir PlEevan eat moains prtciatmeni
aEparant It bord d'attaquo do Is charnitre do l'Elevon vaut identifiable et fait apparaftre des effets tridimensicanels
dana lea dciii cas Re1, - 30000. notables. Toutefois ello coincide approxidativement ame
La figure 9 montr [as lipoes do courant owtnues par c"~u rabsciss A partir de laqucile le coefficient do frottement
dana lea deux cas considtres L'mnteraction so dtveloppant redevient positif [2D].
stir It di~re do Li' (FWg9a) no conduiit peas an d~collement
do la couche linite. La choc:n cc We eat courbe pits din bard Des profils, do temperature et de masse volumique oot Etd
d'attaque, region siege do phinom~nnen d'interactions fortes mesurds, tn cinq abscisacs (X/L - 0,4 -0,6 ; 0,8 ; 1,0 ot 1,2)d
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au moyen de Is Diffuson Raman Anti-Stokes Coh6rente 3.L. Description deIn. soufferli (FIg.. 18 et 19)
(DRASC) muki-raie (211. Cette technique permet Is
nwesure de Ia t'unpdrahtue de rotation de la mnolecule Le pa d'essai enferuid darn Is chambre A arc, eat cianift et
c, zotc, qui est sassmilable, i Ia temperature de translawio, mis en press=o, I densit6 coostante (7 A 200 kg/rn), an
moyennant l'hypothbae justifie qui n'y a pas de moyen d'un arc dlectriue do plusiours dizaines de.
ddisqullibre rotationnel damn la soufflerie RS. Cette m~thode millisecondes, aliment par on generateur impulsionneL
permet en outre la mesure do la masse volumique. LoKraqu Is pression visie est atteinte en fin d'arc le gsa estf
La figure 14 montro des comparaisons; entre les profils do fortement ditendn dans 'ine tuyere. L'eipulsion d'un
temprature mesurs et ceuxisus dcalcul [22].Les profils bouchon' place an col do Is Lupire marque It dibut do la
I X/L - 0,4 et 0,6 sont situis en wmont do Is region do rafalo (Fig.2).
recirculation, ceux A X/L - 0,8 ; 1. et 1,2 concernen des I& maquett instrumentde ead placie dans on caisson.
stations situies dans Is partie dicollde. L'accord calcul- L'icouisntent en jet libre est repris & Pwal par 'in diffusur
expdrience au niveau des temperatures eat remarquable. En jusqpi'A 'n reservoir mis A 'in vide do 2 Pa avte le caisson
revanche les densitds difireut seus~lblmen. pour les doux d'essai et Is taybre avant le tir.
profils situfs Its plus en aval. Cc disaccord est peut-Wte dA
atix offets tridimensionneis qul affectent sensiblement La rafae eat interrompue par ouvertur Tunm dapet
li6coulomnent dana cette zone. pyrotechnique cakre Is chambre A arc et an reservoir

tampon, reavant rexcas do gsa lorsque Is chute do pression
3. LA SOUFFLERIE F4 no, permet plus ricoulenient souhaitd.
3.1. Doman-f- de toacttonnmmunt

3.LL1 Gindrateur Iinpnuslaond
La figure 15 prisente 'ine trajectoire do renatre d'Herwks
dans le plan (akltitude, vitesse). Lea courbes do temperature UI est constitu6 d'un volant d'inertie do 15 ionnes coupleiA
d'arrit derriare le choc (caulcuues an supposant queoen alternateur do 150 MW. L'akernateur fonctionne ca
requllibro thermadynamique est atteint), ainsi que les limites moteur synchrono A friquenc variabl POWr lancleri volant
approximatives des domaines do dissociation de o rogne et A 6000 tr/mn cc qui reprisente on stockago drenergie do 400
do l'azoe sont aussi reprisenties. MI. L4 circuit dlectrique moteur eat alans dhconnect6, It
On sait quo, dana cem conditions d'icoulement, il n'y a plus rowo eat excite it ralternateor alimcnt is chambre A arc en
de loi do similitudt euicte tt qu'Il eat impossible, darn le cas, courant caution par rmiuomiddiaire d'un powt redreaseur &
ginral, do reproduine, sun one maquette iheflo riduite, diodes it d'uu contacteur rapide CL. Larc eat initi entre lea
l'ioulemient du val. La prevision do cc qui so passer. en vol Electrodesý par 'in fil conducteur fusble. La coozacteur (2
dolt &tr fakie par le calcul, apnis validation do la method interrompt rare.
utilisde par des experiences smr maquentt, rialisies dana des
conditions bien connues, mettant en jest des phinombnes 322.. Chanthre A arc
physico-chimiques, do mime nature quo ceux qui sont
atteadus, ces conditions 1tant bleat entendu ausas proches La chambre. eat constitnie d'une enveloppe cylindrique
que possil doc"sduvLnsistant A Is presaio. et comportant une chemise amovible
Les phdnomanes do gsa riel sont lis an niveau. dienergie du en acier. A chaque eabtnimit Ia porte-electrodes ferment Is
gaz atteint derriie is choc, cat A dire en fait A Is vitesse do chambre LA= position relative eat rigisbis powr ajuster Is
rentrde do ravion spatial, et pour Is souffenie, an nivean volume jusqu'A 15 Sitres (ressentiel des easais a &6E effectui
decnthapie totale K~. L'objectif do F4 eat drateindre des A1I0 litres). Les Electrodes do forme spinalee prodnusent an
enthalpies gininatrices riuites H/RT, do rordre do 200 A champ magndtique qui entraine rame en rotation sur lear
r.acote it do 180 A rair, correspondant A des vitesses pdriphirie; aftn do Wadire rMosumn Un lime? mitalliue
d'Ecoulement, apni detente dana Is tuyire, dipassant didpaisseur 5 mum, garnit Mintrer= do is chambre it
M0W m/s. protage is chemise en aseo.
Meme si Is similitude compufte newiste plus, an pout La remplissage, air on szote pars, se fait par en orifice it
s'mntiresser A des similitudes partielles. Si ron a'intaresse comporteoen cycl do purge. La pression dana Is diamubre
particulibrement A I& cinhiqu chimique, des parafitres eat mesunie par Plusienrs capteurs doe pressaic. Lenthalpie
importants sont I& vitiate (c'ost A dire l'inergic do paz) it giniratnice mayenne eat calcadde an moyen do diagramme
pj 1g (p.. mass volumique, Lit longueur do reference), do Mallenr A partir do Is densite inktiale (pression it
dont l'Igait en vol it sur maquette assure, at lea chocs temperature do remplissago) it do Is presuion mesunie.
binaires soot pnipondirants, quo let distances
caractinistiques do dissociation soot bien darn le rapport dos 3.23. Caisso dinaha
lonugeurs do reference. La figure 16 pnisente lea poassbilitts
do simulation do R4 en on domain. Las sphbre constituan It caison 4ism ad ea t mineintro
La soufflirie R5 permit one etude approtoodie des effets re=tnmuti do Is tuyfre it Is pibce do reprise do diffuseur.
crinteractioe visqucus. Un des objectifa do 74 caz do Un premie Jr s Ipot rdglbi en incidence it ddrapage par
permettre do comsplter cam Etudes, lisque des cefis positions discrfte., regoit lea montages do maquiue en dard.
importants do pa reel soot presents. La figure 17 prdsinte Un second support motorms permit one varitin
,La posslbilitts deF4 ence 4omaine :lea grandes valeus de d'lncidence do an 3Dme.
X rencontnies dana Is phase iuitiale do Is rentrie posuvoat La "syise do fixaton des supports de maquitt permit
We anteintes, A des vitessea qui, bits quefles soiet ipalem rawochag do s~cupos do sondes et
inf~ierieva A celias do vol, s'acommpagincet d'uffeta do pa dinS11102011 iVWrs Des balancess dard A 3 (A 6
reel importat. composaabes, A comepowenat dulnetle out eta dItutappie

powr len poses des maquette Hermls. Ca balanesa et Is



m~thodc de restitution des efforts sont an cours do Les casais A rair out essentiellciment comiportt 3 ph&=s A c
qualification akprfs 6talonnage (lichers dynamiques). jour :

3.2.A. Systie de commanud. at do surveillanc - des essais pour ramitlioratitin do la configurauion de [a
chambre pour augmenter In pression at renthalpic avec un

Les divers lots de I'instaflation sont commandi.s et x.ntr6lds minimum do degradations des surfaces en contact avc le
par des automates placis eux-memes sous le contr6le d'un gaz at en mnimum do, pollution solide, dvaluio par pesie
systame de supervision qui assure le ddroulement des d'un impacteu dams la. veine.
stquenceo pendant I& preparation et Iosxcution des tirs. Un Actuelisment I lie? I iuW ivre dounne les mneilleurs Tftutats
tel systame ost indispensable comipte tenu de la dunde des pour lea valours drenthalpic niduite do 100 atteintes.
tirs 11 ddfivre les ordres suceessif avec tine prdcision do 0,5 Des essais sont encore effectuds pour tester les ineilleurs
mns. Les informations d'6tat sout transinises A rop&ateur par isolaint autour des dlsetrodes.
l'intermadiaire de synoptiques stir 6cran vidio. e sasd ~eopnetd ~ne ehiusd

qualification do riwkmulnet par la Direction do la.
3.2.. Chaln. d'acquialtlon at d~poull~ment Physique : stioseopie, tomographie par plan do humiarc

laser, spectromdnie ftin rissiouz, vtdlodm6rie laser, sondos do
La chitme d'acqtiisition comporte '72 voies do inesures, Langmuir, fluorescence emitis par ilectron (FFE.
autonomes, jusqu au. stockage nuininique des informations.
IA cadence d'acquisiawn petit atteindre So KHz par voiw et - L~e debut des essais do qualification do la tuyere e" 2 en
la mndmoirs, rapide permect do stocke 64000 mots do 16 bits mart L992.
par vole.
Chaque voie do messue comporte des dispositifa do L'objcctif A court terms eat d'idontfife at driamdiorer
calibration autoiatiques. Un ordinateur Mficro Vaz assumre 'couleinent pour =w conditions avant dr&=edre Is
I'oxlottation des rafalos. domins.- est amnitorations technologiques pour Is domains

oavw at mon dalfeurs dMjA Eudi~cs : chambre
3.3. Essala do mbs. en service iutzruiddiae,b~fl?..

La miss en service do F4 a W: rewad~e par en accident 4.CONCLUSION
surventi en juills 1IM an volan drinertie et consdcutif A un
defaut do graissage des paliors lots des esais do reception IA soufflerie RS permet do simuler des Ecoulenients
par lo fournisseur. hyperson quos A faible nombre do Reynolds, correspondant
Apres remplacement du voaunt, tin premibre sride do sirs a A des conditin do rentrhe rencontrees, & des alttudes
ete effectudc an dotumiume tuimestre 1991 en utilisant am voisae do 60 km.7
chambre. atmosphiriqus puis tins chamibre ARC, rcupiri Meo perniet do reproduir des paramaz resdinteraction
at adaptle, do IS, souRIfiei do PontenAy. visqueuse &Innau I proches do OX0 pour on nomibre do
Las lots constituant rinstaflation (machine impulsionnelle, Mach do 10 cc do rtasr= d4w Ecoulemonuts eatibremnct
systame do vide, remplissage supervision, usoyens Iaminafires swdo maquettes do dimnension importante.
d'acquisition) ant MA mis an point. Cefte installation constitut donc en mojen particulifrement
La chambre A arc R4 a slors W: inst aleot miss on srvAce prhdoux pow Is qualification do -sAthodes do msesure
fin juin 1991 snec remphisage A razote, jusqu' novembre optiques, at Is nalisation do ens tests permettant Is
M9L H43RT 5 . 118 at pi maximal, 875 1'Pa ont EW validation do codes do calcal.

atteints. Ainsi los msais qui ant M: mnenis danm ewte sotfflrie solon
Stir ceits chambra do conception nouvaell des mimes au ont cc double pon do ue, ant conduit Anne validation mutuelle
technologiques oant Ete adeesaires. Drabord tin problams des mifthodes do mewsu at do calcuL
d'isolants catr Electrodes at ports-dledrodes. Puis one
modification do circtit d~alimentation pour 6viter rarret d& L& souffieri P4 ean actu~elmeat en casdo miss an point
rare par tin protectio do giiafteur plac. xw It drait at coastituu on important owl) d'lnvastigation des seffts de
do mass commutn at sensible ame courauts parasites &an ga r64l paraflhlasmsat A d'autrea installatios europdennes
niveau do Is chambra A arm Avant d'aboutir A men solution at notammont MoE.
d~finitive Usa 626 aicessair dloler Is "nwe midtalliquie ave IA domains vis permet wie larg exploration do conditons
tin U~p& do pit silasthas (Rhodrsail CAR4) avn chaque Cassius diffdretes. pendant des temps do rafale
tir (Mzots) on tan cheaisage nylon (d"ba des msais A l'ai). ralativaemat RosM, da pl~uses ninaes do milissamds.
Au coat des cash A ructe quuiques mauk do variation do LA probliwsme odanel do an type do soufl~eria Amw at a"lt
parametres oat ad fails pw optimiser Is forms at Is do Is poIhlutin do llm deasa per has prdi I - do
distance des Electrodes, Is nature des holaatak Ina matdrisux Mad=l dos electrodes at dos samfa ew coat"d ame Is,

at[aprtetls e"se, sdes bouomw p& Des disp=lms pdalitiales owt Is prises, Iows do Is
*p"Whf powr obteni how expulsion A Is pression soahaitis coacceion do Is cambre A are. pow minmieser an
in ftglas. do I& machine impulsiamndel. ponutiom, MotamwMa pw Is mine em rotafto n o&i rpd

Seas Is pression des haft utuilhsa inwcasha m im rair oam do rare ehodirqms L'aalyae do I& quat des aalmuhents
ad aboodls dbs nowoubre 19Mlet a poursuiveat Ouslquss ches view do commeam at dos am~waora
smas A Pints sow cependant bureads per musple Iarn techobmlaglque vissat AuMindw la on pooble ha
d'oaaai par ls Directi do Is flyaylWu pow identifier patimxhmsk@taMqm~ trne dam Tdcbwoahmat sad em
r~coulmemnt =n velus at mwaes en deldenm des ihieame aw fudsdol at pourrd Isis aqamtie A h dwbM5 III ~ noseas- (Fig. 21). raos As ,e- bemwoWu do uavf pow 11abe 1 1 eM
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les objectifs aslsignvA A K4 masa son utilisamar jusqu'l des n1 ow ADR H.chnas by mAMNO C.lil sm 'nwevwrIo = -IT
conditions d'essai d'eathalpie rdduate moyenne, de l'ordre de; flemow Sciences~ - imig~mt(vss a u~md 9-1d27' Igo.
100, devrait pouvoir cnimcnceprocAahpaaimn Mcn&z(Nna)aaracm812
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Marrnign on pour la code de calml HOMARD2 ains qua lazut 12 ICMD Oxor (G) uy92 1990
col1igues de la Di.'tiio de La Physique Gbnftle pour la M GIARA 0OnR.BRES AGE9 RNOSG
mire en oeum des moyezs de mewvw zptqupu dons Lan OODEFROY IC., LASOOR~CEVP. LEFEBVRE U.. MOHSAMED A.,
soufflenes R5 et P4: MM. Bouchard3 , Bmuaw, Duna4 Pal a PEAIATM., PHILBERTM,. SAGNIER?., SURGE1J. etTODHI I?.P
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The High Enthalpy Facilities HEG and TH 2 in Germany

G. Eitelberg ) and H. Olivier 2)

I)DLR, Bunsenstr. 10, D - 3400 Gottingen and 2)RWTII Aachen,

StoBwellenlabor, Templergraben 55, D - 5100 Aachen

Germany

SUMMARY flow fields.

A shock tunnel consists of a driver, driven

The two high enthalpy shock tunnels in Aachen section, nozzle, and dump tank with test

and Gottingen, both Germany, are described. section (see Fig. 1). Detailed characteristics of

Both of these are shock tunnels operating in the the Aachen shock tunnel may be found in (Ref.

reflected mode. The Aachen tunnel has a 2), the Gottingen tunnel HEG is described in

heated driver and the Gottingen tunnel has a (Ref. 3). Driver and driven section are

free piston driver. The Aachen tunnel has been separated by the main diaphragm. The driver

in operation for a number of years already and section is filled with the so-called driver gas,

the characteristic operating conditions of this usually helium, at an initial pressure p4 and

tunnel are described. The tunnel in Gottingen temperature T4 . In the HEG, the burst

(1-lEG) is currently being established. In this conditions p4 and T4 are achieved by a fast

paper the first commissioning results of this adiabatic compression of the driver gas with a

tunnel are being described. The Aachen tunnel free flying piston. The driven section contains

TH2 covers a testing range in air from perfect the test gas, usually air, at an initial pressure Pl

gas behaviour to real gas behaviour with and temperature T1 . Before the test starts the

significant oxygen dissociation effects. The dump tank is evacuated. It is separated from

HEG was designed to operate in the flow the driven section by another, thin diaphragm

regimes were also significant nitrogen to avoid the inflow of the test gas into the

dissociation dominates, dump tank before the test starts. Figure 1 shows

schematically the setup of the tunnel and the

1. SHOCK TUNNEL OPERATING pressure distribution within the shock tube for

PRINCIPLES various times during the run. To start the

operation, the diaphragm between driver and

The elementary shock tube performance is well driven section is allowed to burst. Then a shock

documented in a number of text books (e.g. wave forms into the test gas (1) increasing its

Ref. 1). It will thus be sufficient to bring into pressure and temperature to p2 and T2 in the

attention the usual notations of the different region (2). Behind this shock wave the contact

i l I II I I I I I I II I I I I i
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surface follows which separates the driver and 2. THE AACHEN SHOCK TUNNEL TH2

driven gas. The driver gas acts like a piston

which compresses the test gas rapidly. 2.1 Typical Air Flow Data and Calibration of

the Aachen Shock Tunnel TH 2

A few milliseconds after the bursting of the

diaphragm the incident shock wave arrives at During the last years the tunnel was mainly

the end wall of the driven section. The Aachen operated under test conditions which are listed

and the Gottingen shock tunnels operate in the in Tab. 1. The main purpose of these conditions

reflected mode, i.e., the incident shock wave is is to study the influence of real gas effects on

reflected at the end wall and thereafter hypersonic aerodynamics. Therefore the

propagates upstream. During this reflection stagnation temperature is varied between 1500

process the second diaphragm between driven K and 4700 K, which covers at the lower limit

secton and nozzle burst and the nozzle flow perfect gas behaviour and at the upper limit

starts. The flow velocity behind the reflected real gas behaviour with significant oxygen

shock is zero to a first approximation if the dissociation behind the bow shock. Of course

outflow into the nozzle is neglected. The not only these test conditions can be generated

complete kinetic energy of the shock heated but also all other possible test section flows

gas in region (2) is thus converted to high which are within the operating characteristics

temperature and pressure of the stagnant region of the shock tunnel.

(5) behind the reflected shock. The compressed

test gas having a termperature of a few The calibration of the test flow is performed by

thousand degrees centigrade expands measuring the Pitot pressure distribution in

subsequently through the nozzle. The high streamwise and crosswise directions and by

stagnation enthalpy is thus converted to a high stagnation point heat flux measurements to

free stream velocity in the test section. determine the stagnant enthalpy (Ref.2)

In the following a summary description of the To get a first knowledge of the thermal and

Aachen shock tunnel TH 2 is given. The chemical free stream properties, calculations of

second part of the paper gives a brief the nozzle flow have been performed, which

discussion of the distinguishing characteristics take into account vibrational and chemical

of the IIEG. relaxation processes of a five component air

model (Ref. 4). The high nozzle reservoir

pressure prohibits the evolution of big amounts

of dissociated species in the flow.

I-!
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Therefore at the nozzle exit for test condition cp = p (1)

IV (see Tab. 1) only 0.2 % atomic oxygen and 2uO

3 % NO are expected so that the chemical

composition of the free stream in front of the q

model even at this high nozzle supply P., u,. (h, - h,)

temperature can be regarded as atmospheric

air. Of course the accuracy of the achieved pressure

coefficients and Stanton numbers also depend

2.2 Operating procedure to determine the on the knowledge of the considered free stream

flow conditions of TH 2 conditions. From the experimental point of

view it makes no sense to try to increase the

To determine the actual flow performances the accuracy of the measured model surface

shock tunnel is equipped with several values, like the pressure p or the heat flux q,

measuring gauges. In the driver section the unless the knowledge of the free stream

supply pressure p4 of the driver gas as well as conditions is adequate.

the gas temperature T4 are measured. The

speed of the incidea, shock is deduced from the The procedure to determine the free stream

signals of three pressure gauges which are conditions is as follows: The formula of Fay

.',stalled at different axial positions near the and Riddell (Ref. 5) (see Eq. 3) gives an

end wall. The last of these three gauges also implicit equation for the stagnation temperature

gives the nozzle reservoir pressure. Within the Ts at the stagnation point behind a normal

test section a Pitot pressure gauge and a shpere shock. The stagnation point heat flux %P, is

with a thermocouple at its stagnation point are measured during the test:

mounted (see Fig. 1). For the determination of

the flow conditons these two gauges give the 4sph = 0.94 (pLp) 0°' (pjp,)°-4.

most important informations. The measured

Pilot pressure and stagnation paint heat flux of

the sphere are used to deduce the stagnation I + (Le, 5 2 - 1) "•s ] (hh' d I 3)

enthalpy ho, the specific free stream mass flux I dx

p,,u.. and the dynamic pressure l/2p,.u, 2 . Of

course in this case the free stream density and

velocity are also known. The knowledge of the The subscript w indicates the wall conditions

total enthalpy, specific mass flux and dynamic and the subscript s the flow conditions at an

pressure is necessary to determine pressure imaginary stagnation point of the external flow.

coefficients (Eq. 1) and simplified Stanton Le indicates the Lewis number and du/dxl, is

numbers (Eq. 2) from surface pressure and heat the tangential velocity gradient at the

flux measurements around a model: stagnation point. All stagnation values at the

right hand side ot Eq. (3) are computed as

function of the Pitot pressure and the stagnation
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temperature, where an equilibrium flow 1- - f P 1"

- .(5)

between shock and stagnation point is assumed.

During the routine use of this formula, it turned

out, that to achieve a high accuracy of the A complete description of the method will be

stagnation temperature it is necessary to given in (Ref. 6).

employ a more accurate flow model for the The accuracy of these expressions

computation of the velocity gradient (Ref. 6) have been tested, comparing the values given

than it was proposed by Fay and Riddell (Ref. by Eqs. (4) and (5) with corresponding ones

5) and others. Using this more accurate ftow found by a complete nozzle calculation for

model for the stagnation point region, the equilibrium air and frozen flow (Ref. 8). At

accuracy of the deduced stagnation 5000 K stagnation temperature the difference

temperatures, achieved from Eq. (3) could be between the mass flux given by Eq. (4) and the

increased by approximately 10 % (Ref. 6). nozzle calculation only amounts to I % (Ref.

9). The same holds for the dynamic pressure.
To compute the free stream values p.., u. 0 and

p. simple normal shock relations are applied, But the main advantage of the described

where the conditions behind the shock are method is, that it only uses alues which are

reduced to the measured and computed measured within the test section. In short

stagnation values. Between the shock and the duration facilities, free stream conditions in

stagnation point a constant density flow is particular are sometimes hard to determine.

assumed. This leads to very simple equations The general recommendation is to deduce these

for the free stream values. As it has been values from the nozzle reservoir conditions

shown by Stalker (Ref. 7) for blunt bodies this behind the reflected shock, where the pressure

assumption is even valid for high enthalpy is usually recorded and the temperature

flows with real gas effects. The solution of this calculated from the measured values of the

set of equations for the considered mass initial driven section temperature T, and the

fluxand dynamic pressure is (Ref.9): shock Mach number. With these values a

nozzle calculation is performed which gives the

desired free stream conditions. However. using

P. u.,, = )[ (h, . the recommended method a lot of uncertainties
enter the problem. These arise due to several

problems:

-- T. - - (4)p' h- due to complex reflected shock shapes at the

shock tube end wall, a reliable computation

and of the reservoir temperature is not possible.

2 also due to unknown influence of heat losses

pea u2 .o = i (h, - h..). caused by radiation and driver gas

contamination;
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- the computation of the nozzle flow is not very which is in excellent agreement with the

reliable due to uncertain chemical and experimental value. This example shows, that

thermal models of the nozzle flow, and also the used method is also valid for

due to uncertain description of the nonequilibrium free stream conditions,

transitional and turbulent nozzle boundary provided that between shock and stagnation

layer; point the flow comes to equilibrium (Ref.6).

- using the measured nozzle reservoir and Pitot In Fig. 2 it is seen that during the flow starting

pressure for a nozzle flow calculation, in process, t •2 ms, obviously the stagnation

short duration facilities the time delay caused temperature develops from a very high vahle,

by the finite signal travelling speed between which is remarkably higher than that of the

the signals of the reservoir and the test stationary flow phase. This is an unphysical

section has to be taken into account. This phenomenon, therefore in this region the time

time delay can not be predicted very history is marked as broken line. The reason for

precisely. this is given by the relatively long rise time of

the Pitot pressure compared to that of the

All these p-oblems are avoided, if, as it is stagnation point heat flux (Ref. 6).

described, the free stream conditions are

determined without referring to the nozzle 2.3 Typical results of pressure and heat flux

reservoir conditions. Figure 2 shows typical measurements

time histories of the stagnation temperature, as

they are achieved from the measured stagnation As a typical result of pressure and heat flux

point heat flux and the described method. For measurements and the following data reduction

comparison there are also shown theoretical of these values to pressure coefficients and

values of the stagnation temperature which Stanton numbers. Fig. 3 shows the results of 4

have been computed from the nozzle reservoir tests with a double ellipsoid model, which was

condition assuming both an equilibrium flow used as test case of the Antibes Workshop Part

along the nozzle up to the stagnation point ind I, 11 (Ref. 10). Tests with other models and at

a frozen flow. The nozzle reservoir temperature otlher t1 % ,•onditions have also been performed

has been computed from the measured flt , fl mc c the results of these 4 tests are

reservoir pressure. ;w'h - i tic same flow condition, Fig. 3

als( j y', tvypical repeatability margins for this

For the highest stagnation temperature in Fig. case.

2, the deviation from the equilibrium value is

due to the fact, that for this flow condition the It is seen that in general the repeatability is

free stream is not fully in equilibrium. A quasi good, even in critical region of strong pressure

I D-nonequilibrium computation for the and heat flux gradients it is still satisfactory. As

stagnation point streamline yielded the expected the deviations of the pressure

stagnation temperaure Tg.aoneq. (see Fig. 2), coefficient are smaller than those of the
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Stanton number, because the pressure is not so the driver gas (usually helium). At the

sensitive to changes of the free stream downstream end of the compression tube the

properties as the heat flux. In general, the primary diaphragm is located.

repeatability of the considered parameters

depend on the free stream Mach number, The shock tube has a length of 17 m and an

Reynolds number, etc. On the other hand, for a internal diameter of 0.15 m. The downstream

fixed nozzle geometry these values depend on end of the shock tube acts as the reservoir for

the nozzle reservoir conditions. Of course, with the nozzle.

some similarity laws deviations of the Mach

and Reynolds number from one test to each The HEG nozzle is contoured to provide

other can be accounted for. But these laws are parallel flow in the test section at Mach 7 -9

often only valid for simple shapes, like a flat depending on the reservoir enthalpy achieved.

plate, and for laminar boundary layers. The nozzle has a length of 3.75 m, throat

Therefore to achieve a high repeatability it is diameter of 22 mm and exit diameter of .88 m.

necessary to reproduce the nozzle reservoir The Mach number decreases with increasing

conditions as well as possible. For the tests of reservoir enthalpy due to the increase of the

Fig. 3 the maximum deviation of the nozzle free stream temperature.

reservoir pressure for all 4 tests was 4,6 %,

which gave a maximum repeatability margin of The piston is accelerated with air from the

7 % for the Pitot pressure. Therefore the free wrap-around secondary buffer at the upstream

stream deviations were so small, that a Mach end of the compression tube. The fill pressures

and Reynolds number correction were not for the compression tube are selected such that

applied to the results shown in Fig. 3. the designed burst pressures for the primary

diaphragm are achieved with the compression

3. THE HEG ratio of X = 60, which yields a driver gas

temperature of approximately T5 = 4200 K (the

3.1 Description of the HEG driver gas is initially at ambient temperature).

When the piston, through its inertia, has

Like all free piston driven shock tunnels, the compressed the driver gas to the required

HEG is used to provide simulation capability pressure level, the primary diaphragm bursts,

for the dissociation effects in both oxygen and starting the shock tube operation.

also nitrogen. The arrangement of the free

piston driven shock tunnel HEG consists of As the aim is to produce high enough

three main sections: the driver section enthalpies for nitrogen dissociation simulation,

including the air buffer for piston acceleration; very strong shocks are required in the driven

the driven tube; and the nozzle and test section. tube. The characteristic dissociation energy of

The driver section consists of a 33m long nitrogen is Ed = 34 MJ/kg . Through adiabatic

compression tube of internal diameter 0.55m heating of the driver gas with the help of a

within which the free flying piston compresses heavy piston, specific enthalpies h, comparable
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with the above value can be achieved in pressures up to 50 bar. In front of the

combination with high densities. The high piston is the driver gas (normally helium)

densities are required in order to obtain which has currently been compressed up

sufficiently short dissociation lengths. The to 500 bars, at which point a diaphragm

dissociation energy of nitrogen is also ruptures initiating the shock tube flow. A

comparable with the specific energy of an summary of conditions tested in the HEG

orbital flight vehicle E = v2 /2. so far is given in Table 2. Parameters and

methods of measuring were:

3.2 Calibration Status of the HEG

- Piston trajectory. Sensors located at 5

Calibration of HEG is performed by measuring positions along the compression tube

parameters at various positions within the monitor the time at which the piston

facility and then making comparisons with passes from which the piston trajectory as

currently available modelling. Of principal a function of position and time has been

importance is the characterization of the flow determined. The main part of the

at the exit ot the HEG nozzle (free-stream trajectory agrees with the prediction

conditions). Here parameters are required when within the resolution of the modelling.

making comparisons with computer modelling The prediction method is described by

of reentry conditions as experienced by, for McIntyre and Atcitty (Ref. 12).

example, Hermes. It is also important to

establish the uniformity of the flow for each of - Driver gas pressure.Two Kistler piezo-

the operating conditions, electric pressure gauges mounted at the

end of the compression tube monitore the

As well as calibration measurements in the driver gas pressure (helium) as a function

nozzle, flow upstream is to be measured as it of time. A comparison of an experimental

influences both the free-stream conditions and result with a numerical prediction from

the safety and lifetime of the facility. (Ref.12) is given in Figure 4.

Measurements in the shock tube section

provide input data on the entry conditions of - Holding time. The holding time (the time

the nozzle while measurements in the during which the driver gas pressure

compression tube will monitor the piston remains within 10% of its peak value

motion which can influence the operating time starting after the diaphragm rupture) can

of the facility. be inferred from the helium pressure trace.

The diaphragm burst time is determined

3.2.1 Driver Section from the signal at the first shock regis-

tration sensor which is positioned in the

The driver section of HEG consists of a free- shock tube right behind the diaphragm.

moving piston which is accelerated along The holding times achieved are of the

the tube by high pressure air currently at order of 1.8 ms
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applications.

- Brake deformation. Measurement of the

brake (used to bring the piston to rest) Modelling of the above parameters is

before and after the shot have been used to performed by using the equilibruim shock

provide an indication of the final stages of tunnel program (ESTC) developed by

the piston trajectory. The brake deformation McIntosh (Ref. 13). Input parameters are the

has been in the expected range. initial shock tube pressure and the shock

wave velocity. Predicted are the conditions

3.2.2 Shock Tube behind the reflected shock. To account for

non-tailored conditions (an expansion or

After diaphragm rupture, a shock wave is compression of the reservoir gas), an

generated which propagates along the shock isentropic expansion or compression is used

tube, heating and compressing the test gas, to arrive at the measured reservoir pressure

normally air, in the experiments so far, (see Morgan et al(Ref. 14)).

nitrogen. After reaching the end of the tube, the

shock reflects and propagates back upstream. Results:

Behind the reflected shock, the gas is stationary

and at a high temperature and pressure. This Four nozzle reservoir pressure traces are

region serves as the reservoir for the nozzle. shown, filtered, in Figure 5. These were

obtained at identical burst pressures with

Parameters and methods of measuring are varying shock tube fill pressure. The analysis

(cf. Table 2): of these results leads to a tailoring condition

of Pshock tube =- 0.33 bar for pburst =

- Initial shock tube pressure. 500 bar. A summary of the operated shock

tube conditions is given in Table 2. From

- Shock velocity. Five ionization gauges Figure 5 it can be seen, that at the

situated at various points along the shock Pburst = 500 bar conditions constant

tube record the passing of the initial reservoir conditions are achievable for nearly

shock. These, together with a pressure 2 ms. The reservoir pressures obtained are

measurement at the end of the shock tube, considerably higher than the predicted values

provide six measurement locations giving using the Page-Stalker correlation (Ref. 15).

five shock velocities.

3.2.3 Test Section

- Nozzle reservoir pressure. Two Kistler

pressure gauges at the end of the shock The contoured nozzle designed by

tube record the time history of the reser- Hannemann(Ref. 16) has been used. Flow

voir pressure. The positioning of the pres- duration is limited because of the drainage of

sure transducers in the end wall of the the reservoir and because of contamination of

shock tube is novel in shock tunnel the test gas by the driver gas.



luminosity photographs were also

Measurements: evaluated in respect to the shock stand-off

distance. Both evaluations yield a bow

Pitot pressure. Pitot pressure has been shock which is closer than the predictions

measured currently at one location only. for perfect gas yield. The density jump

This together with a hemispherical probe across the shock along the stagnation

for stagnation point heat transfer, similar streamline can be estimated at

to the arrangement shown in Figure 1. For approximately p/p =10, where the test

the Pburst =- 500 bar condition a gas used is nitrogen. This means that

characteristic pressure trace is shown in considerable dissociation occurs behind

Figure 6. For a duration of tm _= 1.5 ms an the shock. An average degree of

approximately constant pressure level of dissociation behind the shock along the

pt-j4 5 0 mbar is obtained. This agrees stagnation streamline can be estimated to

reasonably with the result predicted by the be c =-0.3.

quasi- ID-calculation using STUBE (Ref.
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output is currently at a preliminary stage

only. The results of such a preliminary

evaluation, as performed by Grauer-

Carstensen (Ref. 17) are encouraging.

- Flow visualization. Holographic

interferometry was used to provide

measurements of the shock stand-off

distance on an oblique cylinder, which is

indicative of the density and therefore the

degree of dissociation of the flow. A

comparison of the measured shock

standoff distance with various theoretical

predictions is shown in Figure 7 for two

different experiments. The flow
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SUMMARY The uncertainties in the experimental data are still
very large and no reliance can be given to CFD tools

Among all kind of wind tunnel experiments undertaken until experimental data of high quality are
up to now by Dassault Aviation to develop the available in order to support code validation.
European HERMES shuttle, those relative to heat
transfer measurements could be the last to be fully Also, the correct simulation of the full scale flow

accompl ished. conditions is of key importance for the correctness
of the heat transfer measurements as much as for

To some extent, one could say that difficulties came force or pressure results.
from sensors themselves, from their integration
conditions, and finally from additional similitude Dassault Aviation began hypersonic heat transfer
parameters not considered before. measurements for the european Hermes space shuttle

The paper introduces to Dassault Aviation so-called by the end of 1986 with the available methodologies
"in several European facilities.

"insulated models" and describes the ongofig The tests could be classified in the following way:
activity developed with the collaboration of

Aertacchi. -for local measurements, "thick wall" techniques on
steel high conductivity models, using platinum thin

The models have the purpose of making heat transfer film sensors on insulating inserts or co-axial

measurements with correct simulation of surface filmoses ;

temperatures due to its demonstrated effect on thermocouples;

boundary layer transition. -for global measurements "thick wall" mapping
techniques using thermusensitive paints on low

A number of pathfinder models have been developed conductivity models ("Silastfne" siliconic rubber).
for this purpose: after a first attempt made by
using a machinable ceramic, the second one was By 1989 it was clearly demonstrated that results

intended for surface temperatures up to 400 °C and obtained on identical scale models tested in the

was made in a temperature resistant composite same cold hypersonic blow-down wind tunnel were not

material, and the third one. able to sustain skin consistent.
te s above 1000 C, is made by an The typical test result (Fig. 1) shows what looks

inslati crac clike an anticipated transition at a-4o" on the
insulating ceramic coating on a steel core. nuaeils~emdl

insulated Silast6ne model.

The fluid-dynamic and technological aspects related After careful roughness checks, such trends were
with the design and manufacture of these models are attributed to skin temperature differences. In the
described, specific test conditions the two procedures led to
LIST OF S-.S very different ratios of Tw/T'i, being respectively

in the order of 0.3 for the metallic model and 0.5
C specific heat (J/Kg/OK) for the Silastdne one.
,i depth (m) Due to the critical importance of having the correct
k thermal conductivity (W/m/*K) boundary layer transition and associated heat

time (sec) fluxes, it became necessary to develop a new family
Tw wall temperature (*K) of models by which to make heat transfer
T'j flow temperature after bow shock (OK) measurements with correct skin temperature.
a thermal diffusivity - k/pc The present paper summarizes the work done up to now
p density (Kg/m 3 ) in this respect.

1. INITRODUCTIO 2. FLUID-WIIMIC REQUIREMENTS

Wall temperature may effect hypersonic flowfields
Heat transfer measurements have a large importance and related heat transfer rates through a variety of
in the design of high speed and re-entry vehicles mIchanis.
and must still be considered an area of technical In 'cold" (i.e. perfect gas) hypersonic flows wall
risk requiring development of the experimental temperature affects 1-5.10:
"techniques.
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-local skin friction and Stanton number in laminar It was initially meant for tests in the "cold"
and turbulent boundary layers; hypersonic regime at ONERA S4MA (M=6.4 and 10) and

-boundary layer thickness and related viscous R3Ch (M-10) blow down wind tunnels.
interaction phenomena; Later shift of the emphasis to higher temperature

-mostly important, boundary layer stability and flows brougth to the decision to use the model as a
transition; first step in heat transfer measurements in the new

high enthalpy tunnels ONERA F4 in Toulouse 7 and DLR
-shock-wave/boundary layer interactions and related RWTH2 in Aachen 6 (Fig. 4) .

separated flows. Postponed for reasons without relation with the
The topic of wall temperature effect on transition model, the tests are now scheduled for early autumn
at hypersonic speed is discussed in detail in refs. 1992.
4-5, but is still unclear. For moderate cooling I, the meantime a new specification was issued by
transition is delayed, just as for subsonic flow, September 1991, focusing on the need to reach flight
while for highly cooled walls there is evidence of temperature ratios (Tw/T'i = 0.3 to 0.35) in the
reversal of such a trend. same high temperature flow conditions (Model

In high temperature hypersonic flows further effects 3036.2).
come in, related to: The following parts of this paper will •'-us on the
-the non-linear behaviour of heat transfer, since description of the design and technt. , choices

Stanton number depends on fluid properties at the related with the design and manufacture UT these two
wall; models.

-the change in the level of gas dissociation with
temperature (for equilibrium flows or in presence 4. NEDIIN TEMPERATIRES: Model 3036.1
of wall catalycity).

All of the above arguments stress the importance of 4.1 The requir nt
making hypersonic tests in general, and heat
transfer measurements in particular, on models After the difficulties encountered by the first
having the correct tenmerature ratio Tw/T'i (for ceramic model, the 1990 requirement aimed mainly at
"cold" flows) and correct surface temperatures (for obtaining a model made in a tougher material and
"hot" flows). using a technology that could be extended to the

manufacture of a complete model, even at the expense
of the maximum allowable skin temperature.

3. THE CONCEPT OF THEnODEL.S It called for a material:

The models are partial models whose geometry is -able to withstand a continuous service temperature
representative of the front part of an early Hermes of 50 OC with local surface temperature peaks of
shape at 1/30 scale. Their purpose is to develop and 400 *C for periods up to 15 secs;
prove the technology of model manufacture and -having a low thermal conductivity so that the
instrumentation and the related experimental proce- required surface temperatures could be achieved
dures. during the available running time.

This requirement called for limits in the so calledDassault Aviation built a first pathfinder model in "thermal product" J-pik which had to satisfy the
1990. The model was composed of an upper steel part following relationship:
including attachment to the sting and a removable
windward part made of machinable MACOR ceramic. The
equipment essentially consisted in platinum thin ' t"n iiV i much as possible;

film sensors produced by ONERA (Fig. 2). -having an ultimate bending strength of 15 Kg/mm2 or
The major difficulties encountered during both more up to the service temperature of 250 "C;
machining and thin film equipment of this simplified -having enough toughness and resistance to thermal
model have cancelled any hope to build conplete stresses;
Hermes models (including removable control surfaces) -being machinable or formable to precise (surface
in such brittle materials, tolerance of t.05 mm) and complex shapes and small

Only few tests could be performed with this model in thicknesses (few mm);
a narrow temperature range, which did not allow to -allowing a good surface finish (order of 1 pm).
draw any conclusion about the influence of the wall
temperature on heat transfer measurements. 4.2 Choice of the mteial

At this stage AerMacchi was chosen to carry on with
this kind of models. The search for the appropriate material was
A first version (Model 3036.1, Fig. 3 ) was produced conducted on a broad spectrum of options. Of course
during 1991 by using an advanced temperature any conventional metallic material is ruled out by
resistant composite material. A body flap was added its high thermal conductivity and even "low
to the basic nose in order to include a typical conductivity" stainless steels have a thermal
control surface component with its associated high product as high as 7500.
loads and small thicknesses. The following classes of materials have been

This model is equipped with chromel/constantan examined:

co-axial thermocouples developed and integrated by - refractory materials (fused bonded silica)

ONERA and is suitable for short test times and - graphites
surface temperatures up to 400° C. - high temperature plastics and composites.



Graphites have been quickly ruled out by their low b) poly-imides release a large amount of volatiles
mechanical strength and high conductivity, and during polymerization. This limits the maximum
refractory materials because of their low strength. thickness of the plates and calls for special

A range of advanced ceramics, promising high evacuation procedures;

toughness and resistance to thermal shocks, was c) polymerization requires a temperature of 300 °C
examined (see Table 1), but very few of them were and pressures of 15 bar which is above what
found to have or approach the required properties. normally required for conventional composites. A

Ceramics were finally dropped because of the heated platen press was used.

difficulty in the producticn of precise shapes and From the point of view of the wind tunnel model
in the fastening of components. requirements the main drawback of the approach was

Plastics have had in recent years a rapid evolution related to the layered structure of the final blocks

towards higher temperature resistance, this evolu- which raised concern about its degree of isotropy.

tion being driven mainly by the manufacture of
engine cowlings for civil and military aviation.

A panorama of advanced polymers is reported in Table 4.4 Qualification tests
2, which was limited to commercially available T
materials, thus excluding laboratory or "new" The following qualification tests were performed in
materials which could not be procured within the order to verify the achievement of the original

planned time frame, specification:

The table shows poly-imides as the family of a) inspection of the composite laminate by ultraso-
polymers with the highest temperature resistance. nic technique in order to guarantee the absence
Among this large family there is still a variety of of blisters within the layers;
products from the different manufacturers and with b) measurement of the glass transition temperature,
different properties. which was shown to be about 330 *C. This

The final choice was based on the following priority guarantees a service temperature (at low
criteria: stresses) up to 300 °C and can be exceeded

1-highest temperature resistance, which, for a locally for short periods since the resin is a

termosetting polymer, is measured by its glass termoset and its transition temperature is

transition temperature; actually raised by heating to 300 *C.

2-availability as a reinforced composite in order c)measurement of the mechanical characteristics,

to achieve the required strength; which showed a tensile strength of 48 Kg/mm2 up
to 250 "C ter the simmetrical and balanced

3- availability in the form of machinable plates and laminate.
blocks, reinforced with "short" fibers in order d) measurement of the thermal characteristics in
to achieve a macroscopically isotrope structure. terms of t tyral conductiviticsSunterms of heat capacity anti conductivity. Such

The choice fell on the resin system called PMR-15, measurements showed that the degree of non-
originally developed by NASA Lewis Research Center, isotropy of the laminate is in fact much less
having a declared glass transition temperature in than expected and that final values of the
excess of 400 "C and commercially available from thermal product fall exactly within the required
different manufacturers. This choice satisfied boundary (Fig. 5).
criteria 1) and 2) above but not criterion 3), since
the composite, at the time, was only available in e)geometrical and surface roughness inspection.
the form of glass and carbon fibre pre-pregs for the
preparation of laminates.

4.5 Simlatad behaviour

4.3 Production procssS The behaviour of the model durino wind tunnel tests

The production process envisaged for the manufacture was simulated for the model stagnation point by one
of the model required: dimensional finite volume solution of the Fourier

heat transfer equation using the actual temperature

a) polymerization of the cloth pre-pregs in the form dependent material properties and the estimated heat
of thick plates; cloths are stacked in the form a fluxes. Heat radiation from the model surface was
symmetrical and balanced laminate so that a also taken into account.
macroscopic isotropy is achieved at least in the
plane of the layers; Simulations have been made for the casu of ONERA S4

wind tunnel at M-10 where tests were initially
b) bonding of such plates in blocks of the re;uired planned. The estimated initial stagnation point heat

thickness; flux by using conventional semi-empirical approxima-

c) machining of the blocks to the final shape by tions (e.g. see ref. 1) in this case is about 0.4
using special tools on conventional N/C milling MW/m2 . Figs. 6 and 7 show that the limit skin
machines. temperature is reached after less than 10 secs of

The technological difficulties of the process were running time. Also shows the desired large Increase
mainly related to the difficulties in the polymeri- in surface temperatures comrpared to a conventional
zation of the pre-pregs since: steel model. The model heating is limited to a depth

a) the resin contains carcinogenic substances which of less than 5 mm and falls down rapidly after the

may be harmful and require safety precautions; end of the blow.
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The running time of the ONFRA F4 arc-jet tunnel now 5.2 Selection of the coating
considered for tests is only 10 msec. Free stream
conditions and stagnation point heat fluxes have After a first review of the new requirement the

been estimated from the published nominal operationg concept of a model made by bulk ceramic material was

points 6 by assuming equilibrium flow expansion in again ruled out on the basis of considerations

the tunnel nozzle and the well known Fay-Riddel similar to the earlier ones. The thermal shock

correlation
9 (Fig. 8). stresses in this case are much larger, thus raising

the risk of brittle fracture, the mechanical
Figs 9 to 11 show that the model characteristics strength requirement would ask for very hard
are well balanced for testing at the low density materials which are very difficult to shape and
boundary of the tunnel performance (nozzle 1, min almost impossible to machine and finally the problem
pressure) where the heat flux is about 5 MW/m2. of fastening different model components would be a
Again a surface temperature above 500 °C is reached very tough one.
before the end of the run. A higher temperature
resistance is required for the higher density cases. The fact that only a thin layer of insulation is

sufficient to achieve the desired temperatures

creates the possibility of making a ceramic coating
4.6 Heat flux ifstrmLnfltation to an otherwise conventional metallic model, which

is a ouch more attractive option.
Twelve standard ONERA coaxial thermocouples. are

distributed along the windward certerline. including Two processes have been evaluated:

the flap. The metallic deposit which makes a) a glass ceramic coating achieved by electrophore-

electrical surface contact between chromel and tic techniques;
constantan is less than one micron thick, thus b) a zirconia (Zr02) coating applied via an

ensuring measurement of the temperature at the model intermediate MCrAIY bond coat by the plas.-a spray
surface. Its ability to withstand erosion is very technique.
high and, in case of need, repair is quick and easy, Option a) required a fairly long and expensive
directly in the wind tunnel, development program in order to find the appropriate

Having an external diameter of 2.7 mm, one can glass/metal combination having matched expansion

verify that the thermal wave is contained within the coefficients, the required temperature resistance

boundaries of the thermocouple for the expected and thermal piupertie4.
runtime of the high enthalpy facilities. This Option b) is a technololy which was developed for

enables simplified data processing without any the thermal protection of engine turbine blades and

interference from the thermal characteristics of the is considered to be a more "mature" technology.

surrounding model material. Its main advantages are:

-very good resistance to thermal shock;

-possibility to use different ceramics, with varying
5. HIGH TEJERAIRES: Nodel 3036.2 thermal properties and toughness on almost any

metal core;

5.1 The requiremnt -the coating contains approx 10% porosity which
helps increase the thermal insulation further. In

Following the increasing emphasis in high temperatu- fact the average thermal conductivity of the

re hypersonics the new requirement issued in c ting a verage tseonl c.3 of the

septenmber Ig91 called for a model able to allow coating as sprayed is only 1.3 W/n 'K.

testing in the full operational envelope of the F4 Its limits are:

and RWTH2 wind tunnels with representative skin -the need to test the spraying procedure on several
temrperatures. specimens of each component in order to achieve a

In particular the specification asked for: uniform thickness;

a) the capability to reach surface temperatures in -the high rougnness of the deposited layer (about 2
excess of 1000 9C, preferably as high as 1300 OC; um), which requires some kind of polishing of a

b) the lowest possible heat conductivity (thermal very hard surface;

product Fp-1i,'zoo), so that the model can reach -the difficulty of obtaining and mantaining sharp
the desired skin tenperatures within tne 10 msec corners.
running time;

c) again, that material and processes shall permit 5.3 Production process
to build complex complete models instrumented
with about 100 thermocouples. In order to The following production process has been devised:

demonstrate this possibility a number of -metal core pieces are produced and geometrically
representative model components is to be inspected as for a conventional model; three
manufactured and qualified. specimens are required for each final model

A look to the properties of ceramic materials (Table component;

1) shows that very few of them have a value of -pieces are coated by plasma spray technique and

thermal product low enough to satisfy requirement coating thickness is controlled and inspected by an

a). Also, a little thermal analysis 8 shows that the eddy current machine;

penetration depth of a heat pulse is h.4r.- , so -surface is finished by hand using special tools for
that a thickness of only 0.5 em Is involved In the hard materials in order to achieve the required
heating process. surface finish.
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5.4 Qualification tests -the available information show that the catalytic
properties of zirconia are not very different from

In order to asses the capability of the selected silica which is a typical material for the heat
coating to withstand the wind tunnel environment a shield "tiles" or "shingles";
nuuBber of qualification tests are performed. -in any case the ceramic powders used for the plasma
These include: spaying can be varied and their chemical
a) mechanical tests, for the presence and growth of composition adjusted, to some extent, in order to

cracks in the coating dur-ng repeated mechanical fit requirements in this sense. In particular
load; different metallic oxides (MgO. Y2 03 or Ce02) may

b) thermal resistance tests, by exposing specimens be added to ZrO2 for stabilization;

of the coating to heat pulses of 10 msec with a -both zirconia and silica are low catalicity
thermal flux of increasing intensity and materials. There is therefore a risk of contamina-
examining the presence of damage by metallogra- tion, scatter of results and increasing catalycity
phic techniques; with model wear, particularly in the high enthalpy

c) thermal "fatigue" tests, by again exposing corner of the tunnel envelope.

specimens to repeated thermal shocks at intensity
level and number of exposures representative of 6. CON.CLUSIONS
wind tunnel model usage.

The heat flux for the thermal tests is generated by Early heat tranfer tests of the HERMES shuttle have
a de-focused high power CO2 laser pulse (20 KW). shown the inqortance of having the correctasimulation of model surface teunperatures. This

evidence has started a technological research
5.5 Simulated behaviour activity for the development of appropriate

materials, instrumentation and manufacturing proces-
Temperature dlistributions In the coating at the ses for the production of wind tunnel models able to
model stagnation point have been simulated by using satisfy this requirement. Two pathfinder ,Ldels have
the same software and heat flux estimates described been produced up to now covering skin tenmeratures
above. Only room temperature material properties are up to 400 *C and 1000 °C respectively. Testing of
av-ilable at the moment. these models in ONERA F4, now planned in the fall of
Figures 12 to 14 show that: 1992, will demonstrate the technique and will open

-for the reference high enthalpy ce,,dition with the way to complete models which will help filling
nozzle 2 (case E) a local suiface temrperature of up the experimental aerothermodynamic data set of
1050 *C can be reached; the HERMES shuttle.

-the whole heating r"^zess is concentrated in the
coating layer and the steel is not heated above 60 ACJIOLEWEIS
*C; Special thanks to Dr. V. Wagner, Materials Science

-temperatures aboea 1000 *C last for less than I Specialist. Dr. A.M. Colonmo, New Technologies
msec and for a thickness of less than .01 rmm. Dept., Mr. F. Pacori, Wind Tunnel and Model Workshop

Manager and Dr. A. Masciocchi, Laboratory Specialist
of AerMacchi for their continuing support in this

5.6 Heat flux t project and to Mr. Gallazzi of Monfrini S.p.A. for
his assistance in the production of PMR-15

The model will be initially instruhented with the laminates.
same ONERA coaxial thermocouples alreaj described
for model 3036.1.
Infrared thermal mapping will also be considered as REF NCES
a back up possibility. 1. Anderson J.D.. "Hypersonic and High Tenperature

Gas Dynamics", McGraw Hill, 1989
2. Van Driest E.R., "Investigation of Laminar

6.7 Spial Issams related to high tempwature Boundary Layer in Compressible Fluids using the
teSts Crocco Method", NACA TN 2579. Jan 1952

3. Delery J.M., "Shock Interference Phenomena in
It is well known that high temperature flows are Hypersonic Flows", in 3rd Joint Europe/US Short
characterized by chemical reactions of dissociation Course in Hypersonics. Aachen, 1990
and recombination and that surface heat fluxes In
such conditions in( ide a component due to atom 4. Stetson K.F., "Hypersonic Boundary Layer Transi-
diffusion. Under such conditions and especially with tion", in 3rd Joint Europe/US Short Course in
a hot surface, the catalytic properties of the wall Hypersonics, Aachen, 1990
play a role in the actual heat fluxes. 5. Arnal C., Aupoix B., "Hypersonic Boundary Layer

Possible effects of wall catalycity on heat fluxes Transition and Turbulence Effects", in Procee-
at stagnation point in ONERA F4 have been estimated dings of the 1st European Syeposium on "Aerother-
by using again the Fay-Riddel formula 9 and are shown medynamics for Space Vehicles". Nordvijk. 1991
in Fig. 12. Up to now the topic of catalytic 6. Huylaert J. et al., "Review of the European
"similarity' of wind tunnel models for high Hypersonic Wind Tunnel Performance and Simulation
temperature wind tunnel tests has not been addressed Requiremnts", in Proceedings of the 1st European
yet. Symposium on "Aerothermedynamics for Space

-_--- ". _A.. , Vehicles", Nordvijk. 1991
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7. Chevallier J.P., Cristophe J.. Girard A., "High 9. Fay J.A., Riddell F.R., "Theory of Stagnation
enthalpy wind tunnel F4: genera) description and Point Heat Transfer in Dissociated Air", Journal
associated instrumentation", in OGLR meeting on of the Aeronautical Sciences. Vol. 25 No. 2 pp.
"Measurement Techniques in Hypersonlcs", Goettin- 73-85 Feb. 1958.
gen. 1989 1O.Back L.H.. Cuffel R.F.. "Shock Wave/Turbulent

8. Schultz D.L., Jones T.V., "Heat-transfer Measure- Boundary Layer Interactions with and without
ments in Short-duration Hypersonic Facilities", Surface Cooling", AIM Journal Vol. 14 No. 4 pp.
AGARDograph No. 165, 1973 526-532 (Apr. 1976).

Table I
ADVANCED CERAMIC MATERIALS

Thermal and mechanical data

Components Commercial Temp. max. Density Heat cap. Het cond. Therm. prod. Bend. strength

name TC Kg/m3 J/KPK W/m/1K OCk Hbar

ZIRCONIA ZrO2 ZNI00 1000 6.000 400 2.5 2450

ZFCE 2500 5.700 670 1.9+2.2 2690+2900 20+18

ZFME 2500 5.800 680 1.9+2.2 2740+2950 50+25

ALUMINE AF950 1650 3.650 980 22. +8.6 8890+5550 10+.22

96% A1203 V38 1200 3.700 900 20 8160 30

CORDIERrll MlgI - - 2.900 700/900 2 2150 12

TIALITE WA1203 1120 960 3.680 1000 2.5 3020 6(7)

SILICA CARBIDE SIC CS1021107 1200 3.080 700 100 14600 30

SILICA NITRIDE Sa3N4 NR115 1400 2.400 Too 11 4300 22

KERNrr 1300 3.190 800 30+15 6190+8750 80(?)

GLASS-CERAMIC S102/AI203/Mg0 MACOR 1000 2,520 840 1.68 180 10.5

GLASS SK02/CaO/Na2O Common 750 2.200 720 1.3+1.5 1600 15

S102/Na20/B203 Pyrex 850 [ 2.250 700 1.08+1.3 1500 i5

All material properties at room temperature

Table 2

TEMPERATURE RESISTANT POLYMERS

Service Glass
Cass Manufacturer Commercial name temperature transition

(*C) temperature

i (*Ci

Adv. Epoxy Variuus -- 180+200 --

Siliconic Bayer -- 250 --

Davidson Ferobestos 300 --

"Feroform 350 --

"__ _ _ _ _Etaling 450 --

Peek ICI/Polypenco PEEK 450 330

Polyetherimides DuPont/GE -- 250 --

Polyimides Rh~ne-Poulenc Kinel 300
DuPont Vespel 360

Polypenco Envex 290
Amoco Torlon -- 280

DuPont Avimid ? 7

Addition Polyimides Ferro -- 300 --

(PMR-15) Cyanamid Cycom 3006 310 --

ICI 966C/D 300 up to 420
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The Upgrading of the Arc Heated Wind Tunnel of the DLR
(LBK) with Respect to its Effects oti the Material Testing

A. Gilihan & K. Kindler
DLR K1(ln-Por7, WT-WK-KP

Linder ll6he, 5000 Kbln-Porz

Germany

Summary pends on the thermal or chemical processes.
Whilc three-body collisions are necessary for
recombination binary collisions lead to dissocia-

The arc heated wind tunnel (LBK) of the DILR tion. Binary reactions are characterized by
is a useful device for high enthalpy tests of tlier- C "p_ " L/I .,, where C and p_ are the reaction
mal protection systems of spacecrafts. The facili- rate constant and the density_of the free stream.
ty is described concerning its capability in simu- Under the assumption that C is the same as in

lation of the gas-surface interaction phenomena free flight, the binary scaling factor p_ - L must

at the stagnation point of space vehicles. The be duplicated in addition to the velocity, in order

working area of the tunnel resulting from tests to achieve a simulation of the dissociation pro-
on SiC-samples is discussed and compared with cess. Because of the high density level of shockother arc heated wind tunnelsh tunnels or other short time facilities it is possible

to produce a nearly equilibrium flow field which

To support experimental works on the 11BK can satisfy the above mentioned simulation
numerical computations including flow solutions requirements for a time duration of a few mili-
based on chemical equilibrium, frozen chemistry seconds [2].
and chemical nonequilibrium have been per- The recombination reactions, which are mostly
formed. It is shown that the flow field down- neglected, can be enhanced due to catalytic sur-
stream the nozzle throat is nearly frozen. faces. The characteristic parameter for this pro-

Finally the upgrading concept and the proposed cess is the surface Damk6hlcr number defined as
performance of the facility are discussed. the ratio of the characteristic particle diffusion

time to the characteristic time for surface reaction
[3]. Long duration high enthalpy tests must be
carried out to investigate this phenomenon.

1. Introduction Despite restrictions in simulation of flight envi-
ronmcnt arising from strong nonequilibrium
phenomena in their flow field due to low stag-

During the reentry phase of space vehicles into nation pressures the arc heated wind tunnels are
the atmosphere the nose cap and wing leading very useful tools to analyse the gas-surface inter-
edges are exposed to high thermal loads which action behind the shock wave. The development
are produced by shock waves heating the air up of various suitable materials for thermal pro-
to temperatures at which real gas effects are tection systems requires such facilities with
important. At these high temperatures the simu- capability to investigate this phenomenon.
lation of reentry aerodynamics requires not only A continuous high enthalpy flow field can be
the duplication of Mach number and Reynolds produced by thermal or magnetoplasmadynamic
number to consider the compressibility and vis- generators, which mainly differ in their acceler-
cous effects, but also setting the real gas similarity ation mechanism [4]. While in a thermal plasma
parameters [1]. generator the test gas is heated by an electric arc

and usually accelerated through a nozzle, in ain order to distinguish frozen, nonequilibrium magnctoptasmadynamic generator additional

and equilibrium flow regimes characteristic electomag n arc appiedto sdpplyothe

reaction and flow times should be compared. The acceleration of the gas.

characteristic flow time is determined by the ratio

of a characteristic length L and flow velocity According to their electrode shape the arc heater
V,_. The time scale to achieve the equilibrium de- can be classified in two groups: hollow electrode
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arc heater and tungsten rod cathode arc heater. flanges of 1,2K arid 1.3K have the same geom-
In arc heaters with a rod-shaped cathode the gas etry, in order to use the same nozzle and arc
is supplied along the cathode. Because of tung- heater.
sten cathodes being highly sensitive to chemical
reaction with oxygen only inert gases or nitrogen The conical nozzles used have a half angle of 12
can be used. To change the gas composition degree. The throat diameter of nozzles is 14 mm

oxygen or other gases are injected into the main or 29 mm and the exit diameter can be varied

flow downstream the nozzle throat [4]. This type between 100 mm, 200 mm, 300 mm, 400 mm

J arc he~t,-r is mosti, i-sed for low m,-s flow and 600 umn. All nozzle parts are water cool"d.

rates up to 10 g/s, and allows to reach stagnation 'ihe expansion part from 400 mm to 000 mm can

enthalpies up to 100 M.i/kg. be cooled with liquid nitrogen too.

Most of the high power arc heaters consist of two B3oth test legs 1,2K and 1,3K have a separate

hollow electrodes positioned either in series or in cooling system, which is fed by the local low

Y-form. The characteristic curve of these arc pressure water circuit. Arc heater, settling chain-

heaters is nearly the same despite different ber and nozzles are cooled by coolant circuits fed

geometries [5]. by two high pressure water pumps with a capac-
ity of 40 m3/h at 40 bar.

The I)C-arc heater of the arc heated wind tunnel
(1BK) of DLR consists of two hollow electrodes 'he test chambers can be disconnected from the
arid can be operated with mass flow rates up to pumping system consisting of three Root's

80 g/s. Operating the tunnel at low mass flow blowers (R107, R87, WGK 12000), one rotary
rates like 5 g/s and high current level specific plunger vacuum pump S720 and one liquid seal

stagnation enthalpies up to 20 M.I/kg can be pump using gate valves with an inner diameter
achieved, of I m. Replacing the pump R57 by the

WGKI12000-pump the suction capacity of the
pumping system has been improved (Fig. 2). The
noxious gas NO produced during the operation

2. Experimental set-up of the 1BK is decontaminated in the NO-ab-
sorption facility washing it with NaOll-solution.
The facility can be operated with mass flow rates

A high power (1.0 MW) DC-arc heater with up to 300 g/s.
hollow electrodes is connected to a thyristor
controlled rectifier consisting of four units of 360
kW (600 A, 600 V), which can be operated in
parallel or series mode. '[he test gas received 3. Measurement technique
from the 1)I,R storage tanks with a volune of
1000 m 3 and maximum pressure of 60 bar is
injected tangentially into the injection chamber The mass flow rate and the pressure in the set-
of the arc heater to force the rotation of the arc. tling chamber are continuously measured quan-
The rotation of the arc foot points on the inner tities (luring the tests. The nozzle flow field can
surface of electrodes reduces the erosion rate (9 be calculated completely using these two param-
ppm) and improves the flow quality. Rotation in eters and the nozzle geometry. The stagnation
the flow field is reduced by the expansion in the pressure is measured depending on the pressure
settling chamber and nozzle. Mass flow rates up level with a 1111l -transducer with a measurement
to 100 g/s can be controlled by means of tie range of 0-10 bar or another 1ill -transducer
mass flow controller based on the orifice method. covering the range of 0-3.45 bar.

i ligh quality flow conditions can be achieved Pitot probe, model holder and heat flux probe
through an optimization between current and are mounted on the same shaft and can be trav-
mass flow rate. The voltage of the arc varies ersed into the flow field successively. The Pitot
depending on the resistance of the gas between probe is water cooled and has an inner diameter
two foot points. A further parameter concerning of 3 mm, outside diameter of 15 mm and nose
the flow quality, i.e. small fluctuations in ther- length of 150 mm.
modynamics properties, is the voltage of the
magnetic coil around the anode. The length of [he pressure is measured by means of a PV
the arc and its stability can be controlled by II I-transducer, which can measure pressures up
means of this coil. to 1000 mbar with an accuracy of + I mbar. The

surface temperature is measured using a spectral
The IBK has two different test legs called 1.2K radiation or a two color pyrometer. The low
and 1,3K (Fig. I). 1,2K has a cylindrical test temperature pyrometer measures the temperature
chamber with a diameter of 2.6 m and a length between 80.C and 1000'C' at the wave length
of 2 m. The test chamber of the 1.3K has the range 2000-4500 nm. The other spectral radiation
shape of a cube of 1.5 1.5 • 2.0 mi. The inlet pyrometer is used for temperatures between
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900'C and 2000*C and has a spectral range of to be the same as for an ideal gas mixture, but
830-1030 nm. If the emissivity of the surface is calculations of the enthalpy and density are based
not known, the two color pyrometer with a on the modified van der Waals equation.
measurement range of 800-2000'C and two wave
lengths of 920 nm and 1040 nm (20 nm half In the frozen flow solution, the species concen-
width) can be used. Temperature measurement trations are held constant at their reservoir con-
with NiCr-Ni- or PtRh-Pt-Thermocouples is ditions. In the equilibrium solution, the gas is
another common method. T'he heat flux probe assumed to be in a state of local equilibrium at
consists of a water cooled copper cylinder with each point in the nozzle. The non-equilibrium
two embeoded iNit ,-Ni-l'hernonuples (Fig. 3). solution is obtained under the basic approxi-
The probe has the same geometry and outer mation of a quasi-one-dimeisiionality of the flow
diameter as the sample holder in order to achieve field. The species concentrations are assumed to
the same shock standoff distance. The heat flux be governed by chemical rate equations. The
can be evaluated solving the one dimensional basic method of the solution consists in the
heat flux equation with two measured temper- numerical integration of these rate equations
ature histories a-, its boundary conditions. together with the differential equations of con-servalion of mass, momentum and energy. Such

In Fig. 4 one can observe a strong correlation equation systems are mostly stiff. A stable sol-
between the current, voltage and stagnation ution can be achieved only for extremely small
pressure. Increasing the current at a constant step sizes, especially when the flow is close to
mass flow rate enhances the ionization, i.e. equilibrium. Because the flow starts from a state
decreases the resistance and voltage, but increases of equilibrium in the reservoir, the numerical
the temperature leading to higher stagnation integration technique there can not be used ini-
pressures in the settling chamber. tially. Instead, the solution is started by treating

the non-equilibrium flow as a perturbed equilib-
The operation range of the LBK with respect to rium flow. The perturbation method is used until
the stagnation point tests on SiC-samples in the departure from equilibrium has become large
connection with IIFRMFS thermal protection enough to allow the use of numerical integration.
systems is shown in Fig. 5. As this diagram
shows, the main part of IIERMES trajectories An approximate laminar boundary layer calcu-
lies in the lBK-working area and the 1.BK closes lation based on the integral method developed
the gap between operation ranges of two other by Cohen and Reshotko is included. The
european arc heated wind tunnels IRS and boundary layer is assumed to start at a specified
SIMOUN. point upstream of the nozzle throat, and is com-

puted step by step along with the inviscid flow
solution. Beyond the throat, the inviscid flow is
coupled with the boundary layer through the

4. Numerical computation displacement thickness on the effective area ratio.

The calculations of the stagnation point condi-
To support experimental works on the 113K a tions begin with Rankine-Ilugoniot normal
computer program including options for flow shock solution. The gas immediately behind the
solutions based on chemical equilibrium, frozen shock can be assumed to be frozen or in chemical
chemistry and chemical nonequilibrium has been equilibrium, regardless of the free stream flow
used [6]. regime. '[he stagnation pressure at a point on the

In the argon free air model used at low and stagnation streamline just outside the boundary
moderate temperatures NO' is the only impor- layer on the model can be compared with the
tant ion among other species N2, 02, N, O, NO measured l1itot pressure. An isentropic relation
and the electron. At higher temperatures above between states just behind the shock and at the
6000'K four additional ions like N, 0', N' and stagnation point is used for the computation of
0' are added to these species. The calculation of the stagnation point enthalpy. The incompressi-
the thermal species properties has been per- ble Bernoulli equation, which is only an approx-
formed under the assumption that the vibrational imation to the compressible isentropic flow
degrees of freedom of the molecules are in ther- relation, can be used for the stagnation point
mal equilibrium with the other degrees of free- pressure computation. For calculating other gas
dom. variables both equations of gas state are neces-

sary.
The computation of reservoir conditions is car-

ried out for measured stagnation pressure in the The measured Pitot pressure under the stag-
settling chamber and mass flow rate using the nation conditions given in Fig. 4 was 75.6 mbar.
temperature as iteration parameter until the cal- The equilibrium shock solution coupled with a
culated sonic mass flow rate is equal to the noiicquilibrium flow solution provides a stag-
measured one. The gas composition is assumed nation point pressure of 78 mbar. The small
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deviation can be caused by the underestimated exchanger to reach the low entrance temperature
boundary layer thickness. While the non-equili- in the pumping system.
brium solution in the nozzle part upstream of the
nozzle throat deviates from the equilibrium The arc heater consists of multiple hollow elec-
solution only slightly, both solutions provide trodes with internally mounted magnetic coils,

quite different species mole fraction in the transition sections and column of segments with

supersonic part of the nozzle (Fig. 6). The tem- a smaller bore. The transition and coiurnr seg-

perature distribution along the nozzle (Fig. 7) ments will be radiation-shielded and interlocked.

shows only a weak difference in nonequilibrium Electrically insulated copper segments are water

and frozen -;olution. These two facts support the cooled and allow gas injection. It is anticipated

assumption that the flow after the nozzle throat that tyo electrode rings at mach cathode and

is nearly frozen, anode ensemble are required. Each electrode ring
will require a water cooled ballast resistor.

Because of economical reasons, it is not intended

5. Upgrading of the LBK to enlarge the existing rectifier but to install a
new one. The new rectifier is a 6-MW, 24 pulse
thyristor power supply, which can be switched in

The main purpose for upgrading the 1.BK facility series or parallel from 2 to 4 modules (1000 A at

is to increase the total enthalpy and the surface 6000 V; 2000 A at 3000 V; 4000 A at 1500 V;

pressure of the test specimen, which requires 8000 A at 750 V). The regulator delivers a con-

higher electrical power and gas mass flow rate. stant current with an accuracy of +I % of full
In connection with this aim some components scale. The improvement of the total conditions
of the LBK have to be upgraded or adapted. of 1.BK with the new rectifier is shown in

To obtain higher surface temperatures at different Fig. 7.

surface pressures the generation of total enthal- A computerized control system will supervise the

pies beyond 15 MJ/kg is necessary. Such a value operating conditions of the facility. The arc
requires the increase of the electrical powcr up to heater ignition and the setting of the desired mass
5-6 MW and subsequently a new arc heater. flow rate will be performed by this system auto-

matically. During the tests cooling circuits are
In detail the technical upgrading of IBK requires watched and, if necessary, adjusted. In order to
the modification of the following tunnel compo- achieve constant operation conditions the values
nents: of mass flow rate and current will be optimized.
" gas mass flow rate control s mAll important parameters will be monitored and

rsystem stored for further evaluations.

"* heat exchanger of the test section 1.3K

"* arc heater

"* electrical power supply system 6. Concluding remarks

"* wind tunnel control system. The arc heated wind tunnel I BK has been

Mass flow rates up to 300 g/s will be necessary proved to be a valuable device for the qualifica-
to achieve conditions defined for the future tion tests on thermal protection materials for
research program. They cannot be controlled space transportation systems. Because of its low
using the existing control system. Therefore a pressure level in the settling chamber the flow in
new mass flow controller with another measure- the tunnel is nearly chemically frozen and
ment technique based on the Coriolis effect has restricts a simulation in the acrodynamics sense.
been installed.

The IBK covers a big number of points on the
"[he walls of the test chamber of the test le 1,3K temperature-pressure field for surfaces which arc
are water cooled and designed for gas internal c:posed to high thermal loads during the reentry
energy rates up to 4 MW. But the heat exchanger phase of IIFRM-S. The gap between the work-
placed between the test section and pumping ing areas of the other european plasma wind
system can not be used for powers larger than tunnels IRS and SIMOIIN can only be closed
I MW. A new heat exchanger with a cooling by means of the 1,13K.
capacity of 3 MW will reduce total gas temper-
atures in the range of 7400 K to 320 K at pres- H ligher stagnation enthalpies and heat flux rates
sure levels of 20 mbar. The flow has to cover the will be produced after performing upgrading,
whole cross section of the heat exchaneer. It which will allow to reach higher surface temper-
seems to be necessary to use a two stage atures and pressures.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH IN HYPERSONIC INSTRUMENTATION

S. L. Ocheltree
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23665-5225, USA

SUMMARY tunnel and propulsion test facilities. An advanced measure-
ment capability in these test facilities is needed to acquire

An overview of the NATO Advanced Research Workshop the fundamental experimental test data base to support
Session 7 is presented. It describes the process followed to vehicle design in the flight regimes that cannot be obtained
obtain a group consensus on the main technical recommen- through existing engineering or Computational Fluid Dy-
dations for each of the five technical sessions of the Work- namics (CFD) predictive capabilities.
shop and presents the general conclusions and recommenda- b. New test facility free stream characterization and
tions for future research agreed upon by the workshop calibration. The complete free stream flow field character-
participants. ization of both new and an existing facilities is the essential

first step to defining the "input conditions" that will provide
a high quality hypersonic experimental data base for all

INTRODUCTION future engineering design and CFD code validation testing.
Hypersonic test facilities place the most extreme perfor-

Session 7. the last session of the NATO Advanced Re- mance demands on advances in new instrumentation that
search Workshop, was organized to provide an open forum must survive and perform measurements in their highly
(or the workshop participants to reach a group consensus on hostile environments, e.g., high temperature; vibration;
the main conclusions of the workshop and to formulate a micro- to millisecond test times; chemically-reacting, high-
set of recommendations for future research in hypersonic speed flows; and simultaneous, global multi-parameter data
instrumentation. The format of this last session was to sets for both model surface and disturbance-free gas flow
have the five lead rapporteurs for each of the earlier five properties.
technical sessions present their draft summary reports and e. Fluid physics and CFD code development and valida-
recommendations to the group. Each draft report was tion. All future advances in the improved understanding of
prepared by the three rapporteurs who led each of the hypersonic fluid physics and CFD code development and
earlier session group discussions and was based on both the validation must rely on a high quality experimental data
technical papers presented in their sessions and the group base obtained either from ground-based test facilities or
discussions that followed. Following each draft report future flight test data. The development of new measure-
presentation to the workshop group in Session 7, there was ment technology is enabling to acquire this essential experi-
a group discussion period where the final consensus posi- mental data base.
tion for the workshop participants was agreed upon. The d. Flight test data. Even with the most advanced and
session papers that follow are reports on the final conclu- sophisticated ground test facilities, there are still significant
sions and recommendations that resulted from the process flight test envelope conditions that cannot be adequately
just described. simulated in ground test facilities. Flight testing under

extreme flight envelope conditions places the most stringent
The last Part of Session 7 provided for a group discussion demands on instrumentation. These flight test constraints
that led to the development of a set of general conclusions limit the domain of advanced measurement technologies to
and recommendations for the Workshop as a whole. These those that can survive the hostile flight environment and
latter overview comments were meant to capture the broad- yet, can provide accurate measurements with the additional
er technical issues, concerns, and recommendations that constraints of limited size, weight, power consumption, etc.
were expressed by the group participants throughout the
five technical sessions. There were eight general recom- 2. The diversity of hypersonic test requirements will de-
mendations formulated and agrcd upon by the workshop mand the development and application of a broad spectrum
participants in this last session, of advanced measurement techniques and sensors. A com-

mon theme agreed upon throughout the workshop delibera-
tions was that multiple solutions must be addressed to

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND satisfy many of the advanced hypersonic measurement
RECOMMENDATIONS requirements because of the wide variety of experimental

test conditions and requirements. Further, the high risk
The eight general conclusions and recommendations pro- nature of the hypersonic advanced measurement technology
duced at the Workshop were: R&D program will require pursuit of multiple approaches

to the most critical measurement requirements in order to
I. Advanced measurement technology is critical and en- reduce risk in the experimental test program.
abline to the development of hypersonic flight vehicles and
reguircs high level manazement attention and support. The 3. It is essential that a close collaboration be established
group identified four classes of enabling hypersonic re- between the research data user, test facility engineer. and
search experimental data that require advanced measure- the instrument developer beginning with experiment defini-
ment technology development and instrumentation. These tion and continuing through final demonstration. The
were: workshop group cited the importance of a thorough

a. Aerospace vehicle design data obtained from wind scientific definition of the experimental data requirements,
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experimental test conditions and measurement accuracies as cornerstones of this investment strategy.
a necessary first step to successful hypersonics experiments.
The instrument developer is a critical part of this initial 7. New calibration techniques and facilities need to be
experiment definition process. This is particularly true in identified and developed to satisfy measurement uncertainty
hypersonic testing, since it is often found that the present requirements under both eround and flight test conditions.
state of the measurement technology will not support the The issue of calibration techniques and facilities for new
test requirements. With this realization, and involvement instrumentation technology was identified in the workshop
of the instrument developer, an alternative experiment may as a significant issue that needs to be addressed along with
be designed which is achievable or else an aggressive new measurement techniques and sensors. The develop-
measurement technology development program must be ment of special calibration techniques and facilities for
defined and begun. The workshop participants felt that this extreme test conditions - e.g., high heat flux levels and
early dialogue - which involves the data user, test engineer high temperature - can be as costly, time consuming, and
and instrument developer - and continues throughout the technically challenging as the development of the new
course of the experimental test program cannot be over sensor or measurement technique itself and needs to be
emphasized. included as an integral part of the measurement technology

R&D program.
4. Major extensions in the state of the art are needed in
many areas (e.g., nonintrusive gas diagnostics. high tern- 8. Flight test measurement requirements should be identi-
perature sensors) and will require a long-term (5-7 years) fled and appropriate flight sensor development Programs
R&D investment to mature. As indicated earlier, major supported early in the program. Although the main thrust
advances in measurement technology are needed to meet of this workshop addressed hypersonic g-'oud fgcility
the needs of the hypersonic ground and flight test research instrumentation, the subject of extending new measurement
program. Further, new fundamental scientific discoveries techniques and sensors to flight testing was discussed. It
and technologies outside of the aerospace community must was agreed that flight sensors are an evolutionary extension
be aggressively monitored and considered for development of those developed for ground testing which can be minia-
and application to meet the new measurement technology turized and hardened for flight. As a consequence, poten-
requirements. tial flight sensor technologies should be identified and

support begun early in the ground test development pro-
5. CFD code experimental validation will place the hiehest gram so that there is a well-planned transition from ground
demands on facility data accuracy and on instrumentation test to flight.

with well-validated, low measurement uncertainties that
must be supported. It was pointed out repeatedly during
the workshop that the most demanding measurement re- CONCLUDING REMARKS
quirements are dictated by CFD code validation tests which
require well-calibrated test facility free stream input condi- In summary, Session 7 of the NATO Advanced Research
tions, high-accuracy mean model surface conditions, and Workshop provided a forum for the workshop participants
global multi-parameter gas flow field data with the highest to develop a final consensus on the main conclusions of the
spatial resolution. Further, to develop and test turbulence workshop and to formulate a set of recommendations for
CFD models, these measurement requirements must be future research in hypersonic instrumentation. The general
extended to include fluctuating quantities with wide mea- conclusions and recommendations of the group are present-
surement bandwidth--up to 100 kHz, turbulence power ed above while the final reports of the lead rapporteurs for
spectra and cross correlation functions of measured values, each of the technical sessions are presented in the following
These sophisticated requirements combined with experimen- papers.
tal uncertainties in the I to 10% range require significant
advances in measurement technology to achieve.

6. A balanced near-term/long-term investment strategy is
required that will address the following:

a. Extend mature technologies that have been successful-
ly used in the past but which need to be reactivated or
investigated for extension beyond the experimental test
domain of their prior use. Examples cited in the workshop
include electron beam fluorescence (former class) and laser

Doppler velocimetry (latter class).
b. Exploit new emerging technologies in other disci-

plines. The workshop participants felt strongly that it was
only through the adaption and extension of the latest emerg-
ing technologies -- e.g., lasers, fiber optics, clectro-optic
devices, laser spectroscopy, high-temperature sensor con-
cepts and materials -- that the required quantum advances
in hypersonic measurement technology can be achieved.

c. Develop advanced measurement and sensor concepts at
university, industry, and federal laboratories. This element
of the investment strategy, which was strongly endorsed by
the workshop group, cites the essential managed coordina-
tion between the university, industry, and government
laboratory research staffs to draw upon the strengths of
each clement in a synergistic way. Long-term support for
university labs classed as "Centers of Excellence" and sced

S , ' CSmust be the
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LOCAL MEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURES AND CONCENTRATIONS:
A REVIEW FOR HYPERSONIC FLOWS

by

C. Dankert R. Cattolica Vv; Sellers
DLR OiJttingen University of California at San Diego NASA Langley Research Center

Germany United States Hampton, Virginia 23665- 5225
United States

SUMMARY This paper focusses on wind tunnel aspects of this
interaction, taking into account the different con-

The quality of reentry simulation for Shuttle, ditions in flight, and keeping in mind the vali-
HERMES, S/tnger, and NASP systematically suf- dation of CFD codes.
fers from the strong non-equilibrium of rotational
and vibrational temperature due to the rapid Several optical methods are reviewed which are
acceleration of the test gas in the nozzle. Therefore non-intrusive [1, 2] and have already been
the determination of temperatures is necessary applied to hypersonic wind tunnel testing. These
and, if possible, preferable by a non-intrusive techniques are surveyed especially fir possible use
technique. The specific interests of this review are in two of the new European wind tunnels: the F4
optical techniques such as electron beam fluores- at Le Fauga and the HEG at Giittingen. Both wind
cence, laser-induced fluorescence, and coherent tunnels operate in intermittent modes at testing
anti-Stokes Roman scattering. The capabilities times of 100 ms in F4 and only 1 ms in HEG,
available for local measurements with temporal which is very sha.rt compared to the low density
resolution and quantitative accuracy are discussed hypersonic wind tunnels [5, 6] which run for
for velocity, temperature, density, species concen- some hours. The densities in the low density
trations, and fluctuations due to turbulence. The tunnels are 10'2- 10t• molecules/cm•
applicability of these methods of measurement is (30 K< T• < 2500 K, 800 K < Tb < 2500 K), and
presented and discussed for the coming topic in fi•r the intermittent tunnels up to
aerothermodynamics: experimental techniques of lO:°molecules/cm"• (T•, T•,, < 10 000 K).
hot gases in high enthalpy flows.

The new tunnels use air as the test gas, and due
to the high temperatures in the flow, the 02- and

1. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE N2- molecules will dissociate and recombinate to
NO. So we have to work with at least three

The interest in hypersonic aerodynamic research molecular species (N2, 02, and NO) in a temper-
is now increasing due to the new hypersonic space ature range from 100 K to 10 000 K with non-
transport vehicles like the European ttERMES, equilibria in rotation, vibration and thermal dis-
the German S/anger, and the U.S. NASP. The two sociation. Furthermore, the state population dis-
classical major problems of such reentry vehicles tribution might not be of a Boltzmann type
are steering at high angle of attack with flaps or [3, 4] so the definition of temperatures becomes
thrusters and the extreme heat loads in the nose questionable.
area of the vehicle structure during aerodynamic
hreaking. Therefore the knowledge of gas- and

2. ELECTRON-BEAbl FLUORESCENCEwall-temperatures, wall-material characteristics, DIAGNOSTICS
and species composition is essential. The latter
point is also of interest for environmental studies 2.1 Description
of the upper atmosphere. The electron-beam technique is well established

The design of hypersonic space vehicles depends for hypersonic wind tunnel testing since more than
on computational fluid dynamics codes (CFD) 25 years ['7, 8]. Also, for flight-research diagnos-
which simulate the hypersonic flow field. Another, tic for hypersonic boundary layer measurements
somewhat historic, engineering tool is the wind this method can be used to probe nitrogen
tunnel with a flowing gas medium and a test [2, 9-16-]; eight previous flight experiments with
model at rest. optical detection of electron-beam fluorescence are
Hypersonic research requires an integration summarized by Cattolica [2].
between flight, CFD and wind tunnel methods: Limitations of the electron-beam technique at highSdensity concern quenching of the signal, reduction

of spatial resolution by gas scattering, and possible
interference from background emission. Muntz et
al. [24:] proposed the Electron-Photon-Fluores-
cence, a combined electron beam ionization/laser-
induced fluorescence detection approach. In addi-
tion Muntz [46:] has also proposed a pulse elec-
tron-beam technique to overcome some of these
limitation.q.
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Many types of electron guns were used for wind
tunnel applications, with energies rangirl from 5 F-rodo _vacuum
kV up to 300 kV and beam currents ranging from widlunnel
1 pA up to 1 mA [17]. Most of the scientists "- ,hperson,(

probed the N -ion and measured rotational and f low I
vibrational temperatures [3,5,6,7], NO1 , tn
[18, 19,20], 02 and 0 [21], CO[22], and

CO, [23] were also investigated. slit
flwu 0 K V multiplier• •

2.2 Application Regimes 01mA Toy Ty.p

The density range of the e-beam fluorescence is, moechromalof

according to Lewis [17], 1013 to
10"6 molecules/cm3 . At higher densities quenching Fig. 2 Electron beam apparatus in a wind tun-
and beam scattering problems occur and make this nel
technique difficult but not impossible; the pulsed
e--beam technique (10 ns) may extend the density
range up to 10"8 molecules/cma [46]. In Fig. 1 the electron beam in Fig. 2 is pulsed rectangular (1
application densities are listed and compared to kHz ... 50 kHz) to increase the signal-to-noise ratio
some other optical methods [17] like LIF (laser- by means of the lock-in-technique. The emitted
induced fluorescence), LIPF (laser-induced predis- light from N,(O,0) band (at X - 400 nm) is focussed
sociative fluorescence), Rayleigh scattering, CARS by a lens outside the wind tunnel on a monochro-
(coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering), and 2D- mator and a photomultiplier. Therefore the wind
LIF (planar laser-induced fluorescence). tunnel must have either a window with a good

transmission in the near ultraviolet or one can use
.- L uL a fiberoptic. The width of the entrance slit of the
_ 9: spectrograph is dependant on the optical resol-

ai _j ution which is needed: for rotational spectra a
M u.. resolution of A X, =0.05 nm, and for vibrational

10-0 , - - C -2 -_ bands of A Xj = 0.5 nm. Fig. 3 shows an unre-
- , - - solved N 2 fluorescence spectrum including bands

from the first negative and second positive system.
Usually, for temperature determination the
N, (01) and N (12) transitions are used.

- 0 200 -

N, (00)

very 0,

10 ( x1-/2

100

SoptimumN(1)

v•ery diffiult 7.D (•(•
Fig. I Diagnostics application regimes [17] 1'• N

'.00 360O

2.3 Electron Beam and Wind Tunnel wavelength [ nm 3

The standard experimental set-up for temperature
and density measurements is shown in Fig. 2. The
electron gun is mounted in a separate chamber at Fig. 3 Unresolved N, fluorescence spectrum

low pressure (< 10' mbar) differentially pumped including bands from the first negative

by turbomolecular pumps [25]. Older systems and the second positive system. Most

used oil-diffusion pumps [5, 6, 7]; hence the temperature measurements use the

chamber must be cleaned from time to time. The NI (01) and Nj (12) transitions.
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2.4 Results and Outlook 3. LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE

One example of applying the e--beam technique to DAGNOSTICS
hypersonic flow is shown in Fig. 4. The density
profile and the velocity gradient across a normal 3.1 Description
shock are measured [47] in a low density wind

tunnel at a Mach number of 24. Both velocity and The principle of LIF is the use of laser-excited

density show the expected change along the Ran- emission to provide local measures of the number

kine-Hugoniot relations by a factor of 6 known density distribution functions [17]. The introduc-

from continuum theory for high Mach numbers. tion of tunable lasers of high spectral power den-

The possibility of two-dimensional temperature-, sity has resulted in a manifold applicability of

density-, and velocity-fields is also given by this one-photon and multi-photon excitation processes

technique [18, 48, 49]. Some planar results taken of atoms and molecules. The LIF technique is on
in wind tunnels are published [47, 48]. the way of becoming a standard tool for non-in-

trusive measurements in supersonic wind tunnel
flow fields [26 - 30] in a wide density range. It
can measure translational, vibrational and rota-

odet 1,tional temperatures by exciting selectively (in
contras' to the electron beam) each molecular state
even at very low densities. At higher densities
quenching may occur [36, 37], but it is possible

0 to modify this technique and detect predissociative
-U 0 molecular states [31] (LIPF). Fig. 5 shows (in

principle) the LIF- and LIPF-processes; of major
U0o I interest is the repulsive curve crossing the poten-

on 61.0 T tial curve on the upper right hand side: the laser
-"50 br excited molecule (02) can dissociate immediately

To t-1330K after the stimulation process. This has the big

S ° M0- 2. advantage of very low quenching influence, but the

pt 008 - 05 U. disadvantage of low intensity compared to the

2 ° conventional LIF-technique.2 . "
P ELF LIPF

0 I I I , ,

00 -0.2 -0.4 -06 p"dsscato

Fig. 4 Velocity measurements across a normal uenchig

shock together with the corresponding ArF L'FLFluorescence Arl Fluorscen

density profile at M_ = 24 [47].

Fig. 5 Principle of LIF with laser excitation,

Focussing on the two new wind tunnels F4 and fluorescence, quenching, and LIPF with

HEG, a gun of about 20 - 50 kV and variable the additional predissociation potential.

current output (low current for point, high current

1 mA) for planar-measurement) is favoured. Such
a gun can be pulsed up to 50 kHz [18] which will 3.2 Application Regimes
provide several e--shots even during the I ms
running time of the TIEG. In F4 some problems The density range of the LIF-technique is enor-

will occur due to charged particles generated by mous, see Fig. 1 [17], but one should point out

the arc-heater system. At higher densities the that the LIF-sensitivity is strongly dependant on

electron beam fluorescence suffers from quenching the molecule which is stimulated: NO has best

problems. In gas mixtures one has to take into sensitivity [27, 29, 50, 51, 52, 53,54], CO and
account direct ionization, Penning ionization via N2 are extremely difficult [32, 33] (two-photon
collisions between target molecules and metastable process in the vacuum ultra violet) but possible,
atollisians betwenarge-tmoreactions by collisions 02 is about two orders of magnitude less sensitive
atoms, and charge-transfer rthan NO but still a good candidate at higher den-
of ionized atoms with target molecules. Using sities [31, 34, 50, 53, 54]. Two-dimensional
metastable atoms as a high energy source gives us temperature fields can also be measured by LIF

many suggestions to improve the conventional [27, 29, 30, 50, 55] and LIPF [31, 35] if pow-
electron beam technique [47]. erful UV-lasers are used.
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3.3 LIF-Apparatus and Wind Tunnel spectrum is compared to the computer calculation.
The R211, (v = 7) ,- X fl,(v" = 0)-band is the only

The experimental set-up with a tunable ArF*-ex- one within the tuning range of the ArF*-excimer
cimer laser in front of a supersonic vacuum wind laser at T = 300 K. Therefore the spectrum is very
tunnel is shown in Fig. 6. Three windows with a simple and easy to identify.
good transmission in UV (193 nm) are installed.
For pointwise measurement the laser beam can be Planar images can be recorded by replacing the
focused by a lens outside the tunnel [26]. The multiplier by a Newton telescope plus a CCD-
fluorescence light is collimated by two lenses on a camera and spreading the laser beam by a cylinder
photomultiplier. The maximum laser pulse energy lens [27, 50].
of the ArF*-Iaser is 100 mJ at a pulse length of
13 ns and a maximum repetition rate of 250 Hz. 3.4 Results and Outlook

A good demonstration for the high spatial resol-
Gated AT ution is given in Fig. 8. Along the center line of a

OF Integrato C er supersonic free jet (orifice diameter D - 3.1 mm)
P" •::"' _single point measurements of rotational temper-

ature were conducted by laser-induced fluores-I cence of NO, conducted with a rapid-tuning ring
2: 2E tz:i dye layer [50]. The agreement with the isentropic

-,,temperature distribution calcula(ed along the ceii-
ter line is quite good except at x/D greater than

,,- W Ww,,, 2 where rotational freezing appears to set in. Also
139 SL F p., the position of the Mach disc at x/D = 3.2 is mea-

,•3.,.. IP wrn,,,, sured clearly and a temperature increase from

80 K to 300 K is detecied. It is interesting that
such quantitative results can be obtained with

Fig. 6 LIF-apparatus installation in a wind only 1 mW laser power aid that the measure-
tunnel. ments can be executed at a repetition rate of of

4 kHz!

Fig. 7 shows a static NO excitation spectrum at
room temperature [52] with equilibrium of rota-
tional and vibrational energies. The measured 300 1.0 8me

I 'ft " -- , n, . F, .0 MR

I t I F 8 R i t a fe jeTif

! ' " ! +center line by LIF [50].

i i iAnother application of the LIF-technique to tur-
S, bulent boundary layers can demonstrate the high

temporal resolution when operating with laser
pulses of 10 ns. Fig. 9 shows a comparison of the

S•/• root-mean-square (RMS) fluctuation amplitudes of

S: temperature and density obtained by spectroscopic
methods [54] and from hot wire data taken in a

Fig. 7 Calibration measurement in comparison 12 mm thick, fully turbulent boundary layer that
to calculated spectra at room temper- is adjointed by a relatively uvidisturbed flow or the
ature. same thickness, Mach number 2.

' ' ' l l I I I II I I
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T~emperature (TiT) Density (p1/) experts from ONERA [42] checked the possible
1.4te Wre Hot Wi/e density range for 300 K and 3000 K:-•, - Hot Wire r. - Hot Wire

1.21 a NO - LIF uNNO- LIF multiline CARS 5 . 10" to 2 . 10" molecules/cent
ooooo 02 - LVF/Ramun Or. z Roman

1ý0 multiplex CARS 10"2 to 2.- 10 "e mnoeculesfcm-'

q06 4.3 CARS-Apparatus and Wind Tunnel
So # A standard set-up incorporates a frequency-dou-

0 .4 & bled Nd: YAG laser at 532 nm [38]. Its output
is split into two parts, see Fig. 10: one beam isZ__ ' - A used to pump a tunable dye laser, the other part

00 provides the pump beam for the CARS process.
F oi 0.02 0.04 06 of 00 0.02 001 0.06 Both laser beams are carefully aligned in time and

(MS fluctuation amplitude RMS fluctuation amplitude space and focussed by a lens outside the wind
tunnel. The two optical windows of the tunnel are

Fig. 9 Measurements of temperature and densi- not critical (visible light). The anti-Stokes photons
ty fluctuation in turbulent Mach 2 chan- are detected via monochromator and photomulti-
nel flow [541. plier; an explain OMA-system with photodiodes is

also possible. Fig. 11 shows a measured N.2 CARS
The laser results, NO-LIF and 0 2-LIF/Raman, are spectrum from a flame [45]. It was taken in the
in agreement. They both show a region in the narrow-band mode and is well resolved. For single
boundary layer near y/8 = 0.6 where the density shot experiments it is possible to detect only two
fluctuations are exceptionally large. A histogram representative lines of the spectrum.
of the NO-LIF fluctuations displays a bimodal
character which suggests that a weak wave was
oscillating across the sample volume. These com- am , V as L2
parisons demonstrate that the 0 2-LIFfRaman " (-

technique can provide accurate measurements in
air flows at the low temperatures and densities
which are prevalent in high-speed wind tunnels.

Focussing on the Fd- and HEG-wind tunnels the P,
NO-LIF- and O2-LlPP"-met'c-{. are applicable, see T
Fig. 1, for planar measurements. Due to the short
running time (I ms) of HEG and the low laser -T
repetition rate two separate excimer lasers will be
used which are tuned to two selected transitions. I
These two lasers are fired one after the other, and as
two camera systems are installed, which are syn- =
chronized with the lasers.

Fig. 10 CARS-apparatus installation in a wind
4. CARS DIAGNOSTICS tunnel.

4.1 Description Z

CARS has been shown to be a versatile and pow- co
erful technique for spectroscopic studies in super-
sonic flows [1, 38, 39, 56] and in hot gases
[4, 37, 40, 41]. It is ideally saited to determine
density and temperature profiles with high spatial z
resolution and to study rotational and vibrational X
relaxation processes. Many species have been
studied: I12, D2, OH, 0, NH,, N2, CO2.... so all o, 0.25 -
species in hypersonic wind tunnels can be X 0.25

detected. The multi-parameter dependancy of
CARS performance makes the applicability region 2330 2320 2310
complex to define. Single shot experiments (20 ns) w qm (WAVENUMBERS)
are possible. Fig. 11 Narrow-band N 2  CARS spectrum

(Q-branch) from a propane/air flame
4.2 Application Regimes above burner surface, flame center. Mea-

surement (dashed), theoretical (full line),
Fig. I shows the possible number density range for and error surve (lower track). Approxi-
CARS-measurements having an optimum at mately 30 shots were averaged at each
10:7 to t0o molecules/cm C [17). The spectroscopy point; T = 1983 K [45].
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4.4 Results and Outlook 5. ADDITIONAL NON-INTRUSIVE METHIODS

In a Mach 10 hypersonic air flow of a blow-down Raman- and Rayleigh scattering are two additional
wind tunnel temperatures and densities of nitro- candidates for use in supersonic flows. These
ger. were measured L56]. The data were recorded techniques and some derivations are listed by
using a non-linear optical technique named dual- Bonnet and Gressilon [1] and Miles [43]. A new
line CARS which allows single laser-shot spatial- method should be pointed out based on the combi-
ly-resolved measurements. The flow was probed nation of Raman Excitation and Laser-Induced
from the free stream to the vicinity of a two-di- Electronic Fluorescence (RELIEF). Two or three
mensional ramp model (25'). Averaged temper- lasers are used [43, 44], tagging O2-molecules.
ature and density profiles are shown in Fig. 12. The method provides two-dimensional temper-
The measurements are compared with those pre- ature- and density-surveys of the flow field, but is
dicted by a Navier-Stokes solver and show good limited to temperatures below 800 K.
agreement.

Absorption measurements of 02 and I120 with
tunable semi-conductor diode lasers offer high

40 ] 44 potential for diagnostic applications at low prize
-0 30. and compact size [50, 57]. The latter point is ofj . a major importance for future flight experiments,

02 Z A. s 1 01 1 2 31 6. CONCLUSION

34 6.1 Discussion
-0 • eea o-intrusive techniques look promising0 • for high-temperature hypersonic flows. These

0 ,S 0 8 0 1 2 3 5 techniques include electron beam, LIF, laser
4/1.0 absorption, and CARS. All four techniques suffer

from the problem of spectrum overlapping at tem-
i peratures of 3000 K and above. This can be solved
E by spectra simulation and choice of transitions

- which are not influenced by other bands [26]. The
s 0 . .... expected results in F4 and HEG are planar tem-

,T/? •]t"• perature plots of NO and 02 measured by LIF,
temperature measurements at least pointwise and

Fig. 12 Rotational temperature (left) and total along a line at lower densities by electron beam

density (right) profiles normalized by the fluorescence, and single laser-shot temperature
freensityreght) prondits normat: a) X h =measurements pointwise by CARS at higher den-
free stream conditions at: a) X 0.072 sities. All three techniques have overlapping den-
mm (X/L = 0.4), c) X = 0.144 m sity ranges, see Fig. 1; the electron beam is (up to
(X/L = 0.8), e) X = 0.214 m (X/L = 1.2): now) the only one providing continuous measure-
(-) HOMARD2 cude; (+) experiment ments during the tunnel running times.
[56].

A summary of the advanced optical diagnostic
methods for temperature and density for hyper-

Dual-line CARS is a sensitive technique to probe sonic research is listed in Table 1.

molecules in hypersonic flow. Time-averaged tem- The techniques listed above will provide temper-
perature and density can be measured simultane- ature profiles near the nose of a reentry vehicle at
ously in the vicinity of a two-dimensional model high angle of attack and realistic flow velocities.
with a separation flow field region. This should help to validate CFD-data. The strong

Focussing on the F4- and HEG-wind tunnels all non-equilibrium of rotational and vibrational tern-
scanning CARS methods are ruled out out due to perature is typical in hypersonic wind tunnels due
a data acquisition time of several minutes. Single to the rapid expansion in the nozzle. The chemical
shot experiments remain [42o : non-equilibrium (production of NO) is character-

istic for wind tunnels with stagnation temper-

"* dual-line CARS with high sensivity atures higher than 5000 K. Both effects will occur
(10"' molecules/crm") in F4 and HEG, and this is in strong contrast to

the flight situation in a static atmosphere of a"* broad band CARS with minor sensiv- reentry vehicle. Therefore, flight experiments are
ity (10'1 molecules/cm'). necessary with an electron beam or a laser on

The dual-line CARS-technique will be applied to board. Only flight data can simulate (because it is

the F4; it is also applicable to HEG. the flight reality) the true conditions to compare
with CFD. Furthermore such flight data of tem-
peratures and species concentrations are of great
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Tab. 1 Summary of Advanced Optical Diagnostic Methods for Temperature and
Density for Hypersonic Research

Technique Flow Spatial Temporal Lab Wind Tunnel Flight Comments
Properties Type Resolution Experience Experience Experience on Status

ponhigh, some Needs modernization in W T

Electronic Beam p., v, T,.,p ID, 2D toneinuoes somt n m rovdernighti n
Fluorescence T1and n provide flight

experiments within 3 years

Laser p,, v, T,, point, ID, 2D high moderate some none Needs more utilization in
Fluorescence T,1 T4 i pulsh. WT for CFD validation

Laser p,. v, T_-., line-of-sight moderate, moderate some none Primarily for internal flows,
Absorption T_,, T. continous line-of-sight method

Coherent Laser p,, v, T_. point muled moderate some none More development, WT
Raman (Cars) T,_ T. o moderateu applications at high density

Laser Rayleigh 9, v, T,.. point, ID, 2D low, WIT applications at high
Scattering pulsed some minimal none density, not spp-ies specific

Laser Raman very low, WT applications only at
Scattering P, point pulsed minimal none none high density

importance for environment studies of the upper 6.3 Recommendations
atmosphere. Major funding is now required to move these

Finally, it should be recognized that many of the techniques from th2 laboratory to the wind tunnels
diagnostic techniques are not only species specific, and to flight experiments. These techniques can
but, in addition, measure the internal state dis- supply data with resolution required for CFD
tribution of the probed molecules [57]. Thus the development.
newer diagnostics present a revolution of sorts in
that they are leading to an understanding of aero-
dynamic phenomena from the molecular level 7. RERERENCES
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Pressure and Force Measurements on Medels
Set in Hlypersonic Flows: A Review
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Advanced Research Workshop entitled "New
A B STR aCT Trends in l,,sri ,.mentation for Hypersonic

Research" and held at ONERA ;_,Fauga-
A review of measurement tech.,iques used to Mauzac, Fr= 'ce, April 27 to May 1, 1992.
obtain aerodynamic forces and moments and Four papers were presented in session 4,
surface/flow field pressures for models tested w'iich was entitled "Pressure-Forces", of the
in impulse hypersonic-hypervelocity facilities workiu':,p and all addressed force and
and in ceiventional-type hypersonic wind moment measurements in impulse facilities.
tunnel,' is presented. Although force and The titles and authors of these papers are as
moment measurement techniques presently follows:
used in hypersor:ic wind tunnels ale relatively
unchanged from the 1960's and 1970's, (1) "Force Measuremer n
significant advanzc~c have recently been made H-yperveiocity Impalse Facilities"
for impulse facilities. For both hypersonic by J. M. Simmons. W. 3. D~aniel,
",,id tunnels and impulse facilities, the state- D5. J. Mee, and S. L. Tuttle.
of-the-art has advanced vi,• refineme~nts. {paper 4A).
improved test techniques, and advances in
semiconductor technology, data acquisition (2) "A Six Component Balance for
systems and computers. The introduction of Short Duration Htypersonic
electronically scanned pressure systems over Facilities" by C. Jessen and
a decade ago "revolutionized" pressure H. Grnnig (paper 4-B).
measurements in hypersonic wind tunnels
and a second "revolution" is impending with (3) "Millisecond Aerodynamic Force
the development and application of optical. Measurement Tec:.iique for High
two-dimensional, global pressure measure- Ei',halpy fest Facilities" by
menit technl 1ues. The development and K. W. Naumann, H. Eride, and
continued refinement of miniature piezoresis- G. Mathieu (paper -4C).
tive transducers has provided the capability to
perform detailed surf ace pressure measure- (4) "Aerodynamic Force Measure-
ments on relatively small, complex models in merits in the VKl l~ongShot
impulse facilities; these trasducers :also hlypersonic Facility"' by
provided the capability for intrnsive tiow M. Carbonaro (paper 4D).
field pressure measurements with miniature
survey rakes. in the spirit of the original intent for this

paper and fo~r the sake of completeness, the
PR E F A(CE synopses of the four papers presented at the

workshop will be augmented by discussions
The original intent ot this paper, as indlicated on measurement techniques routinely used to:
by its title, was to provide a review of force (1!) obtain aerodynamic forces and moments
and moment and of pressure measurement and pressure distributions in conventional-
techniques used in hypersonic facilities, lxtlh type ('i.e., relatively low enthalpy, blowdown-
convenltional-type hypersonic wiz~d tunnels to-vacuum) hypersonic wind tunnels and (2)
and impulse-type hypersonic-hypervelocity to obtain pressure measurements in impulse
facilities. This review was to he based facilities.
primarily on reports presented ;,: the NAiTO
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INTRODUCTION thus are also not considered herein.) Both
types (i.e., conventional-type and impulse) of

The contribution of hypersonic/hypervelocity facilities provide challenges to experimental
ground-based facilities to the aerodynamic aerodynamicists in pursuit of credible aerody-
and aerothermodynamic assessment of namic data. From a simplistic viewpoint,
proposed aerospace vehicle concepts over the three interdependent factors require considera-
past four decades is well recognized. Aerody- tion in the measurement of forces and
namic assessments are typically performed moments and of pressure distributions irre-
via the measurement of forces and moments spective of the type of hypersonic facility;
and of pressure distributions on stationary they are (1) magnitude, (2) time, and (3) the
models subjected to hypersonic/hypervelocity influence of temperature change.
flow; similarly, aerothermodynamic assess-
ments are performed via the measurement of The magnitude of the aerodynamic forces and
heat transfer rate distributions. Models may moments and the surface/flow field pressures
be tested over a wide range of hypersonic during all phases of the facility flow sequence
simulation parameters (principally Mach (i.e., flow establishment, testing period, and
number, Reynolds number, and normal flow breakdown) will naturally influence the
shock density ratio or ratio of specific heats measurement approach selected. Care must
for continuum flow) and attitudes (angles of be exercised so to not exceed the acceptable
attack and sideslip) using conventional-type range of the instrumentation, nor damage it,
hypersonic wind tunnels and/or impulse and to provide acceptable signal-to-noise
facilities, some of which are capable of gen- ratios. Most hypersonic wind tunnels and
erating flow velocities representative of flight impulse facilities are capable of at least an
at high hypersonic Mach numbers. (A order of magnitude variation in dynamic
conventional-type hypersonic wind tunnel, pressure. This variation coupled to varia-
referred to herein as hypersonic wind tunnel, tions in model shape (very blunt to very
is defined as: (1) operating at a relatively low slender) and attitude generally precludes a
enthalpy such that perfect or near-perfect gas single measurement device from covering the
behavior is achieved throughout the nozzle entire range of magnitude possible in most
expansion process; (2) providing a given tests.
Mach number via a fixed nozzle area ratio;
and (3) providing a range of Reynolds The time required to establish flow within the
number via variation of reservoir pressure. facility and the period of steady or quasi-
The facility may be intermittent (i.e., blow- steady flow is quite short for impulse
down to vacuum) or continuous, running for facilities. Because of this short test time,
several holirs. Impulse facilities may be of impulse facilities are attractive from an
the shock tube family, such as shock tunnels aerothermodynamic testing viewpoint (e.g.,
(steady expansion process) and expansion Schultz and Jones, 1973). Generally, the
tubes (unsteady expansion process), or hot- heat transfer rate to models may be measured
shot type whereby electrical energy is pro- to a greater accuracy than surface pressures in
vided directly to the test medium. (A collec- such facilities. Force and moment measure-
tion of presentations made on impulse ments in impulse facilities, particularly for
facilities, which include descriptions of those having run times less than 3-5 milli-
facilities and instrumentation, was recently second, are quite challenging due primarily to
edited by Rodgers, 1990.) Test times for the finite mass of the model (model inertia;
such impulse facilities typically range from infinite mass corresponds to no model move-
0. 1 to 100 millisecond. (Ballistic ranges, ment whereby zero mass corresponds to
whereby the model is launched and allowed instantaneous response to the flow) and the
to free flight or is tracked, are not considered associated dynamics. On the other hand,
herein. Although arc-heated wind tunnels are with the possible exception of extremely low
important contributors to the study of levels of surface pressure such as those
materials at high temperatures, they are not encountered in the base region of blunt
generally considered amenable for bodies and on very slender configurations at
aerodynamic/aerothermodynamic testing and high hypersonic Mach numbers, model
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surface pressures may be more accurately and when mounted in close proximity to the
measured than heat transfer rates in high enthalpy test medium, they must be
hypersonic wind tunnels. Primarily because thermally protected or compensated.
of differences in run time, both types of
hypersonic facilities challenge experimen- Because of the demise of interest in hyper-
talists in different ways. One common sonics in the 1970's and well into the 1980's,
denominator, however, is the detrimental as resources and personnel were diverted into
effect of temperature change on the instru- other disciplines and a major portion of the
mentation commonly used for force and hypersonic wind tunnels were deactivated or
moment and for pressure measurements. terminated, force and moment measurements

are currently performed much as they were in
The relatively long run times, hence model the 1960 's and 1970's. Although refine-
exposure times to the flow, of hypersonic ments have been made in the materials and
wind tunnels often allow the model and the adhesives used in strain gage balances,
support system to become quite hot (e.g., improvements made in test techniques, and
Mach 10 air tunnels require stagnation temper- advances made in data acquisition and reduc-
atures around 1800'R to avoid liquefaction tion, the basic technique is relatively
during expansion of the nozzle flow), unchanged over the past two decades. The
Commonly used techniques to measure lack of interest in hypersonics coupled with
model forces and moments and pressure the relatively good performance of existing
distributions in these tunnels are sensitive to methods simply did not provide an incentive
temperature change. Thus steps must be in the 1970's and 1980's to develop other
taken to isolate the instrumentation from techniques. This was not the case for pres-
temperature effects (e.g., water cooled and/or sure measurements, however. About a
ceramic coated model support systems, glass- decade ago, electronically scanned pressure
ceramic models, etc.) and/or accurately com- (ESP) systems became commercially avail-
pensate for such effects. One example of able which essentially "revolutionized" pres-
recent changes in methodology to minimize, sure measurements in hypersonic wind
if not eliminate, the effect of temperature on tunnels. These systems significantly reduced
pressure measurements in hypersonic wind the cost per channel compared to variable
tunnels having an injection/retraction system capacitance or reluctance transducers; were
is the incorporation of onboard, small volume quite compact, with 16, 32, or 48 sensors
transducers even for relatively small models. being housed in a small module that could be
The short tubing lengths possible with on- mounted close to the model surface and often
board transducers significantly reduces the within the model; and could be calibrated
lag time, allowing steady-state values of pres- immediately prior to a test. ESP systems
sure to be measured after only a few seconds have continued to be refined and presently are
of exposure to the flow. The model may then standard equipment for many hypersonic
be retracted from the flow prior to the occur- wind tunnels world wide.
rence of appreciable icniperature changes.
Although the short model exposure times for Similar trends were experienced by the
impulse facilities generally precludes large impulse facility community. Because
temperature variations of the model, pressure impulse facilities are primarily used for
instrumentation must often be flush mounted aerothermodynamic and fluid dynamic
to achieve acceptable response. Any volume studies, there was little incentive in the
between the sensing element of a transducer, 1970's and early-to-mid 1980's to improve
which is often protected by a screen, and the methods for force and moment measure-
model surface will induce a finite lag as the ments in the few facilities that remained
volume is filled and may be viewed as a pneu- operational. Advances were made, however,
matic filter (e.g., Moore, 1979). Commonly in the measurement of model surface and
used piezoelectric and piezoresistive pressure flow field pressures with the introduction of
transducers are quite sensitive to temperature; commercially available miniature piezoresis-

tance pressure transducers around the mid
1970's. Employing silicon diaphragms,
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these transducers could be made quite small components of such transducers are: (1) the
(typically to a diameter of 0.050 inch) thereby sensor housing which hermetically encloses
allowing detailed pressure distributions to be the quartz elements; (2) quartz elements, and
made on relatively small, complex models. (3) the diaphragm welded to the sensor hous-
As for hypersonic wind tunnels, impulse ing and transmitting the pressure exerted onto
facilities benefitted greatly from advances in the quartz elements. Piezoelectric transducers
data acquisition systems (DAS) and produce an output only when subjected to a
computers. Gone were the days of large change in pressure and thus are ideally suited
banks of oscilloscopes with cameras and the for measuring dynamic events; since the elec-
laborious digitation of traces from film. trical charge cannot be stored for an indefinite
Today, data acquisition systems for impulse period of time, piezoelectric transducers can-
facilities provide essentially the same rapid not perform truly static measurements. High
data reduction as those for hypersonic wind impedance piezoelectric systems (charge
tunnels. mode) require charge amplifiers for signal

conditioning; low impedance piezoelectric
The purpose of this paper is to provide a systems have built-in charge-to-voltage con-
review of techniques presently used in verters and are referred to as the voltage
hypersonic wind tunnels and in impulse mode. Acceleration compensation consists of
facilities to measure model forces and a tuned accelerator system connected in
moments and surface/flow field pressures. series, with opposite polarity, to the pressure
It is not intended to provide a comprehensive, measuring system. Commonly used piezo-
indepth discussion of any one technique, but electric transducers (e.g., those manufactured
rather a synopsis. by Kistler Instrument Corporation and PCB

Piezotronics) have 0.1 or 0.22 inch diameter
diaphragms, quoted rise times of one micro-

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES second and resonant frequencies from about
150 kHz to up to 500 kHz. These trans-

Model Surface Pressure ducers are quite sensitive to change in
temperature; that is, the transducer output

Impulse Facilities varies (generally, nonlinearly) with
temperature. Elimination of temperature

Representative test times for shock tunnels effects can be quite challenging, particularly
and expansion tubes range from 0.1 to 10 for flush mounted units which are necessary
millisecond. For such short times, model for run times less than a millisecond, or so.
surface pressures are generally measured A thin layer of RTV or layer of electrical tape
with transducers based on the piezoelectric or fitted to the diaphragm help to isolate piezo-
the piezoresistive principal. Such transducers electric transducers from temperature effects.
may also be used for impulse facilities having
longer run times such as hotshot tunnels The piezoresistance effect is defined as the
(typically 20 to 100 milliseconds), as may change in electrical resistivity with applied
other concepts such as small volume variable stress; this change is relatively large in semi-
reluctance diaphragm transducers. Piezoelec- conductors. Piezoresistive transducers utilize
tric and piezoresistive pressure transducers a silicon pressure sensing diaphragm.
are commercially available and cover a wide Silicon is used primarily because the high
range of size, pressure range, and response sensitivity of this material allows very small
time. Because of their wide spread utilization diaphragms with high resonant frequencies;
in impulse facilities world wide, these however, silicon is brittle and can crack or
transducers are reviewed in this section. shatter on impact or under excessive loading.

Newer transducers incorporate four piezo-
Peizo is derived from the early Greek word resistive silicon strain gages atomically
meaning "to squeeze." For piezoelectric diffused into the diaphragm. (Older designs
transducers, the surface of certain crystals is used wire gages bonded to the thin
charged electrically when the crystal is loaded diaphragm. Newer gages using silicon
mechanically or "squeezed." The three basic resistors are free of mechanical hysteresis and
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have greater sensitivity.) These strain gages the transducer. Because piezoresistive
serve as the arms of a Wheatstone Bridge. transducers are capable of static measure-
This fully active bridge converts the strain- ments, such transducers are used in both
induced resistance change of the gage to impulse facilities and hypersonic wind
voltage changes which may be measured. tumiels. Both absolute (i.e., with respect to
The bridge is normally energized by applying vacuum) and differential (i.e., measured
a regulated voltage across two opposite between two different levels) transducers are
corners; the output voltage is proportional to available.
the product of the excitation voltage and the
resistance changes of the strain gages. Piezo- To achieve accurate measurements, painstak-
resistive transducers having outside diameters ing care must be exercised in the static and/or
as small as 0.030 inch (e.g., Kulite dynamic calibration and the installation. Cau-
Semiconductor Products, Inc. model CQ- tion must be exercised to avoid damage to
030) are available, but diameters of 0.050 to the transducer, to avoid loading it such to
0.060 inch are more representative of influence its output; not providing adequate
commonly used transducers (e.g., those thermal or mechanical (vibration) protection;
manufactured by Endevco Corporation, not providing a proper seal to avoid leaks
Entran International, and Kulite). As with around the gage; and maintaining a controlled
piezoelectric gages, piezoresistive gages are and known reference pressure for differential
temperature dependent. Temperature compen- transducers. With care and for pressure
sation is generally accomplished with simple levels in excess of one psid, measurements
circuit techniques using passive shunt or accurate to within 5 percent are possible.
series resistor elements whose resistance is
temperature independent. A protective coat- The miniaturization of piezoresistive pressure
ing of silicon rubber or RTV may be applied transducers provides the capability to
to the diaphragm for thermal protection and a measure detailed total pressure surveys in
screen is generally used to protect the shock layers and in boundary/shear layers
diaphragm from particles incident upon the with survey rakes. The transducer is
transducer. The rise time of a piezoresistive mounted, naturally, at or very close to the
transducer is inversely proportional to the sensing end of the probe.
resonant frequency; this frequency for com-
monly used transducers having a diameter of Hypersonic Wind Tunnels
0.050 to 0.060 inch ranges from 100 to
1500 kHz depending on the pressure range Model surface pressures are measured in
(diaphragm resonant frequency increases many hypersonic wind tunnels with either
with increasing pressure range). A resonant electronically scanned pressure (ESP) piezo-
frequency of approximately 1200 kHz resistive (silicon) sensors, or with high-
provides a rise time of one microsecond. volume, multi-range, variable-capacitance

diaphragm-type transducers (e.g., Miller and
Piezoresistive transducers offer the advantage Smith, 1986; Miller, 1990). ESP modules
of dc (0 Hz) operation, hence provide the are commercially available with different
capability to perform static measurements and pressure ranges and typically contain 16, 32,
yet have excellent dynamic behavior. This 48 or 64 sensors. The small size of the
capability allows transducers installed in a sensor modules allows for installation in the
model, which has been installed in the model or near the base of the strut to mini-
facility, to be calibrated in-place over the mize tubing length (pressure lag) between the
appropriate range of piessure. This calibra- model surface and sensor. When installed
tion of the entire system (sensor, signal externally to the model, modules are
conditioning and recording) is usually generally housed within an insulated box
performed by first evacuating the facility, through which air may be passed to provide a
The pressure level is increased in discrete thermally stable environment, if required.
increments and recorded via a precision These modules combine pressure trans-
pressure standard. The transducer output at ducers, internal multiplexing, and amplifi-
each pressure level provides a calibration of cation to provide a scanner for a high data
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rate. An integral, pneumatically controlled ducers to provide a check on the pressure
mechanism allows the transducers to be level measured. Similarly, when using
calibrated on-line. This on-line calibration multiple ESP modules, transducers from
consists of applying accurately known different modules are teed together to
pressure (or vacuum) levels to the sensors determine the level of agreement (or
(original ESP systems used a 3-point disagreement) between modules.
calibration whereas newer systems use 5
points); these levels are generally selected to As mentioned previously, piezoresistive
cover the expected pressure levels for a run. pressure transducers provide the capability to
Since calibration is performed using an perform static measurements and have good
absolute pressure standard, maintaining the dynamic characteristics. Thus, the same pres-
same reference pressure between the calibra- sure transducers used in impulse facilities are
tion and the wind tunnel test will provide also used in hypersonic wind tunnels. (As a
absolute pressure measurements. Such rule of thumb, manufacturers recommend the
systems contain their own signal-processing selection of a transducer having a resonant
and thus are interfaced directly to the frequency that is five times the frequency of
controller (computer). Representative maxi- interest, i.e., the useful frequency range is
mum sampling rates for the ESP systems are linear (within ±5 percent) for 20 percent of
10/sec for each of 128 channels, or 5/sec for the resonant frequency.) Their fast response
256 channels. characteristics are amenable to the study of

hypersonic internal (e.g., inlets) and external
The primary advantages of the ESP system flow separation phenomena, and these
over the variable-capacitance system are transducers are often used in traversing flow
significantly lower (by about 1/5) cost per field survey probes.
channel, miniaturization, and faster response.
The primary disadvantages are limited range Complex models tested over a range of
of application for a given module and a Reynolds number and attitude provide a wide
higher uncertainty in the measurement of low range of surface pressure. One disadvantage
pressure levels, for example less than of ESP systems is they are not multi-ranged.
0.1 psid. Thus, to accommodate a large surface

pressure range, modules must be changed or
As one example, most hypersonic wind possibly teed together provided they can
tunnels at NASA Langley (Miller, 1990) have withstand the overloads. Primarily for this
Pressure System Incorporated (PSI) model reason, a pressure measurement system has
8400 systems having 256 channels. been developed that employs a number of
Provisions were provided at each tunnel to miniature piezoresistive pressure transducers
allow the rapid augmentation of an additional with different ranges to appear as a single
256 channels. Such systems operate well in transducer. The different range pressure
pressure ranges associated with low speed transducers are connected to a comparator
(subsonic and transonic) wind tunnels, but circuit which compares the output from the
modifications are required to meet the low transducers, determines which gage is
pressure (vacuum) requirements of hyper- reading closest to full scale, biases the signals
sonic wind tunnels (e.g., Hutchinson, 1991). from the other transducers, and provides a
These modifications, which include improve- continuous single output so to appear as a
ments to the vacuum and pneumatic system single transducer. This system, manufac-
used in the calibration procedure, and the tured by Dynamic Engineering Incorporated
calibration standard, are discussed by and referred to as the ATS- 1 Pressure
Hutchinson, 1991. Also, forty variable- Measurement System, is presently being
capacitance transducers have been assembled evaluated in the NASA Langley Unitary Plan
into a "portable" system that may be moved Wind Tunnel.
from facility to facility. Most tunnels have 10
to 20 variable-capacitance transducers onsite. Heavily instrumented pressure models for
When using the ESP system, several tubes conventional-type hypersonic wind tunnels
are often teed to variable-capacitance trans- require a relatively long time to design and



fabricate (often in excess of 1 year), are thus store the large quantities of data generated by
quite expensive, challenging to fabricate to such cameras and image processors can be
high fidelity primarily due to the tubing used to analyze and display the data.
process, and often require considerable setup
time in the wind tunnel (corresponding to The development and/or application of OPMS
considerable tunnel down time). Thus, it is (e.g., University of Washington - NASA
not surprising that there is considerable Ames Research Center (Kavandi, et al.,
interest in the hypersonic community 1990); McDonnell Douglas Research Labora-
concerning recent advancements in optical tory (MDRL) (Morris, et al., 1992); and
pressure measurement systems (OPMS) Central Aerohydrodynamics Institute (Ts
(e.g., DeMeis, 1992) based on photolumi- AGI) of the Commonwealth of Independent
nescence which includes both phospho- States (marketed by Inteco, an Italian Soft-
rescence (e.g,, Kavandi, et al., 1990) and ware firm) (Vollon and Loreto 1991; and
fluorescence (e.g., Morris, et al., 1992). Engler, et al., 1992)) has provided new diag-
Such systems avoid many of the previously nostic capability to the lower speed (subsonic
mentioned disadvantages associated with to supersonic) aerodynamic community via
conventional pressure model fabrication and successful demonstrations in subsonic and
tunnel setup while providing the significant supersonic wind tunnels and in flight. The
advantage of global two-dimensional pres- extension of this technique to hypersonic
sure mappings. wind tunnels using air as the test medium will

require compensation for temperature effects.
As discussed by Morris, et al., 1992, models The oxygen quenching process is temperature
are coated with a material that photoluminesce dependent and the properties of the coating
when excited by the appropriate light source. may also vary with temperature, hence time.
A probe molecule is excited via the absorp- The technique developed by MDRL has
tion of a photon having the appropriate recently been tested in the NASA Langley 12-
energy. Upon returning to the ground elec- Inch Mach 6 High Pressure Tunnel and these
tronic state by emitting a lower energy data are presently being analyzed.
photon, the molecule photoluminesce. (Fluo-
rescence is the emission of light generally Forces and Moments
within a time on the order of 10-8 sec; in
contrast, phosphorescence is a delayed Impulse Facilities
emission generally within 10-3 to 10(0 sec.)
An alternate transition to the ground state is A few general comments will be made prior
provided by a collision with an oxygen to discussing the four papers presented at the
molecule. Rather than emitting a photon, the subject workshop. Most force transducers
excess energy of the molecule is absorbed by have an elastic sensing element whose defor-
the oxygen during a collisional deactivation. mation provides a measure of the acting
As the number of oxygen molecules increases force. Aerodynamic forces in impulse
in a given volume, the frequency of colli- facilities are generally measured with: (1)
sional deactivation increases and lowers or piezoelectric force transducers, where the
quenches the luminescence. Thus, for a sensing element is the same as the transduc-
coated model, the greater the static air pres- tion element that produces the electrical
sure (i.e., the greater the oxygen concentra- output signal from the acting force, (2) piezo-
tion), the less the phosphorescence or resistive or semiconductor strain gages, and/
fluorescence. Advances in image processing or (3) conventional foil strain gages. Gener-
hardware and computers now allow the ally, three component and six component
concept of oxygen quenching to be extended balances are used in impulse facilities having
to the quantitative measurement of pressure. useful run times of approximately 3 to 10
Digital cameras with a scientific-grade CCD millisecond (i.e., excluding facility flow
array having 16 bits of resolution and establishment time). These balances may
4 million pixels can be used to measure lumi- employ one or a combination of the measure-
nescence. Computers can quickly reduce and ment techniques (i.e., piezoelectric, piezo-

resistive, or foil strain gage). Aerodynamic

I.
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force measurements in impulse facilities are history (i.e., decays with time). The rise
not straightforward and may require time for this technique, which is shown to be
additional (typically 6) accelerometers on the insensitive to the assumed spatial and
model for inertial corrections (i.e., the effect temporal loading distributions on the model,
of model vibration) to the balance output. is approximately 100 microseconds. A tech-
The natural frequency of the model material is nique that extends this capability to include
also an important consideration, and the measurements of lift and moment is under
model must be dynamically calibrated, study and discussed by Simmons, et al.,
Jessen and Gronig, 1992 provide an excellent 1992. Future plans include the utilization of
discussion of the rationale for the design and this suspended model technique to measure
construction of a balance for use in shock the thrust of a combustor. The exhaust of a
tunnels having run times of several milli- combustor would be captured by a nozzle
seconds. A classical review of force and having parallel side walls and 110 diverging
moment measurements in impulse facilities is tcp and bottom walls. This nozzle would be
provided by Bernstein, 1975. attached to stings and suspended via strings

as discussed previously, thus is free to move
A new technique that provides the capability relative to the fixed-position combustor. The
to measure aerodynamic forces for sub- impulsive pressure loading on the inner walls
millisecond test times has been developed and of the nozzle will send stress waves along the
demonstrated by Simmons, et al., 1992 for stings where they are monitored by strain
nonlifting bodies at zero incidence. This gages. A positive thrust will move the nozzle
technique is based on the interpretation of closer to the combustor.
transient stress waves propagating within the
model and support. Sharp cones, having half An excellent discussion of the design
angles of 5' and 150, lengths of 7.9 and rationale for a new geometry, six-component
16.7 inches respectively, and fabricated from balance for use in a shock tunnel having a
aluminum, were attached to a relatively long 4 millisecond flow duration is presented by
(2 m) brass sting having an outside diameter Jessen and Gronig, 1992. The primary
of 1.5 inches. The sting, hence model, was driving factors in the design of this balance,
suspended in the test section of the which utilized finite element analysis, were
University of Queensland piston-driven test time, balance natural frequency, and
Shock Tunnel T4 via two strings; hence the model moment of inertia. Based on a
model was free to move axially although the geometry involving connecting cross arms
actual movement is negligible during a run. having quadratic cross sections and beirg
To protect the sting from external forces due conical as the arms extend outward from a
to shear layer impingement and the wake center inner plug to a 1.65-inch-diameter
flow in general, it was enclosed in a shroud. outer shell, the resulting balance is quite short
Two strain gages were attached to the sting (length is 0.87 inch without the model
1800 apart. Upon establishment of the flow mounting adaptor). Semiconductor strain
about the model and during the useful test gages are attached to each side of each arm,
period, a large number of stress wave resulting in a total of 16 gages. Although
reflections occur within the model. The challenging to fabricate, the balance is easy to
period of these reflections is an order of handle, robust, and quite accurate. The
magnitude less than the test time. The model minimum natural frequency of the balance
reacts against the mass of the sting and stress without the model is 2.4 kHz and all six force
waves propagate along the sting and reflect and moment components are measured with-
from the end. The resulting outputs of the out acceleration compensation. A third-order
strain gages mounted on the sting, which are static calibration involving 500 load cases
sampled every 5 microseconds, are averaged was performed with the balance. (The
to cancel bending effects and used to provide minimum number of individual load cases
a time ihist, y uf" i,. drag. This time history required is 400. One thousand cases are
of the drag is determined numerically via the required for good results and 1500 for
deconvolution process (inverse dynamic excellent results.) This new balance has been
problem) and follows the pitot pressure time successfully demonstrated via tests at Mach 8
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in the RWTH Aachen Shock Tunnel for a 150 exchangeable. The forces imparted to the
half angle sharp cone and a 300 half angle body upon discharge of the pyrotechnics are
sharp cone with a cylindrical afterbody. measured via accelerometers for the case of
Future plans include compensation for sting no flow and for the test flow. These tests
oscillation, testing in a contoured (as opposed revealed that the 3 millisecond test time of the
to conical) nozzle that will provide uniform ISL Shock Tunnel was just sufficient to
flow, and the design of an advanced proto- establish quasi-steady flow; i.e., the limiting
type involving calibration with 1500 load factor is the establishment of the complex
cases. flow structure, not the dynamic response of

the model. Future plans include testing with
A novel device for free-flight testing a model reservoir-supplied side jets and measurement
in a conventional-type shock tunnel is the of lateral force due to external combustion.
subject of the paper by Naumann, et al., Also planned are sLramjet model tests with a
1992. This technique is insensitive to distur- built-in supply.
bances resulting from the flow establishment
process of the facility and compensates for Although having a longer run time (10 to 20
variations in flow parameters during the milliseconds) than piston-driven or
useful test period. The model, instrumented conventional-type shock tunnels, the VKI
with piezoelectric accelerometers, is posi- Longshot Hypersonic Facility nevertheless
tioned in the test section by a model support presents experimental aerodynamicists with a
system consisting of a clamping device. This challenge in obtaining accurate measurements
clamp is closed about the sting attached to the of forces and moments. The techniques
model thereby fixing the position of the developed for and used in the longshot
model in the test section. Just prior to flow facility at hypersonic Mach number of about
arrival at the test section, pyrotechnic charges 15 are discussed by Carbonaro 1992. In this
are ignited to open the clamp, thereby report by Carbonaro, the techniques and
allowing the model and sting to free flight. prohlems associated with the measurement of
Following the useful test period, the clamp model accelerations using piezoelectric or
closes on the sting thereby securing the piezoresistive accelerometers, including
model. A minimum of 6 accelerometers calibration and transverse sensitivity aspects,
(more for redundant information) are used to are discussed. Inertial corrections are
infer the forces and moments, and wires from optimized taking into account accelerometer
these accelerometers are routed through the transverse sensitivity effects, time lags,
sting for protection. Aerodynamic coeffi- signal filtering or smoothing, and tuning for
cients are calculated directly from the the inertia of the vibrating masses. Low
measured accelerations and the pitot pressure frequency oscillations due to sting vibration
time history. This technique has been are well corrected, but high frequency
demonstrated for a 300 half-angle sharp cone oscillations must be damped by suitable
with cylindrical afterbody model having 8 numerical filtering or smoothing. The
symmetrically mounted accelerometers to viability of the subject measurement
provide 5 components. This "release- technique is demonstrated via tests of the
capture" force measurement technique has shuttle orbiter and Hermes configurations.
also been demonstrated with a body-plate
model having side jets. The body houses Hypersonic Wind Tunnels
two pyrotechnic charges, a settling chamber,
and I to 3 parallel nozzles which may have Internal strain gage balances used most
different shapes. The pyrotechnic charges frequently in hypersonic wind tunnels are
provide a maximum settling chamber sting or blade strut supported, range in
pressure of about 7000 psi. All accelero- diameter from 0.56 to 0.85 inch, and cover a
meters are mounted on this body. The plate- wide range of maximum design loads
wing, together with the upper surface of the applicable to blunt, high drag models and to
body, provides a flat surface that is slender, high lift models (e.g., Miller, 1990).
5.5 inches in length and aligned with the Most balances are six-component, water
oncoming flow; this plate-wing is cooled, and the excitation voltage is typically
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5 volts. The general p,-cedure used in most 2 MHz and have in excess of 16K of memory

tunnels is to calibrate all six-components, or per channel. Such systems provide data
as a minimum the axial-and-normal-force and acquisition and reduction capabilities for
pitching moment components, of the balance impulse facilities that are not unlike those for
by loading the balance with weights and conventional-type hypersonic wind tunnels.
recording the output. These onsite data are The cost of such systems is relatively high,
compared to the formal calibration data to typically $5K to $1OK per channel, depend-
assure the balance is operating within ing on the capability (bit, sample rate,
acceptable tolerances. Tare runs with the memory). Thus, the number of channels at
model mounted to the balance are performed various facilities may run from only a few
over the desired angle of attack range prior to channels to the 128 enjoyed by the Calspan
and during the test series. Following the Shock Tunnel.
establishment of steady flow in the wind
tunnel, the model is injected into the flow Hypersonic Wind Tunnels
from a sheltered position, the angle of attack
varied via the pitch-pause model of operation, Again, as an example, all hypersonic wind
and the model retracted prior to flow break- tunnels at NASA Langley have stand-alone
down. The model injection, attitude varia- data acquisition systems. The heart of the
tion, and retraction is generally controlled by system for most tunnels is a 256-channel,
a computer. 15 bit, 50 kHz or 100 KHz through put rate,

amplifier per channel, analog-to-digital (A/D)
As mentioned previously, a major concern unit manufactured by the NEFF Instrument
with force and moment tests in heated flows Corporation and having programmable gains
of relatively long duration is the potential and filters per channel and internal clock
conduction heating to the balances through (NEFF system 620/series 600). These
the model wall and along the sting or strut; systems are controlled via a Hewlett Packard
therefore, only water cooled balances are (HP) 9000 series model 375 computer
used in such facilities. Conduction of heat networked to a central HP model 750
along the sting or blade strut is generally computer. Peripheral equipment for each
reduced via water cooling and/or ceramic DAS includes dual-disc and optical disc mass
coating; for severe heating problems, a water- storage units, 9-track tape systems, and
cooled balance-to-sting adapter may also be printers. The recent addition of a portable 20-
used. Protecting the balance from conduction channel NEFF system 490 having 12-bit
effects through the model wall is usually A/D, up to 1 MHz sampling rate, programma-
achieved with passive techniques such as ble amplifiers and filters, and 2 megaword
insulated balance sleeves and air gaps. When- RAM provides the capability to routinely
ever model weight is not a consideration, utilize fast response pressure transducers to
stainless steel is selected over aluminum as examine unsteady surface flow phenomena.
the model material so to reduce conduction
effects. Force and moment models cast of
ceramic or machined from Macor, a machin- REFERENCES
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1. ABSTRACT
An analysis of the different means to measure the being measured, is the experiment carried out in a
velocity is done; the relative merits of the particle based small research facility or is the test being made on a
and the molecular based methods are evaluated, leading component of a full scale vehicle.
to a set of recommendations for future research.

Velocity measurement techniques are generally broken

2. INTRODUCTION down into two categories: particle based and molecular
With the renewed interest in hypersonics, as seen by the based. Both of these categories can be used to make
large number of flight programs in the international either point or planar measurements; they can also be
community, there is a real need for accurate, detailed time-of-flight or Doppler shifted methods.
measurements of fluid flow and thermodynamic
properties of high speed, high temperature flows. Since Particle based velocimetry has a 30 year history of
the last major hypersonic activities took place in the late development which has made it a very important
1960's, major strides have taken place both in diagnostics. Particle based systems generally depend
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and expekimental upon micron size particles that have been placed in the
measurements. For the CFD community these include flow and the Doppler shifted light scattered by these
large high speed computers with efficient algorithms. particles is measured to determine the velocity of the
These new techniques now make it possible to make particle and, hence, the velocity of the fluid in which
accurate predictions of very complex flows. This the particle is immersed. The Doppler shift has been
requires accurate global data for tie directly got with optical spectrometers (Michelson and
calibration/verification of these complex codes. For the Fabry-P~rot) or through set-ups creating interference of
experimentalist, new tools include high powered lasers, two Doppler shifts yielding beat frequencies that can be
miniature electron beams, fast digital cameras, high detected by photomultiptier tubes and which are further
speed image processing hardware and software, fast processed with a "counter" type of electronics or the
desktop computers, paints that are temperature, pressure more recently developed FFT type of devices. These
and shear sensitive. All of these techniques have systems are generally referred to as Laser Doppler
provided the experimentalist with a vast assortment of Velocimeters (LDV). Variants of this system measure
means of obtaining nonintrusive measurements of a the time for the particle to travel a known distance, two
variety of fluid properties. These new diagnostics can spot or two dash velocimeters sometimes called laser
either replace or complement the traditional physical transit velocimeters; or, measure the distance the
probes which have numerous problems such as probe particles have gone in a known time, Particle Image
interference, lag corrections and the requirement for Velocimetry (PIV). The problem of all the particle
subsidiary cooling systems. This paper is concerned based systems is that the effect of the particle's inertia
with the review and summary of the papers presented must be seriously considered. In low density flows or
in Session 5 (Velocity Measurements) at the NATO wherever there may be large velocity gradients, the
Advanced Research Workshop [I]. Eight papers were particle's velocity may not accurately represent the flow
presented ((21 to [91) in that session. Although this velocity. The kind of particle chosen for the experiment
paper will focus on the results from those papers, other is of vital importance. This will be described in more
results will be described for completeness. detail in the following section.

3. BACKGROUND A spectrometric technique using a Michelson
The choice of velocity measurement systems is spectrometer is described in [101. The velocity can be
governed by a variety of parameters. These include: recorded in real time and with a us time resolution
whether the experiment is a flight test or takes place in provided the scattering particles are numerous enough

a ground test facility, is the test duration a few for creating a continuous stream of scattered light from
milliseconds or a few seconds, are real gas properties the measuring volume. As the Doppler shifted light is
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delivered by an ensemble of may be many particles, a 5. PARTICLE BASED RESULTS
good signal to noise ratio can be obtained also with Some of the significant results from [21 to [9) will now
rather small particles resulting in less problems from be discussed. In [31, both laser transit anemometer and
particle inertia. The technique is of special interest for LDV measurements were made in a Mach 6 wind
impulse facilities, tunnel. Velocity measurements of the normal velocity

component using agglomerate free 0.3 micron alumina
Molecular based velocity measurements systems have normalized to free stream reference velocity, with
not had the broad development efforts that the particle theoretical predictions for different particle sizes as a
based systems have had. A small number of researchers function of position behind a 40.80 oblique shock are
have used the electron beam and laser systems to shown in Figure 1. The effects of particle lag are seen
measure velocities. It is only in the last five years that in the figure. The measured velocity values converge to
molecular based systems have been developed to make within 8% of the expected 133 m/s 8 millimeters
accurate measurements in "lab-top" experiments. Again, behind the shock. The values were within 5% of the
these systems fall into two categories: time-of-flight and 133 m/s 12 millimeters behind the shock. Shown in
Doppler shifted. These will be discussed in more detail Figure 2 are the res,.its from (2]. An oblique shock
later. wave is generated by a flat plate model at -100

incidence in a Mach 12.5 air flow. The mea urements,
4. SCATTERING PARTICLES which were made above the plate, about 125 mm from
As was mentioned above, the choice of scattering the leading edge, are shown in Figure 3. The
particle for hypersonic measurements is very important. probability density measurements shown, clearly point
The 1985 conference held at NASA Langley [111 was out the shift from the dominant freestream peak ahead
devoted to various aspects of the use of aerosols for of the shock as the probe volume is traversed towards
velocity measurements. In [41, which describes the the plate. It was concluded that the measured particle
application of the classical "fringe" type LDV system to response indicates a particle of 0.5 um with a specific
several of ONERA's wind tunnels, a variety of particles gravity of 0.1: theoretically these particles have a 95 %
have been used, including ZrO2, SiC).,, alumina powder, response to velocity fluctuations up to 50kHz. In (41
and natural particles occurring in the flow system. The velocity results from three of ONERA's wind tunnels
powders were generally fed through a .:y.-lIon geners'or are presented. Specifically, the results from S4 Modane
to remove large particles or agglomerates. The nominal are shown. The Mach number was 12 and three
size for the ceramic powders was about 0.5 jum and different electronic processing systems were used: a
their specific gravity varied from 2.2 to 5.5 g.cm3 . digital oscilloscope Lecroy 7200, a Dantec counter and
Their melting temperatures vary from 1700°C to the IFA 750 from TSI. The results are shown in Figure
2700'C, thus making them quite suitable for high 4. The measured results lie between the calculated
temperature flows. Since these powders were values for a perfect gas and a real gas. It is concluded
maintained at the same pressure as the supply pressure in [41 that for these conditions, the results from the
of the wind tunnel, this generally required a complex different processors correlated well with each other and
plumbing system to introduce the aerosols into the flow. that velocities up to 1 700 m/s could be measured with
Tests were also carried out in an arc facility where a good confidence level.
naturally occurring particles were present. It is
ascertained that the particles were probably copper or
copper oxide particles with diameters between 15 and 6. MOLECULAR BASED SYSTEMS
30 pm. In [2], particles are used which when compared As was said above, molecular based velocity
to predictions, appear to have a diameter of 0.5 lim and measurements can be categorized into two groups:
a specific gravity of 0.1 g.cm 3 . Results with these time-of-flight and Doppler shift techniques. We will
partichts will be described later in this paper. No first discuss the time-of-flight methods.
description is given as to the type of particles or the
nature of the particle material. In [3) a fluidized bed A pulsing electron beam is utilized in [51 (shown
was used to disperse Alumina (A1203) with a mean schematically in Figure 5) to determine the velocity in
diameter of 0.3 Am into a Mach 6 wind tunnel supply a hypersonic flow. The electron beam generates ions
system. All of the above systems were used in with long lifetimes. One can then measure their time of
continuous running wind tunnels. For the case of flight during their travel downstream among the
impulse facilities, Avidor [ 121 used exploding aluminum surrounding neutral molecules along a known distance.
wires in the supply section of a shock tunnel to generate The beam is pulsed for I psec at a repetition rate of 2-8
aerosols. The wires were exploded shortly before the kHz. Downstream in the flow an ion collector acting
tunnel was run, providing a continuous source of like a Langmuir probe is positioned. From the time
scattering particles during the multi milli-second run. It delay of the ion signal at the probe with respect to the
was estimated that the particle size was less than 0.02 corresponding electron beam pulse the time-of-flight of
jim so this technique could not be used with a the ions is measured. When the probe is moved a well
conventional LDV system for single particle scattering. defined distance downstream or upstream the
If the gas temperatures are not significant (less than time-of-flight is measured again. The velocity may then
250'C) then some of the organic aerosols such as he computed readily. Shown in Figure 6 are the results
polystyrene, latex, dioctylphthalate and other aerosols of measurements in a variety of gases at many different
that have been in use over the years could he used. speeds. The results are compareu with theoretical

* isentropic expansion velocities. One sees that the results
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are in good agreement. A slight variant of this velocity A new approach in time-domain CARS is proposed [131
measurement technique was described in [6]. An to perform single shot measurements of the velocity (as

electron beam was again used to excite the gas well as of the static temperature) in low pressure

molecules in a low density, Mach 10 airflow. A lens supersonic flows. Instead of repetitive probing the

(see Figure 7) forms the image of the flowfield on a macroscopic polarizibility coherently driven b:- short

high speed gated image intensifier. The final image is pump and Stokes pulses with variable delay times, the
recorded on a 400 ASA sensitive photographic plate. coherence is created with a long duration pump and a

The image intensifier has two purposes, the first one is short duration Stokes pulse, and is continuously probed

to act as high speed shutter in order to freeze the with the same pump pulse. The decay of the anti-Stokes

movement of the plasma columns; the second is to use signal reveals the static temperature; the beating

the high gain to amplify the low intensity light coming between two signals which are created in opposite

from the plasma columns. A photograph of the plasma crossing directions with respect to the flow direction
is shown in Figure 8. One effectively knows the gives the flow velocity.

time-of-flight and one determines the distance from the
scaled photograph; thus, one can deduce the velocity. 7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It was concluded in [6] that the optical spatial imaging The results from the papers presented in the Velocity
of luminous plasma columns induced by a pulsed session at the NATO workshop indicated that major

electron beam can be a useful tool to measure the strides %ave been made in being able to make velocity
velocity of low density hypersonic flows. The last measurements in high speed, high temperature flows

time-of-flight paper [81 describes results obtained with that may have chemical reactions present. It is also
the RELIEF method. Air is tagged by vibrationally obvious that much work still remains to be carried out.

exciting oxygen molecules and interrogating at a later Most of the experiments described in the above papers
time by laser-induced electronic fluorescence. Lines can were carried out in carefully controlled, small scaled

be instantaneously (IOns) written into the flowfield, and laboratory environments. Only a small number were
their displacement after an accurately measured time attempted in large scaled test facilities; none were

interval gives the flow velocity. If a cross is written attempted in flight vehicles.
into a flow, then the displacement of the cross gives an

accurate measure of the mean flow velocity; rotation of The following recommendations are offered for future
the cross and distortion of the lines can be used to have research:
access to vorticity and turbulence. Experiments have * Continued improvement in particle techniques
been carried out in flows up to Mach 4 and the results for use with LDV systems. The development

look very promising, but the technique requires a for particles with large aerodynarrac diameters

shorter wavelength laser source in order to generate with low specific gravity, such as micro

high fluorescence intensities to low density hypersonic spheres, is important. The continued

flows. For steady, nonreacting flows, planar velocity development of electronic processors capable
measurements can be made using planar laser-induced of measuring frequencies with a range of 100's

iodine fluorescence (PLIIF)[7I. Seeding the flow with of megahertz is also important.
iodine vapor and then exciting these molecules with a * A continued emphasis on molecular based

light sheet of the 514.5nm line of an argon laser with techniques including both time-of-flight and
an air-spaced etalon, the resulting broadband planar Doppler techniques.

fluorescence is imaged into a CCD camera (Fig. 9). * Attempts to apply the Michelson spectrometer
Time averaged data (over 30 s) are then taken. By to molecular based Doppler measurements:
scanning the laser frequency of discrete frequencies, a recording the wavelengths of spectral lines
series of images is obtained from which the Doppler stimulated by electron beam or laser radiation.

shift is deduced. For application to high-speed reacting * The development of high powered, high
flows, velocity measurements can be made using planar repetition rate UV lasers.

laser-induced OH fluorescence. The same approaches * In order to supplement turbulence modeling,

that were used in PLIIF can be used for OH PLIF if a particularly in the analysis of high speed
sufficiently narrow linewidth, tunable, UV laser is mixing, the density-velocity correlation should

used. Pointwise measurements of velocity have been be emphasized. This will require
demonstrated in a small, combustor, jet facility. Planar multi-parameter measurements from such

velocity measurements have also been demonstrated in techniques as CARS velocimetry, LIF and the
a reacting jet. electron beam.

• Planar techniques in blow down facilities.

Velocities and temperature measurements in high speed
flows which were based on spectrally resolved Rayleigh 8. REFERENCES
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SUMMARY 1. The refractive index changes in fluid mediums of
varying density and/or constituency which means

This paper is based upon a session of the NATO the wave fronts of optical waves propagating
Advanced Research Workshop, New Trends in through these mediums are phase shifted and
Instrumentation for Hypersonic Research held at the deflected. Gas density can be derived from
ONERA La Fauga Facility in France during the week refractive index if the constituency is known.
of April 27, 1992. The discussion includes some of the Refraction can be measured directly with schlieren
frontiers of the technology of flow visualization and systems. Phase shift is usually measured with
spectroscopy as well as a discussion of the current interferometry.
development needs and trends. Included in the
discussion are optical integrated measurements such as 2. When the exciting wavelength is near the resonance
resonance absorption, schlieren, interferometry, and of a gas, the complex refractive index changes
holographic methods. The discussion shows that while radically such that absorption and refraction
the technology is mature in a broad sense, a significant properties are strongly affected. The analysis of
number of new development areas exist such as absorption and refraction at resonance can be done
resonant holography and phase shifting holographic by either tuning the wavelength of a narrow band
interferometry. The maturity of the technology makes illuminating diagnostic beam through the
it immediately applicable to many problems and the resonances of the medium or by comparing the
untapped potential offers considerable room for input and output spectra of a broad band
improvement of existing capability. The methods illuminating beam.
which are described can be used in harsh environments
and have the potential for becoming flight test Flow visualization as well as spectroscopic methods are
diagnostics for the measurement of temperature, information intensive diagnostics and have been limited
density, constituency, and velocity, in practical application for many years by the capability

of affordable image processing hardware and software.
I INTRODUCTION In recent years, the availability of small powerful

computers is fast removing such limitations. Also, new
When an optical wave front traverses a gaseous lasers are simplifying the application and interpretation
medium, the wave frnnt can be modulated in phase, of such methods. Miniaturization hardware such as
direction, and intensity by the medium. The analysis of fiber optics, diode lasers, and small electronics
the integrated effect of the medium upon the wave can hardware are opening the way to the development of
characterize the medium if enough information is small, rugged, liahtweight instrumentation. New
recorded. At the simplest level, some aspects of the methods such as phase shifting interferometry are
otherwise invisible flow field can be trade visible improving the resolution and accuracy of
through various optic*, processing procedures. At the interferometry. HoloRraphy is expanding the capability
highest level, some aspects of the flow can be of both interferometry and spectroscopy by providing a
accurately quantified. The fundamental principals convenient method of storing wave front information in
underlying optical flow visualization techniques a form which makes its processing simpler. So even
described herein are the following: though each of the methods under discussion here is

already widely used, the field is extremely dynamic and
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the capabilities of these methods will be extended in dissociation and ionization with a resulting loss of
future years as the supporting technologies are knowledge of the gas state and constituency. The state
advanced, of the gas can become an important factor in the

simulation, so its measurement can become a major
These methods can provide quantitative density issue for modelers and for those desiring to simulate
measurements of two dimensional and axisymmetrical flight conditions.
fields since the integrated measurement can be solved to
provide point information. When flow fields become In some instances, pulsed facilities are the only
more spatially complex, the method becomes semi facilities that can simulate flight conditions.
quantitative. In some situations, the measurement of Accommodating short run times is another challenge
integrated data over a sufficient number of angles of being accepted by diagnostics technique developers.
view can lead to three dimensional analysis through the The environment in which such tests mus: be carded
process of tomography (tomography is the out offers still another challenge. For example, simply
determination of a spatial distribution when only the getting light in and out of the test facility without
projections through the distribution are given), introducing spurious information on the light wave is

not a simple task.
In the study of aero-optical phenomena, the desired
measurement is the total integrated affect on the wave The following examples of emerging technology were
front, so these methods are finding broad application in presented in the workshop, illustrating some of the
this area. approaches being taken to deal with the problems of

hypersonic testing.
2. ADVANTAGES

3.1 Schlieren Methods
This class )f instrumentation possesses a number of
advantages over most of the more recently emerging A good example of the refinement of a mature
optical diagnostics such as laser induced fluorescence technology for application in hypersonic research was
and Raman techniques. The instruments are essentially presented by Bize et all. They have designed,
in a high state of maturity, some of them having been constructed and tested a high sensitivity schlieren
in routine use for many years. This makes their system for the ONERA La Fauga F4 Hotshot facility.
incorporation into hypersonic testing more This facility has been designed to cover the HERMES
straightforward since many test facilities are already trajectory through gas densities ranging from 10-6 to
equipped with the required optical access. The results 10-2 kg/m 3 . The minimum detectable optical path
are often easier to communicate to the end user since difference is given by
aerodynamacists are already familiar with their use and As,,= - K min
interpretation. The methods currently in use are
relatively simple, employing well known recording
materials and data reduction procedures. They ar Where K is the Dale/Gladstone constant, which for air
readily adaptable to electronic recording and data is 2.27 x 10-4 (Kg/m 3)' 1 , and L is the length of the gas
reduction methods which have evolved in recent years. flow. This requires the ability to measure an optical
The expansion potential is extremely promising, which path length change from 2.3x10"2 to 2.3 micrometers
means that the methods already in use can be retrofitted per meter of path length or in terms of wavelength, a
with advancements that will enhance the system range from about X120 to 5X per meter of optical path.
capability. For example, facilities which are already
equipped with schlieren systems can be upgraded to To extend the sensitivity to its maximum, the authors
incorporate new holography methods. Holography have employed long focal length (5 meter) mirrors (50
methods can add interferometry capability to such a cm. diameter) polished to an accuracy of 0.1 arc
facility. Facilities already using holography will be seconds. Three major factors limit the achievable (in
expandable to incorporate phase shifting practice) sensitivity of schlieren systems: 1) vibration.
interferometry, on-line recording and reduction, and 2) air current perturbations outside of the facility, and
resonant holographic methods. 3) distortions and noise caused by the windows of the

facility. These have been minimized in the curmrt
3. EMERGING TECHNOLOGY design by 1) mounting the knife edge on a rapidly

controllable mount with feedback to eliminate the
A considerable effort is being made to extend the effects of vibration on the knife edge, and vibrationally
methods under discussion for use in hypersonics isolating the entire system, 2) placing the entire optical
research. Hypersonic testiV requires diagnostics at system in a vacuum chamber, and 3) removing dte
lower densities and higher velocities than the methods windows entirely, since the optics are all inside the
easily reach. Also, high temperatures result in vacuum of the test facility. Also, by using &he phase
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contrast method instead of a normal knife edge, another spectrometer (Figure 1). The instrument can provide a
factor of 10 is gained in sensitivity (the phase contrast measure of gas density and temperature if the integral
method employs a phase shifting step i-stead of a knife representing the measurement can be solved and if
edge). With these refinements the system can resolve a broadening effects caused by Doppler shift or other
refraction as small as 0.01 arc seconds and can measure effects can be incorporated. Considerable work is still
a step change in optical path of less than X/500. This needed in the physics of the process to make the
schlieren system is quite possibly the most sensitive method accurate. Ultimately, if rugged, low cost lasers
schlieren system of its size in use for aerodynamics. in the correct wavelength become available, the method

could be simplified. Figure 2 shows a candidate design
As an additional refinement, the authors plan to employ for an in-flight diagnostic using the technique. Fiber
laser illumination to allow the high level of ambient optics conducts the light in and out of the rectangular
light near the stagnation region of the models to be combustor.
removed from the visualization.

Smeets4  reviewed a variety of interferometers
3.2 Spectroscopic Methods specifically developed to view extremely weak phase

objects (optical path length changes less than X/500).
Bize et alIalso describe ? n-ethod that was employed for Of special significance is the fact that these instruments
extending the use of emission spectroscopy to the La were developed and used routinely over 20 years ago,
Fauga F4 facility by employing fiber optics to collect and now they should be easily adaptable to meet some
the light inside the facility and to conduct it to a high of the newly emerging requirements in present day
resolution grating spectrometer some distance away. hypersonic flow diagnostics. A Wollaston prism
Measurements were made of Cu, Fe, OH, 0, and NiH differential interferometer shown in Figure 3 provides
UV bands from 300 nm to 330 nm to evaluate various a capability to quantify optical path length changes as
parameters in the flow. Temperature measurement is small as 10-5 X. Using the above formula, this leads to
one of the primary objectives. This diagnostic also a minimum detectable density change of about 2x10"8

provides an evaluation of measures taken !o reduce the Kg/m 3 per meter of optical path which covers
metallic pollution of the flow. essentially the full range of ground testing for most

hypervelocity aircraft. The method biases the
Limbaugh 2  and McGregor3  similarly described interferometer into its most sensitive region and reducer
methods for adapting highly refined optical noise by canceling out light which is not
emission/absorption spectroscopic procedures to contributing to the measurement of changing refractive
extremely harsh test conditions, specifically in the index. When the image can be divided into small
testing of propulsion systems. By employing a heated regions probed by individual rays which are then
plate as an IR (1-3 Micrometers) source and measuring sensed electronically, the frequency response of the
the transmission through the flow field, Limbaugh can interferometer is virtually unlimited, making it an
deduce the temperature and species concentration in the excellent candidate for modem day hypervelocity
exhaust of a propulsion system. A band model testing in pulsed facilities. The device has actually
approach to solving the radiative transfer problem been used to map the density profiles surrounding a
provides quantitative determination of these properties ballistic projectile as it passed through the
when the integral representing the measured interferometer.
illumination can be solved. Solution of the integral is
straightforward only for symmetrical distributions of Variations of the Wollaston prism interferometer have
the field. By staying in the short wavelength band, been employed for different problems. One variation
Limbaugh shows how quartz fibers can be used to represents one of the precursors to modem optical
conduct the light in and out of a test facility to image processing for enhancing the sensitivity of flow
ruggedize the instrument. Primary candidates for visualization. One interferogram is produced when the
measurement are the 4.3 l±m band of CO2 and the 2.7 g object is present using one polarization orientation, and
m band of H20. Work closer to the I pim bands would a second exposure is made without the phase object
allow use of uncooled silicon or germanium detectors, being present with the other polarization. This
but the method has not yet been extended to this regime procedure makes the second recording complementary
to date. NO, OH, CO, and NOx are also candidate to the first in intensity with respect to the fixed
molecules. illumination. Adding the two recordings effectively

smoothes out the constant information, enhancing the
McGregor described the requirements and potential for signal-to-noise ratio of the temporally changing
applying resonance absorption methods in hypersonk information. A recording of a sound wave of phase
flow using non laser illuminators. Typically, a source strength less than X/500, using the interfevometer,
is produced with a discharge tube containing the species vividly demonstrated the high sensitivity mede pomible
under study and the receiver is a high resolution through image processing and setting the interferometar

9r.I I I
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in its most sensitive mode. This type of interferometer Storing entire wave fronts allows a number of
can be adapted directly into almost any conventional extremely important and unique direct and quantitative
schierea system. The chief drawback is the difficulty comparisons, additions, subtractions, correlation and
in quantifying the data, limiting present use of the filtering of wave fronts such as the following:
method to flow visualization. Smeets states that the
method can be characterized by a typical sensitivity of 1. Wave fronts that existed at different times.
10-7 Amagat/mete" (An Amagat is the density of the 2. Extremely aberrated and complicated wave fronts
gas normalized to its value at STP.) that differ by a small amount.

3. Wave fronts of different wavelengths.
Instrument sensitivity enhancement in flow 4. Multiple wave fronts existing simultaneously.
visualization must always be accompanied by
procedures to remove or accmnt for the variations in Table I summarizes some of the advanced holographic
the flow field outside of the region of interest, which techniques that support flow diagnostics.
can dominate the measuremenL This is especially true
in hypersonic testing where the test region can be Improved data reduction hardware and software may be
relatively small. Removing the test chamber windows the single most important new development in flow
and the ambient air itself, as described in the schlieren visualization holography. In recent years, great strides
system above, is one way of achieving this. In Smeets have been made in improving the efficiency and use of
interferometer, this is accomplished essentially by holography data. The application of modern image
subtracting off such effects in real time. Techniques analysis and enhancement procedures such as
described below offer still other ways to abate ambient logarithmic detection, normalization, subtracting off
effects. the non uniform background, floating thresholds,

bandpass filtering and others have greatly simplified
3.3 Holographic Interferometry automated data reduction. Only through the routine

processing and use of the additional data made possible
Four presentations were given describing advarced by holography can the methods compete with more
holography developments and applications5 ,6,7, 8  established and accepted techniques which may offer
representing -'iat is probably the most dynamic area in less, but which require little data processing before use.
flow diagnosucs.

Phase shift interferometry is a relatively new
Since holography provides a technique to store optical interferometric procedure for producing a continuous
wave fronts for later retrieval, holographic flow phase map from a series of three or more
visualization and interferometry would appear to be an interferograms of an object field. At any point in an
obvious application of holography. The modulated interferogram, the intensity is given by
wave front can be stored in a hologram for later
retrieval, at which time it can be reconstructed for 141 + rco 0
processing with any of the conventional optical flow Where 10 is the background (D.C.) intensity, y is the
visualization procedures including schlieren, fringe contrast, is the desired phase and 0 is anshadowgraph, moirt, and many types of interferometry; adfrge constant phase shift over the interferogram.
so the single recording can lead to a multitude of By measuring intensity for three different values of 0,
rpresentations of the flow. three equations are produced which can then be solved

The primary features of holographic flow visualization for +. The interferogram can be sampled by a detector

are the following: array during the phase shifting operation and a phase
map is produced almogt instantaneously (with a 2x

1. Information-carrying wave fronts of arbitrary ambiguity). The features and benefits of using this

complexity can be stored in holograms for law procedure include using more of the data in the
retrieval. inrrogram, filling in data between the fringes in the

2. The hogranms can be recorded in nanosecond or interferogram, removal of optical noise, improvement
shorter time frames of sensitivity, and rendering the process more easily

3. Data is stored in a narrow wavel,-ngth range. automated. This represents a significant improvemmt

4. Hologram can be recorded at high frequmcy ov r more conventional methods of locating fringe

(me e). centers.
5. Many holegrams can be sueimoe on a single.enco ogaag. Spring at a16 describe a system and an application in the

6. Data is stored in a format that is readily accessible NSWC hypervelocity facilities which represent various
to optical processing ocedure. edges of the state of the ar in applied holognahk RawSdiagmrtics. The system employs double plate



(sandwich) holography in which a reference wave front matching a relatively short coherence length reference

is recorded on one hologram, the test field wave front wave with the object wave that has made the desired

is ,--corded on a second hologram, then the two wave number of passes. The remaining light exposes the

fronts are superimposed by placing the two holograms hologram but does not interfere with the reference

together and reconstructing both wave front- wave. This method, called coherence filtering, works

simultaneously. The phase shift operation for phase reasonably well for two passes, but results in lower

shift interferometry can be implemented with the quality data as the number of passes increases. A time

hologram "sandwich" in various ways, and was filtering method was developed by these authors that

achieved in this system by moving one of the plates actually gates the recording, electroptically shuttering

relative to the other during reconstruction. Automated out all light except that which traverses the facility by

image interferogram reduction using this process is one the desired number of times. Figure 5 illustrates the

of the significant features of the system allowing large system capability of recording the flow field over a

amounts of data to be quantified. Image processing wedge in the F5 facility. The interference fringes are

systems and software which now are relatively almost straight in the single pass case, whereas the

inexpensiv, would have been prohibitive in cost for three pass cas! shows the improvad sensitivity. This

most users only a few years ago. The study illustrates configuration leads to quantifiable interferometry data

the use of holographic interferometry to evaluate CFD with a sensitivity gain of three. The time filtering

codes. Comparisons of the interferometry results with method could incr-ease sensitivity by orders of

CFD clearly illustrate where the codes fail to predict magnitude. Once again, methods for eliminating

the flow about models in hypersonic flows. Figure 4 ambiert effects would almost certalr-y be required to

shows such a comparison where the CFD solution maintain the useful sensitivivy.
predicted by a three dimensional Euler code breaks
down in the turbulent boundary layer. Some of the Trolinger et at 8 describe a series of experiments that
weaknesses of the technique are illustrated in this figure demonstrate the use of resonant holographic

which underlined the problem of refraction near strong interferometry spectroscopy (RHIS) in detecting OH in
density gradients, which makes the data analysis a flame. RHIS is a new type of flow diagnostics
difficult near the shock wave. technique that combines the power of holography with

the species selectivity of yectroscopy to provide three
Eitelberg et a15  reported on the development of an dimensional images of the density of selected species in
advanced on-line holocamera for the HEG shock tunnel complex flows. The technique is particularly suitable
at DLR. The system employs a thermo-plastic to study high speed mixing processes, to measure minor
recording device, which allows holograms to be species in the presence of major species, &.d to observ
recorded, developed electronically in place, and major species in a heterogeneous low pressure
reconstructed within seconds after recording. The environment. Both experiments and modeling are
system also employs multiplex holography using two being conducted to establish the feasibility of RHIS in
separate reference waves. When the two wave fronts measuring the concentration of water vapor, oxygen,
are recorded with two different reference waves, they and OH in high speed propulsion applications. In
can be independently reconstructed. Consequently, a addition to the species concentration, the resonant

constant phase shift can be added independently to holographic technique has the potential of providing
either of the two waves during reconstruction, temperature, pressure, and flow velocity.
providing a capability to use phase shift interferometry.

The potential benefits of producing holographic

Surget and Dunet described holographic interferometry recordings at a wavelength near a resonance of one of
systems designed for use in two ONERA facilities, F4 the constitunt gases or a seed gas, have been
at La Fauga and F5 at Chalais-Meudon. The density in recognized for many years, but hardware and
these facilities ranges from about 4x10"3 to 6x10"5  technology have only recently prover' adequate for
kg/m 3 . The change in optical path length for a typical practical application. At resonance, the refractie
model is much less than one wavelength. The authors' index varies drastically resulting in a potential
approach to sensitivity increase is to employ a multiple improvement in sensitivity with the attendant capability
pas interferome.a. Although this has been done to apply interferometry at much lower pressure. Also,
before, previous methods for recording multipassed the meaurement can be made selective to
beams have led to almost intolerable noise caused by spectroscopically diagnose a specific constitumt. The
the difficulty in recording only the desired beams which resulting data can lead to quantitative measuremt of
make a passes through the facility. When a light beam concentration, temperature, prermm, and velocity,

passes back and forth through a tes facility, some producing an extremely powerful diagnostics capability
method mart be devised to select only doat beam which which extends far beyond conventional holographic
ha, paused through the facility tie desired number of interferometry.
transits. This can be achieved holographically by path
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Species Concentration can be determined by producing
a hologram of the field of interest with a beam of
wavelength close to a spectral line, superimposed upon
a hologram at a slightly different wavelength (see
Figure 6), either far from the line or symmetrically
separated from line center, and simultaneously with the
first hologram. When these two wave fronts are
interfered by reconstruction with a single beam of light,
the resulting interferogram characterizes only the
resonant species, since the effects of all other species
are contained on both wave fronts. Sensitivities as high
as ten parts per million (for NO, OH, and iodine) are
detectable in principle. The authors also cited other
studies9 that conceptually compared RHIS with Raman
and laser induced fluorescence, for measuring
concentration, temperature, pressure, and velocity,
which reached the conclusion that RHIS actually excels
in several ways. Perhaps the greatest advantage lies in
the fact that RHIS does not depend upon a knowledge
of quenching and other radiative decay paths, which is
probably the greatest of the practical problems limiting
the accuracy of LIF.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Flow diagnostics and spectroscopy fill a vital need in
hypersonics research. Mature technology already
allows the global visualization of a flow field, clearly
depicting properties of boundary layers, transition, and
shock wave interactions. The spectroscopic methods
make the measurement of constituents such as NO, OH,
H2 , 0, and 02 possible, while also providing a
mechanism for measuring temperature. The more
advanced spectroscopic measurements can also measure
velocity. Flow visualization and spectroscopy methods
provide candidates for assisting in vehicle design,
facility calibration, modeling, and flight testing.

Recommendations for required future efforts emerging
from this session of the workshop include the
following:

I. Characterize the methods from hypersonics
prospective.

2. Additional comparisons with computation and
other methods needed to check accuracy.

3. Insure that modelers, facility developers, and
testers know capabilities and potential of the
methods.

4. Refine methods for hypersonic3 application.
Specific areas requiring attention are sensitivity,
quantification, and adaptation to facilities, models,
and aircraft.

5. Prepare some of the methods for flight
applications.

4



TABLE 1
ADVANCED HOLOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES SUPPORTING FLOW DIAGNOSTICS

TECHNIQUE FEATURES

I. Phase shift and heterodyne Improves sensitivity of interferometry and simplifies
interferometry data reduction.

2. Multiplex holography: Allows simultaneously storage and independent
reconstruction of different types of wave front
information by using different reference waves.
Provides a method to implement phase shift and
heterodyne interferometry, optical subtraction and
correlation of two image conditions.

3. Sandwich holography: Allows different wave fronts to be stored on separate
recordings, reconstructed separately, and directly
compared optically during reconstruction. Further
simplifies phase shift and heterodyne interferometry,
optical subtraction and correlation of two image
conditions.

4. Multiple wavelength recording: Allows additional information about the subject to be
stored (i.e. different variables that affect the refractive
index).

5. Particle image displacement velocimetry: Provides three dimensional velocity fields and enhances
flow diagnostics.

6. On-line systems-Thermoplastic Provides quicker acces& to data.
and TV holography:

7. Fiber optic holography: Improves optical access, simplifies path matching, and
ruggedizes the optical system.

S. Resonant Interfeaometry Allows species identification and increases sensitivity.

9. Holographic optical elements: Reduces weight and volume and simplifies optics.

10. Automated Data Reduction Makes the handling of large quantities of data that are
available in the hologram tractable.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the NO Resonance Absorption Measurement System.
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THERMAL FLUX MEASUREMENTS IN HYPERSONIC FLOWS

- A REVIEW-

J.F. Wendt 0. Balageas R.D. Neumann
von Karman Institute O.N.E.R.A. The U. of Dayton Research Institute
Chauss6e do Waterloo, 72 BP 72 300 College Park
B-1640 Rhode Saint Genrse-Belgium F-92322 Chitilion, Cedex-France Dayton, Ohio 45469, USA

ABSTRACT. This contribution reviews the papers presented in the 2. DISCRETE TECHNIQUES
Session on "Heat Flux* and "Thermography" at a NATO Advanced 2.1. Thermocouples and Thin Film Gauges
Research Workshop entitled 'New Trends in Instrumentation for 2.1.1. Present Status.
Hypersonic Research', 27 April-i May, 1992, Le Fauga, France. The Thermocouples have been the active element in numerous heat flux
present status and problem areas associated with specific methods techniques spanning many years of applications. The thin-skin
are discussed and recommendations for future research and method, which relies on an inner surface temperature measurement
development are presented. in conjunction with a mathematical model relating temperature,
Kluwer Academic Publisher will produce the complete proceedings model geometry, and material properties to heat flux, seems to be
as part of the NATO Advanced Study Institute Series. less employed at present in wind tunnel applications in spite of the

ease of fabrication. Surface thermocouples, which use the same
1. INTRODUCTION mathematical model as thin-flm, gauges, find application in harsh
One of the authors (R.DN.) opened this session with a paper (6A) environments and where heat fluxes and corresponding changes in
containing a statement which summarizes the reality faced by the surface temperature are large. Consigny eal a] 16B] described the use
designers and users of instruments to determine heat flux: of a conslantan jacket in which a series of chromel wires were
"*The fundamental problem is that you and I would like to hear broad, embedded flush to the surface as a means of simplifying the thermal
sweeping, universal truths about thermal sensors, but the subject is model. His paper also stressed the need to numerically simulate the
dominated by the details of the particular application. data reductioii process, particularly when materials of different
The tone of the session having been set by the above remark, the thermal properties are employed.
remaining presentations from a number of large national aerospace Many specialized forms of gauges based on thermocouples and
laboratories as well as a few smaller establishments touched on employing a suitable sub-surface model have found application in
vrtually all techniques to measure heat flux on models in hypersonic flight instruments 16A, 601.
flows; the sole exception was the liquid crystal technique.
Clearly, the choice of technique by the user will depend, among other 2.1.2. Problem Areas.
requirements, on the objective of the experiment. Measurements are The major problem area appears to be an understanding of non-
carried out in wind tunnels to provide detailed aerothermal design uniform heating effects and non-uniform substrates; this is a common
data where the need exists for a large quantity of data to be gathered issue with all of the following techniques as well and will be
on numerous complex shapes. Wind tunnel measurements are also discussed in 5.0.
carried out to validate or calibrate codes and in this case the spatial
(and even temporal) resolution of the measurement technique is 2.2. Thin-Film Gauges
much more important than the quantity of data gathered. Flight These gauges, using the thick-skin technique as the model relating
measurements, likewise, generate or provide a check on design heat flux to the surface temperature, determined through the change
data; an equally important task on an operational vehicle may be in resistance of a thin metallic film, are in an advanced state of
"vehicle tending', i.e., monitoring certain flight parameters. development. Miller [6C] concludes that with suitable care they
Once the objective as described above is clear, then the key present the most accurate means of measuring heat flux on wind
parameters which will fix the choice of the instrument will be: tunnel model (- 5 to 8 %).
- the level of heat flux and surfae temperature;
- the duration of the test; 2.2.1. Pfob/em Areas.
-the material and geometry of the structure, i.e., the model or vehicle Erosion of the gauges in harsh environments which characterize
sub-eolmnt. most high enthalpy wind tunnels has always been a problem. Olivier
In earlier years, most if not all quantitative measurements of heat flux et al. [6EI describe their method of manufacture inauding protective
were performed with discret gauges (thermocouples, thin films, coatings which seems to have produced a very durable gauge.
etc.). Today, the user often has a choice between the discrete The trend is to manufacture the models, or large sections of the
gauges which have developed, generally speaking, a ceflain maturty models, w4h a brg• il•, i.-, rna:•d -t, ýu'h as MACOA, a
and survey techniques which provide an overal surface image (the machinable ceramic, so as to eliminate thermal disconlinues.
equivalent of an infinite number of discrete gauges). However, this is a costly process and the models are easily
Our review is arranged according to the discrele or field nature of the damaged.
technique. in each cae, the present status, problem areas, and
recommendations for future research and development are 2.2.2. Recommendations.
presented. The development of more resistant coatings to protect thin film
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gauges from erosion and thermal shock should be accelerated. 3.1.1. Present status.
Better substrate materials which are easily machinable to high Miller [6C] explains that due to recent ac'vances providing high data
tolerances, characterized by nearly temperature-independent thermal acquisition rate radiometric measurements and computer based
properties, and are shock-resistant should be the object of research digitized image processors, infrared has received renewed interest at
by materials specialists. Langley. His group uses three single detector imagers with 6,25 and

30 frames per second in the 8-12 gm range. The models are viewed
2.3. Gradient Heat Flux Gauges through ZnSe windows with antireffective coatings. The calbralions
2.3.1. Present Status. are made directly in the test section. Work is in progress for using
Two examples of micro-machined gradient-type heat flux gauges emissivity calbiation laws varying with angle of view (tor three-
were mentioned; one was developed at ONERA 16F] and the other is dimensional models) and temperature. Curvature effects are taken
a commercial product of the Vatell Corporation in the U.S. Both into account by extrapolating to zero time the coefficient-time history.
gauges are fabricated by alternately stacking layers of insulator and Paper [6G], not orally presented, describes the application of infrared
thermocouples on a test article. While the two examples differ in thermography to hypersonic blowdown wind tunnel tests using rIo-
detail, they both represent applications at integrated circuit wave Agema cameras (782 and 880) with digitization by a
fabrication technology to heat (lux instruments and they both suggest microcomputer-based system. Original work is made which concerns
a fundamental shift in piilosophy from instruments that are inserted image restoration for enhanced image resolution. This is obtained
into existing structures to instruments that are fabricated on or with using an FFT inverse filter algorithm with a generalized system
the structure. These examples of aerospace heao flux instruments transfer function in which are cascaded an average sampled system
join parallel developments in the measurement of heat transfer in modulation transfer function (imaging and sampling effect correction)
rotating machinery. and a temperature amplitude transfer function (lateral conduction

effect correction). The corrections thus obtained in the case of G6nler
2.3.2. Problem Areas. vortex patterns are presented.
The development problems for this class of heat gauges are Paper 16H] presents the application of IR thermography in a low
somewhat different than traditional gauges. There still exist density hypersonic wind tunnel. The camera is an Agema 780 short
fabrication problems associated with the etching and deposition of wave (3-5 gm range) version. The calibration is also made in the test
films on a substrate. Gauge thickness is a problem that will be solved section using a model instrumented with thermocouples. The
with more experiepice. The application of this class of thermal gauges acquisition rate of the digitized images is rather low: 1
to arbitrary model materials and calibration of the gauge at room and imagesecond.
elevated surface temperatures are problem areas. Paper 161) deals with a hot shot wind tunnel application with run

durations as small as 20 to 100 ms (F4 wind tunnel). To folow the
2.3.3. Recommendations. fast transients, two solutions are proposed :
Encourage development of this promising technology. i) line scanning using an Agema 880 long wave camera (one ol the

scanning movements is blocked) with 7"x7" objective. Through a
2.4. Gauge Calibration ZnSe window, a line on the model is scanned 2500 times per
2.4.1. Present Status. second. A microcomputer system digitizes in real time, with 12 bits,
There is a need for heat flux gauge calibration both at room 250 points per line.
temperature for aerodynamic ground test applications and at ii) hI!gh frame rates (400 Hz) obtained by using a staring array
elevated temperatures for high temperature applications both on the camera built at ONERA. The camera is based on a 64x64 HgCdTe
ground and in flight. AEOC has developed very high heat flux array working at 3-5 p~m. A real-time system stores the digitized 12-
calibration techniques which are essentially conducted at room bit data.
temperature. Paper [6K] presents results obtained with a long wave Agema 782

camera and a portable microcomputer-based system allowing
2.4.2. Problem Areas. analog-to-digital conversion (12 bits) and storage in real time of al
Corresponding high temperature calibration devices do not exist. In- the frames. As in paper 16G], the work presented deals with G6tler
situ, high temperature, high heat flux calibration devices are vortices. Here, the enhancement of the spatial resolution is obtained
increasingly needed as the heat flux sensors become smaler and by a special arrangement using extra IR lenses, The G&tler
more complex and are increasingly integrated into the high phenomenon is taken as an illustration of the possibilities of IR
temperature s1ruclure as previously discussed. There are several survey techniques lot identification of the governing parameters of
problem areas; e.g., controlling the errors due to surface radiation, the heat transfer : heat transfer coefficient and recovery temperature.
producing convective and radiative caibration sources and This last parameter is rarely measured in spite of its importanoe,
developing portability within the calibration device, especially in an interaction zone where it can experience important

variations. Use of spatial Fourier analysis is also presented Ior
2.4.3. Recommendation. identification of the spanwise modulation of the heat transfer.
01ve4 a siandardizwJ, porable, thermal calibration devi" ,•pble .t. survey techniquer. surb as IR. will continue to use discrela
of calibration up to 1000"C at heating rates up to 1000 watts/cr 2. gauges for continuous recahbration.

3. SURVEY TECHNIQUES 3.1.2. Problem Areas.
3.1. Infrared Neumann B6AI emphasizes the challenge of the ted inique : the abiity
Infrared thermography is the survey technique which Wppears most to handle the data efficiently (density of information is 500 times
often in the papers presented. higher than that of gauges).

For ground tests, there is a need:
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iQ tO broaden the range of temperature response, for example, in model construction (which seems to be moving toward slp casting
shock-interaction regions (problem of peak heating where the peaks techniques). Processing software is being further refined.
are chopped off). Miller 16C] descrbed a new system that is undergoing acceptance
ii) for transition location measurements by means of a survey tests at the time of this workshop (May 1992). ft possesses the
technique such as IR thermography while the forces and moments hardware and software for target recognition capability. A frame rate
are measured simultaneously. of 30 frames per second in possible and a calibration procedure
In flight, the interaction regions must also to be studied but many which includes the response of each pixel is included. Provision for a
difficulties are to be solved to successfully obtain infrared second camera, synchronized with the first. is provided for three-
measurement surveys (see, for example, problems encountered with dimensional analysis.
the Shuttle in-flight measurement).
In high enthalpy wind tunnels, energy emitted by hot parts of the 3.2.2. Problem Areas.
facility (the throat, for instance) may perturb the measurements if The temperature range for the application of phosphors is unduly
reflection off the model is not avoided. High-emissivity dirruse narrow for some applications. Their use in impulse facilities wil pose
surfaces are needed. problems because of the need for a finite phosphor thickness which
For many models, the three dimensional geometry is difficult to may result in a false indication of the model surface temperature; in
handle and must be taken into account when using a survey addition, erosion of the phosphor coating will be a problem in some
technique. facilities. The phosphor surface tends to be too rough fo certain

applications. Finally, none of the authors commented on the spatial
3.1.3. Recommendations. resolution of the technique.
For Miller 16C], in the 90's optical video-based infrared emission and
relative intensity phosphor thermography systems will provide the 3.2.3. Recommendations.
vast majority of aerothermodynamic information from conventional Efforts should be made to obtain mixtures of phosphors which will
hypersonic wind tunnels. They will provide quantitative, global three- extend the useful temperature range and improve signal strength.
dimensional heating distributions (multiple cameras and/or mirror The influence of phosphor thickness and binders on signal-to-noise
systems). There will be an extension of the technique to impulse ratio should be quantified. Model materials, discussed in 5.0, should
facilities (a few milliseconds) thanks to high speed video cameras be analyzed for ease of machining, although as mentioned above the
with fast response phosphors and staring array cameras as in (611. ceramic slip-casting technique appears promising.
Active infrared thermography with two main techniques which use The limitations of phosphors in short duration facilities should be
uniform extended radiant heat flux stimulations combined with identified, Since the IR technique may not be usable in flows with hot
classical IR scanners or laser flying-spot cameras are to be particles emanating from the reservoir, the photoluminescence
evaluated since they can be useful for continuous flow experiments method may prove a good candidate in this more challenging fow
and for eliminating spurious radiation artelacts which can be environment.
encountered in high enthalpy facilities.
Two and three-dimensional conduction solvers must be used 3.3. Paints
routinely allowing better identification of the heat transfer parameter Paints for heat transfer measurement were mentioned by two
in the presence of model curvature and high aerodynamic gradients. experimenters: thermosensitive paint presented by Consigny from
The three-dimensionality of models is also to be taken into account ONERA (6B] and phase change paint presented by Matthews
by procedures which establish correlations between the pixels of the AEDC/Calspan [6D].
infrared images and the surface elements of the model. A possibility
is the inlay of these IR images with a calculated projection of the 3.3.1. Present Status.
model 3-D mesh. This operation allows to take into account the The thermosensitive paint used at ONERA, presenting three color
variation of emissivity with the angle of view, to eliminate the pixels changes, allows quantitative measurement of the heat transfer
which are not on the model for computer time and memory saving, coefficient. The calibration procedure is detailed in the paper. The
and to obtain a more meaningful presentation of results (iso- main advantages of the technique are the possible achievement of
coordinate distribution in relation to aerodynamic phenomena in very detailed maps of heat transfer coefficient and the detection of
place of line or column distributions rarely interesting for the possible hot spots.
aerodynamicist). The phase change paint is used at Calspan and also provides results

in reasonable agreement with thin skin data.
3.2. Photolumlnescence
3.2.1. Present Status. 3.3.2. Problem Areas.
The temperature sensitivity of various phosphor compounds has One of the major problems with the thermosensitive paint is the
been known for many years; recent advances in imaging techniques tedious data reduction needed. Consigny (6B] presented a digital
and associated digital image processing algorithms have made this image processing method based on segmentation of two-
method a practical reality, dimensional histograms.
Reports were presented by three different laboratories, ONERA,
NASA Langley and AEDC/Caispen, on their experiences with the 3.3.3. Recommendations.
phosphor technique 6B, 6C, 6D]. It seems that the so-called two- No recommendations were formulated on this subjed.
colo' or relative intensity method exhibits better accuracy; if has
become 'the most widely used heat transfer measurement technique 4. MODEL MATERIALS
at (NASA) Langley' (6C0. Developments were noted in the choice of 4.1. Present Status
phosphor compound and binder material, the coating thickness, and Three types of materials are used for models with survey techniques:
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i) thin skin (0.5 mm) metallic models in stainless steel as in [6G,6H] discrete sensors or sensors integrated into the structure at the time of
or in nickel [6H] with black matte paint for high emissivity. fabrication creating a'smart skin, is open.
ii) very poo- conductors such aý Rhodorsil RTV 147 used for both
thermosensitive paints and IR thermography in [6G1 and Norcoat 6.2. Problem Areas
4000 (6G,6Kj, which consists of hollow slica miorospheres in a Since little was presented, there appears to be a tack of experience
siicone elastomer, are used for small etfusivity (kpC)l2 and high and/or perception within the instrumentation community.
emssivirty.
iii) ceramic materials like Macor used in [6B,6C] which are interesting 6.3. Recommendations
because of their refractorily and high emissivity. Create increased awareness of the problems and possibilities

through AGARD meetings or documentation.
4.2. Problem Areas
There is , n.3ed to obtain low effusivity, high emissivity, low-cost 7. FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS
models; there is aLso a need to calibrate the emissivity dependence 7.1. Present Status
with temperature and angle of view (for angles highier than 60'). This workshop skirted the fringes of flight measurement technology.
Finally, there is a need for the temperature dependence of the 'Making instruments that fly was a common ther,.:. The difficulty of
thermal properties (eN usivity for semi-infinite models, conductivity flight measurements is both technical (high temperatures and the
and di•fusivity for thin skin models). A step heating procedure is used integration of sensors into complex structures) and culural in that
for effusivity measurements at ONERA [68]. many diverse groups with very different perspectives come together

in a flight test project. The 'no holes' criterion is a reflection of the
4.3. Recommendations difficuty that the measurement engineer has in discussing
Ceramic models will be the norm instead of the exception in the 90's instrumentation with a structures engineer. This interaction is not the
[6C]. Sintered slip-cast ceramic techniques are needed. only one occurring in a ffight test discussion. It is important that the

instrumentation community develop the hardware to make
5. NON-ISOTHERMAL SURFACE PHENOMENA instruments that fly and, as wel, it is important that this community
5.1. Present Status carefully develop and articulate the philosophy of why the proposed
Several authors discussed the effects of surface temperature measurements are required in flight. For the thermal flux example,
discontinuities which may distort the level of inferred heat flux the measurement of temperature is easy. The inference of heat flux
through temperature measurements. Temperature mismatches is far more complex. Whether heat flux is required in flight is an open
between the measurement device and the measured structure distort issue that must be carefully articulated to the broader flight test
both the flow of heat within the structure as well as the convective community.
heat transfer to the surface through boundary layer distortion. Non-
isothermal effects are found both in wind tunnel studies and more 7.2. Problem Areas
dramatically in flight applications where heating rates can be Flight instrumentation is discussed in too narrow a technical setting.
changed by a factor of two. Correction methodology is available for There is a need for broader dialog between instrumentation
more simple flows, but not for the more practical cases; for example, engineers and those who would design the flight vehicle; i.e., flght
the presence of shock interactions. test systems engineers and structures engineers.

5.2. Problem Areas 7.3. Recommendations
Correction methodology based on analytical methods is limited to Focus a discussion on high temperature, high-heating-rate
classical plate flows. Corresponding CFD-based correction instrumentation appropriate for both flight and elevated temperatre
methodology is not validated for complex situations and probably ground test facilities (such as arc tunnels).
suffers the same resolution errors of other thermal CFD applications. At some point (perhaps after the instrumentation people have
There are two problem areas : a lack of enduring sensitivity to the developed further among themselves), create a discussion format
problem and perceived deficiencies in existing CFD correction between the instrumentation engineers ('everything is measurabe)
methodology, and flight test systems engineers ('here are the constraints') to

determine what is most useful to measure in flight, given practical
5.3. Reeommendatlons constraints and how that data is used.
Develop a series of validating experiments based on thermal surface
mismatch and shock interaction processes to challenge and 8. PRINCIPAL RECOMMENDATIONS
encourage the CFD community. Heat flux instrumentation is an enabling technology, both in wind
Upgrade AGARDograph 165 to provide a mechanism of continuing tunnels and in flight. A strong need exists today for greater accuracy
education. due to code validkaion studies and for suwey methods which can,

e.g., ilustrate transition front location with time. Future requirements
6. FLIGHT HEAT FLUX GAUGES indicate that surface temperatures and heat fluxes in flight may reach
6.1. Present Status 2000 K and 101 to even 105 watts/cm2, respectively. Modest
Flight gauges differ from ground test gauges in several important invew•ments in instrumentation development and in test plan at
ways; they are high temperature gauges, their fundamental an early stage can reduce substantially future total vehicle costs.
measurement technique as well as construction materials are tied to
ever-changing flight material systems and they must function in Near-term actions which are recommended:
severe envwonments of long test duration or extremely complex - exploration for phosphors with a larger temperature range;
maternal systems The very chaacter of these gauges, whether - more emphasis on determination of recovery temperature for code



validation;
-a concerted look at 'active* IR;
-an up-date at the classic AGARDograph 165 by Schultz & Jones, so

as to set down in one source the recent developments in heal flux
measurements;
- efforts must be devoted to techniques suitable tar the accurate
determination of the reservoir conditions of high enthalpy facilities;
- the special instrumentation problems of the newty-en.~rging arc-
heated facilities need more attention. (They are mare closely allied
with flight instrumentation.)

Longer-term actions which are recommended:
- development of model materials with smaller temperature
dependence on pck and easier machinability;

-IR array cameras in the kilohetz range for unsteady tlows;
-instrumentation techniques far surface temperatures to 2000 K and

heat fluxes to 104 or even 105 watts/cm.
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1. SUMMARY will be identified and cataloged. Selected validation experiments
A roadmap for CFD code validation is developed. The elements will be identified and cataloged according to the flow path for an
of the roadmap are consistent with air-breathing vehicle design air-breathing vehicle, e.g., forebody, inlet, combustor, and nozzle.
requirements and related to the important flow path components: Some examples taken from the data base will be used to clarify
forebody, inlet, combustor, and nozzle. Building block and and demonstrate their utility and applicability.
benchmark validation experiments are identified along with their
-est conditions and measurements. Based on an evaluation crite- 3. VALIDATION ROADMIAP
ria, recommendations for an initial CFD validation data base are For the purposes of this paper, validation will be used to imply,
given and gaps identified where future experiments would an established correspondence between actual flows and those
provide the needed validation data. produced by computation. The author, together with colleagues

from various NASA Research Centers. developed the following
2. INTRODUCTION five-step validation roadmap: (1) Define what critical perfor-
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) must play a major role in mance information is needed and establish the corresponding
the development of aerospace vehicles because ground test facili- code requirements; (2) Establish the appropriate governing
ties are not able to fully simulate flight conditions. A CFD code's equations and the corresponding physical and/or chemistry
accuracy must be determined by a validation process, however, modeling requirem-.nts; (3) Identify or develop the appropriate
because of possible sources of error in the solutions. Thb, process validation data (building block data to guide and validate model-
of validation involves two aspects: numerical and experimental. ing and benchmark data to validate complex flow computations):
Numerical validation is necessary because CFD codes provide (4) Perform computations for exact experimental conditions and
approximate solutions to the governing equations; they use dis- test their sensitivity to the numerical and ntodeling assumptions;
crete grids; they employ algorithms that contain numerical dissi- and (5) Document ihe code including its validation to the extent
pation; and they may have nonconvergence errors. Validation of a necessary to provide users with knowledge of the code's sensi-
code's physical modeling and its application to complex flows tivity to internal numerical parameters, grid refinement effects.
requires experiment to determine accuracy limits and range of the code's accuracy, and range of capabilities.
applicability. Consequently, the pace of CFD's introduction and
the extent of its reliability depends on validation. 4. REQUIREMENTS

CFD performance estimates to support the design of an air-
The second aspect of val lation depends on comparisons with breathing vehicle can be accomplished with "nose to tail" com-
well-posed experiments. Since code applications are becoming putations using a series of codes identified with the air flow
more complex, it no longer suffices to use data from surface or path, i.e., forebody, inlet, combustor, and nozzle codes. Follow-
integral quantities such as lift and drag to provide the validation. ing the first two steps in the roadmap, vehicle component
Two types of experiments are essential to the determination of performance, code. and modeling requirements are introduced.
CFD accuracy. 2 Building block experiments are necessary to
validate physical and chemical modeling. Special attention must 4.1 Forebody
be given to measurements necessary to guide and validate the The design performance requirements are lift, drag, and heat
modeling. Benchmark experiments are necessary to validate CFD load. To predict these, a code is required to compute surface
code prediction capabilities. Measurements illuminating the pressures, skin friction, heat transfer rates, and provide inlet flow
ability to predict engineering quantities are required. profile conditions required to initiate the inlet component code.

Modeling requirements are subdivided into numerical and
Shortcomings in CFD validation exist at all flight regimes, but physical categories. Numerically, it is essential to preserve mass.
especially at hypersonic speeds. Gaps exist in the validation data momentum, and energy, to capture discontinuities such as shock
base at true flight enthalpy due to facility and instrumentation waves, and to compute or admit flows developed by blunt noses
limits. Nevertheless, there is a need to review the current data or leading edges to capture any entropy layer development. Code
base to determine whether or not it can provide a basis for initiat- sensitivity to grid refinement, numerical dissipation, lack of
ing a CFD validation process. Furthermore, much can be gained convergence, and any internal code parameters must be deter-
by assembling the data base and making CFD comparisons so that mined and specified. Physical and chemistry modeling is
the inevitable pitfalls can be avoided in planning new validation required for transition, turbulence, shock interactions, entropy
activities, layer swallowing, equilibrium. nonequilibrium air chemistry,

wall catholicity, and low density flow at high altitudes. Mach
The purpose of this paper is to propose a validation roadmap number, Reynolds number, and forebody structural material will
consisting of a series of steps that can establish a code's capabili- determine the modeling needs for air chemistry.
ties and associated accuracy. A series of appropriate experiments
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4.2 Inlet compared to the other categories and no combustor benchmark
The design performance requirements are mass capture, kinetic data are available to the general user. The types and variety of
energy efficiency, pressure recovery, heat load, and spillage measure-nents for any single experiment and from experiment to
drag. To predict these the code is required to compute wall pres- experiment varies considerably. reflecting the fact that experi-
sures, skin friction, heat transfer, mass flow, and provide exit menits performed in former decades were not planned to satisfy
profiles for the initial conditions of the combustor component the needs of validation and that instrumentation and facilities.
code. Numerical, physical, and chemical modeling requirements even today, limit our ability to perform complete validation
are similar to those described previously for the forebody, but experiments. Nevertheless, selected experiments from this data
the code must additionally model cowl shock interactions and base provide the basis for initiating a focused validation effort.
separation resulting from shock/boundary-layer interaction.

5.1 Selection Criteria
4.3 Combustor The criteria for selecting the building block experiments were as
Thrust, heat load. efficiency, pressture losses, and structural follows: The data were required to be performed at conditions
loads are the performance requirements of concern in the design. matching hypersonic flight Mach numbers (M > 3) for single
Codes are required to compute overall thrust, wall pressures, flows associated with components of an air-breathing vehicle:
skin friction, heat transfer, and provide the flow exit profiles they had to provide enough useful data to test specific physical
needed to initiate the nozzle component codes. Complex situa- or chemical modeling problems; they had to have boundary con-
tions involving vortex and injector interactions with the main ditions defined sufficiently to initiate CFD solutions: and they
flow must be modeled in these codes. Numerical and mathemat- had to have experimental errors identified and their specificity
ical modeling requirements are essentially the same as those was desired. To the extent possible with today's status of
listed previously, but it is essential that these codes handle finite instrumentation and facility development, measurements of flowk
rate chemistry, including air-fuel reactions, and that they model field quantities and at least some measurement redundancy was
turbulence chemistry interactions, desirable.

4.4 Nozzle The selection of the benchmark experiments was made using a
Thrust, moments, and heat loads are the performance parameters similar basis. Measurement details on flow modeline and
required for design. The codes are required to predict net thrust, chemistry, desirable for the building block data base. were not
wall pressures, heat transfer, and skin friction. Physical and considered essential so long as the data reflected a measure of
chemical modeling requirer :nts include turbulence, shock the actual physics and chemistry. However, test cases were
interactions, shear layers, relaminarization, secondary flows, and sought that could test a code's ability to predict performance
finite rate chemistry for the air-fuel products of combustion. over a ra-.ge of flow conditions. To the extent possible.

measurements of flow field quantities in critical regions of the
5. VALIDATION DATA BASE flow were desirable.
The next roadmap step is to identify or develop an appropriate
data base. Candidate experiments for CFD validation were iden- 6. RECOMMENDED EXPERIMENTS
tified through literature searches and knowledge of recent vali- These are sketched in figs. 1-7 and listed by reference number.
dation activities within the U.S.A. They were divided into the Although the experimental data base has shortcomings and gaps.
building block and benchmark categories referred to previously it is assumed that code developers can use it collectively to
and integrated into a matrix table. The tables were then used to provide a much needed validation baseline. Adhering to it can
show the range and completeness of the data, to identify gaps, establish the physical and chemical modeling attributes of the
and to select an initial validation data base. codes, establish credibility regarding performance prediction.

and establish important code-to-code comparisons for added
A portion of the results are shown in tables 1-7 for each compo- confidence. Furthermore, code developers and experimentalists
nent category. The experiments, listed across the top of the table can use the information as a guide to improving and enhancing
in numerical sequence according to reference number, were current experiments or for pro, osing additional ones.
checked against the physical and chemical modeling require-
ments and performance requirements for the building block and 6.1 Forebody
benchmark experiments, respectively. (There is no significance Transition, turbulence, and air chemistry are the most critical
attached to the numbering order.) Brief notations of test condi- modeling issues. Selected building block experiments are given
tions and geometry are given. Measurements from the experi- in fig. 1.
ments were then checked to determine their match with the
requirements. Transition onset and extent, influence of pressure gradient and

bluntness, and influence of three-dimensional flow all must be
Several important conclusions can be drawn from a study of the modeled. At present, transition modeling is ad hoc and founded
tabular results. The number of benchmark experiments is sub- on experimental evidence influenced by uncertainties associated
stantially fewer than the number of building block experiments, with free stream flight or wind tunnel conditions. Nevertheless,
partly because component testing is often proprietary and not some experiments were selected in order to assess and compare
generally accessible. While the range of Mach numbers extenas current transition modeling. Experiment 3 is a flight experiment
into the hypersonic regime, the enthalpy at which the experi- useful in assessing transition onset criteria for high Mach
ments were conducted is mostly not commensurate with flight number real gas conditions. The remaining group of wind tunnel
enthalpy and hence few "real gas" sets of data are available. rhe experiments are recommended for assessing the ability to model
number of combustor and nozzle experiments lags considerably trends with bluntness and the influence of 3-D effects with the
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understanding that wind tunnel urbances influence the actual In addition to those previously selected and discusse,, for transi-
locations of transition, if not the trends. NASA Lngley tion, turbulence, and chemistry modeling for the forebody, the
Research Cener's development of disturbance-free, quiet wind remainder deal with th.e shock-wavelboundary-layer interaction
tunnels will provide much better validation data in the future. problem for laminar and turbulent flows. A comprehensive
Experiment 6 was one of the first quiet wind tunnel demon- search for turbulent shock interaction validation :xperiments
stration experiments, was conducted for NASA by Settles.6 3 Most of those experi-

ments were listed in the candidate data base shown previously
The validation experiments for attached flows selected for and a few air recommended herein. Additionally, recent turbu-
assessing turbulence modeling cover a range of Mach numbers, lent validation experiments peribrmed at NASA Ames Research
are limited in wall cooling range to 0.2, and the majority do not Center have been selected. They provide data on flows with
simulate flight enthalpies. (The latter may not present a major compression ramps, impinging shocks, .nd swept and intersect-
impediment as the influence of turbulence-chemistry interaction ing shocks. All of the selected experiments were performed in
is not believed to be a first-order effect, except in combustor wid wind tunnels at enthalpies that do not match flight.
nozzle flow s. i Validation studies to date show iurbulence model-
ing for ai,.:hed hypersonic flows is reascrnably in hand (see. Inlet benchmark experimncnts se:ected for the validation data
e.g.. ref. 60). Uncertainties remain in modeling the influence of base are shown in fig. 4. The Mach number range is limited and
pressure gradients, however, and a data base is only available at flight enthalpy is not matched. Although more experiments have
lower Mach numbers. One experiment on a conical configura- been performed recently, they could not be recommended
n,.on is a',adable for asses,,ing modeling for forebodies at angle because they were performed on proprietary geometries. Never-
of attack. theless. the experiments selected will serve to validate 3-D algo-

rithms. incri-poration of turbulence modelig, and provide some
Air chemistry modeling is essential to numerical con',putations data to evaluate predictions of performance parameters.
o0 hypersonic flows. Implementation of equilibrium air chem-
istrv in CFD codes is straichtforward and has a sound basis. 6.3 Combustor
Nonequilibrium air chemistry implementation in CFD codes is The critica modeling issues for supersonic combustors, involve
less advanced. e.g.. decisions regarding strong or weak coupling variotis mixing processes of chemically reacting constituents.
of the species equations with the fluid dynamics equations and The cornbiistor building block experiments shown in fig. 5 can
the choice of rate constwmts. Therefore. the recommended exper- be useful in assessing modeling of various mixing processes
iments involve condihoi.,s where nonequilibriumn chemistry with and without chemical reactions, although they are limited
modeling is needed. The sharp and blunt cone data from a in many instances by the variety and accuracy of their data.
ballistic range test for lanminar flow conditions in air provides a
unique set of experiments conducted for this purpose. Other Experiment 34 provides supersonic data for 3 nonreacting
experiments in heated oxygen and nitrogen are also available, ejector flows: jet-off. jet-on . and two streamwie-aligned jets-
The paucity of detailed experimental profile data apropos to val- on. Experiment 37 piovides subsonic data for a reacting flow
idation at flight enthalpies for both equilibrium and nonequilib- case. Experiment 36 and the data correlation from ref. S) pro-
rium flows suggests that code-to-code comparisons become an vide data to assess turbulence modeling ol single and two-stream
integral part of the validation process. With this objective in shear layers. and experiments 35. 38, and 40 provide shear layer
mind it is also recommended that code-to-code comparisons be mixing data for hydrogen-air reacting flows.
made for the altitude and velocity conditions sr. c,.-d in case:. I
and 2 of ref. 61 for testing nonequilibrium tiiodeling and No combustor component experiments were selected because of
ca' e 2-b front ref. 62 for testing equilibrium modeling. their proprietary nature. There is s',ill. nevertheless, a serious gap

in both the combustor building block and benchmark experi-
Thý recommended benchmark experiments are given in fig. 2. mental data base adequate for CFD validation.
Only two experiments are recommended and they provide data
on generic geometries at hypersonic Mach numnmr and Reynolds 6.4 Nozzle
number conditions leading to both laminar and turbulent flow. The nozzle building block experiments selected for assessing
(The data from experiment no. 46 are currently restricted to U.S. modeling issues are shown in fig. 6. Of the critical modeling
citizens with access to NASP information.) The test conditions issues, turbulent boundary layer development and the expansion
do not match flight enthalpies and corresponding air chemistry of reacting hydrogen-air mixtures are addressed
reactions. These experiments, however, will serve to validate
3-D algorithms, incorporation of transition and turbulence Some of the fhat plate flows from the forebody recommendations
models in them, and performance predictions of aerodynamic can be used to test implementation of turbulence models into
parameters, nozzle codes. In addition, experiment 41 provides data on a

turbulent boundary layer developing on a nozzle wall to a very
6.2 Inlet high Mach number :n helium. The data can be used to assess
Transition, turbulence, and air chemistry are also important turbulence modeling for highly expanding nozzle flows.
modeling issues associated with developing inlet codes. In addi- Experiments in nozzles with reacting air chemistry are lacking.
tion however. shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction modeling Therefore a numerical test case developed recently and
is crucial. The building block experiments selected for the dcscribe-A in ref. 45 is recommended for code-to-code
validation data base are listed in fig. 3. comparisons.
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Only one nozzle benchmark experiment is recommended 'see accommodated surface pressure, heat transfer. pitot-static, yaw,
fig, 7). This particular experiment was designed with CFD and total temperature instrumentation ports. Tests were made
Navier-Stokes codes under development at NASA Ames with a wedge mounted above the test bed to generate a shock
Research Center and was recently completed. Although it is a wave which impingect on the test bed. Pressure and heat transfer
cold-air nozzle experiment, it can provide a basis for validation were measured throughout the interactions. In addition, to
of 3-D algo,-ithms, turbulence modeling, and the ability of the surface pressures and heat transfer, flow field surveys and skin
codes to predict some of the required performance parameters. friction were measured. Wedges with angles of 5', 100. and 15'
Experiments with reacting air chemistry are needed. were tested. In anoth-r configuration, fins were placed on the

flat plate to generate a glancing shock-wave interaction. Fin
7. dZECENT VALIDATION ACTIVITIES angles of 50 to 15' were inve.Jlgated. More recently a crossing
Some of the selected validation experiments were designed and shock interaction experiment was completed. In addition to sur-
carried out recently at the NASA Ames Research Center. face pressure and heat transfer, flow field surveys and skin fric-
Building block, experiments at hypersonic Mach numbers were tion were obtained. Documented data are provided for each of
performed to guide and validate turbulence and real gas air these experiments. 30 .3 3

chemistry modeling. Benchmark experiments were performed to
%alidate 3-D forebody and nozzle 0odes. Each of the experiments Typical data from the swept shock experiment are shown in
was designed with validation as their primary purpose and some tig. i i. Measured pressure and heat transfer, norma!ized by the
of the results are described next. upstream flat plate values, are plotted as a function of spanwise

distances. Error bars are shown at two locations to indicate the
7.1 Physical and Chemical Modeling Experiments variations in accuracy of the measurements. As the fin angle is
Experiments designed to provide guidance and validation for the increased, the corresponding increase in its shock strength
de~clopment of compressible turbulence models for various causes the flow to separate, as observed from , )nverging surface
Nhock-wave/boundary-layer interactions have been accom- streamline patterns. Corresponding increases in heating and
plished in the Ames 3.5-Foot Hyfersonic Wind Tunnel pressure were observed between 5 and 10 cm. As the fin wall is
13.5' HWT). Four experiments 2 l.3°.33 were completed, prviding approached the pressures and heating continue to increase. On
surface measurements and mean-flow boundary layer profiles. the fin the flow is laminar above the interaction and near the
Turbulence measurements will be obtai.,ed in the future with a plate surface. Fin pressures (not shown) decrease rapidly at the
laser anemometer and a laser-induced-fluorescence instrument intersection with the plate indicating the presence, of a cor,.,r
developed for the facility. vortex.

One of these experiments consisted of a series of axisynmmetri, Comparisons of the data on the plate with the 10' fin are corn-
Flares preceded ny a cone-ogive-cylinder. The test geometry and pared with computations by Horstmano5 in fig. 12. Pressure, heat
conditions are shown in fig. F. Beginning and end of transition transfer, and skin friction data predicted with the Navier-Slokes
occurred on the cone ahead of the cylinder. The measurements code computations using a k-e model are in good agreement
irt the interaction zones included surface pressure, heat transfer, with the data. Although not shown here, comparisons of predic-
and surface oil streaks. A few mean flow velocity and density tions with flow field profile data were also in good agreement.
profiles were also obtained ahead of the interaction zone and on Evidently, for these flows, compressibility corrections needed
the 20' flare. The data are summarized and tabulated in ref. 21. for the strong 2-D inte- ctions where large streamwise separa-

tions occurs are not required. Modeiing studies on this flow are
Experimental surface pressure and heat transfer distributions are continuing, however.
shown in fig. 9 for the 35' flare. The separation locations
determined from surface oil streaks are shown along with typical Another building block experiment t ( has been carried out to
data error bars. The data are being used to validate turbulence obtain aerodynamic data at trLe flight enthalpy on sharp ard
model corrections for compressibility. They are compared with blunt slender cones to assist in validating air chemistry model-
computations by Horstm-:"64 using a standard k-e eddy viscosity ing. It was carried out in the Ames Hype-velocity Ballistic
model and one corrected for compressibility. These solutions Range at speeds in excess of 5 km/s. Reynolds numbers were
were obtained by solving the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes between 105 and 106 and the flow was laminar. The resulting set
equations. ITW refers to "integration to the wall" using low of data is suitable for testing air chemistry modeling. Aerody-
Reynolds number damping terms. For the modified model, namic data for a 30% blunt 50 cone with conical ring shock
which accounts for compressibility effects and limits the length generators were obtained and a summary of the important results
scale in the vicinity of reatachment, significant improvements taken from ref. I I are shown in fig. 13. Aerodynamic data and a
were obtained in predictirg the measured pressure uostribution, typical shadowgraph are shown and compared with computa-
the predicted separation location, and the heat transfer. tions by Molvik using a Navier-Stokes code with a strongly

coupled 7-species air chemistry model and an ideal gas model. A
Other tests were performed to guide turbulence modeling for histogram is shown for the number of data points used to deduce
impinging. swept. and intersecting swept shocks interacting with the aerodynamic coefficients. Confidence in the reported coeffi-
a turbulent boundary layer A model sketch is shown in fig. 10. cients is greatest at moderate angles, where the number of data
A sharp flat plate was used for these experiments. The plate was points is greatest. The top data figure shows the experimental
pitched at -2' angle of attack to increase the test Reynolds num- and computed drag coefficient. The computed values of CD
ber and provide a uniform 2-D flow field on the plate. The plate using both perfect gas and real-gas chemistry models lie within
was of a hollow frame construction, having interchangeable the experimental error bars as one would expect, since the drag
panels with severa t 20-cm-diameter holes in the center that is mostly associated with the blunt nose. On the other hand, the
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pitching moment is quite sensitive to the gas modeling because alization. Navier-Stokes solutions are no" beirng perfo.-....
the cone surface pressures resulting from the gas expansion arc example of the results showing a comparison of the measured
affected by gas composition. The reacting gas model calcula- and computed shock system taken from ref. 67 is gisen in
lions provide a good prediction of the results. The shadowgraph fig. 20. Very good agreement is observed.
is compared with pressure contours, and the shocks from the
ring generators, which are also sensitive to gas composition, 8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
compare nicely. A comprehensive data base for CFD code validation was

reviewed and experiments selected that provide a focused basi,
A finite fringe interferograin was obtained during one range for evaluating code development, Two types of experiments
firing of a smooth blunted cone to provide validation informa- were selected for each major flow component: building block
tion on flow field density.fe' However, obtaining density was experiments for simple flows that can verify physics and
more difficult than first anticipated because of pitch and yaw chemistry modeling and benchmark experiments that can
orientations of the model, the test density level, and because of validate forebody. inlet. combustor, and nozzle codes. Major
the index of refraction's implicit dependence on density. Rather. gaps in the data base exist for the real 2as conditions associated
it is nov. proposed that optical path be computed from the with flight, for reacting combustor flows, and for reacting nozzle
computations using real gas modeling and subsequently comn- flows.
pared vith the measured optical path. In fig. 14 the infinite
fringe interferogram and interpreted optical path through the In spite of these gaps. data to assess physical modeling for turbu-
model v.ake are shov n, As can be seen. the optical path data lent boundary layers, shock interactions with laminar and turbu-
may provide an alternative, more sensitive means of validating lent boundary layers, and combustor injector interactions are
the computation.. available. Similarly. some data on chemistry modeling for

simple external aerodynamic flows and intermal flows involving
7.2 Generic All-Body Hypersonic Benchmark Experiment mixing " hvdrogen and air were identified that can proside
A model of a generic hypersonic vehicle was tested in the partial validation of the real gas aspects of the codes. Benchmark
NASA Ames 3.5-Foot Hypersonic Wind Trunnel to establish a experimental data. mostly at enthalpy conditions below those
benchmark experimental data base for validation )I forebody associated \,ith hypersonic flight. are also available for assessing
computer codes. Experimental data on flows visualization. predictions of various 3-D algorithms, and their associated
surface pressures, surface convective heat transfer, and pitot- physical modeling assumptions.
pressure flow-field surveys ssere obtained.4 7 A sketch of the
model showing the basic model geometry and dimensions is While most of the recommended experiments provide the essen-
given in fig. 15. The model has a delta planform wAith leading- tial information for initiating computations. it w.ould be prudent
edge sweepback of 75' and total axial length. L, of 0.9144 in to establish uni~ied input conditions, data presentation format.
(3 ft). The horebody is an elliptic cone ws ith a major-to-minor and error analysis for each of them. Precedents for such under-
axis ratio of 4. and the afterbody has elliptical cross sections takings have already been established isee. ce.g. refs, 68-70). A
with a sharp straight-line trailing edge. The juncture between the team of experts, knwledgecahle in CFD and EFD. could
forehody and afterbody occurs at 2/3 of the body length. The undertake the steps necessary to see that this is accomplished in
model nose was sharp. a timely fashion.
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Table 1 Forebody building block data base.

Experiment( ref. no.) a 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I 1 12 13 114 15 16 117
Manchf..o. 20 10 10 3 5.5 7 0-6 15 9-9.5 6 4 13 3 3 18
Re No~x E-06) 2/ft 2/ft 12 2-8 25 - .5-1 .05-.06 306-01 5 63rM 3r 3r .
2-d Geometr or Axisymmetric .1 be ve &I I/ V V V V V
3-d (emr __

-Angle Of Altack~deg. 0 0 0,4 0 0 - 0-20 0 - 0 0 0 10. 10
Pht sical And Chemical Modeling Rec'mts

Transition V 0 V / V , V v-
Turbulence Vr/ __

Shtockt Boundar Layer Inlteractions'
Entrop Layer Swallowing

Table 2aayt Inle bulig lc at ae

I~ow ensiv Fl
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Table 3 Combustor building block data base. Table 4 Nozzle building block data base.

nment ref. no 34 35 36 37 36 30 40 i x rimenre. . no.) 1 4 3 4 4
Exeh io. for _ ment 2 2.1 2 .1 3 0-6 2.4 Mach No. Egivalent Flight Or Test) 20-47 5-8 2.2 14

Fli htMachNo Sirulated" fic Oh Sc 7h NIA 6h Ui 1-,8 1.7-3 2
2-d Geometr or Axis mmetrw V V 1 V1 V1 W P /Plres stream To_ 500_ 1.4_ __13-d Geometryl . I" IINA 2-d Geometry or Axis mmotric_ W, V' V" " v

1ScaIn. d.Ducl Nt; L.-Fow Length 0.75d 0.75d 0.75d 4xad 3d N/A x!U5 3-d Geometry
Physical And Chemical Modeling Reg' ,Phyi cal And Chemical Modeing Flq'mts1Tuttulc ... . I Turbule...ce

Shock Interactions ltd. I/ v _ Shock Interactons I____- Shear Layer 0' W, ve I we &w, Laer
- V o rt e x iS h o c k I n te r ac tio n I S he o n da pry F l o w s

Injector Interactons I Separaty ion '
/Finite Rat* Cheristr II RelaminarizationMeasurements(

Boundr Condons w W V , VFinite Rate Chemistry V V

Waill Pressures I V V _Measurements rrem
Veatig Rates Boundar Conditios " V V V

Skin Friction ITransition/Relaminarization Location

Pilot Profiles Thruat "
Temlperature Profiles 01 v v v Mo " I ments
Sttic: Pessure, Proffes "- v Wall Pressures. vI
Velocit Profiles V, V V V VHeating Rates V'I Species Profiles i I " Skin Frictioen

Turbulemc Quantities Pilot Profiles V Vi

Flow Visualization LIF Ve LIF PUF Temn raturei Profiles W V

lFOtjh ar Specify) | Static Pressure Profiles VL " F' Laserý Induced Fluorscnc mhll I Velocity Profiles ,"' I

I ".C.d Fto., Mc.l3Mexp. h. Hot Flow, Fimht Enpee ctlaled V ies Profiles V V
Iuuleac Pro ntities V
Turbulence Quantities
Flow Visualization
Other(Specity) V 1 -Mach Diskl V

Table 5 Forebody benchmark data base.

Es rimear(ref. no.) 17 46 47
Mac, No. 8 11-20 7.4

Re No.xt -06 3.7 .3-32 5-25

2-d Geornet or Axisymmetric I

3-d Geometry 6V V

Performance Requirements

Lilt 'WV"
Drag 4

Heat Load 6_
Inlet Profiles

Flow Phenomena
Transition V1 Vb
Turbulence V V

Shock Boundary Layer Interactlions

Entropy Layer Swallowirng 6 Vf

Equilibrium Chemistry

Non equilibrium Chemistry

Wall Catalysity
Low Density Flow

Measurements
Boundar Conditions V" W

Transition Location V V

Lilft

Waill Pressures V V V
Heaating Rates V V,
Pilot Profiles V a,
Temterature Profiles
Static Pressure Profiles

Velocit Profilels

-Species Pl|illes
Flow Vliualization- S SOF

her(Spacity)

" See Inret Unit ExperiMentse" S,,flidowrzaphF OF-Oil Flw 1
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Table 6 Inlet benchmark data base.

Itiretat telf. no.) 48 149 so0 51 52 53 54 55

Sh0l~Bcundal ReuiementsrclnV V

MasIn 0 ion

Pleaued Veoe V, V, V

Spullage raugCem

F nlowPentd Flow VV

Taurbulence W
Shocnk Coundiaryn Lay r___rcon e

Tabletio 7, Nozl becmrwdtae
Sso nd fmentreFl. o.w6s7 58

Boudar Conitonsa ____ V, V, W
TrnstinformatinceR ret

Hearing F dfiVrV
Pilot , P heno$menaW .1 W, 1/

TeprturePoflens

Sho Pockftlers n

.,Specondfy weV)

Fils~te Rate Che alal Now V o V9 Vo

Muli 1.- 2Jets 1V-4 .

Mearformanents urvte

Pilot Pilote

TRalnmtinftiltionsnz on Lctn V
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Fig. 10 Model geometries for impinging and swept shock
interaction experiments.
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Fig. 13 Comparisons of force and moment coefficients and shadowgraph from a ballistic range experiment with
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path from a ballistic range experiment. dimensions.
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Synthesis of the Workshop on
HYPERSONIC FLOWS

FOR REENTRY PROBLEMS
held in Antibes, France, in January 1990 and April 1991

R(mi Abgrall, Jean-Antoine DWsid6ri, INIIlA Sophia Antipolis,
B.IP. 109, 2004 Route des ti~cioles - 06561 Valbonne Cedex (FRANC, ),

Michel Mallet, Jacques PHriaux, Pierre Perrier and Bruno Stoufflet,
Dassault Aviation, 78 Quai Marcel Dassault - 92214 Saint-Cloud (FRANCE).

1 Motivations

One of the most challenging prol)Iems of modern aerospace engineering is undoubtedly the
prediction of hypersonic flows around reentry vehicles. Indeed this challenge has many aspects

defining the appropriate physical model for these flows is the first difficulty since very complex
physical and chemical phenomena atake place during the reentry phase; moreover, temperature,
velocity and enthalpy arc very high, density very low, making the reentry conditions very

difficult to reproduce in ground-based experiments.
Thus, in the past two decades, important efforts in Computational Fluid Dynamics have

bven made employing supercomputers to simulate these complex flows. However, most sim-
ulation tools were originally designed for transonic or supersonic flow applications and later
extended; these usually contain imperfect models, and also still have to be improved to permit
the accurate prediction of hypersonic flows.

This situation has motivated strong international cooperative efforts including three Eu-
rope / US Short Courses on Hypersonics [1] [2] and two sessions (Parts I and II) of the scientific
workshop organized by INRIA and GAMNI [3] which took place in Antibes, France.

Part I brought together a group of experts active in Ilypersonics, and promoted direct
comparisons of codes and experiments. Eight critical test problems involving well-defined 2-D
and 3-D steady flows governed by specified P.D.E.'s and boundary conditions were submit'.d
to computation. CFD results have been compared altogether, and confronted to experiments
when available. This led to a first esthiation of CFD capabilities-i-rrlypersonics as reported
in the workshop proceedings [3].

The motivation for a second session, Part I1, of the same workshop was to propose a
more thorough study of each test problem by reducing the test-cases to a representative subset,
by improving the definition of sonie of them (e.g. when possible the description of the noni-
uniformity of the inflow in the experiment was provided to the CFD community), and also
by adding a few novel test-cases associated with new experiments. In addition, computational
contributors were urged to perform calculations on refined meshes, and to study grid refinement
effects, and to control artificial diffusion.

In summary, the main objective of Part I was to improve the quality of both experimental
and computational results, and evaluate numerical codes by code-to-code or code-to-experiment
comparisons, and permit a better confidence in the prediction tools to be used in the design of
hypersonic vehicles.

The presentation is aimed at, reporting the main conclusions as they were expressed at
the meeting by experts, includlig soine of their recommendations regarding the validation of
,iiiiii'ric•al code's.
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2 Development of the meetings

Ilotl s4,ss!ons ( Paris I and 11) included fell invited lectires related to splecialized issues in
expl) 4nt at ion, luodelilig anId oolnlpitirg in Ilypersonics.

I'lh( rest of Ilh( workslIop) was devehloped arounld sprcific test I)roblmIs. Dlring reentry,

till'', ma il tyI)es of flow are (ltcoultitered

Pral(fie'd gas Ilow,
t rl'ac llods s al,

-non1-rectiing flow
Th'le g~overninlg e(Iiations to b~e solved are I hn respectiwvely

-ihl"l(o, Blzmiann e~litations,

S- the l'uer o Navier-Stokes equations (or other interfmediate models surch as the thin layer
or p)arabolized, viscous shock layer or coupled Euler/Boundary layer models) augmented of a
Sihcnlmisi rv lnodel,

the Navier-Stokes equations possibly conlhined with a tulrbullence model.
'Tlhe following eight critical p)rol)e'mus were proposed for experimentation anda comnputa-

tioli
lrrob il ! :"or, over a slidler comi
SroIlod P I? : e, flow
Problei'n : F,u,,' orr a 2-D minp
Probh'cin :["len' oier a 3-D obsiaclt

lrrobhll 5 : Corucr ]louw
Probhcin 6 : Flow oicr a Dole-l1ipse/k'llipsoid

iProblrni 7 : Flow over a delta wing
Probh('n, S: Non-(quilibrium flow in On a rc-Jt or a shock tube.

Th'lhe t hemes of theses proble)mis are Iurlllence transition (1 and 2), heat-transrer prediction
(3., 1 and 5), real-gas effects (6), vortex or rarefaction effects (7), thermal non-equilibrium (8).

For each i)rol)lein, computational contributions were presented following the presentation
of experinrieital results, and preliinitary critical analyses were made by experts during the
prograin, which also included poster sessions.

Ihi tables 1 and 2 below, are listed the number of experimental or computational con-
tribiltions to the various test prlmllems. The numbering.-[Ltjise problems was modified (to

lrOlmati figures) for Part If to facilitate the sil)pression of certain test cases associated to given
p~roblems, and the introduction of novel ones. The details of the definition of the test cases
can be rols d in the an nouncenireit brochures (Part I and II), and in the proceedings of the
workshop I'll.

Table 1: Participation ilI Part I

PI)s 1-2 3-1 5 6 7 8

Ehxperiments 12 1 3 1 3 3 1
Computations:
Eirope 56 2 12 1 29 8 4
USA 22 3 41 2 7 4 2
Japani 3 1 2 - -

Australia 2 1 1 -

TOTAl, 95 7 20 4 42 15 7
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Tal)le 2 : Iarticipatijoi in Part II

P)s 1-l1 IIl-IV V VI VII VIII

Exlperiments I8 I 1 1 1 3 1
('Onipltationis:
Europe 65 2 20 2 19 II 11
USA 8 - 3 - 1 " -

A ustral ia 2 -I - -

Tr)TI\ L83 3 25 3 21 19 12

It, a1)ppears that if a substancial effort was made (mostly by the European Conimunity)
on the dou0ble-elipsc/ellipsoid problem for Part I, and to a. lesser extent on the ramp prob)lem,
a noticeable shift of interest was observed for Part lI on the delta. wing and the high-enthalpy
flow problems.

3 Invited talks

During each :..ssion, thlle technlical presenltation of test pl)roblem) results were completed by invited
lectures given| by leading scientists on topics related to modeling experimental asl)ects and
numerical si fin lations of hypersonic flows. The list of these talks is given below:

Par't I :

- Inaulgmm'al Tlalk : Introduction t o the Workshop. .J. Carpentier (ONERA, France),
- Cominelt • oni experiments for comnptitatiomial validation for fluiid dynamic predictions, S. M.

Bogdo ooff (Princeton, USA).
- Ilvpr. :soni • Stlability and Transition. E. Reshotko (Case \Vest ern Reserve University, USA),
- Scattering kernels for gas-surface interaction. C'. Cercignani (Politecnico di M ilano, Italy)
- C ED for hvpersonic air-breathing aircraft. J. L. Thomas. D. L. l)woyer, A. Kumar (NASA
Langley, USA),
- Similitude in hypersonic aerodynamics, II. Viviand (ON],RA, France),
- Gas-kii!etical and Navier-Stokes siimulations of reentry flows, II. Oertel ,Jr. (University of
Braunschweig, Germany),
- Numerical simulation of Boltzmann flows of real gases - Accuracy of models used in the
Monte-Ca'lo methods, IK. Nanbu (NA L, .Japan),
- lntriisive and non-intrusive mneasurements of flow properties in arc jets, C. 1). Scott (NASA

,JSC _Ilostoi, , USA),
CFD for hypersonic propulsion. L. A. Povinelli (NASA Lewis, USA),

- Experimental simiulation of high-enthalpy real-gas effects, If. Ilornmng (Cal'Tech, USA).

Part I1:

SInaugural talk : Fundanientaial and applied research in space applications, R. Pellat (CNRS
anId C, NES. France),
- Expernminllcral stul1dies in shock-shock and shock-lboit dary-layer in laminar ad l turbuhlent hy-
personic flows, MN. S. Ilolden (Calspaln, UISA),
- Soine viscous iutelractions a ffecti||g the design of hypersonic intakes and nozzles, .J. L. Stollery
(Cfraifiehl Inustitute of T'chnology. IlK),
- Recacti ng viscom s flow and gas-surface it teraction modeling, .1 Warnatz ( University of Stuttgart),

Shmock-tut|,meI experiments involvinig real-gas effecls at Aust ralian Iiive'rsities, N1. Stalker (Uni-
vOTSOY of Q mi,,,slaii. Ausl rali. ),
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- Numerical simulation of scramjiel engine flowfield, A. IKuniar (NASA Langley, USA),

- The role of applied mathematics Iin the numerical simulation of llylersonlic flows, 0. lPiroiliiCali

(University of Paris V1, France),

-The German hypersonic technology program Siinger, 1-1. A. Hertrich (Ministerialrat I3NIFT.

Germany),
- Hypersonic reasearch at German universities, E. Krause (RVTH Aachen, Germany),

- CFD code validation experience. .J. G. Marvin (NASA Alles. USA).

4 Analysis of Results

4.1 Synthesis of results for Problems I and 11

4.1.1 Experiments

(Figure 1),
1". A. Denian. .1. 1K. H-arvevY an R11 (. Mll er ( liniwrial I (ollege. 1 1K) provided st allitoni

number, M achi huer and piltpesr aloiig lhe iilead hie base. 'I'liev IneasurdpIo

pressure and velocity profiles at two different stat ionis oil H ie conle. The exp~erimilenits were

cond~uctedl in the Imlperial College No. 2 gun tillnniel.

\teasurenierits exlibith ed a sim al st51i-cainiwise gradlient . a siminple niodlel of whIiich was p~ro-

vided for computations for Par-t 11.

The challenge Ini tilie fi r'tc ~l ital est case was lo0 rep~rodune a v(TV simiiplec(onicl n

flow.

4.1.2 Computations

Onle of t le ili ' ;or lproI)Eic us for P~art I relied In thelc bat ioi of'i triansi tioni. ThIiis tranusitiloln was

arbitiarii v fiixedi for P~art 1. anid spec ii ed by thle experim el ita lists for P'art If. lImiportaint d is-

crcpalicy between (0111piitat ioiis an 111 xpel~iniilets despite 5(151I it vil to gridl, w\all 1(11 iperat nre.

iurbuleciie iiiodel had been stuidled. 'Tle St ant oii 111nuber has been slighitly over-estiniiated (of

soini 10 V/ ) by (certaini comptijlat ions.

TIhe accurate calculat ion of' the Stalidoni num ber InI Problem 1 II s (lit icall)r (eplejcdeiit onl

lie location of t he i-eattacheniiiit point Sonic 20 W, discrepaliicY withI thle experillielt Ini this

paranmeter was observed iii ('ert ai iii('1upliitat lolis. Th Ilco(m1put ed sepa rat ion region was fountd

too sinall and iiakiiig at quest iouiabl e anigle wit 1i t he wall at I lie edge of' Ihe base.

4.2 Synthesis of results for Problem Ill (flow over a 2D ramp)

4.2.1 Experiments

J1. lDelery aind M, C . C(-- oct olildltcl thle tests iii thle l?2( 'I- and lfl 'l blow-down wiiid-tiliiinel

of t ie ONII{A ( 'Ialais-Mildoll e-st ablisliluliilt . Hw~Y pi-ovided Schliiren phiotogi-aphs, w\all

hleat tranisfer and wall prsueTh lli os lle wedge-flow ('xjel-illil(ilt swere mlade at Mach

number 5) anid 10 to study tI Hlineract loll pat terni at hothI lo%. and~ high leyiiolds iiiiniln'i-s.

G'~. Sirliieonides anid .J. F. Weililt (Von l\'arinlaii lust itlite. Bielgiuimi) collcelexjerilielit's

Ill th loiebg-shot hicavy-glni lpist oi gnui ll-lnill athIle "I\* I 6111 l a Olat -lalai/2-l) 15" raillp miodel

and~ lprovided~ pressuire aitd heat t rallivif (list rI-bit ion alonug tIIe (-'ilterhinle yielding ali ind~icat i0o1

of i lie I ilisil jolt i I lie Icattachni-h lllit i egioiil.
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4.2.2 Computations

(Figure 2)
Navier-Stokes comiputat ions of' a hypersonic flow over a 2-D ramip are compared to one

another and to experiments. heimportance of grid density was clearly putt into evidence as
concerns thle 1)re~hction of sepairat ion lengths. Difficulties in achieving well-defined experimental
con~ltions, particularly fully lamndar conditions at. reattachment. were discussed,. Considerable
variations in the predicted locat ion of thle reattachiment regkio were ob~served, and~ one alkleged
explanation is that the experuimet, is characterized by a transitional reat taclimenit. Sonie con-
tributors showed that puitt ting a switch to turn on the turbulence model resulted in a mnuch
better agreement withI the experiment ihi the ramip region.

Four test ca~ses were prop~osedl:
- test. ca~ses 111-1 and 111-2 are characterized by a low value of the R~eynolds numb~er (Hey,=

143800). This was chtosen to make the test case less sensitive andl to redce th le likelood of
transit ion at reatt achiment.

- test case 111.3 was already p~roposed( fOr Part I of thle workshop lproblem'n 3.5ý)., a large
anioun t of iniforumalion is al n 'a1 available b ut inmin roed reviills were ex pecl 'd

- lest case 111. 1 is chosenl Irn it set of te(st s perfonrlmel by I oblden an ad has al redy ben~i
mnse(l ctext ('le1 y for validat ion.

2-4 numnerical contribuitions were presentled at theInvuiieting. this is enough) to gel a good
idea of how (TDi toos can perfrini orn t Inis problemin. Various niumnierical appIroachets werc' used(
including centered + art ificial %Iscnnit ,v. upwind and (alekinn leas suares inietInds.

Very good agreen ieti is olbser vi(I for prob~lem n Il. whlichr was easy 1because 01 thle ab senice
of reci rc ulat ion.

Reasonably good1 agreemnti is ol seved for problem 111.2 wvhiich was dlesignied to Lie easier
for- nnrmnnn'rical contributors (e.g. oni skiri-fricl ion coefficienil ). It should be noted t fliat t lie sI ruc-
tire of lie flow is quite dilfferent than what is observed for a ,;I at 1da Id (less viscouis) case: i lii'

pressurem skin frict ion and hecat fluix do riot reach at miaximniir onl th lie(lt'lctedl plate. Res-ults
call be galthered woto I wo groinps WO ha MTfe oin thlii size (A' liii recircuilat ion.

L"xjerinni'nital results are riot availabl~e at present to0 d iscri [Iliriati' bet i'('ni Lot IiSets. l.1venn
though t lii' overall agreemin'ril is "good. it is someiiwhat dIisappo~intling to ob~serve that for such a
viscous cast, large fliifi'reuiii's still exist.

For problem 111.3. a \-cry large disirt'paiicv is st ill obser-ved. lThe niost strtiking results of
thle conlmputationis is thle pred~ict in of an i'xu'ssivilY larpe regonl of rcirrinlat ion.I. A ruin nbei. of,
iexplarnatin c01 all be cornsiihired:

* I lic thin laye'r 'Nvi('r Stilo''. siniiplicaiiat mai nnivot he valid,.

* th li'twom dimens'isonial elnaract er of th fn low was (mn('t iotit'l (however. Ih liet('lect on atngle
is low arid nio cx pE'riricii'i al evidi'ncie of 31f) Hlow was ol ior'vi'd ( influennce of' side plates).

* thle proper choi(ce of I li gridl is crit na I. ''Ins was not addiressed( inl enough detail and it
was not clear lint thle Solut ionis pre'sintiedh were grid indieipenndentl (ini thIe senise that nodes
should Inv addled unltil addil iimi of nodes dloes tiot affect thle solut ion: bellter agreetnnr'nt
woil(1 be' obsoveuid if cahirthal ionts wVen, performtedi'( again oil relimned( grids'),

* trmansit ion nlear fthe reallIachlimnt pointl is a iiossihiilily.

0 the presence of C6m1.hi'rt voti ices oilt It( rlemmip is st ill nit open't quest ion.
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4.2.3 Conclusions

'Fhe problem of the calculationi of the Hlow over a ra~mp is moreW difficujlt thanI could( be anl-
ticipated. Nevertheless, at the second meeting, we ob~servedl in certain contributions grid-
coniverged solutions, convergence acceleration by Multigrid. anid a more careful at tent ion given
to the grid (lensity in the b~ound~ary layer. Provided that sufl'icient atteniokn is givenl to the
-choice of a. propermesh, we still fee that accurate solutions can be Wltakiied.

4.3 Synthesis of results for Problem IV (flow over a 3D ramp)

4.3.1 Experimients

An experinwiit was made at Mlacli nliiilr 10 by lelery et al. for a. .0 0-swejpt :1-I)obst acle. rltcy
provided surface flow visualizat ions. wall1 heat transfer and lpressur (iltribl~ld4io ill list ating
very extended zone of sep~arat ed flow.

Again, the authors indicate that real tarlinvnnt miay hnave Wee" Irantsitiotnal rather than
laminar.

4.32 Computations

(Figure 3)

Two results were avouilable at t he numet ing.
The contribuution by .1011( (I al. uses a finite volume approach Wit Rlods flumes and \lan

Leer's MI sCl, approach. The grid includes :30000(1 nodes. R~esult s are not fully conv(ergedl anid
the initialization leads to anl overpredict1 ionl of t Ie( siZe of' t lhe r-cirl-Cllat ionl.

Ilassan et al use a Tayvlor ( alerkiin lFFA and~ a niesli of 80000) niodes. T[le calculation
slight ly innder-predict's the value of, Ihe St alinntuiitimber.

In addition, a contrillt ion 0- Venkat alat liv in which the full comipresible Nqavier-St okes
equations were solved for a problem close to thle workshiop sp~ecificat ion. indlicatedl good (Itali-
tat ive feat ures (separat ion line( posit ion. e~parat ionl line cunrvat lire).

4.4 Synthesis of results for Problem V (corner flow)

4.4.1 Experimients

(Figure -1
A. Ilenckels and F". Mauirer DLRl lK61n. (;u'rinahiv) mecasured the heat flux for the( Corner

Hlow case at (t(li 11211 hyperSoliin 11(1 W 1W mlil('l mit I an itifrared t heruovisio camera system in
conniect ion withI image processing.

INe iotute t hat !hle expedimeit al (Vat a wer very accuratv amln sMjlnlOrted by a lare auuiomimt.
of local Ii easuireliteuits.

4.4.2 Coniptutations

'Two cnrobutt1)1ions onily were av'ailakle at the itieet ing.
Lacor et al. use. a finlite vol~ujie approach with ie(nt ral dilfferenice allid art ificial (liffilsioli.

Thnm~es MCi consists of 3f1000 nod es.

l'amurs et al. use an upwim u W inte d~kiffrec s('liuit based oit a A[VD inet hod. A goodl
visualization of thle leading edwe shocks ointerathio is provided.

T[le agrCneeum(mt between tlIn cont ribut ions is poor..
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4.5 Synthesis of results for Problem VIA1 (Inert-gas flow over Dou-
ble Ellipse/ Ellipsoid)

4.5.1 Experiments

D. Ayiner, TF. Aiziary (CEAT Poitiers, France) arid L. Do Luca., C,. Carloniagno (1Un1iversitii,
di Nap~oli) providled Schlieren andl wall streamnline visualizations, wvall Imeur'e arid heat flux
mneasuremients, at the 11210 wind-tunnel facility. The heat flux was mecasured by infrared ther-
mo1couleJA using the thiclk wall techinique.

4.5.2 Computations

(Figure 5)
Thel( 3-D) double-ellip~soid shiape has shown to he a very good test of compl)e~x flow in

hyp~ersonics (small nose radius. how shock, secondary shock at the canop~y., compjlex p)attern of
separated Hlow with angle of attack). A lack of (let ailed flowfieldl measuremients dlidl iot l)('rliit

a lIrecise (check of the t olology of the Hlow away fron the wall.
At the first mneeting, all solutions, exhibited a. good perf'ormiance with respect to the prne-

(dict ion of pressurre concern i g both Ow i cornipal'isori bet ween each ot her and with I xperimiental
dial a. As exlpxt ed thle rvwiil nlow sinu at ions d10 lped "c m wel inlwam I~esr~llie51 (list ribut ions

inl hlypersonlic flows.
Concerning tive predict on of the eriuleded shock, the shok sceemed generally p~redictedl

A rCibcscatter w~as (A ri onl hotnij laye (palatit s such as skin-fictio coeth-
(lent aidl Stanton nuzziher. l)lobalYll\ dun' to dlifferenices ril g~ridl resoluirmon and 1nihiliericat diffusion
termirs. It is surpIrising 1o observc scalt 1( rot oMy iii flos wit NnNOrlaldd shocks hut also in
those a long winrd ward Surfaces.

Du rrinrg Pa rt 11, thle overall qunalityV of thle N axier-St okes cor t ri Inl ions inl )1'ovod~ dueti to
eff'orts inade iii (oist ruc(ting Lette nieslis : nrrndeol' ioh's ini tu libouindary layer. fir'st node
close' to the wall. Letter contr1ol of co(il asliect ratio.

4.6 Synthesis of results for Problem VI.2/3 (Reacting-gas flow
over Double Ellipse/ Ellipsoid)

4.6.1 Experiments

(Figure 7)

Mi. Vetter'. If. Olivier'arid MI ( ririg ( IN\'III Aarlrcri (errrrarrv' neasured (p) and~ Stanton
rllrrilar w~all dist~kihrrmos along an No M-i og flolr~l-(ipoi~l"W subject to recal-gas effects amid]

(at alytic wall.

Myie also provided sclrlierell j)ict mlres of' thle reac'tinig Hlow arournd a 50-rinri radirrs sp~here
for 1, 500 1K arid 1600 1K.

4.6.2 Comptitatiorus

F"ignrs (6 arid S)
Syrithfesi-Airg thre resrults oft Part 1. we inc one rol"'o that sev'eral ('orupr~t atrorrs of' r'eac'tive

flows oven' the (lorrile elflpse (ellip~soid) Inad lvenr iwomr'pscd. Th~ey mlliost ly de(alt. with inv~isci(I
flow~ ill ('Iernical equnililbrirlmnn or nllc(l 1r-epi li krillin. For' eqnrilihrirrmmn flows, lhe agr'eernemnt, inl shock
locat ions lbet weerr the varitnrs 'orrt rihrmt iorrs was ('(irnn)ar'aI)I( with trIhat of inrrel-gas conrrpnrtat ions
withI corriparable rrreshres; thle disýcrep~ancies bet \weeml thle var iousl omit rihrnt ions, wer'f. vcrYr smnall inl



temperature but soiiiewhat larger in Mach niumber and comnposition. For non-equilibriumn flow.
somne discrep)ancy in the mnain shock location hadl been observed in two shock fitting p~rocedures.
Conventional (codes were observeoi to preolict wall values of temperature and composition vastly
different fromn equilibrium state because, in the theoretical inviscid solution, the gradient of
temperature or composition nornial to the wall is infinite ("chemical layer"). Two procedures
had been shown to remnedy this problemn: one by mnesh refinemlent, the other by post- processi ng
of the conventional solution. Both essentially agreed.

Part 11 confirmed these facts. Nevertheless tile agreement between the various computa-
tions of 2-D non-equilibrium iniviscid flows were somnewhat better in Part 1I due to the authors
efforts in iiiesli-refinineiuent Audie,;. Conicerr~ng, 2-D viscoi'ý non-equiflbriumn flow'Q, altibough
flowfiekls are comparable, discrepancies with the experimental data are substancial in wall dis-
tributions; this is true even for the wall pressure distribution, traditionally less cont roversial.
Mesh refinement near the wall was evidently found very critical, but naturally miore importantly
the treatment of the boundary condition (catalyticity). Trhe latest results by Salvetti et al. are
much closer to the experiment. A general observation concerning Navier-Stokes calculations,
was that the scatter in the stagnation lpoint heating poss5ibly ctlue different models was of the
order of 23 %. A boundary-layer calculation for the double-ellipse case was also p~resenltedl and
appear to be a reasonab~le less costly alternative when appllicab~le.

C'oncerninig equilibrium-air flows, at least three Navier-Stokes solutions were presented
and five dealing with inviscid flow. InI add~it~ion. at te lie meting was shown a :3-D boundary-
layer calculation of non-equilibriumii flow.

4.7 Synthesis of results for Problem V11 (Delta Wing)

4.7.1 Experimrents

M. Linde (IFA, Sweden) investigated the leeside flow over a sharp) delta wing in termns of vortical
featumres and shock induced separation test in the FFA IIYP 500) hypersonic wind tunnel with
surface oil flowv and pressure mneasurements. Thle flow is conical at, the forward part of the wing
whereas onl tlie( rear part there is a separat ed region wvith recirculating flow.

.1. A lli'gre. X. 1l6riard Duibreuilh and MI. Raffiii (CN RS/S ESSIA, Laboratoii'e d Aerotieriiniquie
de Meudon ) provided the (densityv flowfield (dat a and aerodYnamic forces for the rarefied-flow
case a rounid the (delt a Wving by the elect ron -bean tech ini que. T[he exp~erlimental condi tionis were
'hiaracterized lby two rarefactioni levels (.11,I= 20.2, Rl, 20,50 aiid AI1, =20, RC-L = 8380O).

lxAperi nieiits were carriedl out iii the( hypersonic vacuum wind tutnneil V2G' in && ttingen
by ('It. 11. Chun i (DIM l{ Ct~tingen . ( crniii mv) around a. di fferenmt delta winig withi thle freestreami
cOniilit ons : 11, 24, /?(, =:2.9 x 10". iii a igles of at tack r) betweeni 0" and] 300 for the heat
flux ineatsmirelijejts, anid o bet weeji 0" and~ 10' for. time force measurements,

HI. Legge (DI) LR (tti ngen . G eriman\- ) provide force andI heat transfer m easu rem en ts of
rarefied flow over ain in IIi dciel a wing alt lia rg( Knui dseni iumbiier slowi i g coin pilete accom iiiio(iat ionl.
'['hec covercd rarefact ion r mlge is esi eclia lvisefii I for toni pa risoms wvithi Monte Ca rio calculations.
The rarefied flow onl Olie delta winig wais of' high quality. For t his reasonl, a duplication of thle
test (lid uot. scee liecessa ry.

4.7.2 Computations

(Figu Ires 9- 1%')
T[le iunderstandu ing of vroic(x st ructuiires amid leesi de separa tionis constitutes' one' of thle

nmajor elem mient. in the analysis of* I1 *y I)rs()iiic flows a round1( reeti. t iv ve idles in atmosphere. As
test caise slippoit img this Object ive, the colimpuitiat ion of thle flowv arounid a D~elta Winig was

proos)0ed withI Iwo Ilodels (iuiviscid and viscouls siiiiulat ons).
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For Part 1, the geomnetry of a Delta Wing with a sharp nose was defined and a test
case (VII. for iiiiscid flow and~ VI 1.2 for viscouts one) based1 on experimental conditions was
considlered (Al, = 7.15 and a : 30'). Ini the second p~art. a blunt nosed Wing has been defined
corresp)onding to a mnodel tested at D1,~11 at AlX, =8.7 and (I :=300 (test cases VI IA and \'II.4).
A more thorough analysis of suich problems was thien possible with the two sets of solutionAs.

For the first geometry, we were concernedl with a wedlged windlwar-d side and a gene ral
shape close to a, conical-like shape whereas the second one consisted Iin a curved windward side

with a general shape far from being a conical-like one. Consequently, the flow solution is iuiore
or less autosiim-ilar Iin .- planes for thle first geometry whuerea~s solution evolves withI the space
direCLioii t for the second one. The sharp nose is good leeside v~ortex generator while- no v*ortex
sheet appears for the blunted nose wing. These remarks are illustrated by numerical results
proxvided by ONERA.

For Part 11, contributors conicent rated munch on the test cases N111.3 and VI 1.4. Eight
comp lutations wer p~erformedl for thle inviscid case wit h meshes ranging from 110,000 to 2.000.000
nodles (this cont ri bution can be comisi lerd as a reference solliii oi ) for st riICt 1red grild iIpj)r)M-oaeS

and of a bonit 70,000 nodes for lie t wo 11It mistmtmired gridl m et hods. C oncerniing test caise, VI11.
(v'iscouls flow). sexveit (-Outribiit ups part icipate u1 withI nieslies, ranging fronit about :300,000 to
1 .000.000 nodes.

4.7.3 Conclusions for the imiviscid flow solutions

Alt bough a good agreemenit was fouind Iin thle evaltiation of pressure coefficients, two famlillies
of soltitiomis wer-e obt ainiedl whele conisiderinmg Maclh nu mn1ber (list ri buit Ion 01l thle leeside. Soille
con triibut ions show a large Machi iimimt ir peak (Inc( to the \*(,rv\ st rong ex pansioni at tilie leading
edge. This pieak was fouind lin the( ONFRA . compi)t at ion \\-itl Ii le very finle grid buit 11o real
coiic Iusixve juterlpret at iOi hlasy kvetI e gi\veni .A sI 101 ig gridl seilsit \Ii ity onl leeward wvas revealed
for all app~roaches and in part ici a r Iin tIh DA\SS:\1 Tll sohl u ons. It has been inot iced t hat a
total t einIeratutre loss of' a botit 3( wits obiainoid amonbig, tlie most accurate solutiltions.

4.7.4 Conclusions for the viscous flow solutions

Comparisonis of thle nutmterical sol lit iotS With Ii V t ieeperimllit al (-ur\'es. were mavalable. C omputed
St anton tinl hne-ia"ve beenl found t 1 (t icea 1)1 hiigher thian ii le e'xperimnent al -al iies. A good

(Inialit at ikye agreetnient was hiowever lot011id.
I This test case was coinpii Ied witIil di fferen t H ow riliodel izations ( Etler solv-er \%,till b~ound~a ry

lav-er aital vsis. P~arab olized N a\vir- St ukes solverI an 111Naici--St okes solv-ers) anid all lie tumierical
resullts, ptov~idv a remiarkab~le ititiericalI agreemenet lor Staint on iittimijem-s.

4.7.5 Conclusions for the rarefied flow solutions

( Figilre 1I)
The classical Birid l)SM met hod anid a va-irait . which is referre-(d to ats the Finite- Point set

Metho 11(1 1PM) int~roduiced I)\ thle Vim- mersitY of' Kaiser-shauitern, were emphhloyed t~o comupute
rarefied gas flow cases. It is evident that hothi of' the couiltit at ions are of very hiigh standard
andl they yield altmost idlentical resullts for thle overall flu~x qu1antities. It has b~een demtonistrated
that these methods ai-e capab~le of piredict In g comnplex flows Iin which mnolecu lar noii-eqii librimn11
(effectF itd p2 jh Scillt.



4.8 Synthesis of results for Problem V1II (Arc Jet and Shock
Tube)

481 Experimenits

Tepurpose of this test case was to obtain a better iiidersi aninig of thle niii-equiilibril urn
floxvfield of a higli-ent halpy plasma tuinel which serves to studiyl thle t~herrinal prlotect ioul svsi en
of future spacecraft.

JI. M.L6ger, J1. F. Coudert. A. Grimiaud and P. Fauchlas 1'Unix'ersit v of' 1.ii ioges, Frani ce)
measured the temiperature fields ohd.c. iit rogeli plasma jets III a controlledla iojlir hme
filled with nitrogen at pressure bet ween 13 and 100 1K Pai by emissi on spectroscopy. Non-
equ ilib riurn effects were shown withI significant differences bet ween rotatioinal, popiulatitoin alid
excitation temperatures. Recently. they provided the entrance velocity distribut ion iiuar tile

axis for a b~etter specification of the initial condition.

4.8.2 Comnputations

(Figuire 12)
A rc J (
Ihe colin larison between comin )u atloni cla(itribhlit lonls coul in(1iot b~e pertorniled IIIsi Sfficient

details because oft hie differences iii t lie assumed ý(chemiiistry (oi iij)ositioil at the inlet cross sectilon.
Comparing tile calculated values wit hIi te measurements, t he t rends were the following
- the calculated values of Tro0t and T,,seem underestimated along the jet axis,
- the difference of this two variab~les wats less iii thle computatlilns than in the experiments.

Tile computational validation has recently been Improvedl since add~itional velocity dlistri-
bution in the plasmna was inade available from tie experimenlt s. ('FD tools seem more powerful
than anticipated for a so complex and dhifficult test case. A logical follow up1 of this test case
would be all arc jet with air suiioiitided 1w expa ndiri~g iiozzle to better simulate Inudust rial
plasma tunnels.

Noýzle Flow
The purpose of thlis test case, was to validlate t lie coniiiit atiolial tools which are mland~atory

for the correct interp~retation of the mieasuiremlenits made oii models, in hligh enthalpy facilities.
As no exp~erinmental results are availaltle, oinly code-to-code comnpari sons hlave been mnade.

From the compllutations, it, ap~pearedh that the resuills are miost lY sensitive to
-numerical approximation (scheme ailol mesh).
-inclusion of thermal non-eqiuili bnimin i:

however, the following parameters seemn o play a lesser role
-choice of vibrational model.
-in~clusion of V-T, \-VN exchange miodels.

-2-D approximation rather titan 1 -1).

Finally, it was ntotedi that, a svsl elnat ic sensitivity stud(1 of thlt cliiiuical model would he
ntecessa ry.

5 Conclusion and Further Comments

The Arntibes Workshop has pernnitted a b~etter assessment of some of the performance and limits
of modern (TI) tools applied to h *ypersoutic flow computations. The necessity of bringing to- N
gether fluid mnechanicists, specialists of lphysico-chiemical modeling, numerical analysts, appIlied1
mathematicians is obvious since the full uinderst anding of hyNpersonic flows cannot be achieved
by either community alone. This t pvp of scienitific validlat iou Worksh~op cont rib~utes to redhuce
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uncertainties in the design of spaceplanes [5]. Evidently, a limited number of experhineits, or
alternatively, an approach based solely on comlputations, would not pv'viit a tota] coifidence
in hypersonic design tools.

By the number of participants, the quality of experimental and comlput ationial data ob-
tained despite the difficulty involved, and the material presented, this first open workshop in
Hypersonics has been a good achievement.

From a technical point of view, it appeared that, the computation of Euler'ian flows was
now well achieved by current approximation methods provided sufficient efforts were devoted to
the mesh quality in particular. However, the computation of complex viscous and/or rarefied
flows, possibly turbulent or reactive, or both, is still a great, challenge. These require good
numerics, but also adequate models still under investigation, and experiments of high standard

for the validation.
The validation process will continue using some lhe ,.,a collected at the occasion of

this workshop. A European H.ype.rsonic Data Base (ELi ) is currently being set up) at INRHIA
Sophia Antipolis, France and will be accessible 1) networks. The objective is to offer experts
in this field a means to evaluale njo.e ('El) nmethodologies using existing data related to tlhe
workshop test problemls.

The great challenge for tle f'ortlicolni ng years with availahle Inassively parallel coilnput-
ing facilitios is to conduct experiineilis and colliupltal ions of t Ii ree-diuieiisional complex flows
including transition, separation and real-gas effects [,1]. This will 1ndoubtedly be the focus of
the future workshops.
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test case 4.1: Mach = 10 ; Re =9 o, ; Tw = 290 K; TIf =SO K
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1. ABSTRACT and academic perspectives of CFD, not only in terms

of the technical challenges, but also in terms of the

Accurate predictions of the effects of shock wave tur- economic and political issues. The objective of the

bulent boundary layer interactions are of particular current paper can probably best be introduced by ex-

importance in the design of hypersonic vehicles. Such tracting a few sentences from one of these recent arti-

flows can generate intense heat transfer rates and pres- cles. The author is Professor A. Jameson of Princeton
sure levels, complex large-scale unsteady separated University, New Jersey, who writes:1 '"ode validation

flows, and large-amplitude fluctuating loads. With in- is increasingly being recognized as being vital to rais-
creased reliance on computation, it is critical that the ing confidence in CFD use. In considering this re-

predictions are accurate. Thus, it is imperative that quirement, it is important to distinguish between the
such codes be validated and calibrated and deficiencies correctness of the program and the suitability of the

be identified and rectified. math model to the application. Simply comparing ex-
perimental data with numerical results provides no way

Comparison of the predictions of CFD codes with to distinguish the source of the discrepancies, whether
experimental data is the key element of the valida- they are due to faulty numerical approximation or pro-
tion process. However, drawing meaningful conclu- gramming, or to deviations between the math model and
sions about the strengths and weaknesses of solution the true physics." (text italicized by current author)
methodologies or of turbulence models from these com- The difficulty of determining the deviation between
parisons is not a trivial task. As recently stated by the "math model and the true physics" is the topic of
Jameson, "Simply comparing experimental data with the current paper.
numerical results provides no way to distinguish the
source of the discrepancies, whether they are due to The emphasis in this paper is on high speed flows and
faulty numerical approximation or programming, or to shock wave turbulent boundary layer interactions in
deviations between the math model and true physics." particular. A large fraction of the examples cited are
The conclusions drawn may be quite misleading if it is drawn from studies of turbulent unswept compression
not clearly understood what the computations repre- ramp interactions. A schematic of the compression
sent and what the experimental data represent. This ramp geometry and the coordinate system employed
paper discusses why it is important to know how ex- in the paper are shown in Fig. 1. Such flows have
perimental mean flowfield and surface data being used been studied experimentally since the 1950's, and re-
for comparison with CFD are generated. If the flow- sults from such experiments have been widely used for
fields exhibit local or global large-scale unsteadiness, comparison with numerical work since the 1970's. The
then such mean measurements, which form the bulk nominal two-dimensionality of such flows permits rel-
of the existing data base, may mask the underlying atively rapid computations, at least compared to fully
flow physics and be inappropriate for comparison with three-dimensional flows, and thus they would appear
computation. to be a suitable flowfield candidate to evaluate tur-

bulence models and solution algorithms. In the next
2. INTRODUCTION section, some examples are given of the comparison

between experiment and computation for such flows.
The January and February 1992 editions of Aerospace Some remarks are then offered which suggest that a
America (a publication of the American Institute of "fundamental deviation between the math model and
Aeronautics and Astronautics) were largely devoted the true physics," namely the global unsteadiness of
to "a perspective on aerospace computational fluid dy- the experimental flowfield, which is not modelled nu-
namics." Articles authored by both practitioners and merically, may be the primary contributor to the dis-
program managers discussed the military, industrial, crepancies between computation and experiment.

oil °
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3. UNSWEPT COMPRESSION RAMP IN- separation zone." Comparisons of the measured and
TERACTIONS predicted values of / and the separation lo-

cations are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, for
3.1 Hypersonic Flows the Mach 9.22 compression ramp experiment. Note

that the vertical axis in Fig. 4 is logarithmic. The
Figure 2 shows comparisons of the normalized wall k-f model and modifications do not even predict the
pressure from computations and experiment for tur- right trend of (qmx/qo,) with c. The algebraic mod-
bulent flow over a 34 deg. compression ramp at Mach els predict the trend with a better but underpredict
9.22. The data are those of Coleman2 and Coleman the separated cases (a > 30 deg.). Figure 5 shows that
and Stollery,3 and the computations were made by the trends for the separation location are generally cor-
Horstman4 using the k-c, Cebeci-Smith, and Baldwin- rect for all models, but only the Cebeci-Srnith model
Lomax turbulence models. The computations em- predicts the values quantitatively. That the latter re-
ploy the time-dependent, mass-weighted, Reynolds- sult is probably fortuitous is evident in Fig. 6, which
averaged, Navier-Stokes equations for 2-D flow and are shows similar comparisons at Mach 11. In this case,
solved using the MacCormack explicit-implicit, second the Cebeci-Smith model is the worst. It is not just the
order predictor-corrector, finite volume method. The maximum heating rate in the compression ramp in-
purpose of Horstman's study was to assess how well teraction that is inadequately captured by any of the
these turbulence models, which have been widely used codes. The shape of the heat transfer rate throughout
in transonic and supersonic flows and have met with the interaction is also poorly predicted (Fig. 7). The
some success, fare in hypersonic flows. It was not as- same remark applies to the heat transfer rate distribu-
sumed, a priori, that they were suitable for hypersonic tion in the incident shock wave experiment of Holden
flow. Indeed, as indicated on the figure, modifications (Fig. 8).
were made to the k-c m3del to include hypersonic ef-
fects. The modifications to the k-E model, indicated In Ref. 4 Horstman also points out that: "Exper-
in the legend of Fig. 2, are as follows: (i) Mod A - a imenters have observed large unsteadiness for sepa-
correction to the e equation to account for the effect rated supersonic shock wave turbulent boundary layer
of rapid compression on the turbulent length scale; interaction flows. There is no reason to doubt that
(ii) Mod B - corrections to both the k and F equa- unsteadiness is also present for the hypersonic test
tions to model the additional terms which appear af- flows considered here. These unsteady effects can at
ter mass-averaging; and (iii) Mod C - a correction to times dominate the flowfield." It was also pointed
the turbulent stress terms for the density fluctuations. out that "the computations show no sign of unsteadi-
Details of each correction and its implementation are ness. There is also no apparent mechanism in the
described in Ref. 4. present day eddy viscosity models for the observed

Before commenting on Fig. 2, one further set of com- unsteadiness. This may be an important factor that

parisons is shown in Fig. 3. This figure shows com- contributes to the discrepancies between the predicted

parisons of the same numerical approaches with the and measured results."

Mach 11.3 data of Holden.' In this case the flowfield The present author believes that the "may be" of the
is generated by an incident shock wave generated by last sentence should be replaced by "is"; not only is
a wedge. In both the Mach 9 and 11 experiments, the the unsteadiness an important factor that contributes
wall temperature ratios are similar (Tm/To = 0.28 and to the discrepancies between experiment and CFD but
0.19, respectively) and the Reynolds numbers differ flowfields of this type cannot be understood in terms
only by a factor of two. In both cases, it can be seen of mean measurements alone. Without an understand-
that the major discrepancies occur upstream of the ing of the dynamics of these flowfields, comparisons of
ramp corner. In Fig. 2 the Cebeci-Smith model pre- mean surface an(' flowfield measurements with compu-
dicts the wall pressure distribution quite well. The k-e tations can lead to very misleading conclusions about
model underpredicts the upstream influence, whereas a given algorithm or turbulence model. These state-
with Mods A, B, and C it is overpredicted. In con- ments are based on what is now known of the un-
trast, at Mach 11 (Fig. 3) the Cebeci-Smith (and k-f) steadiness of similar interactions at lower Mach num-
models are now the worst, and the k-e with Mod C bers. The considerable body of work done under those
does the best. In fact, none of these predictions can conditions has shown quite clearly how mean measure-
be considered satisfactory upstream of the corner for ments in such unsteady flowfields are generated, what
the Mach II flow. they represent physically, and why the comparisons

In Ref. 4 Horstman states, "Two features of shock of experiment and computation are poor. A brief de-
wave boundary layer interaction flows which are prob- scription of some of this recent work is the focus of
ably of most interest to the designer are the maximum the remainder of this paper. For details, the reader is
heat transfer near reattachment and the length of the referred to the cited references.
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3.2 Supersonic Flows sure transducers in the same flowfield show that the
distributions of the rms of the wall pressure fluctu-

Numerous computations, using a variety of turbulence ations, op,,, exhibit 2 peaks-one near separation,
models, have been made of the 24 deg. Mach 3 unswept the other near reattachment" (Fig. 10). The rapid
compression ramp experiment of Settles.6 Four sets of rise of rms upstream of separation is a common fea-
computed wall pressure distributions for this flow are ture of 2-D and 3-D shock-induced turbulent separated
shown in Fig. 9. Similar to the hypersonic results of flows.12 The relative amplitude of the fluctuations in

Figs. 2 and 3, the major discrepancies are upstream of this region is extremely large, with the maximum value
the comer. Figure 9a shows those calculated by Viegas of ap,w, being a significant fraction of the local mean
and Horstman7 using turbulence models available in value, P.. This large rise in rms is not due to tur-
1979; Fig. 9b shows these calculated by Viegas et al.s bulence amplification through the initial compression,
in 1985 using the k-f model and employing both wall but is directly attributable to unsteadiness of the sepa-
functions and integration to the wall (The experimen- ration shock wave. That the physical cause is the sep-
tal data of Dolling and Murphy 11 are also shown in Fig. aration shock wave motion can be seen from the pres-
9b. These data are time-averages of fluctuating wall sure signals. Two examples, at X/3o = -2.1 and-2.3,
pressure signals rather than single value mean mea- are shown in Fig. 11. In each case, the mean wall
surements from scani-valves, as obtained by Settles.); pressure, P,,,, is indicated and, for reference, the in-
Fig. 9c shows the results of Champney,9 presented in coming boundary-layer wall pressure signature is also
1989, using more recent turbulence models; while Fig. shown. The instantaneous wall pressure, P,~,, is inter-
9d shows the most recent computations by Wilcox,10  mittent, jumping randomly back and forth from the
using his new "multi-scale" model and the k-w model, range characteristic of the undisturbed boundary layer
Champney's work includes calculations made using the to a higher level corresponding to flow downstream of
turbulence model of Mansour and Shih, which was de- the separation shock. P,-, is generated by the super-
rived from direct simulation data for a channel flow position of very large amplitude fluctuations on the
and applied for the first time to a compressible flow undisturbed boundary layer pressure signal, and P,,
by Champney. Details are given in Ref. 9, The com- increases in the downstream direction because the "in-
putations share certain common features-a generally termittency" (i.e., the fraction of time the flowfield is
steeper pressure gradient up through separation to the disturbed) progressively increases.
corner and a higher "plateau" level upstream of the
corner than in the experiment. The k-w model of At each station under the unsteady separation shock
Fig. 9d is an exception to the latter and predicts the wave, the "intermittency" can be easily calculated. It
plateau pressure fairly well, but the upstream influence is simply the fraction of the total time that the sep-
is substantially underpredicted. Of all the computa- aration shock wave spends upstream of the given sta-
tions, Wilcox's "multi-scale" model is superior; both tion. Figure 12 shows that the entire region upstream
upstream influence and plateau pressure levels are pre- of the separation line 'S' is intermittent. Both curves
dicted quite well. The multi-scale model employs a have the same shape and are displaced from one an-
physically more realistic description of the Reynolds other due to the change in interaction length scale with
stress tensor which is probably partly responsible for 6o. The length of the intermittent region, Li, is about
the overall improved comparison with the experiment. 0.75-0.96o in both cases. Since long sampling times
However, neither the multi-scale model nor any of the are needed to define y accurately when it is less than
other methods model the low frequency unsteadiness about 0.02 to 0.03, a more accurate comparison of the
of the separated flowfield. In this sense, as will be dis- two cases can be made by defining Li as the distance
cussed later, the matching of the upstream influence over which -y increases from about 0.04 to 0.99. This
by the multi-scale model can only be considered as gives 0.66o in both cases and represents the region over
fortuitous. which P,,/P,,o increases from about 1.03 to about 1.7.

Similar distributions of mean wall pressure and rms
3.3 Physical Interpretation of Time-Averaged of the fluctuations have been measured by Erengil and

Wall Pressures Dolling (Fig. 13) in separated compression ramp inter-
actions at Mach 5.13 The corresponding intermittency

As noted above, the wall pressure distributions in Set- distribution (fitted to the curve of the error function) is
ties' experiment were measured using the standard shown in Fig. 14. Similar to the Mach 3 results shown
technique of wall tappings connected to a scani-valve earlier, the entire flowfield upstream of the separation
via several feet of plastic tubing. Such a system has es- line is intermittent, with a length scale of approxi-
sentially zero frequency response, and the correspond- mately 16o. Figure 14 also shows the zero-crossing
ing wall pressures are mean values. Later measure- frequency distribution. The zero-crossing frequency
ments made using high frequency response wall pres- is defined simply as the frequency of shock crossings
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over a given transducer in the intermittent region. The 3.4 Implication for Computations of Flow Up-
maximum value in the Mach 5 flow, about 1 kHz, is stream of the Corner
typical of that measured in a wide variety of inter-
active flows under similar conditions.12 Thus this re- The discussion above shows clearly how the time-
gion of the flowfield is characterized by an unsteady averaged results are generated. It is the occasional
separation shock whose motion is large-scale and low presence of the unsteady shock at the upstream influ-
frequency (i.e., low compared to the characteristic fre- ence line (UI) which first increases the mean wall pres-
quency of the incoming flow, Uo,/,1o). sure above the undisturbed value. Most of the time the

pressure at UT is within the undisturbed range typical
of the incoming boundary layer. The mean pressure

Erengil and Dolling also calculated ensemble-averaged rises downstream of UI because the translating shock
pressures PEIA from the shock foot to the ramp corner, spends an increasing amount of time upstream of sta-generated by "freezing" the shock at various positions tions nearer the separation line. What is, in an instan-

in the intermittent region. These are plotted vs. X/So taneous snapshot, an abrupt pressure rise across the

in Fig. 15. In the schematic at the top of the figure, separation shock, is smeared out from UI to S in the

filled markers shown an example of four simultaneously time-averaged picture by the shock motion.

sampled transducer positions. (The "crossed" mark- Modeling the flowfield with a stationary separation
ers indicate the other positions at which ensemble- shock cannot simultaneously generate the correct up-
averaged pressures were obtained.) The symbol n rep- stream influence (as usually defined) and the correct
resents the position of the shock in the intermittent time-averaged wall pressure. Even if the upstream in-
region, and i is used to indicate the distance from the fluence matches the experiment (as it does in several
foot of the separation shock to the position of inter- of the computations in Fig. 9), the pressure distribu-
est. The solid line in the Fig. 15 is the mean pres- tion is generally incorrect. This is because the sta-
sure distribution, obtained by averaging at each sta- tionary shock model essentially produces an instanta-
tion the pressure values shown in Fig. 13. Each one of neous snapshot of the flowfield (i.e., one of the "shock
the dashed-line curves was generated by freezing the frozen" distributions of Fig. 15). In the case just cited,
shock at a given position in the intermittent region as the separation shock is close to the experimental up-
it moved upstream and ensemble-averaging on each of stream influence line. In the experiment, the mean
the downstream channels. pressure at any given point is the weighted average of

a series of instantaneous flowfields, each for the sepa-
ration shock at a different streamwise position. This is

Three features are evident. First, PE/A in the sep- evident from Fig. 15, which showed ensemble-averaged
arated flow within about 160 upstream of the ramp streamwise pressures, PE/A, from the shock foot to the
comer is relatively insensitive to the shock position ramp comer, generated by "freezing" the separation
in the intermittent region (i.e., the difference between shock at various positions in the intermittent region.
the pressure values when shock is furthest upstream Mean surface properties in an unsteady flowfield can-
and when it is furthest downstream is only a few per- not be reproduced by a model in which the shock (even
cent). Second, for the "shock-upstream" case, the if successfully modeled as a discontinuity) is station-
ensemble-averaged pressure distribution has a well- ary. The only way in which both the correct upstream
defined plateau region, consistent with a large-scale influence and pressure distribution can be generated
separated flow. As the shock moves toward its most is to include the translating shock front in the model-
downstream position, the ensemble-averaged pressure ing. Time-averaging the computed wall pressures over
distribution progressively changes, finally resembling many time steps (as is actually done in either digital or
that typical of a small-scale separated flow. The data analog fashion in the experiment) should substantially
presented are for upstream motion of the separation improve the comparison with experiment, irrespective
shock; similar results were obtained for downstream of the turbulence model.
motion as well. Using similar ensemble-averaging
methods, Erengil and Dolling also showed that (i) the 3.5 Physical Meaning of Experimental Separa-
separation shock wave strength was a function of its tion Lines
position in the intermittent region, (ii) the separa-
tion shock is followed by compression waves whose Surface tracer techniques such as the kerosene-
strength decreases with distance from the shock foot, lampblack method are widely used in high-speed flows
and (iii) the compression following the shock becomes to find "separation lines" or "lines of coalescence,"
stronger as the shock moves downstream. The struc- particularly in shock-wave turbulent boundary-layer
ture was independent of the direction of motion of the interactions. These methods are relatively easy to
shock wave. use and produce highly iefined, repeatable "separa-
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tion lines." In the case of the kerosene-lampblack For large values of N, -y is close to 1. Thus, the mean
method, in which the pattern is lifted off the surface shear stress at the wall can be in the downstream di-
on large sheets of transparent tape, full-scale undis- rection even when the flow is separated for the major
torted records are obtained. Measurements of angles fraction of the time.
and length scales are easily made from these patterns
and are widely used for comparison with numerical The same conditional cross-correlation technique has
simulation results. The locations indicated by 'S' on also been employed by Gramann and Dolling in the

Figs. 9-13 were obtained using this method. Mach 5 compression ramp interaction referred to
earlier."7 The same result was obtained. It was alsoIn flows in which •hM separation shock is highly un- shown that the separation bubble expands and con-

steady, the physi, meaning of these surface tracer tract at the same f uenc e a xptho s of t op -
line coes ntoquesion Fiure16 sowsa tpi- tracts at the same frequencies as those of the separa-

lines comes into question. Figure 16 shows a typi- tion shock wave, generating a bubble whose stream-
cal surface pattern in an interaction generated by a wise length varies from about 1.7b5o to about 460.
blunt fin together with wall pressure signals upstream Ensemble-averaged wall pressure distributions (for the
of the separation line. It is quite evident that the shock separation shock close to its upstream and downstream
moves well upstream of the separation line. Does inter- limits), shown in Fig. 17, show how the interaction ex-
mittent backflow occur upstream of the surface tracer pands and contracts and how the overall time-averaged
line? No information can be gleaned from the flow surface pressure distribution throughout the flowfield

visualization since the surface tracer material has es- is actually generated.

sentially zero frequency response and indicates only

the mean-wall shear stress direction (which evidently Recent work by Erengil and Dolling (Ref. 19) shows
acts in the downstream direction). that the physical interpretation of the line of coales-

In Refs. 14 and 15, Gramann and Dolling used condi- cence of the surface streaks changes with interaction
tional cross-correlations of wall pressure fluctuations sweepback. In a study at Mach 5, wall pressure flue-
to show that, in the case of an interaction induced tuations were measured upstream of the ramp corner
by a circular cylinder in a Mach 5 turbulent bound- line in interactions generated by unswept, 10, 20, 25,
ary layer, the instantaneous separation point is at or 30, 40, and 50 deg. swept compression ramps. The
close to the instantaneous shock foot in the intermit- streamwise angle was 28 deg. in all cases. Figure 18a
tent region. Hence the separation point itself also un- shows the normalized length of the intermittent region,
dergoes a large-scale, streamwise motion. The well- L,/So, as a horizontal line for the unswept and the
defined separation line from the kerosene-lampblack moderately swept interactions (Ac !< 20 deg.). Since
pattern, such as that in Fig. 16, is at or close to the highly swept interactions (Ac ý> 25 deg.) are quasi-
downstream boundary of a region of intermittent sep- conically symmetric, it is more appropriate to define
aration. the intermittent region length in terms of an angu-

The reason why the surface streak lines are in the lar increment rather than in terms of 6 0. Figure 18b
downstreason diretin surpacestream lanbes explinted shows the angular extent of the intermittent region bydownstream direction upstream of'S' can be explained a vertical line drawn from Ao to A,. Ilere, A0 and A1l

using a relatively simple model. Consider the flow on

centerline. If the instantaneous surface shear stress inis ab 0 an d about 0.98, r esivl
the intermittent region is modeled as a step strion, termittency is about 0.02 and about 0.98, respectively.
then ithermiteant region ishear, t d w h t surffunction, In this representation, each line forms a scale ranging
then the mean wall shear, o, which the surface streaks from -y 0.98 to -y 0.02. The relative position of
respond to, is given by the separation line from th? flow visualization is also

0= ( - )_0_f + 7d indicated on each of these lines. The decreasing length
of the horizontal lines (and the vertical ones in highly

where ?- and fd are the average wall shear stresses in swept interactions) shows quite clearly the shrinking
the upstream and downstream zones. The mean wall of the intermittent region as the interaction is progres-
shear, f,,,, will equal zero when sively swept back. Furthermore, the changing position

of the marker indicating the location of the separation
1- = "line shows that the separation location from surface

_7 T.[flow visualization moves upstream in the intermittent
region towards lower and lower values of intermittency.

Sinc bu a is the wall shear stress of the incoming super- A plausible explanation of why this forward motion of
sonic boundary layer and flw is at the upstream bound- the separation line occurs was given by Dolling et al.20
ary of the separated flow, the ratio nrufrdI given by N, In brief, the line of coalescence in surface flow patterns,

i.e., the separation line, occurs at a location where the

N time-averaged wall shear stress is zero. As noted car-

I +'N lier, in the unswept interaction, the wall shear stress in

_Ai _
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the downstream direction, (rr)d, is much greater than dicular to the ramp face using the conventional proibe.
the wall shear stress in the upstream direction, (1-,)u, Second, simultaneous measurements were made of
such that the coalescence of surface streamlines oc- fluctuating pitot pressures above the ramp and wall
curs at the downstream end of the intermittent region. pressure fluctuations under the unsteady separation
Whereas in the swept interactions, the upstream corn- shock. Analysi. of the fluctuating results confirmed
ponent of the wall shear stress increases appreciably, earlier findings that the separated flowfield expanded
hence changing the relative position in the intermit- and contracted in a "breathing" fashion, and tne flow-
tent region where the time-averaged wall shear stress field unsteadiness associated with the separation shock
is zero. As a result, the line of coalescence of surface motion extended well downstream of the corner. While
streamlines shifts progressively upstream in the inter- the slot-alone and slot-with-suction significantly al-
mittent region. tered the mean flowfield scale, the dynamics of the

separation shock were largely unaltered.

3.6 Outgoing Mean Velocity Profiles Results from the mean and fluctuating pitot surveys

at four stations downstream of the corner are shown
In Ref. 10, Wilcox shows comparisons of the mean ve- in Fig. 22 for the baseline and suction cases. Note
locity profiles in the Mach 3, 24 deg. compression ramp that z is measured perpendicular to the ramp face.
interaction, with predictions from the k-w and multi- The solid lines are the mean profiles from the co"
scale turbulence models. Examples are shown in Fig. ventional probe. The dashed lines are "frozen" pitot
19. Downstream of the corner (S/8o = 0.44 to 6.18), profiles. "Frozen" profiles were obtain ýd by averaging
the experimental data are much fuller than the com- pitot pressure values only for the condition when the
putations below y/ 8 of about 0.4. Wilcox also corn- upstream separation shock was located between two
puted the outgoing mean velocity profiles for Brown's specified surface transducers. The intermittencies of
experiment2" of Mach 2.85 flow into a 30 deg. axisym- the surface transducer pair used are indicated in the
metric compression corner. These results are shown in figure keys. The two positions correspond to the sepa-
Fig. 20. Again, below y/bo of about 0.4, the measured ration shock far "upstream" and "downstream." Also
profiles are much fuller than the computed profiles. indicated is the mean value from the fluctuating mea-

Viegas et al.8 also computed outgoing velocity profiles surements.
for the 20 deg. compression ramp interactior of Settles In both cases it can be seen that, as the separation
at Mach 2.8. The k-F model was used and results were shock moves downstream (to a location of higher in-
presented based both on wall functions and integration termittency), the downstream extent of the interaction
to the wall. Profiles at four stations downstream of the shrinks, and vice versa. The qualitative behavior is
corner are shown in Fig. 21. In this flowfield, which has the s-me in both cases. Only the mean scales differ.
a relatively small scale separated flow, experiments 22  This "breatiing" behavior is consistent with the con-
show that the separation shock is also unsteady but clusions of Kussoy et al. 24 based on conditional laser
with a smaller range of motion than the 24 deg. ramp doppler measurements in a flared cylinder interaction
under the same freestream conditions. Again, the ex- and by Gramann and Dollingi" based on conditional
perimental profiles near the wall are fuller than the fluctuating surface pressure cross correlations on the
computed profiles. face rf a two-dimensional compression corner.

McClure and Dolling23 have examined how the out- Comparison of the mean pitot pressure values obtained
going mean pitot pressure profiles are actually gen- from the conventional pitot probe with mean values
crated in a Mach 5, 28 deg. compression ramp in- from the fluctuating pitot pressure signal -hows dif-
teraction. Three cases were studied: (i) ramp with ferences at each station. The differences have three
suction applied along a 6mm-long slot spanning the possible causes. First, slight shifts in survey position
ramp near the reattachment; (ii) ramp wih suction show up as differences in pitot pressure. These dif-
slot exposed to the flow but without suction applied; ferences should vary from ramp station to station but
(iii) baseline case (i.e., no slot or suction). Measure- would be consistent for a given station, It is estimated
ments were made using (i) a conventional pitot probe that streamwise probe placement for a given ramp po-
with a flattened tip (0.64 mm x 2.1 mm) with about sition varied by less than 0.066 between conventinal
50 cm of pressure tubing between the probe tip and and fluctuating runs, and so should contribute only
the pressure transducer, and (ii) a pitot probe with

very slightly to Pt discrepancies. This possibility can
a single Kulite Model XCQ-062-100A miniature pres- therefore be disregarded. Second, the diameter of the
sure transducer projecting upstream of the tip. The fluctuating probe "tip" was 2.5 times greater than the
frequency response of the Kulite probe was about 50 conventional probe height, which would tend to inte-
kliz. grate Pt over a larger distance and hence contribute to

First, mean pitot pressure surveys were made perpen- differences, particularly in regions of large gradients.
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It is probable that this integration has some effect. response to a time varying wall stress.
The third cause, which is almost certainly the major It is clear that the measured mean surface and flowfield
contributor, is the skewness of the fluctuating signal. properties are controlled by the flowfield unsteadiness.
lExamination of the probability density distributions poert ies a etredb the prodictd unstead(pdds) or he fuctatig ptot ignls ndictedtha, '"'he discrepancies between the predicted and measured
(pdd's) for the fluctuating pitot signals indicated that, properties are almost certainly not just due to inad-
close to the ramp surface (< 0.6bo), the pdd's had pos- equate turbulence modeling, but also due to neglect
itive skewness and, in some cases, exhibited a bimodal of the unsteadiness in the modeling. Without model-
shape with very large separation between peak values ing the unsteadin ss, it is unlikely that the codes can
(•= 32 psi) Under conditions where the probability nthuseaissitsulkeyhttecoscnreproduce correct mean property distributions. For
density values of these peaks were sufficiently differ- flows of this type, it is felt that equal emphasis c'iould
ent, the conventional pitot reading was higher than the be placed on developing methods capable of modeling
mean of the fluctuations. Fig. 23 shows this effect for the unsteadiness as is placed on turbulence modeling.
the data set with the largest disagreement, the suction
survey at Z/l 0 = 1.45. The accompanying probability
distributions for the fluctuating pitot pressure clearly 5. REFERENCES
show that the conventional pitot probe measurement
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FLOW DEVELOPMENT IN A CIRCULAR PIPE IN THE UTIAS/RPI M = 8.3 GUN
TUNNEL

J. P. Sislian, Z. He* and R. L. Deschambault
University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies

4925 Dufferin Street
Downsview, Ontario, Canada
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SUMMARY

The present investigation is concerned with the understanding of the structure of the
hypersonic flow developed in a circular pipe. The experiments were conducted in the University
of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS)/Ryerson Polytechnical Institute (RPI) gun
tunnel at a free-jet Mach number of 8.30 and Reynolds number based on the pipe diameter,
Re = 2.44x106. Wall static pressure, as well as in-stream static and pitot pressure measurements
at several sections in the pipe, shed some light into the physical nature of the considered flow.
The measurements indicate that shocks generated in the pipe flow are primarily oblique.
Measurements near the pipe axis and in wave structures presented some difficulties. Further
work is needed to clarify certain features of the investigated flow. The presented results may
guide the development of computational fluid dynamic codes applicable to hypersonic pipe
flows.

1. INTRODUCTION

The structure of a supersonic flow in a duct has important implications in the design and
operation of wind tunnel diffusers, inlets and induction systems of hypersonic airbreathing
engines. There have been numerous experimental investigations of the viscous-inviscid
interactions that occur in such confined flows. These have included the influence of such
parameters as: the Mach number of the oncoming flow, pipe diameter and length, and the
presence or absence of an upstream boundary layer. Depending on the thickness of the boundary
layers present, various shock-wave configurations were observed. Boundary layers formed in
these flows, as well as shock wave/boundary layer interactions have also been investigated. The
free-stream Mach number considered in all of these investigations did not exceed four (see Refs.
1-12).

Wall pressure distributions in long circular ducts, L/D = 42-53, over a range of oncoming
Mach numbers 1.8 < Mo. -< 4.2, were measured in an early paper by Neumann and Lustwerk
(Ref. 1). The purpose of the investigation was to determine the optimum length for the design of
the throat section of a wind tunnel diffuser. It was found that when shocks were generated in the
ducts, the pressure rise extended over a length of 8-12 tube diameters. In a subsequent paper
(Ref.2) Lustwerk studied the influence of the boundary-layer thickness at the beginning of the
shock system formed in a sharp leading edge rectangular duct in a Mach 2.05 wind tunnel.
*Presently at the Nanjing Aeronautical Institute, Nanjing, People's Republic of China.
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Schlieren pictures of the flow showed that with no upstream boundary layer, a plane normal
shock wave was formed. As the boundary layer thickened, a series of plane or lambda shocks
occurred. Further thickening of the boundary layer generated oblique shock waves. For a lower
free-stream Mach number of 1.5, Richmond and Goldstein (Ref.3) measured streamwise wall
static pressure and centreline total pressure distributions in an expanding rectangular duct in
order to infer friction factor and heat transfer coefficients for a turbulent supersonic channel flow
that develops at a nominally constant core-flow Mach number without shocks. The structure of
shock waves generated in rectangular ducts at free-stream Mach numbers Moo = 1.6-2.5 was also
studied in Ref.4. It was shown that various shock-wave structures with pressure jumps up nearly
to normal shock value could be generated. In Ref. 5, shock stabilization in constant-area ducts,
for Mach numbers of 1.76-2.51, was investigated as applied to the induction system for turbojet
inlets.

Test results of supersonic combustion ramjets in hypersonic free jets and in direct-
connect mode showed (see Ref.6) that combustion in a supersonic flow generates a shock train in
the upstream flow and that an isolator duct of prescribed length is required to stabilize the wave
train and prevent combustion-induced disturbances to affect the flow in the engine inlet. The
flow structure in such isolator ducts was investigated in Refs.7-9. Wall static and in-stream pitot
pressure distributions, as well as wall shear stress, were measured at free-stream Mach numbers
of 1.13 < M,,.: 5 2.72 and at a Reynolds number based on upstream boundary-layer momentum
thickness of 5x10 3 < Re0 < 6x10 4 in a cylindrical duct. Based on an analysis of these
measurements, the character of the shock-wave structure was shown to be oblique rather than
normal, with the flow remaining supersonic downstream of the shock system. The influence of
the Mach number, Reynolds number Reo, duct diameter and upstream boundary layer
momentum thickness, 0, on pressure recovery was also studied. It was shown that for a given
pressure ratio across the disturbance the distance over which the pressure rise is spread varies
approximately directly with the product 01/2D1/2 and inversely with (M. 2- 1)Re 1/4 .

In a more recent paper Om and Childs (Ref. 10) have obtained detailed pitot, static and
wall pressure measurements for multiple shock wave-turbulent boundary layer interactions in a
circular duct at a freestream Mach number of 1.49 and at a unit Reynolds number of 4.90x 106
per meter. Their results show the formation of a series of normal shock waves with successively
decreasing strength and with decreasing distance between the successive shock waves. The
overall pressure recovery is much lower than the single normal shock pressure recovery at the
same free-stream Mach number. Lately, a detailed experimental study of the supersonic
turbulent flow development in a square duct was reported in Refs. 11 and 12, over a development
length 0 < LID < 20 for a uniform flow with a Mach 3.9 condition at the duct inlet. Total
pressure contours and local skin friction coefficient distributions showed that the flow develops
in a manner similar to that observed for the incompressible case.

The objective of the present research effort is to gain a better understanding of the
physical nature of the flow developing in a circular pipe at a flow Mach number M = 8.30. Data
obtained provide a picture of the mean flow behaviour and the shock-wave system formed within
a constant-area pipe, from essentially uniform mean flow conditions at the inlet, determine the
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boundary-layer development along the duct and may guide the development of computational
fluid dynamic codes applicable to hypersonic pipe flows.

2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

The experimental study was performed in the hypersonic gun tunnel setup at the
University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies. A schematic diagram of the major tunnel
components is shown in Fig. 1. Air is stored at about 202.31 atm. in the driver (1), which has an
internal diameter of 0.305 m and a length of 5.2 m. The driver is connected to the 76.2 mm
internal diameter and 6.1 m long barrel (4) by a remotely actuated isolating ball valve (2) and a
double diaphragm breech assembly (3). The barrel is connected by the nozzle breech (5) to a
contoured hypersonic nozzle (6) which is 1.52 m long and has throat and exit diameters of 12.7
mm and 217 mm, respectively. A free-moving piston is accelerated down the barrel to compress
and adiabatically heat the air which then flows through the nozzle. The nozzle, which has a
design Mach number of 8.3, delivers the flow to an open jet test section (7) which is connected
by a short receiving circular duct (8) to a 1.22 m diameter and 2.44 m long dump tank (9).
Tunnel specifications are found in Table 1. A history of the barrel pressure just upstream of the
throat of the nozzle is shown in Fig. 2. Due to the double diaphragm technique and accurate
setting of initial conditions, it has been shown that these histories are highly repeatable. The
double diaphragm technique allows the operator to choose when the tunnel is fired. The pressure
history shows a small jump (first reflected shock from the nozzle throat) and then much larger
spikes as the piston stops and actually reverses direction. The motion of the piston settles down
and a relatively flat, slowly increasing pressure is observed until the run ends and the pressure
drops. Typical running times are 10-40 ms, and the maximum effective reservoir pressure is 24
MPa and reservoir temperature can be up to 1300K. The free-stream pitot pressure profiles
measured downstream of the nozzle exit show a well-defined inviscid core with excellent radial
and axial uniformity. At 10 mm away from the nozzle exit plane, the core is about 140 mm in
diameter, at a distance 195 mm from the nozzle exit plane, the core is only slightly smaller than
that at 10 mm. The axial gradient of the pitot pressure in the test section core flow is negligible.
For the present experiments a new 250 mm diameter viewport has been incorporated between the
test section and the dump tank in order to visualize the pipe exit flow by schlieren photography.

The experiments were performed with a barrel pressure of 400 kPa. The test section flow
parameters are given in Table 1.

3. THE EXPERIMENTAL MODEL

A 76.2 mm inside diameter and 762 mm long constant area brass pipe having a 2.8 mm wall
thickness was used for the present investigation (Fig. 3). The length of the pipe was mainly
determined from practical consideration by matching it to the overall test section size and from
one-dimensional constant-area supersonic flow analysis for preventing choking in the pipe. In
order to minimize leading edge effects on the flow within the pipe, shallow 3" angle wedge
sections were used to form the pipe leading edge with a tip thickness of 0.127 mm. The brass
provides for material strength and ease in forming the sharp leading edge.
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The front end of the pipe is fixed to the test section floor via a support which can rotate
around horizontal and vertical axes. The aft end is mounted through a similar support on a
traversing mechanism which moves the aft end of the pipe in the vertical and lateral directions
with a positioning accuracy of 0.4 mm. This traversing mechanism and two pairs of differential
pressure transducers for four wall static pressure taps circumferentially located at 1.27 cm from
the aft end of the pipe are used to align the pipe axis with the direction of the test section flow by
changing its angles of attack and yaw.

4. INSTRUMENTATION

4.1 Pitot and Static Pressure Probes

Since visualization of the internal pipe flow is impossible, it is necessary to reconstruct
the flow from pressure measurements. Therefore, the pipe is instrumented primarily for wall
static pressure and in-stream static and pitot pressure measurements.

For wall static pressure distribution measurements the pipe was instrumented with 22
wall static pressure taps with hole ports of d = 0.686 mm. For a relatively accurate determination
of the locations of shock waves that could be generated in the pipe, static pressure taps were
placed at 2.54 cm intervals along the wall of the pipe. Their locations along the pipe are shown
in Fig. 4.

A standard straight pitot probe and a curved axis pitot probe (for the boundary layer
region) were used for in-stream pitot pressure measurements (see Fig. 5). The boundary layer
probe is a flattened pitot stainless steel tube. The tip of the probe is approximately 0.1 mm and
0.89 mm wide. The performance of this probe was compared to the output of the straight pitot
probe with a circular orifice (Fig. 5a) in the highly non-uniform and complex flow field at the aft
test section of the gun tunnel (with the pipe removed). Although the responses were slightly
different, the "steady state" portions of the traces agreed quite well. Since the orifice size of the
boundary layer pitot probe is very small relative to the boundary layer 'hickness measured, h/8
<< 0.05 (see Fig. 5b), any influence of the probe size on the performed measurements can be
neglected (Ref. 13).

For in-stream static pressure measurements three different designs were considered
(Fig.6). A total of eight probes were fabricated: three based on design (a) with the static
pressure holes located at 10, IS and 20 external probe diameters downstream of the cone-
cylinder junction; two based on design (b) with two holes located 16 probe diameters
downstream of the cone-cylinder junction at angles (o = +70" and o) = ±90' from the vertical
plane; and three probes based on design (c) with three or two holes located 16 diameters
downstream of the probe shoulder and at angles 120" for the three-hole case, and ±70" and ±90"
for the two-hole case. All other relevant dimensions are given in Fig. 6. These probes were
tested in the tunnel test section. Figure 7 depicts the best "steady" static pressure trace obtained
by the static pressure probe of design (c) with three 120"-spaced holes, and also the
corresponding reservoir and static-to-reservoir pressure ratios multiplied by 10 (which can be
read on the right ordinate of the traces). The test section Mach number determined by using this



static probe differed only by 0.5% from the test section Mach number of 8.3 measured by using a
conventional pitot probe at the same location. Therefore this static probe was chosen foi in-
stream static pressure measurements in the pipe.

4.2 Measurements of Pitot and Static Pressure Distributio-is in the Duct

Assuming the flow inside the pipe to be perfectly axisymmetric, in-stream static arid pitot
pressure measurements were performed by inserting, at each measuring section, two static or two
pitot pressure probes into the pipe (conventional straight probe and boundary layer probe) via
two diametrically opposed slots in the vertical symmetry plane of the pipe. The probes were
moved vertically by a traversing mechanism. The initial Dno ition of the boundary layer probe
was determined by an electrical contact. Pitot and static pressure• orobes with distances from the
probe stem centreline to the measuring orifices of 63.5 mm were constructed. Static or pitot
pressure measurements were performed simultaneously at two points located in the uppe, and
lower halves of the section. Seventeen such double measurements of static and pitot pressures
were taken at each secti-, (radial positions are given in Fig. 4). For measurements at the duct
exit section, the probes were mounted on a probe holder attached to a vertical tra, c;..e.

4.3 Schlieren System

To visualize the fore and aft end flow of the pipe model a schlieren system was
employed. The schlieren was set up in a standard two mirror arrangement with a shared light
source at the focus of the first mirror and a knife edge at the focus of the second mirror. Each
mirror was 23 cm in diameter and had a focal length of approximately 1.83 m. The mirrors were
approximately 7 ni apart and the system could be adjusted to provide excellent sensitivity. A
standard 10.2 x 12.7 cm view camera capable of holding sheet film or polaroid film was used to
record the schlieren photographs. The light source used was a 4-pulse spark source discharging
through argon gas. This provided spark stability and a duratiur of 750 ns. For this investigation
only one spark was used.

5. DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING SYSTEM

The pressure history in the gun barrel was measured with a PCB Model 1 13A22
piezoelectric pressure transducer with a range of 0 to 35 MPa. Pressure is measured with respect
to the initial pressure seen by the transducer. The transducer has an excellent frequency
response, a short rise time of 1 4is, and a resonant frequency of 500 kHz. The associated power
supply, PCB Model 494A amplifier, also provided selectable filters to provide some signal
conditioning. All barrel pressure histories in this investigation were filtered at a cutoff frequency
of 20 kHz.

Static pressure histories along the wall were measured using primarily Enevco Model
85 10B-5 piezoresistive transducers with a range of 0 to 5 psi (0 to 35 kPa). These transducers
have excellent risetime response and a typical resonant frequency of 85 kHz. These transducers
are differential in type, and reference tubes were attached to the test section via ,vgon tubing and
clipped when the test section pressure stabilized to its lowest value, typically 50 Pa.

'I.
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Endevco Model 8510-50 (0 to 350 kPa, resonant frequency of 270 kHz) and Model 8530-
15 (0 to 100 kPa, resonant frequency of 120 kHz) were used to measure the pitot pressure at
different points in the flowfield. Measurements of the static pressure surveys inside the pipe
were accomplished with Endevco Model 8514-10 (0 to 70 kPa, resonant frequency of 140 kHz)
transdr~cers. The physical construction of these transducers allowed them to be placed very close
tu the static probes used in the survey.

All pressure histories were recorded by Pacific Transient Recorders Model 9830. In this
si,:dy up to 10 channels were used to record the data. Each transient recorder had a resolution of
12 bits to ensure a high fidelity reord of the signal. The rec .ders were capable of a maximum
of I MHz sample rate. An AT class MS-DOS based microcomputer (AST Premium 286) was
used to transfer data from the recorders.

The raw data files contained approximately o4,000 data points, each consisting of a 12-
bit word representing a voltage at a particular time. For the present investigation, the time
interval for each point after trigger was 4 ýts or 250,000 samples/second. During the
experiments, the various pressure histories started approximately 7 ms after trigger and ran for
about 40 ms. Hence, over 12,000 data points were obtained during the time of interest. For the
purposes of the present experiments, only every 20th point was used (over 600 data points) in the
analysis. Averages were taken over a 10 ms span selected to be more or less constant for the
duration of the run. This was sufficient for the majority of cases.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As mentioned above, the pipe was aligned with the nozzle free jet flow direction by
changing its angles of attack and yaw and by monitoring the wall pressures at four
circumferentially located pressure taps at the aft end of the pipe. The alignment of the pipe was
further fine-tuned by comparing, at each measuring section, the pitot pressure magnitudes at two
symmetrical points, with respect to the axis (along the vertical diameter). Schlieren photographs
of the flow at the entrance and exit of the pipe show that flow has started properly. At the exit,
the flow is relatively simple with no waves from the outside of the pipe being generated. Only
two shock waves and a boundary layer are seen coming from the exit of the pipe.

Three gun tunnel runs were required to measure the entire wall pressure distribution.
During each run, pressures at only eight locations were recorded, with at least pressures at one or
two locations being repeatedly measured to check the reproducibility of the results. A typical
measured wall pressure distribution is depicted in Fig.8. The wall pressure increases slowly but
stea';ly from the pipe leading edge to a peak value of twice the free stream static pressure at x/D
= 5.7, characteristic of a shock-boundary layer interaction. It then decreases rapidly after the
interaction zone, and the flow seems to expand ii this region. Thereafter it slowly decreases to
its pre-interaction value. A slight increase in wall pressure occurs in the last 125 mm of the pipe.
Measurements show that the alignment of the pipe axis with the oncoming flow direction has a
significant effect on the wall pressure distribution, especially in the shock-wall interaction
.egion, 0.533 < X/L < 7.0 (Fig. 9). The peak pressure moves slightly upstream as the angle of
attack ox reaches 1.9'.



In-stream static and pitot pressures were measured at distances x/D = 2.38, 3.0, 5.0, 5.67,
6.33, 8.0. 8.65 and 9.83 from the pipe leading edge. Measurements proceeded from section x/D
- _).83 forward. Static pressure traces generated by the.cmpIpyed probe at certain locations in
the pipe flow are shown in Fig. 10. In such instances, the probe was probably very close to a
wave structure or in the transition region of the wave. A static pressure trace representative of
this region is shown in Fig. 10(a). Moreover, pitot and/or static pressure traces obtained near the
axis of symmetry at some sections depicted some flow unsteadiness [see Fig. 10(b)]. As it was
not possible to obtain a meaningful average, values of static pressures in these regionrsgfieý tt
flow are not reported.

The distributions of measured ratios of local static to (average constant) free stream static
pressures and the local total pressure (determined from the Rayleigh pitot tube equations) to
average, constant, free stream total pressure are presented in Figs. 11-18. Near the wall static
pressure measurements at x/D = 5.0, 6.33, 8.0, 8.65 and 9.8 were within ±5% of the values
obtained from wall pressure taps at these locations. Therefore, it was assumed that the static
pressure is constant in those near wall regions (represented by white squares in these figures). It
was not possible to obtain meaningful near wall static pressure measurements at all other
sections.

A distinct pressure jump, characteristic of a shock, is clearly seen in all static and total
pressure profiles. The pressure jump at section x/D = 2.4 is radially located in the vicinity of y/D

0.23. At subsequent sections, it seems to move radially towards the wall up to the section x/D
5.7, Fig. 14, where shock-boundary layer type interaction takes place (Fig. 8). Thereafter, it

slo, ily but steadily moves away from the wall and exits from the pipe at y/D = 0.24.. The shocks
gertcrated in the flow seem to be oblique, with possible normal shocks in central portions of the
pipe where these oblique shocks reflect off the axis of symmetry. Also, total pressure profiles
near t! e pipe wall give an insight into the boundary layer thickness which notably increases in
the dovnstream portion of the pipe flow. Presented data exhibit some scatter in some regions of
tCie flow which does not exceed -10% (see, for example Figs. 13, 14 and 18). Mach number
profiles in the vicinity of the shock-boundary layer interaction region, X/L = 0.5, 0.533 and
0.633, as well as at the pipe exit, are shown in Fig. 19. These profiles do not change appreciably
near the interaction region, although the flow seems to be accelerating in its central "uniform"
portion. At the exit the Mach number has reached approximately its free stream value. Figure
20 is a tentative reconstruction of the shock pattern in the pipe based on data presented in Figs.
11-18, if it is assumed that the shock is indicated by a sharp rise in static pressure. The leading
"conical" shock wave forms a 9.8" angle with the pipe-wnat.It converges at an axial position X/
L = 0.28 and continued further intersects with the pipe at X/L = 0.57, i.e., where the wall
pressure distribution exhibits a sharp increase (Fig. 8). The reflected shock angles calculated
from the measured static pressure jump and determined Mach numbers before the jump is very
close to I%, which shows that the reflected shock angle is approximately equal to the inciddent
shock angle. The schlieren photograph of the pipe aft end flow shows two shocks exiting at
approximately the same angle and same radial position, as shown in Fig. 20, from the pipe axis.
Measured data at sections X/L = 0.24 and 0.3 show that shocks are curved and stronger in the
intersection region near X/L = 0.78.
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Table 1. Hypersonic Gun Tunnel - Specifications

Physical Dimensions
Tunnel length 16 m
Gun barrel length 6.1 m
Gun barrel ID 76.2 mm

Test Section
Width 635 mm
Height 610 mm
Length 610 mm

Nozzle exit diameter 217 mm
Piston material Aluminum 7075-T6
Piston mass 96 g
Initial Tunnel Operating Conditions

Reservoir pressure 20.5 ± 0.2 MPa
Barrel pressure 100 to 800 kPa
Test section pressure 50 ± 10 Pa

Tunnel Flow Properties
Freestream pitot pressure 183 kPa
Freestream static pressure 2.06 kPa
Stagnation pressure upstream of the 26.5 MPa (current nozzle)

throat
Usable Flow Test Time

200 kPa in barrel 10 ms
400 kPa in barrel 30 ms
600 kPa in barrel 40 ms
800 kPa in barrel 40 ms

Total Temperatures and Reynolds Numbers (estimates)
Tt (K) Re (per meter)

200 kPa in barrel 1220 23x 106
400 kPa in barrel 970 3.378 x 107
600 kPa in barrel 890 39x 106
800 kPa in barrel 830 44x 106



Fig. I Schematic diagram of the Hypersonic Gun Tunnel.

1. High pressue reservoir (driver) 6. Convergent-divergent nozzle
2. Remote controfled isolating ball valve 7. Test section
3. Oot~e phragm station breech lock 8. Diffuser
4. 6. 1 ~ingn barrel 9. Dumpltank
5. Nozzle throat slation breech lock
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Experimental and Computational Comparisons of Mach 6 High
Reynolds Number Heat Transfer and Skin Friction

Lello Galassil

Norman E Scaggs 2

Wright Laboratory
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USA

Summary in the st.reamwise direction are necessary to properly re-

Wind tunnel ieasuremients onl a flat plate, ogive solve the boundary layer for adverse-pressure gradients.

cylinder and a compression ramp at zero angle-of-attack List of Symbols
are compared to CFD predictions of tile flow parame-
ters. These models provide a zero-pressure gradient, Cf Skin friction coefficient
favorable-pressure gradient, and an adverse-pressure CF Specific heat at constant pressure
gradient flow condition, respectively. Results are pre- d Tube diameter (mm)
sented for surface pressure and temiiperattre distribu- /I Convection heat transfer coefficient w
tions, boundary layer surveys, heat transfer rates, and M Mach number
local skin friction coefficients. Test conditions were var- p Surface static pressure (kPa)
ied over a free-stream Reynolds number range of 0.5- Pt, Probe stagnation pressure (kPa)
9.1 (10') per meter, at a nominal Mach number of 6. Pr Free-stream Prandtl number
Wind tunnel measurements on tile three models were 4 Total heat flux (llU/i 2 )
made using static pressure ports, embedded therino- q4... lieat conduction (WV/rn 2 )
couples, coaxial heat transfer gauges, slug calorimeters, ( H..... leat convection (11/7" 2 )
Preston tube skin friction devices, and skin friction force 4rad hleat radiation (11/n12 )
balances. Boundary layer profiles were ine,'ured with It Universal gas constant (8.314 )
total temperature and pitot pressiure probes and with Re, Reynolds number based on length
laser doppler velocimetry. Parabolized Navier-Stokes Reference temperature recovery factor
and full Navier-Stokes code predictions of tihe mea- , eniperature probe recovery factor
sured parameters are compared to experiniontal iiea- St Stanton number

surelents. TV, Local total temperature (K)
Results indicate surface l)ressire distributions are NMeasured total temperature (N)

easily predicted by the CFD codes used in this stuidyx Free-stream velocity ( )
and for tile simple geometries modeled. For CFD codes U X-component velocity (7)
which predict the surface heat transfer rate accurately, X) Distance along the reference X-axis (mmn)
the local skin friction coefficient agrees to within 7- Distance along tli reference Y-axis (min)
10 percent of the measured data for favorable-pressure D)istance along tile reference Z-axiz (mnm)
gradient and zero-pressure gradient configurations. For 6 Boundary layer thickness (num)
adverse-pressure gradients, the code used in this study i" Displacement thickness (ram)
(lid not predict skin friction values accurately, although I Ratio of specific heats (1.4)
heat transfer predictions matched the data. Large gra- p Dynamic viscosity coefficient (--A)
dients in the hypersonic boundary layer require dense ,c i
grids near tie mnodel surface in order for C(FD codes to i' Local kineatic viscosity (
accurately predict the surface heat transfer rate and tie P Static fluid density

local skin friction coefficient. Additionally, dheiise grids 0 MNonlemitnmnl thickness (mnmn)

Iltypersonic Aeromeedanuaival EgFiieer, Wright i.al•lrat4m'y, I. Ititro(hltictimi

I lniltdi States Air Fw,:e Systemn Coinms d
2

1Iyper'oruic Enginteting, e'','huirat Manager, United States The prediction of aerodynamic performance of
Air V,,rce Sy,terns C(,,irirad hypersonic configurations will be accomplished, to a
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great extent, through utilization of various cobnputa- be produced on the models. The tunnel simulates flight
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) methods. In order to val- conditions at Mach 6 from 15.24-36.58 kilometer alti-
idate these CFD codes, their numerical predictions of tude. A more complete description of this tunnel and
the flight conditions must be evaluated at the conditions its capabilities have been reported by Fiore 1.
produced in ground test conditions and/or at conditions Test models are injected into the open jet with
generated in flight test programs. 'there are three pri- a hydraulic model support system. Total temperature
mary parameters that must be generated in flight test and stagnation pressure probes are moved throughout
programs, namely, external surface pressure distribu- the tunnel test section on an x-y-z probe drive system.
tions, surface heat transfer rate distributions and local Side windows on each door of the tunnel test section are
skin friction distributions. Measured values of these pa- of schlieren quality, allowing visualization of the shock
rameters are required for proper validation of a CFD waves and boundary layers. Additionally, laser dopier
code parameter predictions. Surface pressure distribu- velocimetry (LDV) is permissible through the windows.
tions can be readily measured through ground tests or
flight tests. Heat transfer rate distributions, although Experimental Models
routinely measured during ground tests, are not so eas- A photograph of the flat plate test model mounted
ily measured in flight tests. However, the measurement in the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 1. The model is
of skin friction coefficients on simple hypersonic config- constructed of 17-4 PH stainless steel and is 47.0 cm
urations is not readily done during either ground tests long and 39.4 cm wide. There are 29 static pressure
or during flight tests. Complex hypersonic vehicle con- ports spaced 2.54 cm midspan along the chord of the
fiqurations pose even greater challenges for experimental model. The first pressure port is located 15.86 cm be-
measurement of the flow parameters. A procedure for hind the model leading edge. Additionally, there are
the elimation or reduction of skin friction measurements nine chrornel-constantan (Type E) coaxial heat trans-
is highly desirable. fer gauges and seven Type-E thermocouples embedded

This experimental and numerical investigation within the model. Type-E hteat transfer gauges and
tested the hypothesis of using CFD codes to accurately thermocouples were chosen in order to maintain electri-
predict heat transfer and other state variables of the hy- cal compatibility with the 17-4 PH stainless steel. A slug
personic flow around a body and extend the prediction calorimeter, skin friction force balance, or Preston tube
to include skin friction for like conditions. skin friction device may be mounted in a milled port

Three body configurations were tested at a nomi- midspan, centered 43.82 cmn behind the leading edge.
nal Mach number of 6 in a high-Reynolds number facil- Figure 2 shows the ogive cylinder test model. The
ity. Several ntmerical models were computed for com- model is 7.62 cmn in diameter and 38.10 cm long and
parison to experimental results. The numerical models constructed of 17-4 P11 stainless steel. There are 23
include a flat plate, ogive cylinder, and an isentropic static pressure ports, 6 chromel-constantan coaxial heat
compression ramp, representing a zero, favorable and transfer gauges, and 11 Type-E thermocouples within
adverse pressure gradient, respectively, the model. Two ports were milled into the model cen-

tered x = 20.32 cir and x = 29.85 cm behind the model
II. Apparatus tip for mounting a slug calorimeter, skin friction force

balance, or the Preston tube friction device.
M\lach 6 Ilighi Ileynolds Facility Figure 3 shows the isentropic compression ramp

The Mach 6 high Reynolds mnuber test facility is test model. The model is constructed of 17-4 P1t stain-
an interiiittent blowdown-type wind tunnel with an ax- less steel and is 47.0 cm long, 39.37 cm wide, and has
isymnmetric 31.4 cm exit diameter nozzle. Nozzle wall a compressive surface cut on a 319.3 cm radius. Two
boundary layer effects reduce the actual diameter of the flow-directing fences are shown on either side of the corn-
test core to approximately 25.A cin. The test section pressive surface. The model is equipped w'h 29 static
is an open jet which cati be adjusted from 43.2 to 71.1 pressure ports, 9 chromel-constantan coaxial heat trans-
cm. The air supply to the tunnel is heated to 500-611 fer gauges, and 7 Type-E thernmocouples distributed
K in order to prevent liquefaction of the air in the area midspan along the model's chord. A single port was
of tfle test. section. '[he tunnel reservoir pressure can milled 43.82 cm behind the leading edge of the model,
he varied from 0.62- 13.8 M Pa. which produces a free- midspan, iii order to accept a slug calorimeter, skin fric-
stream Reynolds nimber of 0.45 9.8 (107) per meter. tion force balance, or a Preston tube friction device.
'I'le tunntel is exhausted into a large vacuumi sphere, be-
low tunnel reservoir pressures ofI.2 NI Pa, otherwise, the lnstrumentation
flow is exhausted directly to the atmosphere. Lainiuar A schematic of the skin friction force balance is
through fully-developed turbulent boundary layers can shown in Figure 4. The skin friction force balance is a
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self-contained unit with a model-mating surface to per- was determined from the Rayleigh Pitot formula
mit flush mounting with the model surface. The bal-
ance has a 0.9-1 cmn diameter floating element and is (2-Y 2 - -.Y]
self-nuiling to the center with a 0.076 umm circuinfer- F, __ MG-1*+l / (1)

ential gap. The center clement is statically balanced P-2
about the center of the support housing. Surface shear
force is measured directly with the center element. The P, 2 is the flow stagnation pressure measured behind two

gauge was calibratei against known weights to within shocks; a weak oblique shock generated by the finite

0.3 percent of full-scale readings prior to each test. leading edge of the model and a normal shock generated

A Preston tube skin friction device was used to at the entrance to the pitot probe. The Mach number

measure local skin friction. The Preston tube is a pitot is solved for iteratively.

tube resting on the model surface and inline to the on- The ratio of the local total tempearture to static

coming flow. The Preston tube unit was designed to temperature is given by

fit into the milled port of each model. A #304 an- To I - 1

nealed stainless steel tube, 1.57 mm and 1.19 mm out- T 2 (2)
side and inside diameter, respectively, was used to mea-
sure the local stagnation pressure. Local static pressure A temperature probe recovery factor is defined as
wvas measured using two static pressure ports. The local
shear stress is determined from the measurement of the T, - T

local stagnation pressure near the surface of the nuodel, o7 o - T (3)
the surface static pressure and the model surface tem-
perature in the region of the Preston tube device. The which is dependent on the design of the temperaturereader is referred to Preston's 2 work for an in-depth probe. The total temperature probe was calibrated for
study of this skir r friction device, all tunnel flow conditions in the free-stream. Probe re-

Probe stagnation pressure profiles in the boundary covery factors were measured as 0.94, 0,97, 0.98, 0.98
layrow e meagnaturedpusingra profit essurte probeday and 0.99 for 0.69 MPa, 2.07 MPa, 4.83 MPa, 9.65 MPa,layer w ere mlea~su red using a p ito t p ressu re p ro b e . X to- a d 13 6 I f e - t a m s g n i o c n i i n , r -

tal temperature probe similar to that designed by Win-
kler .was used to measure total temperature bound- spectively.

ary aye 1 )ofles.On he cmprssin rmp.a cin-With Equations 2 and 3 and the Mach number
arhe baner profiles. On the coThpression rap, a coine profile determined from Equation 1, the local total tem-bined boundary layer probe Was used. Thie combined p
probe used a Winkler probe with stagnatio res e perature through the boundary layer is formulated as

probes attached to either side of the Winkler probe. T,
A schematic of this probe is shown in Figure 5. At- 7, - (4)

though this probe created a larger probe- model surface rr + t+'9M2
interference, the benefits of simultaneous pressure and
temllperature measurements at the same location were The static temperature distribution (T) is computed us-

desirable. ing Equation 2. The velocity profile is determined from
the Mach number profile and the speed of sound profile
which is based on the static temperature profile. Den-

111. Procedures sity profiles are determined from the ideal gas equation

of state and static temperature profile.
Experimental Procedures The boundary layer momentum thickness is de-

The measured tunnel paraineters were reservoir tinte(] as f u

pressure and temperature, inodel surface pressures,

i iodel surface temlperatiures and intodel surface heat p, peu, U,

transfer rates. Corresponding surface shear forces were In discrete form Equation 5 becomes
also mneasured. lit the boundary layer, the total tem-

perature and stagnation pressure were ineasured with 0 =k - (6)
total temperature and stagnation probes, respectively. i o u
Local velocities were measured using LDV. Throughout

data reduction, the static pressure through the bound- In Equations 5 and 6, u, is the streamwise compo-
ary iayer was assumed to be constant in a direction nor- nent of velocity at the boundary layer edge and Pe, the

inal to the model surface, corresponding fluid density. The boundary layer thick-

In the boundary layer, the Mach numnber profile ness (6) is arbitrarily assigned as that height above the
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model surface where a negative normal pressure gradi-
ent ( "zd ) is detected.

The displacement thickness (6*) is calculated in TF Te (0.55 + O.035AM2 +O.45L-0.45+ (13)
a similar method as the calculation of the momentunm
thickness CIO The corresponding density was computed as

which becomes in discrete form (14)

where P., is the static wall pressure. The coefficient of
6pit Ay (8) viscosity is computed using Keyes' viscosity relationship

1. 113 x 10 - _ST

Skin friction (C1 ) was measured using two types += TIo3 +(
of instrumentation. The first method uses the pressure
measurements from the Preston tube device. Skin fric- The reference value of viscosity (p ) is computed by sub-
lion is computed as the root-mean-square (rmis) value stituting the reference temperature (T*) for the static
of thr !e methods of calulation using the Preston tube temperature (T) in Equation 15. Equation 15 is in the
data. Tile first method of calulation uses the Yanta 4 form where T is in degrees Kelvin. The Preston Mach
equation. number used throughout Equations 9-12 is computed

by substitution of the total pressure measured by the

0.07361 (':& Preston tube device for the probe total pressure (PL2 )

CA =(9) in Equation 1.

EL (."I 2]0  The rms value of skin friction coefficient is defined". ( Pu ;is'

where p" corresponds to the fluid density at the refer- Cj (C + C2 + C(,)
ence temperature, Alp is the Preston tube Mach nuni-
ber. .1te the edge Mach number, an)d d tile inside diain- A second method of skin friction measurement was
eter of the Preston tube. obtained using a floating element force balance device

The second method of computing tie skin friction where the shear force was measured directly. Using the
was developed by Hopkins and Keener 5 and is similar measured shear force, the shear stress (r. ) is computed
to Equation 9. by dividing by the surface area of the force balance sen-

sor. Time skin friction coefficient is computed as

0.0522 7 .w. = 2r
,,k = ,(10) C 2=- (17)

Surface heat transfer distributions were measured
Ti' last nietlhod uses Allen's semi-enipirical rela- using coaxial heat transfer gauges. The surface and sub-

tiosllhioi surface temnperatuires were measured over a finite time
interval. The heat transfer rate (4) into the surface was
computed using a one-dimensional finite element model

0laiog4,,' F,+blog~ ",-C']" developed by Hlayes 
9 

for heat transfer measurements
('_____ 1 (11) using coaxial heat transfer gauges. The energy balance

" ,on the surface is presented as follows:

whore the value of tie constants (1, b, anmd c havN beeln
det'-rmiied as, 0 01659, 0.7665, 0.1681, respectively. '[lhe q = 41,md + qcot + qrud 18)

futilc tion F, is writtell as Rladiation losses were computed to be on tlie order of

less than one percent of the combined heat losses, hence,

- luidAl,,1 + -1 .l112  (1 neglected in the calculation of the total hieat flux.
v At,!, I + Iz1i A1,,p Froni Equation 18, a non-dimensional heat trans-

fer coelficient is presented as the Stanton number (SI),The referenic e valute of viscosities aimd dem isi ty were

computed from the referenice tcinperature miethod emi-

ployed by Sommer and Short 7' St = Ta 9)pCpu

(T.-7, pu
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In Equation 19, Taw, is the adiabatic wall temperature, IV. Results and Discussion
T, is the surface temperature, and CG, is the specific
heat of the air at constant pressure. The adiabatic wall Flat Plate Tests and CFD Comparisons

temperature, TF,,, is computed ,as A typical static pressure distribution on the flat

(r. plate is presented in Figure 6 for a tunnel stagnation
Tý + c-ý " (20) pressure of 4.83 MPa. The corresponding CFI) pre-

2C1 diction of static pressure on the flat plate is shown for

In Equation 20, r, is the recovery factor and is computed comparison. As indicated by the error bar, the numer-
as r, = Py4 for laminar boundary layers and as r, ical prediction lies within the uncertainty of the data.
PcI for turbulent boundary layers. Although not shown, there was favorable agreement be-

Typical measured and experimental uncertainties tween CFD predictions of the static pressure distribu-
are given in Table 1 for a tunnel stagnation pressure of tion and measurements for all tunnel stagnation pres-
4.83 MPa. In general, the uncertainties increased for sures tested. Surface pressure was not measured near
lower stagnation pressures. the leading edge of the model ( = 0), however, the

CFD code does predict a finite leading edge effect and

Table 1: Calculated and Measured Uncertainties the static pressure near the weak oblique shock increases
noticeably. In general, agreement between data and

P = 4.83 ) Pa measurement improved as the tunnel stagnation pres-
para7ntItr unicertaaimy ( , ) sure increased.

h1? 1.7 Figure 7 shows the non-dinmensional boundary
(7/ .1.5 layer ( -) measured midspan along the chord of the fiat
St 10.0 plate for three free-stream stagnation pressures. 2.07,
U7 1.0 4.83, and 9.65 M Pa. Numerical predictions are included
'I 0.9 for comparison to data. As seen, the boundary layer
P 5.8 growth is nearly linear along the length of the plate, and
P 5.8 the overall thickness decreases as the free-stream stagna-
T 0.3 tion pressure. hence. Reynolds number increases. CFD

predictions of boundary layer growth exhibit the same
linear growth trend, however, the CFD models tended to

('FD ('odes underpredict the growth of the boundary layer along the

Experimenmal results were comipared to CFI) 1U- chord lenngth of the plate. This difterence between data

iiric al predictions. The kiat p~late0 and the compres- amid C'F D prediction is attributed to the difference in cri-tcriia prditins Thy liae clade andn thei-ret toodeerms-
sion ramp, were modelled using a two-dimensional full- teria used by the code amd measurements to determine
Navier-Stokes code. This code (FDL2D) was developed the boundary layer edge. For experinmeital measure-

in-house by Shang 10 and has a wide range of appli- mnients, the boundary layer edge was determined as the

cability to hypersonic flows. FDL2[ uses a MacCor- location in the boundary layer where a negative gradi-

mack predictor-corrector numerical scheme and forms emit in the probe stagnation pressure ( -) was detected.

an explicit set of equations which are solved for using a On the other hand, the code used an integral method

tridiagonal block solver. Both the flat plate and corn- to nmasure the increase of axial momentum ( ý ) in

pression ramp models included a tinite leading edge in order to locate the boundary layer edge. The boundary

the numerical grid in order to more accurately model layer edge was determined by the code as the position

the timnite thickiess of the experimental models' leading in the boundary layer where

edge. 6
The ogive cylinder was modelled by liyers using d(pu) < 0.01 1Pu (21)

a vectorizing version of the parabolized Navier-Stokes =0.o
(PNS) numerical code developed by Stalnaker, et al., 12.

The PNS code uses an implicit solver to generate a con- Boundary iayer measurements for the flat plate are given
ical starting solution at the nose of the ogive cylinder in Table 2.
prior to marching an explicit solution along the body. Velocity profiles determined from total pressure
An implicit conical starting solution was applied at L and temperature profiles and LDV measurements on the
0.016; thereafter, an explicit Beaim-Warming scheme flat plate are shown in Figure 8 for three tunnel stagna-
was used to solve for the flow parameters along the body. tion pressures. The increased deviation of LDV velocity
Both FDL2I) anmd PNS codes use a Baldwin-Loinax niu- measurements from velocity profiles derived from mea-
iierical scheme to model fully-developed turbulence. sured stagnation pressure and total temperature probe
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rable 2: Flat Plate: Boundary Layer Parameters dicted by the code (FDL2D). The code employs either
all laminar or all turbulent boundary layer models, but
boundary layer transition is not modelled. In the regions

~- Re0 Re, 6 6 9 corresponding to a fully-developed turbulent boundary
(107) 1(in) (11m) (10-2 Mim) layer, the agreement between data and numerical pre-

P0 = 2.07 MPa, 1, = 5.71 dictions was acceptable. Although agreement between
0.34 0.13473 238.49 3.94 1.13 1.82 the CFD heat transfer predictions and the measured
0.61 0.25395 224.60 7.49 1.91 1.64 heat transfer r-ttes decreases as Reynolds -lumber in-
0.82 0.33204 1249.02 9.53 2.87 9.45 creases, a general trend of decreasing Stanton number
0.93 0.38845 2020.66 10.54 3.50 14.78 for increasing Reynolds number was maintained.

P, = 4.83 Mra, Moo = 5 77 Figure 10 shows the skin friction measured at
0.34 0.30456 503.73 3.43 0.89 1.70 x = 43.8 cm over a range of length Reynolds numbers
0.61 0.59880 2868.63 5.97 1.98 8.88 and free-stream stagnation pressures. The open sym-

0.82 0.67924 4382.77 6.99 2.91 G1621 bols represent skin friction force bLdance measurement,
0.93 0.84464 4835.04 8.00 3.49 16.27 The solid symbols represent measurements at the same

P, = 9.65 MPa, Y, = 5.78 location awd test conditions using a Preston tube de-

0.34 0.66757 2050.59 3.13 0.97 3. 16 vice. Numerical predictions are shown for comparison
0.6'1 1.16635 67o3.99 -. 95 2.11 10.73 with the data. Generally, there is satisfactvirv agreement0.82 1.62145 10003.23 6.53 2.81 15.47 between data and the code skin friction predictions.
0.93 1.79959 109798.99 7.49 3.07 15.47 Largersc , ,.r in the data is exhibited at lower WP ynolds0.93 1.79959 9798.99 7.49_ 3.07 15.47 numbers. This scatter in data at low-r Reynolds numn-

betrs may be attributed to the transitional nature of the
boundary layer, as demonstti'ed by the heat transfer

near the wall are attributed to the error introduced by a rates shown in Figure 9. . unierical predictions com-
probe-surface effect in a thin (4-6 1nu) boundary layer. pare favorably with the Preston tube data, but tend to
Correlation of the two methods of uIeasuring velocity overpredict tlie force balance data by about 7-10 per-
improve as the distance from the wall increatses. The cent. In one catse (PO = 2.07 M Pa), the CFD code un-
stagnation pressure and total temperature derived re- derpredicted the data by about 3 percent. At higher
locity profiles indicate an overshoot of the velocity near lReynolds numbers, the increase in error between nu-
70 percent of the boundary layer thickness v hich was merical prediction and data suggests the code exhibits
not observed with LDV measureuents. This velocity some limitations to accurately predict skiti friction at
overshoot is not physical, but results from calculation of higher Reynolds numnbers.
velocity from the probe total tenmperature and stagna-
tion pressure data. Total temperature profiles exhibited Ogive Cylinder Tests and CFD Comparisons
a similar overshoot. Although not shown, velocity pro- A typical static pressure distribution along the
files were compared to 1/7 power laws and Van Driest length of an ogive cylinder is shown in Figure 11 for
velocity transformations and found to compare favor- a tunnel stagnation pressure of 4.83 MPa. As evidenced
ably to data for cases where the boundary layer was by the heat transfer results shiown later, this free-stream
fully turbulent. stagnation pressure produced a transitional boundary

Figure 9 shows the non-diinensional heat transfer layer along the entire length of the ogive cylinder. The
rate on the flat. plate over a range of l{evnolds ntumbers. datumin at • = 0.6 seems to be an anomaly awl is at-
and free-stream stagnatiot pressures. Code predictions tributed to iinstrumentation error.
are shown for comparison with the data. The data cor- Coniparisotn to the IaraLolized Navier Stokes
responding to a 0.69 MPa stagnation pressure indicates (PNS) numerical prediction is indicate] with a solid
the boundary layer transitioned from laminar to a fully- line. Along the forebody of the ogive cylinder, the PNS
developed turbulent boundary layer. Additionally, the code over-predicted the static surface pressure distribu-
first datum for P0 = 2.07 MP-a, (x = 15.875 cm from tion. This trend continued throughout all static pres-
the leading edge) suggests the boundary layer was trat- sure distributions on the ogive cylinder. The PNS code
sitional. All remaining data showi in Figure 9 corre- over-predicts the initial static pr-ssure because a conical
sponds to a fully-developed turbulent boundary layer. starting solution was used to start the space-marching

Aim attempht was made to obtain the best match of solution over time remainder of the body. Since cones
test conditions with the CFD Loundary conditions cor- experience higher surface pressures for a given flow con-
responding to the location of the skin frictiou gauge. As dition than ogive cylinders, the initial solution o'er-
seen in Figure 9, boundary layer transition was not pre- predicts the measured pressure. The error may have
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laciil nirtlir coliiiloili~ldd witil tile Ilse of a Vigneron Figure 16 presents the noii-diinensional heat trans-
sutih .e or nijedl iii I hei IPNS code. 'Fli Vigiieron sublayer fcr rate, the Stanton number, for the cogive cylinder sur-
maulIv use-s a split. pressure termn iii its formulation and face over a range of tunnel free-stream stagnation pres-
:tit% nmimierical error introduIced is iiot easily dlissipated sures from 0.69-13.79 MPa and length Reynolds num-
with (fhe livain-Warmihig solver used in the PNS code. bers. Hleat transfer measurements were conducted only
A\s eijerror ini the pressure distribution dloes not dts- along the cylinder section of thle ogive cylitiderý-1Iofh.
sipaie unitil reaching the shoulder of time ogive cylinder. Stanton numbers and Reynolds numbers arc shown in
'Ilmirea11fter, correlation ofi CPDl predlictionis with data is Figure 16 plotted on log-log axes. Similarly, PNS nit-
excellent. merical solutions are shownm for comparison to the inca-

Figuireý 12 preseitts I lie noii-diiiiensioiial boundary smirements.
laver liickniwss ineasitred at two positions onl the ogive Two distinct levels of heating rate are indicated
CvlIiiiil(er for two tfinniel stagniation pressures. No CFD by thle data in Figure 16. The lower Stanton numbers
couparisoins art. siomi.i A.t P, = 41.83 INI Pa, the bound- correspond to a laminar boundary layer present for tun-
ar "v lai%-er exlhii ed very little growth which suggests a nel free-stream stagnation pressures of 0.69-2.07 NMPa.
l:uuu1iuulr hotiuidarv layer existed over much of thie ogive A transition from laminar to a turbulent boundary layer
rylizailcr stirface. At(IPt, = 9.65 MI Pa, miid f 0.53, the is clearly indicated by heat transfer measurements corre-
hilkilillarv layer was turbulent anid is fifty percent thicker sponding to a 4.83 MPa free-stream stagnation pressure
Iial t lit. la1minar bouiidary layer present at Poe = 4,.83 andl a length Reynolds nuimber of 8(106). The boundary

Mi P;a. layer remained turbulent for the higher stagnation pres-

\'elucity pruhiles oil I lie ogive cylinder at two posi- sures, 9.65 and 13.79 M~at as; indicated by the higher
tions we-re rnctilculted froii staginatioii pressure and total heat transfer rates. Compared to previous data shown
ttIni uprat ii prdfilvs and by assimning al conistant static for the flat plate, thme favorable pressure gradient along
pre-ssure I lbrouigl tile- bounda(ry layer. Figure 131 shiows I. ie ogive cylinder surface significantly delayed boundary
t ie, velority profiles for both titiiiel stagnation pressures layer transition from laminar to turbulent until higher
ao' 1.83 auid 9.65 N113a. Simiilar to tile velocity profiles tunnel reservoir pressures were reacheed.
shown for t he flat, plate, tie velocity overshoots the edge PNS numerical predictions of (lie Stanton nuin-

vaiby P'oi it se-ven percelut duie to the influence of her indicate the code undler-predicts the heat transfer
th-i uiueast d toital temperature ove~rshioot. LI)V me- rate near the intersection of the ogive and cylinder por-

Sn uile-its %*#- tmpe ntmemdl owvr h tion of the model. In the area near the shoulder of the

hee Ii flow was iiot abde to niegotiate thle relaitively large ogive cylinder, code predictions of a large dIrop in heat
rkur aiuire of thle ogive Section of tile- imodel, tlmmms, pre- transfer rate suggest boundary layer separation, how-
%rnute,l effctive LI)V niieastremneits. Ani investigation ever, Ito separation was dletected (diring the actu~al wind
anj t it, seed particle dvzimn ics for this model was co- tunimekll tests. Conversely, the code over-predicted the
ilumted byv Maurice "'. Particle dyiiaiiiics were combniied static pressure near the shoulder of the ogive cylinder
withi ( *F I) predicted flow fields ill order to studly the flow wisSeen iii Figure 11.
pali It of thle- seed at hypersonic conulit ions. lesults of the The PNS code under-predicted the heat transfer
st uily are iindicated in Figiire 14. Thme majority of the rate mneasuremenits madle at 9.65 M P'a. This under-
sri~i is deflectedl by tile ogive nlose outside of the hounid- prediction was (lue to a ten degree (Kelvin) mismatch of
:mrV Itlavmr whiile the( few reimaining se-ed piarticles within wall temperature boundary conditions for the PNS code
Ii''lt hioun1dary layer impilactedh thme surface of thme ogive with the measurements. This in licates the overall sensi-
s-ct ion . Ainalysis b~y Mauirict " inito sedvelocity hli- tivity of thi'e --o-e Mo the wall temperature boundary con-
;t.iiig aLs seed passes through aii oblique shock confirmls dition. Heat transfer measurements made at 13.79 MlPa
velocity biasing occurs with siliconi oil seed. Promi Fig- compare favorably to the PNS code predictions. Ini the
uur" 15, silicon oil seedl onl the ordler of 5.(j mnicroiis (the area whlere skin friction was mneasuredl, thle heat transfer
aor;ivimml siz'e of the seed utsed dhirinug the ogive cylinder rate matched the codle predictions well. In all cases, nu-
1.1IX tests), i'xliirifmicet, significant biasing. Ini Figure tuerous iterations were required in order to nImtdi.C.wa.ll
15, t VsNoc,;0C aIuul AN-.51oc K aire CoMPll"ioieis Of thle boundary condIitions and grid spacing for time PNS *code'
Velocity aiuul distanuce norlmal to the shock. Ini order to prior to obtaining a satisfactory solution. An in-dlepthl
ohbtaimn LI)X mlelsiireinetmts in (lhe boundaury layer of the explanation of the application or the IINS code is given
ogive1 cylindidr, a see-d material on the order oif 1.0 mi- by Blyers 11.
croll would b~e reqluired to negotiate! the curvature of tile From the PNS solutions used to predict expert-
ogivi' sect ion mid eliiuniate seedI part icle velocity bin~s as mentail heat transfer rates, thle skin friction coefficient
lie seimiaterial patsses through thle oblique shock and is compared for both tile data and PINS code predic-

inlto tli" boundary layer. tioti in Figure 17. Similar to Figure 16, this figure is



showii with log-log axes, ower the same range of free- by the solid symbols. LDV data is shown as open sym-
stream stagnation pressures and for the same range of bo!s connected by the solid line. Figure 20 indicates
length Ileynolds numbers. The overall variation of skin theore is poor agreement between the two methods of
friction with Reynolds number is predicted by the PNS measurement, except at the boundary layer edge. The
code, however, in general, the code predicted the skin poor agreement between LDV measured velocities and
friction only to within 10 percent of the measured val- deduced velocities from probe data is attributed to the
tics. The very large velocity and temperature gradients probe measured total temperature profiles. For the
present. in a hypersonic boundary layer pose a challeng- ramp, the total temperature overshoot was on the or-
ing problem for CFD models. The actual application der of 10-20 percent. Thus, a large velocity overshoot,
of the PNS code required refinement of numerous grids up to 10 percent or more of the edge velocity, results
lrior to obtaining a converged solution. General lrends from calculations using the total temperature profile,
were p)redicted by the PNS code, including transition of assuming a constant static pressure profile through the
the boundary layer from laminar to turbulent and the boundary layer. The actual velocity profile is more ac-
a.ssociatt.l rise in skin friction values. Due to the limited curately indicated by the LDV measurements, however,
a;inoiint of experimental data, further speculation as to some seed particle velocity biasing has been measured
Ow overall agreenent, of predictions with data is with- and uncertainties in the LDV data increase near the
hell until further experimental testing is completed. wall. Although not shown, CFD velocity profiles more

.• ~closely resemible-.Lhe LDV velocity profiles without any

Compressio: Ramp Tests and CFD Comparisons velocity overshoot.

The static pressure distribution on the compres- The total temperature overshoot measured on the
sion ramp is shown in Figure 18 for a 9.65 MPa free- compression ramp was 3-4 times that measured on the
stream stagnation pressure along with the correspond- flat plate or ogive cylinder. Several total temperature
ing CFV. prediction of statiq surface pressure distribu- probes were .used, each carefully calibrated. The re-
nion. Althouigh not shown, for all test conditions, there suits from each probe indicate the same level ofTe r-p-6-r-
w"As excellent agreement between data and CFD predic- ature overshoot. This large overshoot is attributed to
tions of the tatic pressure distributions, increased viscous interaction that occurs between a com-

Figure 19 ýiows the measured boundary layer pressive boundary layer and the free-steam. Nonethe-
thickness as 1etermined from stagnation pressure and less, the extent of the total temperature overshoot was
total temperature profiles as compared to the nuuner- unexpected and bares further examination. Unfortu-
ical predictions for 2.07, 4.83, and 9.65 MPa stagna- nately, very little data on a hypersonic compressive
tion lprssur". Measurements indicate a relatively con- boundary layer exists for a similar model configuration,
stant growth of the boundary layer was present for hence, no comparisons are made.
all free-stream stagnation pressures tested, independent Heat transfer results are shown for the compres-
of Reynolds ntimber. The compressive nature of the sion ramp in Figure 21 over a range of free-stream stag-
boundary layer tended to control the boundary layer nation pressures (0.69-13.79 MPa). Surface heat trans-
growth to a greater extent than that observed with a fer measurements are indicated by the open symbols and
zero pressure gra(ient (flat plate) boundary layer; this CFD predictions are shown as a solid line for each range
suggests a more complete energy exchange existed be- of free-stream stagnation pressures. Several trends are
tween the fluid entrained in the boundary layer and the noted. First, at 0.69 MPa, the heat transfer results in-
free-streanm. CFD results predict a thinner boundary dicate the boundary layer was not fully turbulent until
layer over the compression ramp surface than what was near the aft section of the compression ramp. All other
measured. However, due to the intrusive effects as- heat transfer measurements, except for one datum at
sociated with probe measurements in thin hypersonic P0 = 2.07 MPa, indicate the boundary layer was fully
boundary layers, close agreement between the probe turbulent. Second, the shape of the isentropic com-
nmeasured boundary layer thickness and the CFD pre- pression surface increased the heat transfer rate from
dictions is not expected. the leading edge to the tr tiling edge of the compres-

Boundary layer profiles were measured on the sion ramp. Increased heat transfer along the surface
compression ramp at four stations along the upper sur- of the compression ramp supports the earlier discus-
face using stagnation pressure and total temperature sion of a more complete energy exchange for compressive
probes and LDV techniques. For the sake of clarity, boundary layers than for favorable or even zero-pressure
only velociy profiles at a single location (Q = 0.03), gradient boundary layers. This increase in heat trans-
mid-span ;tnd for three free-stream stagnation pressures fer is seen in Figure 21 as a rapid rise in the Stanton
are shown it Figure 20. Velocity profiles dcduced from number for each data set at each free-stream stagnation
the bonnd.lry layer probe measurements are represented pressure. Lastly, CFD predictions agree very well with



th" Iniasuremetlites, except where the boundary layer was measurements were found to be further complicated by
not fully turblulent. CFD predictions were made using LV seed particle biasing, large viscous interactions at
JI)l.2D, and on the average, 35,000-40,000 iterations the boundary layer edge, and limited probe capabilities.
w.re coinplited for a solution at each pressure. For example, on the compression ramp the total tern-

Skin firition inasureineunts and CFI) predictions perature profile measured through the boundary layer
using, 21) Corr,. ling 20 the flow conditions exceeded the free-stream stagnation temperature by as

shw'.-n in ligure 21 areý shown ill Figure 22. Skin friction much as 20 percent. This suggests a very large viscous
neuisuremenuts (solid symbols) were made using the skin interaction occurs near the boundary layer edge. More
fric ion force balance at • - 0.93, for 0.69-13.79 MPa investigation is needed into this phenomena. A coin-
free--treani stagnation pressures. Skin friction measure- bined temperature-pressure probe, reduced in scale from
nerits were repeatable, except for measurements made the probe size used in this investigation is recommended

;tl [• = 0.69 M Pa where the boundary layer may have for more accurate probe measurements. Likewise, very
been transitional and the uncertainty of static pressure low density seed material is needed to overcome seed
measurements is increased due to instrumentation lim- particle velocity biasing if LDV measurements are to
itations. CFD predictions are indicated by the solid be used to measure hypersonic flow conditions in the
line. Although the FDL2D code predicts the proper presence of large velocity gradients within hypersonic
trenids for skiu friction, generally, the CFD predictions' boundary layers.
do not agree with the skin friction force balance mnea- Hleat transfer predictions are possible using either
suremnents. At 0.69 NI Pa. CFD predicLions of C! are ac- code, althlu4ig-a large number of iterations (time steps)
ceptabl,., however, for increased Reynohls numbers, thme and dense numerical grids are required to accurately
agreement between CFD solutions and data degrades, resolve the temperature gradients and velocity gradi-
similar to CFD predictions of skin friction for the flat ents in the boundary layer. For those CFD solutions
plate shown in Figure 9. Much of the CFD error is where the heat transfer was carefully matched to data,
attributed tb thme inability to properly model boundary skin friction predictions were marginal at best. General
layer transition. Additionally, since gradients in the ax- trends were predicted, but the discrepancy-bKTweh~ re-
ial direction may not be consi.ered negligible for adverse diction and measurement increased as Reynolds number
pressure gradients, much larger axial grids than the 250 increased. This error is attributed to the inability to
axial grid points used for this study may be necessary. model boundary layer transition from laminar to tur-
Such large grids will increase the overall time ineeded bulent. The Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model proved
per iteration of the solution. With over ,0,000 itera- insufficient in this respect. The authors recommend the
Lions required per solution, a fully-implicit code may be use of a turbulence model which models boundary layer
preferred over the fully-explicit FDL2D code. transition, such as the k - model.

V. Conclusioiis

'lh," stuid' provided all assessinent of tie ability of Ackillowledgeellints
two CFI) codes to predict heat transfer and skin friction
for three generic shapes; a flat plate, an ogive cylinder,
and an i•lmntroj..c compression ramp in Mach 6 flow con- The authors would like to thank the NASP pro-
ditions. gram office for supporting this study tinder the tech-

Static pressure distributions were easily predicted nical maturation program. We would also like to ac-
by the codes for all configurations tested, although the knowledge the support of the many individuals through-
PNS code over-predicted the static pressure over the out the experimental tests. Special thanks are due to
ogive section of the ogive cylinder. The discrepency John Leugers, Matt Wagner and Ilank Baust for their
between the data and the PNS code predictions is at- continued support of mechanical instrumentation and
tributed to the conical starting solution used by the data acquisition systems. Additionally, George Siebert,
code to model the ogive nose. An ogive starting so- Mark Maurice, Charles Tyler, Linda Smith and Dean
lution would be more appropriate for favorable pressure Miller provided their expertise in obtaining LDV mea-
gradient configurations. surements. The authors would like to thank the numer-

As a result of the probe-surface interactions, comn- ous technical personnel who were essential in setting up
parisons of probe-measured boundary layer profiles to the models and instrumentation, and operation of the

LDV measurements and CFD numerical predictions in- facilities; utably, Max ilamer, John Willi

volves a large uncertainty in the probe data. Bound- (USAF), Rick Allen, and Tom Norris. Special thanks
ary layer probes are relatively large compared to 2-3 are due to Tony Brigalli who kept us on track by fixing
mm thick hypersonic boundary layer. Boundary layer the unfixable problems and facilitated testing.
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EXPERIMENTAL, ANALYTICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

APPLIED TO HYPERSONIC COMPRESSION RAMP FLOWS

G. SIMEONIDES1, W. HAASE 2 & M. MANNA'
1von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics

Chaussee de Waterloo, 72
B-1640 Rhode St-Genese

2 Dornier Luftfahrt GmbH
P.O. Box 1303

D-7990 Friedrichshafen 1

SUMMARY p pressure
Experimental data on fully laminar and transitional q. heat transfer rate into model surface
shock wave boundary layer interactions in two - di- Re Reynolds number
mensional compression corners are provided and used Reuit unit Reynolds number (per meter)
for the validation of two full Navier-Stokes solvers, T temperature
as well as for checking the capabilities and l*mita- u velocity
tions of simple analytical prediction methods. Vis- Z distance from leading edge
cous pressure interaction, free interaction and invis- a ramp deflection angle
cid oblique shock theory are found to predict well a, deflection angle of dividing streamline
the pressure levels on the flat plate upstream of the y ratio of specific heats
interaction, within the separated region and down- 6, shear layer thickness at reattachment
stream of the interaction respectively. The reference p density
temperature theory is found to perform well in at- rT wall shear stress
tached flow regimes both upstream and downstream
of the interaction region, and to provide the basis Subscripts
for a universal peak heating correlation law. Full
Navier-Stokes computations are necessary, however, 0 reservoir (total)
to predict the extent of the interaction region and oo freestream
the associated influence upon the pressure distribu- e at edge of boundary layer
tion (control effectiveness) as well as the detailed pk at peak heating
heat transfer distribution. To achieve this, very fine r recovery (adiabatic wall)
gridding coupled with the use of strict convergence reat at reattachment
criteria (based on the evolution of the location of ref reference boundary layer
the separation point rather than on standard den- sep at separation
sity residuals) is shown to be necessary. It is finally Wu wall
shown that, although sophisticated turbulence mod-
els need to be further developed before the detailed Superscript
characteristics of fully turbulent shock wave bound-
ary layer interactions may be predicted, transitional * at Eckert's reference temperature
interactions (where transition typically occurs in the 1. INTRODUCTION
neighbourhood of reattachment) may be adequately Recent years have seen the development of a number
handled by algebraic turbulence models "switched of concepts for novel space transportation systems
on" just downstream of reattachment. with widely varying mission requirements which, how-

LIST OF SYMBOLS ever, all aim to the optimization of the performance
of such syatems and the provision of easy and cost-
effective access to space. Many of the proposed sys-

law constant tems rely upon the concept of reusability which, ef-

c! skin friction coefficient (eq. 2.2) fectively, translates to lifting reentry spaceplanes sim-
cH seat transfer coefficient (eq. 2.3) ilar to the operational U.S, Space Shuttle Orbiter.

specifiheat t ansfe cofficient (req e 2Others aim at a lifting ascent as well, with the aid
Kp pressure coefficient (eq. 2.1) of airbreathing or rocket propulsion, and to an over-

S pressurce coefhicgeienteq 2.1) leaall operational performance and simplicity similar to
L distance of hinge line from leading edge

Lph growth length of reattaching boundary that of current commercial airliners.

layer to location of peak heating Among the most critical areas in the design of hy-
M Mach number personic aircraft lies the design of control surfaces
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[1,21, where it is well known that strong shock wave presented.
boundary layer interactions occur upon their deflec-
tion, giving rise to a loss of control effectiveness and 2. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS

high heating rates [3-5]. As a consequence, a signif- Experimentally, the problem has been treated in the

icant worldwide research effort has been undertaken two hypersonic wind tunnels of the von Karman In-

to provide a better understanding of the relevant flow stitute (VKI), namely the Mach 6 H-3 blowdown and

processes and reliable prediction techniques, with par- the Mach 14 Longshot heavy piston gun tunnels [101.

ticular emphasis placed upon the development and Surface pressure and heat transfer distributions have

validation of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) been measured by a variety of measurement tech-

methods [2,5-81. niques [101 and the data have been complemented by
schlieren and surface oil flow and sublimation visu-

Two categories of hypersonic spaceplanes may be dis- alizations. Repeatability and flow establishment (in
tinguished in the modern trends. First, there are lift- the Lonrpshot intermittent tunnel) have been demon-
ing reentry vehicles, such as the European Hermes strated. Two-dimensionality (in the region of the
spaceplane and the U.S. HL-20 Personnel Launch model centerline) has been checked for the cases cho-
System, which are very similar to the Space Shut- sen for code validation purposes. The uncertainties
tle Orbiter, although their small scale poses severe in the measurements and in the definition of the test
heating problems in nose and leading edge areas, conditions have been determined to reflect the cur-
and gives rise to significant uncertainties in the de- rent state-of-the-art in hypersonic testing [10-15].
sign of control surfaces as the laminar (due to the
small scale) oncoming boundary layers are by far Three test cases are considered for the purposes of

more prone to separation in regions of shock wave code validation, all involving flat plate/ two- dimen-

boundary layer interaction than turbulent boundary sional ramp configurations with the flat plate at zero

layers. Furthermore, transition is often promoted by incidence, and a nominally sharp leading edge tested

the process of shock wave laminar boundary layer in perfect gas flow conditions. First, a Mach 6 fully

interaction, a phenomenon that has so far received laminar test case with a ramp deflected to 7.50 and

limited attention (because of its inherent difficulties) the hinge line located at 40 mm downstream of the

despite its relevance to efficient control surface de- leading edge is considered. The unit Reynolds num-

sign. ber is 10x 106/m, the total temperature of the flow
470 K and the model surface temperature equal to

The second category of hypersonic spaceplanes in- the adiabatic wall temperature. Details of the exper-
cludes lifting ascent/reentry vehicles, such as the U.S. iment may be found in [16].
National Aerospace Plane and the German Sanger.
The associated high Reynolds numbers encountered The second and third test cases involve flat plate /
during the lifting ascent of such vehicles are expected 150 ramp configurations at Mach 14 (± 1.5% un-

to yield turbulent flows over many of their wetted certainty/ non-repeatability), with a unit Reynolds

surfaces, so that the accurate modelling of turbu- number of 6.5x 10 6/m (± 13% uncertainty/ non- re-

lence [9] becomes very important in the efficiency of peatability), an equivalent perfect gas total tempera-

the design. ture of 2385 K (± 9% uncertainty/ non-repeatability)
and a model surface temperature of 295 K. In the

The present paper addresses the deflected control second test case the hinge line is located at 70 mm
surface problem, as simulated by flat plate/ two- downstream of the model leading edge giving rise to
dimensional compression ramp configurations (Fig.l), a fully laminar shock wave boundary layer interac-
at Mach numbers of 6 and 14 with Reynolds numbers tion. In the third test case the hinge line is located
to the hinge line in the range 0.3 x 106 - 2.5 x 106 at 200 mm downstream of the model leading edge

and wall-to-total temperature ratios between 0.1 and and laminar-turbulent transition is exhibited in the
0.85. The test cases considered involve ramp de- close vicinity of reattachment. Details of these exper-
flection angles between 7.5* and 250 approached by iments may be found in [11-14]. The measurements
laminar boundary layers which, in the laboratory, are characterized by uncertainty levels of - 15% on
give rise to two-dimensional fully laminar or transi- the pressure coefficient on the low pressure fiat plate
tional shock wave boundary layer interactions includ- part of the model, ± 3% on the pressure coefficient
ing cases with -xtensive separation. Fully turbulent on the ramp, and ± 13% on the heat transfer coeffi-
interactions, with the inherent need for turbulence cient over the entire measurement domain.

modelling within separated flow regions, are not con-
sidered. Three criteria have been employed to detect the oc-

currence of laminar-turbulent transition:the presence
In what follows, examples of experimental, analytical of a granular structure within the boundary or shear
and computational results are discussed, emphasis- layer in schlieren photographs; the noise pattern in
ing validation issues. A synthesis that may provide 24 kHs surface temperature time traces; and the
useful hints to ýhe designer of control surfaces is also comparison of the measured heat transfer data down-
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stream of the interaction region to the reference tern- where n = 0.5, A = 0.332 and a = Pr2 /3 for a laminar
perature predictions discussed in section 3. boundary layer, and n = 0.2, A = 0.0296 and a 1 for

a turbulent boundary layer at high Mach numbers.

For the comparisons that follow, the data are pre-

sented in coefficient form. The pressure coefficient is Now, application of eq. (3.1) to a reference boundary
defined as: layer (typically taken as one over a flat plate at zero

(2.1) incidence with freestream edge conditions) with the
-TPc MI origin of the boundary layer at the leading edge of the

The skin friction coefficient is defined as: flat plate, gives a reference value for the heat transfer
rate (or coefficient) at the location of peak heating on

SI 2(2.2) the respective deflected ramp that would occur in the
Vpoouoo absence of an interaction. An estimate for the heat

transfer coefficient at the location of peak heating,
The heat transfer coefficient is defined as a modified corresponding to the peak ramp pressure and with
Stanton number of the form: the origin of the ramp boundary layer also taken at

the leading edge of the flat plate, may be similarly
CH (2.3) obtained from eq. (3.1). Finally, if the thinning of

c . U o u (To - T.) the reattaching ramp boundary layer, caused by the
reattachment compression, is accounted for by taking

Finally, it is noted that a much larger number of its virtual origin in the vicinity of the reattachment

experiments, reported in detail in [13-151, has been point rather than at the leading edge of the flat plate,
conducted at Mach numbers of 6 and 14, and the then the growth length at the location of peak heat-

results have been successfully compared to the ana- ing used in the Reynolds number term of eq. (3.1) is

lytical predictions discussed in section 3. Although Lrk rather than xpk.
the bulk of this database involves transitional shock Taking the ratio of the two results yields a theoreti-
wave boundary layer interactions, which are not suit- cally based correlation for peak heating:
able for code validation purposes for the moment, the
data have served the development and validation of a .pk PrkUp. - pi n

peak heating correlation that is discussed below. In -. = B[Reef,",z 1-I- (3.2)
addition, they have provided evidence on the level of qref PrefUreW

striation heating that is often observed in reattach- with
ing flows, and have allowed for the determination of a=0, B=I and n=0.5 for fully laminar interactions
an upper limit on the heat transfer rate that is briefly with a laminar reference level,
addressed in section 5 [14,15]. a=O, B=1 and n=0.2 for fully turbulent interactions

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE ANALYTICAL with a turbulent reference level, and
PREDICTIONS a=0.3, B=0.072 and n=0.2 for turbulent peak heat-

Analytically, it has been found that viscous pressure ing with a laminar reference level.
interaction theory [17], combined with the blast wave The length scale Let, that is the effective growth
theory prediction for the pressure induced by the length of the reattaching boundary layer, has been
small leading edge bluntness [18] perform satisfacto- found [14,15] to be well approximated by the method
rily in predicting the pressure distribution over the proposed in [22] as:
flat plate part of the models upstream of the onset of 6.
the interaction. Free interactinn theory [4] has also Lpe = sin(a - a.) (3.3)
been found to predict well the plateau pressure level
within the separated flow region. where the thickness of the shear layer at the reattach-

ment point may be computed by the compressibleThe reference temperature method [19, 20] has been Blasius result and the deflection angle of the sepa-

successfully employed to predrit the heat transfer Bas ud the fleition the Te

distributions over attached flow regions, that is up- velocity ratio sr, /t, eemay often be neglected in-

stream and downstream of the interaction region, in- ducing an error typically of the order of 10%, and

cluding the high heating rates on the deflected ramp the pressure ratio tyica/Pel may be approximated by

downstream of reattachment for both laminar and the inviscid pressure ratio through a single inviacid

turbulent reattachment cases. The general reference shock or a two-shock system (separation shock plus
temperature result is given by: reattachment shock) or as the pressure ratio through

A [ u.p.el T 1-2n an isentropic compression. The use of a reference

CH (Re , •,)" -= Reynolds number to correlate turbulent ramp data
L UstocPoJ T' (3.1) to a laminar flat plate reference heating level is also

x (C')" [T, - T. noted. Details of the development of this correlation[TO - T] law may be found in [14,21].

.A
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It is also interesting to note that, for fully laminar time marching finite volume shock capturing meth-

or fully turbulent interactions (that is when the ref- ods based on cell-centered unknowns. The discretiza-

erence and ramp boundary layers are both laminar tion of the convective terms is based on either a cen-

or both turbulent), and neglecting the velocity ratio, tral (for the Dornier code) or an upwind (for the VKI

eq. (3.2) reduces to: code) evaluation of the cell face fluxes. A standard

Sr 1 r - nonlinear blend of second and fourth order artificial
q,,4pk = 1-n [L'pk (3.4) dissipation terms is employed to stabilize the central

'ire) Iýf J,. j k ~discretizations in the Dornier code. The VKI solver

which is equivalent to the numerous pressure inter- makes use of the flux difference splitting technique

action semi-empirical peak heating correlations sum- to evaluate the cell face fluxes; higher order schemes

marized in [231, but includes an additional term that coupled with TVD properties are implemented on

represents the relative growth lengths of the reference the basis of the MUSCL approach. Both codes em-

and ramp boundary layers. It is recalled that such ploy multi-stage Runge-Kutta integration schemes

semi-empirical correlations have been, after [231, very for the time discretization. The Cebeci-Smith tur-
successful for fully turbulent interactions with an ex- bulence model (331 is implemented in the Dornier
ponent (1 - n) of close to 0.8 (that is the theoretical code together with a transition "switch" and/or an

reference temperature value), but a complete fail- intermittency function.
ure for fully laminar interactions where exponents
(1 - n) in the range 0.7-1.9 have been determined as The time evolution of the numerical solutions is, in

opposed to the theoretical value of 0.5. In addition, both codes, monitored by means of an L2 norm of

correlations for peak heating in transitional interac- the normalized density residuals. An overall decay of

tions (with a turbulent ramp peak heating level and the residuals by approximately four orders of mag-

a laminar reference level), such as the one proposed nitude is generally considered to yield a satisfactory

in [24], have also presented severe limitations in their steady state solution. However, the extent of the sep-

performance [15]. Accounting for the thinning of the arated region and the location of the separation point

reattaching boundary layer caused by the interaction have exhibited a considerable sensitivity to further

process in the form of eq. (3.2) or eq. (3.4), on the reduction in the residuals. Therefore, the establish-

other hand, has been found in [14,15,211 to provide ment of the steady state location of the separated

the grounds for a universal peak heating correlation point is believed to be a more appropriate conver-

in regions of both two- and three- dimensional shock gence criterion, as will be discussed below. Still, it is

wave boundary layer interactions. The results of this noted that such an approach is likely to yield signif-

improved correlation are presented in section 5. icant increases in computational time when noting
the asymptotic behaviour of convergence histories.

Finally, what is currently not possible with simple

semi-empirical and/or analytical methods is the ac- The Mach 6, 7.50 ramp test case has been com-

curate prediction of the extent of the separated re- puted by both codes. The Dornier computations

gion and the location of the separation point, since have been conducted on a series of four meshes in

a universal correlation law has yet to be developed, order to check that the solution is independent of

This, in turn, makes the incorporation of CFD meth- further grid refinement. The four mesh levels, em-

ods in the design process necessary, particularly in- ployed with two multigrid (V-) cycles, involve a to-

sofar as the prediction of control effectiveness, which tal number of points of 62 x 12, 124 x 24, 248 x 48 and

strongly depends on the geometric characteristics of 496x96; in the finer mesh, the normal mesh size at

the interaction as opposed to peak heating, is con- the wall was 5x10-6 m. The VKI computation has

cerned. Clearly, full Navier-Stokes solvers need to be been performed on 190x60 mesh points, with the

critically validated prior to being relied upon by the normal mesh size at the wall set to 6.7x 10-'m. It is

designer, and this forms one of the primary objec- noted that the computational domain in the Dornier

tives of this paper. computations extended to 120 mm downstream of
the leading edge as opposed to 80 mm in the VKI

4. DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTATIONS computations.
Computationally, the problem of shock wave bound-
ary laycr interaction in compression corners has been The fully laminar Mach 14, 150 ramp test case has

treated by two Navier-Stokes solvers, one developed also been computed with both codes. The Dornier

at Dornier and one at the VKI. Details on the de- computations again include an extensive grid depen-

velopment of the Dornier code and its performance dence study with computations performed on meshes

over a wide range of Mach numbers may be found in with 44x 20, 88x40, 176x80 and 352x 160 points.

[25-29]. The Euler solver on which the currently de- The wal! normal stepsize in the finer mesh was again
veloped VKI Navier-Stokes code is based is described 5 x 10-6m. The VKI computations have been per-

in [30-32]. formed at two mesh levels, namely with 84x30 and
190x 60 riesh points. The first normal stepsize at the

In both codes, the two - dimensional unsteady full wall in -he case of the finer grid was 3x10-'m. In-

Navier-Stokes equations are integrated by means of

oil
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dicatively, there were approximately 30 mesh points timated from oblique shock theory on the assump-
in the boundary layer at the onset of the interaction tion of a two-shock system, where the strength of the
(at 50 mm downstream of the leading edge) in the separation shock gives the predicted plateau pressure

fine VKI mesh and only 15 points in the coarse VKI level. Clearly, all predictions are in good agreement
mesh. The computational domain in the Dornier with the measurements.
computations and in the coarse grid VKI computa-
tions extended to 250 mm downstream of the model Typical measured heat transfer distributions along

leading edge. The fine grid VKI computations were the centerline of the flat plate and flat plate/ 150

performed over a length of 210 mm from the model and 250 ramp configurations at Mach 14 are shown

leading edge. in Fig.5. Data with the 15' ramp configuration are
shown for two locations of the hinge line. The mena-

Lastly, the transitional Mach 14 test case, with the surements are compared to the reference tempera-
hinge line of the 150 ramp located at 200 mm down- ture predictions of eq. (3.1). The flat plate data,
stream of the model leading edge, has been computed which remain laminar over the entire measurement
only by the Dornier code. Fully laminar compu- domain, compare well with the predicted laminar dis-
tations have been performed in a mesh series with tribution. On the forward 150 ramp, the measure-
61x31, 124x62 and 248x124 mesh points. An ad- ments initially compare well with the laminar refer-
ditional mesh of 248x64 points has been employed ence temperature predictions, but at approximately
to perform fully laminar and fully turbulent compu- 120 mm from the leading edge laminar-turbulent tran-
tations, as well as to check the influence of switch- sition is occurring and the heat transfer distribution
ing on the turbulence model just downstream of the rises from the laminar predictions to the turbulent
laminar reattachment (note that transition in this predictions. The importance of accounting for the
experiment was detected to occur in the close vicin- thinning of the reattaching boundary layer, caused
ity of reattachment). In the latter case, the first wall by the interaction process, by shifting its virtual ori-
normal stepsize was 5x 10- 5 m. The computational gin to the vicinity of reattachment is again stressed.
domain for this test case extended to 400 mm down-
stream of the model leading edge. In the rear ramp experiments, laminar-turbulent tran-

sition has been detected in the close vicinity of reat-
The Dornier meshes were generated by an algebraic tachment (141; hence, the measured data on the ramp
grid generation technique in which the outer bound- compare well with the respective turbulent refe:ence
ary of the meshes was fitted close to the shock shape temperature predictions. It is noted that the solid
in order to optimize the mesh point distribution, in line reference temperature ramp predictions assume
the computational domain. The meshes were geo- the inviscid pressure level on the ramp. However,
metrically stretched. The VKI grids were generated a pressure overshoot has been measured just down-
by an analytic technique based on potential theory. stream of reattachment (Fig.4) which, in the case
In this case, orthogonal and smooth meshes are war- of the 250 ramp is significant. Evidently, account-
ranted, but a constant normal mesh size is imposed ing for the actual pressure distribution in the 250
throughout the computational domain. The meshes ramp prediction of Fig.5 yields an improvement in
were exponentially stretched in the wall normal di- the comparison to the measured heat transfer data.
rection. The grids employed in the present study are
illustrated in Figs.2 and 3. Figure 2 shows a coars- With reference to Fig.5, it is also noted that the pre-

ened version of the fine 190x60 VKI grid employed dictions of eq. (3.3) for Lk are in good agreement

in the second test case with the Mach 14 forward with the measured distance of the location of peak

150 ramp. Figure 3 shows a coarsened version of the heating from the reattachment point. The latter has

248x64 Dornier mesh employed in the third test case been found (from the comparison of the reference

with the Mach 14 rear 150 ramp. temperature predictions to the ramp heat transfer
data) to closely represent the location of the virtual

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS origin of the reattaching boundary layer. In other
words, eq. (3.3) is seen to provide a good approxima-

5.1 Experiments vs. analytical predictions tion to the cefective growth length of the reattaching
Typical pressure distributions measured along the boundary layer to the location of peak heating.
centerline of the flat plate and flat plate/ 15* and 250
ramp configurations at Mach 14 are shown in Fig.4. Furthermore, high resolution spanwise measurements
The flat plate data are compared to the combined on the rear 150 ramp are shown in Fig.5 to illustrate
viscous pressure irmeraction and blast wave blunt- that significant spanwise heat transfer variations may
ness predictions of (17] and [181, respectively. Also occur in reattaching flow regions and downstream.
shown are the free interac tion predictions for the These variations have been attributed to the G~rtler
plateau pressure level of [41 and the inviscid ramp instability and the associated formation of contra-

pressure level obtained from oblique shock theory. rotating vortices [34]. However, an extensive para-
The "peak" ramp pressure levels, too, have been es- metric study of the resulting heat transfer variations
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performed in [14,15] has shown that, even in the pres- The corresponding computed skin friction distribu-
ence of important steady spanwise heat transfer vari- tions are shown in Fig.8. Clearly, the coarser Dornier
ations, the local turbulent heating level on the ramp mesh performs well in predicting the skin friction dis-
is not significantly exceeded and that, when a fully tribution over the attached flow region upstream of
turbulent boundary layer develops over the entire the onset of the interaction, indicating that the flat
span of the ramp, the spanwise variations reduce to plate boundary layer is adequately resolved and the
zero. The conclusion of the work reported in [14,15] velocity profile and its gradient at the wall are cor-
has, therefore, been that the local turbulent heating rectly computed. The correct prediction of the lo-
level on the ramp, as given by the reference temper- cation of the separation point and the extent of the
ature theory (accounting for the actual conditions at separated region, however, requires the use of highly
the edge of the ramp boundary layer and for the loca- refined grids.
tion of its virtual origin), may provide an adequate
estimate for an upper limit of the (time-averaged) This is better illustrated in Fig.9, where the evolu-
heat transfer distribution on the ramp downstream tion of the predicted location of the separation point
of the region of interaction, with mesh refinement and increasing number of it-

erations is shown. Concerning time convergence, it
Notin, the successful application of the reference tem- is noted that the standard engineering convergence
perature method to predicting the heat transfer dis- criterion of an L2 norm reduction in the normal-
tribution (in attached flow regions) over a wide vari- ized density residuals by four or even five orders of
ety of geometries [14,15], eq. (3.2) has been employed magnitude (on the single VKI mesh level) yields an
to correlate laminar and turbulent peak heating data underpredicted extent of the separated region. and
measured in regions of two- and three-dimensional convergence of the location of the separation point
shock wave boundary layer interactions. The result is (Fig.9) may form a more appropriate criterion in
illustrated in Fig.6, where more than 200 data points separated flow situations. It is also interesting to
from 23 references have been assembled [21], covering note that the multigrid approach employed in the
a Mach number range of 5-20 and five orders of mag- Dornier computations allows to take profit of the
nitude variation in Reynolds number, which implies coarse grid solutions to accelerate convergence. In-
a range of shock wave boundary layer interactions dicatively, the normalized density residuals at the
from fully laminar cases in the strong viscous inter- end of the Dornier fine grid computation have de-
action regime to transitional to fully turbulent cases. creased by three orders of magnitude relative to the
The geometries considered include two- and three- initial (coarser grid) solution used to start this fine
dimensional flat plate/ramp configurations, flat plates mesh computation.
with swept or unswept impinging shocks, regions of
glancing shock interaction (flat plates with vertical 5.2.2 The Mach 14, forward 15" -amp laminar test
fins) and a double ellipsoid configuration. A lami- case

nan boundary layer developing over a flat plate at The computed pressure distributions for the second
freestream conditions has been chosen as the refer- test case outlined in section 2 are presented in Fig.10.
ence case in this correlation. The corresponding Lomparison between the measured

and computed heat transfer distributions is shown in
5.2 Experiments vs. computations Fig.l1. With reference to the Dornier computations,

it is noted that a grid-independent solution has again
5.2.1 The Mach 6, 7.50 ramp laminar test case been attained with the two finer meshes of Dornier,
The computed pressure distributions for the first test which predicts well the location of the separation
case (section 2) are compared to the measured data point (as measured from the schlieren photograph,
in Fig.7. The Dornier computations demonstrate Fig. 12) and is in reasonable agreement with the heat
that a grid-independent solution has been attained transfer measurements on the ramp up to approxi-
by the two finest meshes which is in close overall mately 0.12 m downstream of the leading edge.
agreement with the measurements. Noting that the
experimental data for this test case have been taken The subsequent discrepancy in Fig.11 is due to the
in the early 1970's without the strict code valida- occurrence of laminar-turbulent transitiun detected
tion requirements in mind, the discrepancy observed in the experiment [14], whereas laminar flow has been
between the CFD predictions and the measured pres- assumed throughout the computational domain (see
sure distribution for a short distance do-anstream of also the comparison of the measured heat transfer
reattachment remains inexplicable. The VKI compu- data to the reference temperature theory, Fig.5). It is
tations, performed on a similar mesh to the second noted that transition in this case is occurring a sub-
finest Dornier mesh (noting the different computa- stantial distance downstream of reattachment and,
tional domains and grid stretching), also show good hence, it is insignificant to the characteristics of the
agreement with the measured data as well as with interaction. In addition, the process is taking place
the grid-independent Dornier solution (on the two in an almost zero pressure gradient region where, at
finer meshes). high Mach numbers, it requires a significant length



to be completed. 5.2.3 The Mach 14, rear 15' ramp transitional test
case

The VKI fine grid computation (190x 60 mesh pointL) The measured and ;omputed laminar pressure and
is seen to underpredict the extent of the interaction heat transfer distributions for the third test cas- -r
and to be in close agreement with the Dornier so- section 2 are shown in Pigs.13 and 14. In this case,.
lution on the 88x40 mesh. As with the Mach 6 grid-independent solution has not been demonstrated,
test case discussed in section 5.2.1, it is recalled that although, on th- basis of the Dornier grid dependence
the normal mesh resolution of the VKI fine mesh is study described in section 5.2.2, the finer grid solu-
very similar to the 40 point resolution of the 88x40 tion (on the 248x124 mesh) is believed to closely
Dornier mesh, due to the different normal extents of represent the grid-independent solution.
the computational domain and the different stretch-
ing employed in the two cases. Consequently, there In addition, it is recalled that the shock wave bound-
are strong indications that normal mesh resolution is ary layer interaction in this case it transitional, in the
significantly more important than streamwise mesh sense that the boundary layer is laminar at separa-
resolution. To be sure, for a computational domain tion but transition has been detected t. occur in the
characterized by a length-to-height ratio of about 4, close vicinity of reattachment tl1,14]. Consequently,
the VKI meshes involved a ratio of number of points the finer grid laminar computation is seen tc. over-
in the streamwise direction to the number of points predict the measured extent of the separated region,
in the wall normal direction of the order of 3, whereas however only by a modest amount. This may be jus-
the Dornier meshes involved a ratio of only 2. It fol- tified as transition is occurring at the very end of
lows from Figs.10 and 11 that a mesh point ratio of the interaction and, hence, it should have a small
the order of one half of the length-to-height ratio of influence upon its :haracteristics.
the computational domain may be more appropriate
for this type of computations. It may also be , ostu- Still, the most significant discrepancy between the
lated that the quality of the VKI computations (in laminar computations and the transitional experi-
terms of the prediction of the extent of the interac- mentrd4 data is that the former strongly un,'rp-e-
tion) may be justifiably enhaiced if the number of dict the measured turbulent heat transfer distriLo-
mesh points in the wall normal direction is increased tion on the ramp. However, with reference to Fig.li,
to the detriment of resolution in the streamwise di- good agreement between experiment and computa.-
rection. tion on the 248x64 mesh (as well as with the tur-

bulent reference temperature theory, Fig.5) is found
The importance of grid resolution in the wall nor- when switching on the turbulence model in the co',i-
mal direction is further manifested by the coarse putations just downstream of the predicted laminar
grid VKI results. Although the pressure distribu- reattachment point.
tion in the attached low pressure gradient regions is
well predicted by both codes on all meshes, includ- In fact, it follows from Figs.13-15 that, for cases
ing the 84x30 VKI mesh (Fig.10), clearly the heat with laminar oncoming boundary layers, where the
transfer distribution in the latter case is underpre- interaction process is expected to promote laminai-
dicted relative to the finer VKI mesh computation turbulent transition (most likely iii the highly desta-
and the Dornier computations (Fig.11). It is also bilizing reattachment region), ýhe approach adopted
rioted that all results but the VKI coarse mesh one herein, of a laminar computation to the reattach-
are in good agreement with the reference tempera- ment point and switching to a turbulent computa-
ture predictions shown in Fig.5. This phenomenon tion thereafter, may provide an estimate of the most
has been encountered in many of the computations adverse effects of the interaction. Specifically, a grid
in [7,8) and is attributed to an insufficient resolution independent, fully converged laminar computat.or i•

of the very strong normal temperature gradients in bound to yield the largest possible extent of the inter-
the near wall part of the attached boundary layer. action and the associated most adverse effect on con-

trol effecLiveness. Such a laminar computxtion will
FinnallY, a surpilsing aspcct (at first glance) of the also yield the minimum boundary lt:ei thickness in
comparison between the coarse and fine gild compu- the "neck" (peak heating) region ust downstream
tations of VKI may be that the predicted extent of of the reattachment compression. This minimum
the interaction is not significantly altered with mesh boundary layer thickness combined with a turbulent
refinement. This, however, should not be viewed computation (starting from the laminar solution at
as a grid-independent prediction of the location of reattachment) will, in turn, yield an upper limit in
the separation point, and the poor performance of heat transfer which, on the basis cf the experimental
the coarse grid computation in the attached flow re- evidence of[ 14,15], may not be significantily exceeded
gions (the flow over which is due to strongly influence even in the presence of significant striation heating.
the interaction/separation characteristics) should be
kept in mind. Finally, it is noted that the 10 nose-down angle of

attack of the configuration has been employed in

- I. . . m
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the "transitional" computation of Fig.15 only as a Mach numbers between 5 and 20 and over a wide
crude modelling of the modest (50um) bluntness of range of Reynolds numbers, have been successfully
the model leading edge in the experiment. This angle correlated.
of attack has been chosen because it yields a pressure
rise on the flat plate upstream of the interaction sim- What is currently not possible by analytical or semi-

ilar to the one induced by the leading edge bluntness, empirical means is the prediction of the location of
the separation point and/or the extent of the sepa-

6. CONCLUSIONS rated region. This is largely due to the promotion of
A compression ramp database has been assembled laminar-turbulent transition by the interaction pro-
from an extensive series of experiments with lami- cess, which implies that the development of a corre-
nar boundary layers approaching the deflected ramps lation law should account for the parameters relevant
in the VKI Mach 6 and 14 hypersonic wind tun- to the transition process that are currently not well
nels. Among these experiments, only the Mach 6, understood.
7.50 ramp experiments of (161 and one Mach 14, 150

ramp case [14] have exhibited fully laminar interac- Finally, on the computational side it has been demon-

tions and are, therefore, particularly suitable for code strated that, in fully laminar interaction cases, full

validation purposes. The remaining cases have also Navier-Stokes solvers are performing very well and

demonstrated that the laminar oncoming boundary may be safely incorporated in the design process,

layers are especially prone to separation, and that provided that grid-independent solutions are obtained

laminar-turbulent transition is promoted by the in- and attention is given to convergence criteria. It has
teraction process, notably by the strong destabilizing been shown that monitoring of the evolution of the
effects of adverse pressure gradient and concave flow location of the separation point with computational
curvature that characterize the reattachment com- cycles forms a more appropriate (and strict) con-
pression. Furthermore, these experiments have pro- vergence criterion than the standard monitoring of

vided a profound insight on the phenomenon of stria- normalized density residuals. Although turbulence

tion heating and have demonstrated, as discussed in modelling within separated flow regions is not yet
[14,15], that the time-averaged local turbulent heat- sufficiently mature to be safely incorporated in the
ing level is not significantly exceeded by peaks in design process and moreover so transition modelling,

the resulting steady spanwise heat transfer variations CFD methods may be employed to provide extreme

even when these are of the order of ±50%. limits for realistic cases where laminar-turbulent tran-
sition is promoted by the reattachment process.

Analytically, viscous pressure interaction combined
with blast wave theory has been found to adequately Specifically, a fully laminar computation may pro-

predict the pressure distribution along flat plates (up- vide a maximum extent of the interaction and yield
stream of the onset of the interaction) induced by the the most detrimental effects on control effectiveness.
growth of the boundary layer and the finite leading Thereafter, "switching-on" a standard, proven tur-

edge bluntness. Free interaction theory performs well bulence model in the attached flow region just down-

in predicting the plateau pressure level within the stream of reattachment will give an upper limit for

separated flow region, and inviscid oblique shock the- the heat transfer distribution on the ramp. It is
ory gives satisfactory predictions for the downstream noted that the (computed) boundary layer thickness
ramp pressure level, as well as for the peak pressure in the "neck" region, that occurs at the end of the
attained at the end of the reattachment compression, reattachment compression, will be smaller in the case
provided that the type of flow compression is qualita- of a laminar development of the boundary/shear layer

tively known (isentropic, two-shock or single inviscid to the reattachment point than would be if the flow
shock compression). was already turbulent upstream of the interaction.

Consequently, the resulting turbulent peak heating
The reference temperature method has been shown level will again represent an upper limit, as it will
to be very successful in predicting the heat trans- correspond to the minimum possible thickness of the
fer distribution over attached flow regions, both up- reattaching boundary layer in the "neck" region.
stream and downstream of the interaction, on the
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SUMMARY Model roll angle, ý =00 for slice on windward
side at positive cc

A closely coupled computational and experimental
aerodynamics research program was conducted on a 1. INTRODUCTION
hypersonic vehicle configuration at Mach 8. Aerodynamic
force and moment measurements and flow visualization Although in recent years the design of flight vehicles has
results were obtained in the Sandia National Laboratories been based increasingly upon computational aerodynamics
hypersonic wind tunnel for laminar boundary layer simulation, wind tunnel experimentation continues to play
conditions. Parabolized and iterative Navier-Stokes the major role in aerodynamic analysis and design. This
simulations were used to predict flow fields and forces and role, however, is changing because of significant
moments on the hypersonic configuration. The basic improvements in the capability of, and confidence in,
vehicle configuration is a spherically blunted 100 cone numerical simulations. For a small class of supersonic and
with a slice parallel with the axis of the vehicle. On the hypersonic flow problems, high-quality numerical
slice portion of the vehicle, a flap can be attached; for this solutions are now believed to represent the physics of the
study, flap deflection angles of 100, 200, and 300 were problem more accurately than a wind tunnel experiment can
used. Comparisons are made between experimental and simulate the free flight conditions. An example of this is
computational results to evaluate the quality of each and to the supersonic or hypersonic, laminar, perfect gas flow
identify areas where improvements are needed. This over a simple geometry at low angle of attack.
extensive set of high-quality experimental force and
moment measurements is recommended for use in the The realization that certain flow fields can be computed
calibration and validation of computational aerodynamics more accurately than they can be measured experimentally
codes, must begin to change the relationship between

computational and experimental aerodynamics. This paper
LIST OF SYMBOLS addresses this changing relationship and seeks to improve

the synergism between computational aerodynamics and
Ca Forebody axial force coefficient, A/(qoS) wind tunnel experimentation. The physical and numerical
Cm Pitch moment coefficient, M/(q,, S Db), approaches can each gain by using the strengths of one

referenced about x/L = 0.5 approach to offset the weaknesses of the other, and vice
Cn Normal force coefficient, N/(q.o S) versa. In this project, experiments and computations were
Db Diameter of the base jointly conducted for hypersonic, perfect gas, laminar flow
L Body length over a hypersonic vehicle geometry. The model geometry
M,,, Freestream Mach number was designed so that it could easily be modified to produce
Po Total pressure a range of flow characteristics. For the simplest
q., Freestream dynamic pressure configuration, we developed higher confidence in the
RL Freestream Reynolds number based on body quality of the computational fluid dynamic (CFD)

length solutions than the experiment. For the more complex
S Reference area, 11.525 in2 (7435.9 mm 2) configurations, however, the reverse was true.

Total temperature
TO Model wall temperature In experiments designed to validate CFD codes,
xcp Axial center of pressure measured from the nose experimentalists must develop a better understanding of the
a Angle of attack, positive when slice on windward assumptions made in the numerical simulation so that

side experiments can be designed that match these assumptions.
8 Flap deflection angle For example, in choosing a body geometry with which to

validate a CFD code, a configuration should be chosen that
eliminates unnecessary numerical difficulties. In the

This work performed at Sandia National Laboratories present experiment, this is achieved by requiring the body

supported by the U. S. Department of Energy under flap to extend to the base plane of the body for all flap

vontract No. DE-AC04-76DP00789. deflections. Although this would be unrealistic in actual
Senior Member Technical Staff, flight vehicle hardware, it allows a great simplification in

Distinguished Member Technical Staff. body geometry description and outflow boundary conditions
in the numerical simulation.
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In this paper, computational and experimental results are
presented for a hypersonic vehicle configuration at Mach 8.
All of the results were obtained in the Sandia Mach 8 long-
duration, blowdown, hypersonic wind tunnel. The basic 7 2 2

vehicle configuration is a spherically blunted cone with a --

slice parallel with the axis of the vehicle. The half-angle 7 --

of the cone is 100, and the ratio of spherical nose radius to - -93,2 All Dirnensons in Inches

base radius is 10%. Flaps of various deflection angles can
be attached to the slice portion of the vehicle; here, 30 '
deflection angles of 100, 200, and 300 were utilized. An ,, 10
extensive uncertainty analysis was conducted to estimate 4 no -hr- Flaps ..

quantitatively the accuracy of the experimental 4

measurement. The Sandia parabolized Navier-Stokes code
is used to generate solutions for the sliced vehicle. For the --- -9

geometry with the flap deflected, reversed flow occurs, and
a time iterative Navier-Stokes code is used to provide
comparisons with the data. A detailed study of grid Figure 1: Wind Tunnel Model
convergence is presented to determine quantitatively the
accuracy of the numerical solutions. A comparison of program; the resulting matrix of second-order interaction
experimental and numerical results for aerodynamic forces coefficients was then used in all data reduction. Check
and moments is discussed. weights were hung periodically throughout the test series

to ensure absence of zero shift or linearity change.
2. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

It was essential to determine base pressure accurately
2.1 Wind Tunnel and Model Geometry because of the relatively large contribution of the base

pressure to the axial force coefficient. Base pressure was
The Sandia National Laboratories blowdown-to-vacuum measured at five locations at varying radial and
hypersonic wind tunnel consists of three contoured circumferential positions on a base plate attached to the
axisymmetric nozzles, arranged like a Gading gun around a sting just aft of the model. The base plate was a sharp-
common hub. The test section Mach numbers are edged plate set aft 0.065 in. (1.65 mm) from, and parallel
nominally 5, 8, and 14, respectively. Each nozzle is to, the model base. The circumferential contour of the
provided with its own electric resistance heater. Dry plate was 0.2 in. (5.08 mm) radially inward from the edge
nitrogen is used as the test gas for Mach 8 operation, for of the base of the model. Care was taken to ensure it did
which the available ranges of po and T0 provide a unit not contact the model at any point for any flow condition
Reynolds number range of 0.8 to 6.2 mil!ion/ft (2.6 to or angle of attack. The five base pressure orifices were
20.3 million/m). The test section has a diameter of 14 in. located on the base plate so that the pressure measured was
(355 mm) and is provided with 8x15 in. (203x381 mm) actually the pressure in the gap between the model and the
schlieren-grade windows on the top, bottom, and sides. base plate. The local pressure on the base plate was
Usable run times are typically 30-60 seconds, depending on assumed to exist at the adjacent point on the base of the
flow Reynolds number, and turnaround time between runs model.
is one hour or less.

To provide thermal boundary conditions of the model
A vehicle geometry was carefully chosen for this project surface for the CFD simulations, thermocouples were
that would allow exploration of the strengths and mounted in the inner surface of the 0.1 in. (2.54 mm) wall,
weaknesses of both numerical simulatioti and physical stainless steel, model. Two thermocouples were mounted
experiments. The selected geometry is a 10% spherically in the plane of symmetry on the slice side of the model,
blunted cone with a slice on the windward side (see Fig. 1). and two were mounted 1800 circumferentially around the
The geometry has two nose tips, a spherically blunted tip model. One pair was located 6 in. (152.4 mm) from the
and a sharp conical tip, to provide additional flexibility in nose, and the other was 7 in. (177.8 mm) from the nose.
altering the boundary layer transition point on the model. The wall temperature during a run at these locations varied
The slice begins at 0.7 of the length of the body, measured from 535 to 590 R (297 to 328 K). Because of the very
from the spherical nose. The model was designed so that high heat transfer rate near the nose, it is certain that the
different flaps can be attached to the aft portion of the slice, surface temperature farther forward was higher than
as noted above. The trailing edge of each flap extended temperatures measured with the thermocouples.
completely to the base of the body.

Shear-stress-sensitive, temperature-insensitive liquid
22 Instrumentation crystals ( 1,21 were used in an attempt to help determine the

state of the boundary layer (laminar, turbulent, or
Forces and moments on the model are derived from a six- transitional) and also to visualize surface flow phenomena.
component, temperature-compensated strain gage balance Given the proper sensitivity to shear stress, these
mounted internal to the model. The axial location of the temperature-insensitive liquid crystals (LCs) change the
balance was chosen so that the center of pressure normally color of reflected white light as the level of shear stress
lay between the balance gages. A careful calibration of the changes. Quantitative calibration of the reflected colors in
balance was performed before the start of the experimental terms of shear stress has not been successful; therefore, the

technique is entirely qualitative.
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2.3 Exierimental Conditions and Data Acquisition pitch mechanism pause time between a changes to ensure
that all base pressures were stable before data acquisition.

As this experiment was designed to be jointly conducted (See Ref. 3 for more details.)
with a numerical simulation, it was important that the
state of the boundary layer was known with confidence. 2.4 Uncertainty of Measurements
Liquid crystals were applied to the surface of the model to
determine whether the boundary layer was laminar or In surveying the literature documenting a wide variety of
turbulent. A Reynolds number of 1.80x10 6 , based on wind tunnel experiments, one rarely finds an analysis
model length, was chosen so that laminar flow was assured conducted to quantify the uncertainty of the measurements.
over the length of the vehicle for all angles of attack (see Many times this lack is justified because of the press of
Section 4.1). The average stagnation conditions were T, = time or budget constraints. In experiments designed to
1106 R (614 K) and p0 = 340 psia (2.34x106 Pa), and validate CFD codes, however, this is strongly believed to
freestream Mach number and dynamic pressure were 7.84 be unacceptable. In experiments of this type, special
and 1.727 psi (1.19lx104 Pa), respectively. Although the attention should be given to constructing the run schedule
measured wall temperature varied during a run, as to maximize information for an uncertainty analysis and
mentioned earlier, the numerical simulations used an then to quantitatively analyze measurement uncertainty.
average wall temperature of 570 R (317 K). Typical uncertainty analyses consider the repeatability of

individual instrumentation components such as freestream
The angle of attack was varied from -10 to 180. The conditions in the test section, strain gages, and pressure
nominal angles of attack at which forces and moments were transducers [4]. It is clear from using this type of procedure
measured were -10, -7, -4, -1, 0., 2, 5, 8, 11, 14, 16, and that certain factors contributing to measurement uncertainty
18'. The roll angle was set at 0 (slice on the windward are not included: for example, uncertainty due to freestream
side), 90, 180, and 2700. The primary purpose for the four flow nonuniformities and the interaction of various
roll angles was to quantify the effect on aerodynamic forces instrumentation components. An innovative procedure was
and moments of any possible flow field nonuniformities in devised in the current effort that is able to quantify the total
the wind tunnel. These multiple roll angles were necessary uncertainty of force and moment measurements. Further,
in estimating the uncertainty bounds on the force and this procedure is able to delineate the uncertainty into two
moment measurements. components; instrumentation uncertainty and test section

flow field nonuniformity. This analysis is an
Listed in Table I is a run schedule for the experiment. As experimentally based statistical estimate of variance
can be seen from the table, several body geometry and roll components of forces and moments.
angles have multiple runs. This was done to aid in the
quantitative uncertainty analysis discussed in the next The instrumentation uncertainty is that uncertainty in body
section. In addition, two different axial locations in the forces and moments caused by all of the following: strain
test section were used. This was done so that uncertainty gage hysteresis, nonlinearity, thermal sensitivity shift, and
due to possible flow field variations from one tunnel thermal zero shift; the analog data acquisition system; the
station to another could be evaluated. It is well known that data reduction software; model pitch, roll, and yaw
axisymmetric nozzles can be subject to significant alignment; run-to-run variations in setting freestream
variations in flow conditions along the nozzle axis. conditions in the test section; and base pressure transducers

and instrumentation for eliminating base drag. That is, the
During preliminary runs, all five base pressures were instrumentation uncertainty combines all uncertainty
recorded at a high data rate and subsequently displayed on a components in the entire experiment except those due to
strip chart recorder to assess the pressure lags in the test section flow field nonuniformity. To calculate the
system. The pressure stabilization times required were instrumentation uncertainty, one compares body force and
significant, up to 4 s after a continuous 10' change in moment measurements for the same physical location in
angle of attack. These data were then used to pre-set the the test section. By examining the run schedule, Table 1,

one can choose run pairs that have the same pitch and roll
Table I: Run Number Summary angles and the same location in the test section, and then

make comparisons between the measured body force and
moment coefficients. Typical run pairs that can be formed

Tunnel Station 7.6 inches are [34,361, 137,73], 156,57], and [74,75]. The total
number of run pairs that can be formed for quantifying the

* (deg.) "o I OP 5=20P 5=300 instrumentation uncertainty is 14.

0 34,36,37,73 63,72 64,71 65,70 Let the difference between an individual force and moment
90 39 66,67 69 68 measurement and the average measurement at each angle of
180 40 55 56,57 58 attack be defined as the local residual, A. For example,
270 41 62 61 590(ACni = (Cnri - (C-n)i i=1,2,...I

Tunnel Station 4.1 inches
where (-) is the average value for each run pair at each

0 74,75 83 82 81 angle of attack and I is the maximum number of angles of
180 76,77 78 79 80 attack that are in common for the run pairs formed. The

_ __ total number of instrumentation residuals, i.e.,
------ --- mcarznc'nt: at each pitch angle, is 320 for each quantity:
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normal force, pitch moment, center of pressure, and axial Although this type of uncertainty analysis is new to wind
force. (See Ref. 3 for more detail.) tunnel data analysis, it is suspected that most wind tunnel

experiments are dominated by flow field uncertainty and not
The uncertainty in body forces and moments due to a instrumentation uncertainty. Table 2 shows that the
combination of instrumentation uncertainty and test section uncertainty in forebody axial force coefficient is 63% due to
flow field nonuniformity can be computed by comparison instrumentation and 37% due to flow. This reversal of
of certain runs. The uncertainty due solely to test section uncertainty contributions compared to the other quantities
flow field nonuniformity, hereafter referred to as flow is believed due to instrumentation inaccuracies in removing
nonuniformity, can be calculated by statistical methods. base drag from the total axial force.
This will be discussed later. Combined instrumentation
and flow nonuniformity uncertainty are calculated by 3. COMPUTATIONAL INVESTIGATION
comparing force and moment measurements when the
model is at physically different locations in the test Two types of numerical approaches were used for
section. By examining the run schedule, Table 1, one finds comparison with, and evaluation of, the experimental
two different ways of attaining different locations in the measurements: a parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) approach
test section. The first method forms run pairs that have the and a time iterative Navier-Stokes approach. The PNS
same roll angle and flap angle, but are at different axial approach is able to tightly couple the viscous and inviscid
stations in the test section. Typical run pairs that can be flows and accurately simulate cross-flow separation. The
formed are [34,74], [37,75], 164,82], and [58,80]. The PNS approach can be used for all supersonic flows as long
total number of run pairs that can be formed in this way is as the axial flow remains in the streamwise direction.
20. Time iterative Navier-Stokes solutions were computed only

in regions where the flow is subsonic or axially separated.
The second method forms run pairs based on mirror A summary of the two solution techniques follows.
symmetry between the model at a roll angle of 00 and
pitched to a positive angle of attack, and the model at a roll 3.1 Blunt Nose Solution for PNS Calculations
angle of 1800 and pitched to the same negative angle of
attack. The mirror symmetry pairs are formed for both To obtain parabolized Navier-Stokes solutions over a blunt
runs at the same axial station. As the maximum negative nosed vehicle, the three-dimensional, subsonic and
angle of attack was A10, the residuals for individual angles supersonic flow over the spherical nose is calculated first
of attack can only be calculated over the range -10 to +100. by using the thin layer, time iterative, Navier-Stokes
Typical run pairs that can be formed are [34,40], [64,561, equations. The three-dimensional Navier-Stokes (NS3D)
[74,76], and [81,80]. The total number of run pairs that code [5,61 is used to compute the flow field around the
can be formed in this way is 19. The total number of nose. The NS3D code provides a starting solution for the
residuals, from both types of run pairs, that combine parabolized Navier-Stokes code, which is used to advance
instrumentation and flow nonuniformity is 740 for each the flow field solution along the body. The NS3D
quantity: normal force, pitch moment, center of pressure, equations are obtained from the unsteady Navier-Stokes
and axial force. equations by neglecting the viscous derivatives in the

streamwise and circumferential directions. The viscous
Table 2 gives the estimated standard deviation, a, (square derivatives are retained only in the normal direction. This
root of the variance estimate) due to instrumentation, flow is referred to as the thin layer model. The same viscous
nonuniformity, and the totai fur etch qua-..:-,-: measured in terms that are dropped in boundary layer theory arc also
the experiment. Also shown in the table is the percent dropped in the thin layer model. However, the vertical
contri'ution due to each of the components identified. In momentum equation is retained, and a constant pressure is
the calculation for the standard deviation for xc8/L, all not imposed through the viscous layer. Unlike boundary
residuals for angles of attack of -1, 0, and +1 were layer theory, the thin layer model avoids the difficulty of
excluded. This was done because it is well known that the matching an inviscid layer with a viscous layer.
uncertainty in x becomes infinite as the normal force and
pitch moment a~roach zero. From Table 2 it can be seen NS3D solvcs the continuity, momentum, and energy
that the uncertainty in Cn, Cm, and x due to the entire equations in a body-fitted, shock-fitted translormed bph~c.
wind tunnel system instrumentation rainges from 9 to 20%, The equations are solved by approximating all partial
whereas that due to flow nonuniformity is 80 to 91%. derivatives by finite difference expressions. The difference

Table 2: Summary of Results for Uncertainty Analysis

Uncertainty Cn Cm xcp/L Ca
. , T y _ c--

a % a % a % %

Instrument 0.474x 10-3  20 0.406x 10-3  19 0.43x10-3  9 0.426xi0-3  63

Flow 0.941x10-3  80 0.851xi0- 3  81 1.322x10- 3  91 0.324x10"3  37

Total 1.054x10, 3 100 0.943x10- 3 100 1.385x10-3 100 0.535x10-3 100



equations are solved by an unsteady, implicit algorithm. The F3D code was used to obtain the flow field solutions
Block tridiagonal systems are inverted in each space for the 100, 200, and 300 flap deflections. The F3D code
coordinate at each time step. The solution is advanced in was used in the continuation mode with an ideal gas
time until a steady-state, i.e., converged, solution is assumed. The flow field grid was provided using the
reached, parabolic grid generator in the SPRINT code. The

SPRINT solution just ahead of the start of the vehicle slice
3.2 Parabolized Navier-Stokes Solution was imposed over the entire flow field grid to be used as a

starting condition for F3D. The F3D code was then
The PNS equations are thin layer Navier-Stokes equations marched in time until a steady-state solution was reached.
with an approximation for the convective flux vector. Convergence was assumed when the normalized residuals
These assumptions permit stable time-like marching of the reached values of 10-6 or less.
equations downstream from initial data. The latter
assumption does not permit calculation of flows that have 3.4 Evaluation of Accuracy of Numerical Simulation
separation in the axial direction. Three-dimensional cross-
flow separation, however, is permitted. The stated To verify quantitatively the accuracy of the computational
approximations are physically justified for high to results, a detailed grid refinement study was performed.
moderate Reynolds number flow past bodies with mild Since the force and moment coefficients were compared
axial geometry changes. with experimental data, they were used as the representative

parameters in the study. In addition, smoothing and
The PNS equations are also solved in a body-fitted, shock- stabilizing parameters were kept to a minimum (zero in
fitted transformed space. The finite difference form of the some cases) during the grid refinement studies. The grid
PNS equations are formulated into an approximately refinement study presented in this paper is an extension of
factored, locally linearized form. The numerical solution is the work presented by Blottner 1201. The grid is refined in
a noniterative, implicit, finite-difference algorithm. The each direction of the three dim,:nsions while holding the
difference equations are treated in vector form, and their other two dimensions fixed. Richardson extrapolation 1211
solution requires a factored sequence of block-tridiagonal is used to obtain an estimated "exac!" solution as the
equations. The equations are solved by inverting the number of grid points approaches infinity. When the
block-tridiagonal systems in the two cross-flow plane parameter of interest, for example axial force coefficient, is
coordinates at each location of the marching coordinate, less than 1% in error fton the estimated exact solution, the
The flow is solved by marching the finite difference grid is considered to be adequately refined for accurate
equations ;n planes normal to the axis of the vehicle. Two predictions of the given parameter.
initial plais of supersonic flow data to start the PNS code
are provided by the NS3D code. The afterbody portion is The grid study was performed for three cases. First, for the
then solved by marching the PNS equations along the oody forecone of the sliced vehicle (forward of x/L = 0.7) at at =
up to the base of the vehicle. 0); second, for the forecone of the sliced vehicle at a =

160; and third, for the sliced portion of the vehicle (aft of
The Sandia PaRabolized Improved Navier-Stokes Technique x/L = 0.7) at a = 160. The forecone solutions were refined
(SPRINT) code [71, currently in use at Sandia, is an separately from the aft portion of the vehicle. This was
extensively modified version of the Air Force Wright done because the two portions of the SPRINT solutions
Aeronautical Laboratory parabolized Navier-Stokes code were obtained separately. The sliced portion of the vehicle
[81. It is based upon the work of Schiff and Steger [91 and solution was obtained by restarting the SPRINT .code just
others 110-121. Sandia has spent several years developing ahead of the slice and respacing the flow field grid to march
and verifying the SPRINT ,.ode by comparing it with on the slice. (See Ref. 22 for details on error analysis.)
experimental data. The code has predicted forces and
moments, surface pressure, and heat transfer for different Table 3: Grid Convergence Study
reentry vehicles and flow conditions 113-161.

3.3 Continuation Navier-Stokes Solution
Case JMAX KMAX LMAX Selected Grid

It was anticipated that the sliced vehicle with a large flap (axial) (circum.) (radial) J x K x L
deflection would generate a reversed flow region upstream
of the flap. To calculate the flow in this region, the a 00 769 3 97
SPRINT code was marched to a point ahead of the reversed Foteone 385 3 49 385 x 3 x 49
flow region, and a time iterative Navier-Stokes solution 193 3 25
was used to provide the solution over the separated region.
The separated region was solved using the F3D code, which
was developed by Steger [171 and others (18,191. Itsolves a = 160 769 97 97
the same set of thin layer Navier-Stokes equations described Forecone 385 49 49 385 x 49 7,. 49
for NS3D, but using a different numerical scheme. The 193 25 25
F3D code uses an implicit approximately factored scheme
that uses central differences in the circumferential and a = 160 769 193 97
normal directions and upwinding in the strearnwise Sliced 385 97 49 193 x 49 x 49
direction. The streamwise flux vector has been eigen split, Portion 193 49 25
allowing the use of backward and forward difference
operators.
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Table 3 shows the selected values L: JMAX. KMAX, and 1 ".

LMAX for the grid study. Solutions were obtained for all - ph16. Fo. .. C_. JMAX---769. LMAX=97

three values of JMAX while using fixed values of KMAX . 10 -0-- Alph-=16. Fo .. n. C,. JIAX--769, 1MAX=9,

and LMAX. Solutions were obtained while varying E) - S.,,, JMAX~]86. t)4X:6?

KMAX and LMAX in a similar manner. As shown in Wp S-,r' C AX=3.. L.AX97.

Figs. 2-4. the fixed values were always twicer te converged 3 to°
grid values shown in Table 3 for each c,.- The value for .-

KMAX was held constant at 3 for '- t= 00 solutions S .0
because the solution is axisymmetric and the SPRINT code
uses cylindrical coordinates. o

3.5 Grid Refinemert Results .

The percent e~iors for each case and force and moment 10 o0-

coefficient are plotted in Figs. 2 through 4. The validity of Circumferential Grid Points. KMAX
Richardson extrapolation for the grid sizes used is
demonstrated by noting that the slope of the lines in the Figure 3: Error in Numerical Force and Moment
figures should be the same as the order of the solution. Coefficients vs. KMAX
For the lines shown in Fig. 2, the slope should be -1. For
the lines shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the slope should be -2. 1oAT,-- Alph:=O, ibre-.ne C,. JMJAX--"769, KMAX=3

The points shown in Fig. 2 exhibit the expected behavior A.. p• •. For-e... C, JMAX- .6 KMAX-97
-Z--- Alpha=16. Fore-on. C. JA4AX=696 K)AX=97

except for the normal force and pitch moment curves for h o-JphAX 6. F--- SA. 6 KIMA•X=7•
the forecone at a = 160. It is felt that any nonlinearity is 10 Aph. 16. C.,., JMAX= 6. )0%A66=97

probably due to required values of smoothing and --.- Alph16.l Shh ' CAX385" KMAX=97

stabilizing parameters in the SPRINT solutions. Similar
results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for the refinement in 10
KMAX and LMAX. The accepted values for JMAX, 2
KMAX, and LMAX for each portion of the body are shown L4
in the last column of Table 3. 10

In addition to computing the exact solution in each
direction as if it were a one-dimensional problem, the exact Io-
solution was computed using Richardson extrapolation. Id lo'
The percent error from the three-dimensional "exact" Hody to Shock Grid Points. LMAX

solution was computed to determine if the selected grid
parameters produced answers that fell within the accepted Figure 4: Error in Numerical Force and Moment
error. For all three cases, the solutions using the selected Coefficients vs. LMAX
grid sizes shown in Table 3 fell within the 1% bound for
the fully three-dimensional error estimate.

To anticipate the more complex flow when the flap was
deflected, the number of c;,":umferential grid points was
arbitrarily increased from 49 to 91 (in the half-plane).
Figure 5 shows the vehicle surface grid used for the 8 =

300 SPRINT/F73D solutions. It was felt that 91
circumferential grid points would adequately resolve the
flow in the region of the flap, but, as opposed to the !,U

-- 0- llph&=16. Foroner C.. KMAX=97. LMAX=o9 7
-- Alpha=16. For-noe Cm, KMAX=97. LMAX=97

i-- Alph.:I6. Siir_. n,. KMAX=9, LMAX 97SAlph.10. Sit-. C,. KMAXB97. LMAX=97

- Alph*=,6. sit-, ,. KMAX-7. LMAX=97 Figure 5: Surface Grid for 30" Flap Deflection,

d xo*"KMAX = 91 in half-plane

Zz. ! previous quantitative error analysis, this was purely

intuitive. Grid refinement studies were not performed
using the F3D code due to the large computing costs. The
number of axial points was thinned (SPRINT used 193)

-e .... " ................. because of computer memory limitations. The number of
S1l iG t points selected for the axial direction for F3D was 93 (from
Streamwlse Grid Points, JMAX the start of the slice to the end of the flap). To capture the

Figure 2: Error in Numerical Force and Moment outer bow shock in F3D, 10 additional radial grid points
Coefficients vs. JMAX were added, yielding 59.

L II~
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4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS waves have been observed previously by McDevitt and
Mellenthin [24] and Adams [251 in transition studies on

4.1 Laminar Flow Determination hypersonic cones. They are actually stationary vortices
near the model surface that occur during the initial

As this experiment was designed to be a CFD validation instability of the boundary layer before transition. This
experiment for laminar flow, it was crucial to choose the inflectional instability has been analyzed by Tobak [261 and
proper Reynolds number. It was hoped that the liquid others. At a Reynolds number of 3.5x106, these waves
crystal color change diagnostic technique would provide again appeared, but they began at x/L = 0.6 and continued
this information, but a satisfactory color change due to to the base of the body. To attain fully laminar flow, even
shear stress alone was not achieved. The two most at the highest angle of attack, the Reynolds number was
sensitive liquid crystals available were used, but they did again reduced, this time to 1.8x10 6 . At this condition,
not produce the color range desired because of the low these stationary vortices could be only faintly seen near the
surface shear stress at the test conditions. They were, base of ie body at a = 150. Therefore, this Reynolds
however, still very useful in determining laminar and number was used for all force and moment measurements.
turbulent flow because of their surface flow visualization
capability. 4.2 Slice-Only Configuration

Initial boundary layer determination runs were made with a As discussed earlier, the slice-only configuration represents
freestream Reynolds number (based on model length) of a sufficiently simple geometry, with a laminar boundary
5.Ox 106. Boundary layer studies were made at both 0 and layer and only attached flow at low angle of attack. This
150 angle of attack as it is known that transition can be allows the CFD solution to be computed more accurately
triggered by crossflow [23]. At this Reynolds number the than the complete wind tunnel instrumentation system can
surface flow pattern of the liquid crystals showed a distinct measure the forces and moments. Therefore, this case
surface flow wave pattern at a = 15'. These waves were actually represents a validation of the physical experiment.
first distinguishable at about x/L = 0.45 and extended to the For the slice-only confguration, the numerical simulations
base of the model. They were standing waves at an angle were shown to contain an absolute error of less :ban 1% for
of roughly 350 to the local surface shear stress. These all force and moment quantities for this configuration.
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Figure 6 shows the comparisons between the experimental 4.3 Flap Deflection of 100
and numerical results for the slice-only configuration.
Figure 6, and every figure showing force and moment The sliced vehicle with a 100 flap deflection represents a
measurements, shows data from every run having the same geometry where the SPRINT solutions begin to come into
model configuration (see Table 1). That is, plotted in each question. For a 100 flap deflection, the laminar boundary
figure are data from runs that have the same configuration, layer may axially separate ahead of the flap, and there will
but at both tunnel axial stations and at a roll a&',le of certainly be cross-flow separation in the corner formed by
1800. The 0 = 1800 are referred to as mirror symmetry the side of the flap and the slice. For this reason, the F3D
(MS) runs in the figures. For example, runs 40, 76, and code was also used to obtain the flow field solutions over
77 in Fig. 6 ar; plotted with the 0 = 0 runs by setting a = the deflected flaps.
- (X, Cn =C, and C =C . The slice was located on
the windwarR side orthe ve'Iicle for positive angles of Figures 7 and 8 show the comparisons between the
attack and on the leeward side of the vehicle for negative experiment and the NS3D/SPRINT and NS3D/SPRINT/
angles of attack. The solid line in the figureb is a F3D codes for the body with 100 flap deflection. In these
parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) calculation using the figures the NS3D/SPRINT combination is referred to aý
Sandia code SPRINT. Figure 6a shows excellent SPRINT, and the NS3D/SPRINT/F3D is referred to Ls
agreement between computations and experiment for the F3D. Agreement between the SPRINT and F3D codes and
normal force coefficient over the entire range of angle of the experimental data for normal force is quite good and
attack. similar to that for the vehicle with no flap. For the axial

force coefficient, Fig. 8, the F3D code shows noticeably
Figures 6b and 6c show computations and experimnt for better agreemei', with the data than SPRINT. This is
the pitch moment coefficient and center of pressure, expected because of the reversed flow region ahead of the
respectively.* It is noted from Fig. 6b that the PNS flap. The SPRINT code overpredicts the pressure on the
solution is in excellent agreement with the measurements flap, which results in a high prediction for axial force
for low angle of attack, but at large angle of attack, the coefficient. The SPRINT solutions were harder to obtain
computations are up to 8% larger (negatively) than the with the flap deflection as compared to the sliced body and
measurements. This disagreement could be due to either required additional numerical damping and stabilizing
slight flow nonuniformities across the test section or parameters. SPRINT obviously could not predict the
inaccuracies in the computations for separated flow on the
leeside of the body. If the disagreement is due to 0.6
nonuniformities in the test section flow field, this could be "30
verified, and eliminated, by inserting the actual measured 0. PRINt
flow field from the wind tunnel into the computations. 0.4 ' Rn.72
Future plans for this joint computational/experimental 0 Run 831

program call for a detailed recalibration of the test section o Ru 7 ,
which will include accurate measurements of the Mach
number, pressure, and flow angularity. The actual flow J
field of the wind tunnel could then be used as nonuniform 0.0
shock boundary conditions in the computational
simulations. -0.2

Figure 6d shows computational and experimental results
for the forebody (pbs = P.) axial force coefficient. -04

Theory and experiment are in very good agreement over the -10 -5 0 5 o0 55 20

entire angle of attack range. Note that the +2a uncertainty Angle of Attack (Deg.)

bound calculated from the uncertainty analysis is larger for Figure 7: Normal Force Coefficient for 100 Flap
C than for the other aerodynamic parameters. This is Deflection
Oieved to be primarily due to uncertainty in measuring
base pressure. In preliminary experimental work, not o ... .
allowing adequate time for all the base pressure readings to [ .

0 15 ... SPRINTstabilize during the pitch sweep was found to be the Run .. 3
Run 83dominant contributor to axial force measurement Run 3.

uncertainty. The model pitch timing sequence was then R n M
adjusted to minimize this source of error. For hypersonic 013 * Run7n

wind tunnels that use a continuous pitch sweep technique
or have very short run times, base pressure stabilization
through any tubing length may not be possible. This may Ol
require miniature, fast response, surface mounted, base
pressure transducers with very high sensitivity for o0o

S" ' " he 009



axially separated flow in front of the flap, but it did predict 4.4 Flap Deflections of 20°.nd 39
an attached flow. Users of PNS codes are cautioned that a
solution may be attainable even thkugh physically there is Figare 10 presents computational and experimental results
a thin reversed flow region. for axial force coefficient for a flap deflection of 8 = 200.

The comparisons at positive angles of attack disagree by as
Figure 9 shows a comparison of the experimental oil flow much as 10%. The axial force comparisons are in good
and particle trace lines predicted by the F3D code for zero agreement for the negative angles of attack. This is only
ingle of attack and a 100 flap deflection. The experimental fortuitous, however, because the low pressure on the
surface flow visualization shows an axially separated flow leeward side of the vehitle causes a loss in effectiveness of
region ahead of and onto the flap. Comparing the the flap. The F3D solutions have been carefully examined,
experimental oil flow and the computational traces, it is and shortcomings in neither the numerical approximations
seen that the code accurately predicts the forward extent of nor the grid structure can be found. It is possible tha. the
the separated flow region, but the lateral (spanwise) extent flow from the base needs to be coupled with the solution
is under predicted. The F3D code predicts a thin layer of over the rest of the vehicle. If this is true, this could
negative axial velocities at the last axial solution plane. significantly increase the complexity and cost of CFD
This implies that the flow never reattaches onto the flap solutions that have this type of flow.
and flow is moving onto the flap from the base of the
vehicle. The F3D code does not solve the region on the Figures 11 and 12 show results for the center of pressure
base and, therefore, the solutions become questionable. and axial force coefficient for the 300 flap deflection. It is
The code uses an outflow boundary condition which seen from Fig. 11 that the computational results for the
dictates that the last plane of data be the same as the next center of pressure are in error up to 0.071. for positive
to last plane. This is a first order boundary condition that angles of attack. The F3D code also disagrees with the
could be improved, axial force coefficient measurements, Fig. 12, by as much

as 20% at positive angles of attack. The F3D surface grid
definition used 91 points in the circumferential half-plane,
but this may not be sufficient to accurately compute the
three-dimensional flow off the sides of the slice and flap.
The spanwise pressure variation was inspected in the region
of the flap, and it appears reasonable for this type of flow.
The magnitude of the pressure is seriously questioned,
however, because the computational results for axial force
are much larger than the experiment. Another factor that
may enter into the disagreement between computations and
experiment is that reattachment of the free-shear layer onto
the flap is probably turbulent. Transition and turbulent
flow are not in the present numerical simulation.

In an attempt to identify the computational shortcomings,
two additional computations were made. First, the F3D
solution at ca = 80 and 5 = 300 was allowed to converge an
additional 800 time steps beyond the typical 800 time steps
required to achieve the previously stated convergence. This
had no appreciable effect on center of pressure or axial force
coefficient predictions. An additional calculation was made
with 151 grid points circumferentially in the half-plane for

a) Experimental Surface Flow : = 80 and 5 = 300, but this did not significantly affect the

Sii ... .. . .. ... 0.200

Run 56

Conn5
0,150 u-n 7
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12 , shock/boundary layer/separated flow interaction. Other
M- tad 5 CFD researchers are encouraged to predict these flow fields

Run 65 and compare with the experimental data.:, Run 70

1.0 o Rn 7. ~~Run 0

Rn_5_ Experimental investigators should take a more
0.6 constructively critical view toward their measurements,

particularly for CFD validation experiments. They should
"identify and quantify components of uncertainty through

0.6 detailed uncertainty analyses. Likewise, numerical
simulations should routinely include error analyses. With

0.4 the strengths and weaknesses of each approach openly
discussed, a more beneficial and productive relationship can
be developed in the future.
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1. SUMMARY Finally, the process of developing validated analysis tools
Critical issues concerning the modeling of low density will be described as represented by selected examples of the
hypervelocity flows where thermochemical nonequilibrium ongoing research program in the Aerothermodynamics
effects are pronounced are discussed. Emphasis is on the Branch of the NASA Ames Research Center.
development of validated analysis tools, and the activity in
the NASA Ames Research Center's Aerothermodynamics
Branch is described. Inherent in the process is a strong 3. CHARACTERISTICS OF REAL GAS
synergism between ground test and real gas CFD. Approaches The character of a real gas is described by the internal degrees
to develop and/or enhance phenomenological models and of freedom and state of constituent molecules; nitrogen and
incorporate them into computational flow field simulation oxygen for air. The internal energy states, rotation,
codes are discussed. These models have been partially vibration and electronic, of the molecules are excited and, in
validated with experimental data for flows where the gas the limit, the molecular bonds are exceeded and the gas
temperature is raised (compressive flows). Expanding flows, dissociated into atomic and, possibly, ionic constituents.
where temperatures drop, however, exhibit somewhat The process of energy transfer causing excitation,
different behavior. Experimental data for these expanding dissociation and recombination is a rate process controlled
flow conditions is sparse and reliance must be made on by particle collisions. Binary, two-body, collisions are
intuition and guidance from computational chemistry to sufficient to cause internal excitation, dissociation and
model transport processes under these conditions. Ground ionization while three-body collisions are required to
based experimental studies used to provide necessary data for recombine the particles into molecular constituents. If the
model development and validation are described. Included are rates of energy transfer are fast with respect to the local fluid
the performance characteristics of high enthalpy flow dynamic time scale the gas is in, or nearly in, equilibrium. If
facilities, such as shock tubes, ballistic ranges the energy transfer rates are very slow the gas can be

described as frozen. In all other instances, wherein any of the
energy exchange rates are comparable to the local fluid time

2. INTRODUCTION scale, the gas will be thermally or chemically reacting and out
The development of validated analysis tools for hypersonic of equilibrium.
flows involves a process in which real-gas CFD development
and application and experimental testing are performed hand- Each of these definitive states of a real gas, equilibrium,
in-hand, synergistically, until the validation is complete. frozen, reacting, can be applied to a gas undergoihg
Hypersonic flows inherently involve real gas phenomena. compression and heating, such as the gas flowing through a
The validation of CFD tools requires considerations strong shock ahead of a bluff body, or to an expanding and
associated with perfect gas CFD validation plus consideration cooling gas, such as a gas flowing away from a stagnation
of additional complexities associated with real gas region of a bluff body or a gas expanding into a base region.
phenomena. These complexities include thermal and In the first case the gas will be thermally excited and
chemical time scales, multiple gas species, internal energy dissociate and ionize; in the second, the atomic constituents
flow variables and properties, and coupled fluid/chemical will recombine and internal energy states will relax to lower
processes. energy levels.

That it is not possible to fully simulate real gas hypersonic A real gas implies the existence of any, or all, of the above
flight conditions in ground test facilities is axiomatic. states. This includes the possibility that a real gas can look
Ground test experiments must be carefully selected to validate identical to a perfect gas or a chemically frozen gas. In a real
basic principles and concepts in CFD codes. It is necessary gas flow the model scale is a primary test variable. The
to use CFD in the design of experiments, in the definition of possibility exists to generate a spectrum of "real gas" test
the test environment, in the development, application and conditions at a single geometrically similar test point. These
interpretation of diagnostics, and in the analysis of the test flows can vary from frozen to equilibrium flow.
results as a whole. The resulting test data will then form a
basis for validating the process and the CFD tools. The CFD For chemically frozen flow there is little value to "real gas"
codes can be used to extrapolate to flight conditions. And, experimentation on the nose region; if the flow is frozen at
finally, flight experiments are required to confirm the process the stagnation point it will remain frozen as it expands about
as a whole. the blunt nose and over the afterbody where it may
These concepts will be developed, in part, in this paper and equilibrate. Nose region information for such a flow will be
illustrative examples will be presented. First, the problem identical to perfect gas wind tunnel results and can be
will be characterized in terms of aspects of real gas behavior predicted reliably within the limits of our knowledge of
and features associated with high enthalpy, hypervelocity thermodynamic and transport properties. Afterbody data,
ground test facilities. Next, the importance of real gas however, may be of somewhat greater interest, particularly
ohenomena will be discussed as it relates to both aerodynamic data describing flow over secondary surfaces which may
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gas accelerations are not isentropic. Realistic CFD models of
Similarly for chemical equilibrium flow, "real gas" the expansion process must be used in conjunction with
experiments are not required. In this case, the extrapolation critical (but not exhaustive) instrumentation to fully define
from a perfect gas to a real gas is straightforward, involving the free stream. The fluid-dynamic and thermodynamic state
appropriate thermodynamic and transport properties for the of chemically reacting air (including the species N, 0, N2.
reacting gas species. 02, and NO) in the HFFAF 16-inch shock tunnel were

characterized accounting for viscous effects in an
Between the two limits, in the region of reacting gas flows, is axisymmetric nozzle. These results are compared in fig. I
the greatest uncertainty and the greatest need for test data. with conventional quasi one-dimensional real gas
Facilities required for CFD validation of high enthalpy flows simulations to identify the magnitude of viscous and
are devices capable of generating a reacting gas flow over geometric effects in a real-gas environment. Complete
configurations of interest and must have sufficient calibration of a real gas nozzle expansion process can only
diagnostics to describe the character and behavior of the flow, be achieved through this collaboration between inciteful.

limited measurements and increasingly accurate CFD models
of the expansion process. Complex real gas flows require the

4. REAL GAS TEST FACILITIES use of full test section calibrations with the key
In principle, there are two ways to create relative motion measurements being the free stream density and static
between the test article and the air; accelerate the air as in a temperature. CFD validation must include facility simulation;
shock tunnel or accelerate the model as in a ballistic range. we must not pretend to simulate flight with flow accelerated
Both techniques are being employed at present and both are ground tests.
needed to give insight into real gas phenomena. The two
concepts have also been combined to create even higher
relative speeds as in the NASA Ames Hypersonic Free Flight 5, REAL GAS EFFECTS
Aerodynamic Facility (HFFAF) wherein a large shock tunnel
is utilized to provide counterflow to an aeroballistic range. 5.1 Aerodynamic Performance

Real gas effects are important in the determination of vehicle
Ballistic ranges represent a unique capability for real gas aerodynamic performance, e.g. aerodynamics coefficients,
testing of configurations. They present the only control surface behavior, onset of transition and
experimental technique by which real gas viscous interaction relaminarization. One example that illustrates this is the
effects can be observed. Shock tunnels, because of the nature aerodynamic performance of the Space Shuttle during entry.
of their expansion process, do not generate sufficiently high
test Mach numbers where viscous interaction phenomena The Space Shuttle orbiter flight test program has required the
would be important. aerodynamicist to take a new approach in determining flight

characteristics. The initial series of flights of the orbiter
To date, most data presented from ballistic range facilities were heavily instrumented for the purpose of obtaining
have been integrated aerodynamic data on simple geometric accurate aerodynamic data. The flight data derived from the
configurations Early efforts by Welch1 demonstrated a entry Mach range provided for comparisons between flight
significant real gas effect on the center-of-pressure and and wind tunnel derived predicted data in the areas of both
moment data. More recent data by Strawa 2 "4 continue these aerodynamic performance and longittdinal trim. Romere and
studies. Validation requires not only such overall Whitnah 8 examined these data and showed that, in the
aerodynamic data but also distributions of local flow field continuum flight regime (altitudes below about 85 kin), lift
quantities within the shock and boundary layer of the tested and drag were smaller during the orbiter flights than
configuration. Aerodynamic coefficient data are determined predictions based on ground test in perfect gas wind tunnels.
through the motions of the model down the length of the The center of pressure (CP) is displaced forward by as much as
tube. Drag and static moment can be determined in about half 0.7% of the overall fuselage length compared with
a period of motion, lift coefficient requires 1.5 to 2 cycles, predictions based on perfect gas observations. This result,
and damping coefficients require even more. Recent advances which is attributed to real gas effects, is quite large
(Yates?) in automated data taking and data reduction considering the fact that the full deflection of the control
techniques have resulted in significant improvements in the surfaces were expected to produce a CP shift of, at most, about
accuracy of aerodynamics coefficients and in the efficiency 1% of the overall length. A plot showing the comparison of
through which they are determined. CP location determined from flight data with preflight

predictions is shown in fig. 2. Griffith and Maus 9 show that
In-stream flow field data can be determined from in-flight the observed discrepancy is due, at least in part, to the high
shadowgraphs and laser holographic interferometry 6 .7, temperature real gas effects.
These data provide quantitative information on shock shape
and position, turbulence onset, and instream density Rakich et ao10 explain this phenomenon by performing a
distribution and provide complementary data to the integrated computational study of real gas flows over simple wedges and
aerodynamics coefficients to provide data for CFD validation cones and the flow over the orbiter forebody. The
purposes. An obvious advantage of ballistic range testing is nonequilibrium flow behavior over a pointed cone at zero
that the free stream is accurately characterized and can incidence is described in a qualitative manner as shown in fig.
precisely simulate the flight environment. 3 which illustrates the variation in bow shock shape and a

typical species, i.e. atomic oxygen, distribution over the
Shock tunnels currently offer the only means of producing conical forebody. Even though the body is conical, the flow
both the total enthalpy and pressure levels representative of has a scale that depends on the time constant for pertinent
flight beyond Mach 10. Shock tubes and shock tunnels do species reactions. Near the apex of the cone there is a region
not precisely simulate flight environment, however, and flow where time is insufficient for reactions to occur. Here the
accelerated test facilities require the freestream to be defined, flow is conical and the species concentrations are nearly
In supersonic test facilities this has been accomplished frozen at their free stream values. As the fluid moves
through the use of isntropic flow expansion models. Real downstream of the apex the species begin to thermalize and
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the flow is out of equilibrium. Far downstream all of the was asserted above, a portion of the forebody flowfield is in
reactions have equilibrated, and even those reactions induced thermo-chemical nonequilibrium. This can be seen by
locally by the bow shock equilibrate in a short distance considering the trajectory of a control volume of air that
relative to the larger shock standoff distance. A quantitative enters the shock layer. The translational modes of this
description is shown in fig. 4 where the computed variation volume of gas are heated strongly as it passes through the
of bow shock angle is shown for a 30 degree half angle wedge bow shock wave. The translational modes transfer their
at conditions corresponding to an altitude of 65.5 km and a energy to the other internal energy modes of the molecules
flight speed of 6.7 km/s. These conditions are typical of the through inter-molecular collisions. Also chemical reaction of
high laminar heating portion of the orbiter entry trajectory. the gas species occur such as dissociation and ionization.
And finally, in fig. 5 is shown the computed shock shapes for These processes require a series of intermolecular collisions
the orbiter forebody for both a perfect gas and reacting gas. for equilibrium to be reached. Thus as the volume element of
These computations correspond to a flight speed of 6.7 km/s, gas is convected through the shock layer, these energy
and altitude of 65.5 km, and an angle of incidence of 30 exchanges and chemical reactions occur at a finite rate until.
degrees. at some point on the streamline, equilibrium is achieved.

Therefore, there will be significant thermo-chemical
Recently, Park and Yoon 1 1 performed a computational study nonequilibrium near the bow shock wave and equilibrium will
of real-gas effects on airfoil aerodynamic characteristics. The be approached a large distance along the fluid element's
results of this study showed that the aerodynamic lift and drag streamline. The rate at which equilibration is realized is
coefficients are consistently reduced by thermochemical real dependent on the free-stream density and speed, or altitude and
gas phenomena, and that, for air, the behavior can be Mach number. A parameter that quantifies the degree of
represented by a value of g less than the perfect gas value of chemical nonequilibrium for a particular condition is the
1.4. The computed center of pressures were observed to shift Damkohler number, the ratio of the fluid time scale to the
forward due to the thermochemical phenomena, but the extent chemical time scale; a similar parameter may be derived for
of the shift is also sensitive to geometry and angle of attack, the relaxation of energy modes.
and cannot be represented by a fixed value for g. The
calculated results are illustrated in fig. 6 for an airfoil of chord The second important effect in the forebody region is the
length 10 m, at an altitude of 74 ki/ a speed of 7 kmn.s, and an interaction of the wall with the thermally excited and reacted
angle of incidence of 40 degrees. These results are in gas in the boundary layer. At the high altitudes the Reynolds
qualitative agreement with the data obtained during the entry number is relatively small (typically on the order of 104
flights of the Space Shuttle orbiter. Included are results for a based on free-stream conditions and nose radius). Thus the
reacting air gas, and results for perfect gas at constant g boundary layer will be thick and viscous effect. w'l dominate
values of 1.4 and 1.2. It can be seen that the constant g of much of the flowfield. Also, as the boundary layer is
1.2 solution agrees well with real gas predictions for lift and influenced by the cool wall, chemical reactions can be slowed
drag but fails to adequately represent the CP shift between a or halted in the vicinity of the wall. The wall can also interact
real gas solution and g of 1.4 solution. chemically with the flowfield due to catalytic effects that

promote the recombination of reacted species at the wall.
5.2 Aerothermal Heating Thus the inclusion of viscous effects for hypersonic bluff
Real gas thermochemical nonequilibrium processes are also forebody flowfield analyses is mandatory. At high altitudes,
important in the determination of aerodynamic heating; both the usual assumption of perfect thermal accommodation and
convective (including wall catalytic effects) and radiative no-slip at the wall breaks down. Therefore, for some
heating. To illustrate this we consider the hypervelocity flow conditions, temperature and velocity slip effects must also be
over a bluff body typical of an atmospheric entry vehicle or included.
an aerospace transfer vehicle (ASTV.)

Another effect related to the low density regime in which
The qualitative aspects of a hypersonic flowfield over a bluff ASTV's would operate is the thickening of the bow shock
body are discussed in two parts, forebody and afterbody, with wave to encompass a large volume of the flowfield. The bow
attention to which particular physical effects must be included shock wave is several mean-free-paths thick and at high
in an analysis. This will indicate what type of numerical altitudes, this implies that the bow shock thickness is an
modeling will be adequate in each region of the flow. appreciable fraction of the shock standoff distance and can

merge with the thick boundary layer. For these thick shock
5.2.1 Forebody Flowfield waves, relaxation of internal modes occurs within the shock
A bluff forebody flowfield, illustrated schematically in Fig. 7, wave; this effect munt be included in any analysis where
is dom;nated by the presence of the strong bow shock wave rarefaction occurs. Also it has been shown that the Navier-
and the consequent heating, and chemical reaction of the gas. Stokes equations under-predict the shock thickness and
At high altitude hypersonic flight conditions the thermal misrepresent the separation between the density and
excitation and chemical reaction of the gas occur slowly temperature profiles within a shock wave (Fiscko and
enough that a significant portion of the flowfield is in a state Chapmanl 2 ). Thus for some regimes the predicted shock
of thermo-chemical nonequilibrium. A second important thickness using Navier-Stokes solvers is suspect.
effect is the presence of the thick boundary layer along the
forebody surface. In this region there are large thermal and 5.2.2 Afterbody Flowfield
chemical species gradients due to the interaction of the gas The flow about an afterbody, illustrated in Fig. 8, is
with the wall. Also at high altitudes the shock wave and the dominated by two phenomena; the presence of the rapid
bound iry layer may become so thick that they merge; in this expansion as the highly compressed gas flows around the
case the entire shock layer is dominated by viscous effects, shoulder of the vehicle and the related initiation of separation

of the gas near the vehicle corner. These two effects require
A gas is in thermal nonequilibrium if, for a given density and specific modeling approaches and capabilities.
internal energy, it is in a thermodynamic state where the
internal energy modes cannot be characterized by a unique The expansion, which is dominated by inviscid effects, has
temperature, and is in chemical nonequilibrium if its chemical the effect of rapidly lowering the translational temperature,
state does not satisfy chemical equilibrium conditions. As
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density and pressure of the gas. However, the chemical state and density distribution (i.e. by holographic interferograms)
of the gas and the temperatures that characterize the energy in as well as quantitative information in the form of
the internal modes will tend to remain constant, or frozen. aerodynamic coefficients including lift, drag and pitching
This results in a flow where the vibrational and electronic moment. The use of a combination of CFD with experiment
temperatures of the gas are far higher than the translational has proven most effective in the interpretation of free-flight
temperature and where the gas is more dissociated and excited data. For example, in a recent study on trim angle for the
than predicted by equilibrium conditions. As the gas flows NASA Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE) vehicle 5 , there
downstream, recombination occurs slowly and the vibrational was insufficient free-flight data for determining high order
temperature rises still higher; a result of a portion of the terms for series expansion representation of aerodynamic
chemical energy of recombination being put into the coefficients . In order to extract information from the
vibrational modes of the gas. This can cause the gas to radiate experimental data, the curvature of the function describing the
significantly in the afterbody region. Another important moment coefficient was required. This curvature was
effect present in the inviscid, expanded region is the presence developed using CFD. For the analysis of data from the NASA
of species gradients across the wake. This is caused by some Ames HFFAF aeroballistic range the higher order terms in the
portion of the gas having passed through a relatively weak aerodynamic coefficient expansion were determined from CFD
oblique shock wave where reactions are weak, and another simulations; only the lower order terms were found using a
part of the gas having passed through the strong forebody six-degree-of-freedom, weighted, least squares procedure. The
shock where reactions are strong. Thus the gas near the center resulting experimental aerodynamic coefficients and trim
of the wake tends to be more dissociated than that in its angles agree with those computed by CFD. The effective
extremities and consequently g, the ratio of specific heats, specific heat ratio for the HFFAF was determined by matching
varies across the wake. the bow shock shape and stand-off distance with CFD perfect

A second inviscid effect associated with the wake structure is gas, constant effective y, flowfield simulations at the HFFAF
Ah reseondinisc d effectk assocAsted ow epd wak d I test conditions. Results of these comparisons are shown in
the presence of a wake shock. As the flow expands around the fig. 9 in which the CFD simulation bow shock is identified by
shoulder of the vehicle, some of it is directed toward the coalescence of isobars.
centerline of the body. However, this supersonic flow must
change direction and a reflecting shock and an oblique shock AFE model moment coefficient data from the HFFAF are
wave is formed. The gas becomes compressed in this region, compared with data from two NASA Langley hypersonic cold
yet the vibrational and electronic temperatures remain high flow facilities, the 31-inch Mach 10 tunnel and the CF4due to freezing, and the gas may radiate significantly. tunnel , in fig. 10. Each of the three facilities can be

The location of the separation on the back face of the bluff identified by an effective y. 1.2 for HFFAF, 1.34 4'ý- the Mach

body is affected by: the state of the boundary layer on the 10 tunnel, and 1.11 for the CF4 tunnel. The measured tim
shoulder, the Reynolds number, whether the flow is turbulent angles are 14.7, 17 and 12 degrees, respectively.
or laminar, the ratio of specific heats, and the body geometry.
For many cases of interest, particularly at high altitude, the By minimizing the uncertainty in trim angle, design
flow can remain attached over a significant portion of the tolerances can be tightened and vehicle configurations can be
vehicle's afterbody. The location of separation influences the optimized for specific mission requirements. By using a
dimension of the recirculation zone and the strength of the combination of CFD analysis and ground-based experiments,
shear-layer that forms between the recirculating gas and the the real-gas effects can be simulated, analysis tools validated,
external, rapidly expanding, supersonic flow. The and flight conditions can be estimated with some confidence.
recirculation zone entrains gas that was in the forebody In many cases the aeroballistic range can be used to simulate
boundary layer which is relatively cool but highly actual flight conditions and reasonable estimates of
dissociated. This recirculation zone will be unsteady, the aerodynamic trim angle and pitching moment for flight can
magnitude of which depending on how the shear-layer be determined directly. The agreement shown herein between
behaves and the feedback between the body motion and the experimental and computed results for the blunt AFE
state of the gas in the separated region. configuration at the ground test conditions indicate that, at

these test conditions, the moment coefficients and trim
The modeling of the free shear-layer must account for large angles can be computed using efficient ideal gas solvers with
gradients of velocity, temperature, density and species an appropriate choice for g; the appropriate value of this
concentration across it, and for the possibility that the flow parameter can be determined by shock shape comparison.
may be turbulent and unsteady. The numerical treatment of the This is not necessarily the case, however, for slender or high
problem is particularly difficult because of these effects and lift vehicles. In cases where actual flight conditions cannot
also due to the uncertain location of this structure. be replicated in ground test facilities, real gas solvers must be

used to determine if constant effective g approximations are
The afterbody flowfield is characterized by the presence of appropriate. As mentioned previously, the variations in g at
thermo-chemical nonequilibrium, large gradients in flight conditions can have a sizable influence on aerodynamic
thermodynamic quantities and chemical state, and a large moment coefficient and trim angle.
separated region. The combination of these factors stretches
computational fluid dynamics beyond it current capabilities.

6.2 Aerothermodynamic Heating

6. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 6.2.1 Compressive flows
To study the nonequilibrium processes in compressing flow

6.1 Aerodynamic Trim typical of the stagnation region of a bluff forebody, we are
To acquire data necessary to validate and/or calibrate real gab looking in some detail at a gas relaxing after being heated by
code capability to predict aerodynamic performance, the an incident shock wave. By acquiring normal shock in a
aeroballistic range is proposed. Ballistic range data will spectrally clean facility, we are able to quantify the thermo-
include visual flowfield data indicating shock shape and chemical state of the gas as a function of time or position.
location relative to the body (i.e. by way of shadowgraphs) By this means, we can study such processes as vibration-
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dissociation coupling, vibration-translation exchange. nonequilibrium region, based on the intensities at 3143.7 A

vibration-rotation coupling, etc. 1 3 '1 5  and 3159.1 A, was found to be about 8800 K. The
vibrational temperature, based on the first vibrational level

The dominant real gas phenomena is the relaxation process and the ground state of the N2(2+) band system was found to

occurring in the flow around hypersonic vehicles, be about 6900 K. The vibrational temperatures of higher
Considerable effort has been expended in recent years to vibrational levels were lower than this value.
model and numerically compute this behavior (e.g. refs. 16-
19). The accuracy of such calculations needs further The equilibrium temperature of the test gas based on the
improvement and there are still many phy-ical parameters N 2 +(1-) band system was found to be 7200 K. The rotational
that are unknown for high temperature real gases. Three types temperature at the point of peak radiation in the
of experimental data are needed in this model development nonequilibrium region was deduced to be about 8800 K, which
process: 1) data which will enhance our phenomenological
understanding of the relaxation process, 2) data on rates for is consistent with the value found by using the N 2 (2+) band
the relevant reactions, and 3) data on bulk properties, such as system. Comparisons of rotational temperature with

spectral radiation emitted by the gas, for a given set of prediction and with earlier data from Allen et aJ28 are shown

aerodynamic conditions. We are in a process of collecting in fig. 12 The vibrational temperature as measured based on

such data by simulating the required aerothermochemical the v(1,2)/v(1,0) levels of the N2 +(1-) band system was found

conditions in an electric arc driven shock tube2 0 -2 1 . NASA to be about 9500 K, with the value decreasing for higher

Ames' electric arc driven shock tube facility is powered by a vibrational levels. The temperature based on the v(7,8)

0.6 MJ 40 kV capacitor bank and is capable of producing vibrational level was about 8500 K. Comparisons of

shock velocities in the range of 2-50 km/sec. The radiation vibrational temperature with prediction and with earlier data
diagnostic system available at the facility, consists of 1) a are shown in fig. 13.
linear intensified 700 element diode array and a 2-D
intensified CCD array with 576 x 384 active elements, both Measurements in Air(10.2 km/sec. 0.1 Tort_) For shock
gateable within a time range of 30 ns - 2.5 ms and both with a heated air the equilibrium temperature was estimated to be
2000-8000 A spectral response. A photomuliplier tube (PMT) 9620 K. The equilibrium emission spectra observed is shown
is used to record the total radiation from the test gas as well as in fig. 14. By using two different sets of points on the
from the driver gas as they pass through the test section. The rotational envelope of the N2(2+) band system, the rotational
signal from the PMT is used to estimate the test time and to temperature, corresponding to the point of peak radiation,
trigger the diode array system at a given moment during the was estimated to be about 4400 K and 3990 K respectively,
test history. A Nd:Y-' P la, r based, d--.Ible exposure, single making a mean rotational temperature of 4195 K. Such a low
plate interferometer is also available at the facility. A value of rotational temperature was a surprise. The overshoot
schematic of the experimental test setup is shown in fig. 11. observed in the nitrogen tests at 6.2 kmi/sec was absent here.

The rotational temperature seems to rise very slowly to reach
A one-dimensional real-gas flow code for thermo-chemical the equilibrium value. The emission spectra observed at the

nonequilibrium (Park 2 2 -2 3 ) is used to predict the point of peak radiation is shown in fig. 15.
thermochemical state of the shock heated gas behind the
incident shock. This code uses a multiple temperature The vibrational temperature at the point of peak radiation was
description to model the nonequilibrium behavior of the deduced using the (2,1) and (3,2) bands of N2 +(I-) system at
internal state of the gas and to describe the rate processes. 3564.1 and 3548.2 A respectively and was found to be about
From the predicted thermochemical state of the gas synthetic 9465 K. There were no other vibrational temperature data
emission spectra can be generated. For this we use the available for these conditions The measured vibrational

computer code NEQAIR 2 4 '2 5 . Several modeling steps are temperatures based on N2+(-) as well as based on N2 (2+)
involved in this process. First are the chemical rate ba tes are in lne w eltheoreticalovalues a

expressions themselves in which there is always some band systems are in line with the theoretical values as

uncertainty in the Arrenius rate constants, second is the predicted by Park's model17 . Sharma 2 0 shows further details

multiple temperature model used to describe both the internal and analysis of the experimental data and comparisons with
energy states of the gas and the reaction rates, and third is the theory.
quasi-steady state model and peripheral approximations used
to generate the synthetic spectra in the NEQAIR code. By 6.2.2 Expanding flows

maintaining a coordinated effort between the modeling To study the nonequilibrium processes in an expanding flow

activity and the experimental effort it is possible both to as typified by the flow over the shoulder of a bluff body and

improve and refine the phenomenological models as well as into the base, or near wake, region, we look at a gas that has
validate them. These models will then, in turn, be used in been shock heated to high temperature and pressure and

multidimensional flow codes to predict and analyze real gas allowed to expand rapidly in a two-dimensional nozzle. By

behavior in more complex flow environments, using optical diagnostics such as laser holographic
interferometry and Raman scattering 2 9 , we can quantify the

To data two sets of experiments have been conducted: 1) thermo-chemical state of the gas during the expansion
measurements at a shock velocity of 6.20 km/see in I Torr process. We are planning to measure the nonequilibrium

nitrogen 2 6 and 2) measurements at a shock velocity of 10.2 vibrational populations for levels up to v=13. in an

km/sec in 0.1 Torr air2 7 . In both the sets, using the linear expanding flow, using spontaneous Raman scattering

diode array, the equilibrium and nonequilibrium spectra technique. A nozzle insert has been installed in the driven

covering the 3050-5500 A range were recorded. section operating in a reflected shock mode. However, at first
the density flow field is being mapped by laser based

Measurements in Nitrogen (6.2 km/sec.1.0 Torn): For the holography. The results of this initial test are shown in fig.

rof the test gas 16 where good agreement can be observed between computernitrogen case, the equilibrium temperature o htetgs simulated and experimental fringe interferograms.

based on N2(2+) band system was found to be 6500 K. The

rotational temperature at the point of peak radiation in the AW
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In addition to characterizing the thermochemical process in 6. Straws, A. W., and Cavolowsky, J. A., "Development of
an expanding flow a blunt body base flow test configuration Non-Intrusive Instrumentation for NASA-Ames' Ballistic
is being developed. Two models will be considered: (1) an Range and Shock Tunnel," AIAA Paper 90-0628.
uninstrumented free flying model to be used for flow

visualization studies without the presenck _f a sting support, 7. Tam, T. C., Brock, N. J., Cavolowsky, J, A., and Yates, L.
and (2) an instrumented sting mounted model for which both A., "Holographic Interferometry at the NASA-Ames
the model and the sting support are instrumented with Hypervelocity Free-Flight Aerodynamic Facility," AIAA
pressure and heat flux gauges and flow visualization can be Paper 91-0568.
realized for comparison with the free flight model. As part of
the AGARD FDP WGl8 activity it is proposed to test the two 8. Romere, P. 0. and Whitnah, A. M., "Space Shuttle Entry
configurations in both the NASA Ames 16" combustion Longitudinal Aerodynamic Comparisons of Flights 1-4 with
driven shock tunnel and the DLR free piston shock tunnel, Preflight Predictions," in Shuttle Performance Lessons
HEG, at the same enthalpy and the same Mach and Reynolds LeWed, NASA CP 2283, 1983.
numbers.

9. Griffith, B. J. and Maus, J. R., "Explanation of the
The purpose of the experiment would be to quantify the shear Hypersonic Longitudinal Stability Problem - Lessons
layer separation point, turning angle and wake closure in the Learned," in Shuttle Performance Lessons Learned, NASA CP
presence of flows exhibiting real gas and/or low density 2283, 1983.
behavior. The unsteady character of the near wake will also
be characterized, if possible. Body surface instruments will 10. Rakich, J. V., Bailey, H. E., and Park, C., "Computations
provide data for CFD simulation and calibrationivalidation. of Nonequilibrium, Supersonic Three-Dimensional Inviscid
Both sting mounted and free flight models will be necessary Flow over Blunt-Nosed Bodies," AIAA J., v 21, No. 6. June
to assess and quantify the influence of the sting on the 1983, pp 834-841.
instrumented model.

11 Park, C., and Yoon, S.,"A Fully-Coupled Implicit Method
for Thermo-Chemical Nonequilibrium Air at Sub-Orbital

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS Flight Speeds," AIAA Paper 89-1974.
In summary it has been pointed out that real gas tifects are
important in hypersonic flows both in terms of their 12. Fiscko, K. A. and Chapman, D. R., "Hypersonic Shock
influence on aerodynamic performance and their effect on Structure with Burnett Terms in the Viscous Stress and Heat
aerothermdynamic heating. Further, it was pointed out that Flux," AIAA Paper 88-2733.
high enthalpy ground based test facilities cannot fully
simulate flight conditions and that they exhibit unique real- 13. Park, C., "Two-Temperature Interpretation of Dis-
gas behavior themselves. Hence, the process for developing sociation Rate Data for N2 and 02," AIAA Paper 88-0458
validated analysis tools is one where real gas CFD is involved
in all aspects of a real-gas ground test program. Only in this 14. Sharma, S., Huo, W., and Park, C., 'The Rate Parameters
manner can sufficient confidence be gained and real gas for Coupled Vibration-Dissociation in a Generalized SSH
analysis tools be validated. Approximation," AIAA Paper 88-2714.

15. Park, C., "A Review of Reaction Rates in High
Acknowledgements Temperature Air," AIAA Paper 89-1740.
The staff of the NASA Ames Research Center's
Aerothermodynamics Branch are gratefully acknowledged for 16. Candler, G. V. and MacCormack, R. W., "The
their substantial contributions to this paper. Computation of Hypersonic Ionized Flo~vs in Chemical and

Thermal Nonequilibrium." AIAA Paper 68--0511.
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COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION AND EXPERIMENT FOR A HIGH ENTHALPY,
HEATED-DRIVER, SHOCK-TUBE ENVIRONMENT

S. Shahpar, A. Kennaugh, I.M. Hall and D.I.A. Poll
Department of Engineering
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Manchester M13 9PL

UK

I. Summary Cp Pressure coefficient
Da Damk6hler number

A coordinated computational and experimental E,F,G Vector fluxes given by equation (4.2)
study has been made of blunt-body flows with non- e Internal energy per unit mass
equilibrium chemistry. The temperature range was a Total energy per unit volume
such that significant dissociation of oxygen was Gj' TVD flux "corrector", given by equation
expected but very little dissociation of nitrogen. (8.5)
Both pure oxygen, O0 and 0, and air, treated H "Source type" vector flux
computationally using a five species (O, N>, NO, h, Enthalpy per unit mass of species, s. J/kg
N, 0) model, were studied. K Gladstone-Dale constant

K, Equilibrium constant for species i
Results obtained using different published values of Kb., Backward reaction rate for reaction r,
the chemical rate coefficients were compared and cm6/(mol.s)
assessed for a model problem. The effects of size Kr., Forward reaction rate for reaction r.
(i.e. Damk6hler number) and freestream velocity cm3/(mol.s)
were also investigated. e Geometrical path

M Mach number
The flow computations used an explicit time- Ms Molecular weight of species s, kg/kmol
marching method based on a TVD version of the m Mass
MacCormack predictor-corrector scheme. A point n, Number density
implicit TVD method was developed to deal with n Refractive index
the stiffness problems introduced by the finite rate p Pressure
chemistry. 9 Gas constant

R,,, Ma Ximum radial distance in the mesh
Interferograms of the flow obtained in a shock r R d, I .ince
tunnel are compared with the computational results. T (translational-rotational)
The bow shock wave shape and the shock T, \'t e.mnperature
detachment which are dependent on the degree of t
chemical reaction and thermal excitation of the gas U= I i .c.t i•,mi velocity
show that the calculation method is promising. u,,u,,u, Velocity components in cylindrical system

A, V Forward and backward operators
2, Nomenclature y Ratio of specific heats

0 Angle measured in circumferential direction
a Speed of sound X Wave length
Cb, Pre-exponential term used in evaluating p, p, Complete density, partial density of species

backward reaction rate coefficient T Relaxation time
C., Pre-exponential term used in evaluating 0 TVD flux limiter

forward reaction rate coefficient W, Mass rate of' production or depletion of
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3. Introduction 0., NO, N and 0) and is subject to 17 chemical
reactions. The species convection equations are

Current interest in a vehicle ror transatmospheric coupled with the Euler equations. The vibrational
flight has been the catalyst for renewed research in and electronic degrees of freedom are assumed to
hypersonic flight. There is also military interest in remain in thermodynamic equilibrium while the
high kinetic energy missiles which must of chemical reactions are assumed to proceed at finite
necessity travel at hypersonic speeds. reaction rates. The numerical method is explicit

for the time integration and is also Total Variation
One of the major problems in the laboratory Diminishing. While the basic program computes
investigation of hypersonic flow is that it is not the high speed chemical reacting flows past a
possible to simulate all the important parameters, circular cylinder, simple modifications of the
such as Reynolds number, stagnation temperature, program can be made to permit computing other
Mach number and Damk6hler number, which are blunt body shapes. The codes were run either on
significant during the re-entry phase of a an Amdahl vector processor VP 1100 or on a HP
hypersonic flight. It is important, therefore, to workstation at the University of Manchester.
choose which parameters are most important, to
compare experiment and theory, and then to extend 4. The Euler Equations
the theory to flight conditions. Since, the real gas
effects are essentially dependent on temperature, The basic equations of inviscid gas dynamics, the
simulation of high temperature is probably the most Euler equations, are written in terms of four
important. independent variables, the time and the three space

dimensions. Under the assumptions of an inviscid,
It is possible to obtain high temperature flows in a non-heat-conducting gas in local thermochemical
shock tube and work, complementary to the present equilibrium, these equations can be written in
computations, is in progress in a shock tube at the divergence form:
Goldstein Aeronautical Research Laboratory at the
University of Manchester. For temperatures up to
about 4000K, the predominant real gas effect is - - - V.(E(U),F(U),M(U)) (4.1)
due to the dissociation of oxygen whereas nitrogen

dissociation is extremely small. Although high
temperatures are attainable in the experiments, the With finite rate chemistry and in cylindrical co-
corresponding Mach numbers are relatively low, ordinates the three-dimensional Euler equations are

the maximum shock Mach number attainable to as follows:
date being about 7. The computations that were
carried out were designed to complement the aJ 3E XF aG
experimental work and, in particular, after at ao n
valida:ion at the conditions attainable in the
experiments, to predict flows at higher Mach
numbers. Test cases include typical conditions where

which can be simulated in the shock tube andi
typical earth re-entry condition. Two different rp r rpu] 1
configurations are being investigated rpu= rpcosO + rpu,u,
experimentally, a hemi-sphere cylinder and a two- rp1 rpI s+r I
dimensional flat plate with a finite radius leading [pu rpuu,
edge. This leading edge can be modelled by a J
"circular" cylinder and because of its simplicity, is rp, rp,u,

chosen here as the test model.

Two sets of chemical models were considered: in
one the gas is made up of pure oxygen (0. and 0)
and in the other the gas is made of 5 species (N.,
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-psino+puou, rpuzu, atoms was given in ref [I]. The rate of production

F= pcosO+pu0  G6 =G rpuzuy W W, is
Pue0ll r(p + u2)
(ý + p)u r( + p)u, = kI..1-~

L PU, L rp,u. mj

(5.3)

where w,, has the units of kg/(m-s).
H 0 and.

kf,, CfjrT exp(
L -rwo,.-

where r is the radial direction and 0 is in the
tangential direction. The velocities u, u,. and u, kb, = C% T'"' exp('-/kX (5.4)

are kept in the original cartesian form. The partial
densities of species, s, is denoted by p, and because
ionization phenomena are neglected there are only where the constant are given in table (1).
5 species, N. 0-, NO, 0 and N, to be considered.
Identifying these five species by the subscripts I Most of the data in the literature for reaction rate
through 5 the global mass conservation condition coefficierts are in cgs units, so the same units are
dictates used here. The units for k, are cm3/(mol.s) and for

k, cm6I(mol.s), hence these coefficients must be
= Pi (4.3) multiplied by 100 and 10" respectively to change

them to SI units.

Given the forward rate and the equilibrium constant
k-., for each reaction the backward reaction rate

5. Chemistry Modelling: Oxygven constant, k.,. can be found from

The constants in the reaction rate equation are not __, (55)
universally accepted. The effects of using different k,
authors' models have been investigated and the
results are included in the discussion section of this
paper. The reaction rates used are tabulated in
Table (1). The backward reaction rates for oxygen

associations are given in table (2) tbr the model of
The main chemical reactions for the dissociation of Dunn and Kang.
a gas consisting of oxygen only are:

From the above relations the equilibrium constant

R(I): 02 + 0 .".--.-20 * 0 (5.1) is
k, = k, = k,., = 1.2x101 T'" exp(-595001T)

(5.6)
R(2): 02 + 02-* 20 + 02 (5.2) The above expression for the equilibrium constant

was also used for both Wray's and Gardiner's
models.
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According to Park [5], the equilibrium constant at where p is the gas density in g/cmr3 and y, is the
temperatures of 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000 and concentration of species i expressed in the units of
16000K has been obtained from spectroscopic data. moles per gram of mixture. In reference [9] the
The (natural) logarithms of these k., values are coefficients in equation (5.9) are taken for a
fitted by a fourth-order polynomial in z= 10000/T, number density of 10'" although this is not
so that k.., is expressed in the form mentioned in the paper.

ký., = exp(Btr + B2r z+ B ' z2 + B r z3 + B. z4) 6. Chemistry Modelling: Air

(5.7) For modelling air flows without ionisation effects
where, z = (10000/T) five species, 0., N,, NO, 0 and N, are commonly

used. The chemical reactions considered are
The coefficients in equation (5.7) for oxygen
dissociation given by Park 151 in 1985 are tabulated
as model I in table (3). A complete list of R(1): N, + M •- -2N+MR~l) N,+ M-ýý2 + M
reactions for air is given in appendix C. kl,

Later, in 1988, Park [6 and 71 reinterpreted the
experimental data and assumed that certain classes R(2): 0, + M k 20 + M
of reactions can be described by a single rate- kb.2
controlling temperature which is an "average" of
the local translational and vibrational temperatures. 1f
In Park's two-temperature model the effect of R(3): NO + M -- =--N + 0 + M
nonequilibrium vibrational temperature on the rate kb.3
coefficient is accounted for by introducing a
"geometric" average temperature, T,, in the form 1.,

T. = (5.8) b.4
The equilibrium constant is given in the form R(5): NO + 0- k, 0, + N (6.1)
k,.,(T.)=exp(B,' +B,' In z+B13' z+B ' z2 +Br z3) kb.5  -

The coefficients for the above expression are The first three reactions are dissociation-
tabulated in table (2) as model It. recombination reactions with M denoting a third

body given by any of the reactants present. The
More recently, (in 1990 and 1991), Park 18 to 101 remaining two reactions are rearrangement
has employed a different curve fit for the reactions involving NO. Thus the total number of
equilibrium constant of the form: elementary reactions is seventeen. Note that
kc.,(Ta) = exp(B,' +B,'/Z+B,' In ziB, z+Br Z2) reactions are written so that the forward reactions

are endothermic which results in a decrease in
(5.9) temperature as the radicals are produced.

The above set of reactions can be complemented by
If the density is low the reaction rate could also The diret ol reaction

depend on the particulate nature of the media.

Park gives different coefficients for the above
curve fit for different number densities Rn and these
are tabulated in table (4). The number density of R(6): N, + 0, -, - 2NO (6.2)
species, n, is given by kb.6

n, = 6.0222 x 107' P 'Y, (5.10)
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Although reaction R(6) can be obtained by adding temperature model". The curve fits for Cp(T), a
reactions R(4) and R(5), for a non-equilibrium fourth-order polynomial in temperature, given by
reaction the chemical processes can be Prabhu and Erikson [221 were used for special air
independent. However, this reaction is not model, i.e.
included in the Dunn and Kang air model and was
not considered in the present modelling either. C1,/a = aj Tj-' (7.1)

j-1

The corresponding forward-backward reaction rate
equations are and hence Hj, enthalpy per unit mass is

3 P1 P.p P P4 P, 5
RI = E- k. . + k.. 1. = RT E a. (T.'5j) +

r,-I 1 M, M , M4 M. M. Hi TT,6
j-1

T + k, PS P$ P. (7.2)R2 = kf2 . P - b,
10- M2 M,. M5 M5 M.

where i refers to species 1 to 5 and a,, are given
5 P3 Pm P4 PS P. for five different temperature ranges 0j index). An

Mn-1 M3M M. .3. k1  M , iterative approach is needed to evaluate the
temperature for a given internal energy, e., which

P1 PS + P3 P, is related to the specific enthalpies by:
R4 - k.4M MM 4  5 +. M5 3 MCi

e -- "MM 6Hi -WM(3 (7.3)
P.•• P_L_ . k ', (6.3)

N-•. MS + M2 MI

where C, is the mass fraction of the species i (C,where the kf.,'s and kb,'s are the forward and po,/,).

backward reaction rate coefficients determined as
functions of temperature (see appendix A for the In order to minimise the number of iterations, and
kinetic model of Dunn and Kang 121, appendix B thus the cost of computing, the temperature is
for the model of Wray [31 and appendix C for the saved and used as the initial guess for the next
model of Park [51). time-step. As the solution converges to the steady

state, the number of iterations required per time-
The source terms that represent the inter-species step should decrease and possibly reduce to one.
mass transfer rates may be constructed as

8. Numerical Method
WI=M, R, + R,)

M, ( R, - R,) As a sequel to Harten's work [111]. Davis 1121
w, = M3 ( R3 - R, + R, ) showed that it is possible to put any second-order
W4 = M4 (-2R, - R3 - R,-R 5  ) classical scheme, such as the Lax-Wendroff

= M, (-2R 2 - R, + R4 + R, ) scheme, in TVD form. This is accomplished by
(6.4) adding to the basic scheme a non-linear term which

gives precisely the correct amount of artificial
7. Thermodynamic Model viscosity needed at each mesh point to limit over-

shoots and under-shoots. Following the
In the present computation, chemical non- formulations of Davis 1121 and Causon 1131, the
equilibrium is the only rate process considered. classical MacCormack scheme is modified for the
Vibrational energy is assumed to be in equilibrium one-dimensional Euler equations as shown below:
with the translational and rotational energies at the
local gas temperature, T,. Hence, for simplicity, At, = Uin At- (Fin - (8.1)
no attempt is made to account for coupling between U X
vibrational and disassociation so it is a "one
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9. Time-Scale for Chemical Non-Equilibrium
i n-1 1/2 ýUn + U* - 1)

Ax- Following the approach of Li [141, the chemical

(8.2) time for a species i is defined by
Pi

Schemes (8.1) and (8.2) can be updated to become (9.1)
total variation diminishing by adding to the right
hand side of the "corrector" step (8.2) the term:

[G,* G_,].3UA* - [ 14]UA. (8.3) Changes in this relaxation time are given by

where, A Pi r(

6ui.% = U l - Ul'. AU,1. = U +* U , (8.4) A h e - i (i

Goi-- -0.A} (8.5)
since w• remains nearly constant over a time step.

Sv(I -v), v < 0.5 For stability, the chemical time step is chosen such
that no change in species density greater than r

C(u) = (8.6) occurs over the time step. For some of the
computations that follow r has to be as low as

0.25, v >0.5 0.002. The fluid dynamic relaxation time step,
At,, must satisfy the CFL stability criterion. The

At internal physical-chemical relaxation time, ATrh,m.
v = ui = max IX t (8.7) which involves the finite rate processes of

AX vibrational energy and chemical composition
changes also imposes a time step limit. The

max X I u + a (8.8) computational time step, At. is therefore taken as
the minimum of the fluid and chemical time steps,
i.e.

where u and a are local flow speed and sound At = min (At,, ArcT,,,) (9.3)
speed respectively, and

If the chemical time steps are much smaller than
AU." ] r1  [Au ] the fluid times, as occurs near equilibrium, the"/Aia'• Ai÷•/ " U~t Ai"/ equations are said to he stiff. This is well

n characterised by the non-dimensional number

i'[AU-' AU known as Damkihler's number:

(8.9)

Da flow time
where, [ . , . J denotes the inner (i.e. scalar) chemical relaxation time
product of the components of AU.

Finally, for small Da the flow is essentially frozen and the
reaction rates, kf and k, are very small of order

min(2r,l), r>0 zero. For large Da, where both kf and k,, tend to
p(r) = (8.10) infinity and rh,,, tends to zero, the flow tends

0, r<0 towards its equilibrium state. Significant non-
equilibrium processes will occur in a flow in which
Da is of order one.
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10. Point Implicit Scheme:

For stiff problems, implicit schemes offer large Ki (10.5)
advantages over fully explicit schemes which tend '- i
to become unstable as Da tends to large values.
However, for multiple space dimensions, the Putting equation (10.4) into equation (10.2),
efficiency of this technique can be severely simplifying the resulting equation and then
degraded due to the difficulties associated with rewriting in delta form gives:
inversion of large coefficient matrices. Unlike
fully implicit methods, point implicit methods do + AtKj ,U' Ati H
not require the inversion of large matrices. The j) +

point implicit MacCormack scheme is, therefore,
chosen to integrate the equations when the chemical SM JU(M - H- (10.6)

source terms are stiff. The scheme is mainly ,
adapted from the work of Bussing and Murman where
[151 and Eklund et al [161 on hydrogen-air
combustion problems. Bussing and Murman have ,,n~l = Un÷1  _ in

shown that if only the steady-state solution is
desired, the time history can be modified to
remove the stiffness associated with the chemical and I is the unit vector.
time scales. The governing equations for one-
dimensional flow, equation (4.2), are modified to: Then the point implicit method becomes:

SM ( -8U) _E + H (10.1) -(Eig Ein
S at) a- U" U1n-At. SM' + H)

where SM is a scaling matrix with the purpose of (10.7)

normalising the various time scales to the same
order so that the fast processes which usually J'E-', ,
require small time steps do not hold up the slower U1*"--,(uU'-) At.SM' - l At HJ

processes which can be marched at larger time (10.8)
steps.

The pre-conditioner submatrix, SM, for air
The point implicit method can be written as: dispoconditiled in ern [ o a.

dissociation is detailed in reference 11),.

.I U - Hil(LE)" 0(At)2  (10.2) 11. Free Stream Flow Conditions used for
Test Cases

where, n is the old time level and n+ I the new
time level. The vector Hn n is then expanded by a Test cases include typical conditions which can be
Taylor series. simulated in the shock tube and typical re-entry

a.M _H 0. conditions. In order to investigate the effects o f
H"-H AtV) 0(t)2  (10.3) using different chemical models on the non-

equilibrium flow solutions, the following flow
H."t M." - K,l (UO'" - U') - 0(At)? (10.4) conditions were used:

where, k,' is the Jacobian of H"
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Test Case I: Test case II:

T. = 2577.6 K T, = 2497.0 K
P. = 8904.3 Pa P_ = 0.011 kg/mr3

P_ = 0.0128 kg/m3  (p_ = 8088.4 Pa)
u_ = 4.0 km/s u_ = 2075.0 m/s
x.¢ = 0.00556 m X.,f = 0.00556 m
C0  = 0.0366 CN2  = 0.7560 (77.02% by volume)

Co2  = 0.2082 (18.56% by volume)
Table (5): Free Stream Flow Conditions for CNO = 0.2349E-1 (2.2336% by volume)

Test Case 1. Co = 0.1226E-1 (2.186% by volume)
C" = 0.4339E-6 (0.8841E-6% by volume)

The above conditions but with the free stream
velocity of about 2320 m!s closely represent the Table (6): Free Stream Flow Conditions for
conditions that exist in the shock tube experiment. Test Case 11.
Here u. is taken to be 4 kra/s in ordev to have a
high enough temperature to result in more Test case III is similar to test case 11 but for u_ =4
chemically active flows behind the bow shock wave kmls, as it was found that the flows obtained by
and therefore to be better able to examine the using test case It conditions was virtually frozen;
effects of using different chemical models. see the discussion section for more details.

The second set of free stream conditions simulate Test case IV simulates the conditions that exist for
the flows that exist in the shock tube behind the a typical re-entry flight at an altitude of 75 km.
moving shock wave when the driven gas is air These conditions have also been used by Desideri
rather than pure oxygen, where the air is assumed in ref 118]:
to consist of 21% 0. and 79% N, by volume. The
flow equations in the shock tube, assuming Test case IV:
chemical equilibrium conditions, were solved
(using the program given in 1171) and the T, = 205.3 K
conditions behind the shock wave are given below p_ = 0.43E-4 kg/m-n
in test case U1. The shock tube program requires (p. = 2.5 Pa)
the input of the temperature behind the moving uW, = 5152.59 m/s
shock wave. From that and the initial conditions (M. = 17.9)
in the shock tube it calculates everything else xr = 1.000 m
including mole fractions of the species. A CN2 = 0.7670 (79% by volume)
temperature of 2497 K gives a shock Mach number Co? = 0.2330 (21% by volume)
of 7.03 which is close to the conditions presently CNo = 0.1E-7
attainable in the shock-tube experiments. CN = 0. I E-7

CO = 0.I E-7

Table (7): Free Stream Flow Conditions for

Test Case IV.

12. Convergence Assessments

In order to assess the history of convergence, after

a set number of iterations the following variables
are monitored and saved in output files for post-
processing:

It
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1) The maximum change in the density in the whole The downstream end of the shock tube is shown as
flow field between successive iterations and also figure 1. 1. The square test section can be seen
the location of this maximum change in the grid is running from left to right. The larger cylindrical
recorded after a certain fixed number of iterations, sections are the test stations where the timing
say every 10 iterations. instrumentation is situated. The large frame either

side of the test section, just before the large
11) The value of the stagnation temperature, is diameter dump tank, supports the Mach Zehnder
recorded every 100 iterations. interferometer which was used to produce the

infinite fringe interferograms shown in this paper.
III) Using the surface pressure distribution, the Below the test section is the timing apparatus,
drag coefficient, Cd, is calculated: amplifiers, triggers and the timer itself, looking

from right to left.

Cd - t.0 (P-P.)dy (12.' The shock tube is used with helium as the driver
lh~u. gas and air, nitrogen, oxygen and (occasionally)

nitrous oxide as the test gases. The diaphragms
The integral is evaluated in the program using used are either melinex, bursting at 1000 kPa or
Simpson's rule. 2000 kPa with two diaphragms, or aluminium.

The aluminium diaphragms are 0.7mm thick and
In a hypersonic flow a good estimate of the drag scored to help them petal on bursting. The scoring
coefficient is available. According to Newtonian depth determines the burst pressure and typical
theory the pressure coefficient is pressures are 1340 kPa with a scoring depth of

0.16mm and 1680 kPa with 0.1mm. The
diaphragms are annealed after scoring since it was

Cp = P' - P- 2 sin2 ,p, =2 cos2 0 (12.2) found that the scoring process work hardened themS2
gvn p.U. and caused erratic bursting.

giving When used with two diaphragms the shock tube isCd = (2/3).Cp,,,• (12.3) set to the desired gas pressures, e.g. ImmHg test

pressure, 1680 kPa between the diaphragms and

13. The Experimental Facility 3360 kPa in the driver section. The gas between
the diaphragms is released and this overpressures

13.1 The Shock Tube the upstream diaphragm which bursts and the flow
then bursts the downstream one. This procedure

The shock tube at the University of Manchester gives generally highly repeatable experiments. The

Goldstein Aeronautical Engincering Laboratories is current shock tube generates shock waves with a
divided into three sections; the driver section. the maximum Mach number of around 7.0 whichdiaphragm section and the test section. The driver produce temperatures in the free stream ahead of a
section consists of a 1.27m long tube with 70mm model in the working section of around 3000K.
internal diameter. The diaphragm section is
0.127m long and is clamped between the driver Two timing stations, 300rm apart, immediately
and test sections. It allows up to two diaphragms ahead of the working section are used to measureto be used and the overall diaphragm pressure ratio the speed of the shock wave and hence its Machto e ued ndtheoveal diphrgm resur raio number. The time is used, through a delay
to be doubled. The test section is 60mm square ner. th time is udto u a delay
and 6.15m long to the working section where there generator, to trigger an argon spark when .ow
are windows, also 60mm square. Immediately visualisation is done.
after the working section there is a large dump tankwhich is used both to stop the main shock being Interferometry is the most useful visual isation
reflected upstream over the model and to reduce technique for obtaining data about the flow and thethe final ambient pressure within the shock tube methods of analysing the interterograms areather fial a ent relatively simple. When used in the in the infinite
after each run.
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fringe mode the interferometer produces fringes 14. Fringe Patterns
which are constant density contours and is,
therefore, both a quick and valuable means of Recent research has shown that experimental data
analysing a flow and producing data suitable for for shock shape and shock positions are very useful
CFD code validation. for code validation in chemically reacting air.

Prediction of macroscopic quantities such as shock
13.2 The Heated-Driver Shock Tube shape and stand-off distance suggests that the

chemical and vibrational non-equilibrium kinetics
There are a number of ways to improve the are correctly modelled. However, a better
performance of a shock tube. The Mach number demonstration of the code's validation can be made
of the generated shock depends on the diaphragm by a flow field comparison. The density field can
pressure ratio and the respective speeds of sound of be observed using an interferometer and the fringe
the driver and test gases. There is an upper limit pattern can be compared with the fringe pattern
to the shock Mach number that can be obtained by predicted from the computed density field.
increasing the pressure ratio, but this can be
improved by having a hot light driver gas and a The refractive index, n, of a dissociating biatomic
heavy test gas. Given its situation in a large gas is given by
laboratory, it was felt that it would be unsafe to
use hydrogen - the lightest gas - as a driver gas in n-I = p [Kl(I-Ci) + K, Cil (14.1)
the shock tube so it was decided to use heated
helium. Calculations showed that a shock Mach where, C, is the mass fraction of the atoms in the
number of 10 would be needed to generate mixture and KM and K, are the Gladstone-Dale
temperatures of above 5000K behind the bow constants of the molecular and atomic gases
shock, as shown in figure 1.2, and this could be respectively. They are generally believed to be
obtained by heating the helium to 300"C using a independent of the dissociation rate C, With this
diaphragm pressure ratio of 26000. Figures 1.3 assumption, the ratio of K.,/K., for oxygen and
show the variations, using Horton and Menard's nitrogen have been determined by Alpher and
[171 program, of the freestream species White [19] from shock tube experiments and are
concentrations varying with main shock Mach tabulated in table (8).
number.

For temperatures up to 5000K, there can be
Because the driver gas was being heated it was considerable oxygen dissociation but the ratio of
decided to replace the current driver tube with a KM/KA remains close to one. On the other hand,
longer one (length 3m) and have insulating liners nitrogen has a value of KM,/KA appreciably different
inside. The extra length was necessary to eliminate from 1, although only a small degree of nitrogen
the effect of heating the gas on the expansion dissociation occurs in this temperature range.
wave, which would travel faster. The new driver Therefore, the Gladstone-Dale constant for air can
tube has an internal diameter of 130mm and be assumed to be constant and its value at room
accepts cylindrical liners with outside diameter temperature can be used in order to determine the
130mm and internal diameter 70mm. Each liner is density for temperatures less than 5000K.
200mm long made from slip cast fused silica. However, to minimise the uncertainty of the
Each one is grooved along the outside and along results, the following expressions were used to
some of the end faces to allow the passage of relate the density change Ap, to the fringe pattern.
thermocouple wires.

For oxygen, when X = 440 nm
The driver section was not ready for testing at the
time this paper was written. Apo = ( 2 -0.0566 CO) ()./Q (14.2)

• ,, • . Ii(1 0.0566 I II(i I (14.2)
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for this test case are:
Ap = 4361.93 F (X/f) (14.3)

where F is the fringe number, X is the wave length Test Case VI:
and f is the experimental geormetrical path. The radius of cylinder is 2.54 cm

In the present experiments an argon spark source Nitrogen mass fraction = 0.073
with a green (monochromatic) filter was used with Free stream temperature = 1833 K
a wave length of X = 440 nm. The geometrical Free stream pressure = 2910 Pa
path is the width of the working section which is Corresponding to the free stream density of
60 mm. The fringe definition is best when the 4.983 x 103 kg/m3

density is greatest. For the strongest shock wave, The flow Mach number is 6.14
M,=7, the attainable free stream density behind the
moving shock in the supersonic stream for either Table (10): Free Stream Flow Conditions for
oxygen or air is about 0.012 kg/m 3. Computations Test Case VI
show that the maximum density, near the
stagnation point, is about 5 times the pre-shock The interferometric fringes for this flow have been
value. Re-arranging equation (14.2) for this flow computed using the following formula
gives: F = 0.24 x 10." Ap (1 + 0.28 C,)(e/X)

F= (p/p•-1.0)/(0.0386/1p) =1.24 (14.5)

if p.,,agp- = 5.0 (14.4) where, the wave length, X, is 533 x 10' m and e
is taken as 0.1524 m which is the useful diameter

This value has been verified experimentally as only of the flow out of the shock tunnel 1201.
one fringe was visible when the shock Mach
number is about 7. However, in order to increase
the number of fringes the initial pressure (and 15. Numerical Results for the Test Cases
therefore density) of the driver gas was increased
to about 5 mmHg giving a lower shock Mach 15.1 Equilibrium Constant. k
number of about 6. The free stream conditions
used for these computations aie: Figure (1.4) shows graphically the differences

between some of the published values for tre
Test Case V: oxygen dissociation equilibrium constant. The

models compared are Dunn and Kang's, given in
M, = 6.01 table (1). and Park's, outlined in table (3).
p,* = 0.048 kg/rn 3

TP, = 2060 K Generally, there is little difference between variousT_ = 1734.2 m/s models for temperatures at less than 6000 K., = 0.7624 (0.7850 by volume) Above this discrepancies start to show and rise toCoz = 0.2273 (0.2048 by volume) a maximum of about 23% difference in k, at a
C,(o = 9.7681 x 10' (0.9387 x 10r2 by volume) temperature of 10000 K.

CO = 4.9394 x 10' (0.8900 x 10. by volume)
C, = 1.6904 x 10' (0.3481 x 10' by volume) Surprisingly, the effect of different number

densities, i,,, on Park's model IIl is negligible,
Table (9): Free Stream Flow Conditions for although there are differences between Park's

Test Case V models 1, I1, and III in the high temperature
region. The Dunn and Kang model is similar to

An independent validation can be made using Park's model Ill with a difference of less than 3%

result- obtained by Hornung 1201 for partially in k. at 10000 K. It should be noted that the
dissociated nitrogen flow around a two-dimensional existence of only one single exponent term in the
circular cylinder. The free stream flow conditions Dunn and Kang model make it simpler and cheaper
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to use compared with the five-term polynomial models, there are distinct differences in the wall
curve fits of Park's model. temperature distribution. Not surprisingly, the

highest temperatures are obtained with Wray's
15.2 The Effects of Using Different Chemica! model which is the nearest to the frozen flow

Models conditions and the lowest t.mperatures were
obtained by Gardiner's model and by Park's model

The effects of using the different chemical models 11 which were closest to the equilibrium conditions.
outlined in section (5) on the computational results It is interesting to see that the highest temperature
are discussed in this section. The test problem is does not mear the most oxygen dissociation near
the non-equilibrium flow of partially dissociated the stagnation point. It should also be noted that
oxygen over a circular cylinder with its axis the differences between various temperature curves
perpendicular to the flow direction. The free are quite small near the stagnation point (about
stream conditions are given in table (5). The 5%) but become larger as the flow expands Pnd
computational mesh consists of 100 radial and 40 cools round the body (about 10% difference, it
tangential grid points and the results are compared can be concluded that the choice of a chemical
after 3101 time-iterations. Note that the model is more critical for expanding flows rather
equilibrium constants for Park's model I and II are than for compressive ones.
listed in table (3).

Although the curves obtained using different 15.3 Computations of Non-Equilibrium Air Flows
models are not identical, the differences between in a Shock-Tube
them are fairly small and probably not significant
relative to the numerical uncertainties. However, The first set of non-equilibrium air test cases were
in the light of the results obtained, the following done for a flow that exists in a shock tube, behind
comments are made. the moving shock wave when the shock Mach

number is about 7. The free stream flow
Figures (2.1) and (2.2) show respectively the conditions are given in table (6). The
pressure and Mach number distribution along the computational mesh consists of 100 radial and 40
stagnation streamline. As mentioned above the tangential grid points. Rt.x, for the flow was set
curves are similar, but it is noticeable that the to be 5.0 and the CFL number for the computation
fastest reaction rate, i.e. nearest to the equilibrium was fixed to be 0.8.
condition, occurs using Park's model I. This is not
surprising as it was already clear from figure (2.2) The pressure and Mach number 'heights'. shown in
that Park's model I had the highest k.. The fastest figures (3. 1) and (3.2) indicate that there are no
reaction model produces the smallest shock stand- numerical under- or over-shoots anywhere in the
off distance and vice versa. The slowest reaction flow domain. Figure (3.3) shows the pressure
rates, corresponding to results nearest to the frozen contours which indicate the shock stand-off
flow conditions, was obtained using the Wray's distance is about 2. Contours of partial density for
model. The curve obtained using Dunn and N_. shown in figure (3.4), is similar to 0, which
Kang's model is almost identical to the one indicates that not much chemical reactions are
obtained by using Park's model II. going on in the flow. However, figures (3.5) and

(3.6) which are the contour maps of partial density
Figure (2.3) shows the mass fraction distribution for NO molecules and 0 atoms indicate that just
along the stagnation streamline, it can be seen that behind the shock wave there is some 0.
the results are almost identical at the stagnation dissociation which in turn feeds the production
po;int, although Park's model 11 has produced mechanism of NO and 0 with the maximum
slightly higher oxygen atom mass fraction and dissociation occurring near the stagnation point.
stagnation pressure than the other models. Figures As the flow expands and cools round the body, NO
(2.4) and (2.5) show the surface distribution of re-shuffles, N and 0 atoms re-combine to produce
pressure and temperature respectively. Although N. and 0.. again.
the pressure distribution is very similar for all

rt
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Temperature distributions along the stagnation line wave from a high value of 7000 K to 5500 K. The
and around the body indicate that there is very mass fraction profiles along the stagnation
little variation in the temperature behind the shock- streamline indicate that almost all of 0, has been
wave and the post-shock temperature value reaches dissociated while NO peaks to a maximum just
the stagnation point virtually unchanged. This behind the shock wave where the minimum value
behaviour suggests that there is little chemical of N. mass fractions occurs but then drops back
reaction occurring in the flow. This is confirmed towards zero, therefore the N, mass fraction
further by viewing the mass fractions of different increases back towards its peak pre-shock value.
species along the stagnation streamline, in figure
(3.7), which shows that they are all constant. 15.4 Computations of Non-Equilibrium Air Flows
Aithough the contours of partial densities of for Re-Entry Flight Conditions
different species change across the bow shock wave
and in the flow field, the ratios of different partial In order to validate the computational codes,
densities to the total density are constant. This especially for high Mach number flows, and since
suggests that the flow is virtually frozen which is the experimental results were not fully available
due to the small size of the body and also to the yet, the test conditions previously used by Desideri
relatively low free stream Mach number giving [181 were used here. The free stream conditions
correspondingly low temperatures behind the bow closely simulate a re-entry flight of Mach number
shock wave. 17.9 at an altitude of 75 km. The flow conditions

are tabulated in table (7).
In order to produce non-equilibrium flows with the
free stream conditions given in table (6), the free Since the code had not been run befbre for such a
stream velocity was increased to 4 km/s, keeping high free stream Mach number, the computations
all other parameters the same. Rt,,x was taken to were carried out with a CFL number of 0.5. The
be 3 and the CFL number was chosen to be 0.8 as temperature range and chemical reactions were
before. During the first hundred time-iterations the little different from those tried before, but high
drag coefficient, Cd, drops to a minimum and then Mach numbers result in very low pressures in real
rises very slowly to a value of 1.253. In a similar life as well as in the non-dimensional computer's
way. but more slowly, the stagnation temperature world. In this situation an under-shoot in the
asymptotes to 5500 K but after about 1500 pressure, e.g. due to the existence of very strong
iterations some oscillations develop which could shock waves, could make the pressure become
also be seen in the maximum density change for negative leading to unstable computations.
successive iterations. The location of the
oscillations was identified to be behind the bow The first set of computations were carried out
shock wave. However, the residuals have dropped using the Dunn and Kang air model and on a mesh
three orders of magnitude in the course of the consisting of 120 radial and 40 tangential grid
calculations. points. R,,,x was set to be 2.3. Figure (4.1)

shows the history of convergence which is very

Contour maps of pressure, partial density of N., O, similar to test cases II and Ill. The drag
and NO are shown in figures (3.8) to (3.11). They coefficients given by the equation (12.3) is also
indicate that the shock stand-off distance is about shown in figure (4. 1). It can be seen that initially,
1.32 radii and also that there are significant tIp to about 1000 time-iterations, the drag is the
chemical reactions occurring in the flow field, same as the perfect gas case but as the real gas
This is best seen in the contour map of partial chemistry starts to show its effect, the curve
density of 0. and NO in figures (3.10) and (3.11) asymptotes to a higher Cd value. This is not only
respectively, which indicate a strong reaction front due to the face that the stagnation pressure is
just behind the bow shock wave. The existence of different from that in the perfect gas case but also
non-equilibrium chemistry is also evident from the that in the real gas case the pressure variation
temperature contour maps and distribution along around the body is different from that predicted for
the stagnation streamline, (not shown here). The a perfect gas using the hypersonic. Newtonian
temperature drops immediately behind the shock theory. This difference in pressure distribution is
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the major reason why the pitching moment on a (c) the quasi-second-order method based on
blunt body is so much different from the perfect the upwind triangle and TVD-averaging.
gas calculations.

Obviously, scheme (b) is very similar if not
Figures (4.2) to (4.4) show the partial densities of identical to the present results. Desideri concludes
different species in the flow field. They all that the "quasi-second-order method with slope
indicate that the shock stand-off distance is about limiters is more robust than the quasi-second-order
1.26. The maximum density is about 11.56 which method based on the upwind triangle, but the latter
suggests that there is significant dissociation is more accurate". This shows the effect of using
occurring in the flow field. The contour maps of a symmetric rather than an upwind TVD scheme
0,, in figure (4.3), indicate that almost all of the for computations of very high Mach number
oxygen molecules have been dissociated behind the hypersonic flows. However. the reader should not
bow shock wave. Figure (4.4), which is the conclude that the present code is only first-order
contour map of NO, indicates that the maximum accurate, as the resolution of the shock wave
NO production occurs just behind the shock wave. indicates that the system is not diffusive like a
Temperature contours in figure (4.5) show the typical first-order scheme.
reaction front very clearly and how the temperature
is reduced behind the shock wave due to the It should also be noted that Desideri has u,,ed
endothermic chemical reactions. Park's model 1 (1985) for his computation which is

a single-temperature model similar to Dunn and
In figure (4.6), the temperature distributio- along Kang's air model. According to the altitude-
the stagnation line and around the body, obtained velocity map given by Park 1211 this may not be
by the present method using the Dunn and Kang air justified as ,he dominant thermochemical
model and by Desideri who used Park's air model, phenormena occur in the regYion where a two-
Although it is difficult to read the data from the temperature model may be more applicable.
Desideri's figures, the following comparisons can
be made. 15.5 Fringe Pattern Comparisons

The present computational results produce a shock The results of the present calculations are
stand-off distance which is about 3.5% larger than compared with the experimental interferograms in
Desideri's value of 1.22. The peak temperature, figures (5.1) and (5.2). In figure (5.1). the results
just behind the shock wave, is about 8200 K which are presented for the supersonic flow of hot air,
is roUghly 1.5% smaller than the Desideri's (8310 test case V. The calculated stand-off distance
K). The stagnation temperature was computed here (= -.0) and the shock shape is in good agreement
to be 5950 K while Desideri's results indicate a with the experiment but the fringe pattern is
value close to 6450 K (about 8% larger), slightly different from the experimental pattern.
However, the main discrepancy arises turther The computational results suggest a sharp rise in
downstream where the flow is expanded and density behind the shock wave and very gradual
cooled, eg at 6=7r/2 on the body the temperature increase, shown by the 2nd fringe, towards the
has been predicted to be 3050 K while Desideri's surface, but the experimental results indicate a
results suggests a temperature of about 3700 K, a much siower rise throtugh the shock wave and more
difference of 21%. Initially, it was thought that gradual increase towards the body. The
this was due to using a different chemical model. disagreement between the computation and
but similar results were obtained when using Park's experiment is presently not explained. Possible
air model. The real explanation is actually causes of discrepancies are uncLrtainties in the
suggested by Desideri who computed the flow experimental results or the limitations of inviscid
using three different schemes, based on the van flow or the one-temperature model used in the
Leer M.U.S.C.L. approach, namely computation.
(a) the first-order scheme,
(b) the quasi-second-order method with slope- The second interferograrn pictures are obtained by

limiters, and Hornung 1201 for partially dissociated nitrogen



flowk in a shock tunnel, given as test case Vi. Two further non-equilihrium caes were compared
Viscous computations have been carried out for with experimental interferograms, good agreement
this flow by Candler 1231, as well as more recently with shock shapes and general fringe patterns were
by Park et al 1101. Both authors have used both obtained for the low hypersonic. partially
one-temperaure and multi-temperature non- dissociated flow of nitrogen. Although. the shock
equilibrium model. Althougn Park has made a stand-off distance and shock shape are given in
detailed study and comparisons of his results with goo0d agreement with the experimental results for
Candler, their free stream conditions are not supersonic flow of hot air in a shock-tube, there
identical as Park has used a free stream density of are some differences in the fringe pattern that are
5.35 x 100 kg/m 3 which would give the same free unexplained at this stage. The present study has
stri..m pressure (given in table (10)) if no demonstrated the valuable information that CFD
dissociation was present in the free stream. This codes can provide when co-ordinated with suitable
niigh, explain the disagreement between their experimental work.
calculations using the une-temperature model.
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No References cf.1 77f.1 Eck or.2 17., E,,ý/k

I Dunn & Kang 121 9.Ox10'" -1.0 59500 3.24x10 9  -1.0 59500

2 Wray 131 6.40x10' -2.0 59960 1.9x102' -1.5 59960

3 Gardiner [41 4.56x10' 9  -1.0 59400 1.64x 10' -1.0 59400

4 Park 1 [51 8.25x10"9  -1.0 59500 2. 7 5x10' 9  -1.0 59500

5 Park 11 [61 2.9x 10' -2.0 59750 9.68x10 22  -2.0 59750

6 Park [if [71 1.0x102 -1.5 59500 2.Ox 102- -1.5 59500

Table (1): Comparison of Reaction Rates for O Given by Different Authors.

r Reaction cf.r qf., E.,/k Ch. r E,.,/k

I O+O •-20+O 9.00xlO'9  -1 5.950x10' 7.5xl0' -0.5 0.0

2 O,+O, - 20+O, 3.24x101'" -I 5.950x10' 2.7x101' -0.5 0.0

Table (2): The Kinetic Model of Dunn and Kang.

No Model No BI' B, B,' B,' B,'

I Model I 1.335 -4.127 -0.616 0.093 -0.005

I Model 11 2.855 0.988 -6.181 -0.023 -0.001

4 2 " Model 1[[ 2.460 0.55388 1.7763 -6.572 0.031445

Table (3): Different Curve Fits tor the Equilibrium Constant fir Oxygen
Dissociation According to Park
" For n,= 10, see table (4) below.
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No Number B-r B B; B,' B5T

Density n

1 104. 1.9607 1,8103 3.5716 -7.3623 0.083861

2 1015 2.3160 0.91354 2.2885 -6.7969 0.046338

3 10)( 2.4253 0.64183 1.9026 -6.6277 0.035151

4 10' 2.4600 0.55388 1.7763 -6.5720 0.031445

5 I01 2.4715 0.52455 1,7342 -6,5534 0.030209

6 1019 2.4773 0.50989 1.7132 -6.5441 0.029591

Table (4): The Coefficients B,' in the Expression for Equilibrium Constant- k, according to Park
(Model 111) for Oxygen Dissociation.

X = 4800 X = 5890 X = 5000 X = 4400,
Species K,/K,A KA/(cm 3/gr) K,,I(cm'/gr) K,,/(cm31gr) K•/(cm/gr) KMI/(cm 3Igr)

Oxygen 1.06 0.18 0.191 0.190 ....

Nitrogen 0.79 0.31 0.245 0.238 -- --

Air -- 0.2281 0.2262 0.2276 0.2293

Tahme (8): Gladstone-Dale Constants tor Different Species tor Different Wave Length X.
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Appendix A: Chemical Reactions and Rate Coefficients given by Dunn and Kang:

No Reaction Forward Rate Coefficient, Kf Backward Rate Third
cm 3 mole-I sec-1  Coefficient, Kb Body, M

cm3 mole-I sec-I [*]

or
cm6 mole-2 sec-1

1 N2 + N2 <-- 2N + N2  4.700x10 17 T-0 5 exp(-1.13x10 5/T) 2.72x10 16 T-0 .5

2 N2 + M <-- 2N + M 1.900x10 17 T-0-5 exp(-1.13xlO4fr) 1.10x10 16 T-0 -5  02,_NO, 0

3 N2 + N 4 N + NN + 4.085x1022 TI.5 exp(-1.13xl0 5fT) 2.27x10 2 1

4 02 + N2 *-- 20 + N2  7.200x 1018 T-' 0 exp(-5.95x10 4 /T) 6.00x10 15 T-0 5

5 02 + 02 -20 + 02 3.240x10 19 T1 0 exp(-5.95x10 4fT) 2.70x1016 T05

6 02 + 0 <-4 20 + 0 9.000x10 19 T-1 .0 exp(-5.95x104/T) 7.50x10 16 1-0.5

7 02 + M <- 20 + M 3.600x10 18 T-1.0 exp(-5.95x104/T) 3.00x10 1 5 T-0 .5  NO, N

8 NO + M - N +0 + M 3.900x10 2 0 T-7 5 exp(-7.55x10 4/T) 1.00xl02 0 T-0. 5  N2, 02

9 NO + M "-- N + O +_M 7.800x10 2 0 T-1 5 exp(-7.55x10 4 f/) 2.00xi0 20 T-. 5  NO, N, 0

I0 J N2+O<---N+NO 7.000'x1013 exp(-3.80x104IT) 1.56x10 13 [*l

11 J NO + O*- N +02 3.200x10 9 T1.0 exp(-1.97x10 4/T) 1.30x10 10 T1 -0

_____. exp(-3.6x1O3/T) [*]

Appendix B: Chemical Reactions and Rate Coefficients given by Wray:

No Reaction Foward Rate Coefficient, Kf Catalyst, M
cm 3 mole-I sec-1

N2 + M <--) 2N + M 4.20xl0 1 2T0.5 (1.133x10 5/T) exp(-.133xl0 5/T) N2

1.70x10 12 T. 5 (1.133x10 5/T) exp(-1.133x10 5/T) Ar, 0, 02, NO

3.20x1012 TO. (1.133x 10 5/T)2  exp(-1.133x10 5/T) N

2 02 + M +-* 20 ± M 5.00x10 11 V-5 (5.942x10 4/T)1.5 exp(-5.942x10 4/T) N2

2.25x 1012 T0 5 (5.942x 104/T) 1.5 exp(-5.942x104/T') 02

2.50x 10"1 Tr.5 (5.942x10 4/T)1 -5 exp(-5.942x10 4/T) Ar, N, NO

6.25x10o2 r0.5 (5.942x 10/T)*.5 exp(-5.942x 104/T) O

3 NO + M " N + O + M 7.00x 1010 V*.5 (7.553x10 4 rT) 2  exp(-7.553x10l4/T) Ar, 02, N2

_1.40x10
12 TO.5 (7.553x10 4/T)2  exp(-7.553x104fT) NO, 0, N

'4 N2 +0<*NO+N 7.00x10 13  exp(-3.802xl0 4/T) -

5 NO + 0 <-02 + N 3.20x10 9 T exp(-l.969x10 4/T) -

6 N2 + 0 2 -*2NO 9.10x10 24 T 2.5  exp(-6.47Ix1104T) -

7 N±+ "NO+ + e 6.4x10 9 V0 5 exp(-3.187x10 4/RT) -
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Appendix C: Chemical Reactions and Rate Coefficients given by Park:

No Reaction Forward Rate Coefficient, Kf Catalyst, M
cm 3 mole-1 see-1

I N2 + M --4 2N + M 3.70x10 2 1 T-1 .6 exp(1.132x10 5/T) N 2 , 02, NO

1 1.1 Ix10 2 2 T-1-6 exp(1.132x10 5fr) N, 0
2 02+ M * 20+ M 2.75x 1019 T-1.0 exp(5.95x10 4/T) N2, 02

I [8.25x 1019 T-1-0 exp(5.95x10 4/T) N, 0

NO + M -* N +O + M 2.30x1017 T-0.5 exp(7.55x10 4fI) N2, 02, NO

4.60x1017 T-0.5 exp(7.55x10 4IT) N, 0

4 IO+N 2 (-+ N+NO 3.18xl0 13T0 .1 exp(3.77x10 4 lT)

5 NO + O-- N + 02 2.16x10 8 T1 "29 exp(1.92x10 4/T)

No Reaction Equilibrium Constant Coefficient, A(ij)

i=l i=2 i=3 i--4 i=5
S N2 + M <- 2N + M 3.898 -12.611 0.683 -0.118 0.006

2 02 + M <-4 20 + M 1.335 -4.127 -0.616 0.093 -0.005

3 NO + M " N +O+ M 1.549 -7.784 0.228 -0.043 0.002

4 0 + N2 " N + NO 2.349 -4.828 0.455 -0.075 0.004

5 NO + O-" N + 02 0.215 -3.657 0.843 -0.136 0.007
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Fig. 1.1 Shock-tube facility at Goldstein Laboratory.
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THERMODYNAMIC MODEL OF AIR IN CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM

D. Giordano
L. Marraffa

ESA/ESTEC
Propulsion and Aerothermodynamics Division

Aerothermodynamics Section
2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlands

1 SUMMARY 3 LIST OF SYMBOLS
A ther=-dynamic model of air in chemical equilibrium is 3.1 Remarks
described. The model includes 13 chemical components, The mixture enthalpy, entropy, internal energy,
namely N, 0, Ar, e-, NO, N2, 02, N+, 0+, Ar+, NO+, Helmholtz potential, Gibbs potential, specific heats are
N,+, O0+, and is treated as a mixture of perfect gases. intended per unit total mass of the mixture.

The constant pressure specific heats of the components The component enthalpy, formation enthalpy, entropy
constitute the basic information to be provided and they and its T-dependent part, chemical potential and its T-
are assumed to be specified in the form of interpolating dependent part, constant pressure specific heat are in-
polynomials valid in assigned subranges of a given tem- tended per unit mass of that component.
perature range; the polynomial expressions have been Running subscripts start from I; the second column in
structured to preserve generality and flexibility with re- their list indicates the upper values they can reach.
spect to temperature range subdivisions and polynomial
coefficient data published by various sources. 3.2 Symbols without running subscripts

The set of the chemical reactions includes 47 reactions, at.e equilibrium Laplace characteristic velocity
of which only 9 are independent. The equilibrium com- aOL) frozen Laplace characteristic velocity
position is solved, in terms either of mass fractions or aINe equilibrium Newton characteristic velocity
molar fractions, according to the method of the equilib- am, frozen Newton characteristic velocity
rium constants and numerically computed by an iterative cpe equilibrium constant pressure specific heat
scheme which proves fast and accurate, cp,€ frozen constant pressure specific heat

A FORTRAN program has been written to perform the cý,. equilibrium constant volume specific heat

numerical calculations of the thermodynamic properties cVf frozen constant volume specific heat

and of the equilibrium composition. f mixture Helmholtz potential
g mixture Gibbs potential

Temperature range subdivisions and polynomial coeffi- h mixture enthalpy
cient data can be implemented at will. Presently, the h' reference level of h
program includes data from 3 US sources and I Soviet h" calculable part of h
source. Discrepancies in the constant pressure specific M mixture average molar mass
heats of the components deriving from the choice of dif- mt total mass
ferent data sources are put in evidence. N, total mole number

nmax number of A coefficients
The process to validate the program is described and prere

validation evidence is given in the relevant diagrams. p, reference pressure

RG universal gas constant, 8.31441 J/mole *K
2 CONVENIIONS a mixture entropy
The following summation convention is adopted: T temperature

the presence of two or more latin suhscripts implies T0 ,IT reference temperatures
summation U mixture internal energy

v specific v, lume
j-(cd, 4*- e,) = e equilibrium specific heat ratio

"a, frozen specific heat ratio
d + s) + -- (cAd + e2) +... i number of temperature subranges

b2 dummy integration variable

1, stoichiometric coefficient matrix
the presence of one latin subscript or any number of t,* stoichiometric coefficient matrix (inder. reac.)
greek subscripts implies no summation 0 formation matrix

)r dummy integration variable
GJ,,,(c + d,) =

atb2(c2 + d3) or aab4(c4 + d3 ) or ... 3.3 Symbols with running subscripts

The summation symbol is explicitly indicated when it is A, B polynomial coefficients
not possible to use the above convention. A chemical affinity

eP, component constant pressure specific heat
Superscripts never imply summation but label the sym- h component enthalpy
bols for identification purposes. (Ah)f" formation enthalpy at T.

a ii I I I I Il il li l H I I I I I I I I I I I ITi



T-h),T augmented formation enthalpy at T., •. The product of v and a gives identically the null matrix

We stable element molar enthalpy
KP equilibrium cA -istant, partial pressures Prii = 0 (1)
Ks equilibrium constant, molar fractions
K equilibrium constant, mass fractions The conditions (1) withj 1, 2, 3 ensure the mass con-
M component molar mass servation across the generic reaction; with j = 4 they
Ma atomic species molar mber ensure the conservation of the electric charge.
N0a atomic species mole number

p partial pressure 5 FUNDAMENTAL RELATION
R component gas constant The thermodynamic description [2, 3] is accomplished
a component entropy in terms of the fundamental relation h(s,p, a_... -013)

a T-dependent part of a which, for the case of a mixture of perfect gases, assumes
T subrange low-bounding temperature the parametric form
X component molar fraction

a component mass fraction h = aihi (2)
ca atomic species mass fraction = (3)
AX stable element stoichiometric coefficient
p -hemical potential with
00 T-dependent part of p T

p stoichiometric coefficient h, = h(T.) + ,(r)d(

Av mole number variation across a reaction h 1,

u, stoichiometric coefficient, indep. reac. fT T
Crv equilibrium derivatives s= s,(T.,p.) + cr, (r)dr - Rln

47 formation coefficient IT.", r P p0

-R. I Maý(5)
3.4 Running subscripts - n

j,w 4 atomic species The average molar mass of the mixture is defined in

i, k, e 13 components terms of the ak as

r, p 47 chemical reactions
1 9 independent chemical reactions (as, -.
n nin.z polynomial coefficients M M k=5 )
6 Omao temperature subranges

The last term in the right hand side of (5) represents the
4 STOICHIOMETRY part of s, due to mixing; the argument of the logarithm

The air model includes the 13 components listed at the coincides with x,, i.e.
beginning of sec. 1. Consistently, there are 4 atomic
species to be taken in account and they are listed in mos
table 1. The formation matrix a (13 x 4) corresponding M--
to that combination of atomic species and components

is shown, between the double lines, in table 2. The functions cp,5(T) are supposed to be assigned.

The set of the chemical reactions is shown in table 3 The terms h,(T.) cannot be calculated1 ; they must,

and was generated by processing a according to the therefore, be adapted to allow appearance of the for-
method exposed in [1]. It corresponds to the cri- mation enthalpies.
terium of excluding the reactions involving more than
2 bodies, exception made for the 3-body reactions The terms s,(T.,p.) are not affected by any indetermi-
which describe the ionization of the neutral components nateness and are available in tabulated form.

(reac. 4,5,6,12,28,34) and the dissociation of the diatomic
components (reac. 1,2,3,41,42,46,47). If this criterium is 5.1 Constant pressure specific heats of the corn-

relaxed and any 3-body reaction is admitted to have non ponents
negligible probability of occurrence then the number of Various publications [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] are
the chemical reactions jumps to the order of 100. How- available in the literature which provide interpolating
ever, this argument acquires importance when dealing polynomials for the cp,, in assigned subranges of a given
with nonequilibrium circumstances and becomes irrele- temperature range relatively to air components. Some

vant in a chemical equilibrium context, where it suffices references among those cited do not consider all the comn-

to know only the independent chemical reactions. In the ponents included in the model; therefore, when these

present case, there are 13 - 4 = 9 independent chemical references are chosen as data source, some of the com-
reactions and the mark * in table 3 indicates those which ponents listed in table 2 must be excluded. Accordingly,
are conferred such a role. The symbol X stands for any the corresponding reactions must be excluded from the
possible catalyst. set in table 3. The polynomials are obtained by curve

The stoichiometric coefficient matrix P (47 -, 13) corre- i This statement is the standard declaration encountered in the

sponding to the set of the chemical reactions is shown in literature. It is the authors' opinion that it may require a careful
table 4. The rows relative to the independent chemical rethinking. However, we conform to the standard view here and
reactions are extracted to compose the matrix v* (9 x 13), refrain to go deeply into the matter because a discussion about

this argument is irrelevant in the context of the present paper for

shown in table 5. the reasons explained in what follows

I.
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fitting data listed in tables of thermodynamic properties side; the reason for that will appear evident in sec. 5.3.2.
of individual substances [4, 5, 14, 15, 16]. The inconvenience is avoided by introducing a second

A general expression for the interpolating polynomial of arbitrary reference temperature V. and rearranging (7)

Cp,, consistent with T falling in the 0-th subrange, i.e. to read

T E [(T, Teo+], can be assumed as h,(To)=( Ah.)": + o [e1(To) - 7e(T.)]

+B,(6) + - -U(T) (8)rep,e = Atnel'- + •"(6) M•A,

Differences like those in square brackets can be read from
AL the expressions proposed in the cited references are the tables and, therefore, the sum of the first two terms
embedded in the form (6). The summation on n runs in the right hand side of (8) can be calculated without
from I up to a maximum nm.s which varies according problems. Defining, for short, an augmented formation
to the author who operates the curve fitting. Readers are enthalpy as
referred to [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] for informa-
tion concerning list of components, temperature range," ,-h T - ) M -

subrange allocation, A, B coefficients2 and n...... M,

With (6) in hand, integrals involving the cp,. can be per- the (8) can be written in ttie final form
formed analytically and readily evaluated.

5.2 Formation enthalpies h.(To) = (7LAh)TT• + (M)
There is an arbitrariness in the choice of the reference

elements from which a given component is intended to be 5.3 Adaptation of the expression for h
formed; for example, NO can be thought formed either The substitution of (9) into (4) and of the resulting ex-
from the atomic species premsion into (2) leads to the following

N + 0 -. NO N'(T)
h MaA, +, ý(A h.Ve,) T,r ,.(r)dr (10)

or from the stable elements associated to the atomic M +

species h' h"

S 10 -In (10) use has been made of the definition-N 2 + -O3- NO

2 2ao

Generally, prefercnce is assigned to the stable elements M,

and, therefore, the corresponding formation enthalpies There are two muin issues to discuss concerning re pec-
are used in numerical calculations 3 . tively the contributions h' and V" in (10). The ,ormer

If the components are meant formed from the stab1! ele- relates to the reference level of h; the latter to tht choice
ments then the corresponding formation enthalpies come of T0.
in play via the following expressions

5.3.1 Enthalpy reference level
)+ "'7T(7), Whatever T1 may be, the terms 7N(T•) cannot be calcu-

A,(T ) - (Ah,). + , 7(T 0 ) (7) lated and, consequently, the same applies to I'; instead,
the calculation of h" = h - h' does not present any re-

The stoichiometric coefficients A, for the stable elements striction whatsoever. The lack of information about h'
associated to thp atomic species of the model are shown becomes irrelevant in the following circumstances:

4able L. i. in conditions of chemical equilibrium,
2. in conditions of chemical nonequilibrium when ef-

Values of M (z~Ah,4 for various substances can be fects of mass diffusion are absent or, better, negiigi-
found either tabulated [4, 16] or specified [5, f., 7, 8, 9, ble.
10, 13, 14, 15) at a given temperature, usually 00 K or In fact, under those circumstances the 07 remain con-
298.'15OK. stant and, therefore, such is also h', thongh it is un-
The terms Ni(To) follow the same fate of the terms known; consequently, the variations of h and h" coincide
h,(T°), i.e. they cannot be calculated (see footnote 1). and the term h' can be assumed to play the role of ref-

erence level.
In (7) it is not convenient to have the N' evaluated at

the same temperature which appears in the left hand When the condiLions of chemical nonequilibrium with
non negligible effects of mnass diffusion prevail, the a

2The polynomial roeffirients given in the cited references vary and h' is not constant anymore The (10) is still
might require some minor sasptation and conversion of units be.
fore being used in (6) In 1l5, interpolating CepreCions are given valid but loses the capabilitV to ass,-,I fhe variations of h.

S.-"-,- ... in the ['he implications deriving , ,m th,, :,' 'ence of a variable



5.S.2 Choice of To 5.4 Adaptation of the expression for.

The reference temperature T. appears only in the qua-- In line with the choice made in sec. 5.3.2, when T falls
tity between square brackets in (10); this fact implies in the 0-th subrange (5) becomes
thc invarixnce of that quantity with respect to T. and T

explains the reason of the adaptation of (7) to (9). se = s,(T-,p)+ oR In
Given the arbitrariness of T. and consistently with the -k e r PC
viewpoint' that interpolating polynomials for the cp,. are Mae , (15)
assigned over the temperature subranges, when T falls -RIeM" (15)
in the 0-th subra&nge it is possible to set T. = To so that
(10) b .comes The substitution of (15) into (3) yields

AfJAT(,) c•,,i(r)dr (11) j."41" °
br1k-Rt In rse tioT (16)

In (11) the invariance of the quantity between squarebrackets with respect to 70 impli&s-the independence of The (16) i- the. perative expression of s used to perform

the sene quantity from the particular subrange anisea, the numerical calculations for the model.

tion in use, i.e. from the chosen data source. In (16) the mixing part is separated and presented in a
form particularly suitable for FORTRAN coding 5 .

5.3.3 Operative expression ofh Values of Ms,(To,po) can be read from the tables.
Keeping in mind the discussion of sec. 5.3.1 and adhering
to the choice made in sec. 5.3.2, the contribution The vast majority of the tables [4, 14, 15,.16]s•sAumeupo = 1.01325 • lO5N/m2 but there are also instances [51

which assume pC = 10 5N/m 2 .

h"' = ari [-A. fe + c,,i (,)d, (12)ToiI T(, (2 6 STATE EQUATIONS
9 The temperature appears as a parameter in (4),(5). The

specific volume and the chemical potentials are found
from (11) is taken as the operative expression of h used from the standard definitions [2, 3) and read
to perform the numerical calculations for the model. It
applies when T belongs to the 0-th subrange and returns T
values of the mixture enthalpy with respect to the refer- = iRi

ence level ff,'7 U(Tl )

Mcj + (Ah4,T, - Ts.(To, p.)

h' = 
(13) T Tv

M"A., -[ dr, -cp,(s)dt9 + RJ In-
JT.T" 1 t- P.

The reference temperature T. can still be arbitrarily cho- +RTln a-e (17)
sen. 

M

When tabulated values of M. (Ah,)1'" are available, the In (17) use has been made of (9); it applies when T

augmented formation enthalpies in .(12) are evaluated belongs to the 0-th subrange.

from their definition The p, are involved mainly in the calculation of the
equilibrium constants and, for that purpose, they are

"-(h)* M, ( - •(cI~)] rephrased in the form

P C -_ ar) W 01( O p C (T ) + R .T lIn &--• (18 )

When the Me (Ah 4 )' are specified only at a given tem- M'Aj P+
perature Ti one has to calculate first

with

('I')•:,T. = (Ah,)AT' + U [1i;(T,) - 7p;(7-.)] j:(T) = (-Ah T,. ." - TsC(T.,p,)
T , M"\j I

and then - JTe iT. •ep'

(Ah')7,T.' = (Ah-)T 1 ,T: + [h.(To) - h,(TI)] (14) =
T de c. bThe indeteminateness carried by the p., due to the pres-

The difference between squu: brackets in the right hand ence of the terms Nf(T.), disappears when the linear
side of (14) must be read from the tables.
side of(1)mutberedfrmthtin fact, the argument of the logarithm tends to 1 when ad

4The appropristenesa of the choice of T. made here loses Its tends to 0 and this can be obtained numerically by replacing the
validity, when interpolating polynomials are used directly for the argument with (M(a, + 10-se)/M,) 0. The form e.Rd In(,. ,)
integrals appearing in (10). Neverthele", the concept of aug. must be avoided because it cannot be numerically driven to the
mtn.ted formation enthalpy still retains Its usefulness, correct limit. -I-'L .w.... • 1 |IlI il•IlI I•III IIIIIIll II •I•



combinations of the chemical affinities are performed; 9.1 Assignment of T, v
the affinity of a generic reaction is In this case the equilibrium composition is solved directly

in terms of the ao. The equilibrium equations relative to
A, = vr,. ,, it, the 9 independent chemical reactions, marked with * in

table 3, iead

which, after suostitution of (18), becomes 02/ae = K2'(T, v) (22)
= K*(TV) (23)

Ar Vif.] Rle(vM) [i u*(T)+RTln& asa50/a = K*(T, v) (24)+V, P(l J• os/U = K5'(T, v) (25)
0 aloa4/03 = Ke'(T,v) (26)

a4/as =.I42(A v) (27)
The contribution containing the terms W(T.) vanishes a 2/0so7 = K24(T) (28)
identically becuse of the conservation conditions (1) and o02a0/os = K2s(T, v) (29)
the affinity is completely determined by the remaining
contribution. a13-4/07= K*4(T, V) (30)

The conservation equations relative to the 4 atomic
p ~~7 INTERNAL ENERGY, HELMHOLTZ AND spcered

GIBBS POTENTIALS species read'

The mixture internal energy, Helmholtz potential and of, = + 0s + 2s + + 22 (31)
Gibbs pctential are calculated from their relations of def- M- + ' +2' + ' M ' + M 1)
inition [2, 3] 0 = M s5 07 m0 M11 + 132

02M-" 02 + M-a""s +22-'7-+ 0' + M-"' +M1o 32

f =,-Ts- pv (20) 0T 04 _ 08_ 09 0_ a1 ..il a_12
M4 V 4  Vs W9 M 10  M 1  M1 2

013

gh-Ta (21) M,13  (34)

The *,* must be considered assigned.
The (19),(20),(21) return values for u,f,g referred to the The numerical method to solve the non linear sys-
level (13) wh'.n values from (12) are used for h. tem (22),..., (34) is based on the following idea: the

unknowns ar,03,05,05,...,013 are eliminated from8 EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS (31),..., (34) by expressing them in terms of the privi-
Equilibrium constants in terms of partial pressures, mass leged 0n, 04,06,07 from the equations (22),..., (30); af-
fractions and molar fractions have been considered for ter the elimination, the resulting equations (31),..., (34)
each chemical reaction. They are found respectively from are iterated until convergence to yield the privileged ao.

The remaining a, are, then, found from the expressions
ex '_ vused to eliminate them from (31),... ,(34).

KP(T) = p i , \ RT
~1 9.2 Assignment of T,p

In this case the equilibrium composition is solved in
(T) (l•V'" terms of the zi which are, subsequently, converted to

K•(T,v) = K(T) PA, III UR the ai. The equilibrium equations relative to the 9 in-
dependent chemical reactions read formally exactly the
same as (22),..., (30); they are obtainable simply replac.

S\IP, ing the symbol a with the symbol z and the dependence
K,(T, p)= KP(T) ((T, v) with the dependence (T, p).

The conservation equations relative to the 4 atomic
with species read

N, = z +- zs + 2s +" zs + xiu + 2gz1 (35)

9 EQU fIBRIUM COMPOSITION ., 4- :+ 2:v + :s+ t + 2"a (38)

The equilibrium" composition is solved according to the N3a Z3 + I (37)
method of the equilibrium constants with the lmpoitioa No 0
of the ato.nic species conservation (I]. N' - - - CIO - C - il - 13 (38)

Allowanc: is made for the two situations corresponding
to the aN. gnment of either T, v or T, p. 6Th@ equations (31),... ,(34) imply the condition E. o. a 1.



An additional equation is required to close the system with
becaube of the presence of N,, which is another unknown
of the problem. It reads7  JT 1

•.= s,('T,p.) +/J -cp,.(,-)d,-• " . z = 1( 3 9 ) T ro r

The AI' mnst be considered assigned. The system relative to the derivatives (1a9/8v)T is not
affected by any numerical trouble when some a, tend toThe xLumeric:al method follows the samae guidelines de- o ttrsotta h em

scribI insec.9.1.0. It turns out that the terms
scrib A in sec. 9.1.

10 SPECIFIC HEATS & CHARACTERISTIC : )
VELOCITIES 8

Specific heats and characteristic velocities have been con-
sidered relatively to the definitions "frozen" and "chem-
ical equilibrijnmn. The determination of the frozen prop-
erties is rather straightforward; the same process relative v s' = ",
to the equilibrium properties requires more elaboration. . .. '
For obvious reasons of space limitations, only final work- l M = 0
ing formulas are discussed and/or given here. Readers
interested in the details are referred to (1, 2, 3]. i0.2.2 Working formulas

When f and • have been calculated, the constant vol-
10.1 Frozen properties ume specific heat and the Newton characteristic velocity
'[he con.tant pressure and constant volume specific heats are found from
are found from

Cp4 = ccpsc.,e =c.1-R 1)I

c.,j = cj. - Ro/a 0

Their ratio follows at once -(Ri - j,) jadeyt* - 1) -in (Li 0 '

V Cp.//C.,/ (L 2
+Ri In (40)

The Newton and Laplace characteristic velocities are P
found from

a/aN. --- 4, - C'c, RT (41)

aL,! = ,/-f a,!j Then, the equilibrium mixed derivatives follow

10.2 Equilibrium properties , ( ,jI
10.2.1 Equilibrium derivatives av TC

The determination of the equilibrium properties presup- [ /* a*]

poses that of the equilibrium composition derivatives + i - RX In (42)

(0,c/3T). and (PaclOv)T. General linear systems of 0,

equations are available, in principle, but they require av - Ri [47 - In ( L 1 (43)
some adaptation when particularized to the case of the \8T) VIC* 10, J
perfect gases Ill. and, finally, the constant pressure specific heat, the spe-
The system relative to the derivatives (Dag/T), is not cific heat ratio and the Laplace characteristic velocity
the most appropriate from the numerical viewpoint be- are found from
cause it involves in the known term array the pres-
ence of s, which carries the numerical troublemaker cp,. = cg,. + T P VIC I (v T,1
In (Ma,/M,); this term becomes indefinitely large when ;27 [v 0 L as/ TIC.]

a- 0 and blows unavoidably the calculation. The in- -cp.=/c..
convenience is eliminated if recourse is made to the equi-
librium derivatives involving the pe rather then the ctr. a,. -= a.,

These are defined as Again, the expressions (40),... ,(43) are given in a form
._(ipnf ] suitable for FORTRAN coding (see footnote 5).

L (Tin P . 11 THE PROGRAM 'AIRETP'

and the linear system to evaluate them reads The thermodynamic relations discussed in the preced-
Ing sections have been coded In a FORTRAN program ..

V1* -7' , Basically, the program accepts in input an array of ther-
J Uh modynamic points (T, v) or (T, p) anti returns the ther.

"r *f modynamic properties of Interest, In conditions of chem-
CT add = a,+n Mh ical equilibrium, according to the selected data source(se sec. 5.1) for a prescribed composition of the atomic

'The equations (3S),...,(38) do not Imply the equation (as). species.

_ M INES I
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Data sources can be implemented at will, provided that
their interpolating polynomials of the cp,, can be brought 8.0 Mc",
into the form (6). The data sources presently imple- 7.5 R,
mented in the program are [5, 6, 9, 11]. The components 7.0
marked with # in table 2 are those that cannot be ac- 6.5
counted for when the corresponding data-source is se-
lected. Consistently, the chemical reactions which must 6.0
be excluded are marked with s in table 3. 5.5

•l~e 5.0
Values of M,(Ah)T.r,T, and Mas.(79,p.) relative to the 5.
subra&nge allocations ofthe implemented data sources are
shown' in table 6 and table 7. The former quantities are 4.0 o1,151 [51
calculated according to the method described in the end 3.5 [6[tableal
of sec. 5.3.3 from the data tabulated in (14, 151 relatively 3.0
to To = 0 'K; the latter quantities are read directly from 2.5
[14, 15] and are relative to Po = 1.01325. lO- N/M2 . 2.0............................. T I 0  K

2.0 ;i56 -- 10-0"00 1-5000 200 2000 30000
11.1 Constant pressure specific heats of the Figure 2: Nondimensional constant pressure specific heat

components of 02'
A sample of calculation of the cp,, is given in fig. I and
fig. 2; they show the nondimensional constant pressure
specific heat of 0+ and 02, respectively. The solid lines above 6000 K. Similar discrepancies exist at high tem-

refer to our calculation based on the implemented data peratures for the e,, of all the remaining components in
sources; values read directly from the tables in [5, 6, 14, the model. They should, therefore, be expected to af-

15] are also plotted for comparison. fect also other thermodynamic properties usually listed
in the tables. The existence of such a situation remains

The fitting of the tabulated data is generally satisfac- an open issue and calls for a reconsideration of the meth-
tory, thou~gh in some instances the interpolating polyno- ods used to calculate the tables.
mials do not meet properly at the boundaries of adja-
cent subranges. The possible existence of discontinuities
at the subrange junctions is evidenced by the jump at .Iog:,A(7)
6000 *K of the solid line corresponding to [11] in fig. 2. 8.0
A smoothing procedure to eliminate the discontinuities
is described in [11] and, in a better way, in [12]. How- 7.5
ever, in our opinion smoothing procedures contribute to 7.0
make clumsy the use of the interpolating polynomials. 65

6.0

4.0- '",,,. 5. [61

4.0 M~,, ~ [,tableoj
Ru 5.0

4.53.5 6"" ~ a .j 1 1, 151 l
4.0

S. , .. [61

3.0 5000 10000 15000 T°K 20000
a (14,151

a (5,tAblesl Figure 3: Equilibrium constant, relative to the partial pres-
sures, for the reaction 2N *f N2"+ + e

2.5 9

i T*X 11.2 Equilibrium constants
2.0 . ,-_--- The validation of the procedure to calculate the equilib-

5000 10000 15000 20000 2.000 30000 rium constants is based on the reproduction of tabulated

Figure 1: Nondimensional constant pressure specific heat data from (5, 17]. The former reference lists the loga---.--
of 0+. rithms to the base 10 of the equilibrium constant relative

to the partial pressures', log, 0 K*(T) in the notation of
the reference, for reac. 1,,.. ,9. The latter reference lists

The situation in fig. 1 reveals a satisfactory matching the natural logarithm. of the equilibrium constant rela-
among the tabulated data, though a slight divergence tive to the molar concentrations, In K. In the notation
seems to begin at 20000K. The same situation exists of the reference, for reac. 1,...,5,7,...,11,22,23,25,33.
for N+,Ar+ and e-. The situation in fig. 2 reveals, in- These data are understood to be the result of calcula-
stead, a heavy disagreement among the tabulated data tions from the partition functions.

rThe blank positions In table 6 and table 7 occur when a 9ln [51, that equilibrium constant is defined in terms of the ra-

subrange low.bounding temperature belongs to a data source for tics of the partial pressures top* n 105 N/m
2 

and, consequently,
which the corerponding component cannot be accounted for. it Is nondimenslonal.

I I I ' lll l SII l II III I NorW
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-In K, (moles/ci) 1.0 4,
8.0

7.0 -1

6.0 0.5o

5.01

4.0
3.0 - 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9t 9 10 11 12

0 [9 61T,0 *
Figure 6: Equilibrium composition of air. Case from [20].

1.0 [ - 11-
0.0

-1.0 [ at p. 28] which shows the logarithm to the base 10 of
-2.0 - TOK the molar fractions, logari/of in the notation of the ref-

- oK erence, versus T at v = 0.1 m3 /kg. The low tempera-
S 1i0000 15000 20000 25000 30000 ture composition assumed in [9] includes Ar, N2 , 02 with

Figure 4: Equilibrium constant, relative to the molar con- molar fractions z3 = 0.0093, z6 = 0.7811, zT = 0.2096;

centrations, for the reaction 02 + X : 20 + X. the corresponding atomic species composition is oa =
0.75557, a4 = 0.23160, a* = 0.01283, 4 = 0.00000. Our
calculation is based, of course, on the selection of (9]

Our calculations reproduce quite faithfully the tabulated among the implemented data sources. The results are
data for all the indicated reactions up to 10000 *K; di- shown in fig. 5.
vergences exist for some reactions above that temper- The second example refers to the cas resented in
ature. Examples are shown in fig. 3 and fig. 4. The phe fig. e6a. p. refers ho the molares rad -
discrepancy among the solid lines, which represent our [20, fig. 36.a at p. 288] which shows the molar frac-
calculation based on the implemented data sources, is an tions, p i/ = n in the notation of the rrence, versus T
evident consequence of the disagreement among the t&- at p = 0.001 aim. The low temperature composition as-
bles pointed out in sec. 11.1. In fig. 4 it has to be noticed sumed in [20] includes Ar, N2 , 03 with molar fractions
that the trend of the solid lines is appreciably less steep z3 = 0.0097, ze = 0.7808, XT = 0.2095; the correspond-

than the trend of the data from [17] above 20000 *K. ing atomic species composition is N• = 1.5616, N* =
0.4190, N* = 0.0097, N4' = 0.0000. Our calculation is
based oui the selection of (5] among the implemented data
sources because of the same Soviet origin as (20]. The

log 0.0 /o results are shown in fig. 6.
0.0-N

-0.50

-1.0 U. __a

-1.5 
N

-2.0 A

-3.0 /+ J

.5-3.0 
*

-4.5 00 K 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 9 10 11 12

-5.0 3. .5 6. .5.9.0.5. Figure 7: Internal energy of air. Case from [201.
0.0 1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 7.5 9.0 10.5 1210 13.5 15.0

Figure 5: Equilibrium composition of air. Case from [9].
11.4 Enthalpy and entropy
The validation of the procedure to calculate h, s and the

11.3 Equilibrium composition other thermodynamic potentials is based on the repro-
The validation of the procedure to calculate the equi- duction of the diagrams from [18, 20, 22]. Two examples
librium composition is based on the reproduction of the are described here.
diagrams from (9, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Two examples are The first example refers to the case presented in [20,
described here; they are relative to a (T, v) and a (T, p) fig. 37b at p. 289, fig. 38b at p. 290]. Those figures
input, respectively. show, respectively, the mixture internal energy, Um/m
The first example refers to the case presented in [9, fig. 2c in the notation of the reference, and the mixture entropy
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to ~70 -ZH/RT

50 -- oooi' 50:0.0001
O0 1 2 $ 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12

Figure 8: Entropy of air. Case from [20). 40-0.0)

30
of air versus T at p = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1,1.0 atm. The low 1.0temperature composition is the same as described in the /

second example of sec. 11.3 and, again, [5] was selected 20
as data source for our calculation. The results are shown
in fig. 7 and fig. 8.

10p = 00

80- ZS/R 0 5000 10000 is"
Figure 10: Enthalpy of dissociating ionizing nitrogen. Case
from [22].

70 O.

11.5 Equilibrium specific heats and characteris-
tic velocities

60 0.01 The validation of the procedure to calculate the specific
beats, their ratios and the characteristic velocitites is
based on the reproduction of the diagrams from [20, 22]

50 1.0 and of the tabulated data from [23]. Two examples are
described here.

The first example refers to the case presented in [20,
fig. 37a at p. 289], which shows the equilibrium constant

40 volume specific heat of air, C. in the notation of the

reference, versus T at p = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1,1.0 atm. The
low temperature composition is the same as described

30 in the second example of sec. 11.3 and, again, [5] was
p 100 atm selected as data source for our calculation. The results

are shown in fig. 11.

20 1 1 1 1 TIO
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000

Figure 9: Entropy of dissociating ionizing nitrogen. Case 10
from (22]. C a

The second example refers to the case presented in [22, 5
fig. 9.3 at p. 277, fig. 9.7 at p. 283]. Those figures show,
respectively, the dimensionless (mola~r) entropy and the
dimensionless (molar) enthalpy, ZS/R and ZHIRT in __-o m7
the notation1" of the reference, of dissociating ioniz- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 9 10 12
ing nitrogen versus T at p = 0.0001,0.01,1.0,I00arm. P10° X

The atomic species composition for this case is Ne = Figure 11: Equilibrium constant volume specific heat of air.
1.0, N2" = N* = N* = 0.0. Our calculation is based on Case from [201.
the selection of [11] among the implemented data sources
because of the same American origin as [22]. The results The second example refers to [23]. This reference lists,
are shown in fig. 9 and fig. 10. among other things, tabulated values of y. and the ra-

tio of o•,, to pt• versus T at specified values of p for

10This notation requires some clarification. R is the universal four nitrogen-oxygen mixtures. Two of them were con-

gas constant and corresponds to Ro. The compressibility factor Z fourd n tren-oxygen mtes o of them pere -
is defined asi M..M, where the value at numerator is evaluated sidered as test case. The former has a low tempera-
at standard T,p conditions, i.e. 273.18"K, 1.01325. IOSN/m2. S ture composition constituted by 100% N2 (pure nitro-
and H correspond, respectively, to me*/N, and mh/N,. gen) and a corresponding atomic species composition
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a,. 2 pv 5 N OV . N O " N
o12311.

1.4 -1.5 N.i

1.351.3 1.4

1.2- •1.3 o S00 loom0 13M 2OS~T*K

Figure 14: Equilibrium composition of air. Comparison be-

1.1 • 1.2 tween [51 and [111.

TIK sponding atomic species composition Nj* = 1.58, N2 =

0 a00 1000o 15000 0.42, N3* = N? = 0.0, was studied up to 20000 *K for

Figure 12: Equilibrium specific heat ratio and Laplace char- p = 0.0001, 0.01, 1.0, 100 atm. The calculations were

acteristic velocity for the 100% N2 mixture. performed by selecting [5, 11] among the implemented
data sources; (11] was chosen because the authors of that
reference operated their curve fitting on the data from
%14, 15].'V. a2 /pv

o (231 The results of the calculation of the equilibrium compo-
1.4 - 1.5 sition at p = 1.0 atm are shown in fig. 14. N+ and O+are not included because C12,cV13 < 10-4. The black

triangles mark the temperatures above which an appre-
1ciable divergence begins to exist between [51 and [14, 15)

1.3 o1.4 relatively to the cp,, of the indicated components. The
results generated by the two selected data sources match
completely. This leads to the conclusion that the in-

1.2 1.3 certitudes affecting the cp,, vanish in the procedure to
determine the equilibrium composition.

1.I 1.2
2W - h I J4//i

TO 180,

0 500 100030 15000 160

Figure 13: Equilibrium specific heat ratio and Laplace char- 140 Po.o01
acteristic velocity for the 80% N2 ,20% 02 mixture. 12Doi ,1

1 0 ( [111

N? = 1.0, N2' = N3* = N,' = 0.0. The latter has 8 10
a low temperature composition constituted by 80% N2  6
and 20% 02, and a corresponding atomic species com- 100
position N? = 1.6, N2 = 0.4, N3* = N" = 0.0. The 40
values p = 0.0001, 1.0, 100 atm were considered for each 2D
mixture. Our calculation is based on the selection of [1] 0 1
among the implemented data sources and reproduces the sow -oDo 1500 2oooo

tabulated data in a satisfactory manner. A complete Figure 15: Enthalpy of air. Comparison between [5] and
matching is found for the 100% N 2 mixture regardless [II].
of the value assumed for p; instead, slight differences
exist for the 80% N2,20% 02 mixture between 1000 *K The results of the calculation of h, s generated by the two
and 4000 *K for increasing p. Evidence of this situa- selected data sources are shown in fig. 15 and fig. 16 and,
tion is given in fig. 12 and fig. 13, which are relative to again, they match completely. This unexpected match-
p = l.0atm. ing is explained by the situation in fig. 14: for any given

component appearing on top of the diagram, the incer-
12 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS titude about its cp,, occurs in a temperature zone where
An investigation was performed to ascertain possible its a. is vanishingly small and makes harmless the terms
consequences on the equilibrium composition and on the h,, J. which are the potential carriers of the incertitude.
calculated values of h, # due to the disagreement between At high temperatures, the matching of the results is, ba-
the tables [5] and [14, 15] relatively to the c,,, of some sically, a direct consequence of the matching in the c,,.
components in the model. A mixture with low temper- of the monottomic ionized components N÷, 0+ and e-
ature composition of 79% N2 and 21% 02, and corre- (see fig. 1).
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j, a. species M* (kg/mole) s. element A
1 N .140067. 10' N2  2
2 o .159994. 10-1 02 2
3 Ar .399480 - 10-1 Ar 1
4 C .549000 .10-e e 1

Table 1: The atomic species and their respective stable elements.

i,k,e comp. N 0 Ar e M (kg/mole) _5] [6] [9] [11]

I N 1 0 0 0 .140067 • 10-'
2 0 0 1 0 0 .159994 • 10-'
3 Ar 0 0 1 0 .399480 - 10-'
4 C- 0 0 0 1 .549000 • 10-"
5 NO 1 1 0 0 .300061 • 10-'
6 N2  2 0 0 0 .280134 • 10-'
7 02 0 2 0 0 .319988 .10-1
8 N÷ 1 0 0 -1 .140062 .10-1
9 O+ 0 1 0 -1 .159989.10 -

10 Ar÷ 0 0 1 -1 .399475 .10-1
11 NO 4" 1 1 0 -1 .300056 .10-1

12 N+ 2 0 0 -1 .280129 • 10-1 *

13 O+ 0 2 0 -1 .319983 .10-1 *

Table 2: The chemical components and their formation matrix a.
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r,p reaction [51 [6] L9] [11]

I NO+ XvN+O+X
2 * N 2 +X2N+X
3 * + +X 20+X
4 * N+XwN++e-+X
5 * O+XdO+ +e-+X
6 * Ar+X=Ar+e-+X * +
7 N+Ov- NO+ +e-
8 2N :* N + e- *
9 20 rO-0 + - *

10 O+ N2 p N + NO
11 O+ NOrN+02
12 • NO+X • NO++e-+X
13 N+ NO+ t NO+ N+

14 O+ N+ r- NO+ N+ *

15 O+ NO+ ; NO+O+
16 N +O+ v NO+O+ *

17 Ar + NO+ 7- NO +Ar *
18 N 2 +0+ l NO+ N+
19 NO+O+ 0 2 +N+

20 NO + NO+ N 2 + 0+2*
21 NO+NO 02 + N+ *

22 Nz+ NO+ 4 NO+ N+ *
23 OG + NO+ NO + 02+
24 N 2 + 02 2NO
25 N + NO+ O + N+*

26 0 + NO+ v N + 0•
27 2NO+ v N2+ + 0+•
28 *N2 + X;- N2+ + e- + X*

29 N2 + N+ N + N+ *
30 N + NO+ N2 + O+

31 N 2 + O+ O +N *

32 Ar + N+ N2 + Ar+ * *

33 N2 + o+ o2 + N2+
34 * 0 2 +X;O+ +e-+X *

35 O + NO+ 02 + N+
36 N +0+ O2+N+*

37 0+0 O2+O *
38 Ar+O O2 +Ar+ * * *

39 N+O+ O+N÷

40 Ar+N+ P N+Ar+ *
41 NO+ + X v! O+ N+ + X
42 N2+ +X = N + N +X X
43 N++NO+ 0+ + N2+ *

44 0+ + NO+ N+ + 02*

45 Ar++0wO+Ar+ *
46 NO+ + X - N +O0 + X
47 + ++X; O+O+ + X

Table 3: The set of the chemical reactions.
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r, N 0 Ar e- NO N2  02 N+ 0+ Ar* NO+ N2 02

1 1 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 2 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

7 -1 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
8 -2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
9 0 -2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
10 1 -1 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 1 -1 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
13 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0
14 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0
15 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0
16 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1
17 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0
18 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0
19 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1 1 -1 0 0 0 0
20 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1
21 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 -1 1 0
22 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0
23 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 1
24 0 0 0 0 2 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0
26 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2 1 1
28 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
29 1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 1 0
30 -1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0
31 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 1 0
32 0 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0
33 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 1 -1
34 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1
35 0 -1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 -1 0 0
36 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 -i
37 0 -1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 -1
38 0 0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 -1
38 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0
40 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0
41 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0
42 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1 0
43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 -1 1 0
44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 -1 0 1
45 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0

46 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0
47 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -1

Table 4: The stoichiometric coefficient matrix v.

I r,p N 0 Ar e- NO N2  02 N+ 0+ Ar+ NO+ N2 O0
1 2 2 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 4 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 n 0 0
4 5 0 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
5 6 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
6 12 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
7 24 0 0 0 0 2 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 28 0 0 0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
9 34 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Table 5: The stoichiometric coefficient matrix v* relative to the independent chemical reactions.



ck, a ccmp. To, *K
200 300 800 1000 1500 3000 6000 10000 15000 20000 25000

1 N 113500.6 113997.4 116481.5 117476.1 119959.2 127425.1 143767.4 171176.9 2083811 253938.8 318860.6
2 0 60056.9 60589.2 63130.0 64131.2 66625.7 74101.5 89563,3 111407.6 139919.3 175695.0 229521.9
3 Ar 993.6 1490.4 3974.5 7452.2 14904.4 29808.9 49698.9
4 e- 993.6 1490.4 3974.5 4968.1 7452.2 14904.4 29808.9 49681.5 74522.2 99363.0 124203.7
5 NO 22868.3 23564.7 27237.6 28830.8 33008.7 46209.1 73677.0 113502.6 168117.5 225115.0 279964.1
6 N 2  1391.2 2087.1 5670.4 7203.9 11252.9 24227.1 51197.6 89100.0 151626.0 231008.0 309787.3
7 02 1391.4 2089.8 5861.8 7503.3 11780.9 25503.2 55867,2 100218.9 156283.5 208392.0 255034.9

8 N+ 448760.5 449275.1 451781.0 452777.3 455264.6 462736.6 478250.2 500212.9 528444.8 557326.4 587380.4
9 0+ 373935.3 374432.1 376916.3 377909.9 380394,0 387846.7 403068.8 426936.5 462381.3 498243.4 532290.5

10 Ar+ 364338.6 364837.4 367469.5 371257,1 379072.3 394225.8 414210.4

11 NO+ 237227.2 237923.0 241504.4 243036.5 247083.2 260062.5 287145.0 327628.7 399392.8 483900.0 560858.1
12 N+ 361393.1 366554.4 370659.0 384531.2 416802.5 460277.8 514159.7 565791.7 613098.1

13 0+ 280005.6 285286.1 289476.3 302712.2 330369.4 375432.9 443877.7 507085.7 559500,2

Table 6: Molar augmented formation enthalpies (cal/mole). T.' = 0 *K.

i, k, f camp. To, *K
200 300 800 1000 1500 3000 6000 10000 15000 20000 25000

1 N 34.6308 36.6452 41.5181 42.6268 44,6412 48.0899 51.8221 55.2957 58.3076 60.9069 63.7885
2 C 36.3399 38.5010 43.5016 44.6188 46.6419 50.0957 536550 56.4399 58,7458 60.7861 63.1711
3 Ar 34.9994 37.0138 41.8867 45.0098 48.4534 51.8971 54.4368
4 e- 3.0048 5.0193 9.8922 11,0008 13.0152 16.4588 19.9025 22.4404 24,4548 258840 26.9926
5 NO 47.6479 50.4716 57,6077 59.3840 62.7660 68.8500 75.1747 80.1921 84.6082 87.8876 90.3387
6 N 2  42.9927 45.8140 52.7997 54.5094 57,7859 63.7611 69.9828 74.7900 79,7077 84.2617 87.7847
7 02 46.2190 49.0498 56.3619 68.1922 61.6556 67.9651 74.8952 805480 85.0998 88.1053 90.1913
8 N+ 36.1098 38.1985 43.1216 44.2331 46.2504 49.7019 53.2723 56.0719 58.3598 60.0204 61.3603
9 0+ 35.0271 37.0415 41.9144 43.0230 45.0374 48.4812 51.9859 55.0043 57.8697 59.9332 61.4561
10 Ar+ 37.7547 39.7769 44.9035 48.3083 51.9286 55.4339 57.9867
II NO+ 44.5725 47.3937 54.3763 56.0844 59.3589 65.3361 71.5801 76.7013 82.5830 87.4447 90.8896

12 N+ 47.2605 56.0192 59,3400 65.6864 73.1096 78.6960 83.0668 86.0427 88.1577

13 0+ 49.3256 58.2594 61.6515 67.7518 74.1198 79.8376 85.3762 89.0282 91.3754~2~

Table 7: Molar entropies (cal/mole *K). p. = 1.01325. 105N/m 2 .
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I. ABSTRA(ýr xy.z = Cartesian coordinates

This paper is a summary of the present authors' 0 = incidence angle
three-dimensional simulations on the hypersonic -1 = specific heat ratio
rarefied flows in an effort to understand the highly 7] = disk ,ice along the stagnation streamline
nonequilibrium flows about space vehicles entering (measured from the body)

the Earth's atmosphere for a realistic estimation of A mean free path
the aerothermal loads. Calculations are performed P density
using the direct simulation Monte Carlo method r shear ,ress parallel to the grid line mi
with a five-species reacting gas model, which streaniwise direction
accounts for rotatio..al and vibrational internal

energies. Results are obtained for the external subscripts
flows about various bodies in the transitional flow I = I' th species
regime. For the cases considered, convective s = stagnation
heating, flowfield structure and overall w = wall

aerodynamic coefficients are presented and ref = reference
comparisons are made with the available x = freestream
experimental data. The agreement between the
calculated and measured results are very good. 3. INTRODUCTION

With the development of revitalized interest in
2. NOMENCLATURE hypersonics after 1980's. much interest at the

Aref = reference area international level Las been created for the des;gn
C, = mass fraction of species a, pi/p of more efficient spacecrafts with improved

('j) = drag coefficient capabilities. To achieve this goal, new ideas and
('j, = overall heat-transfer coefficient concepts from the recent technologica!
( I = lift coefficient developments have been introduced to tht'u;e new

(I = diameter generation space vehicles. For instance, today it
Kn = Knudsen number has been widely accepted that. during the
M = Mach number deceleration and/or maneuvering of a spacecraft

p = pressure which passes through a planet's atmosphere, the
if = heat flux fuel consumption may be substantially reduced by
R = radius making use of the aerodynamic forces rather than

s l = longitudinal coordinate along the surface utilizing an all-propulsive system. For aerocapture
(measured at the symmetry plane) antd orbital transfer applications, aerodynamic drag

= temperature is the key factor; whereas for synergetic plane
uTin = internal temperature change applications, high lift-to-drag becomes

Ttr = translational temperature important. In other words, aerodynamics can play
U = velocity in x direction a major role in today's space technology. Thus,
V = speed ext ended knowledge of the aerodynamic
X, , mole fraction of species i characteristics is necessary for proper design.



A etCl-criaft !11-- ;i t hiighi altitudes whevre the gaz; 4. IMPlLEM ENTATlION OF l)SMC M E'l'I1)l
tlaw hi. ilite rareftivd, ix., thi- mean fret-pathi of Thle DI)SMC nioe hoM4-it- Utehnique that sirltiulates

t~a;rol i-uts are com itp a rablie withi tile- size of rarefied flows hy ke~epin rg track of the posi tionus,
tlwviii chl,% ior instan ce, fill- iiiari free path of t ie velocities atridll rinternial en rergiels of.son re t Ion satidls
iijilocidi' a1t I kTi-kri tiltittide is about I in, arid this of repr'eseit'ative mrolecuiles ill the flrwfield. The
a ppro.,wheins tire val tie, if 201) ri i arotuntd 200-k ii i iot ion of the- msolecunles is cots plited w ~i th s rual

;i i it .ud I Therefo re, est im at ion of the aerodlynlam ic ti rnte intervals andi after each time stepJ the
chIaraIctIerist ics it thle t rantsitionl niIfow regimire, i.e., posit ions of tlire rinolec tiles are uipdat ed consi deringý
litw thiat is Ito ii d by costt inuum o a rid free-1rt ilec ii V thle possible initeractlions withi the dorna in
l[Mitls, is very imtiport ant. Uniifortuni ately, tile- bounda(1mlries. Inlt errtinolec iiit r ('oll i sions are~ assumii ed
pri-sn 'it gro rind-hbased low-en thaI py facilities cannrot to be unscotupied front ti le n iolec iia r mtot io stover

u:iitilate ti'te high ly tiotienilibritm flows about each time step, arid after the collisions thle

lii'so vciriicIes andl it is tiecessary to perform tIhiese velocities arid intternral energies of thle col iliding
vxperittetits duiring file flight . Many experimrernts tinolectiles are updaited. Once a stationary-state is
hia vi a Iri'ad bvleeni contdutc tedl ots thie S pace Slit it tie achtietvedl in tit simuttillationis, com putat ions are
titol also new, onels are un derway, butt this whole carried out ;irlil samples are taken to arrive at t ie(

p' tess can prove to1 be qiiite' expensive. titiie-averagedi results.
Cors(tsiqiniit iv. estimiation of aerothcrinal loads in
het( t raiisitiotival regirme primarily relies onl computer In this study, the rmolecuslar collisions are calculated
Mit Ia t otis, and lie available expleritmen tal data tisinrg the variaibie- hard-sphere (VII 5) rtnod e 8 whtichi

.rt' Hsed for Crode validation, treats the inolecuiles as, hard sphleres as far as the
scat teririg angle dlist ributtiorl is concerned, but the

Hi lowvs iii t li rarefied regi roe cannot he collision cross section decpendi onl tite relat ive speedl
-inýitv~d usi. ithtle Navier-Stokes eqtiations of the colliding parr ners. Th'le Larsen-Blorgriakke

ltifcatnsi the Coiit iitiin aLssliuliptioris are violated. p)hienomenological tinodell is ursed( to control thet
On I e. othei lr Iiarid, a pplication of thii Bolt zmn trer i nergy eXCi an ge l)l'tweert trarislat io nal an Iin( itern al

*'tiat iOil tI o 11(11 probtlerms appear to have so-ne sirodes. Frill tiernriai accommtrodationi and diiffiise
-'trioiii diffirilt iis. For instatnce, the Holtziiiatiri reflection an'- asstiitieil for the gas-surface
isriat ion is too cuiriiber.ar)tne to apply to relatively interaction. Thel, ciierniical reactions are sintitikted
CotripliCat -dI twit- arid t hiree-dimntirsiornal flow uising a rive-species (0O, N2, 0, N, aridl NO)
prob tner ri , moi la Ire imiportan tly, several imrnport ant ioriequiii ibri tim chiermiical kinsetics n iodei. For the
phiysicalI plhenor i iria obsierved iii figigt (stich aLs cond(1 iOtios ii vestlg.i edi~, radiiation arid (] ii t6at ion
cliernii i'l reactio(nrs, thlern ial r ad iationi, t Iiree- body arc rnegl igiblle alitd are riot conisid ered.
co~llis ions, iet c .) hiave riot vet been fo rri nI ated iii the
Ioto izrtha ril r-quraiti onr. II cice, ;is ant alternative to fin tue p~resenit a ppl icationi, thei thiiree-dimieneisioral
di ricti sol vinrg tire Boitzrannrr equiatiorn, several domiain is gritlhlld rising a hbody-fitted imesh which
pa~rticle srhiieil-4 have I Leni intnodlicedi after is di videdl into it network of (leforrlled liexaliedral
I 9t60's. 1,2 yh'lise nilo(iels sirotriate thei rarefied gases (siy'faced) cells. The four corners of at cell face

ait thre tiohecrilar level by considering tire dlyriamics iriay niot be coplanar arid this makes the geineratiorn
iof thle triolecti Iis. A rinorg t hese schieries, tire (direct of' hotly-fitted grids possible oii doubly curved
sirridation Monte Carlo (DSMC) Method of Bird1  surfaces. Each cell is fiirther subdivided into six
htas wvolved . a powerfirl physical miodel auhI has tetrahedral suibre-llswhich have four well-defined
bteen app)lied t~o at variety of enrgineerirng proilletils triangular faces) to ernable tracking the mnolectiles
riiatv of which are implossib~le t~o calcilate with moving fromt orie cell to another. Also, because it
other, rrietliads. Experimrerntal rmeasuirerment~s is desirable to choose the collision partners from the
ob1tained bithI inn grotlrid-basceh facilities 3,.15 aridl nearest candidates (in order to improve the results
also in fig' t1 a, re fotind to be in very good with regard to the conservation of angular
agrieement with !!!- DSMC results. In the past, the tnonienturn) 2 these partners are selected
P5MGI io., 'niquie was applied primarily to otte- arid probabilistically from the samne suhceils. For all
two-tutu, 'ionial flow p~robltemis due to their smnaller flow problems considered, the adjacent cells and
reqIitirero it for comrptitational tinec ath rucirnory. subcells are exactly mnatched ii, 0 ie whole dlomaini.
A pilicat' )n to three-dimensional p~rob~lems began in
earnest. i- the late I980's in parallel with thre The DSNIC method is relatively easy to use,
Avatilabil 'v of advanced computers, andl today flexihle and has no stability probke'rns. It is very
Calualili; exists for full-scale flight simulations. 6,7  well suited for the calculations in thre transitional

flow regime. It should be noted that the
At. the NASA Langley Research Center, the DSMiC computational requtirementts, in terms of computing
Inr(tluod has been applied to a wide range of rarefied tinre, for the DSMC method increase sutbstanti ally
flow Iprobherris, arnd this paper is a sutitnary of the with increasing gas diensity. Hlence, it can be stated
presernt ait ' rs' t~hree-dimenrsioinal simulation that for a given flow problem there is a lower limit
iffirroi ,onl i -is subioct, for the selection of the altitude depend~ing on the



comnputing rt-sollres. Also, it is necessary to select Taýble 1 Freestream Conditions
its palit~ OH ;ramrreters properly, andi only

O li iLneai~ingfiil restilts are obtained. (Elxperience Altitude, p,,.x 10~9 'i, 01 X 0  X~ X
rat, play anl imiportant role, in choosing these km kg/rn 3  K 02 N2 0

paraniteters, in aI short tirnie.) For the problems
Conisidlered in thiN, 81,l(IV, trle t' cll SiZe.S ill the bodly 200 0.3 1026 0.031 0.455 0.5 L4-.- -
lnormial dlirectioin are less than the local mnean free 170 0.9 892 0.044 0.548 0.408
pathI of the Itiol-culles, arid the cell lengths in the 150 2.1 733 0.055 0.616 0.330
,t he-r Iwo mlirertiuris are selectedl such that the 140 3.9 625 0.0162 0.652 0.286
chanlge in flo prop~erties across each cell is small. 130 8.2 500 0.071 0.691 0.238
'I'llIt' it, increment is less than the mean collision 120 22.6 368 0.085 0.733 0.183
ill) it, I aI Inliclile, and the number ofsidiutlated 110 96.1 247 0.123 0.770 0.106

lllllt-ciles in each cell is at least oil the order of 10. 100 558.2 194 0.177 0.784 0.039
85 7955.0 181 0.237 0.763 0.000

5. COM PUT'lED FLOW P~ROBLEMS
IllI this sectionl, comlputed results are p~resenltedl for
tI lrve flow problemrs. IfPaeo

5.1 Flow About Intersecting Blunt Wedges ~./symmetry
Flow aroutid two identical blunt wedges that I/
jilter cct at a o0f)deg angle is investigated in Ref. 10I

an~d lie results aire summarized in this section.
Figure I shows the schemnatic of the body. InI the / < Wedge
flowfield, f here exists fo',r symmetric quadrants/ Ianl
around the intersecting wedlges, air(1 there is a plane / yI 10,
of svtiiniet rv within each quadrant, hience, only half 45 Chor

af; (ualrallt needs to be considered in the__ - - - - - - 0.m
siiiiltins 7otiputations are performed for flows 0.Zi

encomliterci at 85- and 100-kmi altitudes during dlorection Nose radius
entry. Naturally, ais the altituide increases, the -- .0254 mn
dentsity (lecreaLses anid thre dlisturbance field in front
of the bodly becomnes larger. Therefore, a bigger Fig. I Schematic of the body.
computational domnain with larger cells is used for
the 100-kin calculations. Tile (domain lies between

x=- 0. 1-0.2 iii, y=0-0.2 in, aridl z=0-0.3 in for the
85-kin alt itudle case, and between x= - 0.3-0.2 in,
y=0-0.35 Iln. arid z=0-0.5 rn for the 100-km altitude
case. For thre 85-km altitude calculations, 16 cells F40 N/rn2

in the strearnwise dlirection, 20 cells in the normal
direction, and 16 cells in the spanwise direction are Flow
InIS k'f For the 100-kmi case, the domain is divided direction
into 16 cells in the streamnwise direction, I I cells ill
t he norlnal dIirection, anid 8 cells in the spanwise
dlirect ion. A total of 82200 simulated molecules are
used for the 8.5-kmn calculations, whereas this
nuniher for the 100-kmn case is 20800. 8

At the freestrealli boundaries of the computational
dlomai n, atmospheric condlitions'1 I(for exospheric 10Maximum
tetuperatllre of 1200 K) listed in rable I are used. Intersect ion lfine p=40Nm
The freestrearn velocity is 7.5 kmn/s. A symmetry z
boundary condition is imposed at the far end of the x
span, assumning the end of the span is sufficiently
far fromn the intersection and the spanwise gradients Fig. 2 Surface presure contours (alt=85 km).
are negligible. ('rhe results verify this assumption).
Again, for the x-z plane at y=0 a symmetry Figures 2-5 show the surface pressure, heat transfer
bouindary condition is used. The body surface rate, and shear stress (parallel to the grid line in
temnperature is at a uniform 1000 K. A vacuum the streamnwise direction) distributions for the 85-
boundlary condition is stipulatcd at the downstream and 100-km altitude cases. In Figs. 3-5, the results
exit plane., considlering the fact that supersonic are plotted by perpendicular distances from the
velocities prevail in most of the exit seto.body surface; and the streamnwise surface strips

closest to and farthest from the wedge intersection
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fraction distributions along the stagnation .X

"sIrvianilines for 8.5- atnd 100-kmn altitude cases. In 1 0 0-0- 0- 4D- -0-~ -0
tlitse figures, tlie inner and outer stagnation lines 1N, 0 * * 0 0*
reptresentt the ottes closest to and farthest from the 4111
wtt'Ig lgi ztterSeCtioti, rt-speCtively.

I1t

Itt l'iis. I(-6. the two-dirtiensional wedge flow too 80 60 40 20 0
resutlt ,s are plotted for comparison with the three- T, NrnI2  a)All = 5 km
dt ttettsiona! ouiter strip results. rilie good _01-
;ngreiertttt hi-tweert tierti verifies the assumption *C Inner strip (intersection)
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that tim- coritlut~atiorial domain is extended far------2Dreut
eouttght inI time spanwise dlirectiott.
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- Experimental carrier

.8
SSolid rocket motor

~x 7Flow --- q
direction -

.3 Aerobrake

02 Ci
..2 Skirt

I..- "Fig. 8 AFE vehicle.

N NO
- . .........----i-Freestream

-.10 -.05 0 boundary--
x, m - Plane of

a) Inner stagnaion streamlines

.8

N 2

.3
"-.0 Ci

"-7 .2 Fg. 9 Computational grid (alt=120 kin).

The length of the computational domain in front of
.1 the body is chosen as 1 m, 3.7 in, 5 m, 10.6 m,

0--• 18.3 mn for the 100-, 110-, 120-, 140-, 150-km- and
-NO higher-altitude cases, respectively. For the 100--

L a. and 110-kin-altitude cases, calculations are
-. 10 -.05 0 performed in the forebody portion of the domain

Xit m and the surface is divided into 200 distorted
b) Outer stagnation streamline rectangles with 20 divisions in the longitudinal

direction an(i 10 divisions in the spanwise direction.
Fig. 7 Mass fraction distributions along For the 120- and 130-km-altitude cases both the

stagnation streamlines (al=85 kin). forebody and afterbody are considered but the
calculations show that the afterbody does not affect

5.2 Flow About the AFE Vehicle the results; hence, for the higher altitudes only the
In this section, results from References 7 and 12 are forebody domain is use(d. In the 120- and higher-
sumuinarized. The Aeroassist Flight Experiment altitude calculations, the forebody surface consists
(A FE) vehicle (sketched in Fig. 8) is a subscale of 50 distorted rectangles with 10 divisions in the
model vehicle consisting of a forebody acrobrake, a longitudinal direction andi 5 divisions in the
hexagonal exp'rimental carrier, and a solid rocket spanwise direction. The 100-, 110-, 120-, 140-kin-
motor, which is ejected prior to the atmospheric and higher-altitude cases are simulated using 5400,
entry. The vehicle's forebody is generated by an 2400, 1820, 600 cells and 68000, 30000, 55000,
elliptic c,)ne that is elliptically blunted in the nose 20000 molecules, respectively. The computational
and is raked by a cihcular skirt at the aft end such grid used in the 120-km-altitude calculations is
that the base length is 4.25 m. The shape of the presented in Fig. 9, in which both the cells and the
forebody has been described mathematically in subcells are drawn on the outer freestream
Reference I.•. The freestream velocity vector is boundary, but only the cells are shoi. n on the plane
parallel t tlhe x-axis and makes an angle of 17-deg of symmetry for clarity.
with the su.id rocket motor axis. The origin of the
coordinate systetri is located at the geometric At the freestream boundaries, atmospheric
stagnation point, and the x-y plane at z=0 is a conditions listed in Table I are used. The entry
Idu,-' r tF sy ryetry. velocity is 9.9 kin/s. The forebody surface

• • • m~ml11Bl • l i•mil• lllqli P•al lll ai•• r --- ,
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temperature (listed in Table 2) is assumed to be
uniform and is based on free-molecule radiative
equilibrium heat transfer to the stagnation point.

For the calculations in which the afterbody is
considered, the afterbody wall temperature is
assumed to be at a uniform 300 K because the
vehicle is insulated with very low conductivity maxp =

materials. I453 N/rn2

Table 2 Stagnation Properties and 5
Wall Temperatures for the AFE

Altitude, 4q, ps, T., , Plane of
kin W/m 2  N/m 2  K symmetry

0

FM 162 0.033 230 5
200 161 0.033 230
170 414 0.086 300
150 1000 0.211 370
140 1780 0.381 425
130 3720 0.819 500 Fig. 11 Surface pressure con*ours (alt:O1 kmn).
120 9420 2.220 650
It0 31100 9.360 950

100 77300 52.800 1500

500-

3 0 L Altitude, km6A0 10o Wq,
N/ 2 110 2 40 Attitude, km
N/rn 2

2 / 0100
1020 • 110

10 110

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5 S1, m

a) ower altitudes.

a) Lower altitudes.

10

Altitude, km
AltitUde, km 0 120

P, A 130N/m 2  1 120 kWm 2  5 3 140
A 130 V 170

C3 140 02cc
* 150

0 I 170 0

S •200

0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5

S1' m si, m

h) Iligher altitudes, h) Iligher altitudst.

Fig. 10 Surface pressure distributions Fig. 12 Surface heat-transfer-rate distributions

(the small sketch is a perspective (the small sketch is a perspective
view of the forebody surface grid), view of the forebody surface grid).
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1.05
"PIR 2

7

12 "4

max • =

80 kW/m 2  1.05
75 '

65° a) A.t=120 km

55 -

45 .. ,Plane of
symmetry - -ma P/P.=77

Fig. 13 Surface heat-transfer-rate
contours (alt=100 kmn).

The results presented for this flow problem are
based on the samples taken over the 8000 time b) AIt=lO0 km
steps computed after the stationary state. Figures
10-13 show pressure and heat-transfer-rate Fig. 14 Flowfield density contours.
di-1ributions on the forebody surface. These figures
sh. v that both pressure and surface heating have
thvwr maxima slightly below the geometric Maximum
sta ,nation point, are fairly uniformly distributed 3aim0m
along the conical portion of the forebody surface 31,100 K
(as per design), and drop rapidly along the skirt. 30,000
The stagnation pressure and heat-transfer rate 25,000
results are listed in Table 2 (in which the free- 00
molecule limit is denoted by FM).

15,0000-
Figures 14 and 15 show the density and 0,000
translational temperature contours in the flowfield.
Clearly, the flowfield density increases continuously a) AIt=120 km
as the flow approaches the body surface, whereas
the translational temperature has its peak value
somewhere away from the surface in the upstream
direction, and then start decreasing because of the
effect of the relatively cooler body surface.
Calculations indicate that maximum internal Temperature In

energy occurs further downstream in the lower
portion of the computational domain. This is due

to the fact that as the molecules move further
downstream they experience more molecular
collisions during which their high kinetic energies
.re converted into internal modes. Results show
hiat dissociation is negligible for altitudes of 120

-lu and higher. But, as the altitude decreases these
effrcts become appreciable. Figure 16 shows the b) AIt=100 km
rOLm" fraction dlistributions along the stagnation
ir.arrnlin,, for 100-ku, altitude. FiG. 15 Flowfield trenslautonal temperature contours.
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-. 8 Research Center Mach 10 air and Mach 6 CF 4
(Freon) wind tunnels and are documented in the

N2 .. 7AFE Aerodynamics Data Base Update 11 (May
1989). The CF4 results are believed to be more

.. 6 appropriate as the limiting continuum values

.. 5 because the specific heat ratio -y for air in flight is

c. more closely approximated in wind-tunnel tests by
4 i CF4 /'=1.2) rather than by low-enthalpy air

.3 (-y=1.4). Calculations show that the DSMC results

02 N approach the free-molecule limit very slowly as the
0 -.2 altitude increases but even at 200-km altitude the

- I flow is not completely collisionless. The results of
NO .1the Lockheed bridging formula, which empirically

connects the axial and normal aerodynamic force
1.0 ~ 11 .9. 7. 5 4 . 2. coefficients using a sine-square function are also

m m shown in Figs. 17 and 18. This bridging formula

Fig. 16 Mass fraction distributions along the relies on the assumption that continuum and free-
stagnation streamline (alt=1OO kmn), molecule flows are established at Knudsen numbers

of 0.01 and 10, respectively (which corresponds to
95- and 155-kmn altitudes for the present

2---- FM Icalculations). These figures also show effects of
Total drag ý(DMSMC)ý pressure and shear contributions on the

d , >- Boridin aerodynamic coefficients.

Mach 10i air Pressure contribution5.FlwAotaDtaWn
"C D Iy Newtonian fin this section, results obtained in Reference 5, for

the study of a rarefied flow about a delta wing at

incidence, are sumtmarized. The aim of this
Shear contribution investigation is to cottpare the corntluted results

with recent experimental measurements of
0 1 leference 14I. The delta wing considered in this
50 100 150 200 study is highly-swept and is sketched in Fig. 19. It

Altitude, km hias a flat top. V'-shaped bottom, and its edges are

Fig. I/ Drag coefficient variation with altitude. rounded withI a constant radius. Thie nose looks
elliptical from thte side view although it appears

sharp fromi the top view. Trhe origin of the

4Pressure contribution coordinate systemn is located at the tip of the nose.
. -Mach 6 CF4  T lhe x axis is p~aralle'l to the top surface allid is

Moýdifted nornmal tth a.st plane. 'ex- y plane at z=0 is
.- Newtonian a Sylnlnetry plante. T[he hody-fitted grid ccnsists of

t)Shear contribution a total of 78-10 cells, and Fig. 21) shows a

perspect i ve viet'w for t iiis thiiree-dlimn ttsionial cell
CL foriduin st ructutre.

'i Ii( -DMC tind unel ex per im ent contdutcted at the DL.R inr
Tota lit (O M~tC iittingen, Germtany. 1  lii this experimtent,, the

FýMflow is p~rodutced( hy a freejet expansiont, and
50 100 150 200 gradients exist in the flow. However, the model is

Altiude kmvery small (1.86 ittit) aitd the experinmental data
Fig. 18 lift coefficient variation with altitude. reduction procedures attemtpted to minimize the

effects of the dep-Iartutre from parallel flow on the
['Ith ove'rall aterodyitaimic coefficients ( C) (drag itteasured coefficienits lby usinig uindistutrbed

roefficitvrtt arid (*[, lift, corpfficieitt) are shiownt in freest reant p~roptert ies at t he model 2/3-chord
Vigit reM 17 andh 18 Th[le forces are norimalized] withI localtion. 'rThe freest ream condit ions used in the
rtspetct t~o 1/2 p~, U,~ 2 Aret where p.., and U,, are calculations are assuiuted to be untiformn arid
thle fret-st rearit density aitd velocity, respectively; correspond to the undisturbed flow quantifies at

idAr,-, flthe referenice area, equals 14.1 mt 2. Also the 2/3 chord location specified for the
shtownt in flt htes Figures are the calculated free- experimnetts. The freestream velocity and
ntiolt'cit It' detnot~ed by FM) and( inodirted Newtoniatn itemperature are V .. 756 ni/s and T,,, 17.4 K,
re'stlf s. andi txjs'ritnental wind-tunnel data. These respectively. The body surface tetuperat ire is

t'x~tsrinittiii, wtrt', ucitdiictTed in trhe NASA Langley ivssimied In lit, at a oirifitriti 293 K. The range of
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Malckmwwi
q = 305 Wlu'

Fig. 21 Surface heat-transfer-rate contours
R = 0063-••"3.58 mm(windward side, Kn°°0"389)"

Fig,. 19 Schematic of the ddlta wing pr
(dimensions in mm). V0Sy8mmey

Freestreamn Plane
Bounda . 1ry ~

Fig. 22 Flowfield density contours near
the symmetry plane (Kn,,o= 0.389).

V, mms
p/p. T, Ke0 o

~ 800

7• M= 8.89

/ V_ 756 mn/s
" "40 T = 17.4 K

400

Fig. 20 Perspective view of three- '~ T, =293 K
dimensional computational grid. i'

1 200

conditjons considered in the lresent study are such

that most of the transitional flow regime is covered T••
(0.016 < Kn_ <_ 3.505). Also, an angle-of- ol 0

incidence, (0, variation is considered for 0.0000 o.0oos o.0o1o co oos o.ooao
hin•=(.jm,•. the f'rt~t;•t•, .... ~ free path (used 1l, m
in the definition of the overall Knudsen number) is Fig. 23 Flowfield quantitiy along

evaluatedI using the VHS model with Trrf=3O0 K, stag[nation streamline.
d r~=4.07xi"O on, and the temperature exponent of

the viscosity coefficient of 0.75. For this problem, Figures 2 1-28 show some of the time-averaged
•:a nonreacting ga~s model with one chemical species result.s obtained in this study. Figure 21 shows the

(N2 ) is used in the simulations and energy surface heat-transfer-rat~e contours on the windward
exchange between translational and internal modes side. [t should he noted that for this problem, the
IS COnl•,hh'1r'(l. sharp) V-shaped hot torn and the I WO sidles are
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1.8
3.0- Kn

--o• DSMC 0.389
• Free 2.5 - Experiment 0.445

Molecule
1.2

CO 2.0 Free
Molecule-,

-0-- DSMC CD 1.5
0.6 *" n Experiment 1.0

1.0,-

Modified 0.5 Modified
Newtonian Newtonian0 ! I I •..

0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0 0o
Kn. 0 15 30 45 60 75

Fig. 24 Drag coefficient (a=30"). a, deg

Fig. 27 Drag coefficien. variation with a.

0.6
0.T5

Modified
0.5 -e.o Modified ,.

Free NewtonianFree
0.4 Molecule

CL 0.50

0.3 ICL

-0- DSMC
0.2 m Experiment i' Molecule/

0.26 - !/

0.1 / Kn -

-o-- DSMC 0.389
0 0 1 01 1 1 1 0 Experiment 0.445
0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0 I I I I0i I I I

Kn 0 15 30 45 60 75

Fig. 25 Lift coefficient (0=30"). rt, deg

Fig. 28 Lift coefficient variation with a.

leading edges, and the high values for heat-transfer

0.10 rate (and also pressure) are due to the leading edge
effects. Figures 2;2 and 23 present the flowfield

SFree density contours and the distribution of some of the
Molecule flowfield quantities along the stagnation streamline,

respectively. These figures clearly show the

characteristic features of rarefied flows, namely, a
0.05 significant degree of thermal nonequilibrium,

CH velocity slip, temperature jump, and no distinct
shock wave structure with abrupt changes in the
flowfield properties. The stagnation streamline in

-.- 0 OSMC this figure is an approximate one in that. it is
a Experiment generated by a straight line parallel to the

0- freestream velocity vector passing through the
point on the surface where the pressure and heat-

4 -0.02 1 t , _ _ transfer rate are maxitnum.
0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0

Kn Figures 24-26 present, the effects of the rarefaction

Fig. 26 Heat transfer :,efficient ((Y=30"). on the aerodynamic coefficients. These calculations
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are performed by varying the freestream density produces a highly nonequilibrium flow structure.
and keeping the other freestream conditions Therefore, it is not possible to interpret properly
constant. The drag and the lift coefiIcients are the kinetic temperatures from the viewpoint of
normalized with respect to 1/2 p, U( 2 Aref and classical thermodynamics because these
the heat-transfer coefficient is normalized by macroscopic properties are obtained by averaging

1/2 p• U.j3 Aref where Ared is the planview area over various classes of molecules whose distribution
of the wing with a value of 8.6 mm 2 . In this functions are separated widely in velocity space.
study, calculations have been performed for various As the altitude decreases, the intermolecular
angles of incidence, too. Figures 27 and 28 present collisions begin to dominate and the
some of these results. nonequilibrium among the energy modes decreases.

For example, for the 120-km case the maximum

6. DISCUSSION translational temperature is about 10 times the
This paper concentrates on the simulation of the maximum internal temperature in the forebody
transitional flows, and is a part of ongoing research portion of the domain, and this factor reduces to 3
efforts for tile application of the DSMC method to for the 100-kin case. Also, dissociation becomes
complicated three-dimensional configurations. The important at 110-km and lower altitudes.
present computations have been performed using a
general three-dimensional DSMC computer In the third problem, the calculated results show
program written by G. A. Bird. that, for the range of conditions considered, the

flow is quite rarefied and there is no evidence of
The first problem considered in this study, i.e. the flow separation. The maximum density occurs
flow about intersecting wedges, represents the first downstream of the tip of the wing rather than at
application of a general three-dimensional DISMC the tip. For the flow in the leeside, one finds no
program at the NASA Langley Research Center. evidence of a shock along the symmetry plane for
Therefore, in order to build confidence in the Knudsen numbers greater than 0.045. The density
computational results, initially several test cases monotonically decreases from the value at the
(explained in Reference 10), for which solutions are freestream to that adjacent to the top surface. For
already known, have been investigated. Atter the cases wherc Knudse,, numbers are less than
verifying the program using these test cases, the 0.045, the results show signs of a shock which

program has been applied to the intersecting-wedge become stronger with decreasing Knudsen number.
problem. This study shows several interesting The aerodynamic coefficients presented in Figs. 24-
three-dimensional flow features when comparisons 26 show some interesting results. For an angle of
are made with the two-dimensional results. The incidence of 30-deg, the lift coefficient is quite
flowfield structure and surface quantities resulting insensitive to Knudsen number. This is due to the
from the interaction of two wedges (inner fact that the changes in the pressure and shear
streamwise strip) as compared to that well removed contributions are comparable in magnitude but

from the intersection (outer streamwise strip) have opposite in sign. The impact on the drag
an analogous behavior similar to that observed coefficient is different, since the two contributions
between the two-dimensional wedge and are additive. The overall heat transfer coefficient
axisymmetric cone results; i.e., the surface pressures decreases with decreasing Knudsen number, and
and flow densities are higher, but the surface heat becomes negative for the smallest Knudsen number
transfer and shear stresses are lower for the inner case. These results indicate that, as the freestream
strip than those calculated for the outer strip. density increases, the fraction of energy content of

Similarly, the presence of the second wedge the flow that reaches the wing surface decreases due
effectively increases the overall bluntness of the to the collisions in the shock layer that divert
body, and hence, the disturbance field in front of molecules away from tile body. Figures 27 and 28
the intersecting wedges is larger than that in front indicate that, as the angle of attack decreases, 'he
of a two-dimensional wedge. The calculations effective bluntness of the model is reduced (i.e. the

indicate that the three-dimensional results flow is actually more rarefied for the lower
approach monotonically the two-dimensional wedge incidence angles) and the DSMC results become'
flow results in the spanwise direction. Also, closer to the free-molecular limits. The
dissociation increases as the altitude decreases and experimental data for this problem include two-
0, N, and NO concentrations are significant near component forces, overall heat-transfer rate and
the wedge intersection. recovery temperature. For the range of conditions

for which comparisons have been made, all tile
In the second problem, the three-dimensional flow calculated results are within the estimated 14 overall
about the AFE vehicle has been investigated. The experimental uncertainty of ± 8 percent. It is
results show that at high altitudes, distinct classes appropriate to note that these calculations were
of molecules are present in the flowfield, namely, made and presented without prior knowledge of the
freestream molecules, surface-reflected molecules, experimental data as a part of Workshop on
and the ones that have undergone molecular hlypersonic Flows for Reentry Problems, Part 1I,
collisions. Mixing these classes of molecules held in Antibes, France, in April 1991.

,9,,11 m m -m i mm I I i
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Finally, it should be mentioned that Birdb has 6. Bird, G.A.. "Application of the Direct
recently developed a new set of "fast" general Simulation Alethod to the Full Shuttle
programns for the application of the DSMIC miethlod Geometry", AIAA Paper 90-1692, June 1990.
to rarefied flows with complex three-dimensional
boundaries. Hlis new programis are efficient in 7. Celenligil, M.C., Moss, J.N., and Blanchard,
terms of the comiputational load and also in ternis R.C., "Three- Dimensional Rarefied Flow
of the effort required to set up particular cases. Simulations for the Aeroassist Flight
'[le power of this new scheme has been illustrated Experiment Vehicle", AIAA Journal, Vol. 29,
hy calculating the flow about the Shuttle Orbiter No. 1, January 1991, pp. 52-57.

.sig a personal computer. 6 Recently further
improvements have been imiplemnented into this 8. Bird, G.A., "Mionte-Carlo Simulation in anl
new schemne and it has been applied to a variety of Engineering Context-, AIAA Progress in
flow problems. 15 Astronautics anid Aeronautics: Rarefied Gas

Dynamics, Vol. 74, Pt. 1, edited by Sanm S.
7. SUMMARY Fisher, AIAA, New York. 1981, pp. 239-255.
This paper is a summary of present authors' work
presented in more detail in References 5, 7. 10, 12 9. lBorgnakke, C. and Larsen. P.S., -Statistical
and references cited in them. The problerns Collision Model for Monte Carlo Simnulat ion of
investigated in those studies focus on the Polyatoinic G~ats Mixture", JIournal of
simuiilation of three-dimensional rarefied flows using Computational Physics, Vol. 18, No. 4, 1975.
the direct simulation Monte Carlo miethod. The pp. 40-5-420.
results obtained indicate the applicability of the
DSNMC umethod to complicated three-dimensional 10. Celenligil. INI.C.. Bird, G.A.. and Mloss, .J.N..
problems. The attemplt here has beeni to provide -Direct Simulation of 'Flrve-Dinmensional
anl overview and hope that the reader will turn to Ilypersonic Flow About intersecting Blunt
those references for more dletail. Wedges-. AIAA .Journal, Vol. 27. No. 11.

November 1989. pp. 1536-15-12.

It. Jacchia, L.G., "Therinosphieric Teinperat tire.
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Abstract The stability analysis of the flow over blunt, slen-
der bodies at high Mach numbers faces three major

A numerical method has been developed to compute problems:
the axisymmetric flow over blunt slender bodies with
high accuracy to enable reliable analysis of the sta- 0 the computation of the basic flow field and the

bility properties. The flow field is obtained using derivatives of the flow variables with sufficient

the Beam-Warming method to solve the thin-layer accuracy,
Navier-Stokes equations. The code has been thor- the formulation of the stability problem with
otehly validated and applied to compute the lami-
nar flow over a long blunt cone with 7' half-angle
at m, = 8. The linear stability of this flow has * the accurate solution of the stability equations.
been analyzed with highly accurate finite-difference
and spectral methods. The results are compared Traditionally, the flow over an "almost sharp"

with previous numerical studies and the experimen- cone of small nose radius RN is computed in two

tal data of Stetson et al. [1]. parts. The bow shock and the flow field around
the nost are computed using the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions (NS) or the thin-layer approximation (TLNS).

1 Introduction The computational domain typically extends to an
arc length up to five times the nose radius, s =

The pro.jected design of vehicles for flight at hyper- SI/RN _< 5. The field downstream of this position

sonic speeds has revived the interest in stability and is obtained by solving the parabolized Navier-Stokes

transition in compressible boundary layers and shear equations (PNS). One rationale for this split is the

layers. The stability of boundary layers at high su- high efficiency and lo-' memory demand of marching
personic Mach numbers previously has been studied schemes for parahcized equations. Another reason
for easily accessible prototype flows such as similar- is the failure of NS and TLNS solvers to converge for

ity solutions of the boundary-layer equations for the larger domains.

flow over a flat. plate [2]. Detailed stability exper- Most numerical techniques and flow solvers for

iments have been performed by Stetson et al. (1,3] realistic configurations have been evaluated on the

on sharp and blunt cones with different nose radii. (quality of the pressure and shear stress distributions

Some of the observations on the effect of bluntness along the body surface. However, the stability char-

and the associated entropy layer are consistent with acteristics are governed by the overall flow field, in
theoretical analysis such as the amplification rates particular in the neighborhood of critical layers well

of first-mode and second-mode disturbances for the inside or toward the edge of the boundary layer.

sharp cone [4] and the qualitative effect of the en- PNS codes commonly used have the tendency to pro-
tropy layer on the critical Reynolds number pre- (luce solutions with slow streamwise oscillations and

dicted by Khan & Reshotko [5]. Other features, "wiggles" normal to the surface. The wiggles orig-
however, such as the broader band of second-mode mhate from the need to suppress the negative char-

instability and the general amplification characteris- acteristic speed in the subsonic region adjacent to

tics in the blunt-cone flow at nose radius RN = 0.15 the wall and are most pronounced in the pressure
in. have riot, been explained by theoretical study. [6]. Considered that instability and transition oc-

cur far downstream, say for s > 100, the question
'President, DynaFhw, Inc. immediately arises whether the computed solutions

I
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are accurate enough to obtain conclusive stability where the index c indicates conical conditions, u,I.
results. This concern has been emphasized by thle are the velocities along and normal to the axis of
U.S. Transition Study Group especially in context thle body, respectively, and R? is tile gas constant.
with the observed discrepancies between experimien- Recently, Simen &, lDallmnann (9] have presented a
till and theoretical results for sl~arp and blunt cones TLNS Solution for thle sharp cone and results onl thle

at Af, 8 [3,1,4,61 and the potential effects of the stability of the flow.
entropy layer onl the critical Reynolds number and At first glance, one would not expect any signif-
thle transition point [15]. icant effect of the small bluntness on thle flow field

Another important aspect at high Mach numbers far downstream. However, thle detached bow shock
is thle large displacement thickness of the boundary of a priori unknown shape makes not. only the flow-
layer which is C9(M2 ) larger than inl incomipressible field computation a more intricate task but causes

flow and hence may extend over a significant part of thle shock angle and the strength of the shock to
thle shock laver. It may, be necessary to incorporate vary fronm the normal-shock state at. the tip to sonme

tlie boundary conditions at the shock instead oft he asymptotic state far downstream. St reamuline-s that
usual asytpt ot ic condhit ions at infinity (i.e. far out.- pass t hroiugh the curved shock in the nose r~'gion

sidle the( boundary layer) into thel stability analysis. form a layer of relatively high von icity. the( (711ropy

Prohbald best. teveloped are accurate solvers for !a'tcr, that envelops the body. The viscous bound-

tlie Stability equations based on l Run~ge- Kuti a meth- ary layer develops inside this ent ropy layer which

ods ink combination withI shootilig techniques [7] or causes a colntinuous streamiwise change of the e~dge
direct solution of tilie boundary-va Inc problem withI conditions for the boundary layer- Moreover, t h'-
ii i-order conmpact finite difference [8] or spectral gradients (01)10y), of thet pre~ssure and (O0 /I y)e of

Ineth10(1. the velocity component along the wall do not. van-

We have conducted anl intense effort to clarify ish at. the( boundary edge (inidex ei , ) ; violate the

. ome of het( open qu estiotis Ironic ally. thle b 'v el- assumiip tions of tilh' classical b oiuidarv-lae Iom

oplelit (of anl accurate 'lL.NS code and( thle compip- Thfie thickness of the entropy laver iiicr''asos with the,

tat ion of lie( bas~ic flow field have consumed ani over- nose radius but decreases along thel L~ody is, shown

whlieniiig share of thle total resources, hothi human in figure 1. Even For small bluntness, i tic streamluines

labor andt( comtpuiter time. Ini the( following, we give near the body "'reimeimber'' t Ie bow shock. Eventui-
all1 ovel'view over steocted topics. ally. tilie en tropy layer is swallowed by ti e b ouindary

at sonie .Soalloo'ag dislaa cc far downist ream

2 T e B nch arkCas .Another important iiiteraction lin hyflersoiiic flows
2 Th B fl~fl-lrk a~eis ihe displacement effect of t he( bzoundary layer since

the displacemneut t hickniess is (of thet order ý/.s
The go0id of t Iiis study~l is tilte accurate comiputtatio l Cll .112 AI /vT7 ) ,%hiCh is bV a-ato1f X{lre

an I s al i it ar alvs s o t.lieflo ovr 0h' f th~I hall its low-speed ~outmitrpart . 11'Il( relatively larg~e
sphrf.Cole cinhnatlon exerientllystuidie'd bysI~it'i'-~tii' 'orftitation exlerlnet aly'Out ward dleflect ionl of t hel st reanlilines causes a given

Stetson ci al. [1] with Ii le following characteristics: od shape to appear mutch thlicker . T[his new v''e

Sfitclnose of radiuis R.\' = 0). 15 i i. fect ive'' body shape changes tilet onuter inviscid flow
coin' withI half-angle 0,. 7' which in t urn feeds back on thet growth (if the( bounid-
ii taximi um arc lcmtgthI s / I?,v ý '25t0 arv laver. This lfuch nairTc ini V r~chttit or pr .ssuiiI
;i.Iabaiiic wall ioUl -a ction it as- been analyzed by' Buirggraf [It0] biisetf

fr'c-st ream' Macli fitiiirlr Al. S.t0 onl matched asvutiptot~ic expanlsions.
fritc-si reairticilferat nrc T, 51.3 K To obtaiii quantitative infornmationt onl thle vani-
Rvy'', o1d(1 iiiittn' t l?( I,_ u, ~ ii:1i~ /..-312501 (111 flow Featuitres and de Itailed flow qutanittit ies of ftit
rat i(o o specific liiat s 1 A bei-tnihark case for at stability' analysis, wve havi' em-
"Slit fit' lalit 1s Ilaw (of viscosity', t fydc up a o lzntI is

Wie refer to these cond~it ions a-s till, STDS caise.

Fo cmprionwehae ls aayze i( lwoe 2.1 Numerical Method for the Basic
a sharp cone by soflvin g t ft( Tay for-MIac coll eqila- Fo
tions with fta foirthr.M-order f{ tnge-Ku t ta mieithoil forFlo
tlie sanile cot d it iolt s wit.hi theii follow inmg ri's i ts.: ''The nirumer ic al soluittion (If thi't N av'icr-St okes eq iia-

1,-- 1(1 296490 M,. G.8369 I ions it. htight Reynolds nitutbers requiretts a large'
I/l 2 .60O25 =I/'' I.3335 ,titnifn'r of gli i point' s near, ats we'~ll as along, tile hbody
,' . 1 .9516 (S, S., )/ I? =0.t15t864 surface to resolve tOw viscous t ermts ini tfue boundary
/ ~- t0.7953 0.~/o. ). 12027 I ay r . F~or the' long body' c onsidei'red here, tilie niarro-w
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spacing along the surface proves to he computation- where (x, ys ) are the Cartesian coordinates of the
ally' unnecessarily expensive. At the Reynolds nurn- shock, and
hers of concern, one can use the thin-layer (TLNS)
approximation, i.e. neglect all viscous derivatives in a I + a 1_-____-__/ _ . + 1
the &direction along the body based on the ar- 1 + h-/, a -

gurments of the boundary-layer theory. The thin-
layer approximation requires high Reynolds number where .1 is the clustering parameter.
and grid lines to conform to the body. Yet. unlike In general the {-direction is neither aligned withthe gridmin lireneo tor confor tho body bod.rfaelik
boundary-layer theory, it allows for a normal pres- the streamline direction nor with the body strface.

sure gradient and requires no matching conditions For a flat plate with Cartesian computational grid it
Navier-Stokes (PNS) approx- can be shown that the thin-layer equations contain

nike the p araie apprximaithe boundary-layer equations. Blottner [18] pur-
imatsion, the thin-layer approximation allows for up-
stream influence in the subsonic region through the sued this issue for an axisvmmetric body' with or-
pressure term and does not require suppressing tie thogonal surface coordinates. lie concluded that, the

negative characteristic speed in this region as the thin-layer Navier-Stokesequations neglect longitudi-

PNS approximation. As a further advantage over ial curvature terms that occur in the second-order

the PNS approach for blunt-body applications, nu- boundary-layer theory. In addition, the thin-layer

merical solutions based on the thin-layer concept are equations incideh terms involving tile second coef-

self-starting. A disadvantage of the thin-layer inodel ficient of viscosity that are of higher order in lhe

is the higher computational demand that appears ac- boundary-laer theory and usually unimportant.
ceptable for a small st- of benchmark computations.

The implicit factored finite-difference scheme of 2.3 Optimization and Verification
Beam k Varing [1) is employed to solve thle t' hil-The code has been thoroughly verified by compari-
layer Navier-Stokes equations. The detailed deriva-- son with the Navier-Stokes solution for thle flow over
tions of the equations and the numerical algorithms a henisphere-cylinder at M, = 2.94 by Viviand &r
are given in (12,13,14]. A shock fitting procedure is Gh( zi [191, a standard case for code verification
used to obtain an accurate solution in tile vicinity of [12,20,21]. This test case was utilized to anahvzothe shock w'ave. Te shock and wall boundary con- the sensitivity of the sohltion to the number of grid
ditious are treated explicitly while the plane of symn- points, the choice ofehe clustering parameter at
metry and outflow conditions are treated implicitly' fixedCFL, and the explicit numricaldissipationc
Billig's correlation (15] is sed for all initial Shock which was usually set equal to the time step Nr. PFe-
shape to start the computation. tails of this comparison have been reported elsewhere

[14,221. Small deviations from the Navier-Stokes so-

2.2 Geometry and Grid lution were observed at the nose and in the immedi-
ate neighborhood of thie junction where longitudinal

With Ryv as the reference length, the tangency curvature terms are important. No undesirable os-
point of spherical nose and cone frustrIiin is given cillations of the flow field could be detected by use
by .r = I - sin 0, yt = cos0. 'The Cartesian of sensitive visualization techniques.
body coordinates (xb,yb) are for Xb < x. given by Comparative studies were also performed for the
Xb = I - cos(s), Yb = sin(s), and for -'6 > -'1 by nose region s < 12 of t he benchinark case. Tle ( ases
Tb = r,+(s--1/2+0,.) cos 0, y&b =Yl+( Xb-Xt) tall O. analyzed are listed iii table 1. The benchmark case
where s is time nondimensional arc hength along the is considerably less sensitive to grid resolution and
body. An algebraic grid in the l , ?I plane is used clustering parameter than the hemisphere-cylinder
to compute the flow field. The lines of constant 1 at lower .1f,- even near the sphere-cone junction, as
are straight lines orthogonal to tile body and dis- shown by tile temperature distributions for cases IIl
tributred nearly uniformly along the body surface. and V in figure 2. At, s = 12, between 45 and 105
The orthogonality is convenient because the solution grid points are located inside tho boundary layer.
will be used for the stability analysis. Sorie adjust- The code is fully vectorized for high performance
ment of the grid points in i was necessary to match on the Cray Y-MP. Vectorization, however, increases
the stations used in the experiments of Stetson et al. tile memory demand considerably. Since large runs
For viscous computations, the lines of constant ml are require all the available 64 Mwords of memory which
clustered near the body surface according to [16,17] are normally shared by eight processors, an auto-

lasking version was produced to exploit parallel ,;o-
r - ?'/ 6 - Y/ cessors. In comparison to the single-processor ver-

X,- ,s - yb sion, the use of four and eight processors reduced the

,I
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%%all clk t t, .o 62;I' and 50',%, resl,'t.ively. Velocity profiles at station 22h are given in Fig-

tires G. T'hie solid lines correspond to the com 1ponent

"2.4 Results aznd Coniparisons with of velocity parallel to the wall. T1he' comparison i-
i .fairly good, especially near the edige of the boiidary

yxp eriinent layer. The probe for measuring thle velocities in the

VVw, iMIjor *;LStý, are considered for the Stetson et al. experiment was relatively large and caused signifi-

xtPriunewi !I], onec with 1300X 100 grid points (grid cant interference near the surfacei.

I) and tI lie her with 1'300x200 grid points (grid II). The variation of pressure, velocity, teimperature,

For both gr ,Is, lhie clustering parameter fl is equal and Mach number profiles at (lifferent stations have

to 1I,0. "'11i rui histories for these two cases are been investigated in detail (see Ref. [14]). We found

giver in Bet' [1,11. The total computation time on a that at stations upstream of s = 74 the velocity and

.iingh. proct ssor is about 60 hours for Grid I and 260 temperature profiles are not typical supersonic pro-

hours for Grid II on the CRAY Y-M P of the Ohio files even though the Mach number outside of the

Siuporcomiputer (e'nter. boundary layer exceeds 5. The entropy layer pr-

Figure 3 shows the sonic line near the nose re- duced by the -curved shock is still thick enough to

gion for the benchmark case. The shape of the sonic envelop the boundary layer, as shown by the pressure

line is very important in blunt-body problems. It profiles in figures 7 and 8. D)ownstream of station 74

is evident from the figure that in the absence of all the profiles are similar to the corresponding sharp

a boundary layer the sonic-line slope is in the up- cone profiles, though not the same.

stream direction at the body surface. In general, Figure 9 shows the computed shock shape to corn-
its slo;-)e can be in either direction depending on pare very well with the experimental shock shape

the free-stream Mach number [23,25]. For large which was obtained from a schlieren picture provided

Mach numbers, th, slope is upstream which implies by K. F. Stetson. Also shown is Billig's correlation

that left-running characteristics emanating from the which compares well only near the nose of the body

body surface (Iownstreani of the sonic point cannot and diverges wiidely far downstream from both corn-

intersect the sonic line, and therefore, cannot influ- puted and measured values. Although Billig's cor-

,'nce the lupstreaam flow. Physically, this means for relation requires the shock to approach the correct.

a given large 11,., tLe forebody pressure cannot be slope far downstream, this requpirement (toes not. nec-
influenced by body changes downstream of the sonic essarily place the shock wave at the correct distance
point. from the wall. The poor quality of this correlation

,ithe comparison of the surface pressure with ex- as an initial guess for computations s is in fact one

perilnental data and the Taylor-Maccoll solution for of the reasons for the failure of IlLNS codes at larger

an equivalentt sharp cone is shown in Figure 4. Tile s.

blunt-cone wall pressure is slightly higher than that The effect of grid refinement on the Mach number

of the invi'ici., sharp cone because of the displace- profile at station s = 175 is illustrated in Figure 10.

nient effect 4F the boundary layer. It is -important to At these far-downstream stations where the shock-

notice that. tihe pressure initially overexpanids with layer thickness is relatively large, the solutions for

respect to the a'ymiptotic afterbody pressure and the two grids I and 11 are basically the same except

very slowly approaches the pressure of the conical the coarse grid (Grid I) produces an overshoot in

flow from below, most of the profiles at the boundary-layer edge for

Figure 5 shows the comparison of the wall temper- the stations above s > 121. The overshoot at. the

atiire with tile experiment. The maximum discrep- boundary-layer edge seems to be caused by a snf.%Ir

;aLcy between the computed absolute wall tempera- numerical shock oscillation due to the lack of grid
ti•r. and the imeas•ired one is about 15%. It seems resolution near the shock. In addition, the sharp

the adiabatic wall condition is not a good approxi- changes of the flow properties at the boundary-layer

rnation to the experimental wall condition. Stetson edge which are typical of hypersonic boundary lay-

dlescribed the wall to be in equilibrium conditions ers, require a fine grid near the edge. The computa-

and close to adiabatic t. Taking the actual wall tern- tional results suggest that a clustering parameter of

perature to be 85% of the adiabatic wall tempera- 1.015 or 1.02 may be a better choice for both grids.
ture as a boundary condition appears more realistic.

Ii general, sirface pressure, shock shape, and veloc-

ity prodle art, not very sensitive to wall temperature 2.5 Shock-Shape Inflection
conditions. However, this may not be true for thle A significant difference between the shock wave on
stability characteristics of these profiles. sharp and blunt cones, aside from the expected de-

I. F. Sl tson, permonal communication. tached shock wave at the nose of the blunt cone, is
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the inflection in the shock shape which occurs several * homogeneous boundary conditions aLs Y - oo,
tip diameters downstream from the blunted nose.
Ilertraui [241 has shown the inflection in the shock * asymptotic boundary conditions at some finite
ý4Hape •'or a truncated cone experimentally. Because distance from the wall, and

of th, existence of compression waves arising from
the o erexpanded type of pressure distribution one l ioundary conditions at the shock based on the
wou!,k expect to find inflection points in the main Iinearized Rankine-llugoniot conditions.
shocl, over a blunted cone [25]. Figure 11 shows the Detailed studies on the implementation of shock
shocL angle versus s together with the correspond- boundary conditions into the traditional local sta-
ing inviscid sharp-cone shock angle. The inflection bility analysis have been conducted for the flow over
point in the shock shape is at station 66. The shock a 5* wedge (similarity solution). A typical result
angle at this station is 9.43130. for the temporal growth rate is shown in figure 14.

The effect of different boundary conditions has been
2.6 Derivatives found to be small, except at very small wave num-

bers. In the region of significant amplification, the
Since toe stability characteristics of a flow are not growth rates of both oblique first modes and two-
only governed by the natural flow variables but also dimensional second modes is unaffected by the choice
their derivatives, especially in the neighborhood of of the outer boundary conditions. Similar results
critical layers, we have verified that the derivatives have been obtained for the flow over the blunt cone.
appearing in the stability equations are accurately It is clear, however, that the local stability analy-
resolved. The fourth-order compact finite-difference sis cannot accommodrate the disturbance propaga-

method suggested by Malik [8] introduces additional tion along characteristics and hence may not capture

d(ifferent iation. Therefore, derivatives up to the third the correct physics.

have been checked and found satisfactory as shown

in figures 12 for M. An exception is the pressure
which shows some inaccuracy of the second and 3.2 Numerical Stability Analysis
higher derivatives near the wall and the edge of the The stability equations have been solved with both
boundary-layer, as shown in figure 13. These deriva- spectral and compact methods for prototype flows to
tives are originally absent from the stability equa- validate the stability codes. For the spectral method,
tions that are directly solved by spectral methods the physical domain q E [0, j7 is mapped to the
but are introduced by the compact finite-difference spectraphldomain z E [1,-I] by the transformationformulation. pcrl • zE[,1 ytetasomto

z = (a - bi7)/(a + bqi) while various grid-point distri-
butions have been applied with the finite-difference

3 Linear Stability Analysis method. The programs provide for analysis of tem-
poral or spatial growth. Some of our conclusions as

The linear stability equations were developed in the to the utility of various methods at high Mach-num-
traditional way referring to the same coordinate sys- bers disagree with those of Malik [8]. We have re-
tem a;i the basic-flow computation. In contrast to peated his spatial eigenvalue calculation for an adia-
previous work, we maintained all terms, including batic flat plate at Me = 4.5, Re = 1500, T, = 121*K
those arising from longitudinal and transverse cur- with W = 0.23 and /P = 0. The results in table 2
vatur.. Careful attention has been paid to the slight show excellent convergence of our spectral method.
difference of the coordinate system and associated
velocity components from the usual streamwise co- 3.3 Stability Results
ordinate parallel to the wall. The flow angularity,
the ori,..ntation of the velocity vector with respect to The systematic stability analysis of the benchmark
the cone, is less than 4, and its maximum occurs flow is at this time still incomplete, especially the
near the shock. The flow angularity is negative near critical Reynolds number has not yet been calcu-
the wall on the cone frustrum. The streamwise vari- lated. We restrict the discussion to the results for
ation of the basic flow has been neglected under the the second mode at station 175 where Re = 2338.53,
parallel-flow assumption. v7, = 152.3. The basic-flow conditions before and af-

ter the shock are obtained from the numerical solu-

3.1 Outer Boundary Conditions tion. The results for the spatial amplification rate
versus the frequency of the second mode is shown in

We I ave considered three types of boundary condi- figure 15 together with the experimental results [1]
tions, and numerical results of Malik et al. [6]. The wave



minii Ih,(y, -= 0.21 at tde frequenicy of maximum am- where linear extrapolation was used. Linear
plifi('w ioi, corresponds to a wavelength twice that of extrapolation is not valid below the sonic line

l Ie hl•midary-layer thickness, A _ 26, as observed by where the flow is subsonic. Improved conver-
Stetson et al. The maximum growth rate, however, gence might result if the pressure is assuImed
is significantly different from the observed value, and constant in the subsonic region of the boundary
tHe band width of instability is much narrower, sirn- layer at the outflow boundary and is equal to
ilar to that observed in the sharp-cone experiments the pressure where the flow is sonic. This as-
[3]. sumption is consistent with boundary-layer and

'The discrepancy between our numerical results characteristic theory.
and thos,, of Ref. [8] is significant and of the same
order as the difference to sharp-cone results [4]. The Computational results indicate that the flow
disagreement is both in the maximum amplification field becomes qualitatively similar to that of the
and the associated frequency. It is unclear whether sharp cone after station s = 74. The quanti-
the discrepancy arises front inaccuracies of the PNS tative differences may affect the flow stability
approach in providing the basic flow or in the trun- characteristic.
cated stability equations . Traditional transition cri-
teria like the eN method integrate these amplifica- For routine calculations, it appears necessary to

Lion rates to arrive at a transition Reynolds number replahe -telIow-order methods currently in use

[26]. Thit accumulation of differences leads to re- by higher-order, e.g. llermitean, methods that

suits tunacceptable for the design of advanced flight would improve both the approximation to the

vehicles. flow field as well as the derivatives needed.

* The methods of stability analysis (tknder•thc..
4 Conclusions parallel-flow assumption) seem to converge to

a picture that is different from that experimen-
The thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations were numer- tally observed. It is highly desirable to compare
ically solved for flow at Mach 8 past a 70 half-angle in detail the high-accuracy studies for blunt and
blunted cone. Some conclusions regarding these sharp cones with respect to basic flow and dis-
computations are as follows: turbance properties to establish a sound base of

* In the current state, CFD is capable of pro- stability results.

ducing numerical solutions of the Navier-Stokes * In spite of the improved accuracy of the basic
equations suitable as basic flow for stability flow, stability formulation, and solution of the
an alysis .stability problem, we have not yet found the

a The present method of solution for the basic key to the observed differences in the stability

flow is not feasible for practical use in engineer- characteristics of the flow over sharp and blunt

ing, because of the computational resources re- cones.

quired. Our computations establish a bench-
mark solution to measure the quality of codes on appears all to easy to blame the disagreement
currently in use or in development with regard on experimental conditions such as the wind tunnelto flow fiehld andi stability analysis. Such a code noise (which was present in both sharp andi blunt
tonflow fiedhas been proposed as alhigh ariode cone experiments). The deviation of the thermo-
cot parison y bee eTrasition Study priority dynamic properties in the experiment from those
ask by the U.S. TGroup. assumed in the computation may contribute some

* The computational demand is caused by the differences. The receptivity of the flow in the two
large number of grid points required for accu- geometries may be drastically different yet is corn-
rate results in combination with slow conver- pletely ignored in the stability analysis. Moreover,
gence which arises from two main sources. First, the locally parallel stability theory does not properly
the shock shape is not known prior to the corn- account for the propagation of information at high
putation, requiring that one of the boundary supersonic speeds where the boundary layer occu-
r-,nditions be found as part of the computation, pies a significant part of the shock layer. Since the

his can be improved by solving the shock wave physical mechanism of the second-mode instability
boundary conditions implicitly rather than ex- is insufficiently known, the effect of approximations
plicitly. Second, we noticed that after the shock is difficult to estimate.
wave reaches a "reasonable shape", the max- Independent experiments on the same configura-
imum error occurs at the outflow boundary tion, perhaps in a "quiet" wind tunnel, would be
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1 0rwT 590 395 296 444 333 60 0.253441608 -0.00277438 0.253442014 -0.00277439lO~rmax(u,) 1.12 2.95 -- 2.23 5.13 5.16 70 -0.258441660 -0.00277439 0.253441795 -0.00277439

Iteatins 442 1956 2588 989 2689 80 0.2534416601-0.0027743910.253441702. -0.002774391
CPU Time 1496s 3072s 5858s 3016s 5408s

- T1able 1. Case descriptions. Table 2. Eigenvalues a obtained with different
numbers J + 1 of collocation points.
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Figure 1: Physical model for hypersonic flow past a blunted cone (After Ref. [311)
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Figure 2. Surface temperature distribution. Figure 3. Sonic line between bow shock and
body.
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STA IIILITY OF' HYPERSONIC BIOUNDJARY - LAYER FLOWS WITH CHINIIISTRY

Ilelen L. Reed, Gregory K. Stuckcrt', and Tilmothty S. Ilaynes
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

Arizona State University
reinmie, Ariz.ona 95287-610(6 U.S.A.

1. SUMIMARY M_ prc-shock Mach number
N amplification factor

Tl~i, elfeets of nonequilihriuin chemistry and threc- p) pressure; mixture pressure
d~iioew.ionality on the stability characteristics of hypersontic Pr Prandtl number at reference temperature V
Cow,; are discussed. In two-dimensional (2-1)) and q general basic-state quantity

axis) ineuetic flows, the inclusion of chemistry causes a shift %,yq hecat flux
of ilie second miode of Mack to lower frequencies. This is (10  general disturbance- ampl itude dist-ributtion
found to be dlte to the increase in siz.e of the region of relative q, general disturbance quantity
supersonic flow because of the lower speveds of sound in the r - distance from body axis to surface

irelatienj coler boundary layers. Although this shift in r =Two ITa
fre, incy ispresent i boh the equilibrium and R Reynolds number based on local edge conditions

rioneqiuilibriutn air results, thie equilibrium approximation and reference boundary-layer thiCkneSS
predits modes which are not observed in the nonequilibriuin Rdf wVma,,8 Wv; crossflow Reynolds number

,~mlationý61S (for the flight conditions considered). These Rcf(new) new crossflow Reynolds ntumber, Eq. (1)
iodleý arc .uplerpos itIions of incoming and outgoing unstable Ret. Reynolds number basedl on a reference length

(l11IsTutlFacS which travel supersonically relative to the R, R at transition according to l inear stability theory

bon)LdarTY-layer edge Velocity. Such solutions are possible Rot R at x
because oif the finite shock stand-off distance. Their S. Sij stress tensor

corresposnding wall-normal profiles exhibit an oscillatory t time
behiavior in die inviscid region between the boundary-layer T temperature

edg~e antd the how shock. Tact local adiabatic wall tenifkeral tire

[-or the examiination of three-dimensional (3-D) effects, a T.0 adiabatic wall temperature at upstreami point xo

rt1ating cone is tused as a model of a swept wing. An increase T dcteprue
of ;ianatontemeraureisfoud t beony sighly Two) specified wall temperature at upstreami point x11
of tagatin tmpeatue i fond o b ony sighly Tw local wall temnperatureI ~~~~~~stabilir.ing. The correlation of transition location (N =9) with r *-eff~ eprtr

plffaiineters describing the crossflow profile is discussed. Tx, rfenetm raueordibicwl
Transition location does not correlate with the traditional a

u,v,w strcamwise, normal-to-wall. spanwise velocity
crossflow Reynolds number. A new paranmcter that appears to r lclivsdno spe; frotigcn,
correlate for boundary- layer flow has been found. A reeec rmCsrxdt h ufc
vrificatibn with experiments on a yawed cone is provided, rWfeenc frxim m e irss fiedocto , th atis svae loiyi

2. LIST' OF SYMBOLS direction perpendicular to local inviscid flow; for

A pr 1t/2 (y - 1) M' 2 /2 rotating cone, reference frame is fixed to surface

C. Chapman-Rubesin parameitor based on T' x'y'Z strcamwise. normal-to-wall. %panwise coordinates
C'.d ChamanRubcin araete basd o T ~ X0 initial streamwise position for calculation of N; or
Chad Chaman-ubein aramterbase onT~dupstream position for marching

to tal energy of mixture per unit volumehegtoW 51 avewl

113 =( +y os~myr height of relative sonic point above wall
113 far~ctor n c) in cldn opesblt a streamnwise component of wavenumber
II' fato in0 /~ w inclding c ompressibilityacto -at negative of imaginary part of at; spatial growth rate

= squr roo y~;cosf lo shap factor component of wavenumber
i squrcrooof-limaginary part of ~

J1 molar flux of species i 5 boundary-layer thickness
L factor in R~f<new) including coolingbunaylertikssfrdihicwl
mn =0 for 2-D flow; =1 for axisymmecric flow 8.d boundary-layer thickness for coldiaai wall

M freestreamn Mach number 8& budr-ae hcns o oldwl
%,.. boundary-layer thickness for incompressible

me local edge Mach number with respect to a reference "~~~
frame ri xed to surface of rotating cone constant-temperature flow

Mr local Mach number of basic state relative to velocity ~rfrnebudr-ae hcns
at generalized inflection points 810 height above y,. where crossflow is 10% Win,.5

________________________ edge ratio of specific heats

*Prsen adres: Dnanw, nc. P.. Bx 2-31, 7 pre-shock ratio of frozen specific heats

Plrcsntadrss: Oyhioow 432c1, U.S.. flx 13 either a similarity or computational variable in

.ouhs O.o 4321 U.S.A. .. A m



normalI-to-wall direction boundary of the computational domain:
-: =-d / dxte edge dlynani viscosity /(ynQ)/h't + D(ynE)/M + o(-ytQ - y�E + F -yýG)ihbl +p edge dynamic viscosity 3(yTG)/Iý + y,1l - yR = 0

Ve edgekincematic viscosity
0 angle between body surface and body axis where

p mixture mass density

Pe edge density Q h 11h3 { Pu, pv, pw, E, poi}

(3ý species i concentration to mixture mass density E = El - Ev

T time variable in computational domain
o) frequency of disturbance El = h 3 (pu, pu2 +p/yM. puv, puw. (E-+p)u, poju}

Q cone rotational speed Ev = (i 3/Re1) (0, S,,., Syx. S11,

, strearnwise. normal-to-wall. spanwise yM.2 (uS.1 + vS y + wS..) - q, -ji•.
computational coordinates F = F1 - Fv

3. INTRODUC= hh 3 fpv, puv. pv2+p/yM. 2 , pvw, (Et+p)v, poyiv)

The skin-friction drag and heat-transfer rates of hypersonic Fv = (hth 3/Ret) (0. Sx, , Sn,,
vehicles can be reduced by delaying transition from laminar M 2 (US + vS +wS
to turbulent flow. But the characteristics of transition at these M w -
speeds are not well known. Transition is known, however, to G = G, - Gv

be highly dependent on the details of the flowfield. ty pG, It [pw, puw, pvw, pw2+p/TM_ . (E,4 p)w, pow)

hIypersonic flows are more complicated than incompressible
Sf•,ws for sonie of the following reasons. 1) At hypersonic GV"= (hi/Ret.) (0, S,.. S" q. S "J.

sw.cds. the gas often cannot be modeled as perfect because + _1)

the molecular species begin to dissociate due to aerodynamic H = It, - tlv
heating. In fact, sometimes there are not enough = {, h - mhI (pw2 

+ pty.N12) sin0,
intermolecular collisions to support local chemical -Kh3 (pu2 + ptyM_2) tnh, (pw2 + ptyM_2) cos(,
equilibrilum and a nonequilibrium-chcmistry model must be mhhpw (usinO + v(osO), 0, 0)
used. 2) The bow shock is very close to the edge of the
x)uwidary layer and must be included in the calculations. 3) HV = (0, Kh33,.y - mhSsinO, -KIh3 S,1 - mhjS71cosO,

The wings are highly swept at hypersonic speeds in order to mh1 (S,,sin0 + SYZcos0). 0, 0)
reduce wave drag. The boundary layers on these wings are R = hjh3 (0.0. 0,0. 0, Molar rate of production of species i)
consequently highly 3-D. All of these effects must be
included in studies of transition. (Note: E, F. G, H, Q. R are not in the List of Symbols.) The
ILinc:ir stability theory proves useful in determining the viscosity used to determine the viscous stress tensor S is
ii tr seffects and their trends. uere, the resultant growth computed using the mixture laws of Brokaw (1958). The

translational thermal conductivity is computed similarly,
or de:ay of small disturbances in the boundary layer which
lead to transition is the measure of transition enhancement or dered internascher(17 the io fesrie ar

delay. This paper reports the results of linear stability theory cmued in the Ti e moaffusiJn moe

applied to chemically reacting flows with finite shock stand- cribed usiss t l-ichfeld(1 )us onl
described by Curfiss & Hirschfelder (1949), but only

off distance in Section 4 and 3-D flows in Section 5. diffusion due to concentration gradients is included -diffusion

4. CHEMICALLY REACTING TWO-DIMENSIONAL due to pressure and temperature gradients and body forces is
BOUNDARY LAYERS (STUCKERT AND REED) not. Finally, the law of mass action is used to compute the

molar rate of production of each species assuming that they
participate in the elementary reactions:

Qualitative as well as quantitative differences in the linear

stability of the shock layer on a sharp cone can be observed 02 + M - Oi+O + M
when the effects of finite-rate chemical reactions are included. N2 + M +-* N + N + M
Ilere a five-component model for dissociated air is used: 02,

N2, NO, N. and 0. Only the effects of dissociation are
considered; those of ionization are not. The mixture is also 0 + NO (-4 N + 02
assumed to be one of ideal gases in thermal equilibrium. where M is a collision partner (any of the species present in

The equations governing the flow of this reacting-gas mixture the mixture) which transfers energy in a reaction.
are originally expressed in the body-intrinsic coordinate

The thermophysical data needed for the analysis have beensystem (i.e., Anderson et al., 1984). However, since the
taken from a variety or sources. Collision cross -section data

boundary layer occupies a substantial fraction of the shock
for the transport properties can be found in Hiolsi & Biolsilayer at hypersonic speeds, these equations are tran.sformed
(1983), Biolsi (1988), Capitelli & Devoto (1973), Capitelli &

into a coordinate system where the basic-state bow shock is a



1'i,.oclii •ub,- ., Mason (1975), Lcvil et a. (I ')87, algorithm (e.g., (Golub & Varntl.dan. 198.5), Invere it ratimi
" I88 i XMchi'k (195t9), "nd Y11 & Mason (1962). and the Newton- Raphson method can le used to compinto Ow

"T Cr 01yi 0I iC , ild;a have her tLjken from Blotrner ct al. eigenvecttor and solve the spatial Cigenvalu e jrobleii.

(1 71) a'nd Jaffe (19Q37). Reaction-rate data can be found in

C(tame,' & VaLtglh5 (1961). Wray (1962). Thielen & Roth

(1986), Monat et al. (1978), and Hanson & Salimian (1984). The particular case investigated is that of a 10' halft'-anj.k

Reverse re.iction rate constants are computed using the law of cone flying at 8100 mns and zero angle of attack at an altitui

detailed balaince to express dhero in terms of the forward-rate of 60.96 km where the ambient temperature and pressure ark

e;!d equilibrium constants. For a complete description of the 252.6K and 2.008X10"4 atmospheres. respectively. The

con'oý ttivc equations as well as detailed references for tne Reynolds number based upon a reference length of lhn and

thcnophxsical idata. refc: to Stuckert (1991). these freestream conditions is 139,900. The atmosphere is

considered to be 21% 02 and 79% N" by volume, and the
4.1,1 lP,%.acState noncatalytic surface of the cone is kept at a constatl

The basic -tate is computed using 'he Parabolized Navier- temperature of 1200K. This is essentially the case considered

Stokes equations, which are obtained from those given above by Prabhu et al. (1988) except that they assuried a different

by neglecting viscous ternis involving derivatives tangernt to freestream composition of air. Also. there is no crossfnow.
the body. (To simplify tile analysis, this approximation is

Due to the lack of space, only a couple of basic-state results

ioae in the body-intrinsic coordinate system before the pertinent to the stabi.lity analysis are presented here. It should

equations are tiansfonned into the shock-fit coordinate be mentioned, though, that the boundary-layer edge Mach

system.) The Ilcam-Warmning algorithm (Bearn & Warming, number is approximately 10 for the given pre-shoCk

197S) is used in conjunction with a shock-fitting scheme and conditions. It is slightly lower for the perfect-gas analysis.

the Vigneron technique (to suppress depr iture solutions) to
and slightly higher for the cquilibrium- and nonequilibrium

Nole thj.cie equations. This is an efficient implicit algorithm air analyses because the hotter perfect-gas boundary layer rs
used to) march the solution downstream from initial condititins. more rarefied and hence thicker, displacing and compressing
generated here by assuming that the flow is approximately the external flow the greatest. For the same reason, the

conical near, the apex of a sharply pointed body. A stretching perfect-gas edge temperature is approximately 6.5 times the

function is used to cluster grid points near the edge of the frccstrcam temperature, whereas the equilibrittiw-aiwl

boundary layer - a location where the basic state varies nonequilibrium-air edge temperatures are 6 times the

rapidly and which also lies in the vicinity of the critical point freestreanm value.

of the disturbance state at hypersonic Mach numbers. No

artificial dissipation is required for the simple geometry One feature of the boundary layer important to linear stability

investigated here because there are no discontinuities is the size of the region where the disturbance is supersonic

embedded in the shock layer. relative to t0e local basic state. A measure of this is

4.1.2 Linear Stability Theory J

"1. e linear stability analysis is performed by linearizing the ( d

conplete Navier-Stokes equations about the basic state. The

same basic-state shock-fit coordinate system is used (which is where Mr is the local Mach number of the basic state relative

alnost conical) and linearized inviscid shock jump conditions to the velocity at the generalized inflection points (those

are imposed at the basic-state shock location. For a cone, K' points where a(pauI•y)/l"y = 0). This integral is shown in

(0, and so hII I. Normal modes are assumed for tile Figure 1 (where x is mcasured in meters). Corresponding

disturbance state variables qt: results from a perfect-gas boundary-layer similarity solution

are shown for comparison. One can see from this figure that

the perfect-gas similarity and PNS solutions yield very

ti"d the hasic-state flow is assumed to satisfy clq/a4 "_ 0. comparable results and that in both cases the values of the

(Note that the basic-state normal-velocity component is not integrals are substaittially less than the corresponding values

,-t to ze, a; it is not zero in a conical flow.) The disturbances for the equilibrium- and nonequilibrium-air boundary layers.

ii veloc ,y and temperature as well as species mass fluxes As Mack (1969) has shown, this integral is closely related to

(i.e., noncatalytic wall) are zero at the surface. (For the spacing between his higher inviscid modes; as an

equilibrium air analyses, the disturbances are assumed to be in approximation, it is inversely proportional to it. The shift to

chemical equilibrium at the surface.) These homogeneous lower frequencies of the most unstable second-mode

eqoations and boundary conditions represent an eigenvalue disturbanc. when the effects of equilibrium-air chemistry are

problem for the eigenvector qo(il). When ot and 5 are included has been seen by both Malik (1989) and Stuckert

specified, the cigenvalue is (o (temporal problem), and when 0 (1991). Sec Figure 2. The same shift in frequency is

and co are specified, the eigenvaluc is a (spatial problem). In observed in the nonequilibrium case for precisely the same

either case, the governing equations are first discretized using reason: the local relative Mach number is in general higher

second-order central differences. The temporal problem is for the reacting-gas cases because the local velocity is almost

easy to analyze because it is linear in (o and hence can be the same, but the local speed of sound is lower in the colder

solved using a globally convergent scheme svch as the QZ boundary layers. These reacting-gas boundary layers are



COdcr -c•.•tse some of the heat generated by viscous (Balakurnar & Reed, 1991).
dis,;si!ption is us'ed to dissociate the molecular oxygen andtot. i ds a h oThe governing boundary-layer equations for a compressible

ideal-gas flow are solved in a body-oriented coordinate
The equilibritun-air boundary layer also exhibits a feature system. By varying tie freestream Mach number, rotational

which is not seen in the perfect gas or the nonequilibrium-air speed, cone angle, and position on the cone. a wide parameter
Noutdary laver (at least for the present flight conditions). In range of possible 3-D boundary layers can be studied and the
particular, an equilibrium-air mode exists which is supersonic various non-dimensional paranmeters associated with the
relative to the inviscid region of the shock layer. The crossflow profile are easily fixed (R, R&. 1et. .... ). The
cigenfunction for this disturbance is shown in Figure 3. The details of the basic-state formulation and linear stability
oscillatory behavior of the magnitude of the disturbance is analysis are available in Balakumar & Reed (1991).
due in part to the fact that the character of the disturbance- 5-3 Previous Linear Stability Theory Results

state equations changes when the Mach number of the

d;sturb.urtce is supersonic relative to the boundary-layer edge. Calculations were completed at different edge Mach numbers
It is also due to the fact that the shock stand-off distance is M = 5.0 and 8.0 and Reynolds numbers R = 600, 1000, 2000.
finite, so that solutions to the disturbance-state equations in 3000 for a cone of half angle 15' at a non-dimensional
the it.viscid region of the shock layer are possible which do rotational speed of 0.375 by Balakumar & Reed (1991). To
not decay as y becomes large. This is digeussed in greater summarize, they-find- t all Mach numbers that the maximum
detail by Stuckert & Reed (1992). amplified crossflow is nonstationary. There exist neutral and

unstable stationary waves but the amplification rate is very
small compared to the positive frequency.

BOUNDARY LAYERS (REED AND IIAYNES)

At M = 5.0, for which the 2-D second mode has been5.1 Use of Simple Geometries to Model Three-Dimensional observed to clearly dominate the first mode in theflatlplate---.-
Boundary Layers boundary layer, they find a competition betwcen the

At hypersonic speeds, the wings of the vehicles are highly crossflow and second mode. At R = 600, the maximum
swept and the flow is highly 3-D. When a boundary-layer amplification rate of the crossflow is higher than the
flow is fully 3-D, the stability and transition behavior is quite maximum amplification rate of the 2-D second mode; see
different from 2-D flows. Of particular interest are the Figure 5 (from Balakumar & Reed, 1991). As Reynolds
stability characteristics of these 3-D flows where inviscid number increases, even though the amplification rate of the
criteria may produce a stronger instability (crossflow crossflow increases, it is eventually less than the maximum
instability) than the usual Tollmien-Schlichting waves. For a amplification of the second mode. As Mach number is
recent review of this subject, see Reed & Saric (1989). increased, the second mode dominates earlier.

Examples of other 3-D flows of practical interest include Further results show that the most unstable second mode in a
rotating cot --s, yawed cylinders and cones, comers, inlets, and 3-D boundary layer is actually oblique whereas the second
rotating diks. It appears that all of these flows (including mode in a 2-D boundary layer is 2-D; this is also shown in
swept wings) exhibit the same rich variety of stability Figure5 where the 2-D direction is -16.2%. The most unstable
behavior that is generic to 3-D boundary layers. A consistent second mode is inclined at 5* to the inviscid flow direction at
characteristic of the instabilities is the presence of streamwise M = 5 and is inclined at 9* at M = 8. However, the difference
vorticity within the shear layer., between the amplification rates in the most amplified

In fact, in incompressible flow, for example, the experimental direction and in the inviscid flow direction is small, on the

and analytical results of Kobayashi et al. (1983) on rotating order of 2%.

cones have demonstrated that one can even model a swept Cooling the wall does not affect the crossflow instability. For
wing or other more complicated geometry exhibiting M = 5. Figure 6 (from Balakumar & Reed. 1991) shows the

cros..flow iMstability by a simpler geometry and study dte variation of the critical Reynolds number (at which an

stability characiteristics. Results obtained can tius be directly instability first appears) versus crossflow Reynolds number
app!.-d to other 3-D boundary layers. From simpler (achieved by varying rotational speed, a larger value
geometries such as the rotating cone, much of what is known corresponds to stronger three-dimensionality) for different
about the flow over the swept wing has been learned. wall conditions r = TvWro/a0 = 1.0, 0.8, and 0.5. As expected.
5.2 Numerical Approach the critical Reynolds number of the first mode increases and

the critical Reynolds number of the second mode decreases

To evaluate parameters quantifying stability characteristics, with wall cooling and confirms the result that wall cooling
the hlear stability of the flow over a rotating cone at zero stabilizes the first mode and destabilizes the second mode.

incidc ce is examined (Figure 4). As mentioned above, this is However, for the first mode, it is seen that the critical
a sir, :e geometry that is often used very successfully in Reynolds number decreases with increasing crossflow
incompressible flow as a model for a swept wing. At very Reynolds number and at large crossflow Reynolds number.
high speeds, where even the basic-state calculations are a the critical Reynolds numbers all anproach the same value
problem, the simple geometry of the rotating cone becomes a regardless of the status of the bc,.ndary layer. This is

suitable and valuable model to study the crossflow instability observed for all Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers tested.



s~ c oii [IVn by ekoui~os ( 190n). MaJck

Malik (118) N al 2 (Jit.
4A F i iwfli Pred ict io n and Correlat ion Pa ramniter ttr

-I the-aft tyailSit io1 -tired iction imethod still involveslTo evaluate transition location, all possible freqttencie'N .II

trNsio-r'it sampled to determine where each ind~ividlual disturhauttc-
ther ouped tthJIachieves N =9. The most upstream of this locus of

licae .1ak, 9811;Pol, 184 an isappie atallspeds strearnwise locations is deemed the estimated transition
;1;L;,-,,-Ht ., 0SQ. k heresltof he ntgraioof he location. The values of other parameters characterizini!

joevfi raie from Iinhe first neutral-Stability point to a crsfwma cnbevutdaaisterslsofN 9
ýin oe-xhere downstream on the body. Thus eN is the rsfo mathnbevltdagittersusofN 9

ofIl " the ampli itudites at the two points and the method 5.4.2 Compressibility Effects
co! te i!r trans~ition Reynolds number with N. White (1974) points out that to estimate the boundary-layer

wK-0 ('Tcbci et al. 1989), several past investigators have variable sothat at:,os ul cnie

id xrs ithe transiteiona pa:ria.Smetr quantpfyin follow.

chiritýaleistc 1mwOen &rsfo Rnsabltfr undall(92 nroducyed a T/.
pr o.ils boundar laer som chould thickene wit respectt thos the
nunisvr. wi~i tO5,.tinumber Ron. Som asa c thforepodngicmpesilwlyr..a

'emit._ p~tarameter and suggestedl that transition occurs
thcide ;rossflow Reynolds number becomes equal to 175. ()

PIrnT)i ngv ( 1977) used cross.-flow shape factor Hcr Yma5/ 8
t( 0 8/ 8irtcomlp T,)d /i

a~nd Lroqsfliw Reyntolds number in the design of supercritical L di
airfoils. Dagenhart (1981) then considered stationary Th quniy is a cstt-e erur

crossflow vortices and, insteadl of solving the linear-stability Il. uniy 8l~ti ni' osa t epratr
each incompressible value. The estimated thickness then of a

eýquatiwn1 eac fimec, he used a table lookup of growth rates cooled-wall boundary layer. to that of an adiabatic wall,
has~ed on the profile characteristics: crossflnw shape factor d'i(Wte17.Rd&1-ans92)

aid cro~sslow Reynolds number. Ile reported that he Could

adeq(uatecly reproduce the results of the more complicated 5c.t I 8.d = (C' / Cad.t/ 2 (3.279 + 1.721 IT. /TadI I I + Al

s::ibilitv codes while using less than 2% of the computer time. + 0.6&4 A) 1 (5 + 2.385 A)

In supersonic flow, Chapman (1961) and P'ate (1978) made where
Iiiar~ nclusions that crossflow Reynolds number A = tI12 (.1) M. 2 I/2

correlates -vell with transition location. On a yawed cone.

King (199!) found that there was no correlation with the C*= (T*/Tdt/ 2 (I + 110.4/Te)I/(IIT* /I + 110.4/i'd

traditional f-rossflow Reynolds number. Flowever, when he C. TO rl20+104I. I'dIJ+104I,
reformttlated this parameter to include both compressibility Cd 1 d"'dn(+10.[IdIITdl'l+1.4f)
and yawed-cone geometry effects, he found a good r iT = 0.5 .,-0.5 T, / T + A/6
correlation for both his and Stetson's (1982) data. T1,d / T,, 0.5 1- 0.5 (1 + A) + A / 6I5.4.1 Numerical Approach ,and the Chapman-Rubesin paramecter is approximated as a
With the current interest in high-speed flight, there is also a constant C* across the boundary layer. Because the
kee:n desire to determine correlating parameters, based purely incompressible crossflow Reynolds nuimber correlates

on havic-su-zte profiles, that can be easily incorporated into reasonably well for incompressible flows, a new general
ex ting basic-state codes and will accurately predict definition for R~f. then, is
trainsition location (or trends) for crossflow-dominatcd Rf(new)= H LR~r= H LW..,, St0/v, I
pro iemns. To evaluate parameters quantifying stability()
characteristics, the linear stability of the -flow over a rotating where
cone at ipro incidence is again examined. Results are then

applied f) available experimental data on other geometries. H = T(3 0)/ MT%') hli

Locally, for a given frequency, the maximum growth rate -al f
is found and Pj=0. Then, the amplification factor N is L=b0C,~/ 329+171I./d I+6_
determined by integrating the growth rate in the streamwisc L+ 0,664 A) / (57 + 2.32 5 IT/A) l
direction x from the Branch I location xo. With the Reynolds 064A(5+.35)
numbers at x0 and x bt...ng R0 and R, respectively, and all temperatures are in K and Y1(810) is the value of li at

810. The quantity 810 has been sealed back to an
incompressible value with the inclusion of the new factor H.
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To compensate for a cooled wall, then, the factor L is used. (M = 3) conditions correspond to those in Figure 7 and Table

Note that, because one is taking the ratio of two normal-to- i. The results of the new defimition for crossflow Reynolds
the-wall lengths, the new factor H is easily computed no number with compressibility effects included, Rcfinew) IF-I.
matter what the scaling is for the normal-to-the-wall (1)], are contrasted with those obtained from wie traditionai

coordinate. Note also that RotAnew) reduces to Rcf for definition, Rcf [Eq. (2)]. Also included is the maximum
incompressible, adiabatic-wall flows. crossflow velocity in %U,; the significance of this should

5.4.3 Results become apparent in thc. •ubsequent discussion.

Using the traditional crossflow Reynolds number and shape Figure 9 shows all the rotating-cone data from Table 2 for N1

factor = 0 and 3 plotted. There appears to be a relationship between
maximum crossflow velocity and the new crossflow Reynolds

Rcf = Winx 8 10 / v (2) number, Eq. (1), proposed above. Also, the new compressible

Hcf = ymix / 810, values are consistent with the incompressible value.

Figure 7 shows the attempt at transition correlations for an
upstream Mach number of M = 3 and various cone angles 0. Table 2

rotational speeds 0, and wall and freestream temperatures TTb
and T.. The various flow conditions represented are M Me Te(K) TW/Te Rcf Rct(new) Wmax/Ue(%)
documented in Table 1. The spread in Rcf is on the order of .01 .01 300 1 165 165 5.9
20G% and is therefore not useful for design. Figure 8 shows 3 3.1 70 2.6 241 119 3.2
the same data plotted considering transition Reynolds number 3 3.2 70 2.7 311 149 4.5
Rt versus rotational speed Qi (with increasing Q'l implying 3 3.4 70 2.9 373 170 5.7
increasing 3-D effects). Cooling is only slightly stabilizing 3 3.6 70 3.2 409 175 6.1
(see also Lekoudis 1980, Mack 1980, Bushnell & Malik 1987, 3 3.8 70 3.5 428 171 6.1
and Balakumar & Reed 1991) and an increase of stagnation 3 3.1 260 2.5 210 107 2.6
temperature has an even smaller stabilizing effect. Even so, 3 3.1 260 2.6 263 132 3.6
these temperature effects produce large changes in R& 3 3.2 260 2.7 316 154 4.8

3 3.4 260 2.9 366 168 5.9
3 3.7 260 3.2 388 166 6.1

Table I Rotating-cone configurations for M = 33 3. 260 3.5 400 161 6.0
3 3.9 260 3.5 400 161 6.0

Set Fixed Varied Parameters 3 3.2 70 1.5 339 177 4.6
Parameters and Range 3 3.3 70 1.5 354 179 5.5

3 3.6 70 1.5 354 168 6.1
I iA=0.375 0 from 10' to 350 3 3.8 70 1.5 344 155 6.1

T=7K3 3.8 70 1.5 344 155 6.1
T i=70K 3 4.1 70 1.5 332 140 5.8

adiabatic wall
3 4.2 260 1.5 448 201 5.6

H(=02 3 3.8 260 1.5 323 156 6.0

T i=70K 3 4.1 260 1.5 310 142 5.7
adiabatic wall 6 9.2 70 14.8 2483 255 5.0

TI=10 6 9.2 260 17.1 2176 217 5.0

adabti 6 7.4 70 9.7 2101 309 6.1
adiabatic wall 6 7.3 70 4.4 1442 247 6.1

IV 0=150 f) from 0.1 to 0.8

Te=260K
adiabatic wall Because linear stability theory with N = 9 applied to a rotating

V l---0.375 0 from 10' to 35' cone was used to find this trend, it is important to verify it
T,=260K against experimental data. The most reliable, available, high-

adiabatic wall speed 3-D transition data to these authors' knowledge is that
VI 0=15" Q2 from 0.1 to 0.8 of King (1991) on the yawed cone in the Mach 3.5 Quiet

T,-70K Tunnel at NASA/Langley. The King experiment was on a 5'
cooled wall half-angle cone yawed at 0.6'. 2%. and 4*. The data of

VII 0=15' Q from 0.4 to 0.8 transition locations for various freestream conditions, both
Te=260K quiet and noisy, are documented in King (1991).

cooled wall Later, King provided the present authors with the

computational mean-flow profiles he used in the analysis of

Table 2 shows comparative results for upstream freestream his experimental results. Applying the traditional crossflow
Mach numbers of M = 0.01, 3, and 6 for different freestream- Reynolds number, Eq. (2), gives values ranging from 80 to
temperature (T.) and surface-temperature (T'/TI) conditions 640 for quiet conditions and 60 to 560 for noisy conditions.
and a wide variety ot rotating-cone geomectries. The Md,.h 3 King found a correlation for his data when both a geometry
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and compressibility correction were applied. The new temperature only slightly stabilizes the crossflow instability.
parameter proposed in the present paper contains no geometry For the rotating cone, transition location (N = 9) does not

factor explicitly. Applying the new crossflow Reynolds correlate with the traditional crossflow Reynolds number.
number, Eq. (1), to these same profiles results in Figure 10. When compressibility and cooling effects are included. Eq.

King (1991) also considered the M = 5.9 experiments of (1), a relationship exists between the new crossflow Reynolds

Stetson (1982) on a 8' half-angle cone yawed at 1% 2', and 4' number and the maximum crossflow velocity at transition.

and again provided the present authors with the mean-flow This result has been verified with the yawed-cone data of
profiles he used in the evaluation of this experiment. King (1991) and Stetson (1982). The new crossflow

Considering what Stetson terms as the beginning of transition Reynolds number is calculated solely from the basic-state

and applying Eq. (2) gives values ranging from 140 to 780. profiles and, as such, it can aid in transition prediction and
The results, then, of applying the new crossflow Reynolds design for 3-D boundary layers. This formula contains no
number, Eq. (1), to these profiles are also found in Figure 10. geometry explicitly and applies for flows with Prandtl number

The surface of Stetson's cone was cooled, the wall of King's different from unity.
cone was adiabatic. The Stetson data were taken with a noisy 7. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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REAL GAS AND SURFACE TRANSPIRATION EFFECTS
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1. Abstract R gas constant
R attachment-line Reynolds number

This paper considers the extension of simple r recovery factor
methods for the prediction of skin friction and St Stanton number
heat transfer at an infinite-swept attachment line s constant in Sutherlands viscosity law
to cover the hypervelocity flight regime including (110 K)
the effects of surface transpiration. The analysis T temperature
is limited to the situation where the flow is in U,V velocity components in x and y directions
thermochemical equilibrium everywhere. Real gas outside the boundary layer
effects are identified and their influence is U1  non-dimensional chordwise velocity
quantified. The importance ,of freestream
conditions and attachment-line inclination are _C [dU¢1
assessed. Consideration is also given to the issue gradient
of boundary layer transition. =0

u,v,w velocity components in x, y and z
2. Notation directions in the boundary layer

x,y,z orthogonal, curvilinear coordinate system"
a local sound speed with origin at the attachment line - sec
b blowing parameter - see equations (12a) figure 1

and (12b) Z compressibility factor in equation of state
C rcfrence length y ratio of specific heats
CA mass concentration of atoms 77 real gas factor in Sutherlands viscosity law
C, skin friction coefficient IA dynamic viscosity
Cp specific heat at constant pressure v kinematic viscosity
D leading edge diameter or binary diffusion p density

coefficient (h leading edge sweepback or inclination
f blowing function - see equation (13) angle
H local total enthalpy tt'e real gas parameter
h local static enthalpy
K leading edge parameter (2%/2 (C/D)) fl atmospheric constant -1" I + -
k thermal conductivity a[ T

Le Lewis number (p.p.) Subscripts
k A of atoms

M Mach number e at the edge of the boundary layer
f frozen value

PnCp m of molecules
Pr Prandtl number ( r recovery value

T at transition onset
p pressure w at the wall
Q freestream velocity 00 in the undisturbed freestream
q local heat transfer rate per unit area * evaluated at the reference enthalpy
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3. Introduction conditions under which transition could occur
must also be expressed in terms of the same

All winged vehicles have leading edges and, in a parameters in order that critical boundaries can be
high speed flight environment, there can be a readily identified. The objective of this paper is to
problem with heat transfer. This is particularly provide these relations.
true for transatmospheric vehicles since, in order
to have good lift generating characteristics, the 4. Basic Concepts
wings must have small leading edge radii and they
must operate at relatively low angles of attack. In order to simplify the arguments, we begin by
Under these conditions the leading edge assuming that, because the atomic weights and
temperatures may be the highest experienced transport properties of nitrogen and oxygen are
anywhere on the airframe. similar, we may, to a sufficiently accurate

approximation, treat high temperature air as a
For an unswept leading edge the flow in the binary mixture of 'air molecules' and 'air atoms' -
immediate vicinity of the attachment line is see Lees3. The effects of ionisation are not
laminar and the local heating rates are given by considered. Furthermore, it is assumed that, at all
solutions of the two-dimensional stagnation point points in the flow, including the boundary layer.
problem. However, at zero sweep the heating the mixture is in complete thermal equilibrium i.e
rates are very large and the classical method for the local gas properties and the concentrations of
reducing them is to employ sweep. Provided that atoms and molecules are determined by the local
the attachment-line flow remains laminar, sweep static enthalpy and pressure only. This implies
has a dr matic, beneficial effect upon leading edge that the chemical reaction rates are very much
heating. However, it is now well established th,.t faster than rates of convection along streamlines
a swept leading-edge, boundary layer can undergo and rates of diffusion across streandim-s
a transition to turbulence by turbulent
contamination of the attachment-line flow - see Under these conditions tic boundary layer
Poll.2. Therefore, there is the possibility that equations for steady, laminar flow over ari infinite-
sweep may result in a transition process which swept cylinder, as shown in figure 1, have been
produces heating rates which are greater than given by Cohen4 -

those experienced in the unswept laminar case.
continuity

A second mechanism which has been proposed for
the alleviation of severe leading edge heating is a(pu) a a (pw) = 0
surface transpiration. Once again it is well known ax az
that blowing can reduce the thermal loading.
However, if, as is often the case, a combination of x-mom.,ntum
surface blowing and sweep is to be used then it is
necessary to take into account the possibility of 0u ou dU, a au
transition. Here, not only are the effects of sweep pu- + PW- p U- (A -)
likely to produce transition but blowing also dx 5z

reduces the free-stream Reynolds numbers for
transition. Once again the proposed 'remedy' may y-momentum
well produce a situation which is actually worse! , oN a 1 ON,

In order to assess the implications of these ax &Z dz az
conflicting effects it is useful to have accurate, yet
simple, relations for heat transfer rate and skin z-momentum
friction in terms of 'primitive' variables such as
free-stream speed, leading edge radius and leading 0p = o
edge sweep angle. They must also include the az
effects of surface transpiration. In addition, the

-,.



energy (total enthalpy form) mass diffusion of the reacting species. According
to Cohen4 the total heat flux becomes -

aH + II = M [.(1 +F) M 1

pu-- + pw- -l
az azPr~aa uda4

+ '-(Prf-1-F)(u au+ v2')l or

f = -p -- (I + F(ph))
Prfaz

wlere Theiefore, at the wall, it follows that if Le I

JOCAI (F = 0) then -

F(p,h) = (Le - 1)(hA - hmj aC_ 4 h _ (3)

n = PCp If, in addition, the frozen Prandtl number is unity.

f k JP we may combine the results from equations (2)

and (3) to give -
and

Le :pwis nu r -pDCp] St, (Ad Cfe (4)
[e =L in p.v.0-1 - H.) 2

This result is identical to the simple Reynolds
The boundary conditions for the current problem analogy used in reference 2 for the thermally
are perfect gas, except that total enthalpy has replaced
Z=0 u v=0 the product of total temperature and the

w = w = constant (invariant) specific heat at constant pressure.
H = u i = constant Therefore, the problem of determining the heat

z -0 ~u- UxWtransfer rate at the wall is reduced to one of
v -- V, = constant finding the surface shear stress. If an accurate
H -- , approximate method exists for the determination

of skin friction then this can be extended, via
For the special case of unit Prandtl number and

unit Lewis number we note the existence of a equation (4), to give correspondingly accurate

"Crocco relation" between the total enthalpy and estimates for rurface heating.

the spanwise velocity profile (attachment-line In the less complex cast,. of the zero pressure-
velocity profile) i.c.if Prf = 1 and Le = 1 gradient, flat-plate boundary layer with no wall
hen transpiration, Van Driest5 and Eckert6 have

H-He v pioposed that for hypervelocity flows the surface
- (2) shear stress n ay be obtained from the

H. H,, V. incompressible skin friction-Reynolds number

If the gas consists of a single species then the heat relation by using values for density and viscosity

transfer rate in the z direction at any point in the which are appropriate for the local static pressure

flow is determined by the local temperature and a 'reference' enthalpy within the boundary
gradient and the thermal conductivity i.e. layer i.e.

'T W - . ~ ~ 20.664(i g
_ 1/2 /p.x)

However, when chemical reactions are taking
place within the flow, heat is also transferred by



where p. p.(p., h*) 1.141 1 vUýUc ,- , 2 V )
t.= It@, h.) 'apV• ~ C

TFhe reference enthalpy, h., corresponds to some Therefore, in a general compressible flow, we have

average condition occurring within the boundary _ ,vT U '½%
layer and its value depends upon conditions at the Cf - 1.141 -- it. L
wall and at the boundary layer edge. According to V2 V 2 J
Eckert6  a C

According to Poll2, ýhe reference tempelature for
h, = h, + 0.50(H, - h,) + 0.22 (H, - he,) the laminar attachment-line flow is equal to the

temperature at the edge of the boundary layer atid

The surface heat transfer rate is then obtained by so for the reference enthalpy approach -

applyirg a modified Reynolds analogy i.e. h.,

(-q j)Pry 1  It follows that
St [p.),-/3 C (5)

P eUe(Hr - Hw) 2

,herc Cf 1.14 =_1__ 1.141 (7)

-=r -- (Pr) (6) This is identical to the thermally perfect gas resultH- h rgiven in reference 2 and the .alidity for the case

of a flow in chemical equilibrium with unit Lewisfhis is thc same as the Colburn7 t~rm of the nme sdmntae nfgr hr

Reynolds aialogy except that the Prandtl number predictions from equation (7) are compared with

is taken to be the frozen (io-chemical reaction Cohen's solutions for the laminar boundary layer

effects) value appropriate to p, and h.. In the

case of a flow in local thermodynamic equilibrium equations tor a wide range of freestream
and unit Lewis number. Cohen 4 has comparedcases the

exact boundary layer solutions with the agre~ment is better than + 8%
corresponding predictions from the referencecrredn g pret diionfro thewide rangrence Having obtained a relation for skin friction the
condithao monder thod. Forthew id r lwange ( corresponding expression for the heat transfer rate
conditions considered the simple method is always ma&eotie drcl rmeq'in 5 n
within 10% of the exact solution for both skin may b( obtained dircctiy from equ;itions (5) and

friction and heat transfer rate. (6) i.e.

In view of the strong similarity between the Ste = 0.571(Pr)ifRY)-' (8)

infinite-swept, attachment-line boundary layer and
the zero pressure-gradient, flat plate boundary Predictions from equation (8) may also be
layer, we might expect that the adoption of compared with Cohen's exact solutions and the
reference -thalpy and a Reynn)lds analogy of the results are presented in figure 3. Once again the
form gi,.cn in equation (5) could provide a agreement is better than ± 8%. Moreover, we
satisfactory means of extending tb.,- relations note that equation (8) gives a fit which is as good
developed in references I and 2 to hypervelocity as the two correlating functions which Cohen
flow conditions. proposes. In fact, if the constant (1.141) of

equation (7) is increased to 1.175 then the
5. Laminar Flow over an Impervious Surface modified equation (8) is much better than Cohen's

functions since the single relation fits all the data
For incompressible flow with no heat transfer - to better than ± 6%.
see Poll2 .
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6. Turbulent Flow over an Impervious Surface p. = p.(p,, h,)

The turbulent flow situation is much more difficult
to treat than that for laminar flow. For 'steady' I. = .P,, h.) (10)
conditions, the usual approach begins with the
assumption that the Navier-Stokes equations and h. = h. + 0.10(H. - h) + 0.60(H, - he)
provide an adequate description at any instant in
time. The instantaneous values for the velocities, For the surface heat transfer rate we combine
temperature, density and pressure are then split equations (9) and (10) with equation (5) i.e.

into a 'mean* component and a fluctuating (Oi .53
component whose long time average is, by St.,- 0.0345sPr.)f- P.•1. P.1 k) -0.42

definition, zero. Having separated the mean and "l, p,)
fluctuating components the equations of motion (11)
are time averaged and the boundary layer and
approximations are applied. A set of equations
for the mean flow then emerge which can only be H, - he
solved if appropriate closure relations (turbulence r = (Pr)"
models) are introduced. For a hypersonic H - h,
boundary layer flow the above process is complex
and sonic of the approximations which are 7. The effect of wall transpiration
available in subsonic and even supersonic flows
cannot be readily justified. A more complete In the past it was universally assumed that the
description of the problem is provided by the attachment-line boundary layer could only exist in
review paper by Bradshaw•. the laminar state and that blowing was the

"natural" means for reducing heat transfer. A
Despite the problems, it is a matter of limited number of solutions for laminar flows of a
experimental observation that, for the two- perfect gas with a Sutherland viscosity
dimensional, zero pressure-gradient, turbulent temperature law are presented by Beckwith9 and
boundary layer, the Reynolds analogy between an asymptotic solution for massive blowing has
heat transfer rate and wall shear stress (equation been provided by Libby and Kassoy'0 .
5) still holds - at least to a first approximation. Unfortunately, neither of these sources presents
Moreover, Eckcrt and many others have sufficient information to enable approximate
repeatedly demonstrated that the reference relations to be deduced, neither considers the
cnthalpy concept also works reasonably well for issue of suction and no one has considered the
flat plate flow. Therefore, in view of this, and, in problem of transpiration under a turbulent flow.
view of the fact that the perfect gas relations for
the laminar attachment-line flow have been To rectify! this situation a series of computations
successfully extended to cover the high speed flow was performed using a modified version of the
of a real gas in chemical dissociation equilibrium, fully compressible attachment line boundary layer
it will be assumed that a similar technique will code given by Adams and Martindale". The
suffice for the turbulent flow situation. principal modification was to change the wall

boundary condition so that transpiration could be
It follows from reference' that, for fully turbulent considered. This proved to be a trivial task and
flow, the skin friction is given by no significant numerical problems were

, 068P05821 (p . -,2 encountered. Preliminary checks were carried out
C ,= 00 ± P " (1) (9) by re-calculating all the cases considered by
U.UU7 P , Beckwith.

where In order to present the results in a compact form
we introduce a blowing parameter, b, where
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b = p~ w ( 2 '~St 

( .B( p . --B ( 4b .- 2fwo (12a) St. A[Pr.]f f (14)

when effects on wall shear are being considered where A = 0.571, B = 1 and * e for laminar
and flow

and A = 0.0345 and B = 0.42 for turbulent
PwIwW (12b) flow.

b pV I Ste.(1b
e'.• .-- Recalling that

when heat transfer is the issue. Figure 4 shows
uata covering a very wide range of conditions ' =[ %VeC

presented in the form R [•lY

Cf. versus (Pww (-- 2 w and that for an infinite inclined cylinder

(Cfe)w.--o PeVe Cfe)w U = Q*cos o,V. = V_ = Q sino

and equation (14) may be rearranged to give

versus PPwewll. (-qlU) _-B o

(St)o =0PeVe St 0(1 - HJH") P--

We note that all the data effectively collapses onto B

a single line which is well represented by the (QPCJ_ -i (Sin0)1B(CoSn)iHrelation • sn)'(~f)H

f = b (13) where

(exp(b) - 1)

This remarkable result allows us to estimate the 7c = A Pr)f3

effects of transpiration directly from the
predictions for zero transpiration under identical If we now introduce a real gas equation of state

frec stream and wall conditions. p = p(ZR)T (Z = Z (Tp))

8. The Effect of Sweep AngIle and Freestream where Z is the compressibility factor and a
Conditions ul~n IIcating Rates modified Sutherlands Law tor viscosity i.e.

Hlaving obtained expressions for heat transfer 1 = rl T 0( + s/Tlf) (I = T1 (T,p))
rates in terms of conditions at the wall and at the f T-) (1 + s/T) =

edge of the boundary layer, it is possible to

investigate the influence of sweep angle and then, after some manipulation

freestream conditions. In addition, it is possible v.

to assess the direct effect of thermal imperfections (-21_) __

in the gas. (I - , e -) - "

We begin by noting that the relations for laminar t ! s 1,-B) B

and turbulent heating rates (equations (8) and 2 B'.

(11)) are very similar in form i.e. C( s/T)

I..
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a.-.,(sino)(' -B) JL2_ = A. Oo.?± ( OMp ,'
S"J N,. (15) (1 H.H) N (y-1)k(1+s). C

2 (-M.cs0'(1 (1:1 )M!(COU2. + r si 2 )

a..~~ r yl2 + rO iwhere H, =--a- + (-)M.2(eos Y J I s 2 )

and h. = CpTJ1 + (I )M.2cos0] where _( [ZhrfLp) ]

Some additional simplification can be achieved
through consideration of the atmospheric Moreover, since the reference enthalpy is equal to
characteristics, since the enthalpy at the edge of the boundary layer,

IA. [I* -, = I+ cstant -c = 0.571 OPrd,-4

a_ o f wI et. and, for flight in the Earth's atmosphere"7 ,
Furthermore, if we let

4-3B) Q = 7.273 x 10-8 kg/m 2 and y = 1.4

IB (-2)( I'~2) Finally, a major simplification is provided by
rle'Z C.p ) = •'Topham's observation (ref. 18) that for air in

thermochemical equilibrium,

where T,= Ti'P 2 _-VP, U I( M..cosO
(N.B. 141 also depends upon the state of the K K 2
boundary layer) then equation (15) becomes

(I- BU where K' is a constant which depends upon the
(-4,) UIp/P- ) leading edge geometry. Topham suggests that this

(T 1- /H ) %Hg( -+H) ]

expression is accurate to within 8% provided that
3 (P 2B) 2 < M.coso < 18

-)- )' and 6 km< altitude < 60 km

This result is shown in figure 5 where it can be
( 2(.-IM(• +rain 2-0) 2 seen that at the higher altitudes and higher Mach

(sin)(-'. (_p) 2 numbers a better fit is produced by

(1 +( )Mc_2*J') ], -H1 0.322 (1 + MCOS0) 2

The term in { } brackets has been evaluated for a p_ K
real gas in chemical equilibrium. It should also be for 6 < M.coso < 24
noted that this term has some sweep dependence. and 37 km < altitude < 76 km
The relevant real gas information may be obtained
from references (9)-(13). However, the difference between these two

relations is only 6.5%.Laminar Flow

"tfIf the attachment line is established on a circular
In the case of laminar flow, the constant B is cylinder of diameter D then
equal to unity and a considerable simplification
occurs i.e. K = 2T2 c

D
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Under the above circumstances consequently

/ ~~03 .0-21
0.849(h.*) 2n(Y)al X ), I "UIpA

(I -HJHr) (I SjT.)C (1 - HJI) 1gp.) (1 ST.,)"C

(1 + .COX 02M2(ca20. r SOYOO

(1 + l02M(cosi))

or, if/p has dimensions (kg/m 3), a ., is in (m/sec) I + (Y_-)M!(¢co2o + r sin 2 )

and C is in (m) then 2 0s8•)o .

H.)___ 029k-2 (Y.) a~ j KM y' + (Y )Mo2 8 1
(I-HJHl) - 9 f ' L J s+r.)c) where

(I +MCX 12M 2+I12B)XCOw1. 1.O345(P I); /3(( p)05
'(IM (I•X +0"2M2c¢OSl2e0 m~)V. •vl0035 ,, P.PV, 0113 .5

kwatts/m 2 0.°21 h 0.e6951

The only remaining unknown in the above relation 0.1 1t

is the real gas parameter (j,)L. For air in a o/[e.79 C=p(h e /j
thermodynamic equilibrium, this quantity may be This may be simplified by introducing a pressure
obtained from a Mollier diagram (reference 19) or ratio P which is the value of pa/p, which would be
from Feldman's charts (reference 13). However, achieved in the ideal gas case (y = constant =
for altitudes in the range 36km to 80km and 1.4) i.e.
normal-to-leading edge speeds below about 8000
m/sec, it can be seen from figure 6 that (je)L r (y I)(M ..cos) 2'_,( Y 1

exhibits very little dependence upon altitude. In = 2 2ya,.cose)2 (y, - 1))

fact, for normal-to-leading-edge speeds between
1200 m/sec and 8000 m/sec, the familiar Rayleigh Pitot formula. If, in

addition, we define (W1,) to beQCS 0958
(TL- 0-9f 1 + 0.036('") (t 3% ('1 1 d = J) S

where Q~coso is in (m/see). () -
and introduce Tcpham's approximation, then, for

A final simplification may be made by considering the flight through the earth's atmosphere,
the flow at very high Mach number i.e. Mcoso > (-41) ý[l.P.1 KO 021

10. In this case (t - 0.0693Pr,.)i (I + sfr)cz

(-A.) =0.082Q4.-_).1 + 0.03ý •_ P. 0.

(1 - HJH,) (0 P) (Y,).r.!(M.pf"..

(cos 2 . + r Sinf2 )Cos0 . 10 -6 kw atts/m 2  (16) 0 M•M .CO @)P"t 10 .2 M!(coe e *rsins.)X(sin s)0 's(coh )o -1

where the edge Prandtl number has been assumed ( (t"O'2M )110
constant with a value of 0.72. ( M1

or, if p. is in (kg/rm), a. in (m/see) and C is in
Turbulent Flow (m) then

For turbulent flow B is equal to 0.42 and

oil
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220(Pr.____ .P* K 0(2 h 0 .33291

(T - HJH P.P.) 0( + s/T.XA I - 1.02131 (he

P.A.. __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _

P) 0.59 P6 !MP) P,( .39

, I - 1.02131J

((I +Mcoee)0os1 ( OO.1MCO62.)O
+O.M~csz.r~i~e)(siB~oI~c50)alj1 - 1.0477(1 _ (hel62

10' kwatts/m2  p. h-

In this final relation there are three unknown P, ( h 0.13quantitites 1 - 1.0477 1 h E)

('dT = F,(Q.coso, altitude) In these expressions hE is a reference enthalpy
defined as

( . F 2 (h.,h..p) hE =250RT.,

pep"') where R is the gas constant for undissociated air,

i.e. 287 Joules/kg/K, and T,,f is 273.16 K. The
correlations are valid for enthalpy ratios (h/hE) in

and =FA0h,., p), the range 0.015 to 2.

As in the case of laminar flow, considerable
wh = H, H). simplification occurs if we consider the high Mach

where h. h,h01, .number limit (Mo.cos > 10) i.e.

The first is a real gas parameter which can be 021 0.58

obtained from a Mollier chart or Feldman's (-4,) = 1.(P .ý•(/ K'°0-2 '

charts. However, as in the case of laminar flow, (1-HvJl) P-- P" -C)
the real gas parameter is much more sensitive to
speed than it is to changes in altitude. This is Q
clearly demonstrated in figure 7 which has been 1 + QSO÷ Q24,07
obtained from the data presented in reference 13.9 1000))
To a reasonably good approximation.

( COS (cos 20 + r Sin 20)(Srin0)() 8(cosO)0-42 . 10-6

(') 1 T ' 0.815j1 + 0.1 9 1000 11(± 10%) kwatts/m2  (17)

9. Transition
for 1200 m/sec < Qcoso < 8000 mnsec

We note, in passing, that (1')T exhibits a much In the case of the infinite-swept, attachment line
greater dependence upon speed than did (i'j)L* it is firmly established that, when transition is
The second and third relations are also available caused by a large source of disturbance e.g.
from the Mollier chart. However, various authors, surface roughness or turbulence convecting out of
for example Cohen"2 and Viegas and Howe"°, have a wing body junction, the conditions necessary for
attempted to find correlating formulae for F2 and the first appearance of turbulent bursts on a
F3. The simplest are probably those proposed by surface without transpiration is

Cohen' 2 i.e.
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turbulent flow at an attachment line - see
V. Spalart2 . This study indicates that to a first

R (v =/dT-" 245 approximation the value of the laminar
v.(d'•dx).-, momentum thickness Reynolds number at

where transition onset is constant i.e. not affected by the
transpiration. Therefore, in the absence of any

T, ) 0 Tr ) evidence to the contrary, it is proposed that the
S- 1 - 1 + 0 -1UI"*T + T 1jcriterion given in equation (18) is valid for flows

T/ T.with transpiration. In terms of the R. criterion
- see Poll'. this becomes

This can be translated into a boundary layer +03

Reynolds number by noting that the laminar + 0.35 =24I v, j"
momentum thickness Reynolds number is given by Pc p JV ]' ,
the relation (19)

RI= q 11. T}) I 
Provided that

ILA Tw -- 1.0 < P-WwI < 1.0
where I is a weak function of the edge Mach jpV
number and the wall-to-total temperature ratio. This has an approximate solution
For the present purposes we note that for

0< M. <. <(v +w86

1r - 245 eVC) P PeV (20)

I-- 0.455 1 - 0.l11(T.Jl - 0.006M.2) 1+ 172 oP V)

Moreover, when surface suction is applied 1, is which is valid over a slightly reduced range
affected directly and we may represent this by a
simple linear correction i.e. - 0.5 < "1Pe 4i < 1.0

It -ls 0. <L ) Ihw., I I1.03 PC

lie [3 It is clear from equation (20) that blowing reduces
the critical value whilst suction increases it.

However, the effect of the transpiration is not
for -1.4 < I ,wRP,1 < 1.4 particularly strong.

In the high speed limit the dynamic viscosity ratio
It follows that, for a surface without transpiration, tends to the following limit, in the case of the
the value of the laminar momentum thickness perfect gas -

Reynolds number at the onset of transition by
gross contamination is V" - (90 + 0.60r tan2V)O

S245( P. (Ž•-- ) . 1 (18) whilst the suction coefficient

In the case of transition in the presence of surface p,,w_, CosO( ww TO)
transpiration, there is no direct evidence to pyI tano Q .
suggest what the role of transpiration might be. (W
However, there is indirect evidence in the form of
a direct numerical simulation of incompressible It follows that equation (20) reduces to
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2 with (T)L 0.9f1 + 0.03( 10

(0.90 +0.6Ortan 2
0)V4 + 86 '=(!' Tj for 1200 rn/sec < Q~coso < 8000 rn/Se

Q. ta T.kQ4'r) and, with surface transpiration,

1+ 4,) 172 b
(-q').=0 [exp(b)-l]

The interesting feature of this relation is that, in
the case of no transpiration, it does not depend (1 b =H2pww.i(I - -HJH)
upon the free-stream velocity, Q., (although this where b =

quantity must be high). A plot of the variation of
Dp. with sweep angle for zero transpiration, one
value of blowing and one value of suction are b. turbulent flow
given in figure 8. 021 0.53 079

(-4, = 2.38,/Y.1--tP'. iP.1 Q.P

It is evident that sweep angle is an important (I " "*-'ei, p.C. . P.)I DO"
parameter and that transition occurs at the highest
altitude (minimum density) when the sweep angle (o2o + 0.90sin2o)(sino)°"(cos) 0 42 x 10-6

is about 600. In the case with no transpiration, the
earliest possible transition occurs when kwatts/m2

p_ 4.2 x 10-4 /1) (kg/rn 3) with (TC)T -0.815(1 + 0.14 Q~cos0

We may also note that, at the high sweep angles, k 1000
transpiration has little effect upon transition
altitude. However, the influence of both sweep for 1200 m/sec < Qcoso < 8000 m/sec
and transpiration becomes stronger as the sweep and, with surface transpiration,
angle decreases. (-q.) - b___
10. Summary and Conclusions (A) [exp(b)-b ]

A series of very simple relationships has been
developed for heat transfer at an inclined (1 - HJI-I,)
attachment line in the hypervelocity flight regime. where b = 2p,^w.H' (-e11)W.o

The results may be summaried as follows
c. transition

a) laminar flow

3'A Dp,- 3.24x10-4(-4,) . 4()LQ.P. ao

(1 - H•- 1 ) DA

(cos2e 0.85sin 2o)coso x 10-6 kwatts/m 2  (0.90+0.53tau20 )V + 86+c°•WWT.

I 7+ 1 2 - w- T/
tanzQ-T
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Finally, as an illustrative example, the effects of velocity flows. Journal of the Aeronautical
sweep angle upon attachment-line heat transfer Sciences, Vol. 22, August 1955, pp 585-587.
rate for a leading edge of diameter 0.2m, flying at
6 km/sec at an altitude of about 30 knis (density = 7. Colburn, A.P. A method of correlating
1.2 x 10' kg/m3) are demonstrated in figure 9. It forced convection heat transfer data and a
is apparent that, for laminar flow, the real gas comparison with fluid friction. Transactions
effects are modest and that increasing the sweep of the American Institute of Chemical
angle produces the expected monotonic decrease Engineers, Vol. 29, 1933, pp 174-210.
in heating rate. In the case of turbulent flow the
situation is very different. Firstly the real gas 8. Bradshaw, P. Compressible turbulent shear
effects are large and amount to an increase of layers. Annual Review of Fluid Mechanics,
over 60% in the heating rate. Secondly, the Vol.m 9, 1977, pp 33-54.
heating rate itself exhibits a very severe peak, with
a maximum value which is three times the laminar 9. Beckwith, I.E. Similar solutions for the
level for the same sweep angle, and, thirdly, the compressible boundary layer on a yawed
transition criterion indicates that the turbulent cylinder with transpiration cooling. NASA
flow is to be expected under these conditions. Technical Report R-42, 1958.
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Figure 1. Flow near the leading edge of a long swept cylinder.
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SUMMARY at supersonic Mach numbers by Itaufer A Vrebalovich
117], Demetriades [6], Kendall 113]. 114j. Kosinov,

In view of the prevailing discrepancies beiý,',een exper- Maslov & Shevelkov [151 znd for pointed cones at
iment and theory with regard to instabilities in hyper- hypersonic Mach numbers by Kendall 1141. Deme
sonic flow an extended theoretical approach is studied. triades 171 and Stetson [30].
For hypersonic flow past a pointed cone Thin Layer
Navier Stokes soluticns are compared to similarity sol Kendall's experiments 113] for the first time confirmed

utions with different modelling of viscosity-tempetature the existence and dominance of second mode diturmb
laws. The formulation of the stability equations in cur- ances in a high Mach number boundary-layer flow. The
vilinear coordinates allows a discussion of various largest and most detailed data base which allows direct
representations of the local body metric. A systematic comparison between theory and experiment was given
sensitivity study of basic state profiles and spatial by Stetson [301 [311. 1321 This was the main reason
amplification tates is performed. It is found that the for taking his results as a reference for our computa-
improved agreement with the experiment in the viscous tions. The pointed cone as a generic body was also
first mode region is equally due to the extended siahil- chosen because of its closer geometrical similarity to
ity analysis, where cone metric is specified, and the practical configurations than the flat plate In addition
extended mean flow solution as well. In the second it is a major outcome of our present work that for
mode region the major improvement results from the improved agreement between theory and experimert
more complete basic state formulation, however, the the formulation of both the basic state and the stability
close agreement with measured growth rates is only equations for cone flow should be carried out differert-
achieved when the stability analysis is based on conicai ly than for flow along a flat plate. Hence, results
metric, obtained for a flat plate should not directly be trans-

ferred to those for a cone as for example by employing
Mangler transformation The blunt cone case is not

1. INTRODUCTION considered in the present study because of the addi-
For a physical understanding of the initial stages of tional difficulties associated with th- modelling of the
larninar-turbulent transition of hypersonic flow it is now nose tip flow region. Our intention is to resolve some
lmnerar-turbulent transition ofe hpersonich is now meas discrepancies between theory and experiment for the
generally agreed that the best approach is to measure most simple case where they have been prominent. We

characteristics of instability waves experimentally and

to compare these directly to results from stability theo- analyze a generic hypersonic flow field along a pointed
cone. Also this investigation is aimed at clarifying tea-

ry Effects considered to be relevant for the flow type fures of linear instability wave propagation. Extension
and configuration under investigation which might to the non-linear regime should only be performed after
influence stability results are taken into account by generic discrepancies betwen theoretical and exper-
successive generalizations of the ,lassical, local, linear imental results hay- been identified.
stability theory.

Stetson's measurements [30] were carried out for aThis approach allows direct comparison of exper- pointed cone of 7 degree half angle, placed in a free

imental and theoretical data. As opposed to transition stream flow of Mach number eight, stagnation point

experiments, where only mean quantities like wall heat tem fo of andmaeunit Reynol nu

transfer rates are measured, in the so-called instability temperature T. = 728cK and a un;s Reynolds number
experiments hot wire anemometer signals are recorded Relft = I • f0' f/1ft. A comprehensive representation of
atselperimens hocati wire in a ther signalare ryecrdhed data obtained by Stetson is given in flq. 1. The figureat selected locations within the boundary layer in the shows the fluctuation spectra of p, ., disturbance

form of time series and transformed into power spectra energ in w all on diectin ob at different

viaenergy in wall normal direction, obtained at different
probe is moved downstream and e.g. placed at a dIS- streamwlse lorntions. The frequencies at which these
tancepfrome tsewallwherethe down strea upanced a adig- curves have a maximum are in the range where secondtance from the wall where the disturbance enr-rgy sig- mode disturbances are dominant, as demonstrated by

nal reaches a maximum. Amplification rates are Mack [19].

obtained from the power spectra by determining the

change In amplitude in streamwise direction at a cer- The change in amplitude distribution in streamwise
lain frequency. Thereby direct comparison to spatial direction for individual frequencies yields spatial
amplification rates from linear stability theory is possi amplification rates, directly comparable to stability the-
ble. Such experiments were carried oui on flat plates ory. Such a comparison was carried out by Mack 1191,
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1201 based on compressible, linear stability equations et al. [311 and computations by Malik 122]. Reshotko &
formulated in Cartesian coordinates and using Mangler Khan [27.1 that small nose bluntness significantly stabi-
transformation to obtain cone bounuary layer flow pro- lizes the flow. However, no effect was found for the case
files from flat plate similarity solutions. A typical result of very small nose radius.
is given in fig. 2. Only qualitative agreement could be
achieved between stability calculations and measure- It can be well assumed that under the experimental

ments, whereas experimental data from three different condcldon of free stream Mach number eight and wall

authors (Kendall [14], Demetriades 17] and Stetson temperature of 61 VK the perfect gas assumption is still
[30]) obtained in different wind tunnels with similar free valid. A typical case where chemical reactions appear

stream conditions show close quantitative agreement. in the flow would be at a Mach number of 25 and a wall

Fig. 2 therefore can be considered as a benchmark for temperature of 1200'K, as considered by Stuckert &

stability calculations since a narrow experimental error Reed [35].

bar is given The quantitative disagreement with the Instead we believe that results from stability theory
results obtained by Mack 1201 has led him to some cri- concerning the growth rates of instability waves in the
ticism towards the experimental set up His main point flow past a pointed cone. under the conditions of

is that the free stream disturbance field, triggering Stetson's experiment 1301, are mainly sensitive towards
instability waves within the boundary layer, is not con-
trolled. In fact. the only experiments in supersonic flow * non-parallel flow effects

using controlled disturbances of specified frequency According to Bertolotti [2]. El Hady 19] these effects

and amplitude are those of Kendall 1131 and Kosinov. become pronounced with increasing Mach number and

Maslov & Shevelkov (15]. In both. at a line or point wave obliqueness and closer agreement w, the flat

source, periodic fluctuations were produced within the plate experiment of Kendall [f13w is iound when terms
boundary layer by means of electric glow-discharge. In due to nonparallelism of the flow are included in the

analysis. The same trend is observed when comparing
Kendall's case plane waves were produced by placing anasurems o e isnobserv whenecomparing

witin he lat sufac atvarous measurements of Kosino, Maslov & Shevelkov [ 15 1 toelectrode pairs within the plate surface at various results from non-parallel theory as pointed out by

obliqueness angles. In Kosinov's case pointed elec- Maslov [24].
trodes were placed inside the plate in contact with the
flow through a small hole. The pulsating flow-discharge * temperature distribution
here generated wave packets. Mack argued that in an Both the stagnation temperature and the wall temper-

uncontrolled disturbance environment the fluctuation ature (cooling) have a strong influence on growth rates

spectra oblained may not n.ccessarily be due to insta- for high Mach numbers as demonstrated by Mack

bility waves but may also represent effects of contin- L20], [21] and therefore should be specified according

uous receptivity, secondary instabilities and non-linear to the experiment. The stabilizing influence of wall

processes. The latter is indicated by the appearance of cooling on first mode disturbances and the destabiliz-

another amplified frequency range at approximately ing influence on second mode disturbances has been

twice the second mode frequency as shown in fig. 1. confirmed experimentally by Lysenko & Maslov [18] In

Also, according to Mack, 'amplificatiorn rates obtained addition the form in which the temperature dependence

from the spectra at the wall nnrmi'd locations of the of the thermodynamic properties is specified can mark-

peak wideband response are not neccressarily the edly alter stability results (see Bertolotti [2]). In this
investigatinr" we will discuss the effect of different vis-locations of the peaks of the individual frequency cem- cosity-,emperature laws on spatial amplification roles~

ponents'. For uncontrolled disturbances the wave

motion is determined by a superposition of normal & VIscous / inviscid interaction
modes of unknown spanwise wave number spectrum. Several attempts (Gasperas 110]. Mack 1201. Chang &
On the other hand the theory consilers only single Malik [31) have been made to obtain basic state sol-
normal modes of specified spanwise wave numbers. utions that account for viscous/inviscid interaction
Finally. for the wind tunnel used the unknown initial which can be expected to be present under the given

disturbance amplitude at the location of neutral growth flow conditions, as the shock distance from the wall, in

may be at such a level that already after a short region a range where instability vaves grow, is only about

of linear amplification non-linear amplification and three to seven times the boundary layer edge distance

finally non-linear saturation phenomei a may take from the wall. All of these authors computed solutions

place of parabolized Navier Stokes equations (PNS) and
experienced difficulties to obtain a converged solution.

On the other hand, one can argue that the assumptions However Chang & Malik (3] reported enhanced agree-

under which Mack s stability analysis has been per- ment with Stetson's experimentally obtained growth

formed do not capture some relevant flow features rates in fig. 2, when about 200 grid points from the wall

present in the experiment as discussed in the following: to the shock were used in the PNS computations.

The interaction between an oscillating shock wave and 0 surf. :e curvatures
an instability wave originating from the bounda-y layer The etiect uf transverse r',.rvature on the instability of
was studied by Chang & Malik [31 using linearized axisymmetric supersonic -iundary layer flow ias been
Ranklne--Hugoniot conditions as outer boundary condi- studied by Malik & Spall I,,3]. They found that axisym-
lions of the stability problem However, it was found metric first and second mode disturbances were stat :-
that only in the hypersonic limit not for the flow condi- lized but oblique first mode waves were destabilized.
tions of Stetson's experiment, first and second mode Gasperas I111 included cone divergence terms in the
disturbances were noticably stabilized. In the same stability analysis by introducing body-oriented coordi-
paper by Chang & Malik it was also checked whether a nates and found the effect on axisymmetric disturb-
very small nose bluntness as Is alway,- present on a ances to be stabilizing Enhanced agreement to P,4
real, pointed cone would have an impact on the growth Stetson's experimental results in fig. 2 was obtained
rate, as it was known from both experiments by Stetson Kosinov & Maslov [ 16] found in an experiment with



controlled disturbances ;it free shrearn Mach number The function fix') represents either-the velocity or tern

two that cone amplification rates were smaller than perature profile We note that cone similarity profiles

those of a flat plate after Manqler transformanhon obtained from Mangler-Stepanov transformation of the
axisymmetric boundary layer equations are identical to

In this paper we discuss in how far a more complete flat plate profiles obtained from planar boundary layer

formulation of both the basic state equations arid the equations apart from the constants given above. Cone
stability equations, accounting for viscousiinviscid similarity solutions are obtained only if transverse cur-
interaction and complete body geometry, leads to an vature is neglected in the momentum equations A urs-
improved agreement between spatial growth rates of cussion of this can hF, found in Malik & Spall 123J and
instability waves obtained from linear stability theory Mack 120].
and stability experiment For that purpose we investi
gate various basic state computation methods. Thin 2.1.2 Solution of the Thin Layer Navier Stokes

Layer Navier Stokes solutions are compared to similar- Equations

ity solutions with different modelling of viscosity-temp- The Tom Layer approximation to the Navier Stokes
erature properties A systematic sensitivity study of equations (TLNS) stems from the observation that in
these approaches towards both basic state profiles and high Reynolds number flows the viscous derivatives in
spatial amplification rates of two- and three-dimension- the streamwise and circumferential directions are in
at instability waves is performed. Special emphasis is general numerically not resolved because they are
layed on identifying relevant parameters that influence usually of order of magnitude OtRe -) as opposed to
the convergence of the numerical solutions of the Thin the viscous derivatives in the wall normal direction,
Layer Navier Stokes eguations The tomut1lation of the which are usually of O0l) (Reynolds number based on
stability e(luations in curvilinear coordinates allows a free stream quantities and characteristic streamwise
discussion of various representations of the local body length). The latter are in general resolved by clustering
metric Inviscid stability features of the cone flow sol-utiosar inestgatd Te prsen stdy oncntrtes grid tines in the boundary layer. Thus the approxi-
itions are investigated The present study concentrates moation is employed by neglecting the viscous stream-

non local stability investigations However, our formu-laton lofthe stabiity inveqations allowevustour otine t wise and circumferential derivatives while retaining
on loftl stability equations 1OWS US terved by ene r- th those in wall normal direction. As opposed to the Par-

"o labolized Navier Stokes (PNS) equations the basic state
alizing our approach in a straight forward marner flow field is obtained by iterating the TLNS solution in

time to a steady state. As opposed to PNS computations

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION it is therefore possible to iterate the residual to arbi-
trary low levels without a constraint on the step size in

2.1 Basic State Solutions strearnwise direction Both the PNS and our TLNS are

space marching methods. i e the mixed hyperbolic-
2.1.1 Similarity Solutions of the Boundary Layer parabolic character of the equations allows that the

Equations solution is marched downstream starting from specified

The similarity solutIons are obtained frori the classical initial conditions. in the TLNS space marching method

boundary layer equations of compressible, zero pres the upstream influence in the subsonic part of the

sure gradient. two dimensional, planar boundary layer boundary layer is suppressed. Both methods produce

flow for conservation of mass. morientuni and energy departure solutions if the inviscid flow field becomes

All flow and material quantities are non-dimensionam- locally subsonic. For the PNS such exponentially grow

ized by their corresponding (local) invisrid free stream ing solutions additionally can occur for small marching

values The material quantities are treated such that the step sizes through the elliptic character introduced into

specific heats c;, c* at constant pressure and volume, the steady equations if a streamwise pressure gradient

are assumed constant along with the Pranidll number is present within the subsonic part of the boundary

Pr c~ji'/o, (-.. dimensional quantity. ,i* dynamic vis- layer. Hence, the TLNS space marching method is more

cosity. A*': thermal conductivity) according to the results accurate and more robust but less efficient - due to the

which will be discussed in chapter 3.2 2 Dynamic vis- additional iteration in time - than conventional implicit

cosity is assumed to be a function of temperature T- parabolized Navier Stokes methods

only. given as a linear function for the Chapman Rube- Within the Thin Layer Approximation the equations for

sin similarity solution (see 14?) and given by conservation of mass. momentum and energy are non-
Sutherland's formula for similarity solutions as dimensionalized with their corresponding free stream
obtained by Mack 120 1 After introduction of appropri- values, pressure with twice the free stream dynamic
ate similarity transformations (see Stewarlson (341, pressure and coordinates with a characteristic length L
p 35) the ordinary differential equations obtained are in streamwise direction The Prandt! number is
7,olved by a fourth order Runge Kutta IMSL-routine for assumed constant (see chapter 32 2) along with the
the formulation provided by Chapman-Rubesin [4] and specific heats. Dynam' 1- ,v is described by
by a variable order Adams-Moulfon integration sub- Sutherland's law Co, 1, 'he boundary layer
routine for the formulation by Mack (201 The pointed equations the cone flow \, described by addi-
cone boundary layer flow solutions are obtained by fionalty taking into a, re gradients via p.,
introducing Mangler-Stepanov transformation (see Ste and surface curvatur-, -q euations include the
wartson [341. p.105) which yields (c. cone. fp: flat plate Euler equations for invi.. . lo, - , Hence, the computa-
x' wall-tangential coordinate, x'. wall-normral coordi- tion can be extended beyond the shock into the inviscid
nate. f_ covariant derivative in direction i) free stream flow field Also, complete inviscid flow field
xi 3 ' x 3 solutions can be obtained by neglecting the terms con-

(i xP taining Reynolds number

and The computer program utilized to solve the TLNS

.3 equations has been written by Muller 1261 Therein the
fRx, f. 3lx;.,).t/, 3 farfield boundary conditions are the free stream condi-
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tions (shock capturing). At the surface no-slip condi- plus the equation of state
tions for the velocities and isothermal or adiabatic
boundary conditions for the wall temperature are spec- pT
ified and zero wall-normal pressure gradient is 2
assumed. Conical conditions are assumed at the sin-
gularity for pointed bodies and al the outflow surface g', g, are the contravariant, covariant metric tensors.
the slope of the conservative variables in streamwise The dependent variables p, v', p, T stand for density,
direction is assumed constant. The computational mesh contravariant velocity component in direction i, pres-
is set up such that the grid points are distributed at sure and temperature. The independent variables are
equal increments in the streamwise direction and clus- the curvilinear coordinates x' and time t. M, Re, Pr
tered near the body in wall normal direction by the stands for Mach number, Reynolds number, Prandtl
function number A, y for second viscosity coefficient and ratio of

I +specific heats. All flow and material quantities are non-
b+1 • dimensionalized in the same way as for the Thin Layer

3 1b-- • / Navier Stokes equations discussed in chapter 2.1.2.
x3() = 1 4 U " . Also Prandtl number and specific heats are again

1 b+ ( ) assumed constant. All flow- and non-constant maferi-
S(1) al-quantities are now decomposed into a steady basic

0 < ) < 1. b >1 and an unsteady perturbation flow quantity.

where A (k - 1)1k,_ k = 1(1)k,,, and b 1 001 typi- q = 4(x) + q(x', t) . (3)

cally. The governing equations in conservation law form
are discretized by approximating the time derivative by The covariant derivatives are evaluated by
the first-order Euler implicit formula, the inviscid spatial
derivatives by the second order accurate upwind i dq I k
method of Harten and Yee [12] which has total vari- qj + Ikjq
ation diminishing (TVD) properties by flux modification. (4)
and by second order finite differences for the viscous 0'q
terms. Numerical damping of linear waves is intro- q., ox] "

duced through an entropy function [12], [26] controlled
by an entropy parameter E usually of 0(10 ').The F[, is the Christoffel-symbol, as defined e.g. in Aris [1],
obtained linear system is solved by the diagonally p. 165. Orthogonal. curvilinear coordinates are intro-
dominant alternating direction implicit (DD-ADI) method duced so that only diagonal metric tensor elements
using underrelaxation. g", g,, remain. In addition the assumption of so-called

2.2 Solution of the Linear Stability Equations locally parallel flow) is imposed. i.e.

2.2.1 Linear Stability Equations 4= q(x3) "

In linear stability theory the total flow is decomposed I = (v, 2, 0) , p(x
3
) const.

into a steady basic flow, whose instability is investi-
gated, plus an unsteady perturbation flow with infini- Hence, with this formulation non-parallel flow effects on
tesimally small amplitudes so that the resulting perfur- flow instability are a priori not taken into account. In (5)
bation equations can be linearized, meaning that no the indices 1. 2 represent coordinate directions locally
interaction between fluctuation quantities is considered. tangent and 3 locally normal to the body surface. For

the perturbation flow quantities, we seek particular sol-The total flow is supposed to satisfy the equations of utions of the form
conservation of mass, momentum and energy in the
case considered here of compressible flow along qi =q (x3 )ef + c.c., t0 k'x'g,, - t (61
curved surfaces, given in tensor notation as
(i./j k. m. n - 1,(1). 3) where cj' is the complex amplitude function, io the fre-

quency and V' the wave number vector

(1)v').'-O . (2)a k' - -L (k(1), k(2), 0) _L -s-- 1 (I/h 2. 0) . (7)

We also define

2-v, pg k,(i) a.11,0)

(2)b and hence obtain

W . _ v ,)g ), kI(P) . (8)
ax,

"T 4 v'T,) (V )M2( vp.,- The particular solutions (6) physically represent indi-i it vidual instability waves also termed normal mode %ol-

1 (', 1)M2

RePr Re ") The so-called lor.M Prallel flow assumplior has the usual
meaning that one negle.ts wall-normal velocity compo-

, ,nents V'. Nevertheless. divergence or convergence of
V - 4 Plg'Y.,,, 4 g.V_ 1v.,V stream linos in planes x' - cont may still oc.ur (e.g. on

a roiie(.
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utions. We now introduce the ratio of characteristic loll = A •0(Re ') is introduced to suppress wall lanren-
lengths in wall-normal and streamwise direction tial gradients of pressure fluctuations, similar to the

IlL . 1/ rRe , where / stands for the Blasius length procedure taken for solving the TLNS equations. (see
I = (vL/U)J 2

, based on freestream conditions and Muiler [26]. With the same procedure as described
streamwise characteristic length. With this ratio we above, we now obtain an eighth order system of stabil-

assume the following orders of magnitude for a defined ity equations, which are parabolic in the wall tangential
norm of the basic and perturbation flow quantities, the directions. Equations of this type can then be solved via

coordinates x', the frequency ,), the wave number a marching procedure as outlined e.g. in Bertolotti [2].
components k.Q(i), the Lame-parameters h, (see Aris The benefit of this non-local theory is that the effect of

[1]. p. 143) and the metric gradients: body surface curvature, stream line curvature and cur-
vilinear wave propagation can be studied simultane-

4Ilq 0(1) , 14ql = A .0(1) , (9)a ously in a consistent way. Terms in the non-local sta-

bility equations containing metric gradients ah,/Oxl
1 ixl =Fx211 = 0(1) , Ilx31 = O(Re- 1!2) , (9)b appear because of body surface curvature. Terms with
iil(l = oR

2  
(9)c ail/ax' (i = 1,2) are due to flow divergence with or with-
('c out stream line curvature (apart from the body curva-

jkw(i)l = O(Re112 (9)d ture effect). Terms with wave vector derivatives aa/ax',• .dll/ax' appear for curvilinear wave propagation. Details

of such a non-local stability theory in general tensor
thlII 0(1) , II- I = O(Re- 1 , (9)e notation will be given in a different paper. In this paper

,x we concentrate on results obtainable from a local sta-

where for the perturbation amplitude A<<1 is assumed. bility theory.

We note that dimensionless wave number and frequen-
cy based on Blasius length is typically of 0(1). Then 2.2.2 Numerical Method

eqs. (9c, 9d) follow from I1L = Re ,'2. In addition eq. (9) Due to space limitations the reader is referred to Simen
restricts metric gradients to be of O(Re '/') in all coor- [28], Simen & Dallmann [29] for a detailed description
dinate directions. of the numerical method. The local stability equations

We insert eqs.(3)-(8) into the total flow equations (2) and are discretized by spectral-collocation. The obtained

rewrite each non-constant quantity as product of norm linear system is formulated as a boundary-value prob-

times normalized form. Considering (9) we keep only lem. As freestream boundary condition we prescribe

terms that are linear in A and among these neglect all exponential decay for the eigenfunctions at about 1.5

terms of O(Re ') and smaller. By this procedure we times the boundary layer thickness. Spatial or temporal

obtain the linear, local stability equations of compres- stability theory is employed by iterating on the accord-
sible, three-dimensional, parallel flow along curved ing eigenvalue until all boundary conditions are satis-
surfaces, given in Simen & Dallmann [29]. fied to a specified nur.ierical limit. Also local inviscid

flow quantities at the wall (index e) and local BlasiusWe note that all dependent variables •-', 4' are functions length I = (vex'/U4)"' are introduced for nondimension-

of the wall normal coordinate x
3 only. However, we lengthan.

allow for small metric gradients ,)h,/ix' in all three alization.

directions. Therefore we have to point out that by
applying for stability analysis of flows where flow 3. RESULTS
divergence in wall-parallel and wall-normal directions
or stream line curvature provides terms of O(Re '/') (or As pointed out in the introductory chapter we base our
even larger terms), so-called non-parallel flow effects comparison between theoretical and experimental
on flow instability are not taken into account. To include results on the stability experiments cprried out by Stet-
such effects a non-local theory (briefly discussed son [30]. The test facility was 3 closed circuit hyper-
below) would be required. Supposedly small wall tan- sonic windtunnet operated at a free stream Mach num-
gential gradients in 4', 4j, h,, k(i), which result in a sys- ber M_ = 8 in the test section. a stagnation temperature
tem of partial differential equations to be solved, can T0 = 728

0
K and a free stream unit Reynolds number

be treated e.g. by the method of multiple scales or by Re/ft = 106 / ft = 3.2808 - 10'/m. The tebt article was a 7
a marching scheme as in Bertolotti [2]. degree half angle pointed cone with a nose radius of

3.81 .10 
5m which was considered small enough for

Let us briefly describe how the local approach dis- ivsd e lay ctsinotetompl any r
cussd aovecanbe xteded o anonlocl teor in inviscid entropy layer effects not to play any role.cussed above can be extended to a non-local theory in Udrteecniin h ahnme fivsi
a sraiht orwrd annr. e rplae euatons(5)by Under these conditions the Mach number of inviscid

a straight forward manner. We replace equations (5) by flow at the wall is 6.83 and the angle between the shock

S= (x i(Xj) = (V, ) , = (x) and the cone axis is approximately 11 degrees as given
by a solution of the Taylor-Maccoll equation. According

and equations (6), (7) by to Stetson the flow field surveys were obtained only

after the model had reached equilibrium temperature.

Se+cc.C. 10=fk'dx'gi - ot, i.e. adiabatic wall conditions had been obtained.

ki(xI, X2) _ -j1 (a(xgl x
2
)/h,, /l(x

1
, x

2
)/h 2, 0) , 3.1 Sensitivity Study of Basic State Solutions

and we add to equations (9) For the flow conditions given by the experiment we

3 112 investigate parametric effects on flow field solutions
11V= 11oRe Jbtained from the Thin Layer Navier Stokes (TLNS)

equations and from similarity transformed boundary

A .-O(Re) layer (SBL) equations. The main parameters affecting
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the TLNS solutions are identified as number of grid to the number of grid points specified, as a hint towards
points, grid point distribution and amount of numerical the good quality of our TLNS solutions.
damping. The convergence behaviour of the solution is
discussed. The SBL solutions are shown to be sensitive In fig. 6 it can be seen that numerical damping, cont-rolled via the entropy parameter E as introduced in
towards the form of the viscosity-temperature law spe- chaper vi2 has anthoelcit

cified. chapter 2.1.2, has a noticeable impact on both velocity
and temperature profiles. E = 0.3 represents a case of

For the TLNS computations the following flow parame- high numerical damping. For axisymmetric flow around
ters are held constant: M = 8.0, T_ = 52.75'K, a pointed cone, to obtain a numerically stable solution.
Pr = 0.72, Re. = 6.525. 106. The free stream temper- practically zero numerical damping is required. This
ature is obtained from case is represented by E = 0.025. A further decrease of

E had no more substantial effect on the profile shapes.

T = TM2) . Also in fig. 6 the profiles obtained from Thin Layer
2 Navier Stokes solutions are compared to those from

To determine the free stream Reynolds number Re_ we boundary layer similarity solutions. It is interesting to
proceed as follows: We fix the local Reynolds number note that deviations among the similarity solutions can

Re = U4/v, at which according to the experiment tur- be larger than those between similarity profiles based

bulent flow is fully developed, Re,- 3000. Re-, yields on Sutherland law and Thin Layer Navier Stokes pro-
the characteristic length in streamwise direction via files.

L = Rem. . From Re- ý U,-L/. we then obtain A rough expectation with respect to the stability char-
Re~. =Re2

x (6'/v)/(U/U) , acteristics of the various profiles can be formulated
M ,from fig. 6. The velocity profile of the Chapman-Rubesin

where dimensionless kinematic viscosity and velocity solution is the least convex, with the inflection point
is given by the inviscid flow solution at the wall together lurthest away from the wall, and can therefore be
with the dimensionless form of Sutherland's law. Ada- expected to be the least unstable to so-called first mode
batic wall boundary conditions are chosen. The waves whereas the high resolution, low numerical
streamwise grid point distribution was equidistant with damping Thin Layer Navier Stokes profile is the most
101 grid points resulting in a quadratic increase of the convex with the inflection point closest to the wall and
local Reynolds number atng streamwise grid points, therefore can be expected to be the most stable.
Fig. 3 schematically shows the computational mesh
used for the TLNS computation and a surface oriented In fig. 7 basic state profiles obtained from similarity
coordinate system, whose coordinate lines x

2
1,x

3 
in solutions based on Sutherland's law and from TLNS

transverse and wall normal direction are shown at a solutions (N = 97, E ý 0.025, b = 1.001) are compared to
typical location x'(Re = 1731) in longitudinal direction. velocity and temperature profiles measured by Stetson
The angle between cone axes and far field boundary is [30] at two different local Reynolds numbers. As dis-
chosen to be 14 degrees to capture the shock located cussed in Stetson [30] due to probe interference with
at an angle of 12 degrees, the wall the measurements can only be assumed to be

accurate in the outer region of the boundary layer, i.e.
The grid points are clustered towards the cone surface for x`/I > 8. In this region however it can be seen that
which is shown in more detail in fig. 4. Here the grid the more complete basic state solution yields closer
point distribution in the near wall region (approximately agreement to the experimentally obtained values. As
1.5 boundary layer thicknesses) is represented this improved agreement, in the region less affected by
dependent on the total number points N between the interference of the probe and the wall. can be observed
surface and the outer boundary or dependent on the for both velocity and temperature profiles at different
parameter b in the clustering function of eq. (1). If not Reynolds numbers we take this as a confirmation
specified otherwise the stability analysis presented in towards tho accuracy of the measured and computed
the following chapter is based on profiles obtained from values. Only for high local Reynolds numbers the simi-
N- 97, b = 1.001. Hence. these were resolved ,;!h larity solution based on Sutherland's law can be
approximately 60 grid points in the wall near region, expected to approach the TLNS solution as the former

dues niul lake into account both transverse curvature in
For stability analysis the quality of the basic state sol- the momentum equation (see chapter 2.1.1) and
ution cannot be evaluated from global flow field data viscous/inviscid interaction which can be present in
like Mach number or pressure contours. Instead local hypersonic flow at finite Reynolds number. Fig. 9 shows
mean flow profiles near the surface and their first and pressure distributions between the wall and the free
second derivatives are relevant as they appear as stream at several locations along the cone. The inviscid
coefficients in the stability equations. Figs. 5, 6 there- Euler solution is compared to the viscous Thin Layer
fore show velocity and temperature profiles on which Navier Stokes solution. The inviscid solution shows
the stability analysis in the following chapter is based. conical behaviour, i.e. the wall pressure is constant in
In fig. 5 with increasing number of grid points the Thin streamwise direction. This is not the case for the vis-
Layer Navier Stokes solutions converge to the case of cous solutions. There is a negative pressure gradient in
highest resolution, however, the overall agreement is streamwise direction with the viscous pressure distrib-
already close even between the case N .= 97 and ution approaching the inviscid with increasing local
N = 49 where the latter has only half the resolution (see
fig. 4). For example the location of the inflection point Reynolds number. Also the increased distance of the
in the velocity profile remains almost fixed for all three shock from the wall for viscous flow, due to the dis-
cases. The derivatives of the Thin Layer Navier Stokes placement of fluid within the boundary layer, decreases
solution were obtained from piecewise third order in this direction. This displacement for a cone flow field
Lagrange polynomial fits to the original basic flow pro- solution, accounting for the full cone metric is smaller
files. No oscillations were observed. We take this, than for a Mangler-transformed flat plate solution as the
together with the insensitivity of the results with regard effect of transverse surface curvature is not included in
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the Mangler-transformed boundary layer equations. c q J(x3) (generalized inflection point) .
Both the negative pressure gradient due to interaction

and the reduced fluid displacement when full cone c, - c, was 0.1254 for the Chapman-Rubesin, 0.1249 for
metric is taken into account is responsible for the more the Mack and 0.1074 for the TLNS profile, again indi-
convex velocity profile of the TLNS solution as com- cating that the latter is the least inviscidly unstable (see
pared to the similarity solutions. A first order, marching Mack [21]). x3 for the planar generalized inflection point
boundary layer scheme to compute cone flow profiles condition was only slightly different (Ax,' 5 1). The
also would not take into account the streamwise pres- additional condition that the relative Mach number be
sure gradient. It therefore should not be expected that subsonic throughout the boundary layer was verified
the Navier Stokes solutions reproduce first order by computation for all three profiles. A second gener-

boundary layer solutions at finite Reynolds numbers. alized inflection point appears for the TLNS profile.
However, with c12 = U(x42) < cO this mode is not

3.2 Stability Analsis expected to be unstable.

3.2.1 Inviscid Stability Characteristics It was shown by Mack [21] that for unstable second
mode waves there exists are region of supersonic rela-

We apply compressible inviscid theory characteristics tive Mach number in the boundary layer. Fig. 11 shows
(see e.g. Mack [21]) to the basic state solutions to that this is the case for all three mean flow solutions at
obtain a priori information on which profile can be Re 1731 with respect to a two-dimensional wave with
expected to be the least unstable to first and second Ik,I = 0.1839, F = 1 • 10 4. For the TLNS profile this
mode disturbances. The theorems from inviscid theory region is extended the least into the boundary layer.
are also used ot check if phase velocities' conditions Hence this profile can be expected to be the least
for unstable modes are met by selected instability unstable to second mode waves. Fig. 11 also shows
waves. To do so we introduce the following definitions: that the phase velocity condition (see Mack [21]) for

The relative Mach number unstable second mode waves

(CcU 4- flW -- oW)Me c < U(x3 = /f) = 1

MWT112 is satisfied.

3.2.2 Sensitivity Study Based on Stability Analysis
represents the difference between the local mean flow

velocity in direction of the wave and the phase velocity. Stetson [30] presented the results of his stability
over the local speed of sound. experiments in the form of frequency spectra of the

spatial amplification rate at a specified Reynolds num-
The generalized inflection point x' is a point in the ber and in the form of spatial amplification rates versus
boundary layer of two-dimensional, planar flow where Reynolds number for specified frequencies. In the fol-

d dlowing we adopt the same form of representation. The
specified Reynolds number is again Re 1731 and the

dx 3 ( T dx 3 3 specified frequency is F = 1 • 10 '. The sensitivity study
is carried out for two-dimensional waves of the second

holds. Duck [8] found that for axisymmetric boundary mode, which are dominant under the given flow condi-
layer flow past a pointed cone the so-called "triply tions, using spatial theory.
generalized inflection point" is relevant, given by Fig. 12, 13 show results concerning parameters that

d dU1dr affect the TLNS solution. In fig. 12 with increasing num-

STr( /(r) 0 , ber of grid points the amplification rates obtained con-
ri jj11/(52r2)) I verge to the case of highest resolution, however, the

r = r, results are less sensitive than may be expected to this

parameter. Another indication of the good quality of thewhere r = r+- x• cos 0Q. For large radiuses r, r, the TLNS solutions is the independance of amplification
planar inflection point condition is recovered. LSsltosithinendc famiiain

rates with respect to the grid point clustering parameter

The theorems of Lees and Lin which give conditions for b as shown in fig. 13. Numerical damping, however, as
neutral stability or instability of first mode waves can seen from fig. 14 is a spoiler of stability results and
be interpreted such that the profile with the generalized therefore must be set to an as low value as possible.
inflection point closest to the wall will be the least The amplification rates obtained from the TLNS sol-
unstable to first modes waves. From fig. 10 this is the utions do not converge to those obtained from the sim-
case for the TLNS mean flow profile. The wave consid- ilarity solutions but to those from the experiment. For
ered has a wave number Ik.I - 0.14893, a wave angle the similarity solutions the stability equations with
S= 58,880 and a reduced frequency F = 0.4 . 10 1, the Cartesian metric were solved.
local Reynolds number is again Re ý 1731. Fig. 10 also We note that Mack's similarity profiles based on
shows that the phase velocity condition for unstable, Sutherland's law and constant Prandl number yield
first mode waves very similar amplification rates compared to those

o<c < or x3 (c) < x3 (c) <3 obtained for variable Prandtl number which are giveno in 1_201. For the latter heat conductivity was additionally
is satisfied. x1(cg), x"(c), x,' are locations where specified as a function of temperature. Hence, it is con-

cluded that the assumption of constant Prandtl number
co/ cos •' --- 1 - l/(Me cos s'), is appropriate under the given flow conditions, where

the temperature at the boundary layer edge T, = 70 0 K.
c/ cos ik - U (critical point) , The effect of variable Prandll number becomes notica-

and ble only for T, - 100'K as discussed in Bertolotti [2]
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3.2.3 Comparison between Theoretical and Conical metric can further be split up into the cylindri-
Experimental Results cal metric of the local osculating cylinder with radius

r, = rl cos 0c and the conical divergence. Specifying
In this paper we intend to provide some answers to the cylindrical metric in the stability equations allows to
following problem: Can the prevailing quantitative des- study the effect of transverse curvature. Fig. 16 shows
crepancy between experimental and theoretical results the effect to be slightly destabilizing oblique first mode
on the instability of hypersonic flow be resolved by a and stabilizing for the second mode with respect to the
more complete formulation of both the equations gov- solution where no surface curvature is • specified
erning the steady mean flow and the evolution of insta- (Cartesian metric). This behaviour can be observed for
bility waves? Fig. 15 shows that if we do so the descre- basic state solutions with transverse curvature included
pancy is quite markedly reduced. We investigate spatial (TLNS) as well as for those without (Mack's similarity
growth rates of three-dimensional waves. At each fre- solution) and is in agreement with the results from a
quency the wave angle is determined which yields the parametric study carried out by Malik & Spall [231 for
maxiniur gruwth rat,• These angles vary from about a different fre, stream Mach nu-.iber, !=mpcrat'.,rc nn
70 degree at the lowest frequency to about 40 degree cone half angle.
at the frequency where the second mode instability
begins to dominate. In this region two-dimensional In fig. 15 we finally compare computed spatial amplifi-
waves are most amplified. This search for locally maxi- cation rates of two-dimensional instability waves, based
mum growth rates is based on the assumption that in on the solution of the Thin Layer Navier Stokes
an uncontrolled experiment instability waves travelling equations and stability equations with cone metric, to
in various directions are present and for a certain fre- experimental values at three different reduced fre-
quency the wave travelling in the direction where dis- quencies. Compared to Mack's results in [20] and the
turbances yield maximum amplification rates will results based on Chapman-Rubesin similarity profiles
determine the measured growth rate. In fig. 15 two in fig. 17, agreement is markedly improved for all three
effects are discussed: frequencies. Especially close agreement is found for

a) The effect of different approximations to F = 1.16 10 ', whereas for the highest frequency the

the basic state solution experiment predicts somewhat higher spatial amplifi-

In the stability equations for this discussion in all cases cation rates.
Cartesian metric is specified. The growth rates based 3.3 Inclined Cone Flow Instability and
on Chapman-Rubesin similarity solutions with linear Non-Local Stability Analysis
viscosity-temperature law specified in both boundary
layer and stability equations, strongly overpredict the In this paper we concentrate on describing extended
measured values. Results based on Mack's similarity methods for stability analysis of axisymmetric hyper-
profiles with Sutherland's law specified in both bound- sonic flow past a pointed cone. The procedure for ana-
ary layer and stability equations also are only in qual- lyzing the instability of hypersonic flow past a pointed
itative agreement to the experiment. Closer agreement cone at angle of attack as well as our non-local method
is found if the stability calculations are based on mean of stability analysis will be described in a future paper.
flow solutions obtained from the Thin Layer Naver In the following we will only discuss some major
Stokes equations, where viscous/inviscid interaction results. Following Stetson [32] the cone is inclined by
and the complete cone geometry is taken into account. r - 2' and placed into a freestream of ekLh number
Here Sutherland's viscosity-temperature law is speci- M. -- 8 and temperature T. - 52.15'K. At a local Rey-
lied for both the basic state and the stability computa- nolds number of Re = 1817 sensitivity studies of the
lions.

basic flow profiles in the wall near region were per-
b) The effect of surface curvature and flow formed. One result concerning second derivatives of

divergence on cone flow instability the velocity profile is shown in fig. 19. Monotonic con-
A theoretical value that almost exactly matches the vergence to the case of highest resolution in wall nor-
measured maximum growth rate along with a close mal direction can be observed. For both the attachment
overall agreement in the second mode region and (windward symmetry) and separation (leeward symme-
markedly improved agreement in the first mode region try) line profile K = 97 grid points in wall-normal direc-
is obtained when together with the more complete basic tion yields close agreement to the case of highest
state solution conical geometry is specified in the sta- resolution. However, for the case K = 49 major dis-
hility equations. Cone metric is qiven by crepancies can be observed at the separation line pro-
(rn,, (h h/x'/h/h,) file. Hence, for basic flow computations 51x53x97 grid

h2 1 1 x
3 

cos (dC/r . points were specified in longitudinal, transverse (half-
cone) and wall normal direction. Grid points were dis-

cos 0, Cos 'flx 3  tributed at constant length increments in longitudinal
S1 ------ and at constant angle increments in transverse direc-

'C tion. The wall normal clustering parameter was chosen

as b = 1.001 and low numerical damping was specified
sin 0, ( Cos f,:x3 1 . by setting the entropy parameter E - 0.01.

,1 -' 7 - ) A comparison of amplification rate spectra obtained

from our extended methods for basic flow computation
hi I ./ 1 m 12 1, 01 . and stability analysis with experimental results for

attachment line flow at a local Reynolds number
Introducing cone metric leads to a 40 % reduction in Re - 1817 is presented in fig. 20. The results resemble
the maximum growth rate of the first mode and a those for axisymmetric cone flow. i.e. close agreement
13 % reduction of this quantity for the second mode. is found in the frequency band of second mode insta-

bility, and better but still unsatisfactory agreement is
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found in the first mode region. As can be inferred from The improved agreement to experiment in the first
fig. 19, the basic flow characteristics are qualitatively mode region is equally due to the extended stability
different for attachment and separation line profiles. It analysis and the more complete basic state compu-
therefore is of great interest to investigate the local tation. In the second mode region the major
stability characteristics of the latter. This is presented improvement results from the more complete .basic
in fig. 21 for a local Reynolds number Re = 1049. Sur- state formulation, however, the close agreement to
prisingly close agreement with experimental results by measured values is only achieved when the stability
Stetson [32] for both amplification rate and unstable analysis is based on conical metric.
frequency band is obtained. Also the effect of conical
divergence and streamline curvature becomes even 2. A sensitivity study was performed for basic state
more pronounced. solutions obtained from Thin Layer Navier Stokes

equations. This was based on both mean flow pro-
To our knowledge. in the literature instability charac- files and stability analysis. The results are shown to
teristics of three-dimensional hypersonic flow on an converge and to be quite insensitive to the resol-
inclined cone have so far not been investigated. This, ution of the profiles but sensitive towards the
however, is an interesting subject as in this flow two amount of numerical damping specified to maintain
different instability modes can be expected having numerical stability.
comparably large amplification rates. In fig. 22 for both 3. It was found that for the given flow conditions, due
first and second mode instability, three-dimensional to the presence of viscous/inviscid interaction,
waves are the most amplified with growth rates that are which causes a negative pressure gradient in
of the same order of magnitude. It therefore cannot bedetemind wichmodewil doinae th trnsiion streamwise direction, and due to the effect of trans-
determined which mode will dominate the transitionfluid dis-
process, as opposed to axisymmetric cone flow, where placement within the boundary layer, converged
second mode instability clearly yields the highest Thin Layer Navier Stokes solutions yield basic flow
growth rates. modeling superior to first order boundary layer or
The wave number vector components ca, fl, are defined similarity solutions.
in direction and perpendicular to the local streamline In addition, both mean flow profiles and spatial
of inviscid flow at the wall. The stationary vortex line growth rates from stability analysis based on simi-
(line perpendicular to the zero frequency line), as can larity solutions are sensitive towards the viscosity-
be seen from fig. 22, is approximately parallel to this temperature law specified.
streamline. This is in agreement with experimental . . i
measurements by Mc Devitt & Mellenthin [25]. Apply- 4. Inviscid instability criteria extended to e he flow past
ing oil-film techniques they found that in a transitional a pointed cone were found to explain qualitatively
boundary layer on a inclined, ten degree half angle why the mean flow profile obtained from the Thin
cone in M,, = 7.4 flow, the vortex path at the wall, on Layer Navier Stokes solution should be the least
the cone side meridian, is approximately along the unstable to first and second mode waves.
direction of the inviscid stream line. 5. The effect of transverse curvature is shown to be

weakly destabilizing to oblique first mode waves
We conclude our investigation by a very brief discus- whereas such waves are markedly stabilized by
sion of non-local effects on amplification rate spectra, conical divergence. For a smaller cone angle the
By non-local effects we mean that the streamwise evo- orders may be reverse. The two-dimensional sec-
lution of basic flow and disturbance flow is included in ond mode is stabilized by both transverse curvature
the stability analysis. We intend to clarify in how far a and conical divergence.
non-local stability theory can resolve the remaining
discrepancies between amplification rates obtained 6. For the case of an a = 20 inclined cone, stability
from theory and experiment in the first mode region of analysis via extended formulation of basic flow and
cone flow instability. Fig. 23 shows non-local amplifi- local stability equations yields close agreement
cation rates obtained from cone flow similarity profiles, between experimental and theoretical values of
The destabilizing effect in the low frequency region amplification rate spectra in the second mode

does not correspond to the experimental observation region for both hypersonic attachment and sepa-
(see fig. 15). The stabilizing effect for reduced frequen- ration line flow. For the latter very close agreement
cies greater than 0.5 • 10 4 however shifts theoretical is also found in the first mode region. Three-dimen-
values in direction of experimental data. Further details sional, hypersonic cone flow is shown to be equally
on comparison between local and non-local theory will unstable to three-dimensional first and second
be given elsewhere. mode waves. Stationary vortices are found to align

themselves in direction of the streamline of inviscid
flow at the surface.

4. CONCLUSIONS
7. Non-local effects on amplification rate spectra,

1. An attempt has been made to resolve decrepancies based on axisymmetric cone flow similarity profiles.
between experiment and theory with regard to are shown to be destabilizing in the lower frequency
instabilities in hypersonic flow. Markedly improved band of first mode waves and stabilizing at higher
agreement between linear stability theory and frequencies, However, final conclusions about the
experiment, especially in the second mode region, non-local effects should be based on Thin Layer
r f(wind via Navier Stokes rather than similarity boundary layer
a) a more complete formulation of the basic-state profiles.

equations accounting for viscous/inviscid inter-
action and complete configuration geometry 8. There are still differences between growth rates

b) a more complete formulation of the local stability obtained from theory and experiment in the first
equations in surface-oriented, generalized coor- mode region. This may be a reflection of what was
dinates. pointed out by Stetson [331] that "a conventional.
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hypersonic wind tunnel can be quiet for second [13] Kendall, J.M., Supersonic Boundary Layer Stability

mode disturbances and noisy for first mode dis- Experiments. Boundary Layer Transition Sludy Group

turbances". Measurements show that freestream Meeting (W.D. McCauley, ed.), Vol. II. BSD-TR-67-213,

disturbance energy amplitudes, as a source for US Air Force (1967) pp. 10-1 - 10-8.

exciting instability waves, are high in the low, first [14] Kendall, J.M., Wind Tunnel Experimentns Relating to
mode frequency band and low in the high, second Supersonic and Hypesonic Boundary-Layer Transition.

me fAIAA J., Vol. 13 (1975), pp. 290 - 299.
mode frequency band. Large amplitude freestrea [15] Kosinov, A.D., Maslov, A.A.. Shevelkov, S.G., Exper-
noise, however, is known to lead to early non-linear iments on the Stability of Supersoni: Lamnnar Bounda-
saturation and thus reduced measured growth rates ry Layers. J. Fluid MecO., Vol. 219 (1990). pp. 621 - 633.
of instability waves. Hence, our results may add [16] Kosinov, A.D., Maslov, A.A., Shlnvelkov, S.G., Experi-
some confidence that at least the second mode mantal Study of the Supersonic Boundary Layer Sta-
amplification rates measured by Stetson can be bility on the Cone Cylinder Model In: Laminar-Turbu-
described by primary, linear instability theory. Nev- lent-Transition (D. Arnal, R. Michrel. eds.), Proc. of thp

ertheless, we agree to Mack [20] that the best "way IUTAM Symp.. Toulouse, France. 1989, Springer 1990

to verify spatial normal-mode calculations . .... is by [17] Latifer, J., Vrebalovich, T.. Stability and Transition of a

introducing controlled disturbances into the bound- Supersonic Laminar Boundary Layer on an Insulated

ary layer" in a controlled, low disturbance wind Flat Plate. J. Fluid Mech., Vol. 9 (1960), pp. 257 - 299.

tunnel environment. This, however, is a task for the [18] Lysenko, V.I., Maslov, A.A.. The Effect of Cooling on
Supersonic Boundary-Layer Stability. J. Fluid Mech.,

experimentalist. Vol. 147 (1984), pp.39-52.
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Studies of Hypersonic Viscous Flows

R.Hillier, D.C. Kirk, M.Sell and S.Soltani
Department of Aeronautics,

Imperial College of Science,Technology and Medicine,
London, U.K.

SUMMARY
The three configurations of interest to us at present

This paper presents results from current studies on (all axisymrnetric) are shown schematically in
slender bodies of revolution tested at a nominal Figure 1. Configuration A, a spherically blunted
Machnumberof9. It concentrates on the case of a cone, is used for a study of the effect of nose
spherically-blunted cone, providing kinetic heating blunting on the boundary layer development,
data for laminar, turbulent and transitional tlow particularly on transition. Configuration B is
regimes. Nose blunting exerts a poweifUl control designed to provide a test configuration for an
on the location of transition, and the quanatitative extensive study of the behaviour of turbulent
measurements of this location using thin, filIm gauge boundary layers in pressure gradients of controlled
techniques are supported by flow visualisat ion buttvariableseverity. The main experimental surface
using liquid crystal thermography. We alsodiscuss is the central hollow cylinder, sochosen that pressure
work ,nd plans for two other studies which are in gradient effects can be investigated without (in the
their early stages: these are a cavity-induced first instance) the additional effects of dilatation
separation and the development of turbulent (e.g. for cone flows) and streamline curvature (as
boundary layers undercontrolled pressure gradients. with use of a profiled flare). The pressure gradient
Preliminary computations using at high resolution is generated by the concentric cowl. Although the
Navier-Stokes code are also presented. initial design and manufacture of this model is

difficult, it provides enormous flexibility and scope
INTRODUCTION for future developments. The third configuration

C, is a recently commenced project on flow
Hypersonic flows present particularly difficult separation. It was intended to investigate a new
problems both for experimentation and class of separation which had received relatively
computation, so that there is a clear need for well little attention at hypersonic speeds, and exhibits
defined experiments which will simuhltMeously some simplifying features so that it can provide a
explore the flow physics and provide suitable cases hierarchy of increasingly severe problems forCFD
forCFD validation/evaluation. Our work has beeni code evaluation. Thus separation is fixed at the
directed totheseobjectives, witha paXticular inlterest leadinsg lip (at least initially), and the first stage of
in providing experimental and computational data the work is a low Reynolds number laminar
on kinetic heating. Forsimplicity, in both experiment separation leading finally to a fully turbulent
and computation, we attempt to establish two- separated flow.
dimensional flow fields, and we consider that this
is best achieved by use of bodies of revolution (i.e.
two-dimensional axisymmetric flows) rather than EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND
by planar configurations, since the latter will be MODELS
subjected to three-dimensional or side-wall effects
of uncertain magnitude, particularly for separated The experiments are performed in the Imperial
flows. An additional reason is that the main flow College Aeronautics DepartmentGun Tunnel.The
non-uniformitieswithanaxisymmetric nozzle(stich faicility operates with a total run time of 25 ms and
as axial Mac't number gradients) will also be a steady flow window ofabout 5 ms. The operating
axisymmetric so that two-dimensionality can be conditionsgiveninTable I representthemaximum
preserved with the body of revolution whereas it achievable.
would induce secondary flows in the boundary
layer of a planar configuration.
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Mo AM/rn p(N/mn) Re/rm To(K) T-w(K)

9.16 0.14 6.67 x 107  5.5 x i0 7  59.8 290

Table 1. Typical operating conditions

Slender models of up to 0.9 m chord can be intention of providing flexibility in both use and
accommodated in the test section providing total positioning of instrumentation and adaptability to
Reynolds numbers of order40 million to 50 rillion. potential future projects.
The axisymmetric nozzle is contoured, but with a
slight axial Mach number variation along the
centreline. Here we approximate it at present with
the lineargradient given in the Table. This could be
readily incorporated into any CFD simulation by
setting inflow boundary conditions appropriate to a
weak source flow. Experimental techniques available

include schlieren visualisa'tion, surface pressure
with the possibility of resolving fluctuations up to
50-100 kHz (sufficient for gross movement of
separated regions for example but still an order of
magnitude less than the highest frequencies in a
turbulent boundary layer); pitot profiles using rapid
response pitot probes with fine entry heights of
order 0.2 mm. and fine wire thermocouple probes B

for total temperature measurements. Heat transfer ----
measurements are made using thin film platinum
sensors hand-painted onto machinable glass ceramic - - -__ - - - - - - - - - - -
(MACOR) substrates. Figure 2 shows a typical
module of 15 gauges, mountable in the ----
instrumentation slot of the blunt cone model. The
temperature-time traces for the sensors are integrated
digitally with the Cook-Felderman (Ref. 1) method
to give heat transfer rates. The combination of
random and consistent errors give an expected
variation of the "true" value in the range -5% to
+15% about that measured. Thermal visualisation

of the models is made using micro-encapsulated
liquid crystal paints (on a black model) and - ---

illuminated during the run by a 30 ýts white light
strobe flash unit. Several paints are used, the main
having a lower transition (red) temperature of 25*C
and an upper transition (green-blue to colourless) at
35*C

All models have (at least) three pressure tappings
around the circumference at one or more specified
chordwise locations; these are used for alignment
and generally this is achieved within ar accuracy of Figure 1 Model Configurations
±1 % in pressure. As a final observation ihe models
are all constructed on a modular basis, with the

9.1
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THE COMPUTATiONA. MAL ETI 101) window ot ,,is in the I- (effective flow) direction
arc time-iterated to convergence, the block then

The numerical method is a tyro-dimensional shifting one cell in the flow direction and the
axisymmetric time-marching scheme, with the proc,_-ss repeated. Secondly, in parallel with the
calculation time-split between separa:e inviscid and block marching, the mesh required is constructed as
viscous solvers. The inviscid solver is based upon ,, the calculation proceeds. In particular for the cone
second-order Godu nov -type algorithm whichI calculations we could specify(say) that wermaintain
evaluates cell interface fluxes using' a generalised 60cellsbetween the bodyandthe shockand 35 (say)
Riemann problem( GRP) based on the method of between the body and some appropriately defined
Pen-Artzi and Falcovitz (Ref.2). In turn the inviscid boamdary layer edge. The advantages of this are self
calculation is split into separate sweeps in the I- and evident and are an essential requirement in any
J- directions. In this GRP approach, the initial flow systematic study of mesh convergence.
properties in cells (at the commencement of a time
step) are established as piecewise linear
distributions(in I- or J-), so that at cell interfaces
there are possible discontinuities in lbo)th the flow
variables and their spatial gradients, and the GRP
produces atime-dependent flux conlsistent with this
distribution. This requires a 'first- arder' Rienvannl5
solver to compute the effect of the discontinuity inl
variables, and a second ordercorrection which takes I,
accountof the initial gradients. Exactsolution of this a
latter part is expensive, but also unnecessary, and
here we use a very simple acoustic correction. In
turn the strategy for solving the basic Riernann
problem is firstly to solve the initial value problem
acoustically, which is trivial, and only if the
su bsequLen t'con tact S U, ibace' pressured iffers byrmore
than a certain margin (typically I %) from the initial
'left' and 'right' values is the full iterative solver
entered. Typically, for the calculations presented
here, this occurs for only 5% of the inviscid flux
calculations. The viscous solver utilises a thin layer
Navier Stokes formulation, either with a lamin"ar
viscosity model or the simple two layer algebraic
eddy viscosity model of Baldwin-Lomax (Ref.3)

,assuming Prandtl numbers of 0.72 and 0.9 in the
laminar and turblent regions respectively); in the Figutre 2. (:) Modularconstuction of
transition region a simpl, linear (with distance) blUnt On model, ab) plamini
variation from laminar to turbulent viscosity is used. gauges on machinable cenmic.
The Sutherland law is used for the molecular viscosity
and the Nitrogen gas is treated as perfect with a THE SHARP AND BLUNTED CONE
specific heat ratio of 1.4.

General Comments
Thepresent code is explicit, but the splitting between
I- and J-inviscid sw,,eps, and the separate viscous Nose blunting of hypersonic vehicles causes
solver, providesan efficient formulation. Two further substantial perturbation of the downstream flow
features have been odded which greatly enhance the field and boundary layer, both through the-, lteration
usefulness of the code. Firstly, consistent with tne in pressure field (Stetson, Ref. 4) bu, more
high Mach number, the calculation is advanccd in a particularly through the entropy layer associated
'bhlck-marching' pr)cdt.ure, whereby a restricted with the highly curved portion of the bow shock



transitional or turbulent, and the present study
encompasses this full range. One interest here 1. in
transition, as it is well known (for example Stetson.
(Ref.4); Ericsson, (Ref.8)) that nose blunting has a
profound influence, initial slight blunting delaying
transition until a trend reversal occurs.

S_..Pressure and Heat Transfer Data

A composite set of pressure data (normalised by the
sharp cone value) for a wide range of nose radius
Reynolds numbers is shown in Figure 4. For high
Reynolds numberflows we expect only weak viscous
interaction effects and the main cause of scatter in
the data is random experimental errors. The data

Figure 3. Flow field schematic. show a pressure undershoot, with a minimum at
shock; , entropy laver, - - - , bOundarv' layer about 25 nose radiiafterwhich there is a monotonic

recovery to the sharp cone value. In boundary layer
wave (Dolling ard Gray, (Ref.5), Softley, Graber terms this recovery is only a weak adverse pressure
and Zempel,(Ref.6); Stetson and Rushton,(Ref.7); gradient, and is not expected to have a significant
Ericsson, (Ref.8); Morkovin, Ref.9)). The effect is effect upon transition (Stetson (Ref.4)). The figure
illustrated in Figure 3, where a schematic for the includes the CFD modelling of the pressure
blunted cone is shown. In this sketch the initial distribution.
entropy layer is thicker than the viscous layer, and
the downstream development of the interaction A large amount of heat transfer data have been
between the two is complex, since the 'inviscid' collected and there is space to present only a small
parts of the flow field, which include the entropy pa-t of this here. Before discussing them a few
layer and the surface pressure distribution, scale pointsshouldbenoted. Firstlysomefiguresreference
upon X/R (distance nonnalised by the nose radius, models I and 2. This simply refers to the fact that on
say), whereas the bOundar' laver development is occasion it was necessary to use two models to

Reynolds number dependent. Given eniough provide as extensive aI data coverage as possible,
streamwise development the boundary layer will and the generally small mismatch between them
always grow toI'swallow the entropy layer, so that emphasises the high quality of model and
the boundary layer will eventually asymptote to instrumentation manufacture. Secondly there are a

some equivalent sharp cone structure. Before this range of options in defining appropriate Stanton
occurs the boundar-y layer development will have numbers and Reynolds numbers. For the latter we
been controlled by radically different edge

alw ays will use here Re which is based upon freeconditions. For example, in our study the surftace s
pressure asymptotes to the sharp cone value by stream conditions and the wetted length of model.
some I W} nose radii (see Figure 4). Itf, at this stage, For the Stanton number we define both
the boundary layer thickness is still very much less
than that of the entropy layer, then the edge Mach St = q/pU C , -Tw)
number and unit Reynolds number would be about and

3.2 and 5.25x 10 6 /m respectively compared wvith the St e= q/PUC p(T r-T

aerodynamically sharp cone values of 8.05 and
74.5x l '/m. In addition, the entropy layer provides the fornner based purely upon flree stream conditions
a rotational edge condition to the+ boundary layer. and total temperature auid the latter upon 'asymptotic

shaup cone' edge conditions with a recovery factor r set
Thus b<01)ndary laverdevelopment tIMder an entropy to the laminLar value of Prl.
laver is of -rc;t pritci1c.il interc,,t, lie it ]lamifal ,
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sensitive CFD factor (other than the appropriateness or
otherwise of the turbulence model) is the simulation

S...........ad location of the transition process. It should also be
P/P noted that the computations do not include the axial

flow radients, which we anticipate would cause a
depression in predicted valuesby thecone baseof about
4/4%. As a final observation wc .,hiould note that in data

0 for a 7 deuree semi-angle cone presented at the Antibes

+ 1.0 Workshop on Hypersonic Re-entry Flows (Denman,
S÷ £• • "Harvev and Hiller, (Ref.10)) experimental values for

the turbulent boundary layer were some 25% below
predictions, by other workers, using the same algebraic
turbulence model. The resolution ofthesediscrepancies

X]R , has to be a combination of reducing the error band on
0 24 48 72 96 120 theexperimental data, anda better understandingof the

CFD modelling of transition and turbulent flow.
Figure 4. Surface Pressure on blunt cone,

nonnalised by sharp cone value. A range of nose In total 9 different nose radii have been tested, each
radii are shown. computations. at two unit Reynolds numberoperating conditions,

and provide nose radius Reynolds numbers ReN
Figure5 presents data for the basic sharp cone with (= p•U R.4Jg), based upon nose radius and free
transition, which isLupstreunof the first measurement stream conditions, rangizing from 15.5x10' to
location, expected to occur in the range 1.375x I0'.The precise range istabulated inTable2.

approximately3.2x l("<Rc <5.0x 10".Wehave A limited selection of these (as asterisked)
no measure of the basic tunnel backgroutnd arepr-sentedlin FiLures6aito6e.ias typicallofazrange
disturbance field. The figure also includes our of interesting conditions based upon Ste versus
initial computational modellingofthe flok (laminmu- Re . In some cases the data coverage is more
and turbulent Prandtl numbers of 0.72 and 0.9 ýs

modest than others, and it should be noted that therespectively). The computations were perforned chordwise Reynolds numbers are limitedto9million
with 120 cells in the laminar zone from the cone and 30 million for the low and high unit Reynolds
apex up to the onset of transition, 22 cells through number operating conditions respectively. Figure
transition and a further 68 cells in the turbulent zone s l nUptthecon tril ng dg. Wth ileadativ nish 6a shows tile lowest nlose Reynolds number case,up to the cone trailing edge. With the adaptive mesh

routine employed, 62 cells were maintained between
the body surface and the shock wave and, in the
boundary layer, 38 cells between the body surface and
a boundary layer "edge" defined as the location of 0.51/1
of the wall vorticity. A mesh stretching was employJ, 15-
in both the chordwise and normal direction, the latter St** x10 4

providing a value y" at the first cell centre from the body
of order 1.0. 10

The agreement with experiment appears to be good, but
it should be recollected that the tolerance on the 5-
experimental data is expected to be in the range -5% to
+15%. A full mesh convergence assessment of the 5 10 15 20 25
computations has not yet been completed, but doubling
of the cell sizes in the critical wall region (where the
temperature peak is located) reduces the predicted Figure 5. 1 leat transfer data for sharp cone. o,
levels of heat transfer by only 2%. Probably the most expefiment:--computations.
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SLt1, -O St.X10 4
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(C) (d)
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Re.A10O 8

St.X10 4  Figure 6 Heat transfer data for the blunt cone. (a) 1

6 mim radius cone, Re. =1.55 x 107 m, Re,, = 15,500;

(b) I mm cone, Re. = 5.5 x 1071m, Re N= 500

(c) 3 mm cone, Re. = 5.5 x 107/m, Re N 165,000;

2- (d) 6.25 mm cone, Re = 5.5 x 107/m, Re,,

343,750; (e) 25 mm cone, Re. = 5.5 x 10'/m, Re N
I a ii a 1 = 1,375,000. o, modiel I; A, model 2.--

Ce) Prediction by method of Fay and Riddell (Ref 11)
and Lees (Ref. 12)
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Radius (mm) Rex for low Re Rex for high Re

1 mm 15,5(X)* 55,0(X)*
1.25 mm 1 9,375 68,75)
1.5 mm 23,25(0 82,5(X)
1.75 mm 27,125 96.5(X)
2.0 mm 3 ],(XX) 1 IO,(XX)
3 mm 46,5(X) 165,(XX)*
6.25 mm 96,875 (L) 343,750* (L)
12.5 mm 193,250 (L) 687,500 (L?)
25.4 mm 387,5(X) (L) 1,375,0(X)*

Table 2. Blunted Cone Test Conditions (L) refers to fully laminar flow over model

indicating aclassical laminar-transitional-turbulent delayed to a chordwise Reynolds number of 20
heat transfer distribution, with a very satisfactory million and probably is only completed by the
agreement between models I and 2 in what is a rearmost measurement station. Figure 6d is
particularly difficult region of measurement. Figure considered to be fully laminar. In Figure 6e,with the
6b likewise shows a typical transitional distribution, highest nose Reynolds number, the position is less
with a pronounced rearwards shifting of transition clear. On first inspection the data appear almost
already evident. In Figure 6c transition has been constant with distance, though close inspection

shows a very slight increase between chord Reynolds
numbers of 5.5 million and 11.5 million. More
significantly, the temperature time traces in this

.30 * region show the large fluctuations which we associate
Se with transition so that we regard this, possibly, as a

reversal of the previous transition tend. Figures 6a
to 6e include laminar predictions using the theories
due to Fay and Riddell (Ref. 11) for the stagnation

20 a point heating rates and Lees (Ref.12) for the

Rex 106  - remaining distribution, showing very close
tr agreement with the measurements on the frustrum.

Our trasition data forall configurationsarecollected
A0_ .in Figure 7, and are generally unambiguous apart

o0 from the interpretation of Figure 6e. Figure 7 shows
cc the 'onset' and 'completion' of transition, and

£oo demarcates between the high and low unit Reynolds
R number conditions. For some cases it was only

10 Ren 1o 1o possible to define an onset or completion value,

because of model or instrutnentation constraints,
and in some the flow appeared to be laminarover the
whole model chord (indicated asL in Table 2). For

Figure 7. Transition Reynolls number versus nose the nose Reynolds nurnbersof 343750 and 687(X)0we
radius Reynolds numher. Onset of trasition. o: end

of transition, m. Open symbols for Re- = 1.55 x consider that the onset of tnuisition is for Re. geater
than 28 mil Ilion, delayed by more than a factor of nine

,dor compared with the sharp cone data. One question
the.mochrotnic liquid crystal vistuisation. A that concerned us considerably was whether the
Maximum chord Reynolds number available.- - transition front was axisymmetic or not, since the

Re = 5.5 x 107/m. - - . Re = 1.55 x l07/im heat transfer measurements were made along a
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single chordwise line along the model surface. We consistent therefore with the above suggestion. For
did find that rotating themodelabout its axis produced conditions close toours (7 degree half angle cone at
little noticeable effect on the data (which is a valid Mach 9.3) Stetson (Ref.] 3)showed that when Xsw/
exercise since we know from the use of two models
that transition does not appear to be provoked by Xr was of the order 10, there was a maximum delay
model surface imperfections). We also made some in transition relative to the sharp cone case, by a
surfacethermalvisualisationsusingtherno'chromic factor between 7.0 and 9.0. This again compares
liquid crystal paints. Although these coloured very favourably with our observations for the 3mm
photographs are not good enough quality to radius data. For nose radius Reynolds numbers
reproduce here the conclusions can be stated quite greater than this value of 165,(X)0 transition should
precisely. Three tests were performed. At the low then occur well before entropy swallowing. Indeed,
unit Reynolds number condition for the sharp cone, for the 'transition reversal' case the viscous layer will
and at high Reynolds number for the 1 nmm cone be so thin compared with the entropy layer that the
(Rex =55,0(X)),visual estimates of transition agreed boundary layer edge conditions will be virtually
closely with the surface heat flux data (these points identical to the appropriate inviscid flow local wall
are included in Figure 7), with only slight conditions. Conversely, with Re, less than 160,000
circumferential variations in the location of the we can assume that transition has occurred with
front. For the 25.4 mm. nose at the highest unit entropy layer swallowing more-or-less complete.
Reynolds number (Re., =1,375,000) the
visualisations were different showing high HOLLOW CYLINDER MODEL AND CAVITY
temperature streaks trailing downstream from the SEPARATION
hemispherical nose, initially parallel but for~ting a
wedge-like spread at a chord Reynolds numberof 5 Both projects are at a relatively early stage and this
million. This is close to our heat transfer estimates section serves as a progress report. Considering the
for transitton onset and clearly supports our hollow cylinder model first the general design is
observations on transition revers.al. illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 9 shows a

photograph of the model separated into sections,
Various workershavedernonstrated the importance including pressure and heat transfer inserts. The

of the entropy swallowing length, x ,in controlling pressure field is to be radiated onto the centrebody,
W which is the instrumented surface, from the outertransition. From Stetson (Ref. 13) and Rotta (Ref. 14) cwe have fora 5degreecone ata.Machnt mb111erof9.0 concentrically aligned cowl. Thie model design

thave fa 5 d e has been controlled by some challenging design
that xW~2 (e'

.-,. 26 (ReN)

% 1.2
which very approximately defines a location where
the boundary layeredge condition has recovered to t.0 YY/'/'to
the appropriate sharp cone valte. To relate this to
ourdata we can take as an example the 3 mm. nose 0-eall
at the highest unit Reynolds number (Re N

=165,00)). In this case the ratio of the measured 0.6

transition location to the swallowing distance 0.4

calculated above is approximately 0.1, that is *n I
transition expected before full swallowing of the 0.2 0

entropy layer. Figure 8 shows a measured Mach 0 SM
number profile for this case (at Reos = 24 million, .0 2 3

roughly 80% of the way through transition). We
believe that the boundary layer edge lies at the Figure 8. Mach number profile for transitional
location indicated, giving an edge Mach numberof boundary layer and entropy layer. 3 mm radius cone,
6.0 compared with a fully swallowed value of 7.8, Rc -= 5.5 x 10/m, Re, = 165,0(X), Re = 24 x 10'.
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Figure 9 Main cylindrical model including extension pieces

and pressure and hez.iu tztansfer inserts

constraints such as: fitting the total assembly into minimium1 pitch of 1 mm if required. Figure II
the uniform test 'diamond': structural rigidity,: presents measured pressure data on the centrebody
tlexibilityininterchangeofinstrumentationImodules: (no cowl) and shows the low scatter of data
provision toaddapressure gadient generting flare produced,and also indicates the effect of the weak
to the centrebody in addition to the use of the cowl: background tunnel pressure gradient. The first cowl
avoidingchokingof the flow through thecentrebody design, which is under manufacture, is intended to
whilst maintaining sufficient wall thickness for impose a 5:1 linear pressure rise over a distance of
instrumentation and strength. The initial design 1(X) tmm commencing at the chord location of
problem of avoiding choking was assessed at the 5(X)mn. This interaction distance is of order several
beginning by testing a 9(X) mm chord section of hundred initial momentum thicknesses. Inviscid
stock tubing of 50 mm inner diameter, provided calculations, using the method of characteristics
with a sharp leading edge intake with various outer and the Euler code, are in close agreement and the
diameters. Figures I0a and 1Ob respectively show resultant prediction of surface (inviscid) pressure
a stalled flow caseand the final design caseofa ratio distribution is given in Figure 12.
of inner to outer diameter of 0.67. The final model
provides a measurement length of 8(X)mm, or The cavity induced separation project has onlyjust
maximum chordwise Reynolds numberof 44 x ()6, commenced and we are currently considering
and is constructed from several cylindrical portions configuration options. One requirement, however,
which are interchangeable. Only one of these is is a fully lamrinar study, which requires both a
machined withan instrumentation slot, and the final reduction in our usual tunnel operating conditions
arrangement provides the possibility of and careful consideration of the likely behaviourof
measurements of pressure or heat transfer at a the separated shear layer.
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Figure 11 Experimentally measuredstatic pressures

along generator of hollow cylinder
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This paper presents results, some preliminary, for 5 X (mm)
current experiments on hypersonic viscous flows.
Our general objective is to utilise simple two- 4

dimensional configurations to produce a series of
flows which are both of practical interest and also -3 PIP

will provide reliable data for CFD code validation.
The intention behind the use of axisymmetric -2

configurations is to eliminate the end-effect errors
which can contaminate 2-D planar experiments.
Our immediate and future plans include:
concentration mainly on the pressure gradient and t .... I .... I..... .... . ...

cavity separation model; improvement in the
calibration of the test section flow conditions; further
development in parallel with the experiments of our Figure 12 CFD modelling of cowl-induced pressure
CF) capability, gradient on centrebody.
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CALCULS D'ECOULEMENTS VISQUELJX E7. DESEQUILIBRE DANS DES flJYERES,

par

C.NMarrnignon. V. Joby et F. Coquel
ONERA

BP72. 923,22 Chtiltlon Cedex
France

Wstim62 Equations de bilan
line mi~thode implicite, de volumes tinis pcrmettant de 21HpAc ebs e o~iainpyiu
determinter les 6coulernents visqueUX enl tlesi6qiililre 2.Hpths dbaetmdlstinhyqu
chitnique et vibrationicl (fans des tuNZ~rcs tesi pri~sentee. Pour les conditions g~n~iatr-iccs consid~r~es, 1 onisation
I es tenoes tie flux die Moude parfait son! CAlCUIS par tin est n~gfig6e et P'air peut ýtre modchls6 par in ninlange ideal

~c~ia dcnitrtý de type Roe dIU deuxione ordre en espace de gaz parfaits cumprenant les cinq espcces principales. ýi
ct lLcs flUX visqjueUX sont d6termin~s ýi laidc d'un sch~ma savoir N2, 02. NO, N et (). La prcssilin tii gaz est alors
centri. Les flux num~riques et les tcrines source soit donn~w p ar Li do e D~alton

Alto Xillustrer la m~thode numerique. detix configurations ()p -P 1
Ll'ccoulemerits ont ete calculces. L a premicre configuration ~ A
a etc proposee en tant que cas test lors dui dernimer oi R,,, ui~sigtie la constante universelle des gaz parfaits et
Woikshop d'Antibies sur Ics ecouleinents hypersoniques M,, est la masse atorniquc e te 'esp~ce is.

(dcuxicnic pantic) L-a deuxieine configuration correspond Les modes de translation et die rotation, et le mode
iau calcul dans une ttiere die la soufflerie F4 die FONERA. OCeCIIirotqie SOW! toUjOLIrs consid&r~s ý 1l6quuilre et sont

done caracterises par une temp~rature unique T alors que

I Introduction les modes ie vibration peuvent s'6carter die ['6quilibre.

I~aý e adr LU rorame eresplsiur soffeTCS Chacune des cspZ!Lcs diatomniques N2. 02 et
PansIc adredu rogammeHeres. luscur soufeies i~ventuellerment NO est supj-ssee avoir une temnperature die

srecifiques SOnt diiVeloppees1 en Europe, notammnent Ia vibriktion particuliere, distincte Lie la tempeirature dui
souftierie ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~m a r 4d OFA.Cssuleisdiet tange . Dans cc papier, le mode de vibiration pour le

simuler ties conditions d1'6coulements hypersoniques attn monoxyde d'a/ote NO esi suppose~ ýtre as l'eqmiliblre avec le
d'cffectucr ties mesures autour die inaquettcs die formes mode Lie translation.
realtites, Lecs mesures etant pa la suite extraloldes ax "X Lai tefl,&aturC LIU miilange verific
conditions die Vol reel. Ces outils son! aussi d'un grand
int~i &t pout valider Ics codes. (2T
FI-n rtigiue hypcrenthalpique, in ensemble comptet die (21 - 2( ) , 1
pararktres Lie similitude tels que le niombre (ie Reynolds et
le nombre dce Mach pour les gaz parfaits n'existe pas. x~~-xp
Wncin %i lc,. 6coulements ititernes vt~ritient le pararn~tre pl.
qui est Ie plus appropri6 pour les CouIClemetS LIISSOCI&s ICS
resultatS d'cxperiences ne peuvent reproduire tes conditiotns o6 F est 1'6nergic totale du melange par unite de masse et

tie Vol fe~el. l.'46oulement dans une tuvire 0 Ia vitesse barycentrique dui tudange. c, . est la chalcur
hypere-thalpiqite peut se decomposer en trois parties: Un sp6cifique die l'esp&e ft par unit6 die muasse. Pour 1'espi-ce

ioneC d'&cOtlemnent ii I'uquilibrc (fans le conlvergenit suivic Pi, ej~, e,.j. ej eI designent respectivement les energies
t'une zone en dm~s~quilibre chimnique et vibrationnel pres dIU die translation, dIC rotation, 6lectronique et tie vibration par

cot et d'une riigion d'&~oulement tig's dans Ie divergent. unite die masie et h est la chaleur die formation die lecsp!ce

I'ccoulement en sortie die tuy~re sera done fig6 avec des ta par uni.tte de masse. L.'6nergie e,~ comprend les modes
temnperaturcs die vibration plu~s grandes que Ia tcmp~rature die vibration harmoniques et anharmoniques. ainsi que le
die translation. couplage rotation -vibration. La temnpdrature die vibration

W~ine si lea conditions die vol r~cl TIC peuvent eIc ý. de t'esp~ce mnolulaire 01 cat donnm~e par la relation

reproduites. [a prediction des dtats thermodynamniqucs: et i mplicite suivante : e,, (T p) = p,,e, Vjp0
chirniiques en anmont die Ia maquette est n~cessaire ii Ia lDans les calculs pri~scnt~s ici. aucun couplage Vibration-
coniparaison dlee rdsultats experimentaux et ntumdriqttes sur Vibration (V-V) ou Vibration-1)issociation (V-I)) n'a ctmý
cette maquette. Par Ia suite, les calculs pcrmcttxont la pris en compte. Les miquations pour les driergica de
simuliiationt de l'&-oulcmcnt dans les conditions dic vol r6el. vibration ne comprennent que les michanges 1'm6ncrgie
IDans cc papier, nous rappelons Ics principales Translation -Vibration (T.V) .Le taux d'echange dtcncrgie
caratief~istiques d'unc incthode d~jý appliqu~e au calcul Translation-Vibration E', , est nmodclisi5 par
de6coutements bidtimensionnela externes. Cette mdthodc ' jJ
rdsmout Ics 6quations tie bilan d6crivant lea ticoulemetmts (3) /'^ ".0
VI~iqUCUX en dds~quilibrc chimniquec t vibrationnel. D~es t. 1

applications ~A des tuy~res utilis6cs A Marscitle et A ou ecj(T) repri~sentc 1'4-nergie tic vibration par unit6 dc
t'ONI-HA son! prm~scnt~cs. masse die 1'espike 13 evalut~e pour Ia temperature locale dui
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mi~lange. t~~est le temps de relaxation donne par: On fait I'bypotbi~se de Stokes pour les coefficients de

I Xviscosit6 du melange : ?L+ R = 0 . Chaque viscosit6 [t.,
-. ~ =XI -

Ti.0 , ý,~ d'une espoce est d~termin~e par la relation de Blottner 141,

ob X, est la coincentration molaire de Pesp~ce y. Les temps la viscositii du mt~lange R. est alors calculi~e au moyen du

die relaxation enti-e espZ~ccs TO; sont donn~s par la ri~gle modele d'Armaly et Sutton 15 1:

sernii-empirique de Millikan et White (2]. (7a) i.1 = y+9

Le rnod~le de chimie choisi est celui de Gardiner 13]. 11 met 1+ X -,. M,t 5 MY
+ I -(-%-- -)

eni oeuvre dix-sept reactions comprenant qufinze r~actions myX, MMT ,

de dissociation et deux reactions d'46change. M, ~ ~ M~1/2 2

2.2 Equations de bilan 8.M,, + M' P.7 MIX

La forme int~igralc des e~quations de bilan instationnaires oo les coefficients A,,, F-Y et B y v~rifient les relations

pour des &ouletnents visqucux en d~sdquilibre peut suivantes:

s'icnrcr dans des coordonndes cylindriques de la mani~re ( )

suivante S(7c) Am .= 4I.l* = = 1. 25

(5a) JJfx IV',-( H-Hs )] dS±Jf [ x2(F,-Fv-, )-G,]I N, dl 7d t (2))2 =.0

=J~x 2 (2.2ST

ob I; designe Lin domaine de contr~le fixe dans un plan (7e) B,=(- 2.2 B,,,= 0.78

m~ridien quelconquc. 8S sa fronti~re et tP (N, Ms 1,2) 4

la normale unit6 exterieure A 8S. Nous avons : (2*2' ddsigne une integrale de collision pour lea collisions

{Sb)W P V U,,~ ~ ~ , ~entre les molkeules a et.

(5c) H f(0,, 1, 0, p - (2p + )X) "212 0. 0 j La vitesse de diffusion V,. est suppost~e v4Erifier les lois de
~ ) Pick suivantes :

(5d) Hs 0,, 1, 0, didi, 0. 10~ ij1 (8) V, = -D, Yd1Y, avec Y. = p,/p.

(5e) F, = u, W + p I1Vu, 8".. 8 ,,-u 00 1),) est calcuk6 en supposant un nombre de Lewis constant.

(if) Fv, T pV, , 1,. T,., 14 T1, + U 2T', Les veeteurs de flux de chaleur du melange et de vibration
cfet cfo sont suppos~s suivie lea lois de Fourier:

-q, -~p,,h,,V_,,1 -p1`0 V 10,- q,.V (9a if=-(,+K,+i V

avec

r Le coefficient de conductivitZ- thermique de translation K,
(5h) LI Ih, .(,,, ,, 1 +Ae~ d.iJest calculd ý partir de la relation d'Aimaly et Sutton 161:

oiJ ot 1 .2,3A45 se rapporte aux esp~ces N2, 02. NO. N et (10a) K, -
0), P1 1,2,3 aux especes diatomniques N2, 02 et NO, I
s = 1,2 aux directions d'cspace. U I et U 2 ddsignent les de ux It Xy UM,,M 1MISM, M y
cotoposantes de la vitesse barycentrique 0, X et g sont les I + Y- -0, -( - +5 + 8A M)
coefficients de viscosit6 du mdlange, V,, eat la vitesse de TM, X" 4(MAf,+ MT,)2 A', M, Mat
diffusion de 1'espoce ai dans la direction x,, TI, , -c2, sont Lea coefficients de conductivit6 thermiques de rotation et
lea eomptosantes du tenseur des contraintes visqueuses. qý 6lectroniqucs K,,, (im = rel) et les coefficients de
est le vecteur de flux de chaleur du melange dans la conductivit6 thermiqucs de vibration K,.p dans le mdlange
direction x,, h,, est l'enthalpie par unit46 de masse de sont donnt~s par l'approche de Monchick. Yuni et Mason
l'esp&e (i, fjf cst le vecteur de flux de chaleur de 171.
vibration dans la direction x, pour l'espeee diatomnique 01, m.
,fi,, eat la production de masse Lie 1'espoce a par unit6 de (l0b) Kima= (im = r,el,v)
volume. Y (K=

X,t D)b
2.3 Coefficients de transport (IlOc) Km.. Kim, (im = r4e).

IVe tenseur dies contraintes visqueuses Ti, s'tdcit: at

)U~ )U, En utilisant l'hypoth~se d'Annaly et Sutton, les coefficients

(6) ~ ~ 4s T,ýX id8.
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de diffusion binaire DI), et D ,' v~rificnt la relation: proposee par Abgrall 1101 pour lcs equations d'Euler

10)1) m. (,rulti-especes et multi-temp~ratures.

Soit A_112',. uric lindharjst~e de Roe 1101 associr~e au flux

Le coefficicrnt de couiductivit6 k,,,,,~ (iit = t~r,et,i') pour Fý Nýý /jý1. /, (m= I.... 11 ) is valeurs propres

chaque esp&e (i est obtenu par uric relation d'Eucken [81: correspondantes et R,,,2 une matrice de vecteurs propre'.
a droite associes. Le flux nurnerique FN, sa crnt:

6
(I Oc) k_, -A_,,.~,, avee inz * tronslation -(F,) +(F'

5 (14) (J",N9, ), 2, = (N", ), ..12; ,(R (),.1 ,
5 ~22

1 Otf) k:, 2 ~,* oil le dernier terme du memnbre de droitC diSiglle

dans(Ite) d~srne a chlcu sp~cifquede 'opcratcur tic correction de flux.. Atin de simplifier
tw dns Wc) t~sgne a calcu spicifquede I'implkmentation de cet opdrateur dans ]a ml~thodle de

l'esp~ce u par unitre dc linaL5se corresjxrndant au niode volumes finis. nous supposerons que )a directiton riormale a
interne jot l'arr~te i±112,j reste paralkle ii uric hgne de maillage

; =Cste. cc qui perme~t en cons&Juecne dtecrire

3 N16thode numn~riquc e~=~~i~ sous la fortoc

Les e~quatitons de hilan (5) sottt ri~solues par uric methode de (I ia) (1) I) ,) i 4

volumes finis implicite &erite pour des inaillages 2 (X+

Lirviligne~s structurcs. Les flux LIe fluide visqueux sont )(~+ y 1 ,71) ,j
discretises au mnoyen dun sch~ma aux diff~rences centrte'es (15h) (X" ,,, (R,,1' 1 21W) i.-( I I
de type Crank-Nicolson alors, que les flux de fluide parfait
sont approchr~s par uric tmthode dccentrrte de type Roe, le oil est un lintiteur operant sur I es variable,

second ordre tV-approximiation en espace o~arit ohtenu en caraceti~stiques (1, ,,. lDans cette 6tude, tious avons utilise

atioptant I approche de hflix modititý due at Harten (91. le limiteur classiqile sulvaiia 11:

A chaqoe date t, = ri At oýi At di~signe le pas de temps, Ia (b ufO .

mtethode de volumes finis permet de construire une solution Letre soi
.ipprmclite Iont [a ,aletir cotistante sur chaque eCChoic Lic Ie rneaoj 'T. est defini par

calcul S') cst nott~c W,". L~a solution est avanc~c en temps )7ý
scion l'algorithine sttivani r ia~,•

(1)A .Sj + U '"N d1 .'A 5. st

D ans (17). iji represeictite ui application, quahiiiic Jc

~ I~l I, -G , d = H' 1,.1+~~Y -~t, correction d'entropic d'apres Flarteit, LdCf~ilij par

"{ I si 1 - 1
,to AV, 16esignec Ia surf-ace de la cellule consideri~e. (18) Y~(z 2 + 212
['integrale curviligne Ic [lrig d~e Ia f'rontierc 8S. , pouvant I/~ I i 1<61

Alors &(re dlcciiipiisce en uric somnie deC quatre flux ol 81 est un paramitre dc,'ant &tre choisiitl 1111 ans ICS
re.spectivemiert assocites aux ar~tes i±I/2.j et i 4±1/2. couches Iinuites.
I lans ha forinule (I I), k.7, reprt~scntc uric valcur' moyerone
de X, sur S, choisic die sortc quc l'int6grale po~rtant sur H
tdui~ (5di) pitisse ýtrc exprim~e en terme de flux : lisire'tisijtion, desflux defluide visqii'ik

La linr~arisation des flux de fluide visqUCUX Zi Ia date
I [2) Jf H., L" X~,, f UJ,N,,1I (?z+1I)At eondifit aux expressions suti'antes

11 N, I 0),I,. u, 0,101,1)) (I 9a) U' u." + aAWL

3.1 IDiscrktisation en espace des termes; de flux

Par souci d~e simplicit6. nous limiterons Ie pr~serit exposr6 ii (I 9b) (, = + w Alt
Ia prcscntation Lie la m~thnidc d'approximnation associ&c aux L"

tcrmcs d~e flux stir l'ar~tc i +1/2j]: (19c) r1 l

Fv, N G(, I' I -N,2j a w lq,,), '', q A'

Appr).%imaton es lux e faideparaitou q, r)W/x, , (c 1,2). En utilisant ( 19a), Ia
Apprmtmoionde~tli~ defuid paraitdiscr~tisation en espate d~e (13) conduit ai

I )ans ha relation (13), F, N, d&signc uric approximation dIll
flux de Iluide parfait I,N_,, .ta obtenuc en adoptant (20.) P'2 n.,,,p +
l'approchc de flux modifie due a Harten [91. Cc flux-
tilmentiItue est constritit it partir de la mr~thotle dce Roe 1'I', (AW),') + (All'),., I~ I(,A" ,'.

I 01,M11(N, /)2
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preconditionn~e pa noraerd fctisin

La d - tistionen spae d F,,k l dae ni deand 3.. 1Fronriiire paroi
on~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ tisdIve nepc paasatdn e Lscniin a limite pour la paroi dependent du

tensur es ontaines ins qu das le temesde luxde omprteentde cette mn~me paroi. Ijans cc travail. one
chalur.Lesd~rvde enespce snt iretemnt ondtio denon) glissernent est appliqut~e

(jl ,(i~j-l) , i+l~j+1) et (i+,j-1). Pls nra aparoi est u
pr~s~mntsoit CD une grandeur dtfinie aux quatres
nousE,W,N et S. dont le harycentre est M; son gradient (23) (OPA 2 )W = 0.

aupitMest alors donne par: La valeur de [a temp~rature de pa~oi est iinpos~c

21)V Df(~( )DI IAx a,/- ) (T)w T-1 et les temperatures de vibration sont suppost~es

- 1¼SN- Z (b-z, )i4'IjXZ' Etre it '6quilibre avec ]a temperature de paroi

(wk X't-) Dans cet article, la paroi eqt supposce &re soit non

ou f.ex. Pa exmple siM crresondau cntr de catalytique suit complktement catalytique. Cette deni~re
Par xempe, i M orrepon au entr de condition favorise les rr~actions chimiques et le gaz atteint

1'r~tcft1renctdc par @i+11iZI). la fortnule (21) utilise lea rapidement une composition d'6quilihre cor-respondant aux
pons F(i-4-j). W (ij,J) S (i + 112j-l1/2) et conditions locales de pression et de temp~rature.

N(i+112-7j+l/*2).
Dplsladiscretisation en espace du dernier terme de (5f)

deinande l'evaluation des dcrivt~es en espace de inmconnue 3.3.2 Frontit~re difent rt~e
sWI Cette 6valUation est menee par une nmethode aux I) otilisation doune m~thodc de volumes finis conduit a
differences centrees semblable at la pr&c~dente, exceptd que traiter ]a condition d'entrtie en tcrine dc flux nume'rique.
s cules le., contributions de AW aux nocuds (i~j) et (i+1.j) Par SOUCI ide Sitnplicitr, l'analyse que nous donnons ici est
sooit utilisi~es. mL'nte pour U!] prohleme ironodimensionnel inaix elle petit

8tre ais(5nent c~tendue ii des probleres ioultidiniensionnel~s

3.2 i~crtistionen tmpsen consid&ant leur projection sur la normiale it Ia frotiticre.
3.2 ~isr~iisaton n tmpsConsiderons one condition d'entrr~e subsonique.

I'iniplicitation des flux numtiriques subit une lini~arisation A gauche de cetec fronti~re, le gaz est dticrit par ses
conservative. les termes source recoivent tigalement one propri~t6s thermnodvnamiques statiques que snot lenthalpic
implicitation par lin~arisation ohienue it laide de totale dou reservoir H_, ct l'entropie S_, souts l'hypothcse
L16%eloppements de Taylor. Toutefois, afim d'c6viter one die Vrcquilibre chirnique et thermiquc. Ccs conditions
coinplexit6 inutile dans ['expression de l'oprateur permettent Lie definir one coorbe danis l'espace des phases

implicite. Ia lincarisation du flux numeriquc de flide constitu(Sc des titats Wpjqipuet,1 ecnf,6d
pairfait suit la deinarche propoxt~e par Yee (III scion reservoir it la gauche dl,- la fronti~re dcenti&e.
laqticellC Ia inatrice die Roe fait office de linn~arisec do flux A droite de cette fronti~rc, l'&coulement est suppo.sn6 ýtre
ritiieritqoe. lDe in~tne. les ternecs Lie dtriv6es croisdes sont r~gulier ainsi qu'it l'equilibr Le. telle maniere qo one onde
iiiglign~es dans 1'etape de linearisation des flux de flideC de dt~tente peot ýtrc utilisde pour connecter la droite de Ia
vistluetix. fronfiire d'entree W1aR it l'6coulement dans Ie domaine lV
L'6tape implicite couple totalement les termes source et lex cc qui ddfinit one courhe de rarefaction dans lespace des
tlux riumtriques tie maniere at pouvoir traiter la raideur do phases. Cette courbe est aist~ment construite en utilisant les
proildk~me in variants de Riemann associi~s au problinne.
L'operateur implicite ainsi obtenu est lini~aire ct peut Wte Les deox courhes prt~e~dentes poss~dent sous des
inverse de plusietirs facons. Une premiere facon repose sur hypotheses physiqoes gdnerales 1131 on unique point
tue factorisation AIlM de l'oprateur implicite, la matrice d'intersection dans 1lespace des phases qui dc~Iinit one
Licohienrie des terrncs source intervenant pour one moiti6 discontinuire de contact connectant 1'r6Lit gauche ii I'etat
tdans chacune des deux directions do maillage. Lc systi~mc droit. Cc prohk~me d'interxection conduit au syst~me
resultant est de structure tridiagonale par blocs de taille suivant dont Ia resolution nt~essite Ia misc en ocoyre d'une
I I xlI I dans chaque direction do maillage et ext invers6 it procddure iterative de type Newtot :
l'aide d'une d~eomposition LU classique. Unc autre fa~tion (2aH T..Y. u, H.
est de r&~soudre I'op~rateur irrnplicite par one mt~thode 2aH('.YA.u)=H,
iterative. Cette technique pr6sente l'avantage d'ýtre hien (24h) S( Tp8 ,. Y ,~, R',ýppR f=S ...
moins sensible au cbrtix du pas de temps que ne le sont les (240 Y5 1,.1= Yd, Tf LP I P.
m~thoties par factorisation approcb~es. Elke permet (24d) T.. R.~L = T8.L
6galement d'dviter la decomposition parfois inaddquate de
la matinee Jacohienne des ternnes source. La mdthode (24e) upy = uj
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(240) PB.R = P.9j limi.e reprrisente environ 10% du rayon de la section dc
sortie.

(2 4g) 1',~ B.R = YaR

(24hi) TL* R .R =T.LR 4.2 Resultats pour la soufiferie ONERA F4
2 2

(24i) UBY* - ='B R - ) 4.1.1 I.)escription del 1croulemnent
Y' 'f Cette soofflerie peut atre 6quipde de quatre tuy~res

(24j) pR.R pR.R PR PR' Jiff~rentes, chacune pennettant de simuler un regime

Remarquonis quc les relations (24g) a (24ýj) soot en fait des d'6coulemient different. Enl particulier. la tuy~re n *4 est

approiximations des invariants dc Ricm'rnn exacts. d~dj~e A la simulation des effers visqueux et respecte le
param~tre -_. Les quatre tuyeres ont ete concues grace

?33 [ronttlre e sotie Re
333~~~~~ Liri~edesri ne mtithode num&iquc utilisant on couplage faible entre

Une condition d'extrapolation d'ordre I est appliqut~e au l'dcoulement non visqueux et la couche ..rnite 1 151.
champ W. Uerpaisseur de la couche limite est dt~termnin&e en utilisant

les correlations de Edlenfield [1!61.

4 Applications L~a g6om~trie r~elle de ]a tuyre: est utilis~e pour ]a
simulation de Fdcoiol~rent. Le ravon do col est 0.0026 m

4.1 Wtsuiltats pour la soufflerie de Marseille et la longueur totale est d'enviton 4.0 m. Le., conditions

4. 1.1 D)escription &it lecoulemeint d'art-ft sont donni~es par one entlialpie totale rr~doite die 2W(,

Nous prc~sentois oin Lalcul d'icouleiaent de tuvs¾'e oine pression et oine tempr~rature r~sultatites dlans le

correspondant au cas test (probleme 8.2) proposei au reservoir respectivement de I000 bars et 9315, K. L~a

"Workshop on Hypersonic Flows for Reentry Problems, tenip~rature deC paroi est die I(N) K, ct la parvt est supposee

part 11", qor s'est teno ai Antibes enl Avril 1991 1141. 1) catalytique. (On utilise Ia mn~re strat~gic die division do
d'gi un ecueretduos uetuvýre axisymern' u domaine de Calcul. ddcrite au paragraphe 4.1. I 'ensemible

l'iangle Liu convergent est die 45', celoi do divergent tie des domaines est represent6 sur la figure 9 et comprend

10"I'. I-e diametre doU Co1 t Ia longaeur totale do divergent I17x79 points.
,ont respectivement 0.006 mn et 1. 13 to. L~a paroi. suppos~e
non'l-cMAt~ILI, ly u.vSt inaintenue it one tempr~rature die 6(H)AC. 4.2,3 RWsutavs

L~es cowlditions du re~servoir sont To = 0500 K, r 15301 Sot la figure It), qrii reprr~sente le champ die nomi..re die

bars. Mach. on constate que la geometric entralne oine W.gere
-c-omnpression die l'6&oulement pr~s de Ia sortie. L-a figure
I I monire Ia distribution dou nombre de Mach sot ]'axe de

4 1[3 Rcsultasv Ia tuvere. Onl note soti la figure I 2 les valeurs gek~es des
Le dotnaine de caicril coinprend irois parties Darts uric fractions niassiques clans Ie noyall LIe I'dcoulement ainsi
premiere duape. leccrulement dans Ie convergent et aur que la ciouche lirniie rtdactive. L~a figure 13 pr~seirte les
voisinage LIU cOI C.t CalcUk. (In calcule ensoite temnp~atuiiis de translation et die vibration de ()2 plres de 'a
I uic tuement -supersoniqoe enl aval do col,. enl utilisant ICe. sortie 0~ tine distance X = 3.78,m do col). Les prolils ie
eUltutS die Ia premi&e 0tape. Cette stratgiige nous ilermet sortie de Ia vitcsse et dii ninbre die Mach poor Ia mrnme
I utiliser des maillages adaptres dans chacun dies dimuiners secItin ý::ont donties par les figures 14 et I;. L*ep3isseur tic

tic ealcul. Les maillages des trots domnaines ronttentrent Ia couche limnite est sup&ieure it 20%A du rayon d~e cette
respectivemrent 6lx71, 5')x71 et S lx7l poiiits. L~a figure Isection. En fait, Ia ciuche limite semible plus mince
inoorre k~s deux premiers domnaines ain, i que Ie maillage doi qu'esc urnpiree la turbulence ri' uyant pas etc prise enl
,ccond. Remarquons Ie recouvrement important des deriX compte dans cette a~ude.
domitfaries. qtir Ia figure I1I. otn observe l'unilormite dec Ia viresse dans-
les chamrps die rornbre de Mach et de terinprrtira ires tic le noyau de l'coiilement, alors que Ie iorobre tie Mach
vibration de Iiixyg~ne et tie lazote sont reprrisent~s stir les presei.IL des variationi irnportantes darts La nirnme section
figures 2 et 3. La distribution des ternp~ratures sur l'axe tie (Fig. 12).
Ia toyere est represenitic sot Ia figure 4. lDans Ie corivergewit
les terrnpt~rattores de vibration et de translatioin sirnt enl
eqluilibre. L~a tempirature de vibration de 02 est "gel&" a 5 Conclusion
uritl valcrr die 1670K a partir de 0(.13 mn en aval don col. I a~ Nous avons pr~sevute oine methode implicite dec volumes
terrrpi~rture de vibration de N., est "geke" a Line valeur de finus d6veloppce pouir Iecealcul d'ccoulcnmentLs vi~iqueox

a(XKi partir de 0.25 mn err aval do col. L es priifils ties laminaires enl d~si~quilibrc thermique et chimnique. Cette
tempr~attrres au coul (Fig.5i mruntrent tite Ia colrche limite m~thotde a 6et appliquce aii ealeul tic l'6cuulement darts
est tres mince. Soti Ia figure 6, oil sont rcpresentuies ices dleux toyees. File s' est av&rie hieri adapt&e au calcul tic
fraction-, massiqucs calcules strr l'axe, oit conrstate que I'&koolemcnt (luls la region dir col. File prend enl corrilte
celles-ci sont geldes pour UnL distance au coil inferieure ii utue nnodr~isation nt"'ysrquc rn~aliste qoi peut nidanil-ins ýtre
celles observdcs pour les tcmrdratures d- .4atiorr. Ceci amdiurrue par Ia prise enl comipte tie couplages V-I) et IV-V.
est (16 aux temps caract~ristiqiris di,, *-rents pour les I)'autrc part. le calcul tLu divergetnt pouorrait ikre effeetue a
ph~nom~i~es chimniques et vibliationnels. I aide d'un code PNS atin dc isiduire Ic temps de calcul.
Les figures 7 ct 8 dionnent rcspcctiveinm enIs prurfils tie
tetflperatirres ct (ic nombre dc Mach en sortie. L~a couche
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TUYERE DE MARSEtILLE

Fig. 2: Champ du nombre de Mach (AM =0.25)

Fig. 1: Maillage 59x7l

Fig. 3: Champs des tempfratures de vibration de 02 puis N2

(*ATO = 200 K)
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Fig. 4: D)istributions des temnp~atures le long de l'axe de la tuybre Fig. 6: Distributions des fractions massiques le long de i'axe
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Fig. 4 : Pritils des temperatures l traVers Ie c dl Fig. 7: Profils des temperatures en sori e de tuyde
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Fig. : Pr:oril du hombre de Math en sortie tie tuyere
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Fig. 9: Maiflage 517x79

Fig. 10: Champ du nombre de Mach (AM 0.25)
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Fig. 11: [Distribution du nombre de Mach )e long dc F'axe Fig. 12: Profils des fractions massiques 4 x 3.78mn
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Fig. 13: ProfilIs des temperatures A x = 378m
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Fig. 14: Profil de vitesse axiale x =3.78m Fig& 15: Profil du nombre de Machb x =3.78m
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NONEQUILIBRIUM HYPERSONIC FLOW IN A WIND-TUNNEL NOZZLE

D. Zeitoun
E. Boccaccio
M. C. Druguet
M. Imbert
R. Brun

Lab. I.U.S.T.I./S.E.T.T. (U.R.A CNRS 1168), Dept. M.H.E.Q
Universitd de Provence - St J6r6me13397 Marseille Cedex 13

France

A;-S.TRACT non-uniform due to the shape of the divergent
The interest in hypersonic flow has been part of the nozzle and to the boundary-layer
renewed through the Hermes European effects. Second, the thermodynamical and
program. A better knowledge of chemical and chemical states of the flow are typically in
thermodynamical nonequilibrium processes nonequilibrium due to the freezing resulting
connected with aerodynamic aspects is needed from the rapid expansion in the nozzle. Thus,
to study the reentry phase of the shuttle the knowledge of this upstream flowfield of
Hermes. Around this research aera, many the simulation model is essential.
numerical approaches, taking into account
more or less complicated nonequilibrium The flow regimes in a convergent-divergent
models, have been developped. In order to nozzle go successively from subsonic,
validate these computations, different transonic and supersonic, to hypersonic. At
hypersonic facilities have been built or are the same time, energy exchanges take place,
being designed. In these facilities, the which give rise to physico-chemical
hypersonic air flow is obtained at the exit of processes, like the vibrational excitation of
a convergent-divergent nozzle in which the diatomic molecules, dissociation and
reservoir enthalpy level is such that ionization. Successively, equilibrium,
dissociation of diatomic molecules occurs. It nonequilibrium and frozen zones are present,
is of upmost importance to be able to depending on the local ratio between the
compute the flowfield in these nozzles, in characteristic relaxation time of each process
order to ascertain the upstream conditions in and the flow time (ref 2 ). The flow
front of the model being studied. The aim of parameters depend on the concentration of
this paper is a numerical study of hypersonic each gas mixture component and on the
laminar inviscid/viscous flows, taking into vibrational energy distribution of diatomic
account, on one hand, a complete description molecules. The continuous interaction
of chemical and thermodynamical between the chemical and thermodynamical
nonequilibrium processes in an inviscid flow processes and the flow is taken into account
and on the other hand, the viscous effects by the coupling between the equations which
through solving the Navier-Stokes equalions describe these processes.
for a real gas mixture with a simplified
model for the vibrational nonequilibrium The present work consists in a physical and
effects of diatomic species. chemical modelization and a numerical

simulation of an inviscid/viscous hypersonic
INTRODUCTION flow in an axisymmetric wind tunnel nozzle.
Nowadays, allmost all experimental work in In high enthalpy reservoir conditions, the air
hypersonic flow is performed at the exit of is dissociated and may be considered as a
convergent-divergent nozzles, at high mixture of the five species N 2 , 02, NO, N
enthalpy reservoir conditions, produced in a and 0, in an equilibrium state. In the
free piston shock tunnel. The development of axisymmetric nozzle, the hypersonic air flow
the Hermes project has reactived old is supposed to be in a chemical and thermal
hypersonic facilities and has brought about nonequilibrium state.The diatomic molecule
new ones, such as the TCM2 at the NO is taken to be in a thermal equilibrium
University of Provence in Marseillc (ref I ). state. The chemical kinetics include 17
The test section is located at the nozzle exit; reactions and the corresponding rate constants
in order to know the exit flow values it is are those given by the Park model (ref 3 ).
necessary to compute the flowficld in the As concerns the source terms in the
nozzle before the experiments, and this for vibrational energy equations, two approaches
two main reasons : have been used : a Landau-Teller formulation
First, contrary to the real flight, the flow for the dissipative flow (ref 4 ) and a
around the model can be found to be spatially complete one which includes the Coupled
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Vibration Dissociation Vibration model nonequilibrium state can be expressed in
(CVDV) for the inviscid flow (ref 5 ). This vector form as:
last formulation also modifies the forward tU+ (F +Fv)+y(G+Gý)+Ha+Hs=0 (1)
rate constants of the chemical kinetics.

The vector of conservative quantities is given
The system of equations, which describes the by
inviscid hypersonic flow, contains the four
Euler equations completed by three chemical U 4p..(s=1,..,5), pu, pv, pE, pie,•(i=1,2)) t  (2)
equations fo r N, 0 and NO and two where Ps is the density of each species, the
vibrational ones for N2 and 02. The system
is solved by a semi-implicit finite volume subcript s represents the five species N, 0,
method, in which the convective flux terms NO, N 2 , 02 of the air mixture and i=l, 2
are treated explicitly and the source terms refers to the diatomic species N 2 , 02 (NO is
implicitly. The solver is based on Van-Leer supposed to be in a thermal equilibrium
flux splitting technique using the notion of state), p is the density of the mixture, u and
the "equivalent gamma" (ref 6 ) v the components of the velocity V and pE is

the total energy per unit volume which
As concerns the viscous case, the system of contains translational, rotational and
equations consists of the Navier-Stokes vibrational energies, the latent chemical
equations with, in addition, mass energy of the species and the kinetic energy
conservation equations for each chemical of directed motion; pE is given by
species and two vibrational energy 5 2 5
conservation equations for N2 and 02. This pE = . pxc+,T+ .pe + p.Noe,, +,oI 1_ pV2 (3)
system of ten equations is solved by a non- s=2 i=i S=1 I
iterative implicit finite difference scheme In the equation (1) the vectors Fe and Ge
with a flux splitting technique in the
implici: ,i-erator (ref 7 ). This method is represent the Eulerian convective fluxes, the
chosen in order to overcome two principal viscous terms F, and G, contain the

difficulties. The first one is the stiffness of transport term expressions, such as diffusion
the problem due to the chemical and velocity of each species, stress tensor and
vibrational processes, and the second one is heat flux, while the vector Ha includes the
the need for using fine meshes near the wall axisymmetric terms of the equations. As
in order to capture correctly the boundary concern the vector Hs=(oes, 0, 0, 0, wi)t, it
layer effects. After discretization, the linear contains the chemical source terms (Os due to
system with a block-pentadiagonal matrix is the net rate production of each species and
solved by the Gauss-Scidel line relaxation the vibrational source terms 0i of the species
method. This implicit approach also allows N2 and 02. These source terms are the result
to use a larger intregration time step than of the chemical and vibrational
that imposed by the CFL condition and so to nonequilibrium modelling and are described
reduce CPU time for reaching the steady hereafter.
state.

Chemical nonequilibrium modelling
These two numerical methods will be used in In the air mixture, each species is considered
order to describe the flow in a hypersonic as a perfect gas. The chemical source terms
(45"-I100) convergent-divergent nozzle, with are derived from the reactions that occur
an exit area ratio equal to 4444 over 1.12 m between these species and are given by the
length. The pressure and temperature following 17 reactions scheme
reservoir conditions are, respectively 1530
bars and 6500 K.The results show : N2 + M 2N + M

the relatively weak influence of the 02+M 20-+-N

coupling between the chemical and NO+M • N+O+M (4)
vibrational processes on the freezing level, in N 2 +0 NO+N
the divergent part of this nozzle ; NO+O N+ 02
- the influence of the development of the
boundary layer on the core flow, through a with M= N, 0, NO, N2 , 02.
comparison between the inviscid and viscous The magnitude of the mass production or
calculations, particularly on the evolution of removal is obtained from:
the vibrational temperatures of the diatomic '
species. = M, (v'ý,-v,,) 1kv, TT (LfV - kt, (T-j (

GOVERNING EQUATIONS
In a cylindrical coordinate system, the Vsr, V., refer to the stcechiometric
axisymmetric conservative equations for an coefficients, kf and kb are the forward and
air mixture in a thermal and chemical backward reaction rates and are given by the

Park model ( ref 3 ). If one takes into
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account the coupling between chemical and a11
vibrational processes, the forward reaction p' aVexp + d. (12)
rate kf of the dissociation equations is Th
modified as following : where ais, bis, cis and di, are constants

ký = kf V (6) depending on the colliding species and p is
the pressure ( ref 5 ).

where V represents the coupling factor which
depends on the vibrational modelling through i (VV) refers to the vibrational-vibrational
the ratio of partition functions Q ( ref 8 ) modes of diatomic species

V (= Q(M ) (7) Tto yjv pROvw
Q(UTv,) Q(-Ui)

T is the translational-rotational temperature, pJev(pi evj + piRiOvj)exp(7/ (13)
Tv, is the vibrational temperature deduced t

from the vibrational energy of the diatomic
species i ; TpI is an average temperature -p, ev, (pj ev1 + p RO 0vj)

defined by the following expression :

I -= I _ 1 (8) R1 is the molar gas constant, Ov, is the vibrational
T~, T ý T Ui characteristic temperature and T Vý' the

where (-Ui) can be considered as a relaxation time for V-V exchanges ( ref 11 ).
temperature corresponding to the probability The last term, wi(C-V), corresponds to the
of dissociation from a vibrational level : its dissociation-vibration coupling and is due to
value depends on the model being considered. dhssfctat ten- vibration en e oIn the case of a non-preferential model, the the fact that the average vibrational energy of

Int eof dsoc rtion i the the molecule is partly determined by theprobability of dissociation is the same chemical relaxation : a recombination or a
whatever the vibrational level and U = -. But dissociation of a molecule leads to a gain or
with the preferential model, the diatomic a loss ot the average vibrational energy
molecules dissociate preferentially from the
upper levels, and the value of U1 is of the ,- C, -e,(Tv,)td[pi]

order of magnitude of the dissociation 6d[)i() dt
characteristic temperature Ou, ( ref 8 ). + (e- (-U) - evi (Tvi)) (dLPj

Vibrational non-equilibrium state

The coupling bet wevn chemical and
vibrational processes also modifies the source
terms oi of vibrational equations of the where evjClt,) is the average value of the
dialomic species, which can be written as the vibrational energy lost in one dissociation
sum of different exchanges and ev,(-U,) is the one gained with each

recombination. Because of the equilibrium
S= (r, Cr-v) + 0,)v.v) + Oi c-v) (9) conditions, ev-(-U,) is the limit of c,.-,(Tv ) when

In this expression W0,a.rv, represents the Tv, tends to T ; ev,(TF,) can be written as
internal energy exchanges between the
translational and vibrational modes and is ev-,(") N=R1ON , - (15)
classically described by the Landau-Teller extiI exp (NA1 Iv
formulation : TTp,! ITF,

ji v) = l_•--Yl-V- + Ce, m0, (1(J) where N, is the number of vibrational levels
"T1r corresponding to the dissociation energy of

with 4, the vibrational energy at equilibrium; the molecule i.

since W, ry.v) takes into account all the
vibrational-translational exchanges, the COMPUTATI[ON PROCEDURE
global relaxation time t, is expressed as: The unsteady governing equations (1) have to

be integrated in the convergent divergent
____ axisymmetric hypersonic nozzle, with given

S(i)reservoir conditions, from an initial solutionto yield a time-evolving solution. The
where ý, is the molecular fraction of each complete physico-chemical model has been
species s, and tS is the relaxation time for used with an inviscid flow assumption in
the exchanges between the diatomic order to evaluate the influence of the various
molecules i and any species s ; tEN' has the processes on the flow parameters and to
following general form deduce some simplications. After that the
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viscous effects are taken into account so as node (i,j) of the transformed rectangular
to obtain more realistic values along the axis domain (t, "i) and at the time step (n + I )At
and at the exit section of the nozzle, the system is written as :

Inviscid flow U-IU n+ 4F + + R4
In the system of equations (1), thee mass At Drl D()
mixture conservation equation is introduced +Ha* + Hsnl -- 0
and only three species equations (N, 0, NO)
are written ; the other species N2 and 02 are If (D represents one of the vectors of this
deduced from the atom conservation law. This equation, it is linearized to yield the
system is solved by a first order finite expression
volume method ( ref 5 1on'1 = O + 8~u., (19)

_ U' dVol + t (Fenj + Gnjd) dS
(16) where ,•(D- is the jacobian matrix and

+ H,+ + Hs~n)dol I(V
+ t )n 8t = tJn~ - Un.

Under these conditions and after having
In each control volume m of the grid system, splitted the vector Fe and G, in a positive
the volume-average value of U is updated by and a negative part, the system (1) is
the following numerical scheme equivalent to

I+ U- At .i j11 + At D+A- + DAA, + D-S,
au I Voil• (kni +G A• r- A , A

ra H"+ H' At + D+-- +DB, + D-R + C + C2 6U=AU1  (20)
VoI(m) (17) All All AI 2 1

U•" = U" + 8U•
In this equation , D, D+, D_ are respectively

On each cell interface k, the convective flux central, forward and backward difference
vector Fk (respectively Gk) is written as the operators, while A_, A+, Sv, B_, B+, Rv, Ca,

sum of positive F+ (resp. G+) and negative Cs are the jacobian matrices of F., F, , F,
F- (resp. G-) fluxes. These fluxes are given Gý, G.+, Gv, Ha, H,.
by a Van-Leer decomposition where the After discretization,the system (20) may be
notion of "equivalent gamma" is used ( ref 9 written as a pentadiagonal matrix linear
). The first order time and space integration system
is explicit for these convective fluxes and
implicit for the chemical and vibrational B iUn+I + Aý,W+Ci.,j5UP.A + D1,6U(i1, )
source terms. At each time step, the -,
numerical approach is split in three parts. + E,.1 6Uin-1 , =AU1 j
The first one concerns the classical Euler
variables (p, pu, pv, pE), the second one the At each time step, a predictor-corrector
density of the species and, finally, the third scheme is used and the system (21) is solved
takes into account the vibrational energies of by a Gauss-Seidel line relaxation method
the diatomic species. After that, the with alterning sweeps in backward and
translational temperature is deduced by the forward ý direction. The conservated vector U
non-linear equation giving the total energy is updated by
(3) and then the pressure is deduced from the U'tl =Un+
equation of state for the mixture. With this I = (22)

numerical procedure the steady state is Knowledge of the vector U allows us to
obtained after about 5000 iterations with an obtain the following variables : Ps (s=l ... .5),
integration time step equal to 0.1 At CFL p, u, v, e, (i=1,2). After that the temperature

and pressure are deduced in the same maner as
Dissipative flow the case of inviscid flow.
To correctly describe the dissipative effects Associated to this algorithm, the boundary
in the wall boundary layer which develops conditions of the computational domain are
along the nozzle, the mesh distribution must the following :
be quite stretched and consequently the - at the wall nozzle : the translational and
explicite step time integration is very small. vibrational temperatures are given, u=v=0,
To overcome this difficulty and those due to aP/an=0 and the concentrations of monatomic
the stiffness of the chemical and vibrational species are equal to zero (fully catalytic
equations, the system of ten governing wall);
equations (1) is solved by a strongly implicit - at the symmetry axis : the reflecting image
finite difference scheme ( ref 7 ). For each principle is used
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- at the exit boundary : all flow variables are For a better understanding of the physico-
extrapolated from the computed values ; chemical modelling on the flow parameters
- at the inlet boundary : a detailed description along the nozzle, and for an eventual
is given in a previous paper ( ref 10 ). simplification of these models, the inviscid
During the iterative procedure for obtaining flow is first numerically studied, with
the steady state, the integration step time At (171*16) mesh points in the nozzle. Fig. 1
increases from 5 to 5.103 AtCFL. shows the temperature evolution along the

symmetry axis of the nozzle, and Fig. 2 its
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION isovalues in the nozzle. It can be noted that
The first application of these numerical the CVDV preferential model does not
approaches has been made in order to obtain sensibly modify theses evolutions. The
the flow description in the convergent- discrepancy between the vibrational
divergent conical hypersonic nozzle of the temperatures of 02 and N2 with different
free piston shock tunnel facility of Marseille models is about 5% and 1%.
(TCM2). This nozzle has been chosen as test (13K)
case at the Antibes I and II Workshops on
"Hypersonic Flows for Reentry Problems". 7.0
The caracteristic dimensions of this nozzle . _with coupling: U= Op/ 6

are respectively (450,100) for convergent and 6.0-
divergent angles, 0.3 cm - 20 cm for the _uLngU -
throat and exit radii, 112 cm for the length of 5.0-
the divergent part. The reservoir conditions * without coupling
are Po = 1530 bars and To = 6500 K and 4.0
correspond to a reduced total enthalpy
H0/RT0 equal to 145. With these reservoir TV-
conditions and assuming equilibrium, the 3.0
mass fractions of species in the reservoir are
given in Table I. 2.0- .,O 2

1.0-T

IY o N IYNo Y0 2  I YN2
19.64 10"215.46 10-31o0.156 15.35 10-210.6891 0.0 . . .. .. .. .V...

-0.05 0.25 0.55 0.85 1.15
Table I : Mass fractions of the

species in the reservoir x (i)

Fig. 1 Evolution of temperatures
along the nozzle axis.

0

oI TvO0 e

x(m)

0.0 0.1 0.2 .3 0.4 0.5

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.40.

x (M)

Fig. 2 Distribution of the vibrational temperature of 0 in the first part of the nozzle.
(a : without coupling ; b : with coupling
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The same conclusion can be reached, (translational-vibrational exchanges) has to
regarding the evolutions of the species be taken into account in the vibrational
concentrations expected for the species N modelling. These conclusions, which are not
where the CVDV approach leads to a frozen certainly true for higher reservoir enthalpy
value in the divergent part of the nozzle but conditions, have been used in order to
this concentration (10-V) is however very low simplify the system of equations (1) for the
as shown Fig. 3. viscous flow.

In this case, the computational domain is

iog(YN) meshed with (64x72) grid points in x and y
directions with a stretching around the throat

0.0- and the nozzle wall for capturing the flow
gradients. A constant wall temperature is

with coupling chosen equal to 600 K. The steady state is
-4.0- obtained after about 7000 time iterations in

-40....w.i.t.h.ou.t.co.up.in.g.. the whole nozzle. This number may seem to
be important for an implicit method but one

-8.0 can notice that the steady state is reached
after only 700 iterations in the throat region
and the difference is due to the propagation of

-12.0- the steady state in the divergent part of the
nozzle ( ref 4 ).

"-16.0 Fig. 4 shows the development of the viscous
and thermal boundary layers from the chart of
Mach number and temperature isovalues. At
the exit section of the nozzle their thickness

-20.0 ..... ..... . . . . . . .... ..... is about equal to 10% of the radius.
-0.05 0.25 0.55 0.85 1.15

The radial evolution of vibrational
x (m) temperature, by comparison with the

temperature T is drawn accross the boundary
Fig. 3 : Evolution of the mass fraction of N layer and for three different sections of the

along the nozzle axis. nozzle (Fig.5a and 5b). One may remark a

nonequilibrium behavior in the boundary
From these results and due to the very fast layer while the core flow is vibrationally
freezing of the physico-chemical processes frozen ; also, this behavior starts later for 02
and the decrease of the translational than for N2 . At the section x = 4 cm, 02 is
temperature in the nozzle, the coupling
between thermal and chemical nonequilibrium still in thermal equilibrium Tv0 2 =T.
can be neglected and only the first term

01M (AM=O.25)

0.00 0.16 0.32 0.48 0.64 0.80 0.96 1.12

X (m)

T (AT-=200 K)

0.00 0.16 0.32 0.48 0.64 0.80 0.96 1.12

x (W)

Fig. 4 Isovaluos In the whole nozzle.
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1101 Iog(Q (W/m2
)) !

0-10 - ,t, ,

0.08- Tvo2 8

0.08 7

0.04 -

0.02- 5

0.00 4-
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 -0.05 0.25 0.55 0.85 1.15

T, TVO 2 (103 K) x (m)

Fig. 6 Evolution of the wall heat flux 0.
11

010-
I 7.0- 12.0

0Tv•

0.06- 50 8.0
I ~4.0-"

0.04 ", I0

40O
0.02 2

10 ' -2.0

T (10 K)
0.00•

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 00. r 00
-0.05 0.25 0.55 0.85 1.15

T, TVN 2 (10 3 K)

x (m)
Fig. 5 : Temperature profiles across different

sections. Fig. 7 : Evolution of the temperature and Mach
(A : x=0.04m ; B : x-0.34m ; C : x-1.12m ) number along the nozzle axis.

The evolution of the wall heat flux Q is axial distributions concerning these two
represented on the Fig.6 and shows a parameters. The discrepancy is lower than 1%
maximum value equal to 2x10 8 W/m 2 at the at the nozzle exit section ; the values are
throat section and a very fast decrease along equal to M=11.2 and T=360 K.
the divergent part of the nozzle. On the other hand the effect of the growth of
Comparisons with inviscid flow results are the wall boundary layer, which leads to a
made through the evolution of the flow reduction of the expanding area ratio in the
parameters along the symmetry axis. The nozzle, modifies the level of vibrational
Mach number and translational temperature freezing (Fig. 8). This last one is lower and
evolutions are plotted on Fig.7 and only the is established farther in the divergent part of
viscous case is drawn. This is due to the fact the nozzle for the viscous case ; the
that, curiously, the Euler and Navier-Stokes discrepancy is about 12% for Tvyr and 48% for 41f
calculations give nearly the same
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Tvo2, with exit values respectively equal to
2280 K and 800 K. YN2

0.74
In the same way, the evolution of the species
mass concentrations along the symmetry axis
is plotted on Fig. 9. One can notice a weak 0.73 - ....................
increase in the level of chemical freezing and
therefore a slightly more important
recombination of diatomic species 02 and N2  0.72-
in the viscous case. The exit values are

respectively YN2=0.73, Yoj=0.18, YNo=0.0 7 , NS
Yo=0.02. 0.71'

TVN2 ,TVO 2 (103 K)

7.0- 0.70-

6.0
0.69 .

5.0 NS -0.05 0.25 0.55 0.85 1.15
i•~~ _, 7Nle

4.0- x (in)

3-0 Fig. 10 Evolution of mass fraction of N2
along the nozzle axis.

2.0- 0.e - o0 ----.-. N

1 o 0o9 .1 6 -0.0

-0.05 0.25 0.55 0.85 1.15 0.14

x (m)
0.12 NS

Fig. 8 Evolution of vibrational Temperatures _ _ e-
along the nozzle axis.
(O:TVN2 ; o: TVO 2 ) 0.10"

Y0 2  0.08
0.19

--------------------. . 0 .06 . . . . . . . . .
0-16- -0.05 0.25 0.55 0.85 1.15

x (M)
0.13-

NS•I• Fig. 11 : Evolution of mass fraction of NO
0.-0- along the nozzle axis.

0.10-
CONCLUSION
A numerical simulation of a hypersonic flow

0.07- in the conical nozzle of the TCM2 facility of
the University of Provence has been carried
out by the solving of Euler and Navier-
Stokes equations, taking into account the

0.04 0.25 , ... 0.85 1.15 thermal and chemical nonequilibrium
-0.05 0.25 0.55 0.85 1.15 processes which occur in the flowfield.

It has been shown that using a simplified
x (M) modelling of the vibrational nonequilibrium

is adequate in order to describe this
Fig. 9 Evolution of mass fraction of Os hypersonic flow, at least for the reservoir

along the nozzle axis, conditions being considered.

I,
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It has been also shown that the Euler and AIAA journal 24, September 1986, pp
Navier-Stokes calculations lead to a very 1453-1460.
slight discrepancy on the axial distributions 10. Nebbache A. and Zeitoun D.,
of the translational temperature, Mach "Application of an Implicit Numerical
number and species mass concentrations on Method to the Computations of Laminar
the nozzle length. However this discrepancy and Turbilent Flows", in "Numerical
is more important for the evolution of Method in Laminar and Turbulent Flow",
vibrational temperatures and the levels of Vol. 6, part 2, Pineridge Press, pp
vibrational freezing are sensibly lower. 1399-1409.
Finally the Navier-Stokes calculations allows 11. Colas. P," Ecoulements Hypersoniques
us to obtain the useful nozzle exit section Euleriens", These de Doctorat,
and the tranverse profiles of the flow Universit6 de Provence, juillet 1989.
parameters in this section.

While this paper is being completed, these
numerical codes are still running in order to
describe the flow in the same conical nozzle
with others reservoirs conditions and in a
contoured nozzle with a higher reduced total
enthalpy.
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SOME EXPERIMENTAL STUDY AND
NUMERICAL SIMULATION IN W1ND TUNNEL FLOW

S.Borrelli' and E.Hettena 2

1 Centro Italiano Ricerche Aerospaziali, Via Maiorise, 1-81043 CAPTA (CE)
2 Alenia Aeronautica, C.so Marche 41, 1-10146 TORINO

ABSTRACT the chemical composition of air for densities lying
This paper describes bome studies made during a col- betwee,, 10-2 and 10 times normal air density can be
laboration between the Italian Aerospace Research approximately subdivided into the folloii.g regimes:
Center (CIRA) and Alenia D.V.D., whose aim is to
provide proper validation of CFD codes in hypersonic 1. T < 2500 K. The chemical composition is sub-
flow regime. stantially that at room temperature.

In fact, in our opinion, the combination of numerical 2. 2500 < T < 4000 K. Jbis is the oxygen dissocia-
and experimental tools should give a better theoret- tion regime; no significant nitrogen dissociation
ical understanding of such type of flow. occurs; some NO iý formed.

Numerical methods able to give accurate prediction
of hypersonic flows in Hypersonic Wind Tunnels have 3. 4000 < T .. 8000 K. This is the nitrogen disso-
been developed and the results obtained by calcu- ciation regime; oxygen fully dissociates.
lations are compared with experimental data gath 4. T > 8000 K. Ionization of the atomic con-
ered by CIRA. Alenia equilibrium three-dimensional I stituents occurs.
Euler solver, originally developed to solve transonic
flows and now extended to hypersonic ones, and a
non-equilibrium two-dimensional Euler solver, devel- Ground-based simulation facilities such as wind-
oped by CIRA for the Hermes program, have been tunnels, shock tubes, ballistic ranges, etc ... pro-
used to get test chamber predictions. vided in the past, despite several large disagreemenis

with flight data valuable iiiforination for designing
1. INTRODUCTION space vehicles. Main shortcorniags of ground facili-

Recently, much interest has been focused on hyper- ties are the limited size of the test section and the

sonic flows and interesting vehicle co icepts have been magnitude of total enthalpy that can be reached.
developed which, if implemented, will further in- Moreover, both facility and test preparation are very
crease the interest in hypersonic aerdynainics. co'tly. In view of the experience in shuttle reentry

aerodynamics, numerical simulations have the Ipo-
The prediction of highly energized flow about a body tential to provide design data that can complement
moving at hypersonic speed, for either design or de- those obtained in wind tunnels.
tection purposes, is a difficult task. Consideration
must be given to solving not only the equations gov- In Alenia Aeronautica and CIlA, models for 2-1
erning fluid flow, but also the ones describing the chen:ically reacting flows has been previously devel-
chemical reactions of high temperature gases. oped [1,2.3,4]. A first, approach of three dimensional

hypersonic flows has been realized by Alenia [5] using
When a gas composed of polyatomic molecules i' a code based on equilibrium-air niodelization. The
heated to high temperatures, its comiposition changes presnt paper will show some developments based
as a result of chemical reactions. Such a situation upon an extension of -iih code, comparing the re-
typically arises behind the shock wave which envelops suits with the one obtained by CIRA usinig 2-D non-
a vehicle entering the Earth atmosphere and can be equilibrium chemistry.
simulated in a high enthalpy facility using energized
flows. 2. TEST-CASES DESCRIPTION

As a result of the change in chemical composition, CIRA has been identified as the appropriate orga-
the thermodynamic proporties of the gas also change, nization to design a full scale test facilit) for the
When the temperature of air is raised above room T[hermal Protection System (T.P.S.) of the ;'Furopeari
temperature, deviations from perfect-gas behavior space vehicle Hlermes. ES.A. has pronloltt, and cofi-
occur: the vibrational mode of the molecules be- nanced with the Italian Research Minis .3 (7'IURST)
comes excited, thn oxygen and nitiogen dissociate its development and construction. The design of this
(although at different temperatures), nitric oxide is facility, called "Scirocro", required deep studies and
formed, and so forth. proper testing progranms, sonic of which were per-

formed at. the French wind tunnel Simoun, that can
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be seen as a scaled down Scirocco. In p~ rticular, ac- The major objective of this tunnel is to test mate-
cording to the type o1 sii,,v around the Hlermes vehi- rials to be used for the T.P.S. of reentry vehicle at

cle, there are hasically two %'pes of simulation to be specified levels of pressure and heat fluxes.

,,erformed: stagnation flow and flow along the body. In order to provide high temperature air, an high
Two representative test-models were identified:

powe~r arc heater plasma generator is used, placed
just before the nozzle. The hot gas is generally mood-

Semi sphere, in a free flow, to simulate the nose elled by two parameters that characterize the flow:
armd the wing leading edge. the total pressure and the stagnation enthalpy.

2. Flat plate in the nu~r~l#• b•,aidary layer flow, to Tw_ type of nozzles are available for SIMOUN:

simulate flat or curved panels of space vehicles
or control surfaces. For such a flow two different • a circular conical nozzle usually used for testing
conditions have to be tested: turbulent induced stagnation region mooels.

•,wor natural flow.
•an hiyperelliptic conical nozzle for testing flat

The tests at the Simnoun facility had the following plate models.

major objectives:
The nozzle ends into a freejet test chndmber where the

1. valatin f te dstibuionofthermodynamic model is mounted. The flow into this test chamber is
1. ealuaionof te ditriutio oftuned by a diffuser connected with a v.acuum system.

proprtis oer latplae asa fncton f ptch This vacuum system represents also a first level ¢.f a
ing angle, heat exchanging system, producing air at just 1000C.

2. atemt tosimlat thePWTconit ins ver A schematic representation of this facility is shown
sphere, cylinder and flat plate, in Iig. 4. The hype'elliptic nozzle, which was used

for CIRA test campaign, is characterized by:
!.l this work, we have made the assunqi)t iou of in-
viscid, adliabatic flow ( Eulerian flow) as we wish to A

* -- 44t,
isolate the effects of chemical dissociation onu pres- A.
sure distribution. We have, therefore, considered

oiily tests over the fiat plate, which provide pressure * L. = 1.0.51 m

iu lasul reinenqts.

<f li lne(eiso ets[] erpr al The t hroat area of this nozzle is of 7 cm 2 . The design

A those which we have selected for our validation criteria on which SIMOUN is based are listed in table

a,'tivity. The test conditions there reported are those 1.

ilst rateid ini Table D. ______________________________

Power Supply System 5 MW

Test ('oiiditioiis Pitching angle Objectiw's St;•gnat iou Pressure 1 to 14 bar
Sta,.iuat ion Enthialpy 3 to 11 MJ/Kg

Mass Flow Rate 0.04 to 1 Kg/s
A,13 C I6~O lreiie Run Duration 1500 s

NI ea.L• i1 r('lli( II

A, B3 10° "abhe BI: SIMOUN design criteria

C ..° ()perat iig envelop is shou ni in FigS.5

4. FLOW EQUATIONS

l• I~ *I°3} Since we are interested in dleveloping a procedure

________________ t____________t hat allows a correct !i nuierical capt uring of discon-
"l " A est -c ases colilpariso t in iii is, we write t he governinhg equat ions in conser-

l able Aration form.

A sketch of the. test charmber wit h the mrodel, and the Wev have.

us,', flat. plate with the' pressure probe- dist rilut ion,

is shown in Figs. 2 3.

3. THlE SIMOUN WIND TUNNEL i~ dl t' +V d

lIi order to sinleilate the, sever(' conlitionis eilcoimin- f€
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0 7  PpdVol+ JI PVdS h = CpT
0 VolFor a real gas in equilibrium conditions CP and C, be-

come functions of temperature and pressure. Equa-
v V dol+ p V (IV dS) tion (2) is no more convenient, consequently, a real

JVol Vol gas analogy has been introduced:
+ I pdS = 0(1

+j, 1 d Vo (1)P~ - 1) [ - IV21 (3)

e d e oI+ / (p + e) VodS =0
J V'ol J, Vo and the equilibrium model will provide , which is

defined as the ratio of static enthalpy to internal en-

-- pEj d Vol+ pE,,j V .dS
ot l v 0  ' Volp System (1) can now be reduced to a simpler set by

p Evj d Vol NS, N Vs eliminating the first NS and the last NVs equations.
J•ol In the more complex case of non-equilibrium, the

whole system has to be solved and a therrookinetic

'Tite first equation of system (1) refer to the produc- model is required.

tion of the sp)ecies 0, N, NO, - . denoted in the Chemistry and gasdynamics can be considered as
following respectively by i 1,2,. NS. Species separate systenms continuously exchanging informa-
,liffusion is neglected, only convection and produc- tion between them. The equilibrium state of the gas
tion are considered. Quantity Q2,/p represents the at each node point is determined by solving the equi-
species production rate, and the partial density p, libriumi system described on the previous section.
can be computed from thle nmixture density p and the
maiss concentrat ion ': Pressure and static enthalpy, held constant through,the chemical process, are obtained from gasdynamics

p. = pY; and supplied to the chemistry model which returns
equilibrium values of temperature, molar mass, den-

Concentrations )'" and Y'ý of molecular oxygen 0? sity' and 5.
and molecular nitrogen N2 respectively, are deducedV coseratio C'for tc~iicThe value of 5 canl either be directly looked-tip fromUsing tihe conservation law for atomic species.

a table as in [8], or analytically computed as follows.
lhe second group of equations of system (1) repre- The equation
slits the conservation of mass, impulse and energy.

Last equation of systenm (I) evaluates the conserva- 5 (4)
tion of vibrational energy of the various species (NO. Pi,i ft - -

O'2 and ',,. - ) denoted ii the following by tle suf- P
fix j = 3, .1... 's. The quantities E,. represtunts lite can be rewritten as
rate of production of lie vibrational energy with ob-
viously NE = NS'; + 4 + A'VVs numhcr of equations, , - P (5)
whetr, NS is tflie number of created slpcics, and N V' - p
tie mihiber of vilbrating species,

C'omiibining Eq. (5) with tlite expression for internal
•1t.1 Equation of State energv per unit volume.

[ii order to close system (1), it is necessary to ,nodel p1
the air which is considered as a mixture of perfect ei,i = lis - (2) (6)
LLt.ýYs [7j. The equation of state is then P p 2

SVs yields the equation of state, Eq. (3). All that is

P = P, /,'I' = P H ,needed to evaluate j from Eq. (4) is the updated den-
= /1, sity', which is obtained from Eq. (2) using the equi-

librium teniperat tire and molar mass. This approach
and the ,.nthalpv of such a muixture is defined as: relies on the relation

NE NS !or + r dVT r dr - f dT =h ., (7)
h= Y ,C, T Z I + Y, h Y, E,,, , .- (.p

'rlie final step assumes that the molar mass is not a
In the case of atm ideal gas NS=1 and C, andl (", are function of temperature, which is the ideal gas as-
constants, and these equations can be rewritten as: stimption. Alternatively, j could be evaluated from

/-h ) ' I - Iv2] (2) 5 -I + (8)
2qin
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where the internal energy is computed in the chem- where Oý are the characteristic temperatures of vi-
istry model directly. Equation (8) would then be the bration
logical way to evaluate j using the updated pressure. o 2740 K0' 2270K
The values of j and molar mass are held constant 02 200'• 3390 K
between chemistry updates. This imply that j does N 39

not vary with the conservation variables. It has been We model for both case (Park '85 and EHS) only the
shown that - is only a slow function of internal en- vibration of 02, N, and NO. The vibration of NO+
ergy, and for steady state calculations the constant is neglected because of its little amount.
I assumption is acceptable [9].

The production of Ej, is given by the relation
4.2 Therniokinetic Models
We have used two different chemical models: f ark dE~j E- j - ENj

'85 [10] and Evans-lluber-Schexnayder [111. dt j j

4.2.1 Park model where
This model is characterized by 17 reactions involv- .•
ing 5 species (02, N,, 0, N, NO). The reaction exp
constants are r, =c j NS, NS+ NS+ NVs

I\',. - c'Tnf exp TT) The values of the constants cj and rj can be found

in ref. [13]. In this case obviously:A exp (. 1 + A 2Z +A 3Z•" + A4 Z3 + -t 5Z')

vibr = 0.

n- - r 1...17
Ker

in which Z = 10000/T, and the constants AL, A,2 4.2.4 Equdibrium vibrational model
A3..- 14, .4A, c, and nj are given in ref. fl0]. As a simplification, we can model vibrational level

of energy assuming equilibrium conditions (as sug-
4.2.2 L'vans-Iluber-Schexnayder tiioddl gested in basic Park '85 model) i.e.:
18 reactions that involve 6 species (0-,, N0. .N,
NO, NVO+) characterize this model. Forward, back- /_0,)
ward and equilibrium constants arc given by the r-, (04 ) exp T
lations E-, L ) 7 -, NS... NS + N Vs"R' ex, = 0" " I

Kaio, (f7'fx I)7' x ,-

(_DI, r In this case,

K'6, c6,-7"bexP \k 1' .... l vibr = , ,

N', and F,, is computed without solving a differential
]\'br "qutlltioll.

in which c1 ,, cs,., D,,/K, D~br/h, n1, n are coil-
stants givCn in ref. f I]. 5. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATIONS

In order to discretize the continuous problem, the
In both cases the expressions used for c,,i are disturbed flow region is embedded into a bounded

5 polygonal domain Q2 C IR. The domain boundary
eI = (2 + vcibi) 14 i= 1,2 will be denoted by r'.

/7 Let us write the integral form of the equations over
2+ vibr) R4 i= 3,-. ,NS the computational dolmain Q.

where vibr depends on the vibrational model. W(, + Ft(W) + GQ(W) + flH(W))Odxdydz = 0

4.2.3 Non equilhbrumrn vibrational model (9)
As a vibrational non equilibrium model we have used where 0 is a test-function,
the one of Landau-Teller [i2-131. In1 this miodel, (lui- le(,t us consider a partition of 9 into a given number
libriurn vibrational energy is written as NYtl of finite volume cells Cs

q, It, jN ,N5+ýE - = -lO j =NS,. NS + N V~s. ,

/xp (' o U C (10)

-A
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and let take the following values for the test-functions normal over the interface between two adjacent cellsas
1, if(X,y z) E Ci as :

Oi(X,y,Z) = { , elsewhere ' (11) ( (13,JV-i do- = 7Y.

After integration per part, equation (9) can be )
rewritten, for each finite volume cell Ci, as Thus, the total flux passing through the cell interface

d tOCi can be decomposed in a sum over the contribu-
"•J IWdx dydz + tion coining from the set K(i) of adjacent volumes

Wc, (12) as follows

hF(WV)v14 + G(IV)vy + H(IV)vif] dc- 0 [F(lVr + G(W)vi + I1(W)v'] de

where, E [.aEK9) F(W)z da

=( V) + I G(W) vdo

is the unit outward normal to the cell.

At this point, we have a set of equations for each + / H(W) viz dul (14)
finite volume cell of the domain. We have then to Jc,hic, J
choose a way to discretize our domain and the time
integration scheme. Denoting the numerical flux function by (D, the flux

passing through the cell interface is approximate by
5.1 Unstructured mesh
In order to use a flexible spatial discretization,
we have decided to use unstructured tetrahedrical W)v[ + G(W)vy + H(W)v4] do

meshes for Q. Then, we have to partition this mesh (W ...... (5
into finite volumes cells. This is accomplish by build- 2.. 0 'VJ; --ii (15)
ing a dual mesh as follows. Every element having
node i as a vertex is subdivided into 24 subelements
delimited by the medians planes. The control volume 5.2 Spatial differencing

C, is made up of the union of all tl'e aubelenients For the computation of the numerical fluxes, we will

which have i as a vertex. Fig. 1 shows the way used use the flux vector splitting technique of B. van Leer

to build the finite volume mesh. [14]. This technique splits the inviscid fluxes accord-
ing to the direction of signal propagation. It is a
first-order accurate scheme which is good for stabil-
ity, but it is highly dissipative.

C,nT ={i,A1I,M 2,-% 3 .GIG 2 ,G 3 ,G} 5.3 Integration to steady-state

Some characteristic The spatial discretization described previously leads
points of tetrahedron T
All, M 2 , '113 middle to a senmi-discrete set of ordinary differential equa-

Av1 of edges going from i tions which can be written as
GI, G2, C3 side centre

..... ....... . centr. of gravity

21'T'_VoI(C,)--t + 14(W,) = 0 (16)
G -- '..;.. _.. G3pie to elC .

- where Ri(VVI) represent the total flux amount ap-
plied to cell Ci.

In order to advance in time we have used a four step,
linearized Runge-Kutta type alogithm, which can be
expressed in the following manner

Figure 1: Control volume: construction of OCi n T W k) W/°)VV - a R(W'(k-") k= 1,.-. ,4

5.2 Finite Volume approximation Win+ i W(4)

Refering to equation (12), %., have to compute the
fluxes over the boundary of each finite volume cell Ci. where W(k- 1 ) is the total fluxes at step k - 1.
Our finite volume volume mesh is made of cells with
polyedric boundaries. We will note the integrated
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5.3 Computation of the time-step In all quasi 1-D cases, throat inflow conditions are
We use a local time stepping in order to increase the assumed to be in uniform thermokinetic equilibrium.

iterativc convergence of our numerical scheme. We Reservoir condition corresponding to points A, B,
have to define a C.F.L. like formula [151 to compute and C of Simoun operating envelop (see Fig.5) has
local time step been used as described in Table Di.

2 Vol (Ci) The small differences in throat conditions are mainly
At(i) = ,- 2 Vo!(02 due to different vibrational model, and in a small

Z V(V ..-1 + a0j Pro 11) part to differences in the curve fit model adopted to
jEK(i) compute the equilibrium constants. All results are

listed in Table E.
where ai. is the average of the frozen speed of sound
between cells i and j.

Model p (rib) Mach

6. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS CASE A

Experimental 5.7
6.1 Nozzle Equilibrium 5.5 5.34
Simoun nozzle has been computed using quasi i-D 1 2.6 5.76

non equilibrium flow with three chemical and two 2 2.6 5.75
vibrational models and with a full 3-D equilibrium 3 3.4 5.14
code. The thermokinetic models that has been used 4 3.2 5.39

are listed on table C.
CASE B
Experimental 5.5

1 2.4 5.89
Model Dissociation Vibration 2 2.4 5.59

3 2.9 5.22
1 E.l.S. non equil. 4 3.? 5.52
2 Park '85 non equil.
3 Park '85 equil. CASE C

4 Rakich '83[161 equil. 1/2 Experimental 12.6
1 6.6 5.49
2 6.8 5.45

Table C: Thermokinetic models 3 8.4 4.93
4 7.8 5.19

For 3-D calculations only point A of the operating
envelop is available, however in this case the conver- Table E: test, case compariion
gent part of the nozzle has been modelled as shown
in Fig. 12. The use of the different non equilibrium chemical

_modelization has shown to have a small influence in
the solution. This is confirmed in the results shown

Model Pth Yoh YNk YNO,, Tth in Table E and Figs. 6 to 11, and has been illustrated
(bar) (K) in a previous work [171. On the contrary, larger dif-

CASE A ferences, has been found by the adoption of different
1 1.69 0.137 0.45E-3 0.64E-1 3918 vibrational model. While the hange in the chemi-
2 1.69 0.143 0.47E-3 0.58E-I 3866 cal model causes a variation in the solution, which is
3 1.69 0.143 0.47E-3 0.58E-1 3871

4 1.72 0.145 0.55E-3 0.57KE-i1 3964 confirmed to a small fraction (approximately 0.1 %
in Mach number), changing the vibrational model

CASE B generates variations tip to 30 7o. Even more sen-
1 2.4 0.211 0.11E-1 0.31E-I 4946 sible variations in the results are present between
2 2.4 0.214 0.11 E-1 0.27E-1 4904 the non equilibrium and equilibrium solutions, which

3 2.9 0.214 0.11E-I 0.27E-1 4911 confirms that a good modelization is suited for this
4 3.2 0.214 0.13E-I 0.27E-1 5039 class of flow condition.

CASE C We always use as reference value the one obtained
1 3.77 0.129 0.55E-3 0.72E-1 4086 with model Li. Only results regarding point A are
2 3.76 0.135 0.57E-3 0.66E-1 4031 taken into account. All other results are reported on
3 3.78 0.135 0.57E-3 0.66E- I 4031 'Fable E.
4 3.84 0.137 0.68E-3 0.66K-I 4139 Comparing these results with experimental data, a

big difference between non equilibrium level of ap-
'Fable D: throat conditions proximnation and pressure recorded in the test chain-
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ber can be seen. Moreover, the pressure computed
with the simpler equilibrium model seems to be in Mesh Flat Plate Elements Nodes Boundary
good accordance with experimental data. This ef- Pitch. angle number number Sides

fect, that, in a first analysis can be debit to a bad
evaluation of non equilibrium, can be explains as fol- 1 0 deg 577761 104136 23465

lows. 2 16 deg. 30 571523 103003 23533

When non equilibrium effect are not taken into ac-
count, exchanges between internal and kinetic level Table G: 3-D mesh characteristic

are poorly described. These are, because of energy
absorbed in chemical reactions, a lower exit Mach Those meshes model the entire nozzle (Fig. 12) and
number and an higher pressure. In fact, due to the the test chamber as shown on Figs. 13,14,15,16. The
high expansion through the nozzle a large part of Flat plate region has been refined in order to ensure
energy is serving to accelerate the flow and conse- a good capture of physical phenomena.
quently chemistry cannot develop as fast as the flu-an hgher Reservoir conditions has been applied to the noz-
idynamics. The final effect is, therefore, an higher zle inlet as given in Table D. Figure 17 shows Iso-
exit velocity and a lower pressure. Mach number lines on the nozzle, the sonic line has

One must still have in mind that this was only the been found near the nozzle throat as theoretically ex-
eulerian part of the phenomena. Let us now take into pected. Iso lines are perpendicular to the flow prop-
account some viscous effects. One of the major effect agation which guarantee a constant value of the flow
of viscosity in a nozzle expansion flow is to reduce at any point of the nozzle exit.
the effective area ratio of the nozzle. Taking into Comparison with flat plate experimental data are
account the displacement thickness, computed with shown on Figs. 18,19 and 20.21 fo. both cases. In
a very simple model, due to Edenfield [18], the re- the first case (0 deg.) a good agreement with experi-
duction of area ratio is of a certain small percentual. mental data is found up to three quarter of the plate.
This reduction causes a Mach number increment. In On the edge opposite to the nozzle, as well as along
such a way we can get an exit pressure level very the lateral ones, the numerical results are affected by
similar to experimental data. The good accordance a strong expansion generated by the way the plate
between equilibrium model and experimental data is was connected to the testing chamber walls. In the
due to those two counterbalanced errors. Exit values
obtained with Edenfield model are given in Table F. 16 deg. 0cae we te that the shis attacto the inge line in the numerical case while a gra-

dient, indicating a separation bubble, is detectable
on the experimental iso lines. Around 50 % of the

Model p (mb) Mach plate the pressure rises, but this phenomenon is not
found by the numerical simulation. A closest look at

CASE A the pressure values (see Fig. 22 below) shows both
Experimental 5.7 the phenomena: in the first 50 % of the plate, out

1 + B.L. 4.9 5.14 of the separation bubble, the theoretical values well
3 + B.L. 5.9 4.67 agree with experiments, then a weak shock is visible

while the numerical accuracy of the scheme probably
CASE B smeared out the numerical one. The expansion fol-
Experimental 5.5 lowing the shock is driven differently in experiments

I + B.L. 4.9 5.16 and calculations, due to various exit flow conditions
3 + B.L. 5.8 4.68 from the testing chamber.

CIRA Flat Plate

CASE C -- -----
Experimental 12.6

1 + B.L. 10.6 5.04 a*0 /
3 4- B.L. 12.7 4.59

Table F: Boundary layer corrections I n

6.2 Test Chamber + Model .... 000 *o0 n i~o * .0 £50.00 £00o no loo*00 a..0 *,. 0oo

Two different meshes has been used to compute test .•.,_n...
condition A with two different flat plate position as
indicated in 'Fable G. Figure 22: Pressure along the 16 deg. 30 flat plate

symmetry axis for both experimental data and
numerical experiment.
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7. CONCLUSION Parabolized-Navier-Stokes Code", AIAA Paper
Various chemical and vibrational models has been 83-1666, July 1983.
tested for the simulation of hypersonic nozzle flow.
In order to have a good numerical accuracy in such [10] PARK C., "On Convergence of Computation of

kind of flow, not only dissociation but also vibration Chemically Reacting Flows", AIAA Paper 85-

must be taken into account. Viscosity effects cannot 0247, January 1985.

be neglected. [11] EVANS J.S., SCHEXNAYDER C.J. and HU-

BER P.W., "Boundary Layer Electron Profile
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Figure 12: 3-D Mesh. Nozzle.

•i c1 i k

Figure 13: 3-D Mesh, Global view Figure 14: 3-D Mesh, Global view
(flat plate at 0 deg.) (flat plate at 16 deg 30)

Figure 15 3-D Mesh, Symmetry plane Figure 16: 3-D Mesh, Symmetry plane

(0 deg. flat plate) (16 deg. 30 flat plate)
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A CFD-BASED AERODYNAMIC DESIGN PROCEI)URE FOR HYPERSONIC WIND-TUNNEL NOZZILES

JOI(IN J. KO)R'I
Fluid Mechanics Division, MS 156.

NASA Langley Research Center,
Ilampton. Virginia 23665 UISA

S U M M A RY X = design parameter vector

A new procedure. which unifies tile best of current classical Xi = component of X

design practices, computational fluid dynamics (CFD). and x = axial coordinate

optimization procedures. is demonstrated for designing the k I -N = axial coordinate of spline knots
aerodynamic lines of hypersonic wind-tunnel nozzles. The = radial coordinate
new procedure can be used to design hypersonic wind- = nozzle wall radius
tunnel nozzles with thick boundary layers where the 0 = tiow angle. radians
classical design procedure has been shown to break down. (oM.(oMA.w6 = weighing factors
An efficient CTD code. which solves the parabolized
Navier-Stokes (PNS) equations using an explicit upwind INTROIUCTION
algorithm, is coupled to a least-squares (LS) optimization
procedure. A LS problem is formulated to minimize the Axisymmetric wind tunnels have been used for the last 30
difference between tihe computed flow field and the to 40 years for simulating the hypersonic flight
objective function, consisting of the centerline Mach enviroment, However, the flow quality of many of these
number distribution and the exit Mach number and flow nozzles is not adequate for current research requirements.
angle profiles. The aerodynamic lines of the nozzle are which now include validating computational fluid dynamic
defined using a cubic spline, the slopes of which are (CFD) computer codes. Efforts have been made to build and
optimized with the design procedure. The advantages of the update existing hypersonic facilities with new and
new procedure are that it allows full use of powerful CFD improved nozzle aerodynamic lines1.2. The state of the art
codes in the design process, solves an optimization in the aerodynamic design of wind-tunnel nozzles is still
problem to determine the new contour, can be used to based on the procedure proposed by Prandtl and Buseman3

design new nozzles or improve sections of existing in 1929. This classical procedure requires that the inviscid
nozzles, and automatically compensates the nozzle contour contour be designed using the method of characteristics
for viscous effects as part of the unified design procedure. (MOCI and corrected with a displacement thickness
The new procedure is demonstrated by designing two Mach obtained from a boundary-layer (Bi.) solution. Recent
15. a Mach 12 and a Mach 18 helium nozzles. The computational analysis4 of hypersonic wind-tunnel
flexibility of the procedure is demonstrated by designingof
the two Mach 15 nozzles using d'fferent constraints, the clharacteristic/boundary-layer wMiVh) procedure. using
first nozzle for a fixed length and exit diameter and the solutistic/heuna r-layer (NS ) equat dure, usinsecond nozzle for a fixed length and throat diameter. The solutions to the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations, have shown
computed flow field for the Mach 15 least squares- severe limitations in obtaining the desired flow quality andparabolized Navier-Stokes (th S/PNS) designed nozzle is test conditions when the boundary layer becomes a largecompared with the classically designed nozzle and percentage of the nozzle's diameter. The M0/0131. designdemonstrates a stgnificant tmprovemett in thle flow procedure assumes that tile characteristics reflect at tiledempnsi s c or te location of the inviscid contour. For large boundaryexpansion process anod uniform core region.

layers, typical of hypersonic wind-tunnel nozzles. (andler

IISr OF SYMBOLS and Perkins 5 showed that the characteristics reflect
between the wall and the location of the inviscid contour.

ai = coefficients of cubic spline Therefore. tie actual characteristics of the nozzle lag t(le
f = least squares error vector characteristics used in the design procedure. In thick
f= component off boundary layers, the actual characteristics are no longer

= index off properly cancelled, and the flow quality of the nozzle
= grid index, axial direction deteriorates. In this paper, we will present a design

imax = total grid points, axial direction procedure which automatically avoids this effect.
J = Jacobian matrixJ = gridinde traial drThe classical theory used in the design procedure of
k = least squares iteration index supersonic wind tunnels can be found in a number of

Maxis = design axis Mach distribution reports 6 ,7 . 9 .1 0 and hooks 1 1.12,13 The basic
Mdesign = test section design Mach number assumption made is that the boundary layer is small,

M, = computed axial Mach number compared to the characteristic length (nozzle radius), so
that the nozzle flow field can be treated as inviscid form = total number of components in f designing the aerodynamic lines. Once the aerodynamic

n = total number of components in X lines are determined, a correction is made to account for the
N = total knots on the cubic spline displacement thickness of the boundary layer. This basic
()17j = objective function procedure has been applied successfully to both supersonic
r, - original throat radius and low Mach number hypersonic nozzles.
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The inviscid design procedure requires the position of tile this solver for the lINS equations, it has become practical

sonic line at tile throat, a prescribed centerline Mach to consider implementation of an iterative ('CF)-based
number or pressure distribution, and the condition of design procedure.
uniform flow at the nozzle exit. Once a centerline Mach The use of ('FD codes in design has usually been to provide
number distribution has been specified, the MO)C can be a direct analysis of the performance of existing or proposed
used to determine an inviscid contour. This miviscid designs. Coupling ('11) codes with design procedures has
contour can be scaled to any particular size. The design been done for a number of limited applications. Die
contour for one operating condition is determined by majority of these applications have been to improve a
computing tile displacement thickness using a boundary- surface pressure distribution over a wing or other simple
layer code and adding it to the inviscid contour. Modern surface. However, these procedures were not general
implementations of the MO('/BL design procedure usually enough to handle a design which would produce a desired
differ only on how the sonic line and centerline Mach
number distribution are specified and which numerical flow field away from the surface. Reccntly, lluddleston

1Is

technique is used to compute the inviscid flow field and tile developed a ('FI) optimization method which is flexible

boundary-layer solution, enough to be used for designing nozzles and other flow
"components, Iluddleston's optimization method is based

Recent designs of hypersonic wind-tunnel nozzles made on minimizing an objective function by solving a
with thie MN('i/,I. procedure have been evaluated using Cl)P nonlinear least-squares (I.S) problem which will result in an

codes solving the NS equations 2 4', 514. Attempts to optimal solution for a parametric description of a flow
improve the resulting nozzle design using the 'Fl) codes surface. Hle has applied this method to both two- and three-
ate difficult because )f the computational time required to dimensional nozzles and airfoils, coupled with both Euler
solve the NS equations and the trial and error process of and NS flow solvers. Ilowever. lie did not apply tile iieltod
changing tile contour. A mathematical procedure for to a flow field which included a thick boundary-layer region
correcting an existing contour is given by Meyer and or a PNS flow solver. The disadvantage of this method is

Iholt 15 but we are not aware of any application of this the expense associated with computing sensitivity

procedure to a wind-tunnel nozzle design. derivatives necessary to solve the IES minimization
problem. T[he advantage of the method is that it is not

For modifying existing wind-tunnel complexes. special limited to a particular configuration or objective function.
design procedures may also be necessary for the newly
designed nozzle to mate with existing components. A In a previous paper, we coupled the L.S optimization

special ('FD procedureI was recently developed to design a procedure of Iluddleston to an efficient PNS solver and used

Mach 4 and a Mach 5 nozzle for thie NASA Langley 8-Foot it for optimizing existing hypersonic wind-tunnel

Iligh Temperature Tunnel. The new nozzles were designed contours 19 . In tile I.S/PNS procedure. tile aerodynamic

in reverse, so that they would match with the exit portion contour was modeled using a cubic spline. The design

of the existing Mach 7 nozzle. parameters were tile radii at fixed locations along the
nozzle length. The objective function was the error of

From the discussion above, it is clear that a new procedure Mach number and radial velocity in the inviscid region of
is needed for designing hypersonic nozzles which will the nozzle exit. It was necessary to define the initial value
p-ioduce high quality, uniform flow fields in the test of the radii by matching as closely as possible the original
,ection. To accurately design the hypersonic nozzles for a Ilx'/1I. designed contour. Newton's nethod was this used
uniform flow field, the procedure must include the effects of to solve tile L.S problem. '['he results demonstrated that an
thie thick boundary layer on tlie inviscid tlow field. In improved exit plane profile could be obtained. However, it
addition, it may be necessary to include the effects of was difficult to obtain good initial values of the design
iutelmrolecular forces, vibrational. and chemical parameters and to reach a strong minimum of the objective
nonequilibruim on the test gas. 'These effects will be function. Additional work is needed to improve the method
included if the design procedure is based on tile solution of so that it can also be applied for designing wind-tutnel
the parabolized Navier-Stokes (PNS) equations with the nozzles with specified physical characteristics.
appropriate tlherniodynamic/chensical model for the gas. Te I.S/PNS prcd r a

The PNS equations are a subset of the NS equations, which deigin cmpet as tsowts xtisded or use i
can be integrated using efficient space marching designing complete hypersonic wind watsel giv wichs2 0 . A
procedures. These equationts are obtained from the NS new fornp of tile obzective fusctioin was give which defineseq uat ions by neg lectinsg streamwise di ffusioin effects and a thse shsape of thle nlozzle by specify ing the centerl ine MIath
qrtaion of tiye subsonic streamwise pressure gradients an r number distribution and the uniform flow exit condition.

many practical flow fields, such as hypersonic nozzles, r The design parameters were modified to be the coefficients
these approxaimcat ions are valid as long as strcamnwise of the spline associated witl) tile local nozzle wall slope

aThe motivation for these two modifications came from an
,eparation does not occur. To accurately miodel (ie
curvature oft• te nozzle contour, a large number of attempt to be consistent with the conistraints and design
sirearnwise stations need to be computed, especially in the methodology used us the Mt XVII. design procedures.
throat region. Previously. the cost associated with using I'hese two modifications greatly improved the convetgenve

even a PINS solver in a design procedure would have been of tile optimization problem. This new procedure is
prohiitive. Willi (ie increased use of supercomputers, presented and demonstrated herein by designing four

efficient and fast C'ID solvers have been developed for tile helium nozzles. The flexibility of the procedure is fisst

e s10,17. 'l'he explicit upwitsd noniterative demonstrated by designing two Mach 15 nozzles using
PNS eqluattiofns 17. 17 has different constraints, the first nozzle for a fixed length and
algorithm for solving the PNS equations of Ref. 17 has exit diameter and the second nozzle for a fixed length and
been modified to solve internal axisymmetric flow fields. throat diameter. The computedt flow field for tile Mach 15
A typical Mach 15 nozzle of 130 inches in length call be least-squares/parimbolized Navier-Stokes (I.S/PNS) designed
simulated using over 90.R)( streamwise stations in under nozzles is then compared with a M(W'/131. designied nozzle.
90 seconds of ('ray 2 ('PU time. A typical Mach 6 nozzle The roo slness oft the procedure is demonstrated by
can be computed in 10 seconds of ('ray 2 ('P1I time. Using
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designing a Mach 12 and a Mach 18 nozzle using the same for the initial expansion, which is somewhat arbitrary.
starting contour used in the Mach 15 designs. However, from a practical vew point, ine initial expansion

should smoothly blend into the turning contour. If this i,
AERODYNAMIC DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR done, it is more likely that the contours can be accurately
HYPERSONIC NOZZLES machined. Sivells8 specified a Mach number distribution

We will assume that the shape of the subsonic and which matches theoretical transonM, conditions at the

transonic contours of the nozzle have been specified and throat, conical-source flow conditions through an

that a NS solution exists for these sections. A LS/PNS intermediate region, and design flow conditions at the

optimization procedure 19 is extended for designing the nozzle exit. The advantage of Sivells's centerline

supersonic/hypersonic portion of the nozzle. The details distribution is that it smoothly matches the difiLrent flow

of the PNS solver can be found in Ref. 17. In this section, regions, eliminating discontinuius changes iv• contour

we will present a brief review of the I.S/PNS optimization curvature. In our design procedure, the centerline Mach

procedure used in Ref. 19. emphasizing the changes number distribution is specified using the method proposed

developed for the application to the design of hypersonic by S'vells. In Sivells' method, the centerline distribution

nozzles, consisted of four sections: (1) a fourth-order polynomial
between the transonic section and the conical-source how

OBJECTI1VF FUNCIION regime, (2) source-flow region, (3) fifth-order polynomial
betv ci-i the source-flow region anti the paralle' flow

A nonlinear optimization problem is solved for a set of regime, and (4) the parallel flow re-ion at the design Mach
design parameters by minimization of an objective number (Fig. I ). The coefficients of the polynomials are
function. We consider the minimization of an objective determined by matching the Mach number and its
function. Obj. which is dependent on a set of design derivatives with respect to w:zzle lenkgth at the beginning
parameters. X. and is constructed from a series of and end of each section. Sivells gave equations for the
functions. J/. of the nonlinear LS form2 1 derivatives of the source-flow regime, the 4--ivati-es at the

nozzle sonic line using a transonic series solution, nozzle
length, and expressions for determining the transition

2 Mach number where the different sections should start.

ObtX) -. 2 (X) (1) Unfortunately. these relationships are limited to an ideal
.li gas. We will use Sivells' equations directly for the

centerline Mach number distribution since our current
It is convenient to define vectorsf and X nozzle design is for helium, which can be accurately

modeled as an ideal gas over the temperature and pressure
f [[f, f2.. fm IT (2) ranges used herein. However, sinct, we are using a NS

solution il the transonic section. these derivatives could
X [X1. X 2 ... XnIT (3) be calculated directly from the numerical results. 'The

othat the objective function can be written as derivatives necessary for the source-flow region could also
be easily computed directly, using the same gas model used
in the CFD code,

ObfiX) = f T(X) f(X) (4)

For each particular minimization problem. there are a DESGN PARAME'EI'RS
number of different possibilities for the definition off. It L.ike the objective function, the selection of the design
is desirable that f be selected so that OI'j has a strong parameters depends on the problem being solved The ideal
minimum and satisfies the design criteria. Recall ti,at the set would contain the minimum number of elements and be
MO( design procedure requires the centerline Mach strongly coupled to the objective function. The design
number. Macis, and the condition of parallel flow at the parameters are usually cuefficients used to define a wall

design Mach number. Mdesign, at the nozzle exit. The boundary or quantities which define the flow field
same requirements are used here to form an objective conditions. For the design of a nozzle, the flow conditions
function. The components off at the nozzle exit are usually given, and the wall contour needs to be
associated with the error in axial Mach number, M5 . and determined.

flow angle. 0, are

WA1.1CONT0t11R
fi = 

t0M (Mxi,,crrj "Mdestign) ( For a contoured nozzle, there is no obvious choice of a

function to describe the geometry which would minimize

ff+ I ' (00 (0 inoax.j- 0) (6) the nomber of design parameters. A contoured nozzle can
have an arbitrary expansion up to the inflection point.

and along the centerline After the inflection point, the nozzle contour is determined

so that the proper wave cancellatior. occurs and parallel

fl-2 = Q°MA ( Mxi,1 I M 5xis) (7) flow is obtained at the exit of the nozzle. Many contoured
nozzles have a curvature discontinuity at the inflection

where oM. (OMA, and (o0 are weighting functions used to point, i.e. the second derivative is not continuous. In Ref.

adjust the relative tolerances between the different types of 19, we used a cubic spline with five knots to model the
error terms, [he imaxj index identifies one of the grid contoured nozzle. The total number of knots on the spline
points used to evaluatef at the exit of the nozzle and the iI and the design parameters necessary for defining the
index a point on the nozzle centerline, contoured nozzle are dependent on how accurately the
he %election of a centerline Macl number distribution design problem is to he determined. We will discuss the

deselection of selection of the number of knots and design parameters
determines thle overall leigthi of thle nezzle and the contour
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Lifae, Ili fliii sctkott Ih lie ii / contour is siecified using for both smaIll and large residual probhlemis. -ice thle text lhx
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hiive beeti det neil. we Iturnt iti adldress; g tUsl p;'7' 'lent if P- ' robtlslltess it [tie O 'thud . [li e~ wond case \% ill
to 111011 ing Fit (41. Recall that (ThJlV -1 It have it lemtotrwrate I lie llexihii iiv ot tfile po ceditre by using tile
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stilth pum i clustering ;tt both the wall arid i i ft)n, ilea
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Ilie total number of sirearnwise staittins was aipproximately the Macli 15 design cases I lie s Ure- IIsW ree,,s i,

t"t.01 t). 'Ithe cottipUter riun. 'Aere imadeki I' Langley's f *ray 2 comiputed Icir a conical iall-aiigle- equlial fii 12 degrees I he

,appercomtpiiter. i at iii of tile radius ti1 curvature fto the tuosele radius at thle

he first iterationl ofl lte design pr ...cedure is, started Its thtroait IN () lubesl it) computing the Iransoni11c Mach numbesr

ii niit the lernents. of die Jacobian mratrix nunicricallN dslitributiont. life, centerlinie distribution will resujlt sit

mith then solvitig the no nlinear LS problemi For lite sconud utuifoinsl flit% icegion of appriiximatety, 49 teethie, iii the

Iteratsion. the elemenirts are updated with llroyden's method. noIiue exit. Note that this is a c~ut-off onou. inthl lit

Iho~id :, :: up at rocedlure i,, used u Pid there is nit) lnger noiibeful expall er t ot ln t t ha it~ M cid nuh e ri thefow ha

-uwtntoad I ininiumu. The elvinietts are thein cnnmatin practice t hypersonic no/izes.%hr ,mc I

ticc'upntile numerical lY. aiid ihe proscedure COntiflUes Until the profile i.s part oI ihe boundary lj~crl

either lthe dteýired tesigi. performoance or annitminimumi is I)lN k
obtained LsN Xii

Sin"e the signiticanut visco~us eftect,% occur in tile

supersonic/hypersonic section of lthe noztel. ;ts
I IISh 1 N l'ARAVMIEUS applioximate procedure is used at tire throat ior the, tirsi

M e acroil, %nai-nic liuijet aenmileted using 15 kntws on a case. Wheti the throat eadtius is a design parainetet. lite

culsic: sis1line lite initial values, of tile spline coefficient, initiial Nas icr-Stokes solution is scaled to, a tuew thiro-at
,ire obtsaind I ton evailuatiing lthe slope atl the selecid radius after eadh ii1-raliisi. Otnce the dlesignpiu 'afrittetet have

ksitlilis Ot th tis: 1\ 010 desigttedI no,,1 OIc otiuY and are cotnverged. anevs Navies- Stokes solutioni is .ompuiesd Iii

Au,,oiti in I tisb I Ithe nuniber and location oft the knot, lthe upstream suissoini: aitd transunic sectiont Sitice tile

,i-i cleoteLl ... that cliangic, tii the .1.,s opelithe bs sunldar~ , lyer i, extremely thin at tile tliroai. we ssould

-sidvinrs, iiiiclies ,vould he accurately reprvesened Wug 2) expect only small ditference, between the approxuimaite
procedure and the new NS iolution sir lthe subsottic and
transonic: section in the inviscid Line. The accuracvo titIN,

table I Initial values of cubic spline foir helium ntozzle approximation will he investigated in the frutue by

Index x(in.) yet4in.) dy ý rerunning thfe subsotie attd transoniic section with the
___________________________________________ e_ nevl designedt contour and recomputing the

10.00000 0.61 324t 0.00000 supersomic/typ,:rsonii, region with the itew initial
2 0.57757 0.08062* conditionis. In the second case, this siould not bew iecessary
3 1.17757 0.13214' since tile throat radius Is 1)cid constant
4 1.67757 0. 016226 *
5 2.47757 0. 1815S5* t'ASI; II. E lx I) lJ'.NIl XNt I:X1lRAFIII S
6 3.57757 0. 19470'
7 T.87757 -0. 19 910* [I this case. the nizzle throat andi fihe slope:-at 14 rt jsifii are

a 10.0777 0. 18444* used as the designt paiatuieters. the1 ob~eciie tutictiion for

9 13,0776 -0.16740* the Mach 15 design ji reduced twoorders if mnagniiude 0-ig

1 C 19.0776 0. 14000* k) tromi the intitial guess, thle change itt tile contour ovet

11 31.0776 0, 010530' the MOI/Ill. design is hardly noticeable ilig. 4,

12 55,0776 0.06850' flowever. siguititcant ditteretices are demonstrated between

13 80,0776 -0.04810' their tt~iiw-litd siluteismts Fhe centerline Macli nutmtber
14 102.0776 - 0 03590* almost exactlk follolws the specified centerline: distribution

15 125.6600 10.44 t O.02683* Iigý St Iis iibtaini a uniformn profile withl less than ±2'-

are %ix I esin vriales C rror intstatic pressure. tlse error in Macti numiber should be
.,retaseI deign anabes.less thanit.06 Maich lis: cetitetlitte vanuiitio of Macth

are ('ass 2 design variabsles number for tile Mit K 7111. design itt Lthe unitiorm site regioin
A total of IS designt paranieters are used in lthe optitnl/atioit is excessive, greater than ±1.10 Macli t±30Wl startic pressure

piotceduit e lie wall slopes st~/sat tiulenes 2- t0. are 14 vatiation. I. te I.SAiN% variaition tit cenCterineC Nia~cl

0 lite design paranineers Hor tile first case. lthe 151h itnumber wa~s les-s thatn ±0061/ for most of tlie unttlirni ci .rc
slesigit parameter i, the Inlet radius tat Index It. and for tlte region, with a small regiiin almost reaching a vaitutatontiit

second "cas. it is the exit radius tat index 1St th s0.lI Macli 1±3'7 variation in) static inessure). The

tic aijons tii the kitiss are field constant I .StPNS design exit profiles for Macli number O-ig. isI).
static pressure Fig. 7. pressure nostdantenskinired by the

tl tlV l'tN( i11ON dynamic pressure it Mach It., and flow anigle IVig. 8) "how
hiteishectie tnctilt sins~si litantarra if14115cr good agreementi with the design ciunditionts and

flt!ihitiv:lucitncosil o n raytt 4 dentonstrate that the Iliuw is much better bait the design
elements. 'Ihe Itirsi 1001 elements, are the ceniterline Mach goal at tile noItole exit. i'he advantage of life I.S/PNS
numiber errors,. evenly spaced1 

over the noilule length, tile design can clearly be seen in the Macb number contour plot
ticit 214 elements are the exit utore Mutch numbe~r prifile (Fig. 9)1 hitch cisitifour level repiresenits an increment sit 0.2
errors. .ind the tinal 24 cekmentt, aire the exit core flow Mach number 1±li i' tatic pressure variation) A esinsianit
angle errors l7te 24 element., usedstit tile enii Liste are Iro niom cure flit regionadastihep sonrgn

thenoile entriees ti hafwj acos, te eil adi, Iic arc demonstrated by the I.SIPNS design. which is nut
weiplhting facoiurs used are obtainable with the- M(WX/HI design.

rugq- IAsM.IvRn lxMAý i./Mitst ti l tp ./tAl 2 these results-cleatrly demontstrate the capability of lie inew

lite centerthue Miach numb--r distributioin Iv comptilcif using srsiwcetkire. Iloweser. the L.SfINS design esiukl still hie
'ivels uimulaby ixig te Mali iunherat oins F H. imninved oin by -asing niors: design parameters anit knotls ott

atusC Is iste 2 4, 17 . rild IS, restWCI.VCly Isee lugF I t1,r lthe cubic (~ijne. a betier ditstributtion oftLthe locatiotn of[ thle
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knots, or a different distribution and weight functions used profiles. The aerodynamnic. lines of thle nkotilL were defined
in defining thle objective function. using cubic splines, thle slopes of which were optimized

To demonstrate the robustness of thc, procedure, Mach 12 with the design procedure. Thei use of slopes at thle
and Mah1 oze eedsge sn iesm trig specified control points as the design parameters improved

contour defined hy the coefficients in lafle 1. This wa the convergence characteristics of the design procedure and
accomplished by redefining the objective function for the is consistent with design methods used with thie Mt.)( Hie

expansion region anid nozzle exit. For the Mach 12 case, new procedure canl be used to desigin hypersonic wind-
the centerline Mach number distribution was modified so tunnel nozzles where thle classical procedure has been
that thie Mach numbers at points B3 and C of Fig. I were 9 shown to break down. Ani advantage of the new procedure
and 12. respectively. [Ihe source-flow region for thle Mach is that it automatically conmpensates thle nozzle Contour for

12 nozzle design wa~s generated assuming 8' source flow. viscous effects as part of the unified design prolcedure, [tie
Fhe ceiiterline Macli number distribution and thle exit Mach nsew procedure was demonstrated by designing four differentt
number profile are shown in Figs. 10 anid 11. Eixcellent helium nozzles. Mach 15, Mlach 12, anid Mach 18 nozzles
agreemient is obtaiiied with thie design Mach numbers. [he were designed for a fixed length and exit radius, and a
slight drop off of- Macli nuniber shown in thle Mach anumber second Mach 15 nozzle for a fixed length and noz/le throat.

profile is because thle uniform core region only extends to [he two Mach 15 nozzle design,; showed thie flexibility of
y/r-t=8.3 at this location. the procedure to easily handle different tpes of1 de-sign

constraints. L'hel computed flow field for the Mach 1 5
For the Macli IS case, only thie centerline Mach number I.S/P"NS-desigtsed nozzles denionstrated a significant
dist(ribution was modified so thlat thie Mach number,- at improvement over thie c lassical MOC( /131. dsiened not/Ic.
points 13 and CK of Fig. I were 15 and 18. respectively, File [he design of tile Macli l2and Macb 18 iloiilcs
:eniterline Macli nunmber distribution arid the exit Mach demiotistrated thle robustness of thle procedulre by l'.iii thle
number profile are shown in Figs. 1 2 anid 1 3. In this case, samie startinig contour as the Mach 1 5 design,.
thle centerline Mach numl-.be distribution has a slight renwdsg rcdr ae tpata t eqnhg
oscillation at thle beginning of the uniform core region. [Ieiwdsgnrcduemkstprtittoeinilh

An iproed oluton oul be btanedby adin orMach numaber hypersonic wind-tunnel no/zles usýinsu CH-)
An ~iniprohed solution outledbesiobtainmedtbeadin or b codes, The inozzle desigiier will have to specify initial and

clecicasinig thle atngle at which the flow is expanded in thle boundary conditions, centerline Mach number distribution.
source-flow region. 'Ihle Unifortm Core region extends to n umber and location of cubic- spl ines, design coni iira inrts.
a, prxmtl T/~7'-tteeito h oze he Mac- and select a, turbulence model for use in thle calcujations.

, prximtel y/t=7. at[li ext oftil nozle a I Ilo~vever, otnce these cond it ions are ,pecified. aI dcs ipo cani
number profile in this region, again, agrees with thle designt be made with this piocedure to satisfy mnost piactical
MJach no m lbor-. It is obvious that thle domain of thle -elieleis

objective function could be extended -at the exit to include rurtn
more of the inviscid core. This would force a smaller throat ,ACKNOWLED1,I' ENT
to be used, resulting in aI larger uniform core region for the
Smilse noztile leiigth. F he author woulId like to tlia uk Ms. Anone I dlv;u-dso

Eixperi miental IlIIvperson ics Blranch, Space Systemis
IDiv is ion, for provid inrg the Nay icr- Stokes so lotionl UsedI as

'ASF' 11, FIXF IT1JNO'll I AND ) i lX AT RADIU)1S the initial condition in tlie calculationis.

In this cas,c thie throat radius is hield constant and tlie cx it RE'FE'RI.NCES
radius and tlie slope at 14 poinItts ire the design paranueter~s
[he change in thie aerocdynam ic lines over the Mt )( 'lB. 1 Frlebacher. Gi. ' umuar, A. ' Anderson. F.' C. ' Rogers. R.
design is slightly moie noticeable than in the first case t .DIwoyer. 1). I_: Salas, Ni- and l larris. J. FK. ,A

JFig. 141. A sniiall oscillation of filie coLnter itte Mach ( 'onpo tat ional IDei sit Proc-ed ore fo r Actively tCooled
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NUMERICAL METHODS FOR AEROTHERMODYNAMIC DESIGN OF HYPERSONIC SPACE
TRANSPORT VEHICLES

K.M. Wanie, A. Brenneis, A. Eberle, S. Heiss

Messerschmitt-B61kow-Blohm AG, Military Aircraft Division, FE211,

P.O. Box S0 11 60, W-8000 Miinchen 80

SUM IMARY of aerodynamic coefficients, thermal loads, mass flow
rates and other physical properties.

The requirement of the design process of hypersonic
vehicles to predict flow past entire configurations With the advent of modern-high speed computers
with wings, fins, flaps and propulsion system repre- computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is more and
sents one of the major challenges for aerothermody- more applicable for these investigations and has be-
namics. In this context computational fluid dynam- come an important tool of design aerodynamics. It
ics has come up as a powerful tool to support the is commonly used today to support the experimental
experimental work. The present paper describes a work. Advantages of CFD as compared to experi-
couple of numerical methods developed at M1BB de- ments are lower cost and lower turn-around times.
signed to fulfil the needs of the design process. The This holds especially in hypersoui,-s since due to the
governing equations and fundamental details of the high free--stream enthalpy of the f1w winditunnel ex-
the solution methods are shortly reviewed. Results periments are very expensive. A trmendous tecihni-
are given for both geometrically simple test, cases and cal effort is necessary to simulate effects like radia-
realistic hypersonic configurations. Since there is still tion, catalytic walls or chemical reactions correctly.
a considerable lack of experience for hypersonic flow CFD is in principle suited to overcome these prob-
calculations an extensive testing and verification is lemIs, provided a proper mathenmatical modelling for
essential. This verification is done by comparison of the particular effects is available. The dvelopment
results with experimental data and other numerical of these models can, of course, he a very difficult
methods. The results presented prove that the ineth- task and an extensive testing and verification of bot hI
ods used are robust, flexible and accurate enough to the fundamental numerical method and the physical
fulfil the strong needs of the design process. modelling is necessary.

Since the development of new hypersonic configura-
I INTRODUCTION tions is usually starting from scratch today, a variety

of numerical methods is necessary to satisfy the re-
"Ihe development of airbreathing hypersonic cruise quirements of the particular design phases. In the
-ehicles covers a wide range of new problems ii predesign phase approximate methods and inviscid
the field of aerodynamics, aerothermodynamics and methods (potential or Euler methods) are used to get
propulsion integration (Fig. 1, [11). Completely a quick survey of the aerodynamic behaviour of the
new aerodynamic shapes have to be found in order new configuration. For the subsequent verification of
to meet the requirements of the whole flight ntis- the design potential and Euler methods and in some
sion. The configuratio:, has to be stable and con- cases also viscous methods are employed. The inves-
trolable in a region ranging from very low speed tigation of flow details (separation, thermal loads) fi-
during horizontal take off and landing up to high nally is performed by means of viscous metl.ods (cou-
Mach numbers during cruise. The flow at cruise con- piing of Euler and boundary-layer equations, Navier-
ditions is mainly dominated by viscous effects and Stokes equations). For each method, of course, a flex-
the Reynolds numbers are very high. Due to the ible, fast grid generation procedure, which is closely
long flight times aerodynamic drag and heating have linked to the CAD system used for the geometric
to be minimized in order to reduce weight of fuel design, is mandatory.
and] insulation. In this context transition laminar
turbulent, turbulence and solid wall radiation play a lb cope with these demands a group of numerical
major role. Furthermore a good integration of the methods was developed at MBB (Fig. 2). The capa-
propulsion system is essential in order to get a suit- bilities of these methods are ranging from grid gen-
able precompression of the flow entering the intake eration via viscous and inviscid flow calculation to
and to keep the drag as stmall as possible. For these postprocessing. The present paper focuses on the
reasons it is necessary to predict hypersonic external practical application of these tools in the design cy-
and internal flows precisely to get detailed knowledge cle. In Chapter 2 a survey of the different levels of

S.![



to *1ollrig real flow is given together "-ilt ti die pirtic- 2.1 Navier Stokes anid Vuler eprt ols
tilar govvrninrg 'qiiat ions. Ili ('hapt er :3 a dos'riýptiori
4 tile coinputationaf rn'~thods arid s~iiii fHruam ite general governing equrations for the, presenjt
tri let ails ('-ti l]w found. Ilii ('liipter I tilt, innier- investigations are the tunie dependent Re.ynolds-
i,-al meiwihs art, first verified hy nieans of simple. averaged comp~ressible Navier-Stokes equations in
icst casews anid comiparisoli withI experinmental dat a to conservation law form. In t ernis of ilodl-fitted ar-
rilslireý thre quality of the s~olutitons. Subsequent ly a hit rarx' coordinates ý, tj,, t sing (arteýsian velocitv

smiuiple, of resultts is shown from aipplications wvithin Comipoinents ti, v, U) t~hey read
a1 losigti cN Cie.

2. LI-N.iS OF' MODEL1LING REl-AL FLOW -17 + -E + 17+ 0 -( ,(I

A\s wvas mentioined lii Ch'lapter I various miathenmat-
modi oels for real flow exist, each of tihemi having

a~rtwiular :idsant ages withI regard to specitic design whr

lIeI, probably best represeirtat on of real flow Can he I (j), PI Pt, Pit . e (2)

tel011 fro s oluttion of tite Navier Stokes equra-
t Is. pros dt-d problotii'~ of trirthirletuco. nioedlling aretouoivcoro i ouerais aibe

ii ;it almiir.Tl mos ~rt import alit drawback of solVIrII( -ils ( soltio -,co .fttcnsr~t~ aih

i Lex Navr Sto~ke., oqua ionis for project atpplicatioir;;

li hre'ptaln oltinrequnired near solid walls. J Eý 1'ýy + Gý~

Ior Itit, reasvon a soluition of thre Navi .r Sto kes eqira--
1,is ItSi I rll11 limit d utowadalvs to Illvestilgatiloll of I- Ellt + V1%, + CI71z) .
Ita po lms and sitmplifihcationts ,f tire Navter-

()iii siimptlifictiTion is to droli tirt, viscous trirnis to
no-t l, itivisciif Euler epirationis. Since ini anl inviscid are the( flux vectors nrorrmal to- tire c conrst .7)

riitsto ro age Lgradlierits in the boundary lae 'ts C cutfcs.[le(rt'ir fluxes therein
i't,, te r'I'solvoef a relatively couirse grid --i hat be arc
ý,lnear solid walls, resultirng ill Considerably less

* lirt Si ltvi sitr ol i p tet l 1 rtor r
* ~ ~ i ir 'fc Itt Ssillr n'aid, titrspgenIfial aquaioni ar- ( '(li

i4;t1[pd whMli( ca tit be solved ho, evo'lent t Xpow1, nusis Y ir-
uttI1,11 wliil s Tii ohisa antarunag oif ulsling irisiscid phr~ IV- T

-Iit i u ,,Iis i u , f corni rs',, fIIa t In IIs Iro p0 1 sb To, )S I I (,) ( 7, 7, )1 +r q,
l~t irtrmal loails anid skirt friction. ITIis cat he

srcotir- to a ce-rt uun extent by. a coupling of a solur-
t j ii , th l oirniary Iave11r equlationls to thie iriviscid h (Trij

it.which is possible il rýln hr it lwpr
2  

ý

+Cgi ± Ty It- r 5 ) o-C,4 + q,

[t*r a;tr lesýigri liftise suilt able rumolils have tcu Irese- m
1-tI frorrI Ithe alrove ranige in order to keep cost, arid ( .,
l's I lrrt t itire as stirall as hrossitlde while re-tainling to-Cr

Iit, d-s iredi- aciracyý It slioril lbe otririroried, flow-=pt r,
r.thfat even tire soluition of riviscid eijiatioris cart piv 2 of r~

1-to 'xpoetisive for early stages (If udesigr. JIfher,- -(z u ry (T. Y/,+( t .

fiýre, ;iptlroxiirrae miethodrrs siuchr as the Newt onriani AcpigSoe'hptei o etna lis
like rmethrods oIr siorck explansionr mritliods have to ccAp in+ S1,tokie str' hpot Itessfor reatds n uns

1wavailabl~e as well. TIhese allo w tI get a very qir ick IA+2r 0thstrsterorral
ild inexpensive coarse survey oif thle aorodyrranirin / t u ' Or

Iehiavi(Itr of new corifigurrat ions. a1  p--if2- + -

lIn thre follow'ing thei governing equiat ions, tire, Nav~ier /d 1
Strokes, thre Vuler arid the horirnfarv a laer eqhnat tons (,Y (Y = /I - (10o)
are short ly reviewed. Trhe descript ion oif tire- potent- dy dx]
ta I equiat ions is (Im itt cii for sake (of conc isenIess. At. du) d)n
the' endr of tire chiapter the mnoudelling of tliernnioih- Cr+ _ V_
tianicr and transport properties folr hrypersonnic flow-is 0~z x ()
auddfresseid. TI'hese can be olf mnajor iniport~an ct fomr Htir 2 du d) 1 du.
flow field (iue to hright temnperatuires anid enithalpijes (TY . -1 (Li -x 2-d + 0 , (12)
iliNvol vei. O Ut Oz
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r + a It (13) sionalized Navier-Stokes equations transformed to
(r =,• = 0 •z + (3) locally monoclinic surface oriented coordinates. Us-2 /ing teisorial notation including the Einstein summa-

- 2 - -Ou ± _ 2 ou, (11) tion convention they read [5]
3 ,i Og z, (,/•PV0) a + (-jp 3).3 =0, (17)

For tIhle heat flux vector Fourier's law

P v + v + Fr- v', + M3

01, OT -kT OT (1)a
= -k = -kO--, q, Oz -k-s- (15) 1 +2r; 3 PV', +r -

Re 03V
3 J

is valid. g P'= 1,2, (18)

Fr pv3 ' = -P,3, (19)

The letters p, p, T, It, k denote density. pressure, tem-

perature, viscosity and heat conductivity. e is the to- Pcp (v'Ta, + V
3 Ta3 )

tal inner energy (inner energy + kinetic energy) per
unit volume, The indices (),(,( denote partial =Ec (V p." + p P,3) + Rec a...
derivatives with respect to ý, ', ( except for the stress Re 3

tensor a and the heat flux vector 4. The definition 1 + 1

of the metric canl be found for example in [2]. + P [(kT3) 3 + I' 3 kT3- (20)

The boundary conditions at the wall are the usual These are the continuity equation, the momentum
no-slip and impermeable wall conditions for the ve-
locity and one condition for the wall temperature equations in the directions parallel to the wall, the
(e.g. fixed wall heat flux. adiabatic wall, prescribed normal momntum equation and the energy equa-
wall temperature). At higher Mach numbers it is irn- tion. Greek sub-- and superscripts take the value
portant to take wall radiation into account since it is ote or two and refer to the directions tangential
an essential process for the reduction of the wall heat. to the wall. p, t,, V 3p, T are density, contravari-

oluxes on hypersonic vehicles. For radiating walls the ant components of the velocity vector, pressure
h,.at-lux vector at the surface is calculated with and temperature. Re, Pr, Ec, cpp and k are theReynolds-, Prandtl- and Eckert-number, specific

heat at constant pressure, viscosity and heat con-
k + ductivity. f- r",g", gg3 are metric and curvature

01 (16) properties [5]. The terms underlined in the above
equations are curvature terms which vanish in first
order theory.

whero 71 is the wall normal direction. The sec-
0i_11 term in Eq. P; is the radiation terti. a is At solid walls the same boundary conditions have to
lhe Stephan-Boltzinanin constant with (r = 5.67 - be imposed as for the Navier Stokes equations. At.
1 ( I (), is the emnissivitv factor of the sUr- the outer edge, the boundary layer has to be matched
fan,' matrial (0 < t < 1) an(d 7'. is the tveiperat nre with the inviscid flow such that second-order effects
at the wall. are included. The only way to achieve this second-

order matching is to merge the boundary layer and
lh(' Euher equations are obtained from the Navier- the external flow at the boundary-layer outer edge,

Stokes equations by simply neglecting all viscous i.e. the velocity coordinates, the pressure and the
trin.,. For the inviscid ca.se slip conditions have to be temperature are set equal to those of the external
prescribd at the wall and it is, of course, inipossible flow there. This is in contrast to first order theory,
to specify a boundary condition for the temperature. where the inviscid flow variables are taken from the

wall.

2.2 Boundary layer equations In addition to curvature, the displacement effect of

For hyp~ersonic probleis classical boundary-layer the boundary layer is an important second-order ef-
i-or hyperdston faic to problem ly clasic l boundary--lafect. The effective thickening of the body due to the

tlow [3,41. TIis is file to the fact that typical oy- mass flow deficit resulting from viscous effects can be
thwr[3,4.flows ofinteresto are ifamost thatetypicalhy modelled either by modifying the original surface by
irsonic flows of interest are in diost cases charac- the displacement thickness or by imposing a distri-terized by rtlatiwvcy t hick boundary layers compared btonfqualtsureonherinlsrac

to the local curvature of the surface. Furthermore, bution of quivalent sources on the original surface
,togvriiyadaletoylyrat eeae to make the displaced surface a stream surface of

Itr(ieg vorticity and an entropy layer are generated the equivalent inviscid flow [6]. When the bound-by the cuirved t)0w shock in front, of bhm~t bodie ls, .e qva...vci teou-

which h:s to be taken into account in a boundary- ary layer flow is known, the corresponding inviscid

laver calculation. For these reasons a second order sources can be calculated [5].

lhoundarv layer model has to be used C oupling the inviscid and the boundary layer cal-

'lh1, second order, three ,dimensional. compressible culation is thus perfornted in the following sequence

i,,undary layer equations are derived by an order of [5]: i

1imagnitulde analysis of lhe ternis of the nordimen-

S.
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"* plirely inviscid flow calc ulat ion with shp at t he thernmodynamic variables. This is the conseque~ie~lu
wall of the fact, that the chemnical reactions are so fast.

i that typical relaxation times are orders of magniit ude
"* boun1dary layer calculation, Including thle effect smaller than typical residence tim-s. Thus, equilib-

of surface, curvatutre riuto is reached at each point and the composit iii Is

" Calculation of til niýi sources ditiuin described] by the equilibrium constants. For thle cal-
he iivicid distibuion culat ion of thle composition, a procedure niiniinizing

"* inviscid flow calculation with wall outflow con- thle Gibbs free energy is appropriate- To determine
lit ion the thermodynamic properties an interpolation pro-

cedure is used for the state surfaces based on a bicu-
"* second boundary-layer calculation with ciew hic polynomial as basis functioii [4].

outer edge boundary conditions tratched with
lie new inviscid flow soluitionl. Thet piecewise hicubic representation is necessary to

obtain the required accuracy, because the state Sur-
faces in general show complex shapes. Ulsing ap-

2,3 Tiierinodynatiic anid transport properties propriate boundary conditions at, the edge of each
of the intervals, a smooth, twice differentiable state

luTo s t 1 w' equations present ed in thle preceeding surface is obtained wh hIch is of great importance es-
.- aleqers tit hernovtii and transport proper- pecially for the evaluation of the partial derivatives

Toth lif aertod be speciied tieeded in most viscous and inviscid tmethods. T[he),
are calculated easily by the analytic dlerivative withI

1(r air ait mnoderat e Miachi nuiibers thle equation of respect to the paranmeters chosen. In order to achieve
'4 ii for perffect gas can be used. lii addition, tilt, a high vectorii 'tioii di gree, the location points for the.
.Sulherlatid law expresses the viscosity as a funct ion surfaces to bei build art spaced equidistant ly in t he

,ftlte teniperatuire anid thle a~ssumnpt ion of constant coimput ational domain. For several t hermiodynamic
Prandt I iiunmber for thle heat cond uct iv itv canl be emi- quantities the coefficients have been determined for

loved, the paramuete rs inte rnal energy atid denisity (e, p) and
tenmperature and pressure (', p), see [8]. Thie samle

in ninany cases of practical intierest , however, thle as approach is used for thre interpolation of the trans-
sutliption of perfect gas, does not. hold due to high port properties. For thle viscosity anid thre hetat con-
eniiperat ures at least. in sonioc regions of t heflo field ductivity, there are two sets of coefficients, again for

-1.In thle general case different degrees of frei'dorniof t lie parameters (c, p) anid ( T, p) [S].
I W 1111io Cc tiles Call ihe excited and CheMical re-acNWios

niiay occur. [Tiese effects lead to anl energy colisunin - For t urbu lent flows the Iloussinesq approxirliat i~on
io ~~raixgtetmpra ie n tu h et is tised atnd effective transport coefficients art, iii-

eelýis at the vehtic le. For estimating thre import ance t rodiiced . 'T'le equations are closed withI a model
f thlese effects, the first Daxik'dhxlir rnumber [711 for tlire turbulent viscosity and the turbuilenit Prantid

nunmber, For thre present investigations tilie algebraic
model of Baldwin and Lomnax [91 is used.

Do = ' .(21)

3. N UNIERICA L M ETHODS

'To solvt, t hie equial ions given in Chapter 2 a group of
'11 h ricse(], where If Io, is a t vpical residence t Imite liumerical methods was developed at NIBB (Fig. 2).

4f thle flow and 7e., is a typical relaxation tittie of [lThe geomiet ry defi nit ion is r -eceived fromt the CAD)
*t process. Thie influ enice of lie react ions oil thle flow systenri (?ATIIA. T[he progranm AEMIESII is used for
Canl be Classi'fieVd Zas follows: lie surface grid generation. 'L'lie, surface, grids gen-

PDx - (I VD Io : froze 'iio eratecl c at lbe used is input for thre panel met hiod

10- _3 DýOa < 1W1 non-eqi ilibriuii flow. IIISSS or for thet space grid getnerat ion procedurcs
/ hi -~X V~ Da I equ ilibriumt flow, I. UG 111) andl DOGRIDII. EU GRID generates Il-type,

grids for the Eulder solver El FLEX. DOG RID. de'-
Forfrzenflw. ir inluric o chmialreactions %-eloped by Dortiier [10], generates mult iblock grids

For rotui fowtheinflenc of henic I anrid is usedŽ( t ogether withi thet Navier 'Stokes solver;ine1 excitation of internal de'grees of freedorit is van- NSFIEX. For post processing both a number of spe-
i~siii. Tusa uualperftr ga mehodcanbe cial purpose rout ines and commtercial programs areaiplied. If necessary, thre thleimiodyjiatnic andl t rans- available.

poirt piropert ies have to be adapted for frozen flow
whle re the gas is not air.

3.1 Grid generation
Vor thle calculation of non equilibrium flow a variety
of miodels exist depending on the type of gas in con- Starting point for the grid generation process is the
sideration, the chemical reactions Involved and other geometry definition received from the CAD-system
fiararnieters. '[le description of this modelling is he- CATIA. As a first, step t~o generate the surface grid
yonl the scope of this paper. D~etails and further thre topology of tire. space grid (e.g. 11-type grid,
references can be found in (4]. miultiblock grid etc.) has to be defined, since this

influences the generation of the surface grid. For
'onisidering equilibrium flow both thle compjosition this purpose singular lines, lost corners, edges of

of thle miixtuare and tlire thIerimodlynamiic and( trans- block boundaries etc. situated on the surface are
po1rt pr,[uurties are determiinedI by two independent
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constructed in ('ATIA. They separate single parts of nique is fully vectorized The speed- tip factor on
the surface grid which represent e.g. one block or a Siemens/Fujitsu vector computer is about 25 corn-
coordinate face adjacent to a solid wall and which pared to a scalar run on the same processor.
are referred to further on as patches.

To evaluate the inviscid fluxes a linear locally one
Iie surface grid definition is then done in the inter- dimensional Riemann problem is solved at each
active program AEMESII (Fig. 2). which is closely finite-volume face up to third order accurate in the
linked to CATIA. It uses exactly the same math- computational space. A hybrid local characteristic
ernatical representation of surfaces and curves as (LC) and Steger-Warming (.51W) type scheme is ent-
('ATIA since the spline coefficients of the CATIA ployed, which allows the code to wcrk for a wide
surface and curve representation are transfered to range of Mach numbers [14]. Van Albada type sen-
AEMESII. 'lb generate one patch the desired num- sors are used to detect discontinuities in the solution
her of points is distributed along the four sides of it Diffusive fluxes at the cell faces are calculated with
using a suitable clustering. Note that a side of a grid central differences [13].
patch can also be degenerated to a point, resulting
in a singularity in the mietrics there. Between the At solid walls the boundary conditions described ear-

oints ali approximate grid is generated by means lier are implementd. At the farfield bounlari,, Itoi-
of different techniques (31) mt rpolation, 31) Laplace reflecting boundary conditions are iinhlr,ýrt Ii th,-
equat ions, 1.) Poisson equations). Since this grid will code since tili, codte extracts only such ifriati-n
usually deviate froni the input geonietry the point, front the boundary which is allowed bv tile cliarac-
are then projected to tlie original surface. This tech- teristic tlheeor At out flow boundaric.. L lg a, the
hiiqule euarantees that the original C'ATIA geoineiry flow is sulersoniic. tlle code does nro n,,,d infornia-
is. I.',d for the flow calculat io. The single patches of tion froii ,towirtrani. Ini the part of th, e visous
tle surface grid are then stored toget her as intput for regiine where the flow is sulsonic the slutii, v, ctr
FU(M II). I)OGIRII) or for the panel method IIISSS is extrapolated conlstantl% No unphysical ull,-treali
f lig. 2). effect of this extraplation ha., hb en ol.-,r%,,d i!, t,,

[low.
For the gt.eneration of the space grid two codes art,
applied at M1313. EUG(•11) creates lI-tyrpe grids for A sirnipl, approach to account for equili 'rium real
Euler calculations by solution of the l)oissori equa- gas effects is incorporat,,d which allows the Eilleraill
iiOns artd supports tihe Euler solver El FLEX. Once solver and the left hand side of the flow sI'.-r tr,

To,, surface grid is defined thi' generation of the space stay unchanged. III the inviscid fluxes tile ratil of the,
grid is V ,rfornied almost autoniitically. Only few specific heats appears only in tilie energy equatioan A
input ' w•• .t.rs arte ue-essary to fix tihi' shape of new total energy e is defined with a reference ratio of
tle fart., . !,oundary and the grid spacing near solid specific heats I, which is the freestream ' [1.1] Inro-
walls. I u,- to the blanking techniique applied, see ducing this definition into the energy equation a new
[I11. even very complex ieoiniitries can be handled source term is obtained. If only steady state solu-
without difficutlt is. The second code, DOGI(ID tions are of interest the time derivative of t ile source
[10], was developed by I)ornier. It is an interactive term can be set identically to zero. This iveans that
program for the generation of nitiltrblock grids and the left-hand side of the energy equation is the per-
is used toget her with tire NSFLEX Navier Stokes feet gas equation and the real gas influence can be
solver. Further details can be found in [10]. formulated as a sou,-ce terni on the right-hand side.

Only a few operations are necessary to calculate the
3.2 Navier- Stokes code NSFI,[`;X source ternis To account for equilibrium real gas ef-fects in the viscous fluxes additional thermodynamic

The iiet1 used for thlie Soluit ion of trite Navier- subroutines for the temperature ' = T(p. p) and tie
Stokes equations is called NSFLEX (Navier-•tok's transport coefficients Mi = p(p.p), k = k(p,p) are
solxer using characteristic flux extrapolation) [12,13j, necessary. The vectorized curve fits [8] described inItlvis writg te aracterintie vlux extr.olation and ,olve (.Chapter 2 are used for the calculation of these prop-It is written in finite volunme fortnuiation, and solves etes[orhireonhecmurtiefrea

e tne dpendent equations to reach the steady rtes. For this reason the computer time for real
state solution asynitotically. For tilie t inne integration gas simulations is only about 20 % higher than for
an implicit relaxation procedure for the unfactored perfect gas runs.
qtiuations is employed which allows large time steps NSFLEX is designed to allow the use of arbitrary

[13]. In the following only a survey of the method is multiblock meshes. All around each block two
given. A detailed description can be found for exam- dummy cell rows are used. In these cells bound-dumm iel ros[r2,e12nthse1.l oudpie in [2,1).ary indicators generated in the grid generation sys-

tem are stored which control the boundary' condition
Starting point for the time integration is the first or- for each cell of the block boundaries separately. It
der in time discretized implicit form of the Navier- is eaocsible either to specify an adjacent cell in the
Stokes equations. A Newton method can be con- s or anther bock or topecrib solid boy
structed for the solution vector at the new time level same or another block or to prescribe solid body,
by linearizing the fluxes about the known time level, symmetry, singular lines and various inflow and out-
T'he resulting system of equations is discretized and hi flow conditions by an identification code. Due to
solved approximately at every time step by a point this general treatment of the block boundaries a high
G;auss Seidel relaxation, see 12). The CF'L nurn- anmount of flexibility is achieved. For an optimumn useGer is typically about 150 to 200 for moderate Mach of storage a one-dimensional storage technique is em-
nub bers and may reduce to lower ones for hyper- ployed including indirect addressing, see [151. A two-
sonic applications. The point l arss Seidel tech- dimensional aid a quasi- two- dimensional version of

the code are inherent in the three-dimensional one,
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which is achieved by a special technique described in As a second test, case the Euler zolution fur the low.'r
15]. stage of a hypersonic space transport system is com-

pared with windtunnel results. Again a It typ,' grid
3.3 Euler code EUFLEX was used with a total number of 388 000 points for

the complete configuration and half of it for syrnimt-
The Euler code EUFLEX provides in principle sini- ric flow conditions. The surface grid used is givenii
lar features for the Euler equations as NSFLEX does in Fig. 4a, [191. Quite good agreement is achieved
for the Navier-Stokes equations except that it sup- between experimental and numerical results with re-
ports I1-type grids instead of multiblock grid topol- gard to the coefficients of the longitudinal motion
ogy. A detailed description of the fundamental nu- (Fig. 4b). For more details see [1!9]
merical procedure can be found in [14,16]. In Fig. 5 an Euler solution is given for a complete

test configuration at subsonic freestream Mach num-
3.4 Boundary-layer code SOBOL her M, = 0.4 and relatively high angle of attack

ak = 13.50. As can be seen from the streanlines given
SO3O1, (second order bOindary layers) is a finite- in Fig. 5a the flow separates at the sharp leading
difference method for the solution of the second- edges, resulting in a region of increased-total pros-
order boundary-layer equations. It includes features sure loss above the wings (Fig. 5b). Note that sepa-
specific for hypersonic flows (e.g. air as equilibrium ration for the present case is not in contradiction to
real gas, wall radiation, external vorticity and surface the inviscid flow model, since the sharp leading edge
curvature effects [3,17]). provides a Kutta condition forcing the flow to leave

the surface.
The boundary- layer equations are parabolic and can
therefore be numerically solved by a space--marching 'Two samples of internal flow calculation conclude the
integration process. The method is based on the presentation of the Euler results. Fig. ti, 20], shows
use of a set of five numerical schemes with differ- the surface grid and the isobars of a symomet ry -wall -
ent numerical stability properties. At each sweep in mounted plug nozzle. Again a II type grid was used.
the main marching direction, the sequence of calcu- The isobars exhibit considerable deviations from ax-
lation in the crossflow direction is selected by choos- isymmetric flow. The 2D-twin nozzle Mach number
ing the most appropriate scheme at each normal in isoplots Fig. 7, [20], reveal good capturing of all ma-
order to fulfil the local (FL condition and to op- jor flow phenomena. Sliplines, shocks and expansio:ns
timize the crossflow marching process. The differ- are clearly visible.
ence schemes used are the second-order accurate zig-
.'ag and rectangular schemes described in [18]. fhe 4.2 Navier-Stokes solutions
double zig-zag" scheme is employed to start the so-

lution in a new plane in the main marching direc- To assess the accuracy of the viscous methods for
tion. The "left" zig-zag and rectangular schemes are hypersonic conditions the flow past a hyperbola at
used for marching in the positive crossflow direction. free stream Mach number W, = 10.0 was calcu-
Negative crossflow marching is performed with cor- lated. Both perfect gas and real gas assumptions
responding "right" schemes. were used to verify the pseudo-unsteady real gas

ansatz in NSFLEX. In Fig. 8a the upper half ofAloug the normals, an implicit diseretization prtee- the grid is shown. The mesh is adapted to the
dure is applied. The momentum equations in the solution in the boundary-layer regime and at the
directions parallel to the wall and the energy equa- bow shock position. The stagnation temperaturetion are .solved simultaneously. The discretized non- for perfect gas assumption (To analyic =. 4620K) is
linear algebraic equations are iteratively solved with recovered quite well in the NSFLEX computation
a Newton method, providing tangential velocity and (ecovered q 41ll (i tbe The realiga
temperature distributions across the boundary layer. body temperature (adiabatic wall) is about half the
At each iteration, the continuity and normal momen- temperature of the perfect gas calculation for this
tumn equations as well as the equations for the prop- case. mphe Math contours (Fig. 8c) demonstrate the
erties of the gas are solved to provide the remaining smoothness of the solution, the good shock captuir-
flow variables. The control of the local boundary ing feature of the method and the considerable dif-
layer growth is also part of the iterative process. For ferences in the shock standoff distance between the
more details about the solution method see [3]. perfect and real gas calculation. Fig. Sd gives re-

suits for a computation obtained by a coupling of
41. VERIFICATION AND APPLICATIONS a completely different shock fitting inviscid method

[211 with the second-order boundary-layer method
4.1 Euler solutions SOBOL [17], see also [22]. The comparison with the

NSFLEX results shows quite good agreement.
As a first verification test case for the EUFLEX code
the flow past the NACA 0012 airfoil at free stream Thc viscous hypersonic flow past an analytically de-
conditions Mo, = 30, a = 200 is presented (Fig. 3, fined generic cruise vehicle forebody was numerically
[16]). For the calculation a H-type grid was used. analysed in [23,24]. On the grid displayed in Fig.
Due to the very low numerical viscosity of the Euler 9a a laminar three-dimensional calculation was per-
method the shock inevitably follows the grid lines formed. The skin friction lines in Fig. 9b indicate
(Fig. 3a). Nevertheless the C.-distribution is very an attachment line on the lower side and a primary
smooth (Fig. 3b) and the total -temperature pre- separation on the tipper side. In Fig. 9c the temper-
serving feature of the code is very goxod (Fig. 3c). ature distributions along the lower side found from

I.-.
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IW dillirl'iiOild col11lipitatiolls for latijinar ,in(l tur- ical methods were described. The results selected
hrulkeit flow, perfect. and real gas, adiablatic and ra- from industFi~i -applications demonstrate the capa-
diat ion ;rdiahbitic wall are compared. For all tiirb~ti- bilities of the methods with regard to external and

1,it aves, tranrsitioni was fixed at 10 per cent of the internal flow calculations. Verification of the meth-
h odN length. For the cases with radiation the ernis- ods was done by comparison of the results to exper-
sivi!%v facto!- inl the radliationl boundary condition was imental data and other numerical methods and by
,10t !0 ( =70.85. Compared to the laminar flow the analyzing the results with regard to physical consid-
tiirl~tileit ciLse without. real gas and radiation yields erations.
S01ltiiWhai t higher temperatures. If real gas effects are
iniclude aI significant reduction of the overall wall Rfrne
temrpe ratture is observed. h[ie application of radia- Rfrnc
tion ho() )dairy .ouditions finally reduces the temper- [)HrceEH: Artemdnmc nat ores aunr lonsiderahly. A more detailed descrip- [1 irce E1. Arteindnaic ad

tionl of tl~o results including c,- and cf-distributions propulsion integration in the SANGER TFechnol-
cani be f iund ill [23]. ogy Programme. AIAA-Paper 91-5041, 1991.

Reostlts for a shock impiniging on a circular cylinder [2] Schimatz, M.A.: Hfypersonic three-dimensional
;trt presented inl Fig. 10, [25]. This situation can Navier-Stokes calculations for equilibrium air'.
1w presenlt for example at the lip of an intake. Due AIAA-Papcr 89-2183, 1989.
t-) the shock/shock-interaction extremely high heat [3] Monnoyer, F., Mun~dt, Cli., Pfitzner, NM.: Calcu-
arid pressure loads can appear at the surface. Ac- lation of the hypersonic viscous flow past reentry
cording to [261 six types of shock/shock-in teract ion vehicles with an Euler-boundary layer coupling
can he classified, where Type IlI (Fig. 10a) andI IV mnethod. AIAA-Papcr 90-0417, 1990.
(Fig. lob) result inl the highest heat and pressure

lel.A detailed analysis of the influence of perfect [4] Schmatz, M.A., 1161d, R.K., Monnoyer, F.,
otr real gas Lssunlption andl heat radiation on the wall Mundt, Ch., WVanie,K.M.: Numerical methods
t, :iiperaf ire and pressure for these two test problems for aerodynamic design 1I. Space Course, Paper
cr1 1 e f(_ nold ill [25]. No. 62, Aachen, 1991.

Anr intertial viscous flow result is presented for the [5] Monnayer, F.: The effect of surface curvature
NASA P ,intake, see [7.Fig. Ilha and b show a on three-dimensional, laminar boundary layers.
sket~ch (, I egoer n the [27].toalgrd PhD Thesis, Universit6 libre de Bruxelles, 1985.
which cois-ists of three blocks. In the isobars (Fig. [6] Lighthill, M.J.: On displacement thickness.
II 1c) the re-flection of the cowl shock is clearly vissi-J.FudMh.Vl4,15,p.3-92
ble. The pressuire distributions along the centerline3.FudMc.Vl4,15,p.8392
of the ramip calculated with different grids and dif- [7] Damkbhler, G.: Zeitsclirift f. Elektrochemie,
feretit numierical viscosity are compared with experi- vol.42., p.846, 1936.
mnent~al data in Fig. lIId. Fo~r a more detailed analysis
of the present results with experimental data see [27]. [8] Mundt, Ch., Keraus, R., Fischer, J.: New, accu-

rate, vectorized approximations of state surfaces
for the thermodynamic and transport properties

4.3 Bou nd ary- layer solution of equilibrium air. Z. Flugwiss. Weltraumnforsch.
15, 1991, pp. 179-184.

Finally a coupled Euler/boundary-layer solution is
presented for hypersonic flow past the nose of the [91 Baldwin, B.S., Lomax, 1I.: Thin layer approri-
Orbiter reentry vehicle (Fig. 12). The surface grid mation and algebraic model for separated flow.
for this calculation is given in Fig,_ 12a. To gen- AIAA-Paper 78-257, 1987.
crate the inviscid solution the shock fitting method [10] Seibert, W.: A graphic-interactive program-
[21] was used. Based on this solution both first system to generate composit grids for general
and second- order calculations were performed using configurations. The Second International Con-
SOPOL. Fig. 12b shows temperature contours of ference on Numerical Grid Generation in Corn-
the second-iorder boundary-layer solution. The wallpuainlFidD amclod,198
temperatures and the skin friction coefficients of thepuainlFidD amcloda198
First and second-order calculation are compared in [11] Ilei8, S., Eberle, A., Paul, WV.: App~licatiorsaof
F ig. 12c and d. Due to the improper coupling of the the Euler method EUFLEX to a fighter-type air-
first-order solution to the inviscid flow considerable plane configuration at transonic speeds. AIAA-
discrepancies are observed. Paper 92-2620, 1992.

[12] Schmatz, M.A.: NSFLEX - An implicit relax-
5. CONCLUSIONS ation method for the Navier- Stokes equat ions

for a wide range of Mach numbers. Hackbusch,
A couple of numerical methods developed at MBB W., Rannacher, %, (eds): Proc. 5th GAMM-
were presented, each of them having particular ad- Seminar 'Numerical treatment of the Navier-
vantages with regard to specific design phases. The Stokes equations', NNFM Vol. 30, Vieweg, 1989.
irnport~ancfe of a proper choice of the numerical
mnethodx in order to keep cost and development time [13] Schmatz, M.A.: Three-dimensional viscous flow
aq low as possible while retaining the desired ac- simulations Using an implicit relaxation scheme.
curacy war emphasised. The governing equations Kordulla, W. (ed.): Numerical simulation of
were shortiy reviewed and the fundamental numer- compressible viscous-flow aerodynamics. NNFM

Vol. 22, Vieweg, 1988, pp. 226-242.
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b C

a) b) c)

F~g'ilr, 3 Euler solution for hypersonic flow past the
NA'A \0012 airfoil (.I, = 30,I = 200, perfect gas);
a, M:ih contours: b) r-distribution; c) total tem-
patLur, loss.

lift coefficient pitching momt n .

CL ______

4.51 1 4.01\" • , •-'•'.-. 01 _ L
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I= I

0 twl .o:--.,,-,. seat,
ci) b) :.f OtIUm'' (i:t "',til J i .

Figire ,I: Comnparison of Eider solution for lower
stage of hypersonic cruise vehicle with windtuinnel
rfsiult.s; a) surface grid; b) lift coeflicient and pitch-

ci) b) V
t*,got, ;;, Fliller solhition for the d termination
,,f arrodynamnio properties and fll ads; a) inviscid

P•-Y*flhlfi ne.manatinlg frorn the sh.tp wing leading
'v < 1•,, •; ,) *btal -ir# urr l s l tcontni ms
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a)b
Figure 6: Euler solution for a symnmetrv-
w ail-mounted plug nozzle; a) surface grid; b) isobars

a)b
Figure 7: Euler solution for a 2D-twin-nozzle, Mach
contours; a) M, 3.5; b) At, 1.2

a)

( P a.it 9) wrfct gas

aftaly-tic: TO.4620n
C 8Uted; TO." 16.98KC)d

Figure 8: Viscous calculation, hyperbola flow
118) gs (M,, 10, Re/rn 1,600,000, a = 0", perfect

gas); a) computational grid, Navier-Stokes solution

b) a-'. ..-- a. . . . aa.h (240 x 50 cells); b) temperature distribution along
b) ~hrdv. NSFLFX: c) isobars, NSFLEX; d) isobars,

coupled Euler/boundary-layer method
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1. SUMMARY. four above requirements. It is multi block to treat complex
An international collaboration on the development of multi geometries, it incorporates equilibrium and non-equilibrium
block flow solvers using structured grids is presented. The air chemistry, and it uses efficiently parallel computers. The
flow equations are solved by the finite volume method using a principal interest of IMHEFIEPFL and FFA in this project is
space centered, explicit time marching scheme augmented by the simulation of complex flows around realistic
artificial dissipation terms. Implicit residual smoothing is uhs, configurations. The main interest of C2M2/KTH is to develop
to accelerate convergence to steady state. and explore algorithms for parallel computers.

The multi block flow solvers are written on top of the MEM-
COM data base system which provides the data structure, and 3. GOVERNiNwG EQUATIONS.
use a Dynamic Memory Manager to allocate the necessary The Navier Stokes equations written in Cartesian coordinates
storage for each block. The Euler solver EULMB can be used for chemical non-equilibrium flows are written in conservative
to simulate hypersonic flows including equilibrium and non- form as
equilibrium air chemistry. Recently the Euler solver has been
extended to solve the Navier Stokes equations for laminar
caloric perfect gas flows (NSMB flow solver). a w +-a (F(w) - Fl(W) ) + (- (w) - Gv(W) ) +

Calculated results for the calculation of the flow over a double at ax ay
ellipsoid and over the HERMES space shuttle are presented.
The inviscid calculations around HERMES showed that if one
is only interested in the aerodynamic coefficients, equilibrium - (11(w) - Ilv(w) ) S(w) (1)
air calculations are sufficient. az

Parallel computations showed that the communication
overhead between blocks is less than 0.5%, showing that the The state vector w is given by
multi block concept is very promising for using parallel

computers efficiently. (p
2. INTRODUCTION. w Pv (2)
Hypersonic flows are characterized as high speed flows in pw

which physical processes, like the dissociation of air and pE
radiative heat transfer, are important. These processes are Ps
triggered by strong shock waves present in the flow field
around vehicles flying at hypersonic speeds and the inviscid flux vectors F, G and 11 are calculated from

The aerothermodynamics design of modern and efficient
space planes like HERMES, NASP and SANGER must use
the most advanced computational and experimental techniques pu pv pw
currently available. This is particularly true at flight conditions- pu2+p puv puw
when air chemistry becomes important, because the ground Ppw puv2 pvw
based testing is difficult and the designer is forced to rely even F(w) puv G(w) (wv)=/
more on his computational tools. To be really useful these
tools must: I) represent the geometry of a realistic iu(pE+ p) v(pE+ p) w(pE+ p)
configuration. 2) predict shock wave positions and psu psv psw
interactions, vortex phenomena, flow separation, and local
heating effects, 3) model the air chemistry, either equilibrium (3)
or non-equilibrium, and its effects on item 2. and 4) have
reasonable run times on either a supercomputer or a parallel
computer. In the equations above, p denotes the density, u, v and w the*
IMHEF/EPF1_ FFA and C2M2/KTH carry out a joint project cartesian velocity _,omponenits, E the total energy, p the

on the development of multi block flow solvers that meets the pressure and ps the partial density of species s. The eqciions
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for the partial densities ae only solved for inviscid chemical e(ps,T) E -(u2 + v+ 2) (6)
non-equilibrium flows. 2

For caloric perfect gas flows, the viscous flux vectors Fv, Gv
and 11v state and by the equation of state, which relates the pressure to the

temperature and partial densities

0 f 0\
"TxX EYX Izx p = R- TY--s (7)

Fv(w) = '?xy GV(W) = ry k"(W 'rn, (4) SNs

Ox-qx \y-qy Oz-qz In this equation R* is the universal gas constant and Ms the
molar mass of species s. Note that the sum of the partial

where the components of the shear stress tensor r. the heat densities equals the density p.

flux vector q and the viscous dissipation 0 equal

4. AIR CHEMISTRY MODELLING.

C12 u av aw D'u @V 4.1. Introduction.
Txx == 2tyx ý Iit ý 9 x+ Both equilibrium and non-equilibrium air chemistry have been

implemented in the Euler solver EULMB. It has been assumed
that air consists of 5 chemical species. respectively the

2 _ýt u vu molecule, N2 , 02 and NO and the atoms 0 L.1 N. This
"Tyy =2- '-t--x L -- •-/ "xz ='Tzx = 4 -) assumption is valid for temperatures below 9W00 K, wi..',

3 ax a oionization processes have not become important yet. A second

assumption is that air can be treated as a mixture of perfect
gases. This implies that intermolecular forces between the

tyy .z -a~v + 2 aw z =~ T= 4 p+a particles are neglected, which is a valid assumption when3yy 3 C x)y Oz az ayI simulating hypersonic flows with a continuum approximation.

qx k q. kT q k rT 4.2. Equilibrium Chemistry.
a~x ay at For flows in chemical equilibrium, no partial differential

equations for thL partial densitie. need to be solved, and the
Euler equations are the same as for caloric perfect gas flows.
The effects of equilibrium chemistry appear in the equation of

Ox = TxxU + tXyV + TtxZW 0y = tyxU + tyyv + TyzW state, which relates the pressure to the internal energy and the
density.

There exist several methods to account for the effects of
OZ = tzxU + tzYv + "tZW equilibrium air chemistry, and in a previous study (ref. 1) it

was found that a method based on the calculation of the
equilibrium composition and equilibrium temperature was

where T represents the temperature. The viscosity p is computationally the most efficient.
assumed to be constant or is calculated from Sutherland's law; The calculation of the equilibrium air comnosition for the five
the thermal conductivity k is in both cases calculated from th," species air model requires the solution of five algebraic
Pranddl number Pr. equations. Of the five species, two are elements (N2 and C02)

which are conserved under chemical reactions. This means
that only three equilibrium reaction equations need to be

k - ,Cp considered, and these are the reactions in which a chemical
Pr species (NO. N and 0) is formed from its elements. These

equations, often called the "laws of mass action" (ref. 2) state:
where cp is the specific heat at constant pressure.

The chemical source term S(w) is written as

1IO2.-O -
2 KC,

0 2 MO lM02)

S(w)- 0 (5)
0 2N0-N 2 +-+N: f.EY[N 2 =KC,2(

2 (MN 1MN2 1

where the source term represents the net production rate of 02+1 N2-NCO ( 2 1 2 N2  2 KC3
species s by chemical reactions, see Section 4. 2 2MNO 2IMo 2 I MMN2 I
The system of equations is closed by the relation between the
total energy E and the internal energy e, The equilibrium constants KC are in general exponential

functions of the temperature, the latter property related to the
internal energy and composition by
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P ss kP= s ( sk )k

The enthalpy of a species, hs, is a function of the temperature. a b
The equations for the conservation of the elements 02 and N2  p pr r,k _ [Pk r lVr.k
state respectively Jk kf,k H [M- kb'k 1 [--J

The forward reaction rates are in general given by an
PO 2 + PO .+ PNO= PZ 2  Arrhenius equation,

02+P'2 MNi NO= PZ0

(10)

N I+P+ MN2 kfk=BkTak exp(-Ek/T)

where Ek is the activation temperature, and Bk and Cfk are

where Z is the elemental mass fraction, which for inviscid constants. The backward reaction rates are often calculated
flows is a constant, equal to its freestream value. from the equilibrium constant,

The data given by Park (ref. 3) are used to calculate the
equilibrium constants KC and the enthalpies of the five kf,k
chemical species. kb,k KC- k
Tihe system of equations (8)-(10) can be solved by iteration to
yield the equilibrium composition and temperature. To save
computational costs, an equivalent gamma has been defined as The five species, seventeen reaction model is used to describethe chemistry. This model consists of three dissociation

reactions (dissociation of 02, N2 and NO) using each of the
"R0Tl' five chemical species as third body, ar.d of two exchange

+ _ + reactions, Park's data are used to compute the forward reaction
PC pe s Ms rates and the equilibrium constants (ref. 3),

and in the computations the pressure is calculated from
S. NUMERICAL ME [HOD.
Equation (1) is discretized in space using the finite volume

p = - )pe (=7 1) p [E - I (u2 + v2 + w2)l method (ref. 5), resulting in the following system of ordinary
2 Jdifferential equations,

This equivalent gamma needs to be recalculated only once per
100 time steps. A (Vij1k wij.k ) + Qi,j,k - Sij,k 1)

dt

4.3. Non-Equilibrium Chemistry. where Vij.k is the volume of the cell (i.jk). and wi.j.k and
For flows in chemical non-equilibrium partial density Sijk are approximations of respectively w and S in this cell,
equations describing the mass balance of the different Qijk represents the residue of the inviscid and viscous fluxes
chemical species in the mixture need to be solved. For inviscid leaving or entering the cell, which is calculated from
flows, the number of partial density equations in Eq. (1)
equals the number of species minus the number of elements
among these species. For the five species air model, this yields Qij~ k = hi+1/2,jk - hi-l/2.j.k + hi~j+1t2,k -
three equations; Eq.(l0) is used to rind the partial densities of
the molecules 02 and N2 . hi,j-12,k + hi~j.k+1/2 - hi~j.k-l/2 (12)

The net chemical production rate of a species by chemical
reactions, o% is calculated as follows. Consider the general where
system of m reversible reactions.

kbk hHi"l2jk =f H n dS=Hil/2,j'k . n dSa b i l2 Jik - I2.j,k Jil/2,j.k

vsak As - vk As k=l,...,m
$ 5

kf,k In this equation, n is the surface normal, dS is the surface area
and H the flux tensor H=(F-Fv. G-Gv. H-Hv). The value of
this tensor at the surface i-l/2,j,k is calculated from Eqs. (3)

where kf~k and kbk are respectively the forward and and (4) using the average of the state vectors having this side
backward reaction rates, and where As denotes the chemical in common. On a cartesian grid, this results in a scheme that is

symbol of species s. Vs,k is the stoichiometric coefficient, and second order accurate in space.
the superscripts a and b ;efer to reactants and products The velocity and temperature gradients in the shear stress
respectively. In standard text books on combustion (ref. 4) it tensor and the heat flux vector respectively, are calculated at a
can be found that for this system of chemical reactions, the surface using the gradient theorem on a shifted volume.
chemical production rate term can be calculated from
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where Dij,k is the net artificial dissipative flux in cell 'i.jk),
f f - (13) which is calculated in a similar way as Qi'jjk by considering

V J = VO dV dv = dS (13) fluxes at cell boundaries,

Figure I shows the 2D layout of a part of the grid used for the Di~jAk = di+lf2,jk - di-/2.j,k+di~j+l/2,k-
calculation of the gradients at surfaces in the direction 1,

di, j-1/2,k+ di, j,k+l /2 - dij,k-1/2

The artificial dissipative flux at the cell side (i-I/2,jk) can be
calculated from

X (2)di-I/2,J~k = ri-l/-2.j,kCi-l/2,jk (wi~j.k" -Wi- lj,k 0

ri- (42,jk il/2j ( wi+ljk - 3 wi,jk +

2 3Wilj,k - wi_2j~k) (15)

- • - In this equation, r is a scaling factor which relates the
dissipative flux to the magnitude of the convective flux

boundary through this cell side. This factor is calculated by evaluating
=cell centers the spectral radius of the Jacobian Matrix for the inviscid flux

across a cell face (ref. 6). The coefficients E(2) and E(4) are

o = surface center where gradients are calculated used to adapt locally the dis&;pative fluxes, and are calculated
as follows. Regions with large pressure gradients are found by

* interpolated value at corners calculating the normalized second order pressure gradient.

-Z shifted control volume P

=Pi+lz.jk -
2 Pi.j,k - Pi-lk• ~~ Pi~l.j.k + 
2 Pi~j,k + Pi-l.j.k

S~half volume at boundary
From this coefficient, a switch is calculated at the surface of

the finite volume cell as the maximum value of ys at the

Figure 1. Layout of a 2D grid system used for the neighboring cell centers,

calculation of the gradients in the direction 1.

Vi-I/2,j,k = max ( Vi-1,j,k, i,,

When integrating Eq. (13) along the shifted control volume.
the cell center values are directly available for the direction I. From this, the coefficients C are calculated as
while for the direction 2, the value of 0 at the corner points are
obtained by averaging the cell center values.
Near boundaries, the shifted volume is reduced to a half i-t/2,) k = c vi-/2,i,k

volume along which Eq. (131 is integrated. In this way,
Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed directly when
calculating the gradients. 4i) /2,ýk m 0- 1 /2,jk

Second order accurate schemes permit solutions in the form of
a sinus wave, so called spurious or odd/even oscillations,
which have to be suppressed by adding a higher order where c(2 ) and c(4 ) are constants. Typical values used in the
dissipation term. Moreover, second order accurate schemes calculations presented here are c( 2 ) = 2.0. and c( 4 ) = 0.05.
produce oscillations near shock waves. A second order Note that near shock waves the fourth order dissipation term is
dissipation term is added to the scheme in the regions of shock switched off, since it generates oscillations in these regions.
waves, making the scheme locally first order. A fourth order Equation (14) is integrated in time using the explicit Runge
dissipation term is added to suppress the odd/even oscillations. Kutta scheme (ref. 5). This class of multi stage schemes has
After addition of the dissipative terms, Eq. (i1) can be written proven to give good stability and damping properties. The four
as and five stage standard Runge Kutta schemes were used here.

For the four stage Runge Kutta scheme, the contributions of

- the viscous and artificial dissipation terms were frozen after

dt(Vjk wi,k ) + Qi,j,k Di,jk " Si,j,k = 0 (14) the first stage. For the five stage scheme, they were frozen
after the second stage.

Since the interest here is only in the steady state solution of
Eq. (10), convergence is accelerated by using local time
stepping, and by using implicit residual smoothing (ref. 7).



Implementation of non-equilibrium chemistry in the Euler The main advantage of using the MEM-COM data base
solver was straightforward. Experiences with a 2D Euler system is that all data required for a flow simulation is stored
solver (ref. 1) have shown that for freestream conditions in one single data base file. Exchange of data between the
typical for hypersonic flows, the chemical source term could different processes in a flow simulation is done through the
be treated using the standard Runge Kutta scheme. The (local) data base file. Accessing or modifying data and/or relational
time step in the Runge Kutta time integration is now taken as tables is simple, and does not require the need to access other
the minimum of the fluid dynamics step and the chemical time data stored. Owing to the possibility to store relational tables,
step (ref. 8), the MEM-COM database file can be saved directly on an

archival system since all information necessary to describe the
calculation is stored in the data base file.

Alhemm s sl,..,n Finally, MEM-COM incorporates a Dynamic Memnory
Its I Manager (DMM), which offers 11ic possibility to allocate

dynamically the necessary storage of arrays in Fortran

where n denotes the partial differential equations solved for programs, and to transfer data from MEM-CO. to the flow

the partial densities. For the calculations discussed in this solver.

paper, it was found that the fluid dynamic's time step always
was the smallest. 6.2. Multi Block Implementation.

Test calculations carried out solving partial differential From a mathematical point of view and for the numerical
equations for all five species showed that in this case the scheme used here, there is no difference between a single
chemical time step for the 02 molecules was the smallest, and block and a multi block solver. It is on the level of the
smaller than the fluid dynamics time step. From this it was incorporation of the boundary conditions that there appcars a
concluded that solving partial differential equations only for difference due to the introduction of a block connectivity
the species NO, N and 0 and using the elemental conservation boundary condition. It should be remarked that in the present
equations for the species 02 and N2 reduces the stiffness of version of the multi block solvers, it is assumed that grid lines
the system. are continuous across a block interface.

The following boundary conditions were prescribed. At solid The boundary conditions implementation in the multi block
walls, the no-slip condition for the velocity field together with solvers has received special attention to combine a high
an isothermal wall condition for the temperature were applied flexibility and a high computational efficiency. To obtain a
for viscous flows, while for inviscid flows, the tangency high flexibility, each side of a block can be divided into an
condition was imposed on the velocity field and the presoure arbitrary number of windows, each window having a different
at the wall was obtained using linear extrapolation. At out. iow boundary condition type. To obtain a high computational
and free stream boundaries Riemaiin invariants were used, and efficiency, the implementation of the bound(ay conditions
at symmetry boundaries the flux into the computational (including the block connectivity boundary condition) is
domain was set to zero. For the block connectivity boundary uncoupled from the algorithm used to update the interior
condition the value of the state vector in the adjacent block points. The concept of boundary arrays and ghost cells (rcf.
was used. 11) is used to transfer the boundary condition information to

the algorithm for the interior points. Two ghost cells are
required at each side of the computational domain.

6. PROGRAMME STRUCTURE. The block connectivity boundary condition i- on•in
once per time step, while all other boundar%. r,- are

6.1. The MEM-COM data base system. updated each Runge Kutta stage. In this way. I( p ,,ible to
A flow simulation can be split into several diiiercnt pju,.esýes. Lrc., ,.a.l, bleck in a n:'! block simulation as it it was a
First, the geometry and the computational domain need to be single block calculation (a multi block calculation is seen as
defined, followed by the generation of the surface meshes, multiple single block calculations). Moreover, the
Using these surface meshes, the mesh generator creates a grid. communication overhead between blocks is reduced.
The third process is the solution of the flow equations, and
!-rhally. the mesh(es) and the calculated results are visualized Variable storage is allocated block by block using the DMM.
and analyzed. which is very suitable for parallel computations on local

memory computers, since a block can be directly connected to
From this description, it is easy to see that output from one a processor. On shared memory cu- , .,. D.•.M provides
process serves as input for other processes, for example the the pointers pointing to the first address of each array.
output of the mesh generator is used as input for the flow
solver. Data transfer between the processes is in most CFD For multi block calculations using a single processor, EULMB
codes done by means of files. For example, there is a file with and NSMB contain an option to allocate workspace for the
the grid system, a file with the flow solution, etc.. With the largest block size only. In this way memory is saved and finer
development of the EULMB and NSMB multi block flow grids can be used.
solvers, another strategy has been adopted based on the use of
the MEM-COM data base system (ref. 9). MEM-COM is a
data management system for memory and memory-to-disk 7. CALCULATED RESULTS FOR INVISCID FLOWS.
data handling, and offers an easy way to store and retrieve
large amounts of data. Data is stored in MEM-COM in two 7.1. The flow around the double ellipsoid.
different ways. First, the grid and calculated results are stored To test the multi block implementation, the chemical non-
block by block in the data base file as long vectors. Second, equilibrium flow over a double ellipsoid was calculated using
MEM-COM offers the possibility to store relational tables a six block mesh having in total 315400 grid cells. The
containing entries in the form keyword + value. The multi advantage of using a multi block mesh for this type of
block solvers described here use this possibility to describe for geometry is that for a single block grid the singular line at the
each block the mesh and to describe each calculation made nose may cause numerical problems. This problem is removed
(tef. 10). when using a multi block grid. The calculation was made with

a freestream mach number of 25. and Fig. 2 shows the Mach
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/Figure 3. Temperature along the body lin the symmetry
/ -~ Iplane for the chemical non-equilibrium

calculation at the flow around HERMES,
M_= 25, p- = 2.14 Pa. T_ = 202 K. (i = 30 -

is only 1 .5 orders. NiaXInnuni re11CSt %ke eTe f. 'u;ý'd in thte
outflo~w plane, and are fur a grecat pasýt cau~ed h\ theo grii

qaiyin thi, region. see Fig. 5 Cohnip~uitjn' the sol Ution a! ici
I NX)steps with that after 2u()4) steps did not Show differnce,-'.
and it was concluded diat the calculation A~as ciin~erged.

Residu plot EUL.ME-3*D

Figure 2. Iso Mach lines in the symmet.y plane for the
calculation of the chemical no 1-equilibrium
flow over a double ellipoid. M_ - 25, .

p., = 2.52 Pa, T.,, = 205 K, rt = 300.

number isolines in the symmetry plane. As can be seen in this
figure. the solver doesn't have problems to treat strong shock n

L1waves crossing block boundaries. At thc nose of the double C,
ellipsoid, the shock is almost aligned with the block boundaiy
which did not prohibit convergence.

7.2. The flow over the HERMES space shuttle.
Single block calculativins were carried out for the flow overN
the HERMES space shuttle with 12' body flap at 76 km.
altitude. The freestreamn Mach number was equal to 25. and . ..

calculations were made for a caloric perfect gas. for air at I

chemical equilibrium. and for air at chemical non-equilibrium. 500 1000 1500 2000

Three different grid systems were used, and Fig. 3 shows the 7 Stn p

calculated temperature contours along the body in the Fiue4Covrnchstyfrtecemalo-
symmetry plane for the non-equilibrium calculation on these Fgr4.Cneqibrgen celchisory ofo the chemicalroundh
grids. As can be seen in this figure, the temperatures for the HERVES space shutlel, 91 x75x71 grid.
three grids are the same at the windward side of the body,M_-2,p 2.4PT =20Ka 3'
except close to the body flap where the jump in temperature M. 5 .4P.T 0 ,a=30
for the coarsest grid is smeared out compared to the other two
grids. At the leeward side of the body, the temperature for the As can be seen in Fig. 5, to mesh the region between the body
coarsest grid differs considerably from the temperatures and the winglet. grid lines were moved down Creating a
obtained with the other two grids, and it is concluded that the gradient in the mesh. These highly distorted grid cells arc
medium and fine grid give similar results. responsable for the high maximum residues in the outflow

Figure 4 shows the convergence history for the chemical non- pae

equilibrium calculation on the 91 x75x71 grid. This calculation Figures 6 and 7 show the temperature iso lines in the
was started from an interpolated solution of the 61x49x71 symmetry plane for the chemical equilibrium and non-
grid. Both the L2-residue and the maximum residue are equilibrium calculation respectively. The maximum
normalized with the residue at the first step. As can be seen in temperature found in the flow field was 5729 K for the
Fig. '., the L2-residuc drops three orders of magnitude before equilibrium, and 13832 K for the non-equilibrium calculation.
it reaches an asymptotic value. The drop in maximum residue indicating that non equilibrium effets; are important.
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-- As can be seen from this Table, the effect of equilibrium and
non-equilibrium chemistry on the drag and lift is small. T'ec
chemistry has a much larger influence on the CM Ipitch up
moment), and the difference in CM between the caloric
perfect gas and equilibrium chemistry calculation is about
70%. This large difference in pitch up moment bt ceen
caloric perfect gas and equilibrium air coniputatons
corresponds with experiences with the American Space
Shuttle (ref. 13). It was found that, especially at high Mach

numbers, a large difference in predicted (using sintplitied
models) and measured pitch up moment %as found.

The aerodynamic coefficients for the non equilibrium
"calculation fall in between those of the equilibriun and caloric
pefect gas calculation, and they differ at maximum 139, from
the equilibrium results.

Comparing the computational costs for t1e threLe calcu1IA1,0rTs
shows that the costs per time step for the caloric pcrfect gas
and equilibrium calculation are almost the same. The cost Of
the chemical non-equilihriunt calculation is about -1.1
higher than that of the other two calculations.

2 .. ... .. 8. CALCULATED RESULTS FOR %ISCOt S FILS.O\
Y-AXIS

Figure 5. The grid in the outflow plane of the HERMES 8.1. The flow around a double tellipsoid.
space shuttle, 91x75x71 grid. The isothermal flow around a double cliip.,oid , :

using a two blocl mesh. Two grid., wcre used. a ý,•,1-" 4'-.1

In the non-equilibrium calculation, large temperature gradients containing 936( cells, and a fine grid ha. n'

are present in the flow field near the bow shock. This is a The Reynolds nietber per meter w, as taken 'Is ()5 týL' c.J

typical non-equilibrium effect, caused by the fact that the temperature was set to 29) K. and tle vi.• oo't an Ih
1 r:;.

conductivity asstuned to be coTIstan.t.
chemistry needs a certain time before it has an influence on o
the temperature field. Across the shock the flow is frozen, .rnd Figvre X shows the convergence histor-, for ike ia•, ,:I
as soon as the dissociation process has started the temperature the coarse grid, and as can be- scett, al 1r an itial .101 '.!. '
decreases rapidly. Note that for the non-equilibrium both the L2 and maximum residue decrease mncarh\ c,ý,I:
calculation, the maximum temperature was found close to the orders of magnitude.
bow shock, while for the for the equilibrium calculation it was
found at the stagnation pointN Resido pot NSMB3D caicultoton
The canopy shock is much more pronounced in the chemical
non-equilibrium calculation and temperature gradients behind -
the canopy shc&,. are large due to the recombination of N- .-

atoms. Across the shock N-atoms have been formed which did
not have had time to recombine. Much energy is stored in
these N-atoms, and this energy is liberated at the canopy 10
shock creating a large jump in temperature here. For the
equilibrium calculation, the shock at the canopy forces N2

molecules to dissociate, absorbing the increase in potential 0
energy at the shock, and only a small jump in temperature is
visible. V)

Table I lists the aerodynamic coefficients for the calculations 10"-
on the 91x91x71 grid for the three thermodynamic models.
together with the computational costs. All calculations were
carried out on the Cray 2/4-256 of the Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology - Lausanne. 10 e

thermodynamic CD ICL CM costs__ _ _ _ _ _

model Xl00 CPU s/step 10_-_....___....__________...

caloric perfect gas 0.381 0.468 -1.54 8.22 0 1000 2000 3000 40o.

equilibritun air 0.400 0.480 -z.61 8.27 Time step

non equilibrium air 0.396 0.478 -2.32 36.19 Figure 8. Convergence history for the calculation of thenon quiibrum ar 03960.48] -. 321 3.19flow around a double ellipsoid. 93600 points,

M_ - 8.15, Re=10 5 /m, T_= 56 K, a = 300.

Table 1. Aerodynamic coefficients of !he HERMES
space shuttle for different thermodynamic Figure 9 shows the iso mach lines in the symmetry plane for
models. 91x41x71 grid, 76 km altitude, the calculation on the fine grid. At the leeward side of the
M_. - 25, p_. - 2.14 Pa, T.. - 202 K, a - 300. body, the boundary layer region is clearly visible, especially
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7 ýVlThe canopy shock is captured oscillation free, and is not
smeared out. Figure 10 shows the Lso Mach numbers in the
outflow plane. A large region of flow seperation is visit e at

<~~- >.--- the intersection of the twýo ellipsoid%, and this region
inhuences the flow field up to the symmetry linc.

8.2. The flow around the HERM FS space shuttle.
Single block calculations were carried out for the lamninar flow
around the HERMES space shuttle. The freestreamn Mach
number was equal to 10, the Reynolds number 1.2 106, and
the angle of attack 300. The solid wall was assumred to he
isother-nal, with a wall temperature of 290 K. The transport
coefficients were taken to be constant.

Four different grids were used, ranging fronm a coarse grid of
52x40x52 until a fine grid of 79x I 19x99 volun, s. Bei% cen
the coarse and ritnc grid, the number (if cells normal to th, A all
was tripled, while the number of cells in the cross flow
direction was almost doubled. Figures I I and 12 show the iso
Mach lines in e?e symmetry plane for the coarse and fine grid
respectively, and the effect of grid refinement is clearly
vis*'Ne.

X AXIS

Figure 9. Iso Mach number contours in the symmetry
plane, flow around a double ellipsc'id.
250868 cells, M-, = 8.15, Re=1 05/m.

T--56 K, a-30'.

just before and after .ne canopy. At the canopy, there is a
small separated region. This separated region was not found
on the coarse grid, due to insufficient resolution of the
boundary layer. For the fine grid, about 10-15 grid points were 2
located in the boundary layer at the leeward side of the body.
At the leeward side of the double ellipsoid, the bow shock is

smeared out due to insufficient gnid resolution here.

X AVS

V Figure 11. Iso Mach number contours in the symmetry
I V Vplane, flow around HERMES, 52x40x52 grid

M_ 10, Re. 1.2106, T- - 53 K as30".

S2-

X AXSi

Figure 10. Ws Mach number contours in the outflow
plane, flow around a double elliploid. Figure 12. Iso Mach number contours in the symmetr

.o -At. Iij -a 1 r, Ra. I 00/r. plane, flow around HERMES, 79x1 I 9x99



For the fine grid the bow shock is sharp and oscillation free,
and the canopy shock is clearly visible. At the canopy the flow
is separated. but at the upper body downstream of the canopy
die flow- remains attached. At the nose of the body. it can be
seen that the solution near the singular line is slightly
distorted. This is a numerical problem related to the very fine
grid spacing in this region. This problem could be avoided by --J
using a multi block mesh. At the windward side of the body, '"
there is a shock wave visible at the bodyflap.

Maximum residues were for all calculations found in the -
outflow plane (Je to the highly distorted mesh here, see also
Section 7.2 and Fig. 5.

Figures 13-15 show the iso Mach lines in three different cross
sections along the body. Figure 13 shows a cross section just
before the winglet. As can be seen a separated region is visible
close to the intersection between the body and the wing, and -
another separated region can be observed close to the
symmetry plane. The cross flow shock which is visible L
between these two regions appears almost to be attached to the
body. This cross flow shock is similar to that or. the deltawing--
of die Antibcs workshop (ref. 14)

/1,) - N "- • AFigure 14. Iso Mach number contours in the cross
section x=13, flow around the HERMES
space shuttle, 79xJ 19x99 grid,
M-*-10, Re-.1.210 0 , T**=53 K. ct.30°.

. <

Y AXIS

Fi gure 13. Iso Mach number contours in the cross
section x-l10, f low around the HERMES
space shuttle, 79x 11 9x99 grid,
Mr'- . 10, Re-1 .210, T-53 K, w.30".

Figure 14 shows a cross section further downstream, and the N0 00
influence of the winglct on the flow field is clearly visible. .....
The region tween winglet and body is almost one separated Y-AXIS

region which extends to the symmetry plane. This behavior is
even more ronounced at the outflow plane, see Fig. 15. Figure 15. Iso Mach number contours In the cross

section x-14.5, flow around the HERMES
space shuttle, 79x 119x99 grid,

M**•~~~- 00, RR-e2-° T..-53 K, T-53 K, a-...."-

9. RESTJL':S OF PARALLEL COMPUTATIONS.M.1oRe1.1.T 4 -5Ka3.
Parallel cor iputations were carried out for the inviscid flow
Over a we& 4 . A sngle block grid was split into eight blocks processors, indicating that the communication ovcrhead
of &,e samr. sie, and calculations were carried out on the Cray between the blocks was about 0.5%. Comparing the
2/4-256 of the Computing Centre of the swiss Federal convergence histories between the eight block calculation and
rns:itute of Tcchn:logy in Lausanne in dedicated mode. These the corresponding single block calculation showed that the
clctrlation-n shownd that EULM o was running on 3.982 number of steps required to reach convergence was the same.

'iNW
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This means that updating the block connectivity boundary 8. Krispin. J. and Anderson Jr., J.D., "Accelerating the
condition only once per time step does not influence the Computation of Steady State Solutions for Non-
convergence rate. Equilibrium, Chemically Reacting Flow Fields", AIAA

As a second, more realistic test case, a parallel computation 88-0513.

was made for the flow over a double ellipsoid us'ag a six 9. Merazzi, S.M., "MEM-COM An Integrated Memory and
block mesh. In this case, the block sizes varied between 11000 Data Management System, MEM-COM User manual
and 85000 points, and it was found EULMB was running on Version 5.6", SMR TR-5056 1988, SMR Cowporation,
3.35 processors. P.O. Box 41, CH-2500 Bienne.

10. Vos, J.B. and Bergman, C.M., "EULMB: A Multi Block

10. CONCLUSIONS. Euler Solver for 3D Compressible and Chemical

A project on the development of multi block flow solvers has Equilibrium Flows." EULMB Handbook Version 2.0.

been presented. Calculated results for the flow around a IMHEF Report, 1991.

double ellipsoid using a six block mesh were presented, and 11. Bergman, C.M., "Development of Numerical 'I .chniques
showed that strong shock waves crossing block boundaries for Inviscid Hypersonic Flows around Re-entry
could be successfully treated with a multi block approach. Vehicles". Thesis #341, IN) Toulouse. France.

Inviscid flow calculations for the flow around the HERMES 12. Hayes, W.D. and Probstein, R.F., "Hypersonic Flow
space shuttle using different models to describe the the Theory", Academic Press, New York, 1959.
thermodynamic properties of air showed that air dissociation 13. Arrington. J.D. and Jones, J.J., "Shuttle Performance:
has a large influence on the pitch up moment. If one is only Lessns Learned", NASA CP 2283, 1983.
interested in the aerodynamic coefficients, it can be concluded
that equilibrium air chemistry calculations are sufficient, and 14. Desideri, L.A. and Periaux, J., "Proceedings of the
it is not necessary to make more expensive non-equilibrium Workshop on Hypersonic Flows Part I". Springer Verlag,
chemistry calculations. 1992.

Viscous flow calculations around the double ellipsoid and
HERMES space shuttle were presented, and showed that at the
leeward side of the body large regions of separation are
present.

Calculations carried out on a parallel computer showed that
for a well balanced problem the communication overhead
between the blocks is small.
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HYPERSONIC FLOW COMPUTATIONS AROUND RE-ENTRY VEHICLES

J. Peralret, J. Peir6t, K. Morgan, M. Vahdatltand R.C. Molina"

t Department of Aeronautics, Imperial College. London SW7 2BY. U.K.
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Wales. Swansea SA2 8PP, U.K.

WMA, ESA-ESTEC, Noordwijk 2200 AG, The Netherlands

1. SUMMARY
using the ideas 13-51 of flux corrected transport (FCT). to

The development of an algorithm for the solution of the produce a stable monotonic algorithm for shocked flows
compressible Euler equations at high Mach numbers on with the minimum amount of added artificial viscosity. The
unstructured tetrahedral meshes is described. The basic steady state flow conditions of interest are computed by
algorithm is constructed in the form of a central difference advancing the transient form of the equations using a multi-
scheme plus an explicit added artificial viscosity based upon stage explicit time stepping process. An edge based data
fourth order differences of the solution. The stability of the structure is employed for the three dimensional mesh and
solution in the vicinity of strong gradients is preserved by this has the effect of reducing the memory demands over
the incorporation of an additional artificial viscosity based those made by the more traditional element based data
upon a second order difference. Higher order accuracy is structure of the type familiar to finite element practitioners.
regained by using the ideas of flux corrected transport to This data structure has many features in common with that
limit the amount of added viscosity. The solution is which has been proposed recently by others (6,71.
advanced to steady state by means of an explicit multi-stage
time-stepping method. The computational efficiency of the Although the edge based data structure is found to reduce the
complete process is improved by incorporating an computer time requirements of the flow solver, the total CPU
unstructured multigrid acceleration procedure. A number of time necessary to produce a converged solution to a problem
flows of practical interest are analysed to demonstrate the involving steady inviscid flow past an aerodynamic
numerical performance of the proposed approach. component can still be considerable. In the structured grid

context, solution algorithms equivalent to that proposed
2. INTRODUCTION here have been effectively accelerated by the use of multigrid

methods (81. employing a sequence of successively coarser
Major progress has been made in recent years on the nested meshes. When the grid which is to be employed for
development of unstructured mesh methods for the solution the analysis is unstructured, the multigrid concept has to be
of compressible aerodynamic flows of industrial interest. A extended [2,7,9-121 as the grids which are employed are now
variety of flow algorithms have been produced which are not nested i.e. the nodes on one grid do not necessarily
suitable for implementation on such meshes and significant coincide with nodes on the next coarsest or the next finest
achievements have been made in the area of mesh generation grid. The use of such grids may be incorporated within a
and adaptivity. It is now possible to produce solutions, with multigrid solution procedure provided that appropriate inter-
a high level of precision, for inviscid transonic flows grid transfer procedures are developed. The unstructured
involving geometries which can be as complex as a multigrid procedure therefore requires a close coupling
complete aircraft (11. In addition, the speed with which such between an automatic unstructured mesh generation
solutions can be obtained has been markedly improved by procedure [131 and the flow solver. In [21 it was shown that.
the adoption of new methods of storing unstructured mesh for 3D transonic flow computations using unstructured
data and by the incorporation of multigrid acceleration meshes, the computational performance of the flow solver
procedures [2]. The unstructured approach is therefore can be dramatically improved when the multigrid procedure
becoming increasingly attractive to the analyst involved in is utilised. The multigrid procedure presented in 12] is
the design of aerodynamic components. currently being extended to hypersonic flows and in this

paper we report on our initial experiences and present the
In this paper, we consider the application of unstructured results of the multigrid computation of the inviscid
mesh techniques to the modelling of hypersonic inviscid hypersonic flow over the HERMES 1.0 space shuttle using
flows. A basic Euler flow solver is constructed from a our 'low order' solution algorithm.
Galerkin finite element method. The resulting scheme is
essentially a central difference type method. A practically 3. THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS
useful procedure for smooth flows is produced by replacing
the actual fluxes by appropriately defined consistent The equations governing three dimensional compressible
numerical fluxes, This results in the modification of the unsteady inviscid flow are considered in the conservation
original scheme by the addition of an artificial viscosity form
based upon fourth differences of the solution. This is defined
as being our 'high order' algorithm. A stable procedure for aU 3 ýFJ
the simulation of flows involving strong discontinuities Tt + - =0 (1)
may be produced by adding to the original scheme an X
artificial viscosity which is based upon second differences of
the solution. This is defined as being our 'low order' solution where U, the unknown vector of conserved variables, and F0,
algorithm. The high and low order algorithms are combined, the corresponding inviscid flux vectors, are defined by
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for each N, (1 ! 5 np) and for all t > 0. These integrals are

Pl [Puj 1  evaluated by summing individual element contributions. The
u /PUtUj+P~ljj compact support of the shape function N, means that

U pu2 FJ (U) P|u2uj+P2j (2) equation (6) can then be wrftten as

.PCJ L (pc+p)u1 J eU NI dt = () aN 1 dQ

Here Sj is the Kronecker delta. p. p and E denote the density, 3 V( N7

pressure and total specific energy of the fluid respectively + F-" (A')Ni dF (7)

and uj; j = 1. 2, 3 are the components of the fluid velocity in C eel C

the directions xj; j= 1, 2, 3 of a cartesian coordinate system. where the summation extends only over those elements fle
The set of equations is completed by the addition of the which contain node 1. Inserting the assumed form for U* into
perfect gas equation of state this equation, the left hand side integrals may be evaluated

3 exactly, to give

p = (Y-I) p (e-0.5 uju) (3) v N II dIjS_ -,--NtdL = ij NtNjd.)I- d-
CCI 1r 4 td

where y ( 1.4) is the ratio of the specific heats. II dU(

Steady state solutions of these equations are produced by = M tt --- (8)
advancing the solution in time until stationary conditions where M denotes the finite element consistent mass matrix.
are obtained. The entries in this matrix for a general tetrahedral element

can be evaluated explicitly. In the development of the
4. AN UNSTRUCTURED MESH FLOW ALGO- algorithm, M is actually replaced by the lumped (diagonal)
RITHtM mass matrix ML which is obtained form M by adding all the

non zero elements in a row to the diagonal term. The
4.1 Variational Formulation integrals appearing on the right hand side of equation (7) are
The identification of an appropriate variational formulation evaluated approximately, by using a finite element
of the governing equation is the starting point in the interpolation (similar to equation (5)) to express the fluxes
construction of a finite element approximation in the spatial in terms of their nodal values. Thus, for an element e, with
domain, o. for all t > 0. A suitable weak formulation for the nodes 1, 1, K and i., the domain integral is approximated as
problem defined in equation (1) would be : find U(xt) such
that

3WdQ] 3 j dJ dFl I "t'd+ Fi FJK+I (9)

(4) A standard finite element code would be organised in this
for every suitable weighting function W(x) and for all t > 0. fashion and would produce the discrete form of equation (7),
In this equation, the prescribed value of the normal flux on r, at each node i in the mesh, by looping over the individual
which will be a function of the solution U, is denoted by elements and sending element contributions to the
Fnb. With the spatial domain a represented by an appropriate nodes, according to equation (9). The associated
unstructured assembly of four noded tetrahedral elements, a data structure in this case would consist of the list of the
piecewise linear approximate solution U* is sought in the nodes 1. J, K and L belonging to each element c in the mesh.
form

However, the terms in equation (7) can be evaluated
S( differently. Suppose that node t in the mesh is directly

U*(xt) = 4U(t) Nj(x) (5) connected, by edges of the mesh, to the ml nodes it. 12 ......
int. For present purposes, it will be assumed that node I is an

where the summation extends over each node I (S n < ) in interior node, so that the procedure presented here will need
to be modified slightly for nodes which lie on the

the mesh, Uj(t) denotes the value of the approximation U* at computational boundary. By using the results of equations
node J at time t, and N1(x) is the standard linear finite (8) and (9) it is readily shown that equation (7) can be written
element shape function associated with node J. Using the in the form
variational statement of equation (4), the Galerkin
approximate solution is constructed as the function U' 3 nd
which is such that [MIJtt dUj.(Fj'+ ) (10)

3
- N =h Y.i FJ (U )5-• dil where C01j, denotes the weight for node i for the contribution

a t X1  3 xjfrom edge is. These weights are computed as

- JF'b(U)Ndr (6) Ce( )
, clii 4 axj

0 C IJI e
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and possess the properties 
a i(5

[MI I - _ CJus (Ut +Ujs) (15)

0 for all j (II b) aXJ 1 1

This expression is exact if the solution U is linear. If o

CJIa =- CJj15  for all j and Js denotes a coordinate along the edge between nodes I and it of
(tic) the mesh, as shown in figure 1. the expression

It is convenient to introduce the vector CUs which is defined rd
according to 41.

2  
1 U1. - U, -

3  
(Ao) (16)

CU. = (Ct Us. C2U' .C3u' )0 (12)

may be interpreted as an approximation, at node 1, to a highNow let LUs denote the modulus of CU$ and let Sus denote the order derivative operator acting on U. In fact it is readily
unit vector in the direction of C1 js. With this notation, shown that, on a mesh of equal elements in one dimension,
equation (10) can be written as expression (16) is proportional to the standard finite

difference discretisation of a fourth derivative, when the

dU- md approximationIML1t d-t 'cu .=• £ ('h+ 5, 7s.) (13)

where (-- A ] =0.5 a + [ ] AOUs (17)

Flt. = F(1 F12, Ft, F3) . SU,

(14) is employed and where AOt, denotes the distance between
js1  ( Fj.1, Fj,2. FJ,3 ) • Sl. node t and node is. Thus, a stable algorithm for smooth flows

may be constructed as
Thus the discrete form of equation (7) can be obtained by the
alternative approach of looping over each edge in the mesh d fr
and sending edge contributions to the appropriate nodes [ML1U dL=t L I[9-,.+ 9j.according to equation (13). The property of conservation in
the numerical scheme is guaranteed by the asymmetry of the r aU 1edge coefficients as expressed in equation (llc). The - d4 RlMsI lU), - U1 - AO J) (18)
associated data structure required in this case would consist of Lo Lus
a list of the edges in the mesh and the numbers of the two
nodes associated with that edge. It is apparent that such an where d4 is a user specified constant, ?-ts is the maximum
edge based data structure is the most compact of all the wave speed in the direction SU which is computed as
various possible alternatives which can be used for
unstructured m eshes 16,71. I u U. -Su' I + a us (19)

The condition of equation (lib) means that the flux at an
interior node I does not appear in the discrete equation at with a denoting the speed of sound. A further enhancement
node i. Thus a time stepping scheme in the form of equation here could be to replace XUsl in (18) by the Roe matrix (171
(13) is central difference in character and allows for the evaluated in the direction Stl,. thus
appearance of chequerboarding modes. Thus, to obtain a
practically useful scheme the procedure requires in extra d
ingredient and one remedy is to replace the actual fluxes in )MIh dU l 7
equation (13) by suitably defined consistent numerical dt I_ t
fluxes. The different forms which may be adopted for the r au
numerical fluxes result in a variety of different numerical - d4 lAus (Uj, - U, - A a ] (20)
schemes. o a

4.2 Choice of the Numerical Flux The above above matrix dissipation form is analogous toThe discretisation of equation (13) may be stabilised, for that proposed in 1161. In fact this scheme, with d4 =l. bears
application to the solution of smooth flows, by the addition a strong resemblance to a cell vertex upwind solution
of a high order diffusion term. The method generally adopted method [18), in which higher order accuracy is achieved,for constructing a suitable approximation to such an using the MUSCL approach [191, by linear reconstruction of
operator, is the recycling of edge differences 114,15]. It is the solution. In MUSCL, however, the fluxes .9"I, and .I arereadily observed that this is not a highly accurate method on evaluated using the linearly reconstructed interface values of
a general unstructured mesh, as it results in the addition of U and not just the nodal values.
diffusion even if the solution U varies linearly in space.
Therefore, we employ an alternative construction for this We investigate the numerical performance of these various
diffusion operator, which has beneficial improved accuracy possibilities by considering the solution of an inviscid flowproperties and adds no diffusion to a linear field, over a NACA0012 aerofoil at a free stream Mach number of

0.63 and at two degrees angle of attack. A detail of the gridAn approximation to the gradient of U at the nodes of the which is employed for the simulation is shown in figure 2a.
mesh can be determined directly, by looping over the edges. This grid has a structured triangular region, of the type
as suitable for a viscous flow analysis, in the vicinity of the

aerofoil surface. In figure 2b the contours of Mach number in

9is.
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the vicinity of the aerofoil obtained using the MUSCL
scheme are compared with those obtained using the matrix with the parameters cxP assigned appropriate values. In the
and scalar dissipation schemes. A comparison of the steady interests of computational efficiency, the diffusion
state distribution of entropy deviation over the aerofoil contribution D to the right hand side vector R need not
computed using a cell vertex MUSCL scheme and the recalculated at every stage of this process. Since the correct
centered scheme with matrix dissipation of equation (20) is modelling of the transient development of the flow is not of
shown in figure 2c. The entropy deviation computed with the interest here, local time stepping is employed to accelerate
centered scheme is seen to be significantly lower. In figure the convergence behaviour. This is implemented by
2d. the computed entropy deviation produced by the centered specifying a constant Courant number, CFL. throughout the
scheme with the scalar diffusion of equation (18) is shown mesh and computing the local time step At, for node t in the
and it can be observed that the accuracy levels of the matrix mesh according to
dissipation method may be regained by appropriate choice es an energy stability analysis [20] using
of the user specified coefficient d4 . Thus, for computational the relation
convenience, the method of equation (18) is employed as the ]--t
basis for further development. At, = 2 CFL [MLIJ LIJA IX.JsI (25)

Further development is necessary as the scheme does not
remain stable when it is used in the analysis of flows Residual smoothing is also employed to increase the size of

involving strong discontinuities. A first order algorithm, the allowable value of the CFL parameter [14,21].

which will remain stable for such flows, can be constructed
from equation (13) as 4.4 A Higher Order Procedure for Hypersonics

We attempt to produce an algorithm which behaves as the
ml scheme of equation (18) in smooth regions of the flow and as

IMLJI LU, [Jts, - - d2 1 - U, (21) the scheme of equation (21) in the vicinity of
1dt discontinuities. A possible approach involves the

determination of an appropriate sensor, 7t, for detecting the
where d 2 is a user specified constant. However, the accuracy high gradient regions in the flow. For an edge s, connecting
of this scheme can be expected to be poor because of the nodes I and Js, the sensor for node I can be based on the
indiscriminate manner in which the diffusion is added. It is pressure field, p, and computed as [22]
apparent from equation (21) that the diffusion added here
takes the form of an approximation to a second order o1
difference operator. To produce a practically useful scheme PJs - Pl - - MY
we attempt to devise an appropriate procedure for selectively (26)
removing the excessive artificial viscosity which is present 1
in equation (21), while maintaining the accuracy of equation 'PJsi - P I + I' LI ljý
(18) over the major portion of the computational domain.

Before describing how this requirement can be achieved, we
describe the time stepping method which will be employed where the pressure gradient in this expression is evaluated at
for advancing either equation (18) or equation (21) towards node I using an expression similar to that employed in
steady state, equation (15). A sensor constructed in this way has the

property that thls = 1 in the vicinity of strong gradients and
4.3 An Explicit Time Stepping Scheme r - 0 in smooth regions of the flow. By incorporating this
We begin by defining pressure sensor into the algorithm of equation (18) in the

ml form

Q I (U ) L ljs (1is+ -'jiS 1 (22) MdU I V
and we let (MLII I

Rt(U)=Q,(U)+DI(U) (23) -(1 - tis) J(d2 -d4)(U). - U1)(-d14 •[-Ao( )11 (27)

denote the right hand side of either equation (18) or equation
(21), with appropriate definition of the artificial viscosity an algorithm with the desired properties is constructed.
term OI (U). In this form, the contributions made to the right Although this algorithm works very well for transonic flow
hand side vector R by the terms arising from the basic simulations [2], for hypersonic flow analysis it has been
Galerkin formulation and by the explicitly added diffusion found that in order to preserve the stability of the
can be clearly identified. Assuming that the nodal values Un computation very large values of the dissipation constant d2

are known at time t,,, the solution may be advanced over the need to be used. This results in a considerable smearing of
time step At, to time t,.t by an explicit hybrid multi-stage the solution.

time stepping scheme [8) e.g. with AU, defined to be equal to
the change in the value of the solution U at node t over a An alternative approach is to attempt to improve the
time step, an m-stage version of the scheme is written as accuracy of the solution scheme of equation (21) by the

addition of a flux corrected transport (FCT) procedure 13-5].
gl(°) = Uln In the FCT nomenclature. the solution of equation (21) is

termed the low order solution, U(L), while the solution of

U -(P) = U1(0) + caP At [MLI I- RI (Ul(P-')) p=l.2....m (24) equation (18) is the high order solution. U(M. Then, at any
stage in the time stepping procedure, we have that

U =n+= U|(m)
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mi domain and the resulting set of triangular faces forms the
U0W)(P)= U(L)(P) - CEp At, IMLI tI • LUs I•.usl I initial front for the three dimensional generator. The interior

s=t of the domain is then filled with tetrahedral elements by
(28) using the three dimensional advancing front method. An

essential feature of the adopted approach is the manner in
(d2 -d4) (U1 5(pt) -U1 (P-t ) _ d4 I A o } which the size and shape of the generated elements is

L i• s controlled by user specified distribution functions. The
generation process is fully automatic and computational

The idea behind FCT is to limit the amount of artificial domains of general geometric shape can be rapidly meshed

diffusion which is removed, fiom the low order solution to (13,241. The mesh generator assumes an element based data
produce the high order solution, by imposing the structure, but the elements can be discarded, before the flow
requirement that the high order solution should remain computation starts, when the edge coefficients, defined in
monotone. Following the standard FCT approach, we first equation (11), and the lumped mass matrix entries have been
identify, for each node I, the maximum and minimum values computed and stored. For a general tetrahedral mesh, the
that the high order solution be allowed to take at that node. number of elements (NE), the number of vertices(NP), the
These values are computed according to number of edges (NS) and the number of boundary triangles

(NBF) are related by the expression
UI = max {U1(L)(P), Uj,(L)(P), UI(HXp-), Ujst(p'1) 1

(29) 2*NS + =2*NE + 2*NP + NBF (31)
Ut(p~in m=in (Ut(L)P), U1 1('(P), U 1(M(PH), U3 (H)(p-)

where W denotes a constant which depends upon the Euler
where the maximum and minimum in these expressions is number of the boundary surface of the computational
sought by considering all the points is which are directly domain. For a typical unstructured mesh, the ratio of
connected to node I by edges in the mesh. i.e. for s = 1.2 . elements to points is approximately equal to 6 and hence,
ml. An edge limiter X, is applied to the contributions made by from the above expression, the ratio of edges to points is
each edge and the value of this limiter is determined so as to approximately equal to 7. Thus, the mesh connectivity
ensure that the computed U1 (P), at each node i, lies within the information with an element based data structure will require
range specified by the maximum and minimum values defined 24 storage locations per node whereas the edge based data
in equation (29). The solution at node I at this stage is thus structure requires only 14.
determined from

5. MULTIGRID EXTENSION
ml

U(P)= u(L)(P) - CtI, Atl [MLU l X £s f-X lsi i It is well known that the use of an explicit multistage time
stepping solution procedure for the Euler equations provides

(30) an attractive environment for the effective implementation

()U(p-1) of multigrid acceleration 181. The basic idea behind the use of
(d4 -d2 ) (U]5 (p'I) -U0(p')) - d4  A a multigrid for the solution of a hyperbolic equation system is

SJus to use a sequence of successively coarser grids to compute
corrections to the fine mesh solution. The coarse grid

In practice, the limiting procedure is not applied to the set of equations are also advanced with an explicit multistage
conservation variables but is applied to the density, the scheme, making use of the fact that the allowable time step
pressure and Mach number separately. The limiter for each is now larger than that which can be used on the finest mesh.
edge is computed so that the density, the pressure and the For example, when two meshes are employed, the fine grid
Mach number remain monotone. Further details on the solution Ulfn" and the corresponding residual Rlf(Un+l),
application of the FCT procedure can be found in (51. computed as in equation (23), are transferred onto the coarse

mesh as U, n and R1cn and the time stepping scheme
The performance of the pressure sensor approach versus the

FCT limiting procedure is compared for the computation of UIC(0) = U1 ,
the two dimensional hypersonic flow over a double ellipse Uc(t) - Ut (0)- [ Atc
geometry. The free stream conditions correspond to a Mach C -C P i IMLjIc' (R(Ul)
number of 8.15 at an angle of attack of 30 degrees. The
unstructured mesh of tetrahedral elements employed for the + Ric- - R(Utc") I p=l,2,....q (32)
computation is shown in figure 3a. Figures 3b and 3c show U1cn t 

= U1c(m)
the solutions obtained using a pressure sensor and the FCT
limiting procedure. The higher resolution obtained with the is employed to transport the corrections on this grid. When
FCT procedure is readily observed. It should be noted here the coarse mesh steps are completed, the corrections are
that although both solutions have monotone pressure fields, interpolated back to the fine mesh and used to update the fine
the Mach number distribution of the pressure sensor solution mesh solution. It is important to observe that the coarse
has some small overshoots in the bow shock region whilst mesh algorithm of equation (32) ensures that the converged
the FCT solution remains monotone. solution on the fine mesh is unaltered by the multifrid

process i.e. the coarse mesh correction is zero if R11(Un÷ ) is
4.5 Mesh Generation zero. This algorithm can be extended to more than two
The discretisation of the computational domain, 11, into meshes and different cycling strategies can be devised.
tetrahedral elements is accomplished by means of an
advancing front based mesh generation system (231. The The restriction operation requires the values of the
first stage in this process consists in using a two unknowns and residuals to be transferred from one mesh to a
dimensional advancing front method to produce a coarser mesh, whereas the prolongation operation requires
triangulation of the boundary, r, of the computational only the transfer of the computed corrections in the reversedirection. This transfer of information from a grid A to a grid

_'1
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B may be accomplished in a variety of different ways. It is scheme is shown in figure 5d. It can be observed how rate of

apparent that appropriate procedures are readily devised convergence is nearly constant and independent of the finest
when the meshes A and B are structured and nested. However, grid being used. The generation of the three meshes required
these operations are not easily accomplished when they are about 420 minutes CPU time on an IBM RISC 6000/530H
being performed between two general tetrahedral meshes. To workstation and the multigrid solution required about 450
illustrate the way in which such operations may be minutes CPU time on the same computer. The memory
accomplished, consider the transfer of a function f. If we let required for this computation was less than 12 Mbytes.

IA and IB denote general nodes on mesh A and mesh B
respectively, then a direct interpolation requires a The solution shown in figure 5d was interpolated onto a fmer

knowledge of the element in mesh A within which node 18 is grid consisting of 1,462 189 elements and 269 780 points.

located together with the values of the shape functions on The surface triangulation of this mesh for the complete

mesh A at node In (see figure 4). With this information, a model is shown in figure 6a. The Flux Corrected Transport

direct interpolation can then be represented by the formula algorithm described in section 4.4 was applied using the
three stage multi-stepping scheme. The solution was
advanced for 500 timesteps using a local CFL number of 2.0.

V The FCT algorithm was applied at every stage and
i= L. = ftA [NIAI (33) monotonicity was imposed on Density, Pressure and Mach

IA IBnumber. The Mach number and pressure distributions on the
surface of the spacecraft and computational boundaries are

A possible method of achieving a conservative transfer shown in figures 6b and 6c. The variation of the local Mach
requires the knowledge of the element in mesh B which number at three different cross sections is plotted in figure
contains node IA together with the values of the shape 6d. The computed aerodynamic coefficients are CL = 0.44.
functions on mesh B at node [A- The transfer is accomplished CD = 0.31 and CM = 0.01 w%'ich arc in good ag-eement with
as those reported in [261.

fiB = [ML]IBd ' Y [ML11 fIA [NtBI (34) 7. CONCLUSIONS
IA I

We have presented an extension of our numerical scheme,

In the present implementation, the fine to coarse mesh originally developed for transonic flows, to the computation
transfer of the unknowns is performed by direct of hypersonic flows. The amount of added artificial viscosity
inweipotation, whercasi cnuiservative transfer is used for the is controlled by a FCT algorithm. For hypersonic flows, the

residuals. The coarse to fine mesh transfer of the updates is FCT algorithm is found to produce more stable and accurate
accomplished by direct interpolation, solutions than those obtained using a pressure sensor. The

use of the FCT algorithm however, increases the
The sequence of unstructured meshes required for such a computational cost by a factor of 2.5. The overall

multigrid algorithm is readily generated using the mesh unstructured mesh approach appears to be a very efficient
generator described above by simply altering the scaling of technique for modelling hypersonic flows about the
the user specified distribution functions. The process of complete spacecraft. Specially, if more realistic geometries
determining the information required to accomplish the e.g. including control surfaces, are to be considered. The
inter-grid transfers is found by using the same alternate multigrid algorithm, although used here only in conjunction
digital tree [25] which is employed in the process of three with the 'low order' scheme, has proven to be an efficient
dimensional unstructured mesh generation. way of accelerating the convergence of the iterative

procedure. Future work will concentrate on the use of
6. COMPUTATION OF THE FLOW PAST THE adaptivity to more accurately resolve localised flow features
HERMES SPACE SHUTTLE and on extending the multigrid approach to be used in

conjunction with the 'high order' algorithm.
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Figure 2.- Inviscid subsonic flow over a NACA0012. M = 0.63, ot = 29. a) Viscous mesh
enployed, b) Mach number contours using MUSCL, matrix dissipation and scalar dissipation schemes, c)
Entropy deviation for MUSCL and matrix dissipation schemes and d) Entropy deviation for scalar
dissipation scheme.

a)b) Ki c)

Figure 3,- Hypersonic flow over a double ellipse configuration. M = 8.15. t= 300. a) Mesh
employed, b) Pressure contours using pressure sensor and c) Pressure contours using FCT algorithm. 5;
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Figure 4., Information transfer between two unnested meshes.

Figure 5.- Multigrid solution of the flow about the HERMES 1.0 spice shuttle. M = 10.0. ci = 300.
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Figure 5.- Multigrid solution of the flow about the HERMES 1.0 space shuttle. M = 10.0, 300.
a) Geometry definition, b) Sequence of three meshes employed for the mulirid algo hm, c) Mach
number contours using the 'low order' scheme. AM = 0.2 and d) Convergence history.

Figure 6.- Hypersonic flow around HERMES 1.0 space shuttle. M = 10.0. a 30(.
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Figure 6.- Hypersonic flow around HERMES 1.0 space shuttlc. M 10.0, (x 300 .
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SUMMARY the reliability of these methods, problems have
arisen in their applications to flows with strong shock

A study of viscous and inviscid hypersonic waves, such as blunt body hypersonic flows.
flows, using generalized upwind methods, is Hypersonic flows are dominated by strong shock
presented. A new family of hybrid flux splitting waves, producing high strength jumps on the flow
methods is examined for hypersonic flows. A hybrid values. From the numerical point of view the
method is constructed by the superpcsition of the essential problem is the development of numerical
Flux Vector Splitting (FVS) method and second order schemes which can capture the strong shocks. The
artificial dissipation in the regions of the strong numerical methods must produce enough dissipation
shock waves. The conservative variables on the cell in order to capture shocks of any strength.
faces are calculated by an upwind extrapolation
scheme third order of accuracy. A second order Because of the high speed in hypersonic
accurate scheme is used for the discretization of the computations numerical errors cause negative values
viscous terms. The solution of the system of in flow variables, such as negative pressures or
equations is succeeded by an implicit unfactored densities. Moreover numerical schemes can not
method. In order to reduce the computational time capture strong shocks without spurious oscillations if
a Local Adaptive Mesh Solution (LAMS) method is the me;h lines are not aligned with the shock wave
proposed. LAMS method combines the mesh (Ref. 10). For this reason adaptive mesh procedures
sequencing technique and the local solution of the or low shock fitting methods are used. The bow
equations. Local solution of either Euler or shock fitting method can be applied successfully
Navier-Stokes equations is applied in the region of around simple geometries but can not be easily
the flow field where numerical disturbances are died generalized around complex geometries and thus it
out slowly. Validation of the Euler and can not be considered as a general method for the
Navier-Stokes codes is obtained for hypersonic flows capturing of the strong shock waves.
around blunt bodies Real gas effects are introduced
via a generalized equation of state. Extension of Many researchers have presented the last year
numerical methods in real gas hypersonics is modifications of previous numerical methods for
presented for the hybrid FVS method and a Riemann applications in hypersonic flows. Yee (Ref, 7) have
solver. modified her upwind TVI) method scaling properly

the arguments of the minmod limiter and making
1. INTRODUCTION them proportional to the pressure differences.

Collela and Woodward *Ref 11) add numerical
The development of computational methods for dissipation to their method in large discontinuities.

hypersonic flows is of increasing interest the last MacCarmack and Candler (Ref. 9) use also a
years. CFD is expected to play an important role in combination of to methods in hypersonic
hypersonic vehicle design because of the difficulties to calculations adding the original Flux Vector Splitting
produce data from experimental facilities. The (FVS) method by Steger-Warming tRef. 4) in regions
purpose of CFD methods is focused in the accurate where the pressure changes by 25 1c. Eberle (Ref.
simulation of flows with strong shock waves. 12) has also used a Riemann solver and the original
capturing complex flow phenomena and variations ol (FVS) method by Steger-Warming in regions with
the variables in hypersonic flows. The term "strong strong shock when the Mach number is greater than
shock waves" indicates shock waves with a substantial three. A combination of TVI) method with added
entropy production )Ref. 1). In the case of air such dissipation for Navier-Stokes calculations has also
shocks are referred for Mach numbers greater than been presented by MUller (Ref. 20i
three. The study of hypersonic shock waves around
a blunt body constists one of the major problem of Inspite of the above modifications certain
the hypersonic aerodynamics, because blunt shape is numerical problems arise in hypersonic flow
used for the decrease of the heat transfer, especially simulation (Ref. 10) Such problems are the spurius
in the nose of the body. The shock wave is non physical oscillations of the numerical solution in
stronger in front of the body while large variations the region of the strong shocks, the errors in the
of the flow variables occur across this. conservation of the total temperature as well as the

development of accurate thermodynamic models in
Numerical methods must capture these order to include real gas effects in the numerical

variations into the thin shock and entropy layer as simulation. The numerical scheme must be diffusive
well as the thick boundary layers and the viscous enough to capture the strong shock waves but at the
Interaction (Ref. 2, Ref. 3). During the last 15 same time the numerical diffusion must not destroy
years many upwind methods have been developed for the physical picture of the flow field. In the present
transonic and supersonic flows These methods have work a new family of hybrid flux splitting methods is
improved the a(.uiacy of the tnumerical solution for examined (Ref. 39) for hypersonic flows The hybrid
both 1tiviscid and viscous flows (Ref. 4 9 l)espite methods construct the fluxes as a superposition of
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the splitting schemes and a second order artificial with
dissipation model especially constructed for
hypersonic flow fields. The conservative variables on rPu 1Fp
the cell faces can be calculated either by a five point f2 I Puw
upwind scheme (Ref. 12) or by the well known - +P 2
MUSCL scheme (Ref. 13). Thus hybrid FVS methods Puw 2 +
are created up to fourth order of accuracy for the u I w
inviscid fluxes discretization. A second order [(e +p)u e + p)w
accurate model is used for the discretization of the
viscous fluxes (Ref. 14). 0 x 0

One of the major problems during the =
numerical solution in hypersonic flows is the slow Xz 72
rates of convergence of the numerical algorithms. uII +Wuxz- - -
In hypersonic flows, small CFL numbers are required , L XZ -X7
for the capturing of slowly moving shock waves. It
is know from the experience in transonic and The indices •, 1 denote partial derivatives,
supersonic flows that unfactored solution methods
including Gauss-Seidel relaxation allow the use of except for the stresses Xxx, Xxz, tzL and the heat
high CFL numbers. Numerical experiments have terms qx, qz. The stresses and the heat terms are
shown that high CFL numbers can not be used in given as
hypersonic flows even in the case, where modem
unfactored-Newton type mehtods (Ref. 15, Ref. 16) 2 2
are used for the inversion of the system of "txx p- 3 2  u
equations. In order to reduce the computational
time a Local Solution Method (LSM) is presented. 2
This method was developed in the past for the 7Z- p -• I (U x -2w2 )
acceleration of the convergence of the Euler and
Navier-Stokes codes in transonic and supersonic flows
obtaining a significant reduction of the computational txz = .ZX = P (WX + U u)
time (Ref. 29, 17, 18). Numerical experiments have
shown that this method can also be extended under
certain modifications in the case of hypersonic flows. = Y Tx qz=- "t P Tz
The solution of the system of equations is obtained Pr Pr
by an unfactored Newton-type method using also a
Gauss-Seidel relaxation technique. A here Pr is the Prandtl number. p, k are the

Validation of the Euler and Navier-Stokes codes viscosity and the heat conductivity coefficients while T
is obtained [or supersonic flows around blunt bodies, is the gas temperature. The dimensionless viscosity
because these geometries are particularly important IL can be defined for a real gas as a function of the
shapes in hypersonic aerodynamics. density and the specific internal energy

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 1A = (0, i ) (2)

The governing equations are the time dependent
Navier-Stokes equations for a compressible fluid. while the Pr number as a function of the
The equations can be written in conservation temperature and the density
dimensionless form and for a generalized coordinate
system as : Pr=PrtT@) (3)

JUt+ (E + (G =- I[(Evs)+ (G ) (1)
t inv iv veL %is VThe formulation of the governing equations is

completed by an equation governing of state :

wyere Re is the Reynolds number, U = (., @u w, pw= p(p'0 (4)
e) is the conservative solution unknown vector, Q,
u, w, e are the density, velocity in the x-direction,
velocity in the z-direction and total energy per unit The implementation of the real gas properties
volume respectively. Einv. Gilrv are the inviscid flux into the numerical algorithm will be presented in
vectors while Evis, Gvis are the viscous flux vectors, another section of the paper.
J = xvz-zmx, is the Jacobian of the transformation
from the Cartesian coordinates (x, z) to generalized
coordinates (. ,). The inviscid and viscous fluxes 3. GENERALIZED FVS METHOD FOR
are defined as :HYPERSONIC FLOWS

I + theAlmost all of the upwind methods make use of
nv the operator splitting for the discretization of the

inviscid fluxes. The use of the high accurate
G n=J( x + • multi-dimensional upwind methods (Ref. 19) is

difficult for the development code as well as very
expensive in computational time. Because of the use

Ev sJ (R x+• S) of the operator splitting the solvers find difficult to
vis recognize strong variations which are not aligned with

the mesh lines. This problem has also been

G I=J(r+, + 3) observed from other authors (Ref. 10, Ref. 20) in
flows with strong shock waves. In such flows many
of the parameters take very small values and if the



solution is not accurate negative squort arguments As we mentioned above, in order to overcome
will blow up the solution. The latest is much the numerical problems in hypersonic flow
stronger in the transient phase that shock wave is computations artificial dissipation is added in the FVS
moved, method. Because the dissipation terms are not

desirable in the smoothed flow regions, an accurate
This problem can be overcome increasing the treatment of these is necessary. Two different

artificial dissipation of the algorithm. In the present models have been tested in the numerical
study the discretization of the inviscid fluxes is experiments. The first model is known from the
carried out by a modified Steger-Warming FVS central discretization algorithms (Ref. 23). The
method (Ref. 21). The FVS method decomposes the added second order artificial dissipation is written as
inviscid flux into two parts positive and negative in follows
accordance with the sign of the eigenvalues

2

(E. 1  (TAT~ uD U(A1  D~~i(k~ E )A, U (8)

S(TA *T U (TTU + (5 4+

where the operators ý.• and Aý are defined as
where T, TA are the left and right eigenvector follows
matrices respectively while A+ and A- are the
positive and negative eigenvalue matrices. The Af =f f ~ - f = f - f
splitted fluxes are defined on the cell faces of the iJ , 1

.

computational volume instead of the center of the 2 2

volume because the first formulation improves the
results into the boundary layer. The mean values of the eigenvalues are

The eigenvalues of the positive and negative calculated from the artithmetic average of the

elgenvalue matrices are splitted as neighbouring cells. The coefficient E is defined as
follows :

k -+k - E =K a(V 11x ) v9a)

a 1 2 iI'' i
kO 0 2 2 (6a) 2•jil] .

Pi- -2P + P. 1S+ 1,2 (6 V -P +2P + P i (9b)

P is the pressure and K is constant. Because in

where hypersonic flow around bodies the bow shock is
captured close to the body, there is a small number
of cells between the shock and the body in the

=UC + , = ±+S , X X S stagnation region. The high pressure values in the
0 2 0 stagnation region cause uniform variation of the

sensor v and artificial dissipation is added not only in
the shock but on the whole flow field, in the

s represents the speed of sound. The splitting of stagnation region. Thus errors on the preservation
the zeroth eigenvalue in accordance with the equation of the total enthalpy and less of the accuracy are
o6a) reduces the errors concerning the preservation presented. Control of the added dissipation using
of the total temperature dRefi 21, 22). The splitted the pressure values in fewer cells did not improve
convective [luxes can be defined finally as :the accuracy of the scheme.

Because the zeroth eigenvalue takes value close
2 1 2to zero and the first, second eigenvalues have not

large variations in the stagnation regions, they are

X" kThus, the following niodel is constructed

'U_ 2 (U 2

2. -d!2 2
i I I , -w .z 2!

21 2 (w Y 2 S, =max dOb)

2 2

The terms LO, LI, L2 are defined as
with

X
X 2 2 L =0 L2 (11)X + r. 'ý

7. X Z
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The parameter c is a constant with typical S.
values between 0.05 and 0.18 while E is a very
small, positive constant number (E = l0-5). The U I =UI + 4 j , - ksij + (/+kS) Ai (05a)
above model adds only a very small amount of i+2

second order artificial dissipation in the shock region.

The generalized flux for hypersonic flows can be U+ -i i.j4- (151b
defined as I.1 i~~ - 4~ + kS~ (Ii 'kS(1b

(E,.) (E"') + ~ D 2 U(2
n i -En (12) where AUij = Ui+l,j - Ui, ,Ui~j = Ui,] - Ui-lj. S

is the van Albada limiter function (Ref. 24) for the2 2 2detection of discontinuities. The spatial accuracy of
the MUSCL scheme depends on the parameter k.

The above flux can also be used in transonic For k = -1 it produces a fully upwinded scheme, for
and supersonic flows putting the constant c in the k = 0 a symmetric, for k = 1/3 a third order biased
anxsprerssoni f10a ulos p tero cone and for k = 1 a centered one. MUSCL scheme
expression (10a) equals zero. is second order accurate for two dimensional flows
4. HIGH ORDER EXTRAPOLATION while the third order upwind biased formulation of

SCHEMES this scheme is strictly third order for one
dimensional calculations. Stability analysis has shown

The conservative variables on the cell faces can (Ref. 11) that the cont-ibution of the third order
be calculated either by a hybrid five point upwind dissipation is similar for the third order hybrid
extrapolation scheme (Ref. 12) or by the well known upwind and the MUSCL scheme in the fully upwinded

MUSCL scheme (Ref. 13). The hybrid five point formulation (k = -1). The fourth order hybrid
upwind scheme is constructed by the superposition of upwind as well as the other formulations of the
the first, second, third a•.• fourth order extrapolation MUSCL scheme do not contribute in the third orderschemes s derivatives of the truncation error analysis of the

scalar one dimensional convection-diffusion equation.

+2.- 3,. 4.
_ U (IA- A; *I-B)CU + I-CU , 1 13 Thus, third order hybrid upwind as well as fully

I -upwinded are prefered for hypersonic calculations
2 because contribute in the diminishing of the numerical

oscillations known as "odd-even decoupling". It is
also obvious that the hybrid upwind scheme is third

The superscripts 1, 2, 3, 4 denote the several order in smoothed flow regions and it is switched on
order of the extrapolation. For instance the third first order of accuracy in the regions of
and fourth order extrapolations are defined as discontinuities.

Th ird order :Numerical experiments (Ref. 11. Ref. 21) have
shown that hybrid upwind and MUSCL scheme

3 1 5 - present similar behaviour in inviscid flows but it does
U l 6 .- i not happen in viscous flows. MUSCL scheme in

2 combination with the FVS method causes inaccuracies
3 1 into the boundary layers while third order hybrid

U 6 ( U i +2 scheme capture the skin friction and the velocity

2 =distribution in boundary layes with satisfactory
accuracy (Ref. 21). The generation of numericalerrors, in boundary layers calculations has also been

Fourth order observed by other authors in the past (Ref. 24, Ref.
26). In accordance with the above hybrid upwind is
used for the viscous flows.

u 1  =( =2 (7U + 7U il- Ui -IU|+21

5. UNFACTORED IMPLICIT RELAXATION
The terms A, 11 are limiter functions and are defined SOLUTION
by the second order derivatives of the pressure (Ref.
12) An unfactored implicit method is used in

combination with the generalized FVS method for the
dP 2  

- p 2  !4) solution of the system of equations. The implicit
A! •t,.i t1a method is first order accurate in time. The

unfactored equations are solved by a Newton-type
method constructing a sequence of approximation qV

2 2 such that
B =min 1, biP P (14b)

limqV , Un +t

The values of the constants d. b and C are d = 4.5, v>1

b = 2.5, C = 2.25.
where v is the sub iteration state. A Newton form

A second approach for the calculation of the Is obtained by the linearization of the equation (1),
conservative variables on the cell faces is the around the known subiteration state v, as follows
MUSCL scheme
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AqV V A (C" \Aq V 6. LOCAL SOLUTION METHOD
I i -- ,-,A Avq (C A" q

At iv Ll As we mentioned in the introduction of the

present work slow rates of convergence have been
observed in numerical simulation of hypersonic flow

U
5l -q fields. In order to reduce the computational time a

J RIIS (16a) combination of the mesh sequencing technique with a
-t1 local solution method is applied. In the mesh

sequencing technique (Ref. 17, Ref. 28) an initial
guess on the fine mesh is obtained by first iterating

where the solution of the equations on a sequance of
coarser grids and then interpolating the solution to

RHS=(EV +G V ( (e ' (16b) the next finer grid.
The coarse mesh is constructed by eliminating every
second line of the fine mesh in each direction. The
refining grid criterion for the interpolation of the
solution from the coarse to the fine mesh is the

qv, qV+l are the solution vectors at the subiteration maximum variation max(AQ, A(Qu), A(Qw). Ae) of the
states v. v+l respectively. Gauss-Seidel relaxation conservative variables during the iterations. Because
using 4 subiteration states is applied on the left hand in the mesh sequencing procedure the center of the
side (LIIS) of equation (16a) while the RIlS is held volumes of the fine mesh are not a subset of the 2

constant ýRef. 22). On the LHS the thin layer volumes of the coarse mesh. bilinear interpolation is
viscous Jacobian Cthvis is used for steady state used for the calculation of the conservative variables

calculations, saving computational time. The inviscid from the corresponding variables on the coarse
fluxes on the (11S) of equation (16a) are splitted mesh. In the present calculations two levels (coarse

and fine mesh) have been used.

Panaras (Ref. 29) has observed for first time

'A Aq Aq that the solution of the equations is not necessary to
,iV , - y be obtained in the whole flow field during the

Siterations. This fact originates from the
2 non-uniformities of the flow variation towards a

steady or unsteady solution. An analytical study of
A , ' _ the numerical disturbances has been presented by

v Allr' (Tx 'T) (Aq'* (TAT-1) (Aq"') Panaras (Ref. 29) using an implicit approximately
, - - factored scheme for the thin layer Navier-Stokes

2-"- '2 2-equations. In accordance with the non-uniform
propagation of the disturbances the solution of the
equations can be obtained only in the regions of the

with flow field where the disturbances are large (exceed a
prescribed value) while the rest flow field is

1 , 1) considered to be converged. Drikakis et. al. (Ref.
(Aq* 1) q + b(I q - 3Aq. -Aq'-) 18) has also observed that the numerical disturbances

are decreased rapidly away from the solid boundary
'2 and the regions of shock wave, in transonic and

supersonic flows. In the case of hypersonic flow
around a blunt body the shock wave is formed near

(AqV I) (Aq$") the solid boundary and thus interaction between solid
SI .t boundary and shock wave in inviscid flows as well as

2 between the shock wave and the thick boundary layer
in viscous flows occurs. The behaviour of the
numerical disturbances has been studied separately

The parameter b is a function, defined from the for the inviscid and the viscous flow cases. The
values of the RIIS in order to decrease the accuracy basic conclusions from this study have as follows : In
of the extrapolation in the regions of the inviscid hypersonic Rlows the numerical disturbances
discontinuities. In order to retain the stability of the are diminisched faster from the solid boundary
implict solution, the splitted eigenvalue matrices are region (except of the stagnation region), than the
defined as region of the slowly moving shock wave. During the

numerical solution the shock wave is moved until its

A mi (- FA) final steady state position is achieved. After the
A =max(F.A) A rsteady state position of the shock, numerical

disturbances continue to exist in the region of the
where large variations until the achievement of the tinal

steady state values of the variables across the shock
F -1 h maxE P`. "2] wave. In accordance with the above local solution

can be achieved in a region around the shock wave
and in front of the body nose, during the numerical

The sensor B is defined by the equation (14b) if iterations.

the hybrid upwind is used for the discretization of
the inviscid fluxes. If the FVS method is used with In viscous hypersonic flows large values of the

the MUSCL upwind the sensor B is better to be numerical disturbances are presented (after a number

defined by the squares of the Mach number on the of iterations) into the boundary layer and around the

left and right states of the cell face. The constant h shock wave. Thus two local solution zones are
is 0.5. constructed. The first overlaps the bow shock wave

while the second overlaps a part of the boundary
layer around the body. A region between the two
zones is freezed until the steady state solution is

-4* .... .. .. .. .. .. -----
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achieved in the whole flow field. The local solution because these geometrics are particularly important
regions are generated by an adaptation procedure shapes in hypersonic aerodynamics.
(Ref. 18),

Initially the efficiency of the Local Solution
7. INCORPORATION OF REAL GAS Method (LSM) has been tested for the hypersonic

EFFECTS inviscid flow M_ = 6.3 around a cylinder. A physical
picture of the flow field is shown in Figure (la)

The introduction of a real gas model for plotting the iso-density lines around the cylinder.
equilibrium conditions required minimum modifications For this flow case the influence of the mesh
of the generalized FVS method. Extensions of FVS sequencing and the LSM as well as the influence of
methods with real gas effects have also been the relaxation factor (in the Gauss-Seidel relaxation
presented in the past by other authors (Ref. 30-33). sweeps) in the convergence has been studied. In

transonic and supersonic flows (M- <_ 2) the
relaxation factor (RL) has the value 0.2. For the

The incorporation of the equilibrium gas model present flow the mesh sequencing procedure has been
is consisted from two parts. The first part concerns tested using the relaxation factor with the values RL
the flux splitting formulas on the right hand side of = 0.2, RL = 0.6. From figure (lb) it is obvious that
equation (16a). It is known that if we consider the the value RL = 0.6 improves the convergence. In
pressure as a function of the density and the specific the same figure it is also shown that the mesh
internal energy the present FVS method does not sequencing procedure reduces the computational work
satisfy the homogeneous property of the Euler in comparison with the fine mesh. The mesh
equations. Thus the incorporation of the real gas sequencing method has also been used in combination
model is succeeded by a parametrization, introducting with the LSM. After the convergence ojf the
an equivalent ratio of specifiz heats 7, defined as solution on the coarse mesh (Residual = 10-0) the

iterations are continued on the fine mesh. The local
P(p, i) solution is applied when the residual reaches theP(p,i)= 1+ i (17) value of about 10-3. The convergence of the

equations on the partial meshes is faster than the
convergence on the fine mesh (using mesh

The generalized equation of state as well as the sequences). Thus, after 450 iterations the
equations for the transport properties (viscosity, convergence has been achieved. by the LSM whilethermal conductivity, trandtl number) have been using only the mesh sequencing procedure 720thermalopeducytivity, et. al. (Ret. 34-35). The iterations are required, Hence the combination ofdeveloped by Srinivasan ethe mesh sequencing method and the LSM is used
"true" speed of sound can be expressed by the for the calculation of the present hypersonic flow
introduction of the pressure derivatives as fields.

,2 The first test case for the validation of theS =PP + P - (18a) Euler code, is the hypersonic flow M_, = 8 around a
circular cylinder. Two different meshes have beenused. The lines of the first mesh (Figure 2a) are

where PQ and Pi are the pressure derivatives with not aligned with the bow shock wave, while the lincs
of the second mesh are fitted in the shock. Therespect to the density and the specific internal mesh size for the meshes is 1200 cells (30x40). The

energy, respectively. In FVS method it is not first mesh is used in order to show that the above
necessary the speed of sound to be defined by hybrid flux splitting method produces only minimum
equaation (18a) because the parametrization using the oscillations in the bow shock, although the shock
equivalent ratio 7 (eq. 17) has already been used in intersects the mesh lines. In Figures (3a. b) thegeneralized form. Thus in order to savecomputational time the speed of sound is defined iso-pressure lines using the meshes of Figure (2a)as : and (2b) respectively, are plotted. The bow shock is2 P captured without spurious oscillations. In the secondS2 P•pJ) (18b) mesh (Fig. 2b) the mesh lines in the radial directionSP have clustered in the bow shock, and thus the thin

structure of the shock wave is obtained. The
satisfactory resolution of the shock (Fig. 3a) inspiteAlthough the splitted fluxes on the right hand of the use of a non-adaptive mesh, is due to the

side have not significant modifications frr fhe real mrnimum second order artificial dissipation which is
gas model, a different approach on the left hand side added to the shock wave. The present hyprid
of equation (16a) can be used by the derivation of method preserves also satisfactory the total
the Jacobian matrices and the eigenvectors for a temperature. The error in the total temperature
general equation of state (Ref. 33). The above along the symmetry line is shown in Figure 4. The
derivation make the Jacobians and the eigenvectors analytic solution for the temperature on the
as fucntlons of the pressure derivatives. Numerical stagnation point is 4071 OK while the corresponding
experiments for the present steady hypersonic flows computed is 4111.7 'K (error about 1l7i).
showed that the above procedure increase the
computational time while has not any influence in the The second test case is considered for validation
numerical results. Thus the equivalent 7 ratio is both of the perfect and of the real gas versions of
used in all the parts of the method. the Euler code. This flow case is the hypersonic

flow with free stream Mach number 15 over a blunt
In order to save computational time the y ratio body. The above flow field was also calculated by

and the transport properties of the air are updated Grossman and Walters (Ref. 36) using Roe's flux
every fiftieth iteration. This process does not difference splitting method both for perfect and real
affect the stability of the numerical solution, gas model. In figure (5) the computational mesh

81x41 Is shown. Reference conditions were chosen
8. RESULTS to correspond with atmospheric conditions at an

altitude of 45 km : p = 170 N/m' , Q = 0.002
Validation of the Euler and Navler-Stokes codes kgtm' , T = 295 'K.

Is obtained for hypersonic flows around blunt bodies,



For real gas calculations the thermodynamic . The efficiency of the unfactored solution can e

subroutines of Srinivasan et. al. (Ref. 34) have been improved by using the mesh sequencing and the
used. The iso-pressure lines for the perfect gas and local solution method.
the real gas calculations are shown in Figure (6).
The resolution of the shock waves is very good. 2. The hybrid FVS method can capture strong
The pressure contours show the large differences, in shock waves with satisfactory accuracy either
the stand-off distance, between the perfect and the mesh lines are fitted in the shock wave or
equilibrium air. In Figures (7a, b, c) the not.
distributions of the pressure, temperature and density
along the symmetry line are presented. The present 3. The results of Euler and Navier-Stokes codes
results are compared with the corresponding results are in satisfactory agreement with the
by Grossman and Walters (Ref. 36). The jump of corresponding results from the literature.
the flow values across the shock wave is also
compared with the analytic solution. The calculated
stand-off distance d = 0.401 R is in good agreement
with the corresponding experimental value d = 0.3941
R by Billig (Ref. 37). In figures (8a, b, c) the 10. REFERENCES
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10.

Figures 2ab Computational meshes for the
0 hypersonic flow M = 8 around a

cylinder a. Non-adaptive mesh b.
Adaptive mesh.
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Figure 5 Computational mesh (81x41) for the
inviscid hypersonic flow M 15.

Perfect
gas

Figures 3ab Iso-pressure lines for the hypersonic
flow M_ = 8 a. Non- adaptive
mesh solution b. Adaptive mesh
solution.
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Figure 12 Iso-temperature lines for the perfect
and equilibrium air (Viscous
hypersonic flow M,= 10, Re = 1.2
x 104'

Figure 11 Iso-Mach fines on the whole flow
field (perfect air). ,

Figure 13 : Velocity vectors in the stagnation
region of hyperbola (equilibrium air).
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A COMPARISON OF HIGH RESOLUTION UPWIND
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1 Summary of paramount importance in order to construct reliable
viscous solvers. In fact, for high Reynolds number flows,

The paper presents a detailed comparison of numerical and in general for convection dominated problems, a cor-
results obtained by solving the Euler equations for the rect treatment of the nonlinear convective terms is cru-
inviscid flow over delta wings in reentry configurations, cial, so that the conflicting issues of numerical dissipation
The investigation involves a side-by-side comparison be- (stability) and accuracy can be best accomplished.
tween independently developed upwind Euler solvers at Further, the present work aims to contribute to a
VKI (M3D) and NASA Johnson Space Center (E3D) us- database for numerical validations, by providing exten-
ing identical grids. sive numerical and algorithm details on the basis of well
In both solvers the governing equations are integrated defined test cases. An effort is made to compare solutions
by means of time marching finite volume shock captur- obtained with different solvers on identical grids. A de-
ing methods, based on a cell centered upwind evalua- tailed description of the inviscid mechanism responsible
tion of the cell face fluxes and non linear limiters. Hligh for the leeside vortex formation arising from the expan-
resolution schemes are obtained via MUSCL characteris- sion around the blunt leading edge of the wing is also
tic variable extrapolation to ensure TVD properties and given.
therefore monotonic discontinuity capturing. In the following sections the governing equations are
Further comparisons are made with several published re- briefly reviewed, while the space and time discretizations
stilts by other authors based on both upwind and central techniques as implemented in the VKI and JSC solvers
discret izations. are extensively discussed. Numerical results are com-
Tle present results contribute in asserting the high reso- pared on the basis of both qualitative and quantitative
lution upwind TVD) schemes as the most reliable numeri- criteria.
cal technique to handle the strong discontinuities typical Further, comparisons ace made with several published
of high speed flows. The performances of the two up- results by other authors (1, 2], based on both upwind
wind solvers are satisfactory and the numerical results in and central discretizations.
good agreement. lbo, ever, the important issue of reach-
ing a grid convergeo solution for the present complex
three-dimensional inviscid flow problems, has not been 3 Governing equations
achieved.

The governing equations are the three dimensional time
dependent Euler equations, describing the conservation

2 Introduction laws of mass, momentum and energy. Choosing a Carte-
sian system they can be written in divergence form in

The design of space vehicles like the HtERMES space terms of the conservative variables vector Q as:
shuttle heavily relies upon an accurate prediction of the
hypersonic flight regime encountered during the reentry aQ O+F(Q) G(Q) +__(__
in the atmosphere. In this paper a related model prob- "-t+ +0 (1)
lem is studied, namely the inviscid hypersonic flow past

delta wings at high angle of attack. Although less coin- where the vector Q = (p,pu,pv,pw,pe,) T , contains the
plex than the real reentry configuration, it is representa- I .
tive for some of the typical difficulties to be dealt with, total energy per unit mass el.
namely a strong bow shock very near to the windward total eerg pe u ni Kas e enb
side of the wing, a subsonic stagnation region around the The flux vectors F, G and K are given by:
nose and a very strong expansion around the leading edge
which terminates in a vortical region on the leeward side ( 2
of the wing. Pu + p
The main objective of this work is to shed some light F puvt (2)

over the difficult task of the choice of a numerical method pu,
which can accurately and efficiently solve the Euler equa- Pith

tions, well aware of the fact that the practical importance
of the Euler equations to investigate real flows is limited, P POO
although not negligible. Accurate inviscid solutions are puv

G pV2 + p (3)
"Yon Karman Institute pelO
tNASA Johnson pith9
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pw In the JSC code a different approach is followed. The

PuW volume of the generic hexahedron is taken to be the av-
K PVW (4) erage of two triple scalar products of the position vectors

PW2 + P of eight centroids surrounding the node. The surface vec-
pu, ht tors are obtained front two sets of cross products of the

where h, is the total or stagnation enthalpy defined as edge vectors.

ht = et + p/p. Using the perfect gas assumption p =
pR9T, where R 9 is the perfect gas constant, the static 4 Numerical method
pressure p is evaluated as:

[ 1 In the following both the space and time discretization

P = (7 - i)p eg - (u
2 

+v
2 +rup) (5) techniques as implemented in the VKI and JSC codes are

I Idescribed.

where -y is the specific heat ratio, which ensures the clo-
sure of the system of equations. 4.1 Space discretization
System (1) can be written in compact form introducing

the operator 7-f as: In both codes the numerical flux function 7N is evalu-
ated by means of upwind techniques, which take into ac-

S= Ff,. + Gl, + A-l, (6) count the signs of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matri-
ces. Both the flux vector splitting method (FVS) of Van

, (7) Leer and the flux difference splitting method (FDS) of
-t" + Roe have been implemented.

Integrating (7) over a control volume V, with surface S, For the FVS technique the numerical flux function is split

and applying the Gauss divergence theorem, one gets: in backward and forward contributions, according to the
component of the Mach number normal to the cell inter-

Sfff dVoa ff .aas d (8) face. For subsonic normal Mach number (-I< M,. <1),
fff Q one obtains [4]:

where 4 (n.,ny,n ) is the outward pointing normal 7indQ QR) = (+(QL)+ (QR) (13)
of the surface.
By defining the total flux normal to the surfaces of the where:
elementary control volumes V is terms of the normal com-

ponent f the velocity V, = l. i uný + un5 + u'uý as: ( AM

pu +H w ±(2 - Ai.) ¾n• (14)

put,. + p n, ' : (2 - At,) + )
7-f,.vi1n p'4+ p n, (9) + L2JM~

pV,h+ p

where IfT is the mass flux given by:
then equation (8) can be rewritten as:

HT =+ pc(I± AlM)2  (15)
- f Q dV + Nn- dS = 0 (10) 4

On the other hand, if the flow in the normal direction
With the usual cell centered approach, the finite volume is supersonic, the Van Leer splitter reduces to the full
approximation of equation (10) yields to the following upwind flux:
semi-discrete form:

NJ for AMn > I then: "in =7 ?i 7ni=0
Sj~i = -• Z1(n"]kAS", (11) for M. < 1 then: N4 = 0 7- = 'Hn

The Roe flux difference splitting method is also imple-

where [Nnj., is the total flux normal to the surface ASj, mented in both codes, but since it has not been employed
exchanged between points j and k. The quantity [4.1], A r the present results will not be described herein. The
will be referred in the following as the numerical lu'x reader can refer to [5, 6] for details about the implemen-

function If or [,f (QL,,QR)], which is evaluated as tation of the Roe scheme in 3-D solvers.

function of the left and right extrapolated values to the 4.2 Higher order schemes
cell face (denoted by QL and QR`).

The VKI code makes use of general hexalhedra as control Hligher order schemes, coupled with TVD (Total Varia-
volumes (and therefore N1 = 6). The surface vectors are tion Diminishing) properties are implemented following
evaluated through the cross product of the face diagonals. the MUSCL approach [7]. Spatially second order accu-
For the cell volume the hexahedron is subdivided in in rate results are obtained by replacing the piecewise con-
three five sided pyramids poinating at the same vertex and stant initial data of the Riemann problem with piecewise
sharing the same main diagonal (Figure 1). Following linear initial data. This is achieved by evaluating the
the approach proposed in [3] the resulting stencil, which numerical flux function at the cell interface' by means
is kept all over the domain, reduces to: of discontinuous left and right extrapolated values. The

evaluation of the numerical flux functions is based upon
3 1 +(In the following the subscript referring, for instance, to the

cell interface between node i, j, k and i,j +1, k will be denoted as
= A, -('s') + Q6 A ?'2s) + (e' 3 A 2 4 )),) +
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new left and right states, which corresponds to second 4.3 Boundary conditions
and third order spatial differencing: A consistent boundary condition approach, as proposed

--R 1J in [9], is adopted in the VKI solver. A consistency condi-
+ 1-- + I- [(1 - '1)A a+ ( + ( )A,+ ½ (16) tion is imposed on the numerical flux function so that the

computed boundary unknowns lead to fluxes that satisfy
the physical boundary conditions: the total flux normal

= Q, + ( - rB)A,.. + (1 + rt)a 1+] (17) to the cell interface is set equal to the total flux with
imposed boundary conditions:

where Aj+ = Q)+1 - Q), and the parameter 'i deter- 7 .,,(QBQI) = ?t•(Q 8 ) (23)

mines the spatial accuracy.
The numerical flux function fj for the Van Leer split- In the case of Van Leer flux vector splitting one obtains:

ting then becomes: H+(QB) + Hl(Qt) = H.*(QB) (24)+ +,H_(, (18) Where fo, sr w, i
+(asolid wall is given by

(Q = (0, p n., p %, p n,, 0)T.
reL -R In general the LIIS of equation (23) depends on the par-

where Q and Q are MUSCL extrapolated values. ticular choice of the Riemann solver. Equation (24) is a
In order to preserve TVD properties limiting functions set of non linear algebraic equations between the interior
are applied on the differences in characteristic variables unknown Q1 and the boundary unknown Q3, These ad-
defined as: ditional equations for the boundary unknowns complete

6W = L 6Q = R-1 6Q (19) the system of flux balance equations.
The JSC solver uses one-sided differences to compute un-

Q -- QR _ QL knowns on the wall and readjust the velocity components
to satisfy the tangency condition.

which have been found truly superior compared to the
primitive or conservative variables, although the coinpu- 4.4 Time integration
tational cost is higher (5]. Matrices L and R are the
left and right eigenvectors of the flux Jacobian D,, of the Equation (11), obtained after the space discretization is a
vector Wt,. They have been selected(2 so that the result- system of ordinary differential equations, which is solved

ing characteristic variables are composed of one entropy through an explicit procedure.
wave, two shear waves corresponding to two orthogonal A four stage Runge-Kutta scheme (in = 4) applied to

directions and F in the plane of the cell face, and two equation (11) yields':
acoustic waves:

Q 10 II del ,,

b6w= CV t (20) Q(f+l) Q (25)
C+

+ where At = 1"+ 1', and R denotes the contour inte-
- Igral of the fluxes as described in the previous section, or

equivalently the RIIS of equation (11). To enhance the

The upwind biased interpolation is modified as follows stability region the Runge-Kutta scheme, when used in
[8]: conjunction with upwind space discretization, non stan-

dard coefficients (Oh = 0.12, 02 = 0.26, 03 = 0.5, 02 = 1)
- [have been used [10]. The local time step is evaluated as:

I, , ( - t,R) A+•+

(I + yv'R)LA1 + 1  At < + (26)" I E6,= X. AS,

= Q , + R , [(I - , 1¢ ,") L A , .
'+

( - Lwhere A+-., is the maximunm eigenvalue of D,.
1+' L, 'The JSC code solves equation (11) by means of a forward

Euler scheme.
where:

I? 2LA 3. L + (21) 5 Numerical results

LA 2  
+ LA2 +) ~ J Numerical results are presented for two test cases on delta

wing geometries defined on the occasion of two workshops
S2LA_ ( +22) on hypersonic flows [11, 12]. The model problem investi-

LA 2  + LA 2  + ( gated is indeed less complex compared to the real wing in
S )+reentry configuration. However, the general flow features

The parameter is a small bias to prevent division by of delta wings in hypersonic regime are well represented
zero in uniform flow regions which was set to 10-7 in by the simplified geometries which are investigated in the

the present calculation. Note that primitive variables are present work.
used in the JSC code. At high Mach number and high incidence the overall flow

features are dominated by a strong bow shock which is
2 A detailed description ot the c,,rir,iction strategy employed responsible for the peak heating in the nose region and

ror the eigenvert.ori; and the characteristic vartables can be round m
it] Omitting the subscript denoting the 'ell index
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along the leading edges of the wing. In these conditions et al. 1141 (KTH), Guillen et al. [2, 15] (ONERA) and
the flow which undergoes the bow shock cannot remain Murnian et al. [16] (MIT).
attached to the leeside wing, and generally during the The ONERA code is an implicit multi-domain solver
expansion from windward to leeward side separates and (FLU3M) based upon an upwind MUSCL type of scheme
develops into vortical regions. The locations of the sepa- (virtually identical to the present ones). The solution is
ration points depend upon many parameters such as the carried out on C-Il grid of 121 x 64 x 60 points, later
Mach number normal to the leading edge, the angle of at- refined through a multi-domain decomposition up to two
tack, the thickness and the sweep angle of the wing. The millioti points.
reader can refer to the classical work of Squire (13] for a The KETl and the MIT codes use a finite volume dis-
q',alitative analysis of the flow over flat wings. However, cretization based upon a symmetric evaluation of the con-
for wings uI! ,llte LLcki,c- ;vtl, rolund leading edges. vective terms, in conjunction with a nonlinear blend of
no theoretical conclusion can be drawn (at least at the second and fu-itht order artificial dissipat;on te'iwo
best knowledge of the authors) and there is no other real The MIT solution is obtained on H-0 type of grid of
means of investigation except experimental and numeri- 33 x 49 x 97 points, whose outer boundary is adjusted to
cal testing. the shock shape in order to efficiently use the grid points
The importance of accurate Euler solutions for these type in high gradient regions.
of flows is related to the fact that mechanism of formation The present solutions, as well as the KTII one, are carried
of the leeside primary vortical region is essentially invis- out on a symmetric grid (Figure (3)), and therefore do
cid. During the expansion process from windward side not take advantage of the vicinity of the bow shock to
to leeward side of the wing, the flow quickly becomes the leeward side of the wing.
supersonic. It follows that the continuous flow turning A first comparison of the present solutions with the one
which takes place during the expansion has to be coni- from ONERA, KTI' and MIT is respectively presented
pensated by a cross flow shock in order to recover the in Figures (4), (5), (6) and (7). In all figures the iso-
freestream direction. The cross flow shock foot, which is Mach lines are shown with ani increment of 0.2 (0.5 in
generally curved and therefore responsible of local vortic- the comparison with MIT) in a plane at 50V of the root
ity production, according to Crocco's theorem, embeds a chord (X/C = 0.5, C(, being the root chord of the wing
vortical region. from its apex), normal to the longitudinal axis of the
Alihough the above mentioned features take place in a wing.
nlear vacuunt environment, and therefore their inflience The VKI and the JSC solutions show a very good quali-
upon the overall lift and drag of the entire wing is small, if tative agreement (Figure (4)). The same remark applies
not negligible. they can still have important impacts on to the ONERA solution (Figure (5)) and to a smaller
I,,,al flight components, and hence their understanding extend to the KTII one (Figure (6)). Substantial differ-
needs to bt d('e1ep'ed. ences are indicated in Figure ý7) by the comparison with

the MIT solver.
5.1 Hypersonic flow over sharp nose All tile computations mostly agree both in t 'rins of po-

sition altd resolution of the how shock, although the up-

delta wing wind -odes indicate their superioril t ioinpared to the

I he first luodel problem which is investigated deals with cvntiral olles (note that tle V KI, ?S(" and KT"I' solltins

a 700 swept Hlunt delta wing, at 30' angle of attack and are oblained on tIhi salno' grid)

NMath number of 7.15 [II]. The geometry of tile wing is As far as the compl[arison of tile leeward side fcattures
ohiown in Figure (2). The leading edges are portions of is clOlerned, several issues nced to be clarified before

linders of constant radius, which iniplies t hat a cross drawing aly tonclsitl.
siction of the leading udge plane by a vertical plalie per- First ly all the results iidicale that the cross flow shock

pndicular to it. is a portion of a circle. ('onscquentlv, is located at about 25/c span position. The shock foot
in the baise plane, which is instead perpendicular to the is curved and embeds a vortical region (Figure (8)). As
axis. the rounded tip is a small portion of aii ellipse. It already mentioned the cirvature of t6 cross flow shock,
i. worth mentioning that the finite thickness of the wing together with tile dilft'rent entropy level of adjacent par-

in the streamwise direction inhibits the conical flow ap- tildes which have undergone the bow shock in different
proximation. positions are the cause of t le local vorticity generation.
An 0-0 type of grid of 121 x 61 x 61 points, (121 x 61 Indeed, the flow is subject to a sudden change in direc-

points in the cross plane) providedt by tTlt [14]. is era- tion (via a shock) during the expansion from windward

ployed for tile simulation (Figure (3)). Due to tile high to leeward side, as confirmed by the surface streamlines
density of the grid (z 400,000 points) and tile limited of Figure (9).

storage capability ofthe available machine (Alliani FX(I, All the computations indicate a fairly good agreement
8 Stwords of 32 bits) a domain decomposition technique from a qualitative point of view. Hlowever, in the sym-
is adopted in the VKI solver. The original grid is decomn- metry plane it appears that in general the grid resolution
lpused into 5 blocks of about 80 thousand points along th ie is insufficient to properly resolve the gradients in the di-
streamwise direction. Starting from the nose region, the rection normal to the wing surface.
blocks are sequentially solved, tie coupling of tile solu- The MIT solution shows substantial discrepancies with
tion being guaranteed by a special boundary treatment. all the other calculations. An oblique cross flow shock
The extrapolated4 M USCL values in the last plane of the which meets a shear layer travelling inboard and upward,
upstream block are stored after application of the limiting is generated at about mid span (Figure (7)). One might
procedure. They are later read as inflow boundary con- presumne that these features are nmore close to the real
ditions for the downstream block and are not updated viscous phenomena, atnd therefore the solution method is
anymore, since the flow, as seen from the downstream overdissipative. This is surprising, since the same numer-
block, is supersonic in the inlet plane. ical method applied by KTII produces a solution with the
This test problem has been solved by many authors, proper amount of added dissipation.
Present results are compared with the solutions by Rizzi Rizzi and Murman, in order to justify the large discrep-

ancies in the leeward side features, argued that the flow
40nly futly upwind scheme (n = - 1) can be employed in order over a blunt and smooth body does not admit a unique

to du,-oiiple two adjacent blocks solution, unless a geometric Kutta condition is somehow

#,'-
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specified [1]. It is a personal opinion of the authors that As for the previous test case, the VKI solution is carried
the argument is not valid for this specific test case. In out via a multi-block domain decomposition, while the
the expansion process, in fact the flow remains supersonic JSC solution is performed in single block.
and can go around the blunt leading edge through a con- Present results are compared with the one from ONERA
tinuous series of Prandtl-Meyer expansions. In addition, [171 obtained on an adapted grid. The final refined solu-
there is no essential role played by the artittcial dissipa- tion refers to a multi-domain decomposition on a grid of
tion terms when a grid converged solution is reached. In about one million points.
ref. [14] Rizzi showed that no significant change in the Although the geometries of the wings are quite similar the
overall flow field features is obtained either coarsening overall flow structures are substantially different. Firstly,
the grid, or doubling the dissipation coefficients. The due to blunt nose, the bow shock is detached and there-
UNERA group ti,,1- !' :c 100,000 point initial grid up fore a subsonic pocket exists. A detailed view of the nose
to two million, and although some flow details are bet- region in tre syuint_..). ptahe i.-. given in Figure (J31
ter resolved, the essential flow features, such as the cross where the iso-Mach lines are shown with an increment
flow shock position, do not change at all. This is best of 0.5. Both the sonic line and the stagnation point are
demonstrated by the surface Mach number distribution, clearly visible.
relative to the cross section X/C = 0.5 shown in Figure On the leeward side the flow, which has undergone the
(10a). The present solutions are practically identical to bow shock, rapidly expands and ends up into a strong
the ONERA single domain solution obtained on a grid vortical motion. Note that, conversely to the previous
of equal density (curve a). The multi-domain ONERA wing whose flow features show a quasi-conical structure',
computation (curve b) agrees better with the KTIl one. a fully three dimensional flow field characterizes the blunt
One is tempted to conclude that, due to the high grid nose wing. In fact, different patterns are indicated by
resolution, the multi-domain ONERA solution has to be the iso-Mach (Figure (14)) and iso-pressure (Figure (15))
considered as the ultimate one. Hlowever, the response lines of four different cross flow planes, located at about
of the other solvers, as well as the Mach number level 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% of the root cord. A curved shear
on the leeward side5 might indicate that the expansion is layer travelling inboard and upward, and terminating in a
somehow overpredicted. cross flow shock, is opening up and developing in stream-
The total pressure coefficient Cpo = 1 - po/po, shown wise direction. The vortical region is embedded by the
in Figure (Ila). demonstrates that almost 90% of the shear layer in a constant pressure field shown in Figure
total pressure is lost through the strong bow shock (nor- (15). In Figure (16) the iso-Mach lines (increment of 0.2)
mal Mach number of about 4.5). A considerable addi- relative to a cross flow plane at 50% of the root chord
tional loss takes place during the expansion of the flow (X/Cr = 0.5) as resolved by the present codes are com-
around the leading edge. The nature of such a loss is pared. A very close qualitative agreement is obtained.
easily explained recalling that the visualized surface data In Figure (17) the VKI solution is compared with the
refer to different particles which carry different entropy one from ONERA. Again a good qualitative agreement is
levels. The further loss due to the cross flow shock is reached, although, thanks to the algebraic adaptive grid
clearly visible at about 25% span position. The pres- generator and to the very high density of the grid, the
sure coefficient distribution Cp = (p - pV,)/2p l,.2 on bow shock is resolved in greater detail by the ONERA
the leeside is shown in Figure (10c) with a very enlarged code.
scale (note that the overall range for the surface data is As for the previous test case all the solutions agree well
-0.027 < Cp < 0.6). All the computations show an ex- quantitatively for the windward side features. On the lee-
pansion almost down to vacuum (which corresponds to a ward side, instead, considerable differences exist as shown
pressure coefficient of 0.28). The typical vortex pressure by the surface distributions of Figures (18a), (18b) and
distribution is found between the symmetry plane and (18c). The largest difference among the computations
the foot location of the cross flow shock. The ONERA occurs on the wing body, between the leading edge and
fine grid computation shows a new phenomenon occur- the cross flow shtear layer, where a strong discontinuity
ring within the vortical region, namely a weak shock on is predicted by the ONERA computation. Surprisingly,
the body itself. the VKI solution reveals everywhere else the same sur-
Many surface distributions shown above are characterized face data. The JSC solution is somewhere in between the
by a small overshoot at the leading edge of the wing, two; a slightly different cross flow discontinuity position
whose origin is unclear to the authors (more about this is also visible.
in the next section). Despite the very fine grid, the leading edge discontinuity

predicted by the ONERA code remains, in the author's

5.2 Hypersonic flow over blunt nose opinion, questionable, since all the solutions carried out

delta wing on coarser grids showed a even larger (!) magnitude
of the discontinuity itself [12]. It is interesting to note

This test problem deals with a geometry similar to previ- that the ON ERA solution looses all its total pressure at
ous one. The sharp nose is replaced by a blunt one, and the discontinuity location, whereas the present computa-

the windward side is curved and not flat anymore. The tions don't (Figure (18c)). The leading edge discontinuity
geometry of the wing (shown in Figure (11)) cannot be might be related to a local loss of accuracy determined
defined analytically and a surface grid was provided by by hexahedra with an extremely high aspect ratio in re-
Weiland [12]. The flow conditions are again typical of a gions of very strong gradients. This is definetely the case
reentry configuration, namely freestream Mach number of the JSC grid which has been refined by doubling the
of 8.7 and angle of attack of 30". number of grid points only in the cross flow planes.
Numerical results have been obtained on two C-1I type
grids (Figure (12)) of 73 x 41 x 37 and 37 x 79 x 125 Code performances
points generated at JSC [6]. In contrast to the KTII In Figure (19) the convergence history relative to the sec-
grid employed for the previous problem, the grid lines are ond test case is presented for the VKI solver. The C2
nicely clustered at the windward side so that an excellent norm of the normalized density residuals is shown in log-
capturing of the bow shock structure is already possible arithmic scale. Curve denoted by (1) refers to a first
with a small number of points in the cross plane.

6
The surface streamlines of Figure (10) show a self similar be.

'Not, that the freentream Mach number is 7 15 haviour in the axial direction.
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order calculation for one of the two blocks in which the blunt wings'. In Vortex Flow Aerodynamics, pages
whole domain is decomposed. The converged solution is 8.1-8.17, Neuilly Sur Seine, France, October 1990.
used as initial guess for the second order run (curve (2)). AGARD. Conference Proceedings No. 494.
Overall about 4,000 iterations per block have been per-
formed. A cell wise constant local C.F.L. number of 1 [2) GUILLEN P. and BORREL M. 'Contribution to test

has been used. The JSC solution (not shown) is termi- problem VIi.V' In Workshop on hypersonic flow for

nated after 1,500 iterations on a Cray XMP/460. The reentry problems, pages 103-107, Antibes, France,

VKI code is designed in order to exploit the capability January 1990. INRIA. Part t, Volume 5.

of the Alliant FX50 multiple vector concurrent machine [3) KORDULLA W. and VINOKUR M. 'Efficieih, corn-
(5 processors 5 pipelines). The CPU time in seconds per putation of volume in flow predictions'. AIAA Jour-
node per iteration is given below for the VKI and JSC nal, 21(6):917-918, June 1983.

solvers:
Ca.] VAN LEFB R. 'Flhx vector splitting for the Euler

Code Machine PU c NodeIter. equations'. In Proceedings 8 1h International Con-

M3D) (VKI) Alliant FX50T 1.9 x 10- ference on Numerical Methods in Fluid Dynamics,
E3D (JSC) Cray XMP/460 6.0 x 10- 1982. Berlin: Springer Verlag.

[5] MANNA M. 'A 3-D high resolution upwind finite

6 Conclusions volume Euler solver'. Von Karman Institute for fluid
dynamics, April 1992. Technical Note 180.

No final coaclusion can be drawn at this moment since r6] LI C.P. and MA E. 'Inviscid flow over a delta wing'.
the ultimate solution for these complex flow problems In Workshop on hypersonic flow for reentry prob-
has not been reached yet. In particular the leading edge terns, pages 95-120, Antibes, France. April 1991. IN-
features are not fully clarified. RIA. Part 11, Volume 7.
However, the comparison of the high resolution upwind
schbmes with the standard central type of discretization [7] VAN LEER B. 'Towards the ultimate conservative
(on the same grid) suggests a number of remarks, difference scheme V, A second order sequel to Go-
Firstly, for high speed flows and in general in presence of dunov's method'. Journal of Computational Physics,
strong discontinuities the upwind evaluation of the cell 32:101- 136, 1979.
face flux is superior to the central one. In these conditions
the proper tuning of the dissipation parameters can be [8] MULDER W.A. and VAN LEER B. 'Implicit up-
very hard if not impossible. The natmral consequence is wind methods for the Euler equations'. A-tA4 paper
that an over-dissipative solution is likely to be obtained, 83-1930, July 1983.
as is believed to be the case for the MIT results. There-
fore extreme care has to be exercised when using central [9) DECONINCK 1H. and STRUYS R. 'A consistent

schemes for viscous hypersonic computations, especially boundary condition for cell centered upwind finite

for high Reynolds number flows. volume Euler solvers'. Numerical methods for fluid

On the other hand, the evaluation of a high resolution dynamic III, Clarendon Press, Oxford. April 1988.

flux function is substantially more expensive compared to [I0] LAI.L.EMAND M.II. 'Dissipative properties of
a central one in terms of operation costs. Therefore, the Runge-Kutta schemnes with upwind spatial approx-
computational saving could be translated in an increased imation'. IYRIA Rapports do Recherche, March
grid density for a given computer power. 1'390. No. 1173.
A key point is doubtless the necessity of a grid converged
solution. Although with the actual machines this seems [(I] DESIDERI J.A., G;LOWINSKI R. and PERIAUX J.
feasible, the effort needed to significantly increase the . 'llypersonic flow's for rcentry problems'. Springer
grid density (to several million points) cannot, be afforded Verlag, January 1992. Proceedings of a workshop
yet. As an example the sharp nose wing, whose features held at Antibes, France, 22-25 January 1990.
are quasi-conical, mainly requires a good resolution in
the cross flow planes. The blunt nose wing, instead, is [12] DESIDERI J.A., GLOWINSKI R. and PERIAUX J.

characterized by a fully three dimensional flow field a . ' -lypersonic flows for reentry problems'. Springer
hence, needs a sufficient resolution in all the coordinate Verlag. Proceedings of a workshop field at Antibes,
directions. France, 15-19 April 1991 to appear.
Therefore for complex three dimensional (even) inviscid [13] SQUIRE L.C. 'Regimnes over delta wings at super-
flow problems, the capabilities of the numerical solution sonic and hypersonic speeds'. Acro Quart. pages
to correctly represent the real physical phenomena are 1--14, February 1976.
considerably more limited compared to two dimensional
flows, the limit being more related to the storage :on- [1,1] ELIASSON P. and RIZZI A. 'Hypersonic leeside
straints rather than to CPU performances. flow computations using centered schemes for delta
As a possible way out for the future one may hope that wing problem VII'. In Work-shop on hypersonic
the accuracy of the spatial discretization will be signif- flow for reentry problems, pages 167-180, Antibes,
icantly increased (ENO schemes, spectral methods) and France, January 1990. INRIA. Part 1, Volume 5.
that massive parallel computers will become largely avail-
able. [15] DA COSTA J.L., IIACIIEMIN J.V. and GUILLEN
Acknowledgments P. 'A multi-domain Euler code applied to hyper-
The authors wish to acknowledge Dr. A. Rizzi for pro- sonic flows'. In AIAA 2 2mh Fluid Dynamics, Plasma
viding the sharp delta wing grid. Dynamics and Losers Conference proceedings, 1991.

AIAA paper 91-1699.
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Geometry of the sharp nose wing. 0-0 grid, 121 x 61 x 61 points.
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Comparison of VKI-JSC iso-Mach lines in a cross Comparison of VKI-KTH iso-Mach lines in a
flow plane at X/C, 0.5. cross flow plane at X/CT = 0.5.
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Comparison of VKI-ONERA iso-Mach iines in Comparison of VKI-MIT iso-Mach lines in a
a cross flow plane at X/C, = 0.5. cross flow plane at X/CT, 0.5.
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Figure 14
Iso-Mach lines in four cross flow planes.
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Figure 15
Pressure lries in four cross flow plane~s.
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Local Aerothermal problems during

A. Nalim, M. Mallet, P. Rostand 2 .M. Hasholder
78, Quai Marcel Dassault 92214 St Cloud

I-Rksumk developed for each solver involved in the
calculation.

L'expose suiv ant presente les r~sultats obtenus The method is designed to have a wide range of
par le code de calcul Navier Stokes utilise A application. It involved a sequence of
Dassault-Aviation dans le cadre de calculs calculations using different modules and
aerothermiques sur HERMES. interfaces.
L'objectif est de d~finir la strategic employ&, This tool is not only multi-codes but also multi-
seules les grandes lignes des outils utilises seront computers.
decrites. Celte methode a itk penske de fa~on a The preparation of the initiAl solution sets for
Etre utilisable dans un maximum de cas computations were performed on our IBM ES
possibles. II s'agit d'une veritable chaine de 9000/820 with MVS ESA operating system, and
calculs qui est, non seulement multi-codes mais most of the computation was done on a NEC
aussi multi-sites. SX3 (at NLR in the Nederlands) and on a
La preparation des prkdicteurs Navier-Stokes CAY MP(tCR.inIa)wthUX
s'est faite sur IBM ES 9000/820 MVS ESA et les operating system. We shall present a validation
calculs par eux mkmes sur NEC SX3 case using the complete sequence, and
(supercomputer du NLR aux Pays Bas) ainsi que afterwards a number of critical points of micro-
sur CRAY YMP (du C.l.R.A. en Italic) sous aerothermodynamics. The validation test case is
UNIX. a Complete Hermes canopy of the 0.0 geometry
Cette particularite implique d'autres contraintes (shape number 185 in Dassault catalogue) .A
qui nous aminent A ecrire des codes de calculs model of this shape was tested in R3CFI ONERA
totalement portables sur des machines qui sont wind tunnel yielding experimental results that
d'architectures tres differentes. are used for comparison.
Nous allons presenter un cas de validation de Ia For the flight cases we plan to compute:
chaine complete, puis un certain nombre de - Various canopy shapes
rtisultats pr~liminaires sur des cahines de l'avion - A meteorite impact on the Hermes noze cap
spatial HERMES (A.S.H.), ainsi que des points - Joint between tiles (in first tile position)
importants pour Ia d.~finition des dektails de Ia
protection thermique de cet avion.
Le cas de validation est une cabine HERMES IH- Moyens emploi&ks/ contraintes
forme 0.0. La maquette correspondante a 06i
essay.~e dans Ia soumferie R13CH de I'ONERA L'utilisation dui solveur N.S. entraine des co~ts
L es cos n'eLs considdbis sont les suivants : de calcul klevis essentiellement li&ks i Ia n~cessiti
- leg diffkrents formes de cahines avec versre~s d'utiliser un maillage extremement fin dans Ia
- le point d'impact sur le nez de l'avion par une couche limite. 11 est donc souhaitable de limiter
-m~tktorite son utilisation aux zones oui leg caractkinstiques
-les joints inter-tuiles (en position premi&e de I' k&oulement l'imposent (recirculations). Une
tuile) stratigie permettant une utilisation locale du

solveur N.S a Ok d.kveioppkc. D'autre part cette
utilisation locale permelt aussi decffectuer des
calculs dans leg situations o6 Is contrainte

Ibis- Abstract mkmoire limite le nombre de nocuds utilisables.
L~e code N.S. requmert environ 1.50 nombres rkels

The objective of this paper is to present results par nocud de maillage, ceci eat relativemcnt
obtained with the Navier Stokes code used by faible pour un code 3D non structurd implicite.
Dassault Aviation for serothennal reentry
problems. Pour mener A bien cette titude, une approche
We will emphasize the strategy employed and optimale tant du point de vine temps CPU que
only give an outine of the numerical technique temps dc mise en oeuvre a 60* difinic
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La Procedure emplov&~ est la suivante: + Initialisation particlle:
___________________________________ 'espece complet est initialise par le resultat

d'un calcul EULER et les facettes imites
a) Ckaton dun ailage D srfaiquetringuseulement par une couche limite.

-a) re ation d'unmailae 2 ufcq e ra g Initialisation compl~et:
-lair avin copletcomporte une initialisation du champ par

b) Construction d'un maillage 3D tetraednique un calcul EULER plus une couche limite.
complet permcttant de faire Ic calcul EULER

c) Calcul du champ EULER On utilise l'initialisation complete uniquement
d) Calcul dc couche limite quand cela est possible (les contraintes de
e) Stockage du fichier d'informations pour Ia cette mithode seront expliquees plus tard).

construction du maillage N.S. (epaisseurs de
couches limites etc.)

f) Construction du maillage 2D surfacique de Is I-aiilstos a n ocelmt
zone N.S. II ntaiain a n ocelmt

g) Construction du maillage de la zone N.S. (histori ue et dkveloppements)
avec les informations de c)

f) Predicteur sur Ia zone N.S. Le modile standard dl'inttc,1ace pr&kioit
g) Calcul N.S. d'initialiser les facettes limites seulement par un

pr~dcteur EULER et couche limite.
Par Ia suite il est apparu possible d'initialiser
1'ensemble du domaine de calcul (cf cas dc

Un certain nombre de conditions sont a prendre validation sur HMS 185 R3ch) de la m~me fa~on.
en compte au cours de Ia realisation de La convergence est alors plus rapide en ce qui
l'algorithme prkcedent: concerne les risidus en densiti.

Les i-aleurs de frottement et de flux s'&ablissent
- DI est important de minimiser Ia zone de aussi tr~svite.
calcul N.S. tout en itant capable de capter les Une grande prkcision est nkcessaire lors de la
caractkristiques de l'ecoulement visqueux. defnition des liniites du domaine, en effet it
On parlera de 'boitc Navier Stokes' s'agit de conditions aux limites pour le code
En effet, dans Ia plupart des cas, un calcul N.S.; celles-ci ne seront pas modidiecs en cours
EULER + couche limite correspond au bon des iterations et une eventuelle imprekcision
choix de modelisation, if est par consequent previendrait l'etablissement d'unc solution de
inutile d'utiliser une modelisation N.S. bonne qualit6.
Le code Navier-Stokes est utilise dans les Pour I'initialisation des facettes limites du
zones dkcolikes domaine, utilise les caractkristiques du champ

- La zone sklectionnke doit Wte dc dimension EULER projetk dans Is couche limite.
suffisante pour permettre une bonne Une fois cc champ projetk it est possible de
initialisation. choisir le type de pridicteur C.L. i utiliser.
En effet, par exemple dans le cas de Is cabine La proc&~dure consiste i passer dans un premier
les flancs verticaux paralliles au vent ne temps un calcul de couche limite par mitbode
doivent pas &tre trop proches du plan de intkgrale ou diffkrences finies (suiv ant Ia
's ma~rie par suite de I'importance des difficultk du cas de calcul) sur Ia peau de P'avion
'e~collements. complet (extraite du maillage pour le calcul

EULER) afin de stocker les valeurs d'ipaisseurs
- Une bonne difmnition de Ia couche limite est de couche limite et les grandeurs intervenant

ni-essai re. dans [a construction des profits. Les grandeurs
Si Ins phknom~ncs de thermique l'imposent, it extkrieures de pression, tempkrature et densiti
est possible de fiser le nombre de points darn sont 6galement stockkes.
Ia couche limite. 11 faut noter que ces calculs sont r~aisks avec

- Des tktudes ont montrk qu'il est prffirable de des codes industriels de couche limite de
stnicturer Ie maillage darn cette zone. DASSAULT AVIATION. is sont employ~s aussi

- LUs diffkrents codes utilisks ayant des modes bien en bas subsonique qu'en hypersonique et
de stockage de donnies difftirents, pourront ainsi Etre utilisks dans tons les cas de
Ie diveloppement d'utilitaires sp-6cifiques pour figures o6 Ia dkcomposition par blocs est
les faire communiquer a kt rkalisO. possible (Probikme subsonique).

La deuxikme itape consiste i identifier Ins
- De fa~on Ji prendre en compte tous les cas de nocuds du maillage Nay icr-Stokes par lenus

figures possibles, deux initialisations du champ valcurs de Y/delta (Y ktant Is distance A Ia peau
wont disponibles: et DELTA , I'kpaissenr de conche timite an
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nocud considere). Les profils de couche limitc systeme d'~quations au% derivtes partielles itant
etant eux-m~mes dkfinis en Y/DELTA, it e-. ecrit sous frome faible.Ceci permet une grande
simple d'associer une nouvelle valeur de vitesse flexibilit6 geomitrique.
et de temperature en chaque noeud. La pression
etant supposke constante dans Ia couche limite, La formnulation d~veloppke posskde de bonnes
on peut en deduire, avec Ia valeur de caractkristiques de stabilitk et de precision
temlperature, la masse volumique. grice A l'utilisation des opirateurs 'Galerkin /

moindres carris', qui s'apparente A une
L'intitialisation du champ complet repose sur le formulation de type S.U.P.G. (Streamline
mime principe Upwind Petrov Galerkin).
Le traitement des regions comportant des La formulation de type Galerkin est une
concavitks tres rapprochees est plus delicat, onl m&ithode stable. Cependant Iorsqu'il y a de forts
procede de la fa~on suivante: gradients ii pent se produire des oscillations.
11 faut construire deux maillages de la zone N.S. Pour les corriger, sin opirateur destink A
- Le premier (maillage support) est prismatique capturer les discontinuit~s a W ajoote i la

dans la couche limite avec une raison et une formulation.
6paisseur d6finics par le calcul de C.L. La convergence du code est aec~klrke par
prkckdent. l'utilisation de methodes de type GMRES non

- Le deuxieme (maillage calcul) est deduit du linkaires reference [III pconditionne de maniere
prkckdent par tetraedrisation dans la zone non symetrique par les blocs diagonaux de Ia
N.S. matrice jacobienne. Une vectorisation complete

Les deux maillages sont topologiquement est obtenue par la mise en oeuvre de techniques
identiques en cc qui concerne les numtrotations de coloriage.
des nocuds. Avec le maillage support on calcule Plus de details sont disponibles dans les
les distances des nocuds A la peau tres references .
prkciskment. Le code N.S. peut prendre en compte les
Pour chaque noeud peau one liste de filiation est phenomenes de vibration et de dissociation des
&~ablie (ensemble des points qui se succident molecules de l'air.
dans la direction perpendiculaire A la pcau) Le modele comporte 5 esp&es (N2, 02,NO, N et
cctte filiation permet de d~finir le bon profil de 0) pour trois rkactions chimiques i l'kquilibre cf
couche limite. Par [a suite le profil est attribui reference 121. On peut ainsi avoir one We& de
au nocud homologue do maillage calcol. I'influence sur l'ecoolement, sur les flux de

chaleur, etc .. des eWets de Ia dissociation des
IV- Description du code de resolution des molecules d'azote et d'oxygene pour les

e uations de Navier-Stokes ecoulements hypersoniques qui font l'objet de
notre itude.

La resolution des kquations de Navier-Stokes Le code N.S peut faire des calculs A tempkrature
doit permettre une connaissance precise des peau fixke identique, ou dilferente sur chaque
structures tourbillonnaires et de Ia couche limite facette.
(y compris des profils de temperature Un module de prise en compte de phenomenes
perniettant de calculer correctement t~es flux de radiatifs est 6galement incorpore.
chaleur). Cela conduit A des difficuitks Ce module olfre deux possibili~s:
numkriques sp4icifiques :Lapeirulskpore fms
- le schkma doit prkcisiment kquilibrer les Lavee pre iere, ottlisee pouvrt' es fores pa

petites valeurs en diffusion physique et Ia ovss(ieA'ytm uet)n in a
diffusion numkrique nkcessaire pour compte des facettes parois en vis A vis.

prke4ervcr Ia stabiliti. Elie consiste, connaissant le flux de chaleor

- les performances do code (precision et vitesse convectif, A faire on bilan thermique simple

de convergence) ne doivent pas subir de entre le flux convectif et le flux radiatif local

digradation quand le maillage comprend des imis pour unc facette.

Wkments allongks et de petites dimensions Ce bilan permet de dkfinir one tempkrature
dans Ia direction perpendiculaire A In peao. d'kquilibre radiatif qui devient une nouvelle

- Ia capacitt de capture des choes doit etre condition aux limites pour le code N.S.
bon ne.

La deuxikme, utiliske pour les formes prisentant
Ue code de risolution des iquations Navier- des parties concaves significatives (dite 'systime
Stokes tridimensionnel reference 13) s' efforce fermi') est plus globale.
d'atteindre ces objectifa. Le bilan thermique est compost de trois termecs
11 utilise one approche de type Wkments finis, Ie le flux convectif, le flux radiatif Meu dans Is
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facette et le flux radiatif imis par la facette. La courbe de convergence (figure 3) rend
On introduit un facteur de configuration Fij compte
entre la facette consid~ree (indice i) et les autres - De la qualite de l'initialisateur (descente tres
facettes (indice j) qui ,de par leur proximitk et rapide)
leur position, peuvent influencer le bilan - De la convergence en residus sur la densitik
thermique. vers 500 iterations.
Fij ne depend que de la geometne des deux - De la poursuite des iterations pour obtenir les
surfaces. flux converges
Le couplage ainsi defini peut itre itratif dans L'analyse des rtksultats de soufferie permettent
la mesure oii la matnice des facteur Fij petit [a comparaison des flux de chaleur donnes par
Wte inversee tine fois pour toutes. On allege le [a soufflerie

calcul par un prktraitement perniettant - coef h defini par:
d'isoler les facettes pour lesquelles ii y a h = flux I(T de frottement - T(corps))) .
couplage. Les zones restantes sont traitees en On passe des STANTON donnes par le code
Vsvsti~me ouvert' N.S. definis par:

STAN = flux / ((densitk~vitcsse))(inf)*Cp*
(T(inf) - T(corps))

V- es devaidation - cas de soufflerie - i ht Jans notre cas de la fa~on suiv ante:

11 s'agit de la cabine de la forme HERMES 0.0 h = 33000 * STAN
(forme 185 dans la nomenclature DASSAULT/ La comparaison calcul/soufflerie est tracek
akrodynamique thorique) . figure 4
La maquette correspondante (1/30 ýme) a W On constate que les localisations des maxima
essayke dans la soufflerie R3Ch de I'ONERA de STAN sont identiques (au dessus du bublot
gaz parfait. central). En ce qui concerne les valcurs max, la
La maquette est A temperature paroi flx&ke. soufflerie donne 0.036 pour 100 fois le flux,
Le cas de calcul reconstituant la mesure par les alors que le calcul donne 0.0425. ILe rksultat est
thermocolor se d~finit de ]a fa~on suivante: acceptable car ii correspond A la zone
MACH = 10 d'incertitude de la mkthode experimentale.
INCIDENCE = 30
DERAPAGE = 0 Les formes des ISO STAN sont comparables
TEMPERATURE GENERATRICE = 1123 K mais pas tout A fait Wdentiques.
PRESSION GENERATRICE= 120 bar En effet le calcul N.S. donne des iso plus
TEMPERATURE CORPS = 290 K fouvertes', ce qui est duj probablement, soit A la
ILt support de calcul est un maillage prise en compte de la condition de symetnec par
titrakdrique d'en-viron 87.000 noetids soit le code N.S., soit A 1'exploitation des
500.000 Winments (cf figure 1) changements de couleur des thermocolor
Stir Ia figure 2 on distingue Ia boite N.S. et le sonuflerie (virages) sur Ia maquette.
maillage EULER. On petit se rendre compte de
la souplesse de la mtkthode. En effet on a pu, A ____________________
partir d'une gtkomktrie EULER ne comportant VI- Calcul stir Ia cabine pour tin point de vol
pas de verrikres, avoir un prkdicteur - comparaison avec le cas de soufflerie A iso-
EULER+CL dans tout le champ stir une forme -
gkomktrie N.S.avec vcrrikres (et leur gkomktrie
complexc de bourrelets). le cas de calcul cabine en vol choisi est un cas en
L'ordinateur utilisk pour les calculs est gaz rkels A :
l'ordinateur du N.L.R. NEC SX3112, 256 Mega ALTITUDE =60 Kmn
octets de mkmoire centrale laissant Ji MACH =20
I'utilisateur 164 Mkga Octets. C'est tine machi~ne INCIDENCE = 30 degaks
32/64 bits dont la performance en crite est de DERAPAGE = 0 degris
2.75 Giga Flops. (ce qui correspond Ji un REYNOLDS par
La convergence a kt obtenue . pres 1000 _ mktre de 120890 J cette altitude)
itkrations en implicite La descente des risifdu-s - Ite point considirk est plus bas que le point de
basis sur les densitks est de quatre ordres vol reel pour rendre Ie resultalt dimensionnant.
environ aprds seulement 500 iterations .Mali Contrairement aui calcul de soufflerie pour
pour les calculs N.S. tine bonne convergence en lequel l'bypothise temporature de paroi
densitk nest pas suffisante, iI faint virifier Ia constante est correct, le calcul vol eat effectut ea
convergence des frottements et flux de chaleurs imposant l'Equilibre radiatif i In paroi.
spkilalement dana lea zones critiques. Les lignes pariktales de frottements (figure 5)



permettent d'avoir one representation g~obale - Protection thermique rigide (tuiles i jupe i
de l'ecoulement I'intrados et tuites A pattes a l'extrados)
11 apparait de fa~on claire deux zones, P'une i constituant environ 30% de la surface
('amont du decollement, l'autre i, l'aval du mouillee de I'A.S.H.
recollemcnt. ( representation de la topologie de la
Les zones de decollement i MACH=10 et protection thennique figure 8)
MACH=20 ont des topographies tres diffkrentes. La tuile permet une isolation primaire par
En effet, if existe sur le cas i MACH=10 un reradiation du flux thennique, le maintien des
point pres du plan de symetrie qul semble Wre formes aerodynamiques, l'ktancheite i l'eau,
on point central de recollement. Sur le cas vol Ia protection de l'isolant multi-ecran et de
MACII=20, I' 6coulement passe par on 'arceau' l'environnement ext~ieiur direct.
central sans d&collement.
En ce qui concerne Ia zone de recollement le L'isolant multi-ecran (L.M.E.) isole la structure
resserrement des lignes de frottement montre primaire en fonctionnement nominal,
que le niv'eau deichauffement est plus important permettant d'assurer one protection en cas de
sor le cas i MACH 10. Les lignes de frottement perle de tuile (isolant inulti-ecran sous toile.
divergent apres le point de recollement ce qui L'isolant semi rigide (LS.RL) limite la circulation
diminue I'kpaisseur de couche limite , donc d'air chaud dans les volumes sous Ics tuiles
augmente Ics flux de chaleur. La zone i prot~ger (cloisonnement), assure one barri~e thermnique
est sitoec sur la vitre centrale au niveau du et die pression lors de la perle d'une tuile,
soorcil. La figure 6 des flux de chaleur (CH) le forme on appui continu pour les flancs des
confirnie. tuites.

I1 est important de determiner la tenue de cette
De plus I'effet de gaz reel a MACH=20 diminue protection thermique durant toute la phase
Ia zone de dkcollement. On constate qu'i d'entrke.
MACH=20 le choc est plus couch6. Les k~hauffements les plus importants se
On distingue clairement sur cette figure que Ics lprodoisant i t'intrados.
flux de chaleur sont plus importants dans les On pr~sente ici Vk~udc des deux problmes
conditions de soufflerie. suiv ants:
Des calculs effectues sur la forme lisse oft
prouve quc tes echauffenients dans cette a) Influence sur Pi'coulement d'un trou sur le
configuration sent admissibles. Le problme A ne.- de I'avion caus*i par I'impact d'une
rksoudre a on caractre local certain. 11 taut mit~!orite
arriver i ktudier de fa~on tr6s prkcise Ia nature b.) Wsistance d Pi'hauffement des joints
de l'&oulement 3D) dans Ia zone des verriires. intertuiles
On trace pour cela les lignes isotempkratures en Le point die vol Ie plus thermiquement
mi~me temps que les tignes de frottements dimensionnant a Wt choisi. Parmi les
pariktales. trajectoires de rentrec p"ssibles, le point de vol

Ie plus critique sun Ia trajectoire cnveloppe

11 apparait one zone die recirculation fluide sous peruise a k silectionnk.
le sourcil sur la verri~rc. En amont die cette zone [I correspond aux caractkristiques suivantes:
Ia densitk de lignes isotempiratures montrent ALTITUDE = 59 Kmt
que le gradient est assez: fort. MACH = 17.8
Pour proteger le plus possible la zone de INCIDENCE = 40 degris
vcrrnikrs on montre une 6tude typique die DERAPAGE = 0 degre
variation effectuke pour amktiorer le dessin et La simulation die cc point de vol doit itre Ia plus
conduisant, pour de petites variations dce forne, pnicise possible. La possibliti offerte par le code
A des variations notables d'kchauIfement et de N.S. de prendre en couple les phiknomines die
tignes pariktales die frottement. dissociation des molk-ules tie P'air a it

employke.
VI- eu cs ecalcul en akrodynamique Dautrc part, l'importance dams certaines zones

locale u urcas rmee des convexitks impose de prendre en compte les
phenomknes de radiation.

Position duvrobhkme: DETAILS DESV C.LCULS
La protection thermique d'Hennes est de trois La stratigie prickdeument dticrte a it
types : employ&e Pour avoir une simulation numirique

-Structure chaude (lhermostructuremnez bord prkcise des phinonsines phy'tiques A htudier,

d'attaque,..) deux maillages tftrakdriques de 100.000"11~ -Protection souple (F.E.I.) sWlments pour Ie point d'impact 2a nez et de



250.000 eI6ments pour le calcul sur le joint des joints. Comme point de depart de cette ktude
inter-tuiles on? ete realises. nous avons dktermintk une position 'en diagonale'
Les visualisations des limites des maillages des pour eviter le plus possible le declenchement de
boites N.S. se trouvent sur les figures 9 10 et 11. Ia transition (cf figures 9 10 et 11 pour
Les maillages sont superposes au maillage peati configuration).
de I'avion complet ayant semvi a la realisation dui Le maillage appropri6 prend en compte en
EULER. details les zones entre les wuiles. Elie counporte
Les predicteurs EULER + C.L stir les plans des points d'inflexions rendant difficile la
d'entree seulernent ont et0 employcs rtkalisation d'un unaillage regulier.

L'initialisation s'est faite uniquemnent stir le plan
A) IMIPAC-T PAR UNE METEORITE d'entr~e. Les zones de recirculation dans les
Le maillage (coupe i Y=Cste figure 12) est cavitks comportant des morceaux de joints son?
composk de trois domaines cylindriques, le interessantes A ktudier darn la mesure oti
premier dans le fluide , le deuxieme dans He l'apport en flux de chaleur par frottement est
materiati de protection avion, le troisikme est un faible mais I'apport radiatif est eleve.
cylindre interne pour evacuer le fluide qui Stir ]a figure 17 on presente le rksultat
passe dans le troti d'impact (le troti d'impact est preliminaire en tempkrawures. On remarque la
supposk circulaire). zone d'khauffcment par frottement sur la
On a rempli le cylindre interne d'air A pression deuxi~me tuile frontale, mais surtout
infinie (tr&s faible) de fa~on i simuler les 'i'&hauffemcnt par rkradiation dans les parties
conditions de debit. Ce cylindre doit Otre de concaves.
volume suffisant dans la mesure o6, en se
rcmplisssant de fluide i'enant de la cavite IViii- Conclusion
externe la pression augmente ,done, peutt
influencer I'ecoulcmceut externe. La convergence Les methodes dc calcul utilis&ics A Dassault-
des flux de chaicur a kt obtenue apris environ Aviation ont pci-mis d'obtcnir des r~sultats
1000 itkrations.Le caicul a dtkmarrk avec tin satisfaisants pour les cas de calculs complexes

prodcter aynt ine empatur paoi ypersoniques nkcessaires aui dessin de l'avion
constante 6gale A 1100 K. HERMES. 11 a fallu modiliser un bilan
ii a fallu 200 itkrations ,dans ces conditions, thennique complet tenant compte d'elemcnts
pour stabiliser lI-q fl*'x de chaleur. radiatifs. Cependant les resultats prksentes
Par Ia suite, une nwi~clle evaluation des doivent itre considkrks comme ktant encore A
tempkratures radiatives ( bilan convection valider par d'autres cas d'essais et de calcul. LU
reradiation A Ia peati tenant compte dcs mime code fournit tin recoupemnent satisfaisant
influences des facettes en vis a vis). Ce bilan suir les cas du Workshop d'Antibes (1991).
impose de nouvelles temperatures d'equilibre Cependant la non linkaritk des problemes
radiatif A la peati pour continuer A itkrer. On thermiques demanderait de rendre encore plus
recommence cette procidure jusqu'i complee Ia modkiisation :
convergence totale des tempkratres. il faudrait prendre en compte Ics evenwuels
Les lignes de courant prisentkes figure 13 phiknomines de conduction dans les matkriaux.
reprisentent l'kcoulement final dans tine coupe A De plus Ia porosittk de certains constituants de la
Y=constante passant par tin plan contenant P'axe protection thermique modifie les pressions au a
des trois cylindres. La zone d'impact la peau, et par conskqient I'kcoulement global.
(resserrement des lignes de courant) est Nous avons alfaire A un systkme tris complexe
apparente, ainsi que la zone de recirculation qui ne peut itre resolu par des mtkthodes
dans le domaine externe.La topographic de classiques (simple calcul Navier Stokes stir tin
1P6oulement devient stable en pression apr~s champ complet).
300 itirations environ (ia palette a itk choisie de 11 demande la misecen place d'une structure
favon A faire apparaitre la zone externe). En ce dvolutive et modulaire permecttant la prise en
qui concerne la reprksentation des nombres de compte d'ilkments de modkiisation de plus en
MACH figure 14, on constate qu'ii se forme tine plus fins.
zone transsonique dans le troti. L~e point
d'&chauffement maximal est apparent stir Is Remerciements
figure 15 (important gradient de pression et
pression locale maxi). Les auteurs out i cocur de remercier

MM P.Pernier , Ph Caupenne, D. Allesau, J.C
8) ELEMENTS CONCERNANT L'ETUDE DES WIJLES Courty, E. Teupootahiti, J.A. Nicolal de
11 est 'inportant de choisir Ia position relative Dassault Aviation qui on? participt i
des deux wuiles pour minimiser I' ichauffement Il'laboration de ce document.
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Hermes 00 Mach=10 lnci=30
Valeurs A. diviser par 100 pour STAN
Soufflerie R3ch transition d~cienchke

Navier Stokes 1000 itkrations

Valeur maxi 0.36 soufflerie
Valcur maxi 0.425 Navier stokes

011

Comparaison des kchauffements Navier-Stokes/soufflerie
Fig'ure 4
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THERMAL AND CHEMICAL NON EQUILIBRIUM
HYPERSONIC FLOW COMPUTATIONS

F. Grwsso antd V. Bellucci

Departritent of Met.chanics and Aeronautics
Untiversity of Rorne "La Sapienza"

Via Ealossiana. 18S 00184 - Winn, Italy

ABSTRACT tion of the heavy particles and] for thet translational conritt-

bution of the free electrons).
In thle present work a two leniperat tire mrmodel has b~een Depending upon the inharactrristic scales of the t hertmal

devcloped for the descripmtionm of thermal and~ chernical rroiine- and chemical exchange processes. different slituations may

uiliritm vscos l~pebonr flws.Themodl eplos avi- arise. The flow is said tobe in equilibrium if both tiiernmal
bratioiral couipling factor as proposed by Treanmor anid Mlar- and chemical tunie scales are small compared to thme fluid.
* one. .d A ts.s a Inodel based on a norm preferenmt ial re- -l a clr cl .Xfoe i a o ie fhrinal anrd

TmtA'al f vibration al energy. "I'i hec-h mique relies oni a finfite chiemical thrite scales art- large i-oiripa red to the fluid d1yna rotc

* 0 time p roa'h bsedon seondorde ac mmrat 'Ttal tiai~e scale. Finite rate processe~s must be tatkent intf, account

Va r iatijommin Diminishinrg fornmu lat ion that accourtnts fo r t her- whi all time scales are- of time samre order.
rimal and dreurncal tormeq uil il-ri ini effct'Cs. T he Stj irfeS dIue' Two p~aramuete'rs canl he defined to characterize- tilt- ther-

to thi'.. d js ;ari ty in lin tmc call-. is reducred by imnt rod ucring a ma1 ( vibrational) anmd ch4ermical relaxation processes: the ra-

preconmdit ion nmat rix that ad!-vs a poinimtwire i tmplic it solumt ion tic of time fluid-d s namii c t imime to thet v ibrat ionmal relaxsat ion

of he ouce erus.time ( 'ufj. amid] the ratio of the( former to tilt cienmical4 timet

*-p;plicat ioims of thet imodel to cotmmput e visnomis hip lars.,tic I4

flows ov -~ a wed1ge anrd a rylimider have shmown tihat t~r lit,pot- The v'ibrationmal relaxAtion timne scale ( r.) c-an hue t'sti-

shock temnperam ure plays a fummcainerital role in thlt achieve- nmated fromn time Millikan aiid W~hite relation

niermt of t her inal veqmmiIi briurim.. ando that thlt boo ndarv laver p

is thme iiost affected by' thermal mmorieqmnililmrirm.m x l -

INTRODUCTION In the shock laver. 1P', is given by

T'he a:ialN sis of It% persommic flows ditfers 1-.ul1staitlaltlV from L R.?~~ A'

that of s::persotmic flows. and the developument of advanced L~ ~
spc t ri :isport at rorm ,'t err i requires a detailed simul atLion

of~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~w tieIihtriirtue fet smivrfre oa el were p,,, aiud Te,,5 are the post-shock denisity aim(] temlper-
ature value%, and It is time, gas constant. Thein, using the

gas effects).

At arribiernt terriperatnire air can be represented as a per- hypersonic linuut for anl estimation of p,hk/p,. one obtains:

feet ga~s having only the- tranmslationmal and rotational miotdes ,)~ I

(futty) excitedT..

11; li spee-d flow, are characterized Iby a high kinetic enl-
ergy' conmtermt thiat is conrvertedu into translat ionial energy (for whr iacotnt

exartl4e pas how shocks armnd within the boundar% layer dute For dissociating air, assuming that diatomic oxygen dis-

to v~ ors uisspation) t inn irrreaingthe i~t~fl sociates due to collisions with diatomnic oxygen and nitrogen,

of tim, particles. and,. as a conmsequnence, the (tran slat ional) teceia iesae(Jcnb prxmtl siae
as follows:

tertrp ratmmre of tire gas. The high temperature is then re-
spt-ble for the vibrational arid vdectrouic excitation, dis- I C B I'~ ,P

_pz CT-1exp 0)

sociý 'ion of fliatomuic molecules, and ionization. Therefore, uI

unde.- typical hypersonic conditions air must be considered where W is the average molecular weight and Y' the mass

as a nmixtture of reactnirg gases whose thermodynamic state fraction.

ms ci' ýractvrizv,] by: i) a translational ternperat tre (identi- In the shock layer, Ii is given by

fving the translational arid rotational enrgy Cioe) Ti-) ax B Yo
vilvatiommal termperature for each of time poliatoinic species FtP5 ) i

(i Ifvit riglto vi brationmalI energy cont ribumt ion): iii) and an/

e olem-riic m 'lieri orm tire- ( fo r tht-eldec tron ic ene~rgy corit ribu- CXp-~ )u(2)
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'a her, F. 1 ,,i~faritchem'ical lion eqilurlrriirr flows, undter tilt assumpnhtion1 of

Itn.( 1)w'. hserv ~thalt , Imi 1tararricters ty,, A rapidl energy e'xchanige ItiWV1the vibiratiouial all(I ti. -

It tIV airt rumt ltiongi.%ingl llitiriod bý iliei'post shock trans-I t ron ic modes (two ternperat u ri inolel ) . lI t he niodel we ac-
I attioll a!~'t pi'jra ttre, an d that 111 non t' lrji ii ru i effectS die- count for prefere'ntia disI ssociat ion dtit recombinaionlR 21 eff'ct s

rwnd upon thre flight con, ririos. Liinit situations a ris.e de- by introducing a viblratijonal cou pling fact or as proiitistd
pendltinig u1pol the vailles of %P', and kp. by Treanor and Marione, TIhe diffusiotral effects urn Tilie

lIn the' present work we aiialyz~e flows clararcterizedl by translational-vibrational energy exchanges, are nieglected, per-

finite wean proit sses. i. . flow situlistons-fo whIicih hoth Ii10, fect gas relations*ap used it) dlet ermione the t ber nlod ynauinic

anti iVL are of 0( 11. relations and collision inte'grals (iirvt' fits are erriploved for
[lhe s imu lat ion of t herr ihi arid hlerinical lion equilibr iumn tilie t ranisport inet ban isimi. The4 itluat ions, art' so lvedt by d fi-

hy letrson ir flows has hevii iii vestigate.] by several aut hors. nite voltune approach lia.ed on at total variationlt diminrishing
I Caridler (1] assunenr: irl a rapid energy exchange between scheme that accoutnts for (thertral antI chemnical) real gas ef.

the translational and rotational mnodes: ii) a finite energy fects. The model has been applied to compute dis,ýoQiAtiugK

1 tranisfer rate for the( vilirat onal mnodes of the different di- nitrogen flows around circular c~ hindtr, and lion equilibriumr
atomnir spc i's i) arid tilt- samne temiperature characteriz- dissociating air flows over a wed(ge.

ting e'lect ron irani-latiori antI] el'ct ronic modes. Four the roit-
plring betwAet'n viliratirtif and dhissociat ion C'andle'r assilnies GOVERNING EQUATIONS
thait t irt- vibtrattionial energy lost [gained) due to dissocia-

ion ( r.'orniribiationi) is the av-erage vibrational enetrgy of the In the present work the goi.ernirig eqalatiotis are formu-

irolt'cules (riui pi-4'!t'r'ltial r'rinoval oif vibrat ionial energy). lated accounting for all species totiservatintstil tinations. 'rhe
For hi~li terliftrart irt' ioriiitt air he( has dlevelopedl a six tern-l equations are thme conser'atlon equzationus for a ttixture of

pt rat iires mi dod.l to t tnpi1o t AO0IA fl11i ghr es pen nrtent 5. andI gases, in thermal an'd chemntical non equil ib riumli under the

has shown tIe1 in fluenceit of t hrr riot( iertiical lion eq nil ibrtini conittinuumn ass umptioni ( i.e. thle p'lienorneita a.Ssociated with

oft thte flow fielfd. large values of tile Knudsen number are- neglected). The
Pal~ner 2" hats if.'vtltped a two-t('m144ratilres model to mtodel assumes: i) a sitiglt' translational ttemnperature ( T)

copteitiit dli~ociai iiig. ionizinfg flow, in thiermio-chemnical lionl charac terizing the translational modles andtitlit' frlly excited

qij iibIrium.i I le a so ass iiiiie s a simiiple' ii odel for vi bratin i- rotational modes (of thet mtolecu rlar spew ie-s ; ii) a sintgle vi-

dissociat ion cotilpliiig as propitsel by ('andler. Applicationis firational temperature I Tt ) tharactt'rizirig v ilratiorial and

of thle- :iiodt'f to compute A FF flight expe'rimrents ;fhow rt'a- electronic tmodes (that are a~slllietl to be- in equilib~riumn wit lr

sonablv accurate iolutionsi. each other); iii) and the absence of ionization. In vector formIM iti-beltrt'e TT has inveti-tiated the applicat ion of several thle two-dinwnsiorial conservation equations are

I ~ ~ i,isstciat ioiu alid ionizat itol niodels for 1 very I high velocity

e'rt rips. 'I lit- riodel is hitLsed on a two-terntperatures model. JWdS J F nds =LIt dSq (3)

4b't olthIn vht'aiiall-vf.1wirt, orarciplig is a on trollic- where WV. F and H are. respectively, tilt' vector unknown.
I ioiiit - neii it f a weghted tdissociat ion ai otoln the sunm of tite invisciol an.! %isconts fluxes. and tlt- source

tt'ipfllti nratur Aiipplicat ions toit) pht'r'-cole bodit's show that temHan evredfedsfolw
vait .. ii, in t ire react ior ratets have Ii tnt' effect~s oti thlt'sn r- tem Hanthyredindsfolw

face pre'ssure arid coniytctivetr eating. W = p p.pvpEpe,]

(;noflo !I] ha, dt'veloped a rather complete incoid'l for

it'ermalI anrd rheinnica rinon equilibhr iuml ioni zinrg flows b~ased F = (FE - Ft,. GE - Gt.)

onl cit her a two- or tlire't-tt'tliI atunt r.s mnodel. Ile asslirtes

iiirve Ii! for ti t ' t il'rnniodynai it ruertlatiotns and, coll isit~t- in- H = 1,,. 0. 0. 0.k

tigrals, pre'ftert itial lissociattionl miode'l similar to t hat of and
C (anidler Appli' ations of tlit' fmodel to comrpute aeroassist .PT.plT
flighit e) eririit'rits show limtitations arising fromt unfcertain- FE [pq u. , pp pi .pul putt

l its iii thet t herniod% uaiarc and colliion integral.- curve fits.r
tli lit', Ic-al'tt ion rin.-clianrisin itndtil te effsctis of prefter- GE = P v.* pur'. l.'2 + p, pe. v Pt' e

p ~~entit al di ssociat ion imrodtelinrg.

Grasso ant] liv.'llcci h lave' developed a model for ther- (Ft., Gte) U= Pt . a ' , UQva
itral t'quilibriumt an itt in]ci'~ical lion equilibrium flows includ- Futemr
ing gas-surface intrtractiuns, and. have shown the influenice 1
artid limiitations arising from uncertainties in thrermodynarmic or= /I V + (V) -: ti -U

relatijonsi, transport antd chiermical k inet ics nrt'chranmisills.

lint tim'- presenit paptr we develop a model for tiernto-
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vibrational temperature, the electronic characteristic tein-

Q = - (e, +" i,) •" f - ,Ip •'Tiv + •_, hpv uq perature of state i and its degeneracy f5].
Observe that due to vibration-dissociation coupling, the

Qv - r= ' w TV + v.- p? ur( expression .oLdt..-ilbrational energy is approximated (even
9 under the assumption of thermal equilibrium). Indeed. on

account of the fact that dissociation occurs at the higher

E , + tL vibrational levels, only a finite number of such levels should
2 be accounted for. The nunb,-r of vibrational levels before

11 : E *- P the occurrence of dissociation depends on the d is O
P energy. For nitric oxide, inoleciilar oxygen and molecular

nitrogen one obtains NNo0 = 8, V" = 27, V;, = 34. For

P" temperatures < 10000 K it is founo that the maximum value

of the percentage error is 0(1%). 1 herefore, the use of the
where I. u4 .1 1 . '5 ,-., and hi5 are. respect•'.ely, the unit equilibrium (at temperature Tv) expfession for vibrational

tensor, the ,lilfiuaion v.locity, the mass fraction, the internal 'energy is justified even in the presence ,f chemical non equi-

energy, the vibrat ional-elect ronic energy and the enthalpy of librium [5].

the q-th -peties. Moreover. ti- and .%, are the source terms In the present work ionization has bt,'n neglected. For

due to finite rate cheriitry and the vibrational-electronic the five major species that have been acco inted for (0, N,

ei.rgy m, ir•e tern,. NO, 02, N2 ), the number of electronic states is V,' = 19, 22,

15. 19, 11, as given in Ref.f16]. However, spet rroscopic data
Thermodynamic Relations for the higher electronic states are uncertair. Moreover,

In gene-ral the lint'erral ecrgý and the enthalpy of species if the temperature is not greater than 10000 f1, a reduced

q are fuictions of the translational and vibrational termper- number of electronic states can be accounted fo-. Park 17]
atures. argues that th -only excited electronic states are ',ose that

"Fit,h internal neritgy of each species is the sum of the have an energy exceeding that of the ground state b) a factor

tran slatila. rotational, vibrational and electronic rontri- less than 2cV, thus obtaining N.' = 2, 2. 0, 3. 0. L..ewise,

jition, iac(ordhing to the fa,•rriiation property of the par- Palmer [2] neglects the electronic excitation of nitriq oxide

tition furncrln) [I-)!. and diatomic nitrogen, and uses 3' = 3, 0, 3, 0. C; idler

Ftor laoi-c •'cie'- on•e havs [I1 accounts for the first two levels of all species.

3 In the present nodel the number of electronic st ites
= T 1 -. 7 - h' (4) has been determined by imposing that the percentage er-

ror of the internal energy of each species computed witl a
hr fliattiii sp, ,id . aoe uob ing that the rotational modes reduced number of states is less than 17 of the value c,-

are fully f-x~it,.d, one olhtaintained by accounting for all electronic states. This gives

-, .No = 2, 3, 2, 7, 2 (see Ref. [11).S= RT+ e,. + e,., + A h; (5)

where, .. , anI A. sare, respectively. the vibrational and Transport Coefficients

electronic etirgy contribution,;. and the enthalpy of forma- At high temperature the transport properties (viscosity,

tion j ,,e Ref !51). thermal conductivity and diffusion coefficients) are affected

Tli expr .,sions for thlie energy contributions due to the by the dissociation.

excited vibrational arid electronic states are obtained assunie In the present work the transport coefficients are based
ing loltfztinn ditributions at the vibrational temperature on the Chapman- Enskog theory and on an extension of Yos'
(lt ) anid a harnionic ocillator behaviour of the diatomic formula f4,17.181. Chapman-Enskog theory amounts tosolve

nholvculeý, thus yielding Boltzmann's equation for the singlet-velocity distribution

I function (that coincides with the maxwellian one when the

t,,. -01 - (6) gas is in equilibrium), and strictly holds for monoatomicI ~qgases. Yos has extended tie approach to account for the

effects of momentum and energy transfer between different
9q., r., exp (-V.-,iT,) species by collisions. Based on the relations developed by

Ug. exp= R ,=1. (7) Yos the mixture viscosity is defined as

LNI f N __(8),=l,.v; P = Al" • (T)

where 0,'. 0;., and g,., are, respectively, the characteristic

IIII u -I • IIIII••III I•I•m.=. ... ..
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w.'rf tut,. NeMid `4 . re. c h. the triass of tile- Chemistry Model
.f.'ws q. rifl woffifinj •toili~ioln jujtq~zea ald file lolar concvrt q. ro, he i r~od being t oIefirie at e~ arid he rolaIn the ablelnCe of ionaitatrion 4n11 five lidjajor Nilec ieS are

aitsunted ( ON. NO,. OI , N n i lit hecfilii l react ion nieth.

P, anisill is [161:

Yor a mixtur,- of gastes in theriial non equilibrium. the O - A- 0 N .11
NO-* Al• N +0 AtMhi-at coll-,it I 7ion at otmik for the coat ribiutlois of tile trans-

port of trairslioial cntergy dud the transport of energy due N, + A t N N At .1l)

Io the Irilter al strl'ctirre. N- ( + .0 N O i +N

"hli trI.a sla!onial l ierinal coriductivitv is defined a.s fol-
l , , w • ~ ~N O +- O -- O N

jcj X N ________wher-e A.t is Anvoiie of the fite 'l- ie.s.
K. A" (Tf 'The first three reactioits in Fqn.(13f are li.al) particle

impact dis-ociation reactions, the fourth and fifth reac tiocis

, , -- 1- U U, RI~. [10. -5 - 2.7 I t it , t. I' are exchanrge reactions.

I he forward reaction rate finStArRt are dciinld ,s fol-
lows:

Thei, ,o•! ritiuthins of thelt different internal energy nlodis .,', =C. I'l" esL[p(-L,/ 1". (1.)
areat i otint ,d [for fly defining a therumal conductivity for eachrriodl whlere the coinstanlts ("s, vj's anid E's are.. rest•. pliseky, the

mde fArrhenius constants, the pre-exponential factors, and theI-Ir the fuilly vxcitt-d rotational inodt. we have
activation energies, and they are determined experimentally.

K -• l (lO) Observe that the rate constants need to be mnodified to
r' () account for the coupling betieeni % ibration arid dissociation.

Park !6] introduces a weighted dissociation rate-controlling
where ti:. q 1iruirrIarnorn is over all diatomic species. tenmperature defined as

F-or !he % ihral ional elect ronie thermal conductivity we
1a14 -6V ,l a -iiplified expression correponding to partial =" l-
exc itani o;! 4 f tiv e o inudes. thus obtainiag:

and defines, the forward rate constants of the dissociation

• tC~l <:R1 ) (II reactions as a function of T,

t#.. = X-l, (Td)

where ('•i is the ibrat ional specific heat coefficient defined
Park has originally propoised a vahle of n = .5 which

.l = deL_ has been found to place too much a weight on Tt,. More
'1 dlb recently Park [16]. and Gnoffo 14j. use a value of n = .7.

Tlic dilTri-ioui coeflicienit of specit-s q.irr the mixture and thus yielding--fatr-dissociation reactions immediately past
,he diffisioni hlUX are- given by the shock. Hansen [19] aid Mitcheltree [3] have introduced

S "rT IV, (1  I - 11 V ) a dependency on the vibrational temperature by taking n =

p s,A',, ( r) .9 - .4 7VlT.
In the pre-sent work we have followed the more rigorous

approach of Treanor arid Marrone [201. that intr9dure a vi& ,
p? u = - P D ' A. brational coupling factor V' and redefine the forward rate

constants as follows
.\• is the molar fiaction of speties q. and "Y, = oa s w

The niodified collision integrals _XA depend upon the kL. 1, (T) I (T. Ti,)

dynarnics of the collisions between particles of type q and

r, and on tht energy potential. In particular the same tern- V = Q(T 'T)
perature variation as proposed in Ref.j4] hlas been used. Q'( l'

where Q" is the vibrational partition function of the disso-
ciating species and T,- is a temperature defined as

I I I

"TF Tv T



I -. * :~~ k, ar-L'oh ir recornibilnat ion ) is related to tie eneVrgy availal after

I t.' Ow r toli, Ar h-- of Itf '1' 1 h energetic col lisions, arid is proportlorna Ito di,,oc altlurk ewk

oi~ ailt, itre to li 111f v rU diminished hw t Irte t ranislatitonal onie. These tunodlts are

1'' d I!,h !c i.nr tr I .Ibr it t U! I coi p II I Ig. ard ftIe% aIiiiati f based of) a !.itniplih julg as'liiript hll that the~ vibirational 4-ik'

erg)' rerrkovtd iby diissoci atio iur equal to t he eneiegy gainIed1

bv recombinration. As showik I~v 1 re-ancir arid Marrorre [20?1
ni is is strictlyv t ru un'iidetr themnina etpimlilri un.

I. r. A njrioII s t i~-, ilibniirni ojotti~raa for t he r -th I In thet present work %e. have also rela te, I thle diern ifal-

Pa I'l.ii't~da., v ibrati on energy e'xchiankge to tire- a~ erage vibratijonalI energy

/ - on accol nt of thlt fact that tilt- r rodel of IPark rieg e( tis rer

k.,, -ixp Bii If., N- B,., BeH., P l. ) tral non eqjuilibriuim effects 11I thbus we base

%%here -00u 1. ntid the value.-, of the piaranmeters H,., L f4,4

Vibrational Energy Exchange

lI he.-Uu -I.tr term "', accoinnr.t fur thle trdraislatiora-sibrar ion NUMERICAL SOLUTION
VI chIali i~t dtiti to ft !lkI., i, anld v ibra tionral .'ntenv lost (or T he soiut ion of tire go,,trr iffig etlua~t ioirs fo r hiighk speed
gaIl net- du to fletit i--. t ion iir rector ibiinatiotrk flows requires the use uf robust ankd accu rate- schiienri. Thie

. tiux-difference splitt ing (of I-bit' 31j.1 nilt'~ flu1x-sector split.

ring of Steger anid Wtarmninkg `211 anti Van Leer j251 hkave
1 li rt'~ a kin. Iit n rnirg ex iaiit iriilele

A,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~* iodn , I-LnduIvlrIhot ta ýul a een widely used. for (perfect gab) high speed flow (oriipi-
aittiniin~ .~ he aniiu I ~le r rtirv tha aslrnk t at tation,. Claister 1,261 has extended lloe~s approximate [tie-

vibrit niot ital jrin du uto coi,i1onu, take place on ly it-t V. eri niarnn solver to (real g&%) hviv ersonic flow, in eqizililariuni.
adja~en: (la~: uli ese aril ui~arrFlux-vector splitting for re-al gates has been delseloped by

' T -e f,1% Liork and Van Leer [27', and Grossuanar anid 'inriella [I11).
7Montagnil et al. j2S] have imrplerienited a iecondt order sym-.

wher the.,nnnnrit ori 5cr t! ut' iarrnic ~ ~ metric total variation diminishing schemrre ffor iriviscid flows
whee te uimtio iýo~r a! tlt'ditli~li NpCIS A1417, in chemical equilibrium. A imore general rtethodolog~y for

is the 5jibritiorna! relaxation !inle definled as the solution of hypersonic flows in non equilibrium has been

presented by Liu and Vinokur il 2l. Graso arid Bellucci [5]

have followed the approach of ftef.!121 to develop a second
whee t eorder total variatin diminishing method to include the ef-

whr he frirt terrr Ii~i.-idt with ht;_xpre,,iori given by -ai

Miliikarr anti While 22.and 7'i, the collisiorn-lirnited cor fects of non equilibrium chemistry.
I ~In the present work we generalize the approach of Ref.1121

rec io prpu~d lv Prk 6ito thermo-chemi~cail non equilibrium flows.

74 olI -ilt, . ,.2 Space and time discretizations are separated by using

P the method of lines and a sy-steirs of ordinary differential

A, I . it I0 U Fr I ,*I equations is obtained for every computational -4e~l72 A Ir
J~ I centered finite volume formulat ion is employed. By approxi-

(.2-5 ftW S 1? -1 ro mating surface and boundary integrals, by ruears of thenmean

= ~.2.5 l&~ -±- , ( F ) Iv, value tif-reorm atrid mid-point rule, tire governing equations

Obý,rvvtha we avener(E~qn.(3)) are cast in tire following discretizi-d form:
Ob-eve tat w hrae nglectedl the diffulsionral effects

arid have riot iritroiluced the empirical bridging formula of d'iAJ,, +

Park [i16j that seems to give a better description of the vi- dt+ ns)=S H (5

bratiorra! relaxation for very high post shock temperaturesi.

Different approache-s have been reported for the vibra- where J stands for the generic cell face. n is the positive

tioiral ernergy exchange due to cherenical-vibrat ion coupling, unit normal to cell face whose length is A~s, arid .5,, is the

Gnioffo [411. Candler [ri], Palmer [2]' and Park [16[ assume that cell area..

such a term is related to tire average vibrational energy. The numerical flux vector is:

More recently Park [16] has suggested that tire reduction

(or the increase) of vibrational energy during dissociation
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......... , -F 1  ) + _p1 ,, , Time Integration
(I If-) ri thre presenice of chemiical irou equihlribrium tihe sysienir

Numewricatl InicdFu iceiain of ordiniary differential equnat ions is stiff duIe to thre presenice
Itivicid Fux Dicretiation of thre produrctioni teriri If. Stiffnes.s arises for fill- dispar.

Ali upwrind 6iiiedr wcolrd ordert total %ariar iota diriijiiiiih1- ity between the chraracterist ic chremiical arid fluiid-dfrwiliirc
ilig I Vi)) '(c-lre ie flos beenl llsed to evaluate the ilrv imcid t imres, lierce, the t irie inrtegratiou would requaire all ex-
firux rbitoi'l. Iir ~cheinti is hasedi on tire im odlified t rerinely small t irie -itep. H owever, for steady flows -A i ifiless
I larteir- r,r iret irrl genteralitrel for inirrti!sperie- it] clirriri- can be reduced by~ introdirciiig a preconrditioni mratrix 1'. and
cal non .rilzibrrrium ý291. i'I shemierrie has good proptrirriis tr ymo riayd

thel sseofodnr iferentii al equratiions~ is rmodiflied ac-
of rotorotorricity anld corr.ývrvativity ini tire presence of dis- cordingly
conirmt i rr es. atd it sirir s seeorird order accurracy and oscil dW,,+1 4

lat ion frtr- soluitions. 11. vrnfurcirig consistenrcy at cell face P, di ' S -- (F_, - n If=l,, (18)
(it 1/2. j) onre oktaiti.,: ~.

Tlre i ntegra tion iii tinr r of Eqn.(18) is prerformedr~r by a
FIL ,""~. Ij F~-, IF~*, ) + three-stage Runrge-Kritta poinlt imiplicit algorithmr [41:

(Gj GF.) r + R, 0,.~ .-12 (17) ~r-J

lire t erni 1.. 4, repremsrirts tlire nuiri itric"al a It idliffrs ive 1l11 Xr& ii-1 (W.~kf W ~ill i
con tribur:tioni. thlot Iloii 0 iies tire' in visc ii flurx tor riiki' tire ~' ' '

scheirre irpwrrru,iaed I! all(d secoird order accurate, arid - -F k -F I~ + nA- i lf&~t

a iririrnrolrimiuter is selected for its better corriPutational i ~ ~ a '

efficiency- a nd Speedi of corrvrrgeirce [29], Tire right i igeri-
vector tiratriX (R) of tire iorriral iriviscid flux jacohialn is W'+ W!1

constrrrcted by chraracteristic decomposition in the direction Tire precondition matrix scales all tihe characteristics
riorriral to cell faces, arid its expression is given in Appendix times to the same order. anrc it is defined as

Numerical Viscous Flux Discretization P(-1= I-e'r 1 .i (159)

According to the runrt itrt ive eruat ions. tire viscous fluxes For computational efficienicy. a partial jacobiris of tile

depend uponr tire gradientN of tire primi~tive variables (u, T. source terifil 1)"!W) is used by neglecting tire dependency

TI., I'). Tire nrumierical counterpart is obtained by apply- fHOlpi n.pPs.Wihu fetn h cuayo

irg Garuss tireorerri to a comprutatiornal cell whose vertices desed-tt ouin

are thre two .grid nodes (1, J) arid (I. J - 1) ann( the centers BonayC dios

of the two adjacent cells (i.j) arid (i + Lji). For an arbi- The numerical solution of thle governing qtvp'1i(Tnsir
trar. frunctrion .- thre numerical derivatives at (z + 11/2.j) are

evalrI ated accordling to tire following~ formulas: qluires bouindary conditions to he imposed along the bound-
aries. Referring to Fig. I typical boundary conditions are:( 1k) JY - A, ;.1.y i) outflow, ii) freetstreant: iii) solid wall.

0'r _%A,x A,y - -1,.r _,y

Outflow conditions
(1; ~ _ _A.,;n Aix - A" A.1r In general, the outflow conditions along r., depend on

09 / ~ ~ the Macli number. For an exit Mach number greater than

where one, first order extrapolation conditions are inmposed onl all
variables: OW

A. ),.j J- = 0
OX

iThe grid values ;,.i, ;,7.j-l are obtained byv bilinear in-

terpolation of cell center value-,. Hence, the discretized vis- Freestreani conditions
cours flux (ontributiorr at cell face (i + 1/2.j) is air algebraic At the freestream boundary (I 1), depending on the flow
furnctiorn of grid and cell center s6alues, iCe. direction, different conditions are imposed. If tile flow is

f MW,; W,+r.,; WV,j: Wt.ijt) entering then free stream values are imposed.
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P p,. 1~ two solutions shows that the la rgest (lii 'Irinal ) rion equ ilibi-
rium i effects are conf6 ined w.'ithin i the- sho ck laver. Th le use

I," - toi~- M *. '=0 of T('N F reduct-s di ssociation. thus yieldlintg a larger valuet
If III, Ilow i' xiling. th en fi rstr orde'r extra polat ion (,o- of the peak- translational t emperatutre (the diiiference-s be-

ditillart imo'e alng ',.ing550K). Thie coniptied results also show that the itivis-

S40](1t wal frozen. nleeg the v ibrationa teprtr vaiesratknally

On a ý,Iil wall (I ,) ro~ijitinurtin- typo' boiindary cootdi- cantly only helow y/ I. _ 0.1 as shown, in Fig. 2. Figure :1
i')I> rt stt ttuiii' nt-lipt oitit ttiiseiiorc'd~ ~~* shows the oxygeni mass fracioat (list ribtition vs the ( txndi-

veoiv t= v 0 mensional) normal distance. This figure indicates that most

is the most affected by the thermal non equilibrium.grafie-u. aiid fixed wall temuiperatiire or adiabatic colt-

jun~f~ aLrf Set. Moruover. it h as beesn ass it ted that the vi- Cae2-2i. yln r
trdt tona tem tperatuire of thle mt olecu les is equal to thle wall Cae2-2i.Clne

Tcnip-o -it I re. '[he second test cause is that of a 2 in. cylinder in par-
sn ýrfbou' 4 tmost livpersotic vehticles are mnade tup of tially dissociated hot nitrogen (1 V~ = 0.927, V~ = 0.073.

'ra ineWia I a ivai at oxaide. or (ar bon mi at erials. itO] gas- T,_ = 1833K)s . The treest reami velocit y is5,590 m/s aiid

N .,.'u*~~c~i rn-t oiis hlouild kie acontooi id for. However. in t he the wall is assitnied adiabat ic. Thfe coitmptutations have been
4 1,1*0 ok 11w. effrect, f t he gas sii rfao-' iut eractlion fhave performied on a 176 x 71I grid withi normal niiesh spacing

hr-it iegis-it'd andl lthe tortinal d-pce-)oiffuisioni fluxes is ranging between 0.2 - 0' and 0.2. Th'le temperat ore, the
/ci1 ii' 011. 1111 %iicvildimu den-tsity and tite inolo-ular tiitrogen mtass fract ion dlistribti-

N ~tions along the stagnat ion streamtlineo are- reported in Figs.

fJ -1-6. The high valtie of translational temperature (approxi-
Oilt

mately 12000 K) isresponsible for the nlitroigen dissociation.
As in the previous test case. %ery small differences are no-

RESULTS ticeahle between the TC.NF and CNE solutions, intdicating
that for this test case tlte main non equilibrium effects have
to be ascribed to the chtemical ones. Investigations of the

Case 1 -10 (leg W~edge translational and vibrational-electronic temperatures show.

[fit( [inst test i ase correspontds to the fluw over a 10 dt'g indeed, that thermal equilibrium is reached immediately af-

wege at fro ins v attt ýclocit% of SIOO tn/s. an altitude of ter tie shock. Somec discrepatncies between the two solutions

1kini oid a xitill temtperatutre of 1200 K. Trhis test case are obsere at the stagnation point, where the flow should
baa wo-i ive-i iatedby the auhor ~6.Q~ ntishos a (asymptotically) reach equilibrium. In Fig. 7 the comrlffli

sinall d1-gree od not equilibriumn in the boundary laver. The dtensity field is compared with the experiments of Hlornung

test cas', is miriplo (,tt ac-count of the simiplicity of Ithe go-. [Ij where the interferogram of the flow field is reported.

tniet ry. flowevo-r, it conttains all of the relevant features ofr The overall (qualitative) agreement of the compluted and

ittjomlt' hypersoniic flows aid( has been selected to study measured dentsity is good. However, some differences in the

the so'tisitivity of tlie solution upon thermal non equihib- density field (already foutnd with a thermal equilibrium ap-

ritintt effects. ['lie coitthittat ions have' been obtained on a proixitnation) are observed, which are probably due to finite
176 ThgridwitIi noidtiinsinal)mes spcingraning energy transfer rates for the vibrational modes of the differ-
fruiti.0(l 5to069 atol el asectrato tatvares etwen ent molecules, as concluded by Candler [:101. The computed

*5 aind 13. For this It-st case, two comtputat ions are- reported stand-off distance (equal to 6 trim, evaluated as the distance
ci~a whrc the' density~m ratio is equal to 6) agrees well with thei r moidi 1 tdithernial andI thititicuil nnequ ilihriuam hchtedest
irith - (I' '>-K ai~.t iet ieni tt eu li r in -chenia ton experimental valte reported in Ref. [:11].

equililoriuntim iotb-l (('NE). Referring to Fig. 1. the bound-
arv W0, has :w-eni poit~it otet half a miter upst ream of theC NC U IN
%so'ogt' leadinig edhge (lovated at .r =0). [lie out flow hound- In the present work a two-temperature model has been
ary (1*'.) has b! 'i set at .r = 4m. atid 1ht. freestreantn bound- developed for the description of thermal and chemical noneq-
an% Inas beeni positioned at yj = I .35mt. Figure 2 shows the uilibrium viscous hypersonic flows. The model employs a vi-
translational atid vibrationah-electrottic temperatures com- brational coupling factor as propmosed by Treanor and Mar-
ptited with thme 'l'(NE miodel, as well as the tempewrature rone, and it uses a model based on a nun- preferential re-
tnfttaitio-( with thte CNE miotdel vs the tiondirnenisiontal itor- moval of vibrational energy. The solution methodology has
trial dlista~ntce fromt theo wall at x 15mSr. Cottparison of the beeti developed within a finite voluime approach based on a
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(luced lrv initroduinirg a priooidit ion mnatrix that allows a [I'll Hollanders If., Nlarriiffa L., Montagný J.L., Morici'
pitis'implicit solurii::'; u *'. t-r-'S. P Visn ., "Coniputatiouial Methods for llvper-
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where b is the spar, basis vector orthogonal to n. and hK and

are the pressure derivatives defined as

K ((p " (21)
\i)pf I q C"

\•= = R 5 T-Kt' ('2.)

where C.". •,' and c are. respectively, the constant volume

specific heat coefficient and the internal energy correspond-

ing to translational and rotational modes, and the frozen

speed of sound. which is defined as

c = [(K+1)l/ 2I = ;.YKh-AK v (23)

The values at the interfaces are calculated by using a
generalization of Roe's averaging to account for thermal and

chemical non equilibrium.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

TIIEORETICAI, AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS IN HYPERSONIC FLOWS
7 May 1992

,1r. Bignell, British Aero!ýpace, Sowerby Research Centre
laiies and Gentiemen: We now come to j-very important part of our meetinghich Is the Technical
Evaluation followed by the general discussion. First the Technical Evaluation. It is a particular
pleasure for me to be able to welcome Professor Eli Reshotko, our Technical Evaluator. Incidentally, I
should -ay straight away that if I get through the next hour and a half without referring to him as
ProfesSor Roshko, it will be a miracle. Just a little bit of background to this meeting on the
involvement of Professor Reshotko. I don't know if it was said on Monday morning when the opening
ceremony was taking place, but the last tjme the Fluid Dynamics Panel of AGARD addressed Ilypersonics in a
symposium was in Bristol in April of 1987. Another aside here is that we are very fortunate that weal ..--.. -_
have at this meeting, the Technical Evaluator of that meeting, Professor Bogdonoff. We addressed
hypersonics in Bristol in 1987. Following that, Professor Reshotko, who was a member of the Fluid
Dynamics Panel at the time, made a proposal setting up an Ad Hoc Study Groip on Hypersonics Research and
Technology which began life in, I think it was the spring of 1988 and it ran for approximately two years.
But as a result of that study graup, three things have so far emerged. One is an AGARD Working Group on
Hyperson'cs which is just about to hold its first meeting, if It hasn't just had it already, but it is
pretty imminent. The work shop which took place last week at Le Fauga-Mauzac certainly had an AGARD
background and an AGARD input and this symposium, so those are the three activities. I do believe that
Professor Reshotko was the person who initially proposed that this symposium should take place anyway. lie
was a member of the Fluid Dynamics Panel for about 7 - 8 years and he left in 1989, so he has been a
member of the Fluid Dynamics Panel until comparitively recently. There is another good reason that we are
ortunate to have Professor Reshotko as our Technical Evaluator, and let me explain what I mean. I guess

tie basic question posed by this symposium must be how we are doing in the AGARD community in

!!ypersonics. In other words, have we made real progress since the Bristol meeting in 1987? Are we using
wisely our resources, which are fairly limited in this field? What is the way forward? I imagine that
Professor Reshotko will thoroughly address all of these questions, and I have absolutely no doubt
whatsoever that he will give us plain and honest answers and yet at the same time be cechnically
stImu]:itIn,.,,. Eli, welcome back, we are delighted to have you here. The FDP members and the delegates of
the conference await your evaluation with great interest and anticipation. The floor is yours.

Professor Rshotko, Case Western Reserve University
Ladies and Gentlemen, it is my great pleasure to be with you here and an honor to have been chosen as the
Technical Evaluator for this symposium. I entered Into this job with some trepidation and humility.
However, my task was made even more difficult by the very generous hospitality of our hosts here in
Torino. I wint to thank all of you here who have commiserated with me in trying to meet the time
constraints of this task. As Bob mentioned, many of us were present in Bristol in April 1987 when the
Fluid T:namics Panel sponsored a symposium on the Aerodynamics of Hypersonic Lifting Vehicles. We were
then , -y much engaged in the vehicle development programs such as NASP, HERMES, iIOTOL and SANGER. We
were f riously relearning hypersonics and reconstructing it using the modern technologies of CFD and
advanc d experimental techniques. There was excitement and some optimism evident at the Bristol meeting
about thie future of hypersonic activity. Well, it is now 5 years since Bristol. IIOTOL and SANGER have
been suspenoed, If not cancelled. NASP and HERMES continue, but those programs are in much more troubled
circumstances than they were then. We began to realize that the ambitions of those programs were beyond
our technology base and that the upgrading of the technology base would not be simple or quick. We would
have to pay the price for 20 years of neglect in hypersonic research and development. The mood at this
;ymposium more subdued and perhaps more sober. It is directed more at methodology than at vehicles. I
hope that 't reflects a constructive effort by our entire community to develop in a more rational and
consistent manner, the technology base that we will need for future vehicle development. In these remarks
I w- ii not comment on specific papers. I was not particularly bashful about commenting on them during the
discussion periods over the past four days, and I shall have the opportunity to be more specific in my
formal reinrt which I understand will he included in the symposium proceedings volume. Rather, I will
comment ncw on a number of topics which were triggered by the presentations at this symposium. These
comments, of course, will reflect a number of personal opinions and you are free to comment on my opinions
when the discussion opens.

A number of philosophies were put before us at this symposium. Philosophies are useful in charting
constructive paths for the solution of problems. I like them. Monsieur Perrier offered a design
philosophy in which experiment and CFD interacted, which together with some flight tests would provide a
finalizatior of the vehicle design. The methodology that he proposed is very much in line with the
simulation isethodology that was put forth some years ago for the transonic regime by AGARD FDP Working
Group 09. It might be interesting for FDV to consider such an exercise for the hypersonic regime to make

sure that no critical issues in hypersonic design are overlooked. The Pegasus vehicle that we heard-about.-•
at this symposium was designed exclusively analytically and has been successfully flown. It would seem,
therefore, to be a very good testbed for the flight evaluation of critical design issues.

I think that we can all agree that validated CFD codes are an essential tool of our design efforts. Joe
Marvin presented us with a comprehensive roadmap for the validation activity. It is worth studying and
following. But we must keep in mind that validation means that a code not only agrees with experiment but
has alsa captured the essential physics. The physics are important. Analytical tools such as classical
boundary layer theory, which are based on the physics, should be used more often to provide credibility
checks on both experiments and computational codes.

The session on instrumentation ws for me an example of yet another philosophy; that of a cooperative
effort by people at the working level toward improving their capabilities through the sharing of
in'ormation and providing each other with constructive criticism. I have experience with such an activity
through t/ many years as Chairman of the U.S. Transition Study Group. I was very pleased to hear of the

advances In the development of the new experimental tools. But some of them have been around for a long
t!me and are regarded as mature by the instrument people. So, I have been wondering why they are not more
w,,dely* d. ,iybe mature means something different to the developers than to the users.



1,ilko CARS, lor oxample. I have been hearing about CARS for abh r--21)"Tears, yet it Is not widely used.
(.,'IS t!-chniques are generally used by the people who developed them, or else by his neighbor who will use
thI !coliquie only as. long as his CARS expert is around. If you don't have a CARS expert locally, you

hin.'t h.ve f.ARS. My theory is that until a technology such as CARS becomes a commercially aval lable
t: rnke v Inst runrrt, it will not be widely acceptable to the wind tunnel community. Maybe that is the
det'lillit on of maturity. Certainly, that uas our experience with laser velocimptry. Also, many of the
,,ip ic:iI tbchniques that we have heard about have been developed using as examples, free jets, mixing
IL;iyr ;, g'enerally flows that are without boundaries. Can they be used in wall bounded flows? .Art-ai1.,
bourviary layers are a very important aspect of our studies. Can these optical techniques be used in
i•tir!'ary layer flows? It is not clear. If they cannot, they become less Inmeresting. Do existing
,nl<h; haVe tILe optical accesses needed for modern optical Instrumentation? Is retrofitting possible or

w*, hawv to design new tunnels around the optics, such as perhaps is being done with F-4 and other such
ia, !it ie,. Perhaps the instrumentation workshops or study groups should include some wind tunnel people,
;1 otlr that the user view be represented in the development of the instrumentation.

The ne',xt ItLi that I would like to comment on is the question of what is a real gas? We had a variety of
real g:as pxapers, but they were not alU consistent in their real gas assumptions. Steve Deiwert in his
paper gave us quite a complete description of the real gas issues, namely the non-equilibrium species
comlpostion, the thermal non-equilibrium and of course, the need to compute thermodynamic and transport
:,rnperties for the local mixture. I was happy to see that a good number of the papers presented here did
,ronsider all these aspects of real gas flows. An issue was raised at the meeting as to whether meaningful
testing could be done in a wind tunnel stream that was out of equilibrium. I offered a comment that there
migpht not be a problem for blunt configurations which are equilibrated behind their bow shock waves, but
that, the problem might In fact exist for slender configuretions. This question might be readily addressed
coriputationally by our colleagues who made presentations here at the meeting, for example, Messieurs
.Tirmignon and Zeitoun who presented real gas solutions for high enthalpy wind tunnel flows. If they could
continue their calculation over a model in those flows, let us say a blunt model, and a slender model, and
then also do equivalent calculations assuming an equilibrium free stream and compare the two results, then
we Would have some sense as to whether there is sensitivity to the non-equilibrium aspect of these high
enthialpy tunnel free streams. The result would certainly be most interesting.

r.et me ';so , something about Euler vs Navier Stokes. My whole career has been involved with viscous effects
in aerodynamics, so I dIo have a bias. But I insist that viscous effects must be included in any
hlIversonic internal flow calculation because of the effect of thick boundary layers taken together with
th e confinement of a mass flow. An Euler calculation for internal flows can be entirely misleading. I
ahlso enlorse viscous calculations for the external flows because of the consequences of flow separation
an,l aerodynamic heating which are of paramount importance in hypersonic vehicle design. Regarding
stability and transition, I was very pleased to see a critical evaluation at high supersonic speeds of
h. rh ;l rp cone and blunt cone instability as well as cross flow Instability. I was disappointed,
h,,wever, that the issue of transition estimation was almost totally ignored. Indeed, when one author of a
Iper that assur.nwd laminar flow was asked how hie knew that his flow was not turbulent, he could only shrug
his shoulders. The computational community should become more familiar with the present state of
transition estimations. It is not a simple topic and cannot be dealt with by simple formulas. After all,
if the steady Navier Stokes equations require so much effort and care, why should one expect transition,
which is the consequence of unsteady phenomena, and best modelled by unsteady Navler Stokes equations, to
be addressed by simple formulas.

let me note also that missing from this symposium was any consideration of radiative gas dynamics or the
radiative cooling of vehicle surfaces which can become important in vehicle design as we continue on to
higher Mach numbers.

W4ell, as you can gather, the tasks that remain for us in hypersonics are not simple. Our hypersonic
regime after all extends all theý-ay to orbital speed and perha'-mevtm beyond, if we consider entry from
other planets. For orbital speeds, we are talking about flight Mach numbers of 25 or so. For planetary
or re-entry from other planets, we are talking about Iach number 35 and above. Yet, our activity to date
steemr to be concentrated in the lower portion of the Mach 5 to 15 range, at least as represented at this
meeting. Please remember that at Mach number 15, an orbital vehicle has acquired only one-third of its
eventual kinetic energy. So, two-thirds of the eventual kinetic energy that is acquired by the vehicle in
going intb orbit, is above Mach 15. If we envision air-breathing propulsion all the way to orbit, as for
example In the NASP program, then we will have to give much more concentrated attention to theldevelopment
of very efficient scramjet propulsion systems for flight Mach numbers from 15 to 26. We heard very little
about such propulsion systems here at this symposium.

We have a lot of work to do. Yet I believe that the interest of our world community and activities in
space is permanent. Therefore, there will be a continuing interest in the aerodynamics of vehicles that
enable us to exploit the opportunities of space. But, as I said earlier, this will be enabled by a more
rational, continuous and sustained effort in developing the proper technology base.

This has now been my second hypersonic FDP symposium. I look forward to participating with all of you in
the next FDP hypersonic symposium in the not too distant future.

Mr. ihignell
Thank you very much for that evaluation, Eli. It has given us plenty of food for thought. Essentially,
ladies and gentlemen, it is your turn. I must stress that when you are making a comment to the
discussion, will you please identify yourself; give your name and affiliation. The reason is quite
sim. Ic. The discussion is being recorded for inclusion in the Conference Proceediný-s. The comments will
be 'ent to you before the publication goes out so you can check that what you said is what you meant to
may, and If it is not what you meant to say, you can actuafly change it. Now, we really need to impose
soe structure, some focus on the discussion. The broad headings that I have written down here, which
ha%- all been covered, obviously, in Eli's evaluation are: experimental techniques and facilities, CFD
design rrthods, development, validation, application of such methods, and last but.by no means least, flow
phy'qle and chemistry modelling.
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1,ii y ,.1yl i, we h;IVt.. !;otose commuiti or somei di scuss ion on the experimental teclhniques and aIloIItiles,
,,iV," 1 whitl ;!w -vilhiat ion has oome up with, that might be a good starting point.

i_). _i .na 0l , , DEIR Utt ingen
A 'o11r 1 ai a beat lo. I agre that we need close contact between the users and the people who develop

t, riatrir'ntit i'n, t•here Ls no question about this. But I have to say there have been users in this
d )r'lhop. .w'u!,! be Interested to hear from Professor Bogdonoff how he is seeing the developments
aetween C Rristol meeting and this meeting.

Mr. Bignel
WF,1- you (are to respond? Actually, I have got the best seller here, which is your technical evaluation
repo)rt from the Bristol meeting. I was going to come to that at some stage.

Professor Bogdonoff, Princeton
[ revlly am not quite prepared to answer such a general question, but let me give you an Impression. I
think much of what Eli said summarizes my own feelings. Five years is not a long time, maybe for younger
people, but it it J long time for me. In a way I was disappointed in what has happened in five years. It
is understandable because most of us are driven by our own national programs. In Europe, HERMES is a
driver; in the United States, Aerospaceplane is a driver,, and so on. At the same time, there has not
really been a lot of effort in the fundamentals of hypersonics, at least as I see it. Eli has pointed out
a good bit of this. I am pleased to see that there are some facilities that weren't available 5 years
agno. I would like to point out that although these facilities look like great steps, and I think
significant commitment has been made, there is still no concept of a facility which does, as Eli points
Out, get to the heart of hypersonics, which Is the 15 to 25 range, and perhaps that is because our
national programs do not push that way. Facilities are national efforts and perhaps as nations we have
not tackled that problem. I think it is going to be really difficult to exploit hypersonics in general if
we don't have the capability to talk about the Mach number range, as Eli pointed out, is two-thirds of the
enecrgy to go to orbit, the 15 to 25 range or beyond that point. The big differences I see In five years
are greatly increased capacity for computation and the continual development of Instrumentation. Eli
mesntioned the lack of use of new instrumentation In critical problems, but maybe the new facilities will
be designed for that. Computation still bothers me a great deal because most of it is not validated. I
didn't sc.- very much more here than I saw five years ago on a concentrated effort to validate these
computations. The computations which the designer needs to design. There are computations foir
fundamentals whltich seems to be coming along much better, but the idea of having computations which are
vali.Iated adequately for design still concerns me. The designers, and fortunately I am not one of them,
must ,t sleep very well if they are going to have to worry about designing a vehicle with computation
which tias some questions about whether it has the real physics, whether it has the details that he needs
for des•ign.

Mir. BRgnell
Could I ju!;t ask a question of you relative to that point. Are thesecomputations not validated simply
because th; experimental facilities ati-not there to provide the data? Is that part of the answer?

Professor Bogdonoff
Well, that is an excuse. That is not an answer. You can validate computations in very poor facilities.
if yceu reailly know what is in the facility, and you make the right measurements, then the question is
whether the computation can take whatever you gave It and get the right answer' You can validate
computati-ins without having a facility which simulates, very well, what the flight conditions are. Th. .is_
has not really been done very well. I believe this is because most people are not willing to spend a lot
of time and effort to do something which is really for computational validation, rather than solving an
important problem of hypersonics. The second point may very wel b e mere critically determined by the
facility: I don't think that we spend enough time and money for instrumentation and designing experiments
just for CFD calibration or validation; I am sorry that Dick Bradley wasn't here because that is part of
his early report, but I don't think I heard very much at this meeting about very carefully designed
expert'ents Ahich were just to find out whether a theory or computation was really good. It is mere than
just easuring some pressures or some forces or things like that. The details have to be well-enough
defined so th,.t the designers can believe that that tool will solve a real problem.

Mr. Bigiell
Do we have any further comments on that aspect?

Pr. Eitelberg, DLR-Gottingen
[ would like to make two remarks. I for one was present at the Instrumentation Workshop in the role as a
user of instrumentation so I think that the accusation that the Instrumentation people don't involve
facility users is not quite what it seems to be. The second one is that I noticed how two speakers have
used the Mach number as a measure of kinetic energy. I can't agree with that. The Hach number is a
compressibility number and the kinetic energy is given by the velocity squared and we may form
non-dimensional numbers in making a ratio of the velocity squared to some other significant energy, be it
dissociation energy, for example. I think that there is, from our side, a concentrated effort to get into
the kinetic energy ranges that Professor Reshotko and Professor Bogdonoff have been talking about.

Professor Reshotko
Would you be happy if I amend my statement to say from 15,000 feet per second to 25,000 feet per second
and then up to 35,000 feet per second. I simply didn't feel like saying thousands of feet per second
every thIn".

Are there any other comments that people want to make on experimental facilities and instrumentation. Any
further t smments on the work shop?
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Professor Poll, University of Manchester
Yes, I would like to make a comment. It relates to experiments and CFD. It strikes me that, with the
present level of development of CFD, its real application is to enhance considerably the data that you can
get from experiments. The current position is that you can build a tunnel and create a flow. However,
the range of instrumentation that you can get in there is extraordinarily limited. Surface pressures are
easy to measure but they are not very good for code validation because even crude methods can compute
pressures accurately. You can't determine static temperatures very easily, you are stuck with measuring
total temperatures, and really the instrumentation capability, even if we take the current state of the
art, is extremely limited. My feeling is that, provided you know some details of the flow that you are
trying to compute, CFD can produce a reasonably good prediction. If you can do a reasonably good
computation, then you can use the code as a diagnostic tool; a much more effective diagnostic tool than
many of the proposed forms of exotic instrumentation. So if you have a pressure distribution and perhaps
a few interferometer pictures, you can do a computation which, with enough fiddling about, will reproduce
the limited experimental data, then you can use CFD as a very effective 'instrument' for quantities which
you cannot measure.

Mr. Bignell
Do we have any comments from the CFD community? Not specifically in relation to that?

Ing. en Chef Masure, STCAN/BA, Paris
A question that has been raised during this symposium is the following: for steady boundary conditions, is
the solution of an aerodynamic problem steady or unsteady? I don't think that Professor Reshotko during
the closing discussion addressed this querstion which is for me a very important one. Is a flow globally
steady or unsteady?

Professor Reshotko
We had one paper that did address that question, that of David Dolling, where he pointed out that a
certain flow, namely the shock boundary layer interaction was unsteady. He provided ample evidence that
it was unsteady. However, he did not identify a mechanism for that unsteadiness. Without the mechanism,
we will have a very hard time modelling the unsteadiness. We have to understand what it is in that flow

that leads to the unsteadiness. Is it related to any reattachment singularity that we do not understand.
The important point here is that a validated computational effort is needed for this problem that will
have to understand the physics. That should be one of our objectives in dealing with the mechanism of
that unsteadiness.

Mr. Bignell
Professor Bogdonoff raised an interesting point in talking about the need to provide designers with
methods they can use to design their spacecraft, spaceplanes, whatever. Lbfortunately, I was unable to
attend or, Monday when there was a session on design of hypersonic vehicles. It was one of the sessions
that I was looking forward to. Perhaps I can ask those people who are involved in design wnether anv
statement was made on the design requirements and the performance requirements; what sort of level of
accuracy are you asking for in order to be able to do the calculations that you have to do. What sort of
sensitivity studies are you able to do? I come from a missile background and from a design point of view
t1tat is the sort of things that one does, fairly early on, i.e., sensitivity studies to see what effect on
performance you get with plus or minus 5 Z accuracy in being able to compute a particular flow parameter.
I just wondered if anybody would like to comment on that?

Professor Reshotko
Monsieur Perrier is not here to defend himself, but he did offer an approach to the issue of design for
the hypersonic vehicles. While he did not address the necessary accuracies, I think that in his desire
that experiment and CFD -Acther with some flight calibration points be put together into a design
technology, he would be sympathetic to your point and -idhere to it. lie also brought up one other thing,
when you think of a design for a flight vehicle you run into some critical issues that are not necessarilv
the ones that are being investigated in the laboratory. lie brought up one that was simply windshield
heating. You have to have a windshield, and it is made of a material that is not necessarilv a heat
r,ýslstant material, or the best heat resistant material. how do you handle the issue of windshield
heating? That comes up in design, it is not something that we normally investigate. I think that he, in
his paper, laid out a fairly complete list of the issues, lie did not, of course, address them according
to what level of accuracy is needed to resolve them.

Mr. Bignell

Would anybody else like to corment on design and performance requirements for hypersonic vehicles?

Mr. Muylaert, UST C
I think the issue of design requirements and instrumentation accuracy requirements for high enthalpy
testing was not enough addressed during this conferenc,:, nor during last week's hypersonic instrumentation
workshop which was held in Toulousse. In fact, computational sensitivity studies should be done oni

generic forms incorporating the physical phenomenon of interest. These studies should tell us what the
most sensitive parameters to be measured are, and to what measurement accuracy the instrumentation
specialists should develop them. As an example: the CFD people should provide an answer to the question
whether a 1% accuracy in NO mass fractions for electron beam fluorescence or laser Induced fluorescence is
enough or compatible with a 10% accuracy requirement in heat flux. The instrumentation development people
should not be left alone but guided by the CFD people.

Professor Stollery, Cranfield
I was just looking back at the notes I made at the time tlob, on Monday's session. Nearly everybody talked
about the need for transition data, which i:l1 Reshotko has :!ready referred to. It seems to me it is
Incredibly difficult to design a vehicle if you don't. know whnre transition is. Although all the wind
tiunneIs can tell you what the difference In heat Iload, pressure dlstribution and control effectiveness is
when you gvt laminar and titrbulent flow, they can't give vou the transition Reynolds number. It seems
fr,,m tlis ml ,'. ln,, thlat It li• i lo y two raes .I hlp,, are the qut•t wind tunnels and the possibilitv of f' ýht

to !Inv , I lus i I



Professor Poll
I would just like to make a comment on that comment and address the transition issue. There has been an
awful lot of time and effort spent in the transition community working on problems which are or L4ttle or
no relevance to flight vehicles. The amount of money that must have been spent on transition on the sharp
cone and blunt cone at zero incidence doesn't bear thinking about. Yet, that is not a flight condition of
any interest whatsoever. We have to be very careful that the physicists don't have a field day when it
comes to doing experimental and computational work.

We have seen one example where 11 consecutive days had been spent on a CRAY YMP to tell us that we sti ii
couldn't explain an experiment that was done 5 years ago - it also wouldn't explain experiments which were
done 40 years ago' In the transition field we need to take a more realistic look at precisely what
mechanisms are going to be important on the kinds of vehicles that one wants to build and then design your
fundamental research program accordingly.

Professor Herbert, Ohio State University
Just on the side: at the time we did this work, our new Cray YMP was 60% idle. Disregarding this, I
consider the computer time well spent to obtain benchmark results in an area where accurate data are
scarce. Our interest in reliable high-Mach number computations isn't all that old because the original
idea was to build NASP with known technology. Since we learned that some research was necessary, we
started 3 or 4 years ago to build our computational "stability tunnel", and I reported about how far we
got up to this point. Next year, or in three years, our capabilities will be much better. At this time,
we just have to evaluate and compare with whatever data are available and accessible. There seems to be
sufficient interest in sharp and blunt cones at high speeds to conduct detailed experiments. I don't see
anything wrong with computations for the same cases.

Professor Deconinck, von Karman Institute
I wouldn't feel an expert on answering really your question, but I would like to touch a related
question. I would like to comment on the fact that Euler computations are extremely important to chieck to
Navier Stokes computations to make sure that you have the inviscid limits correct if you increase Reynolds
number. For this reason alone I feel that it is very important to check Euler calculations.

Dr. lng. Korner, DI Braun schweig
I would like to comment on our experience with Euler computations for supersonic flow, Mach numbers from 2
"lo 4. When we have wave dr ,' dominated configurations, as for example with HER.MES, all aerody-namic
coefficients are given in a rather proper way by Euler computations: lift, pitching moment, the Lateral
derivatives and also the drag, because the viscous drag is only a small part. The base drag has to be
excluded. Secondly, if vou have slender configurations then there is a larger part coming from the
viscous drag, then it is necessary for the drag and the drag-related derivatives to do a viscous
correction or viscous calculation. As to the other aerodynamic coefficient and derivates, results from
Fuler-calcutations are sutficient.

Hr. Li nell
Ti wts one of the messages which emerged in the Missile Aerodynamics Conference in Friedrichshafen, that

Fuler could be used and it appeared to give good results.

Mr. Mendenhall, Nielsen Engineering
Paving been at the Friedrichshafen Conference, I would like to relate something from our paper. In the
design of Pegasus, which has come up several times this afternoon, we used both Euler and Navier Stokes
methods, but what I have not heard at this conference is the fact that there are other methods available,
and the only thing I can imagine that might be against their use is the fact they were (,eveloped more than
20 years ago. There are still some very good aerodynamic methods available that the designer must use
because he can't afford to design a configuration with Navier Stokes codes alone. It is physically,
financially and economically impossible to do this in many cases. What we found in the Pegasus work is
that you need a whole "tool box" full of codes. Not only do you need a tool box full of codes at all
levels, you need multiple independent codes at similar levels. By that I mean that it was not uncommon
for us to use three independent codes and get three completely different a...rc. Admittedly, Pegasus is
an unmanned vehicle, so we could accept more risk and uncertainty, but remember, there were no wind tunnel
data to fall back on. That Is when the designer starts to lose some sleep at night.

Mr. lignell
Sorry, Mike. Did you say that Lhere were no wind tunnel data available? It was actually designed
completely analytically and flown analytically, was it? That is some achievement really.

Professor Slooff, NIA
"This is somewhat of a secondary reaction to one of the remarks that Professor Bogdonoff made. He sort of
reproa, ed the CFD community for not paying sufficient attention to validation type of efforts. In a
general sense I think that he Is completely correct, but I would just liKe to remind the audience that one
of the few papers that I was able to attend, I think that it was the one by Oberkampf from Sandia Labs,
was what I consider to be a very thorough study of mesh refinement and by extrapolation to get the zero
mesh results, If you like, and then compare them with wind turnnel data. I would like to see more of that
kind of exercise in the future.

Professor Reshotko
I herd two things that I would like to talk about. First of all, Dr. Korner mentioned the experience in
the Mach 2 to 4 range. I can't disagree about the Mach 2 to 4 range, but I would say that once
aerodynamic heating becomes an issue, you have to work with a viscous code. So, maybe It Is above Mach 4,
but my feeling Is that as we get Into the hypersonic regime, beating becomes one of the primary Issues as
mUch as drag, If not even more than drag and therefore, you need a viscous code. Coenting on Mike

M,'ndenha 's statemort , I fully agree. I am very much a proponent of using the full tool box, even with
t lt • Th, I, mlthe ,I, as I tried to sav In my talk. rho, old methods were really based on the physics.
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That is how they were derived. So, they become the credibility checks for other methods or experiments
and we have to continually make these credibility checks because we might be embarrassed otherwise. I
will cite one experience of the first Antibes Conference where there were three Navier Stokes computations
done on the heat transfer to a sharp cone in the laminar regime. They all gave different results. They
were not slightly aifferent, they were a lot different. None of the presenters had made a check against
simple laminar boundary layer theory for that example. They would have readily seen whether they were
right or not. I understand that that was corrected by the second Antibes Conference, but that was a
shortcoming of many of the papers in the first Antibes Conference that they did not make credibility
checks of their computational results.

Mr. Mallet, Dassault Aviation
I would like to make a comment also on validation. I do agree that we should do more for validation, but
I would just like to mention that I think a lot of people here have been involved in organizing and
contributing to workshops, so I think the issues have been identified and people are doing efforts to
improve on that.

Mr. Vancamberg, Dassault Aviation
I want to comment on the levels of codes and the Euler, Navier Stokes from the designer's point of view.
We try to adjust the level of codes to the needs of the design. I quite agree tha, for hypersonics if you
want to solve all the problems the only way is to go Navier Stokes. But for forces and moments, for clean
configurations, I think Euler calculations can give you a good idea of what is going on and to make
sensitivity aitalyses I think you can have some good results. I quite agree that the heating problem is
one of the major problems of hypersonics and generally speaking, the first main problem is the laminar
winaward heating. Then you can have boundary layer results. That is quite a good level now to have a
sufficient answer. Of course, when you come to flap efficiency or canopy heating or heating between
flaps, or things like that, then you have to go to full 3D Navier Stokes solutions.

So from the designer point of view we have to adjust mainly to money constraints, you have to adjust th•
level of modellization to the level of the problems that you want to tackle. One other thing is that,
generally speaking, the scientific community tries to put as much as they can on the physical modelling,
and tre best physical modelling possible. I think that this is a very good thing to make progress for
things to go on. From a designer point of view we might have to take less sophisticated models and give
conservative answers and that will ailow us to sleep a little better. How do I know when I am
conservative? Well I think the answer is obtained by physical thinking. For example, it was stated one
of the big problems of HER•MES for example is the bow shock;winglet interaction. Do we have it or don't we
have it? We generally make calculations at chemical equilibrium and that gives us the closest position
of the shock versus the winglet. So in that way we know that we are conservative. For the heat flux for
example, we generally take full equilibrium or fully catalytic walls and that gives us some margin there.
'enerally speaking, we try, due to physical reflection, have a conservative approach.

Professor Cirav, Middle East Technical lniversitv
yr. Cihairman, I don't know if I would divert the course of the discussion to a different subject if 1dare
to mention that one thing that has intrigued me. Until now nobody has said anything about rarefied
conditions. I don't know if it was on your agenda. Everything is taken from continuum point of view
L:nti I now. Does this mean that the problem of rarefied conditions is not important or is it solved or is
it not relevant to this discussion?

Mr. Bignell
Woul1d anybody like to respond to that?

professor Reshotko
I will take a try at that. When we consider airbreathing vehicles to orbital speed, such as the National
Aerospace plane, then you are necessarily within the atmosphere because you have to breathe air, so the
rarefied problems do not come up. If you have a vehicle that starts in a rarefied environment and then
comes in, we already have experience with those vehicles, so that the problems that will arise have arisen
already and they have been designed into vehicles such as the Shuttle and the like. They don't present
research problems as such, although there may be some research issues yet to be settled. Because cf th-tuso
two extremes, they are not prominent problems.

Professor .Bogdonoff
I seldom don't agree with Eli. Usually, when I have, I have been proven wrong, but I would like to make a
comment about rarefied flows. Every computation that was presented at this meeting, except one paper,
used Navier Stokes or some continuum formulation. One question that one might ask is just how far can you
take that computation? I think that Professor Ciray has a question which could be interpreted many ways.
There is a limit in altitude perhaps where you can't use the Navier Stokes equation. There is also the
question which is not at all clear to me and which has not been addressed here, to the effect of
chemistry. I believe all papers were limited to 5 moleculer species and 17 reactions. It is not at all
clear that the upper atmosphere is composed of only oxygen and nitrogen alone. One thing that might be
done with some of these computations of chemistry Is to examine what the real atmosphere might have which
might validate or Invalidate the use of just 5 species. The upper atmosphere ii dissociated, and at least
in my mind, will he flown through at very high Mach numbers. It is hard to believe that we are going to

be flying at Mach 2 or 4 or 10 in the upper atmosphere. At very high speeds, Mach numbers 20, 25, 35,
non-continuum and trace gases may be important factors. It Is not clear to me that, just because we
haven't had any problems up there with the Shuttle they are not a critical problem. it might very well be
when we look at hypersonics In the long term.

Mr. _BI(ne 11
Would anyone else like to comment on flow physics chemistry?
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Ti amentionted that at lower altitudes rarefaction is not an issue. This is not the case where you have a
s!iacll charucteristic length scale. For example, the shock-on-lip problem is a problem of current Interest
for NASP where you have relatively high density hypersonic flow (Alt = 35 km), yet the characteristic
length is very small and the potential non-continuum effects are exacerbated by the shock-shock
-ntoL-ractions. This is a problem that is currently being Investigated to examine the importance of
nun-continuum effects. Hlopefully, meaningful comparisons can be made between numerical methods (DSMC and
Nvier Stokes) and between numerical and experimental results to isolate the relevant physics for this
problem.

At higher altitudes, the effects of rarefaction can be very critical In simulating the thermochemical

s;tate of hypersonic flows and, consequently, the impact it has on the heating and aerodynamics of
vehicles. Two areas of interest are control flap effectiveness and pitching moment. Finally, at orbital
conditions there are innumerable problems where rarefaction effects are critical in characterizing both
the environment and the performance of space systems ranging from satellite to space platforms. Problems
concerning gas-surface interactions, plumes and plume interactions, and contamination are areas of current
research.

Mr. Bignell
"'here was one question I would like to ask in all innocence, and It may well be deemed to be a provocative
qiiestion, but It is not meant to be that in any sense. As I was looking at the screen this afternoon, I
was looking at a vehicle which looked rather like the space shuttle, and here we are 30 years after the
.l; ttle was designed, built and flown successfully. The methodology must have been proved in terms of CFD
di "olopment, application and experimental techniques and facilities. What sort of methodology was used to
d(-iign the shuttle which clearly was used successfully? You could hardly do a flight test of the
v•,•le. I know there were lots of flying lifting bodies, but they may not have contributed an awful
lot. I wondered if Dr. Goodrich would comment, having worked on the shuttle.

Dr. Goodrich, AGARD
The methodologies used 25 years ago for the aerothermodynamic design of the shuttle have indeed proven to
be successful after some 50 shuttle missions and 10 years of operati6n. Even without this knowledge, if I
were starting the shuttle activities tomorrow, I think that I would start where we did then to get
preliminary design information and then take the same attack to validate the design margins with CFD tools
- depending on the schedule and costs factors. I don't see anything that has changed dramatically in 25
years except that the CFD codes are more efficient now. One may be able to obtain a useful Navier-Stokes
solution for "hese vehicles now, although based on a recent project that I worked on, it was still
dIfficulI! to get good Navier-Stokes solutions for relatively simple 3-D blunt bodies under certain
conditionis. I would still be inclined to start with our desigii'E•T~hox to come out with a preliminary

design and then go to Euier/boundary-layer solutions for timely margin-assessment activities. Then, if
you have the resources, go to the Navier-Stokes codes. Unfortunately, in 25 years, we haven't made the
advances necessary to start, I don't think, at a different point for aerothermodynamic design activities.

This is, liowever, not the case for aerodynamic analysis. Improvements in the design methodology r-ed for
the orbiter ierodynamic pitching moment predictions at hypersonic flight conditions are rather easy to
achieve today because these design predictions were based primarily on ideal gas wind tunnel mena lr'6ed ffts-
and correlations. Euler-based, real-gas CFD predictions could have been useful then, and should be useful
today, in providing good estimates of the aerodynamic forces and moments for shuttle-orbiter-like vehicles
at hypersonic flight conditions.

11r. Bignell
Thank you for that. I find that very interesting. It is now quarter past 5 and we are getting on towards
concluding our discussion. The other question that I wanted to ask was that Professor Reshotko in his
evalu tion raised a number of issues. Could I ask the chairman or a member of the new AGARD Working Group
on ly! lrsonics if any of these issues are being addressed specifically.

Profe -sor Poll
If I in comment on what Dr. Goodrich just said. The space shuttle, viewed from a non-US perspective, Is
a piec,2 of good, solid, boiler-plate engineering. The criticism is that its payload fraction is
microscopic. The real issue is how do you build better vehicles and better vehicles presumably means
something with a much better payload fraction. That comes by reducing your design uncertainties, that is
you knock down your conservatism. One of the critical large uncertainty areas which has a direct effect
or, payload, because it has a direct effect on thermal protection, is transition. Yes, transition is part
of the brief of Working Group 18, which is the one to which you referred. Heating, either through
transition itself or through issues like shock boundary layer interaction is a central issue to WG 18, as
is the consideration of improved experimental facilities in order to get better physics information, again
in areas for which the uncertainty level has traditionally been high. Also, just for good measure, there
are the impliciations of real gas effects which extend up to the rarefied limit. An of these key issues
are being studied because, if we make advances, it will reduce the uncertainty levels which in turn will
lead to much more efficient vehicles.

Dr. Klenappel
Con,-orning the task of the Working Group 18 on hypersonics, there is the main aim of this working group
whi is to validate the codes in turbulence, transition, viscous interaction and rarefied. On the other

hanrd the second task for the Working Group, and I believe that this is one of the issues of this
con Ference, is the calibration of the existing wind tunnel for new experiments.

Mr. reLaun o111
An- TieN-any other burning issues which anyone wishes to raise?
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'arnnot Ieivet-fi- symposium with the somewhat pessimistic view that we have got from Professor Bogdonoff
,,n proy're:is or missing progress since 1987 and now where we stand in 1992. I think our symposium in
Bristol ha,; been a 'state of the art' review of what was available at this time. I remember several
"contributions, lectures on listing up availability of facilities being not any mere in a production phase,
and plans for new facilities. Since that time I think something was achieved In Europe. We have seen
deUnrio this week, at least, the reports from France. We have two new facilities now under calibrations
having the first tests and further validation tests are planned. We have seen the first exercise in those
Antibcs workshops; on 8 test cases. It was a huge effort and a European data base on hypersonic is going

an to be estahlished. I remember the CFD sessions in 1987. We had heard something about Navier Stokes
solut ion, and Eler calculations, but not to such an extent as we have seen (during this week. I will
roler to some of these papers addressing the 3D Navier Stokes calculations on Hermes. W2 have seen
r0;Ult!; on a two-stage to orbit transportation concept also, dealing with potential flow, with Euler
i,•des, with tAyler Stokes codes. I agree that those codes in many cases are still not really validated,
but there is considerable progress in the last 5 years. The next step must be the validation of these
cod•s, but this takes time, and specifically designed experiments are needed having been mentioned in many
o1 these comments, but these experiments are underway. In addition, the instrumentation now Is in
progress;. In 1987 we hadn't had a session on Instrumentation. Everything was gone, because we had
worldwide stop in hypersonics. Even the people operating the wind tunnels 20 years ago were gone, so we
tad to educate a new generation of engineers. I think this is underway and has been undertaken and the
first progress could be seen at present. One last example, a completely new experience is that we now
know, that we need; for example, [IET, the hot experimental technique. It was mentioned by the paper of
John Wendt, and this is now progressing. ,y view on progress during the last five years is not so
les; ;meet;tic a!; seen by Professor Bogdonoff.

M~r. Bitigell

hank you :or that contribution. I don't see any hands raised, so I think it is appropriate to draw the
d;sc;'ss iun to a close. Time is movitng on anyway. Just before passtr--ver to the FDP chairman, I would

•vio;:slv like to thank Professor Reshotko for his eloquent evaluation. It was all that I expected it to
I would like to thank all the speakers, presenters who have performed during the week, especially

t!hoe who came from the workshop who only had a couple of days to get the material together for the
..eerir here. it was very commendable. I would like to thank obviously my co-chairman, Christian
lk.irr r and members of the Program Committee who put this meeting together and finally, I would like to
thank .11 o6f you who have contributed throughout the week and this afternoon in the general discussions.
I will now hand over to Professor Slooff who will close the meeting.

Professor Slooff
Ehank you Bob. There is an end to every event, and this is the end of a week of hard work, both in the
tec!hnical as well as in the social sense, I think. I have myself only been able to attend a small
frictjon )f the meeting, and also I am by no means an expert in hypersonics. What I heard, however, was
very inter esting. The fact that at this late hour in the afternoon there are still so many attendees
iillustrate ; the success of the meeting. I would like to compliment the Program Committee, particularly
the co-chairmen, Bob Bignell and Christian DuJarric with this success.

Much credit for the success of this meeting goes to the Politechnico of Torino for the excellent
facilities and services that they have provided. In particular, I would like to thank the Dean, Professor
Zich, and the local coordinator, Professor enorato. You will have noticed that Professor Onorato was
assisted by a very elegant team consisting of his secretary, Vilma Bnaglio, and three of his students,
Elisabetta Buscati, Isabella Gonnet and Enrico Cerrato. They also deserve an applause.

Thanks are due also to the people who perhaps had the most difficult job, that is the interpreters, Mrs.
Borlat-Rossano, M. Speed and M. de Lifflac. Then we had the people from SHAPE taking care of the audio
apparatus, Mr. Gregory Wyatt and Mr. Murray Costellow. We also have to thank Mr. Savorelli of the
Polytechnico who took care of the visual aids.

On behalf of all of us, I would also like to thank the Italian National Delegates, in particular Colonel
Celegato and his staff, Lt. Spuziani, Maresciallo Rubinato,-Muresciallo Zampaglione and Sgt. MIscatelli.

In additioin, special thanks go to the Director of Engineering of Alenla, Dr. Ing. Lojawno and the Director
of Engineering of Fiat, Dr. Maccagnani. We thank them all for inviting us and for setting up such a
fantastic program of technical and social events. You certainly did set a new record for hospitality
towards AGARD.

There is one person, a Fluid Dynamics Panel member here from Torino, that has done a tremendous amount of
work behind the scenes in putting this all together and I would ask you to follow me in a warm applause
for Dr. Bucciantini and his assistant, Paola Turletto.

No AGARD FDP meeting can be run properly without the indispensable help of its Executive Dr. Winston
Goodrich and his secretary Anne Marie Rivault. You did a terrific job again and we thank you both for
that.

Finally, I would like to draw your attention to some of the future activities of the Fluid Dynamics
Panel. In this rapidly changing world the mission and tasks of AGARD are a subject of discussion. I as
sure that you agree with me that AGARD has every reason to continue its work in the spirit of this past
week. You can help by disseminating the information given on this viewgraph to your colleagues and by
sending out the message of AGARD in general.

Thin ,ally is the end. Thank you all for your patience and for your personal contributions to the
succe a of this symposium. I wish you a good and Interesting trip to Modane tomorrow for those of you who
go an 1, of course, a safe journey'-Iack home.
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f f. Abstract

The 43 papers prepared for the AGARD Fluid Dynamics Panel (FDP) Symposium on
"'Theoretical and Experimental Methods in Hypersonic Flows" that was held 4th-8th May 1992
in Torino, Italy are contained in this report. In addition to these papers, the Technical Evaluation
Report aimed at assessing the relevance and success of the Symposium in meeting the technical
needs of the aerospace community and the transcript of the General Discussion held at the end of
the meeting are included in this document.

The objectives of the Symposium were to (1) report and assess the advances being made by the
AGARD community on the development and application of theoretical methods and
experimental techniques for simulating hypersonic flows over aerospace vehicles, (2) highlight
outstanding problem areas, and (3) establish pointers to aid in the planning and implementation of
fut ure research programmes. Major topics covered by the Symposium were testing techniques and
instrumentation, computational methods and physical modelling, and validation and accuracy
assessmcnt.
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